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18§7.

INTRODUCTORY

Number

1.

REJIARKS.

SOME -men write 'introductions, some prefaces, some dedications, and
others, in order to secure th'e sacred power of the number tlLl'ee, write
them all. But for me it will suffice that I introduce the best men and
matter that I am capable of doing, while I dedicate the present volume
of the Christian Sentinel to all who love ow' L01'd Jesus Chn'st in

since1'ity, and who desi1'e a retw'n
primitive disciples

to the faith

and practice

0.1

/tis

Presuming this will be sufficiently comprehensive in its embrace, we
shall endeavor to present during the present year many of the reasons
why such a return is desirable, accompanied by the leading elements of
the gospel as plead by those already engaged in this glorious work.
There are also many collateral matters-secondary
in importance, com.
paratively speaking, yet of great interest-that
we shall from time to
time give such attention as they may seem to demand. But, so far as
I am concerned, I do not like to promise much, lest I should fail to
meet all expectations; yet, I can with a great amount of confidence say
that the pages of our paper shall contain monthly as much of interest
and importance as any probable circumstances may demand.
An entirc change having been made in the manner of conducting
the Sentinel, we can with confidence submit the whole matter to our
brethren, thinking that they will heartily and promptly respond. I am
glad, also, to state that the Sentinel does not labor the present year under'some of the 'unfavorable circumstances which attended it last year.
Having changed its place of publication, associated Bro. I. N. CARMAN
as one of the editors and Bro. J OHN J~INDSEY as one of the proprietors,
and having secured some of our best writing talent for contributors, I
do not hesitate in affirming that the Sentinel shall be worthy of a liberal support. Nor do we expect that any of those delays so often complained of shall this year be the subject of complaint. We could not,
however, appear sooner with the present number, on account of the
great misfortune which befell our printers in the loss of their entire establishment by fire. But, with all haste possible, they have procured
new material and are now at work. This will also add to the mechanical execution of the Sentinel, a,'!all the work will be performed with
entircly new material, which will still continue to bear out to the world
1
1
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the already well-known fact that 'NASON AND HILL are model printers '.
There is yet one item of importance to which we wish particular attention. ",Yehave, by constant and laborious effort, succeeded in getting Bro. CATt~IANto locate in the City of Peoria, not only to take the
home editorship of the Sentinel, but also to take charge of th<l,little
band of disciples worshiping in that place. As we have some time before stated, the brethren there are weak, and need a goodly share of as~istance before they can' stand alone'. ",Vetherefore desire to make
all the effort possible to place the Smtinel upon such a basis that it
may yet assist the brethren there by aiding in the support of their pastor, our As~ociate Editor. As for me, I expect to travel a good part of
the time, and labor u:ith the brethren and fur the SClItinel j and as
preachers arc some times accused of going where they get the l01l(lest
mil (l:lOst money), I shall in part acknowledge it true in my own case
-that is, I shall go where they will give me the most subscribers for
the Sentinel.
Now, brethren, do n't all speak at once, for I shall call
around to see you just as soon as you promise me a large list for the
Sentiucl j and when I get with you I shall stay as long as I can do you
more good than I could do in SOUleother place-providing, always, the
list of subscribers be proportionate to the time I stay.
There is yet another question which I wish to submit to the brothe1'l1Ood
of this State. Do you wish to support your own paper? If so,
now is the time to 'prove your faith by your works'. But I wish it
distinctly understood that, as an individual, I only gain or lose in common with the whole brotherhood. If the common CU1l.oesuffers, I suf~
fer with it; if it gains, I also am profited-and
in this light alone do
I consider myself connected with the publication of the Uhristian Sentinel j aud what I say of myself I mny also say of all connected with it.
But I am willing to labor, as nre the others, for the good of the cause
we so denrly love; and if, by the assistance of our brethren, we can
more extensively spread the glorious news of salvation by publishing
the Sentinel, our feeble efforts shall not be withheld. In the mean
time we snbmit the matter to the direction of our Heavenly Father, devoutly praying that his blessing may attend all efforts for good in the
~pread of his truth and in the salvation of our fellow men.
O. A. BURGESS.

MEN arc so inclined to content themselves with what is commonest;
the spirit and the senses so easily grow dead to the impressions of the
beautiful and perfect, that everyone should study, by all methods, to
nourish in his mind the faculty of feeling these things. For. no man
can bear to be entirely deprived of such enjoyments; it is only because
they are not used to taste of what is .excellent that the generality of
people take dolight in silly and insipid things, provided they be new.
For this reason one ought, every day at least, to hear a little song, read
a good poem, sec a fine picture, and, if it were possible, to speak a few
reasouuble words.
GOETIlE.

THE

TE1IPI,Jl

AND

THE

CHDRCH

the Temple of Solomon had some great typical significance, would
appear simply from the peculiar interest shown by .Jehoyah in itRerection,
and his sanction of the imme1l2cexpense thereby accruin~ to his people.
Neyer was bnilding so..costly. The design was lJavid's-the
execution,
Solomon's. But David, for a purpose he was never to sec fulfilled, gathered together, in his official capacity, gold, silver, preeions stones, bras~,
iron and marble, indefinitely. We have no means of estin:::ting the
amount; but his pi'ivate oflering, contributed afterward at a meeting
called for the fnrtherance of the great project of his life, must have
amounted to some seventy-eight millions of dollars in gold and, silver!
At the same time, the chief of the people there assembled, moved by his
example of liberality, made an additional offerj,n~of more than one hundred and twenty-eight millions of silver and gold, beside seventy-seven
tons of brass, sixty-eight hundred tons of iroll, and their precious stones
Small as the aggregate of these offerings must have been, compared
with what David had previously set apart in his kingly capacity for the
building fund, it was, nevertheless, so great that it was celebrated on
the day following by the ofTeringof a thousand bullocks, a thour.:and
rams, and a thousand lambs, with drink offerings and sacrifices in abundance for all Israel; all simply as an expression of thanks to God that
they had been stirred up in heart to render back to the Lord of ' his
own' for a sacred purpose.
Think of it, ye wealthy ones, who stumble at the burden of building
a meeting-house at the cost of a few thousands! IIcre was an expense
of tens of thousands merely as a thank offering for having had the privilege of making a fractional contribution to the great building fund, which
fund itself was but a beginning of the expense of the house. All this
was merely to set the work going. Solomon cmne to the throne and
detailed a hundred and fifty thousand workmen and thirty-six hundred
overseers to the preparing of materials. The wages of these for the seven years and upward spent in building would amount, at a very low
rate, to a hundred millions more. And this was but a shure of the labor employed. The servants of King Hiram, being more skillful workmen than the servants of Solomon, were also engaged by the latter king-,
for which he gave his Tyrian tributary, annually, a hundred and seventy
thousand bushels of beaten wheat, a like quantity of barley, a hundred
and fifty thousand gallons of wine, and as much oil. All this, however,
seems to have been but all earnest of future pay for serviee and materials obtained of the Tyrians. For eve1'Y '!Iem' of building, Solomon g-ave
to Hiram, subsequently, one of the cities of Galilee!
A princely scale
of remuneration, truly! Not in dollars - not even in the massive golden talents of the time - but in cities! How the mind is staggered by
any attempt to grasp in one view the entire cost of this most magnificent house!
There must be an adequate meaning to all this. God is a pOl·tecteconomist, and does nothing in vain. In directing this vast labor and exTUAT
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pense his eye was fixed, not on the simple erection of an architectural
monument to his name which should be the theme of all time, but on
the building of that holy spiritual temple in the latter days, 'which tempIe', says an apostle to his brethren, 'ye are'.
Connected with the building of these temples we JUay note the following cOIncidences;
1. The design of the first building was in the ,heart of Dayid. The
building of the church is reprcsented as springing from the eternal purpose of thc Father.
2. David made immense sacrifices, as we have seen. Jehovah made
an infinite sacrifice in order to the second building.
3. As David's princes and nobles made sacrifices with him, so angels
and arohan/.!;elssuffered the loss of the Savior's beatifying presence in
Heaven, and gave, beside, their priceless labors to set on foot the great
building of Christ on earth.
4. The building of the first temple did not commence till Solomon
had ascended the throne of his father, which was 'the throne of the
J~ord'. The church was not established till Christ ascended to the
throne of Da,id and of God.
Vide 1 Chron., xxix; 23. Acts ii:
passim.

5. Solomonwas eminently a 'prince of peace'. Christ was' the prince
of peace'.
'6. It was the great work of Solomon's life to build the temple according to the will of his father .• Christ came expressly to do his Father's
will.
7. Solomon had miraculous wisdom given him by the Holy Spirit for
his work. Christ had the Spirit given him 'without measure'.
8. As there was a special preparation of materials for the first temple,
before the actual building commenced, by David and Solomon, so the
Father, through John and the Savior in his personal ministry, and
through the twelve and the seventy, prepared materials wherewith to.
commence the building of the church.
9. ~laterials were brought from Tyre. "Other sheep have I, which
are not of this fold."
10. The first temple went together without the sound of a hammer.
Christ's 'master builders', the apostles and all who followed their direction, made a short, simple and easy work of inducting persons into the
body of Christ, the' spiritual house'; no protracted agonizing, no 'noise
and confusion'. The sword of the Spirit hewed the material into proper shape, and it was then transplanted by baptism into its proper place,
where it became a constituent part of the building. The materials of
the temple came to Judea, after being prepared for placing in the building, by water.
11. The special presence of the Lord, or Shekinah, was in the Temple of Solomon; so the Holy Spirit dwells in the Church.
12. Offerings could only be accepted at the TeIQ.ple,and incense might
not be offered elsewhere; so all prayer and spiritual sacrifices must be
offered in and by the Church of Christ.
In view of all these similarities and COIncidences,who shall doubt the
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typical import of that great Tcmplc, thc pride of onc nation and thc marvel of all others?
But another thought presents itself. Can it be that God wuuld cause
such an extraordinary buildin~ to be reared, merely that the rearing of
it might shadow forth the building of the Church? Might we not reasonably cxpect that the hand which brought about so many cOincidcnces
thus far would lead thc matter still farther, and make the /tiSi01'll of the
one typify, or at least illustrate, the history of the other? J~et us compare the fate and fortunes of the two temples a little, and note the result.
1.. The Temple of Solomon stood in its primeval beauty and magnificence ouly about thirty-three years, when Shishak, King of Egypt, came
and pillaged it of a portion of its costly treasures. In about the same
length of time after the founding of the Church, errorists and seducers
began to creep in - Egyptian and other philosophies came to rob the
Church of its purc and simple devotion, its brightest ornament and richest treasure. It was still, however, the building of God, though somewhat dimmed and spoiled.
2. After standing four hundred and fifteen years, the glorious Temple was finally pillaged and burned by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon. Then it was that the sorrowing wail of Israel arose-" Our holy
and our beautiful house, where our fathers praised Thee, is burned up
with fire; and all our pleasant things are laid waste," And thus, in
the new era, after a few centuries of comparative purity and permanence,
the mystic Babylon came in like it flood and ,swept away almost every
vestige of the spiritual house. Ages of darkness supervened under the
blasphemous dispensation of Popery, an 'abomination of desolation',
worse than the ravages of Nebuchadnezzar.
3. The next great event in the first history we are tracing was the
rebuilding of the Temple by ZerubbabeI. He, with his assistants, did
a great work of restoration, and the broken-down altar of the Lord was
!lnce more reared and the regular sacrifices thereon again established according to the word of the Lord. But there was a great difference, still,
between the primitive temple and the restored one; so that, while the
young were shouting for joy at the rebuilding, the old wept bitterly at
sight of its inferiority to the first, which their eyes had seen.
Strikingly analogous to all this stands the most prominent ecclesiastical
event following the subversion of the Church to Popery; I mean the Reformation of the Sixteenth Century. Luther and Calvin, with their noble
co-workers, rebuilt, so to speak, the christian temple and set up a spiritual worship for the carnal and idolatrous ceremonies that had long held
its place. Yet they fell far short of a complete rebuilding of the spiritual house, as even their own admissions show. Church and State were
still left connected, and divers relics of Catholicism remained beside, of
which we need not stop to speak in detail, their mournful effects being
yet only too palpable on every side.
4. The' next epoch in the history of the Jewish Temple was its profanation by Antiochus Epiphanes. He did not entirely destroy, like the
Babylonish king, but spoiled and pillaged after the manner of Shishak.
A similar spoiling of the Church took place after the Refonnation by

-------- -- --- - --the ingress of a cold formalism and a spirit of polemic discussion upon
ubstract questions of theology. Both l!lngland and Germany seemed to
lose almost all of the vital, earnest piety they had derived from the great
events of the Sixteenth Century.
6. As Nebuchadnezzar had a Zerubbabel for his counter-worker, so
had Antiochus a Judas }Iaccabeus, whose pious labors were most earnestly and faithfully lXiven to the work of purifying the defiled and sullied Telllple j but, unlike Zerubbabel, his aim was only a purifying of
the existing edifice, and not a rebuildin~.
Who can not sec here a striking illustration of the Reformation of the
Eighteenth Centm-y,as wrought by the great Wesley and his compeers?
With no thought of buildinr- a new Church, he labored indefatigably to
induce those in the Established Church to repent and arouse themselves
to a warm, living, earnest state of heart and soul. Heaven blessed his
labors wondrously j and, though much yet remaineu in the usages of the
Church that was several centuries too modern to have been placed there
by the' master-builders', with various things lacking, according to 'Wesley himself, which characterized Hie primitive Church, the movement,
upon the whole, gave cheering presage of a final restoration that should
yet be made of the Church to its pristine beauty and glory.
6. A few years before Christ a great restoration of the Temple was
undertaken by Herod the Great. An immense amount of treasure was
expended, and the labors upon it, with more or less constancy, were
protracted until the Jews could say, in token of the greatness of their
boasted house -" Forty-and-six years was this house building." J osephus, full of the Jewish national pride concerning this structure as restored by Herod, pronounces it the most gorgeous and magnificent edifice that ever the sun shone on. It must, however, have been considerably inferior, still, to the first house, than which it had, nevertheless,
'more glory', according to the Scriptures, in that it was honored by the
presence of the Savior. As compared, moreover, with all preceding purifyings and rebuildinp.;s,this might be called a complete restoration, so
far were they exceeded by it.
Now, of all the religious movements since the days of 'Vesley, has
there been one sufficiently radical and so diverse from all others as to
bear comparison with Herod's restoration of the Temple? Of course,
all those religious bodies who regard each other as being different' branches' of the great orthodox Protestant tree will say Nay. They will point
us forward to some great turning to the Lord immediately preceding his
coming, and yet in the future. But, ignore it as we may, there has
arisen in this Nineteenth Century a reformation far more radical than
those of the Sixteenth and Eighteenth, and one which has spread with
a rapidity only equaled by that of the primitive Church itself. Calvin
and Luther reformed Popery, in a certain sense, and Wesley reformed
the Reformation; but it was reserved for valorous spirits of scarce a generation past to burst all the fetters of creedism, all the shackles of party
names and time-honored, though man-made, forms, and go fearlessly back
to old Jerusalem to build with divinely-sanctioned materials, and according to the precise directions of the 'wise master-builders'.
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Let us consider lllore definitely, for a moment, what there was to be
done. The two acknowledged reformations were, in some sense, counterparts of each other. The first found Popery an irrational, sensuous
religion. In fleeing this they ran to the opposite cxtreme of striving almost solely after speculative orthodoxy of creed. Correct intellectual
perception of Christian doctrine became the hobby. The second reformation, in fleeing this cold state of things, ran to the extreme of almost
idolizing feeling in matters of religion. Yet, maugre all extravaga nces,
these two great efforts did much for the world, in that they enlightened
the intellect on the one hand, and on the other warmed up the sensibilities of the soul in reference to its interests. But the root of the whole
matter was not yet reached. Man's most inner nature, that faculty of
the soul which essentially constitutes him man -the will-was strangely left out of the account. 'rhat conversion to ·God was, in essence, a
self-determination of the will in a new direction, was yet to be developed
scripturally and philosophically. For a false philosophy of the human
mind, ignoring the freedom of the will, had long proved the bane of
Christendom. We can now see it in the distorted and imperfect Christology that preceded the reformation of the present century. The offices of Christ were but partially understood. As a prophet or teacher
he was held up, with measurable correctness, as related to man's intellect. So, also, as a bleeding sacrifice and intercessor on high with his
own blood, he was recognized as holding a wondrous and sublime relation to all the finer sensibilities of our race. But his official relations
to the will, in his office of King, as absolute sovereign of the universe,
were either dimly seen or utterly overlooked. Especially did it remain
to the third reformation to bring out the idea of positive ordinances in
religion, or those addressed to man solely as a test of the submission of
his will to the will of Christ. And, since upon the will hangs all moral character, the re-proclaiming of the gospel message in its original relations thereto may be truly termed a restoration, rather than a reformation. But this claim would be preposterous were we to admit the classification some times attempted, assigning the restoration of the true teaching concerning, respectively, faith to the first reformation, repentance to
the second, and baptism to the third. We deny, however, that either
faith or repentance-much
less baptism-was
correctly taught prior
to the present great restoration.
To pretend that no errors are committed in carrying on this work of
rebuilding, would be to assume for those who engaged in it infallibility.
This can only be had while following exactly the master-builders.
In
every essential feature -that is, everyone prescribed in the living oracles-we are following them. But the many minor, unprescribed particulars of manner, etc., being left to human judgment, can not be judged
by any rigid rules. In these respects imperfection and lack of wisdom
are doubtless seen. But such departures from' the law and the testimony' as 'faith alone', 'feeling alone', or 'baptism alone', are only
made by those arrogating to themselves the officeof the apostles-that
of 'master-builders'.
Moreover, as the great restoration of the Temple
of Herod was forty-six years in progress, so let not our work be·finally
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decided upon as to its short-comings until at least that period be allowed
for remedying temporary defects and bringing the parts of the new building into a harmonious and symmetrical whole.
Meautime, let us not bigotedly assume that those taking the name
of disciples or Christians are the only ones whose labors are bringing
back primitive Christianity. Let us be ashamed to assert that none are
exorcising the demons of crcedism, priestcraft and partyism, but those
'following with us'. :Many a noble spirit, not yet itself fully emancipated, is struggling for and hastening the general freedom. Whole communities of pious souls, under various names, have been throwing off
shackle after shackle. The signs of the times are abundantly hopeful.
Ere long the Lord's personal presence shall grace his Temple.
7. As the last feature noticeable in the Temple's history, ere its vail
was rent and its typical period consequently completed, we may observe that in all its magnificence it was yet defiled by those entering it
for mercenary purposes and carrying on base traffic thereiu. And the
Lord of the Temple drove them ignominiously out.
Let this admonish us of the visionary character of those teachers who
foster the hope tha,t a perfect state of the Church will exist before Christ's
second coming. If, under the very eyes of the apostles, a Simon Magas, a Diotrephes and an Ananias were found in the Church-nay,
a
Judas himself, under the very garb of an apostle-we lllay not expect
that the Lord of the Christian edifice will find at his coming no profaners and defilers within it. But, God be praised! though in it, they are
not of it j and their ejection will not lllar the glorious building's proportions nor take from its beauteous walls, for in them only' living stones'
arc found.
I.N.C.

A CHILD'S

THOUGHT

Ol' GOD.

Tm;y say that God lives very high;
But, if you look above the pines,
You can not see your God. And why?
And if you dig down in thc mincs,
You never see him in the gold,
Though from Him all that's glory shines.
God is so good. He wears a fold
Of heaven and earth across his face,
Like secrets kept for love untold.
But still I feel that His embrace
Slidcs down, by thrills, through all things made,
Through sight and sound of every place.
As if my tender mother laid
On my shut lids her kiss's pressure,
Half waking me at night, and said:
"Who kissed you through the dark, dear guesser?"
MRS. E. D. DROWNING.

'J.'he Christian Sentinel.

IN ME:\fORIA:ll,
"Eld. J. T. JOHNSONis dead!"

fierce 'Missouri's current
To where Potomac rolls,
From Erie's sea-like surges
To far Floridian shoals,
With Winter's wind there blendeth,
Ah! many a moaning sigh;
For the stilled.heart of our chieftain
Beneath the snows doth lie!
FROM

Not with the battered helmet
And deeply-dented shield,
That speak of carnal conflict
Upon the gQry field;
But, with gospel armor on him,
And with trumpet in his hand,
He fell, while onward leading
Messiah's conqu'ring band.
He had turned from civic honorsl
That fired his youthful eye,
From the'warrior's wreath of glory,
That erst had come so nigh,
And his manhood's burning effort
With swerveless arm was given
In snatching souls from ruin,
For the love of Christ and Heaven.
With ne'er a truee to Satan,
Nor face from foeman turned,
Long bore he Calv'ry's standard,
Like a beacon-star that burned:
And where his sword-gleam brightened
There raged the fiercest fray,
Till Zion's sons had conquered
And Satan's hosts gave way.
Behind him rose the prean
Of blood-redeemed souls,
His shafts before still speeding,
Like coursers to their goals;
While high and lowly round him
Were fired with heav'nly zeal,
To mark such sacrificing
Of self for others' weal.
And now the wail ascendeth
For our chieftain stricken down;
Yet we know' he rose in falling'
And hath on the victor's crown.
His God, long served, hath given
Our well-beloved rest:
We'll dry our tears, and battle
For a place beside the Blest.
I.

N.

C.'
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1'lIERE is much perplexity in the minds of lUany 011 the subject of Conscience. \Vhether it be practicable to say a word or two that shall relieve this perplexity is perhaps worth the trial.
Conscience is very popularly termed the' moral sense' -:1 definition
only harmless, as sense may have a higher meaning thanjeeling.
Unfortunately, thousands are in the habit of mistaking certain happy or
unhappy feelings for the approbation or reproof of conscience. Now
such feelings may be the nsult of the voice of conscience, or they may
be the result of something el~e. Wounded vanity or self-esteem ig very
often taken for a troubled conscience; and so of other feelings.
Somehow, the idea has go~ abroad that within the human soul is
placed a special faculty, separate and distinct from all other powers of
the mind both in nature and office, which faculty is called conscience.
To this is attributed a nature something !,ikethat of the sensitive-plant.
It is reputed to feel, instantly and painfully, the touch of sin, whether
in thought, word, or deed Hence it is inferred that to avoid causing
these sensitive twinges within is to live' in all good conscience', whieh,
in turn, is to live, according"to this theory, just as God would have us.
Now no man ever rationally interrogated his own consciousness with
reference to this question without perceiving it to be a pure figment of
the imagination; but, alas! how few thu~ make such interrogation. A
portion of truth is so artfully mixed up with this 'infallible conscience'
doctrine that it easily passe.s,unsuspected, as unadulterated truth itself.
VI~fte.u find oj!rselves blamew
y in things of which no such
conscience took note till, per aps, louo.
time of their transactimC Now if consciencc were some infallible instmct, lJ1 icating the
presence of sin as the magnetic needle does that of iron or steel, this
could not be. Again: 'l'VCSeeoneman most consclCn lOusly s mnning
the very thing a!19ther feels himself under the strongest obligation to
do. To say that each is right is to say that there is no such thing as
~ right in itself. According to the Scriptures, "There is a way tha~
se~ht
unto a man; but t~
thereof is dcath." Paul verily
thought in his heart h ou hi to do many things in opposition to Christ;
and, acting ac din
e lve , even while the' chief of sinners', in
'alI.good conscience -that
is, as he elsewhere explains, with' a con- J
science void 0 0 ense'.
But what follows from these premises? that conscienee is simply, as
we often hear, 'the creature of education'?
By no means. As well
talk to a man born blind concerning the color of a rose as to say to one
having no native idea of right and wrong" Thou shalt not kill." The
truth is, law could find no response in a consciousness of obligation to·
obey did there exist no prior distinction of good and evil, of moral distinction. It may be answered that our first parents never knew good
and evil in their innocence. By experience they did not; but, manifestly, they knew in idea what doing wrong was, else they could have
llad 110 perfect happiness in the garden with a penalty threatened for
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doing what they could only regard as a mi~fortunc, not a crime.
0
say to a child' It is wrong to do so'; and we fully expect the child, if
it have any de,elopment of understandin~ at all, to know what we mean
by , wrong'. .xo one ever dreams of trying to communicate the idea
that word expreBHes. And its equivalent is in all languages. From
God, who is the subRtance and essence of the good, and lllls thence an
infinite knowledge of moral distinction, came this intuitive knowledge;
not by revelation, for the word' intuitive' forbids this, but by creation.
"In the image of God created he him." The spontaneous moral idea
is the chief clement of that illlHgein man; for we by common consent
say that it was in God's nwm[ image that he was made. Take away
all spontaneous ideas from him, all 'Ol'ig~nal suggestion', as the textbooks say, and you have nothing left on which by any possibility to
base accountability. ~Iany things could be taught still; but this is
true of brutes. You might give him commands; so you do your horse,
and even apply the whip if he move not at the word; but you never,
for a moment, I1ltionally deem your horse morally blameworthy for not
obeying. You can make him afraid to meet you, perhaps, when he has
done what he has learned you disapprove, llnd he may even show hi~
feeling of your disapproval until you arc tempted to exclaim 'That
beast knows he has done wrong!' but you know very well, all the
while, that knowledge of right and wrong only exists with immortal
spirits. Your own consciousness tells you this, .and it morcoyer t('lls
you that you never were taught the moral idea, but only those relations
in reference to which, by the lig-ht of this idea, specific duties became
apparent.
,
'Here we come to some tangible, consistent ground upon which to determine what conscience reaily is, and what are its functions and limits.
In strictness of speech it can be nothing else than the reason applied to
actions in the lif!;ht of this I'pontaneous, indefinable idea of right and
wrong, with the additional light of whatever extc;'nlll instruction IUlly
be possessed as to the circumstances aUll relations of the actor. '~hese
moral judgments, when oUl'selves are invoh'ed, produce more 01' less
feeling, according to the clelmless of our knowledge and the sensitiyeness of our devotioual.natUl'e. So intimately associated are these decisions of the reilson and their corresponding effects upon feclinl!",that we,
by a very COlllmonusage in language, often put effect for canse in the
use of the term cOl1sdenre j and as often, perhaps - having in mind the
concrete and not the abstract-include
both cause and effect under the
'one common name. The Bible is full of such concrete terms. 'Vhile
nothing is plainer, for instance, than that all obedience lies, in the abstract, in intention, the concrete phrase always includes the effect of
that intent, yib: the performance. It is in this sense undoubtedly that
we are to unc1erstandthe scriptural hUlguageabout making the conscience
'clean'.
Our better judgment is itself just the same in reference to
the sin after pardon as before; but our feelings are changed - Oul'sense
of guilt, 01' obnoxiousness to penalty, removed. In case of the' seared'
conscience, it is not true that all idea of right and wrong is gone. 'rhe
feeling-s, however, oft harl'owed up by eOllsci('IlC('.grow duIl, :IS the back
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grows callous under many stripes. The voice of conscience is drowned
by the war of passion, and reason's unwelcome reproofs are more and
more easily crowded out of the mind by continued efforts. Let no man
deceive himself, however, with the vain delusion that the faculty itself
which reproves has. lost aught of its power. Its" still small voice',
though now unheard, shall one day - in time or in eternity - be mightier than the thunder's crash. For reason itself is as undying as God. It
underlies his throne, and is the source of all obligation -all responsibility.
Thus the general principle of all morality is that will should follow
reason as supreme guide. But reason in man is only an infinitesimal
fraction of the divine reason, and but a very minute fraction of all the
reason possessed on earth. As to the moral character of many actiOJ;\s,we
have reason and intelligence enough to decide with perfect certainty.
But concerning others we need the instructions of our fellows who are
wiser; and, above all, the teachings of Heaven. Especially is this true
of religious duties. Positive precepts must be taught us ab extra. And
a neglect to keep our conscience enlightened as to all these duties will
not make our heedless infraction of any of them blameless. Living' in
all good (i.e., improving) conscience' will no more save us from being
sinners in the eye of the law than it did Paul.
To disregard our own conscience is, nevertheless, a violation of the
general moral law. It is yielding the will to the direction of feeling,
in opposition to reason. And this rebellion against reason is the same
thing in its moral character, whether that reason be our own finite reason or the infinite reason of God. 'How, then,' it may be asked, 'can
we be acting conscientiously, and yet be wrong?' 'Simply thus: we
form a conclusion as to what is right in a given case without due regard
to all the premises before us, as did Saul concerning Jesus of Nazareth.
Now, Saul's fault was in this neglect to aBcertain the right, which made
him responsible for the consequences thereof - a most God-dishonoring
persecution. He knew not what he was doing, just as the drunkard
does who commits murder. But no law fails to hold the drunkard just
as re~ponsible for the crime as though he had been sobel'; yet it is plain
the responsibility, strictly speaking, must be for the wrong act knowingly done - the act of getting drunk. So the m!=lreobedience of conscience is, in itself, right; yet if we suffer our consciences, through
neglect, to .give wrong decisions, we become fully responsible for the
consequences of obeying them, though the immediate blame lie only upon the neglect ..
To conclude: He that disobeys conscience is certainly blameworthy;
but he that obeys conscience is not, therefore, certainly innocent. If
our hearts condemn us, God is greater than our hearts and will condemn
us also;. but alas for him who practically risks the inference that the
converse of this divine declaration is therefore true, namely, that if our
heartB approve us, God will likewise approve! Only as our hearts - i.e.,
our consciences- are perfectly instructed, can this be true. Happy the
man whose instruction secures him that acme of wisdom, the Just balance between 1'eason and [mtlwrit!!!
I. N. C.
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From the Christian Age.

ELD.

JOHN

T. JOHNSON

DE.iD.

THE doleful tidings of our brother's death was yesterday (twenty-eighth)
telegraphed to Bro. RICHARDM. BISHOP,thus:
"Eld. JOHN T: JOllNSON died here (Lexington,
fourth December), of Pneumonia.

1\10.) lust evening (twenty-

o. II.l'.

STONE, )1.D."

The above dispatch carries to the bosoms of the brethren and relatives
of the deceased so great a burden of grief, of woe, of wailing and tears,
that any effort on our part to increase or intensify it by words would be
equally indiscreet, unfeeling and unavailing. The stroke has fallen on
our hemts with the unexpectedness of a jet of lightning from a cloudless sky-like a thief in the night I-a thief in the night- "Behold,"
says Christ, "I come as a thief in the night. '
.
Lord, what is man that thou shouldst magnify him - that thou shouldst
set thy heart upon him-that
thou shouldst visit him every morning
and try him every moment?
What is life? In Deity it may be, and indeed it is, a rich, deep,
overflowing and unfathomable fact; but in man - what? A vapora lucid interval between the cradle and the grave-a bird on the wing
to a far foreign clime-a beauteous face smitten by the hand of time
into a hillock of wrinkles-a bright-eyed boy changed to a grasshopper,
staff in hand-a
craft riding 'mid rocks and whirlpools-a swcet flower on winter's stormy breast! Through what hosts of crowding contl'a- .
dictories is traced the devious path of human existence! The atom and
the universe - the drop and the ocean- the single ray and the full-orbed
sun at noon - the sweet and the bitter-love
and hatred - good and
evil-pain and 'pleasure-all
have to be encountered in the solemn
march and fatal battle of life. But can we extract from this chaos of
contradictories that now enshrines our nature no summer, no brighter
idea of life than that it is a vapor.-a group of wrinkles-a lucid interval-a wreck-a flower? Surely there are two sides to the picture
of humanity. Surely there is the fixed as well as the fugitive; the essential as well as the accidental; the immortal as well as the mortal;
the divine as well as the human. If, then, from among the sands, the
molecules, the atoms, the little things of nature, of society and of men, a
man selects the permanent, the essential, the immortal, the divine, and
dedicates to the diffusion and defens<'1of these eternal things among
mankind his body, soul and life, can we deny to the same the title of
, great man' ? 'Ve can not. With the afflicted Prince of Israel, therefore, on the loss of Abner, his general, we say, on the death of our noble and unsurpassed preacher, Bro. Johnson - "This day a great man
has fallen in Israel."
His greatness, however, was not that of empire, of the code, or mere
patriotism, or of philosophy, or of art; it was the greatness of goodness
- the greatness of unflinching toil and of universal success in the noblest of all causes-the cause of human redemption. In these he was
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truly !l:reat-perhaps unsurpassed by any other servant of the :Most
.High on the field. He is gone; alas! Shall we ever sec his like again?
Bro. Johnson originally belonged to the bar. From this he went to
Congress. In 1812 he entered the army, and was an aid to Gen. Harrison when war raged on our nurthern frontier. At Fort Meigs he had
his horse shot under him while carrying a dispatch to the officerin command. In religion he first joined the Baptists; but on gravely considering the gospel as recorded in the Holy Scriptures, he became convinced
that wc were correct in announcing it in the language of inspiration.
Leaving the Baptist brethren, therefore, he felt it to be his duty to lend
the influence of his good name and the force of his great talents to the
snpport of the current Reformation.
If of the image of Christian civilization science and art are the lower
extremities, and law and religion the body and arms, is not individual
character the head and diadem of the whole? And is not character a
gener.alizatioll in whi-ch is found the solution of the great and manifold
problems indicated by divine providence? Is it not to the development
of this that all political, moral, spiritual and material forces in all their
strength directly or indirectly work? It is character that makes God;
the want of it, Satan. Bro. Johnson was a character; but who is prepared to give a life-like portrait of him-of
one in whom were united
the nice discriminations of law, the ·breadth of the legislator, the cour. age of the soldier, and the purity, simplicity, zeal, labor and grandeur
of the saint?
Our principles require to be aroused, quickened, invigorated and developed. Among the providential maxims by which the machinery of
the moral universe is guided, vitalized and conserved, the law of suffering is one. This operates with such extent of effect that the Most High
himself does not escape. In this 'vale funereal' - this 'vale of tears'
-the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ may be regarded as the' Chi('j
)fmtrncl· '.

Bro. Johnson entered "Voluntarilywith all saints into the melancholy
train, and suffered and sympathized and groaned with God and the
creation.
.
"Sweet. are the uses of adversity,
Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet it precions jewel in its head."

Bi·o.J ohmlon, in the brave virtues of self-sacrifice, cournge, and adherence to purpose, had few rivals-no superiors. 'Vho can record the necessities he endured in his long career, of hunger and thirst and cold,
of weakness and weariness, pain and sickness, danger and difficulty?
It was not conscience and scripture alone that formed the model of his
life, but Christ, 'who went about constantly doing good'. There is one
universe, one God who made it, and one wilt to rule it. Through Christ
Bro. Johnson seized with a strong grasp on this wiII and made it the
rule of his own life, and was most urgent in commending it to others.
In his ministry he showed great respect for character, but none for
persons. While, therefore, his gifts fitted him for evangelical lab@rin
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the higher and better-educated portion of society, his graces of benevolence and condescension admirably qualified him for waiting on the poor.
His gospel reached both these extremes, and so did his fireside labors.
He won, by the simplicity and power of his appeals, both rich and poor
to the obedience of the faith.
Nothing is more sordid than a low, censorious spiritj nor is there any
thing more noble than to defend the absent and the innocent. Bro.
Johnson's character sparkled and was made radiant by these qualities j
but while he was forward to defend both God and his nei!!;hbor,he was
very slow to resent any thing said of himself or done to himself personally. He comforted himself in conscious rectitude - in conscious innocence.
Ohrist was no idler j he was a laborer-not
a loiterer; and a great
man in the ancient world was called a man of ma[JJUt laborc, magna
diligcntia-of
great diligence, of great labor. In these things Eld.
Johnson must have had' rejoicing in himself', as Paul says, 'and not in
another'.
It is said of Christ that, 'though rich, for our sake he became pool".
" The foxes have holes," he said, "and the birds of the air havc nests,
but the Son of Man has not where to lay his head." No man had fairer prospects of making himself, if he desired it, rich than the deceased.
He saw clearly that covetousness was a popular sin, and that if men do
well to themselves thc world will praise them; but neither the prospect
of wealth nor worldly applause could shake thc steadfast purpose of his
soul, or turn him aside from Christ and man's redemption.
Bro. Johnson's oratory was of a fiery and heroic type-in
most instances irresistible. It pleased, instructed, convinced and charmed all
souls to the obedience of the faith. He baptized vast numbers of people. And although he seemed cheered by the fact, and somewhat gratified by the brethren's approbation of his public effort, yet no man cared
less than he for the honor that comes from men. He willingly surrendered' his reputation with men for the sake of souls and the honor of
heaven.
To live for ourselves is no proper purpose of life. Bro. J01llJsonsaw
this, and therefore placed his eye steadily on the great ends of human
existence-the
elevation and perfection of his own nature, the good of
man, and the glory of God. He is now gone to reap the hi!!;hestreward
of excellence-fellowship with God; or, as Paul says-"He
has gone
to :Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to an innumerable company of angels, to the general assembly and
church of the first-born, whose names are written in Heaven, and to the
spirits of just men made perfect, and to Jesus the Mediator of the New
(Jovenant, whose blood speaketh bettcr things than the blood of Abel,
and to God the Judge of all." This is the sum and high rcward of all
his toils and all his excellence.
W ALTElt SCOTT.

THE

highest panegyric private virtue can rcceivc is praise from servants.
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SECRET

PRA YER.

MEX never take 80 finn a hold of God as in secret.
Remember Jacob.
'Thou shouldst pray alone; for thou hast sinned alone, and thou art to
-die alone, and be judged alone. Alone thou wilt have to appear before
the judgment-seat. Why not go alone to the mercy-seat? In the great
transaction between thee and God thou canst have no human helper.
You can be free before God. You are not going to tell him any secret.
You may be sure he will not betray your confidence. Whatever reasons there may be for any species of devotion, there are more and stronger reasons for secret devotion. Nothing is more embarrassing and disturbing in secret prayer than unpropitious circumstaI\ces. Great attention ought always to be paid to this point. ' Enter into thy closet', says
Christ. He says not a closet, nor tlte closet, but tlty closet. This habit of secret communion is supposed to have a closet - some place to
which he is accustomed to retire for prayer-some spot consecrated by
many a meeting there with God - some place that has often been to
him a Bethel.
The Savior used the word to mean any place wherc,
with no embarrassment, either from the fear of pride or observation, we
can freely pour our heart in prayer to God. No matter what are the
dimensions of the place, what its flooring or canopy. Christ's closet was
a mountain; Isaac's, a field; Peter's, a house-top. It is in the closet,
and not in the crowd, that men become acquainted with God. Oh, how
it lightens the pressure of a calamity, relieves the loneliness of death,
and breaks the shock of the entrance into eternity! To become remiss
in secret devotion is to become tired of God. What an argument wc
have for secret prayer in the example of Christ, who seems to have been
in the habit of retiring to very solitary places for the purpose of person31 communion with God, and especially for prayer. Yes! he who knew
no sin, needed no forgiveness, and whose mind was not liable to be diverted and distracted, a8 is ours, maintained secret prayer. Though
the habit of his soul was devotion, and every breath bore upon it, and
wherever' he was he held perfect and undisputed communion with the
Father, yet he was wont to seclude himself to pray. With these advantages over us he felt the necessity of it; and, with the business of the
world's redemption to attend to, he found it. This example speaks
volumes to us all. Was it necC8sary for him and not for thee, poor,
guilty, exposed sinner, who hast a God to propitiate, a soul to save, a
Heaven to obtain ? Was it practicable for him, and canst thou _ durst
thou - say it is not for thee?
Canst thou not find a secrecy, or make
a solitude? And if the day is not thine own, is not the night? That
was the Savior's time for prayer, and the col'dmountain-top his oratory!

A covetous desire in the heart of youth is the genu from which may
spring a poison tree, whose atmosphere is pestilential, and the taste of
whose fruit is death.
.
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AR Y SOCIETY.
CIKCI;KA'l'I,

Dec. 12, 1856.

To OUR EDITORS: - Dcw' Bret/wen - You have doubtless already
learned through 'I'lte Age that the late General Convention of the brotherhood, held in this city, resolved that the Publication and Bible Societies should cease to exist, that the Missionary Society alone should stand
among us, and to concentrate the general liberality of the brotherhood
upon it as an object of first an,slvital importance. The whole action of
the Convention was most harmonious. All the brethren present pledged
their cordial support to the great work represented by the General Missionary Society and resolved that the mission cause at home and abroad
be pushed on with renewed vigor. The spirit of the Lord, we felt, was
in our midst, urging us on to these noble resolves. It was unanimously resolved, also, and with great enthusiasm, that we begin our renewed
eHarts in missions by at once permanently and efficiently establishing
the Jerusalem Mission. All of these resolves were nobly advocated by
the most prominent of our brethren for age, experience and wisdom
The design of the Missionary Society is now first to reestablish permanently the Palestine Mission by sending the Barclay family - who
are fully devoted to the work-to Jerusalem, in the early part of the
coming year. The family expect now to remain there for life, if the
liberality of the brethren will sustain them.
To accomplish this end is the immediate object of the Society. After
this object is gaine'd other missions will be established at the most inviting places. "Wehope, ere the close of the cQming year, to have one or
two other missions in operation.
Onr object, as expressed by the Conven.tion, is that the Missionary
Society should not be a weak, partial institution, but a strong, national
one; that it should concentrate upon itself the warm affections and the
strong, cordial support, every way, of the general brotherhood of America. This alone, we feel, will enable it to do such a work for the Cross
as we all long to see and pray for. But such a concentration and strong
support can only be called forth by a general awakening of the churches and individual Christians to see and feel their great interest and duty in this great matter. But this again can only be done by the vigorous cooperation, above all, of our public journals and of our preachers
to this end. By this means most effectually can the public mind of our
people be aroused to feel the proper interest in so great a cause.
We therefore appeal to you, beloved brethren, by our common interest, common love and common joy in the redemption of the world, to
give this missionary cause your cordial and strong support in your journal. We would affectionately appeal to you to keep it permanently before the brethren whom you reach, and urge them to come up nobly to
the help of the Lord against the mighty in this good work.
All stumbling-blocks that have before divided the sentiments of the
brethren in the previous state of our general enterprises for the eonver3
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sion of the world have, by the unanimous voice and aid of t se brethren, been taken out of the way and the Missionary Society inaugurated
into renewed confidence and life. All those brethren present at the
Convention unite in earnestly recommending the Society's claims to
your hearts. We have, therefore, now a free, undisturbed path before
us. Shall we now, when all is favorable, show ourselves backward and
lukewarm in our duty?
Brethren, we appeal to you in all confidence to lend your willing and
liberal aid in this our general effort, the only one we have ever niade,
to labor, by the blessing and under the guidance of God, for the spread
of the glorions gospel of God over the wjde world.
CHARLES L. LOOS, Corresponding Secretary.

THE above noble appeal speaks for itself.
We rejoice in the opportunity of placing it on our pages, for we know the brethren of this State
have a large quantity of the Lord's money subject to such drafts. More,
indeed, it is said, in proportion to members, than any other religious body
in Illinois. Shall not their liberality, then, 'much more abound'? Our
heart was &tirred within us, recently, on reading of a Presbyterian congregation in Chicago which contributed for benevolent objects during
the past year upward of seventeen th01lsand dollars! And the salary
of their pastor and other home expenses, which many, alas! regard as
matters of benevolence to pay, were allowed no place in the estimate.
May we all realize that it is no light thing to dishonor the drafts of the
Lord Almighty, whose are we and all things which as stewards we possess.

RESIGN
BY

ATION.

LONGFJ:LLO'W'.

THEREis no flock, however watched and tended,
But one dead lamb is there!
There is no fireside, howsoe'er defended,
But has one vacant chair!
The air is full of farewells to the dying
And mournings for the dead;
The heart of Rachel, for her children crying,
Will not be comforted!
Let us be patient! These severe a1Bictions
Not from the ground arise,
But oftentimes celestial benedictions
Assume this dark disguise.
We see but dimly through the mists and vapors,
Amid these earthly damps;
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What seem to us but sad, 'funereal tapers,
May be Heaven's distant lamps.
There is no Death!
What seems so is transition;
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,
Whose portal we call Death.
She is not dead-the
But gone unto that
Where'she no longer
And Christ himself

child of our atreetionschool
needs our poor protection,
doth rule.

In that great cloister's stillness and seclusion,
By guardian angels led,
Safe from temptation, safe from sin's polluti,n,
She lives whom we call dead,
Day after day we think what she is doing
In those bright realms of air;
Year after year, her tender steps pursuing,
Behold her grown more fair.
Thus do we talk with her and keep unbroken
The bond which nature gives,
Thinking that our remembrance, though unspoken,
May reach her where she lives.
Not as 0. child shall we again behold her;
For when with rapturlls wild
In our embraces we agltin enfold her,
She will not be a child;
But a fair maiden in her Father's mansion,
Clothed with celestial grace;
And beautiful with all the soul's expansion
Shall we behold her face.
And though at times, impetuous with emotion
And fmguish long suppressed,
The swelling heart heaves, moaning like the ocean
1'hat can not be at rest,
We will be patient and assultge the feeling
We may not wholly stay;
By silence sanctifying, not concealing,
The grief that must have way.

EACH period of life requires especial gifts and graces. Thcrcford, independently of the progrcss of character, persons shine particularly in
one or another period, according to their matcrial temperament and cndowments. Those who most charm us in youth do not always dispense
the steady fragrance of good deeds in middle life; and our idcal of old
age is often best satisfied by thosc who havc passcd unnoticed through
the more active periods of life.
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EDfC.1TION,-NU:lIBER

1.

" IN the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the
earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.
And God said Let light be: and light was -' rEvia;}", pw,' xai EyivE'tO

-

epw, '".

,

When God usheted into being this stupendous globe on which we
dwell, it was born in darkness; and, while the deep, dark night swung
in horror over our infant world, the unmeasured love of the Infinite bent
in mercy over the gloomy condition of new-born Nature. His Spirit,
with creative ene~y, brooded upon the face of the waters, and his grand
fiat went forth through all the ramifications of this vast fabric - " Let
light be: and light was." While gloomy Night retired from the world,
the young Morning, fresh from the hand of Omnipotence, modestly
blushed into being, and light was born. Then gentle Nature, as a fairymaid, was wooed into love and marriage by the mighty splendors of
the King of Day; and every leaf and every flower and every bird were
born into being; and all Nature's train, with ten thousand harmonies
and melodies and beauties, came dancing O£\. Such was and such is
still the effect of physical light when brought to act upon a universe of
matter. Without the genial rays of the orb of Day, Nature would
moulder and decay and all creation relapse into its original state of chaos.
Were there no light, there would be no beauty - no harmony - no
joy-and,
in fact, no life.
As in materiality, so in mentality or spirituality. Each man is a microcosm, or miniature world, containing all the elements of the grand
universe of mind, and hence is made dependent for light upon God' as
the great centre of intellectuality. As matter, or the physical world,
when first created was clothed in darkness, so the mind of man in his
new-born state is wrapped in the swaddling-clothes of darkness. Therefore, the second fiat - " Let there be light" - was as truly essential as
was the fitst. Man - new-born man - enveloped in a cloud of ignorance and superstition, was an object worthy the pity of an infinite Creator. The deep fountains of the sympathy of our heavenly Father were
all brought to beal; upon the low condition of man in this his sore distress. God said, in his condescending love, Let there be light to the
darkened mind-let the clouds of ignorance and superstition be rolled
back -let the light o( the knowledge of God burst in upon the mind
of poor, unknowing humanity. And as all the joys of the new-born
world were made dependent upon the light of day, no one should expect
that: a day of joys, or even an hour of pure bliss, could be obtained without that spiritual or intellectual light so essential to even the very being
of the true man.
Theocommission of our Savior to his apostles was- "Go teach." Go
instruct; or, Go light up the dark recesses of the human mind. Hence,
you hear him say-" Ye are the light of the world." " Let your light
so shine before men that they may see your good works and glorify'your
Father who is in Heaven."
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The Apostle Peter, in speaking of christian instruction, says: "Where.
unto you do well that you take heed, as unto a l'ight that shineth in a
dark place; until the day dawn, and the day-star arise in your hearts."
If Christ be the true Light which enlighteneth every man that cometh
into the world - if the apostles are the light of the world - if Christians be required to let their light shine" how can a Christian live and
not be an advocatc of education, or of the general dissemination of in~llectual light? It is indeed very manifest that to dispense light, or,
in other words, to educate, is the chief duty of the Christian; and taat
no one should be regarded as a Christian, in the full acceptation of that
term, who is not a zealous promoter of education. Since, therefore, it
is the chief duty of the Christian to educate, how important it is that
we understand the true meaning of the term education - its meaning
as derived from the Latin educo, which is to lead out, to draw out, to
extend, or to make grow; and is beautifully illustrated in nature by
the genial rays of the sun falling on the little feeble bud, which causes
it to expand, to swell, to burst forth from the tiny germ into the gay
flower which exhales its sweet perfumes on every breeze. Go view the
garden in early spring, when the long, dark nights of winter are just
retiring to give place to the longer days of lovely spring. What a
death-like gloom hangs over every thing! the garden-trees and all the.
shrubbery have been shorn of their rich and lovely foliage. Visit
again this dreary waste, a few weeks later in the season, and behold
what a mighty change has been wrought by the application of a little
more light.
Thus you perceive ignorance and knowledge, and their respective influences, most happily illustrated. Again, rove over the prairies, or
through the dense forests, in winter, when they are pressed by long,
cold nights, and compare their sitnation with what it is in mid-summer,
and how fit an emblem of the dark forests of the ignorant mind as contrasted with the enlightened Christian mind. How beautifully does the
prophet describe the refining influence of the Christian education when
he says: " The wilderness and the solitary place shall be glad, and
the desert shall blosolll' as the rose." Such, friendly reader, is the
lovely theme to which we would invite your most serious attention. To
an humble follower of the blessed Redeemer, no theme can be more inviting. Indeed it should be the most interesting of all themes to every
true philanthropist. Nay, I insist that the subject of education is so
lofty and so refining, that it is not to be regarded as a. degrading condescension, even in our blessed Lord, to consent to become our teacher;
to consent to open up to the benighted mind of ma a knowledge of
our relations to a stupendous universe of matter and mind; and not our
relations to finite beings alone, but also our relations to an infinite
Creator. But, lest I should prove too general in my remarks, I shall
endeavor to confine myself to a few points of this great and momentous
subject. I will premise, then, by saying that it is not the design
of education to confer upon the subject any new faculties, but
simply to cultivate, by appropriating the faculties which nature has
bestowed to their own proper use. The subject necessarily resolves
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itself into the three general divisions of physical education, moral education, and mental education.
Yet these are so intimately connected with each other that no one
of them can be properly conducted without being associated with the
other two. Now if either of these can claim priority as to their time
of commencement, it must be admitted that it is the department of
physical education. But leaving out of view these metaphysical rather
than practical distinctions, we shall direct our attention to the following
points: 1. The time when to educatll. 2. The place where to educate. And 3. The design of education. Each of these branches
will require a separate essay, which, with the blessing of the Lord, we
promise shall be forthcoming in the three succeeding numbers of the
Sentinel.
JOHN LINDSEY.

THE

CONNECTION

OF REPENTANCE

AND FAITH.

I notice in the September number of the very excellent monthly pub.lished by brothers LAMARand THOMAS,the Ohristian Union, that
this particular point is touched by our beloved brother Thomas, in respt;mseto a query propounded by 'a Methodist'.
After a disquisition
upon repentance, in the main very accurate and pertinent, he remarks:
"With regard to the connection between faith and repentance, I say
for myself, and think I may say for my brethren, that we regard it as
that of cause and effect, or of means and end. Faith as the means, repentance the end, or, in other words, that faith must be exercised before
one can repent."
Now I would by no means infer that Brother Thomas designed certainly to teach that there is any necessary connection between faith, in
the simple sense of belief, and repentance. But I would suggest that
this pojnt be guarded. I well remember how forcibly I was struck with
an article published editorially, some years ago, by our venerable brother
Scott, on this very point. He declared, substantially, that faith and
repentance could not be regarded as cause and effect, but that there
existed 'a logical sequence' - not a ' consequence' - in the process of
believing and repenting. Belief of the truth is the condition, rather
than the cause, of repentance. A' cause' at work, especially one
ordained by the infinite power, wisdom and love of God, must produce
its 'effect '.
divinely-appointed 'means', also, provided it be the
means, must, if in exercise, lead to its appropriate 'end'.
Either of
these forms of speech, methinks, may involve the idea of necessity.
There is, in one sense, I grant, a necessary connection between faith
and repentance. But that is only true as we take the broader definition
of the word faith, which includes not only the credence of the underIltanding, but the voluntary yielding-up of the trust of the heart. The
word in its New Testament usage often denotes all this. Now the latter
part of this process is simultaneous, if not also identical, with repent- ;
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ance. However it may be logically, it can not be true chronologically,
that faith, in this broad sense, 'must be exercised before one can repent'.
He never has the 'faith that works by love' at all until he
repents. " This is the love of God, that we keep his commandments." .
In practical style, we say the effect is here put for the cause. But
philosophically speaking, it is rigidly literal truth. The' love' called
for is the yielding-up, not of our emotional, but of our voluntary nature. And this is the very essence of obedience. This, again, by final
analysis, exactly constitutes repentance. That faith, therefore, which
has the worlcing principle of 'love', the heart, or will, in it, can only
be a repentant faith. Then the 'fruits meet for repentance', external
reformation, and overt acts of obedience generally, must follow. .1 say
must follow, for here there is a real necessity. All contingency lies in
the will. But when the will puts forth its deep determination, as in
repentance, there is no contingency about the action's following.
There is no danger, I apprehend, in these matters, if we but rigidly
define our terms. And yet, we subject ourselves to great inconvenience
by using terms otherwise than according to their currency. Not only
in the religious world generally, but what is of infinitely more consequence to us, in the Biblc, the term faith is often used to mean much
more than simple belief. This fact should influence our speech. But.
of repentance we may safely say that to be scriptural we must be peculiar, in language and its import, since it is painfully evident that even
yet the great mass of religionists deem repentance a phenomenon of
.feeling rather than of will.
I had been intending an article on this topic, and brother Thomas's
editorial, which, in general, I like much, both as to spirit and style,'
and which I have by no means mentioned in carping, critical spirit, has
been the occasion of these undesignedly protracted remarks.
I. N. C.

"GOT THE PROMISE."-In a country-town, which shall be nameless,
are several churches, in one of which scarcely a congregation to the
number of a corporal's guard can be any longer mustered, 80 completely
have certain old-fogy notions driven away its former crowds. An odd
genius of the village one day surprised a neighbor by saying that when
he made up his mind to join any of their churches it should be the old
one in question. "Why, what for?" said the other. "Oh," said he,
"they've got tM promise up there at the old ehuroh, and the rest of
your crowds have n't.'~ "The promise! what promise?" "Why that
promise 'where two or three are met together'."

I1' seems certain that either a man must believe that virtue will make
him happy,' and resolve, therefore, to be virtuous j or think that he may
~e happy without virtue, and thcrefore cast off all care for his present
mterest.

NEWS }--'ROM THE CHURCHES.

COOPERATION

)IEETING

OF NOItTUEASTERN

ILLI:<"OIS.

TIlE Yearly Meeting of the Cooperation of the Disciples of N.E. Illinois was held in the city of Rockford, commencing on the third day of
October, 1856. At the assembling of the delegates and brethren present, Bro. l\I. S. LORDwas called to the chair, and Bro. V. DANIELS
was chosen Secretary.
The delegates from the various congregations composing this Cooperation presented their credentials and were entered on the minutes
as follows, to wit:
A. T. PHILIPS, } B t . K
CALBERT
K:sox, } F t H'll
A. S. SMITH,
a aVIa, ane o.
JOSEPH OWEN,
or
I,
C.UVIN PIKE, Woodstock,

lII'Henry

W. J. HOUSTON,Winona,

Lasalle Co.

LL.JD'~~RRELJ', } Rockford,
•

."

ALDO,

Co. MYRONE~lMONS, Antioch,

Winnebago

JOHN MILLER, Eureka,

L k C
a e o.
Lake Co.

Woodford

Co.

County.

Together with Bros. J. D. BENEDICTand LILLIE, of Ohio; Bro. JONES,
of Wiscoflsin; and Bro. PEARRE,of Iowa; Bros. LORD,MILLER,KNOX
and HOUSTONas speaking brethren from abroad; besides many other
brethren who took part in the deliberations of of the meeting.
On motion of Bro. L. J. Correll,
Resolved, That the proceedings of the Cooperation
Batavia, in 1855, be approved and adopted.

On motion, meeting adjourned to half-past six

of this District

held at

P.l\!.

Pursuant to adjournment, delegates assembled at half-past six o'clock,
and proceeded to business.
The following resolution was offe~edby Bro. Knox:
Resolved, That a .committee of three be app'ointed by the Chair, who shall
compose the Executive Committee of this Cooperation
for the current year.

- which was, on motion, adopted.
Bros. M. S. Lord, L. D. Waldo and L. J. Correll were appointed
said committee.
Bro. Lord offered the following resolution, which was, on motion,
adopted:
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Resolved, That each congregation of N.E. Illinois, by their delegates, pledge
themselves to pay to the Executive Committee, or their order, such sum or
sums of money as shall be necessary to procure the services of an Evangelist,
for the ensuing year, in this Cooperation district; and further, that each congregation shall pay only for the services rendered to the respective congregations, and as the Executive Committee shall in their judgment deem just and
proper.

On motion, Bro. LORDwas chosen President of this Cooperation for
the ensuing year.
On motion, Bro. V. DANIELS was chosen Corresponding Secretary.
On motion,
Resolved, That the constitution be so amended that the yearly meetings of
this Cooperation be held on Friday before the third Lord's-day in June.

On motion,
Resolved, That the next meeting of this Cooperation be held in Batavia,
Kane county, Illinois, at the time fixed by.the previous resolution.

On motion,
Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting be published in the
Sentinel, and that the
h1'istian Age be requested to copy.

a

a hristian

On motion, meeting adjourned.
M. S. LORD, President.
V. DANIELS, Secretary.

A VERY intelligent and highly-esteemed sister writes us of a discourse
upon the Parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard (Matthew xx),
asking our opinion of the speaker's exposition. She says:
" He gave a different interpretation
from the one I have always been used
to - indeed I never thought of any other.
He applied the different hours to
the different periods of the introduction of the Gospel to the world.
He
labored to prove that those who came in at the eleventh hour were Gentiles.
He thought it was not in the wisdom or love of God to reward equally those
who had served him all their lives and those who had scarcely thought of him
till their gray heads were ready for the grave. But I can not see why the latter
have not the same salvation as the former.
If they are saved at all, are they
not freely and fully saved? He thought the old interpretation
held out inducements to the giddy, careless and worldly-minded to live as they please and
put off repentance as long as possible, or till the hour of death.
But I can not
see any such tendency.
I think we all know, if we have any serious thoughts,
that it is dangerous· to put off repentance, even though we are assured the
eleventh-hour salvation is as free and full as that of the third hour.
What do
you think?
Is the idea new to you? "

Almost our earliest recollections of hearing preaching retain the precise exposition our sister questions. It has this merit, beyond the
popular interpretation, that it distinguishes present from final salvation.
As pardoned sinners, we are all on a level, (freely and fully saved'. In
4
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this sense, all receive the 'penny' alike. But as Christian character, a
thing evidently not to be affected by death, has very different degrees
of development in this life in different persons, they must enter heaven
with different capacities for happiness, though all alike get there, and
alike have 'fullness of joy'. The old notion of this parable, therefore,
palpably violates the great principle of the final judgment, by which
men are to be rewarded 'according to their works'.
But, as to the 'hours'-while
the application to the different ages
of life requires, in order to the analogy, what is not true, viz: that men
linger in idleness from receiving no call to work for the Lord, the national interpretation seems almost, if not quite, as baseless. While, in
the parable of the Prodigal Son, the dealing of God with Jews and
Gentiles is clearly the precise point illustrated, as shown by its address
to the self-righteous Scribes and Pharisees on their deriding Jesus for
receiving and eating with publicans and sinners; this parable was addressed to the Disciples, to illustrate the reproof he had just given them
in these words: "But many that are first shall be last,.and the last
shall be first." Peter had just been saying, ill somewhat inflated style,
"Behold, we have forsaken all and followed thee; what shall we have,
therefore?"
Christ tells him of the apostolic honors and dignities they
should have on the setting-up of the kingdom, and then immediately
alters the reproof cand the parable illustrative of it. From all that we
are.able to find, therefore, in the context, we would, with all deference,
offer the opinion that, in so far as the parable may have pointed to
events then at hand, the probabilities rather favor the .idea that it applied, primarily, to Peter himself, boldest at the betrayal, and readiest
afterward to deny the betrayed; first at Pentecost, yet afterward entirely outshone by a Paul, insomuch that he was withstood to the face
and sharply censured by him who was' last of all', 'one born out of due
time', and deeming himself 'not meet to be called an apostle'. It is
well, however,~t(beware of giving our blessed Lord's teachings wholly
to the Apostles. For the parable may even now admonish us that
many whom we deem 'first' on their entering the church prove, ere
long, that in true, spiritual power with God and man, they are 'last'.
So, many" first' here may be 'last' in heaven.

AWIOl', II!., September 15, 1856.

BROTHERBUltGESS: The cause is onward in this part of the country.
I have
recently witnessed the addition of sixty members to difl'erent congregations.
The little congregation at l'tepublican, in this county (Edwards),
had the
largest number of aditions, thirty-two.
At two meetings at the l:1tter place
Brethren S. PHELPS, J. C. T. HALL and G. MORREL were the principal
laborers.
To the Lord be all the praise.
JAMES KENNElL

LYONS,Ionia County, Mich., Selltember 23, 1856.

DEAR BRO. BURGESS: On the 7th inst. we organized a church in this place.
Twenty-four disciples came together, in the name of the Lord Jesus, to walk
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in his ordinances and commandinents.
On the 21st the first convert was
baptized, amid much rejoicing of saints ltnd many tears of sinners.
We hope
to bc llble to report the conversion of many during the llutumn ane] winter.
There llrc mllny disciples in Michigan, but few churches.
The brethren llrc
scattered as sheep hllving no shepherd, and mllny: no doubt, have become the
prey of thc wolves; but we hope yet to report II better stllte of affairs.
ISAAC ERRETT.

UNDER date of October 12, 1856, Bro. V.
Rockford, Ill., as follows:

DANIELS

writes

US,

from

BRO. BENEDICT is laboring with us; seven hllve alrcady mlldc the good confession, and mllny more are hl}rdly llble to withstllnd the trutb.
We devoutly
hope and pl'l1y that many mllY yet bow to Prince Immanuel.

EDITOR'S

TABI~E ..

SALUTATORY. - As announced by Bro. BURGESS in his Introduction,
my relations and responsibilities to the readers of the Christian Sentinel have somewhat changed since the close of the last volume, in which
it was my privilege to appear frequently as a contributor. It being
deemed necessary, on many accounts, to have somc one who should act
as Resident Editor, I have consented to assume that position. Any
special words of salutation, however, seem not necessary on this change
of position, since some acquaintance on the part of our readers may be
presumed. I deeply feel the burden of care such a situation imposes,
and trust I shall continue thus to feel so long as, in the will of Providence, I may reinain connected with its important duties. An unsanctified press is second only to an unsanctified pulpit - if, indeed, its effects be not more baneful.
.
Obligations are reciprocal Is an ]~ditor bound up to arduous toil
for the best edification of his readers? Then are those readers bound '
to acquiesce in the exercise of his judgment in so laboring. Not that
they must, perforce, approve this or that individual judl!mentj but the
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general principle must be a fixture - that he has, of right - of necessity - a control over his pages and his correspondents in exact proportion
to the requirements and responsibilities devolving upon him. Must an
editor of religious pages pray constantly for Divine assistance? Then
must his readers pray for him, also. Must his sympathies flow forth in
view_ofthe moral and spiritual needs of his fellow Christians? Then
should their sympathies in turn cluster around his efforts, however humble, to minister to those needs. Brethren, beloved in Christ, shall I
have these prayers and sympathies? I ask not nor expect pecuniary
reward. Gladly can I forego this, if I may have those j for then shall
I have an effectual door opened. That spirit attained, and our mutual
relations will be blessed.
.
I shall endeavor to remember the design of our paper. A sentry is
not a dragoon j it is simply his business to stand guard and give warning of dangers without or within. Without straining this figure, it may,
nevertheless, be profitable to recollect that there is a sense in which it
may be said that, as scribes, we may point out foes with our pens, which
it must remain for the Church, in solid column, by word and deed, to
vanquish.
Occupied, as I am, with the pastoral care of a congregation, my attention will most naturally turn rather to that branch of labor, editorially, which looks to the peace, safety and well-being of Zion within.
The senior Editor will probably, on the other hand, look more to the
surroundings of the camp. We shall each have plenty to do, doubtless,
with all the aid we can muster from contributors j and such aid we earnestly ask. But this demands a few words as to that which will really
aid.
Articles, however able, which do not breathe a sanctified spirit, need
not be forwarded for the Sentinel; their admission would belie its very
name. No paragraph written to gratify a carnal ambition, or any mere
earthly, selfish spirit, whethe?'couched in W01,dsof praise or blame, will
be knowingly spread on our pages.
Again: we shall not feel helped, materially, by communications, however unexceptionable in the matter and spirit of them, which violate the
plain rules of grammar and rhetoric. It is not the business of an editor to teach the use of our vernacular by correcting faulty compositions.
If a brother have valuable ideas to communicate and lack the ability to
write correctly, let ~im get some friend to prepare his article, so that it
will be ready to go at once to the printer.
Contributions answering the above conditions, and written legibly, on
one side of the paper, we shall be very glad to receive. Let no one expect that any other will ever reac~ the printer.
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.A word in advance npon the framing of reports of meetings and obituaries. Very few of the former, as received by a religious editor, arc
such as they should be. Much superfluous glorification of preachers
and converts is often indulged in, to the mortification and grief of the
pious and judicious. The really important items of religious intelligence
which are of general interest are confusedly blended, if not entirely buried up, among things of purely local interest j nay, worse- of merely
individual concern. Now, we want none of this, for we are sure our
readers at large do not. Here is a oonvenient rule for those inexperienced in writing such notices: Just imagine yourself a stranger in a
distant part of the country from the scene of the meeting, and then give
us only those things which would strike you as noteworthy were the
whole of what you have witnessed related to you there. The few notices in our present number are fair models. The same rule will hold
good in reference to obituaries. Unless the deceased has been widely
known, much brevity should be consulted. Rarely, when it is otherwise, can details bo of general interest. Bear with this burden of caution now, brethren, for your calm judgments must clearly see its propriety, as they might not in the hour of bereavement.
Thus much premised, I feel ready to go forward in the labors of the
pen for the benefit of as many as shall deem it meet to respond to these
, salutations by their friendly patronage, assistance and perusal. And
now, whatever feelings may have been engendered toward the Sentinel
in the past, we trust to be regarded, as far as possible, with an unprejudiced eye in our humble efforts, and taken simply on our good behavior.
Having but just become a resident of the State, I could but deem it
most unreasonable to be suspected of any feeling, partiality, or local
prejudice, that may have existed in the past. I trust neither to Beeor
know any thing of the kind, but to labor disinterestedly, by the gt'ftCe
of God, for the upbuilding of his cause in this great State, and wherever
our watchful Sentinel may go in his monthly rounds.
I. N. CARMAN.

OUR EXCHANGES
are but beginning to find their way to our new
place of publication, owing to the fact, probably, that but few of them
are yet advised of the change. We have not, therefore, had the ordinary advantages and aids in getting up this num er, which will also
account for the monotony of having many articles rom the same pen.
We have, however, been materially assisted this month, in the absence
of exchanges, by the kindness of Mr. WAITE, of the Peoria Republi~
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can, who furnished us with a fine supply of his exchanges. We aim .to
do but little scissoring, yet what we do copy we intend shall be of the
choicest kind, and, accordingly, prefer an ample field from which to cull
our flowers.
The Millennial Harbingej' for January, in entering upon the tMrt.yfifth year ·ofits venerable editor's monthly contribution to our religious
periodical literature, fully sustains its well-earned reputation as the first
of that order of publications. The volume opens with several new features of interest, which are to be continued. No family of disciples can
afford to be without it. Our other monthlies may properly circulate in
their respective localities; but the Harbil1ger is, deJure et de facto, our
only general one.
The Olt1'istian Age, as usual, is gladly welcomed. It has become,
under its recent able management, one of the best of family religious
newspapers. Its spirituality elevates it above that partisan tone which
is a disgrace to any journal and a detriment to the people reading it;
while its l£terary tone is such that, though a child will be delighted with
it, none need blush at placing it in the hands of the most intelligent.
Bro. EATON,we regret to see, has closed his editorial connection with
the Age, and Bro. Loos has ceased his j'es£dent editorship, which will
now devolve, we presume, entirely upon the proprietor, Bro. BOSWORTH,
a man said to be eminently fitted, by taste and cultivation, for the post.
But Bro. Loos, well known as one of our ablest scribes, continues to
write for its columns as senior editor. This fact alone should cause every disciple to become a reader of it; and were not the merits of the paper such as to make the argument~tm ad lwm£nem rather superfluous,
we would like to urge the patronage of it upon our Illinois brotherhood,
on the score that Bro. L. is now a resident among us, laboring both in
the ministerial field and at the head of one of our literary institutions.
Send for the Age, brethren. It is as general in its character, though
in a different field, as the Haj'b£nger, and should be as widely circulated. $1.50 per annum in advance. Address H. S. BOSWORTH,Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Ohristian Un£on, a handsome monthly, edited and published
by Bro. J. S. LAMAR, Augusta, Ga., enters upon its second volume
with the January number, enlarged to forty-eight pages. This is a most
gratifying evidence of prosperity, especially in view of the fact that our
entire brotherhood in the great State of Georgia are numbered as yet
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but by hundred.
Bro. LAMARwields a vigorous pen; with a chaste
and lucid style, he deals with sectarianism in a very fearless, searching
and effective manner. We shall rejoice at the permanent succcss of the
Union. $2.00 per annum.
'WE acknowledge the receipt of the Ashland Times, a secular weekly, of beautiful appearance, and edited with decided, ability by Mr. J 0SIAII LOCKE,Ashland, 0., a gentleman whose courtesy and kindness
in past intercourse have secmed him our lasting esteem and gratitude.

WE regret very much, after so long a suspension of the Sentinel,
consequent upon the arrangement of beginning the new volume with
the ncw year, to have to apologize for delay of the initial number. But
our printers have been delayed so much since the fire" in getting into
new quarters, by the severity of the weather, delay in the transportation
hither of new materials from the East, etc., that having done their best
we only appear at the close of the month. By so doing, we make really,
and not in mere name, a January n1tmbe~·. Our endeavor was, nevertheless, and s~ll will be, to compromise the matter with the tyrant custom, and issue promptly about the middle of the month. Communications expected to appear in any given month, must be sent in at or before its commencement.
WE send many copies of this number to brethren and friends who
have not ordered it. If it meets their approbation, we shall expect
their subscription forwarded forthwith. The paper will not be sent on
credit, except at our option" or by special arrangement. No receipts,
therefore, will be published, as the paper itself, to all new subscribers,
will constitute our receipt. Every man not called on by our regular
canvassers for his subscription can be his own agent, by simply send-'
ing us, in plain handwriting, his post-office, County and State, and inclosing one dollar, to ' Clwistian Sentinel', Peoria, Illinois.
THE demise of Bro. JOHNSONcalls forth a most unusual number of
expressions of grief from the brotherhood, and tributes to his memory.
Of all these, the eloquent and touching obituary by Bro. SCOTTstands
properly first. We have transferred it to our pages, and bespeak a
careful perusal of it. Truly,' a great man in Israel hath fallen l !
WE understand that our enterprising young townsman Mr. C. W.
WAITE, editor of the Evening Republican, is getting up a history of
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the City of Peoria. It will be several months yet in preparation, and
will be a book of some 400 or 500 pages, royal octavo. This is a gratifying token of the growing importance of the 'Central City', and
should be significant to the brotherhood of the duty of sounding forth
the word of the Lord in and from it.
.
SENDno communications on bttsiness01'otherwise to EU1'elcaj neither
of the Hditors 1'Csidesthere. lIfany letters, undel' the old arrangement,
came here which should have gone there. We ew'nestly caution all
against the opposite mistake.
ANYold subscribers receiving the Sentinel, without having renewed
subscription to Bro. BURGESSor one of the present proprietors, will
take it as a notice that they are on our books as delinquents.
WE have NOAGENTS,except those with whom a special arrangement
has been made by one of the present proprietors or editors.
THE minutes of the State Meeting came too late for insertion in this
nlimber; will appear in our next.
A NUMBERof communications are to hand a little too late for this
month.

OBITUAUY.

Departed

this life, January

26, at Ashland,

0., Mr. ANDREWCODEAN,aged 18.

Seldom have we felt so heavy a heart as when the mournful tidings of the death of our young
friend reached us. During our ministrations at Ashland, scarcely another of all tho youth in the
village 80 enlisted our attention and regard. Uncommonly prepossessing in his appearance and
manners, and of a gentle and affectionate disposition, added to brilliant talents, he had won the
admiration and esteem of all who knew him. Of a trustworthiness and business ability rarely
found in one at his age, he had for the last two years occupied a very responsible position in
the Banking-house of Luther and Co., where he soon became widely known. But he is gone - that
fearful disease; congestion o( the brain, to which those of such organization are 80 liable, having
done its work in two or three days of utter insensibility; during which, strong, stern men, whoso
hearts he had won even in occasional brief business-intercourse, came to bend over and inquire a.ftel' him with tearful eyes. He was so young-so
brilliant, kind and generous-so
full of life and
promise - it seemed he could not die. How true that 'Death loves a shining mark'! May God
comfort those so sorely bereaved, and bless this afflictive providence to the highest good of the
broken circle of friends. Our prayers and sorrowing sympathies flow forth for those stricken hearts.
Oh, that in this Badhour they may "n hear and heed the laYing Savior's tender wooingsCome unto me when shadows darkly gather,
When the sad heart is weary and distressed;
Seeking for comfort from your Heavenly Father,
Come unto me and I will give you rest! U

I.N.C.
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PAUL charges the Corinthian brethren thutl: "Examine yourselves,
whether ye be in the faith." In view of the terrible corruptious and
immoralities which had crept into the church at Corinth, there appears
a peculiar fitness, at first glance, in the exhortation as then and there
applied, which might not be supposed to obtain in a present application. A moment's reflection, however, must assnre us that just in proportion as external circumstances render a searching and sifting of the
members of a church a strikingly-urgent necessity, their self-examination becomes the fess intricate task. In times of great persecution for
the name of Christ, a man is not long in determining which side he is
on; so when a schism takes place within the body. Between the opposites of sympathy and antipathy there is no tedious, ambiguous suspension; but in the midst of apathy, on the part of the world, the church
and the individual, his accurate self-knowledge as to his moral and religious position and bearings becomes far more difficult. And as noman
can be sure of any other kind of knowledge without an antecedent certainty of self-knowledge, it must follow that by how much the difficulty
of this knowledge is increased, by so much the effort to attain it should
be greater.
It is plain that every trial or examination presumes the existence of
a standard whereby the thing is tried. God has implanted reason within us as a judge; but a judge can pronounce no decisions without material for his judgment to act upon, and a law for it to be guided by in
so acting. The divine law, revealed in Holy Scripture, is such a guide.
But that something of this same law springs indigenously in the human soul, is plain, also, for two reasons. Man, having the revealed law,
could realize no obligation to conform to it as the law proper for him,
did he not possess and perceive within himself a spontaneous affirmation
of the same general fundamental principles as those underlying the law
declarative. Secondly, the inspired volume itself declares this, virtually, in that those' having not the law are a law unto themselves,' and
shall be judged accordingly. But man's internal perception, interrogation of consciousness, or reading of the spontaneous reason, is so much
less cultivated and available in most instances than his external per-'
ception and logical reason, that an external standard or measure of our5
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selves, morally, becomes an indispensable requisite to any general and
"Eient self-examination.
definixamine yourselves, whether ye be in the fa-ith." There is cntire
definiteness in the phrase, 'the fa-ith'. It is not faith, nor a faith; 'the
faith', in its broad, objective sense, is the gospel of the Divine Messiah,
crucified, risen, crowned and interceding. To rcceive any other gospel
is to 'depart from the faith'. To add to or subtract from it is pronounced
a rejection of Christ; for, in a word, it is not Christ's doctrine or teach. ings, much less any other doctrine or set of doctrines, but Christ himself, in his officesand relations, that fills the measure of 'the faith' in
this sense. The first step toward self-examination is made when we
thus call up before our minds' the faith', or 'gospel', as Paul calls it
in a former letter to the same church, 'wherein', says he, 'ye stand, and
by which ye are saved, unless ye have believed in vain.'
Here a second step is suggested; for, hal'ing the right object of faith,
the possibility is intimated of believing in vain. A rigid certainty is necessary, therefore, as to what constitut,es 'the faith' subjectively; in
other words, what is the precise act or state of the mind called faith.
There is a faith which overcomes the world, accordiJig to John; and
from the teachings of James we learn something concerning a believer
who is called' vain'; he is as empty and barren of all the fruits of faith
as the devils who' believe and tremble', but go no farther. This is
surely believing in vain. Now, there is no overcoming the world nor
any thing else without work; nor is there any work without a will.
The true 'faith works', as we learn, and that 'by love'. There is,
therefore, a will involved in the matter, somehow. But to what is the
will added? "With the heart man believeth unto righteousness." This
is a universal proposition; no man believeth unto righteousness unless
his 'heart', whatever that be, goes with it. Conversely, if the heart
go with the belief, righteousness, which is doing right, follows not only
with certainty, but by necessity. After the exercise of the intellect in
believing, there remain but two else within the mind-the feelings and
the will. Believing with the heart must therefore be a belief accompanied by the feelings, the will, or both. But many have their feelings
most powerfully wrought through their belief of the truth, yet do not
act. Besides, our feelings lie not under our direct control, nor are we
at all responsible for them as mere feelings, since they act under necessary laws, and not at our volition. Believing very feelingly is not, therefore, that belief with the heart which is meant. Again, many believe
with a whirlwind accompaniment of feeling, and all the external acts of
righteousness are for the time performed with great zeal; but presently
they fall away, having no root in themselves, as our Savior teaches. Now,
here is as much both of feeling and will as can accompany belief, yet it is
believing in vain. Where lies the defect? Just here: God says,
'Givc me thy heart', which shows that not only is something meant
over which we have full control, but that a true surrender, a voluntary,
actual giving-up thereof, must ensue. But in the case before us there
was no such giving-up; there had been an acting with sinners because
feeling exerted a drawing in that direction; and when feeling drew in
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the direction of rcligious acts, those acts were performed on precisely the
same principle. The only lcgitimate direction of the will is the puttingforth of its final choice and consequent incidental volitions toward what
we know is right and pleasing to God. The bending or turning it away
from this is just what constitutes, essentially, all sinfulness and moral
depravity. As sinners, we act by impulse, and not according to conscience. 'Ve go as our feelings prompt, though we know the thing done
to be wrong even while we do it. 'Not my will, but thine be done,'
said Jesus. No one can be 'in him', therefore, through faith in him,
unless that faith embrace as its grand differential attribute, its sole moral element, this very giving-up of the will. '.L'hisis the regeneration or
change of the heart, whieh is the essence of conversion from disobedience to obedience.
Having thus ascertained what it is to 'be in the faith', it remains to
bring the matter home, personally, and scan the evidences as to our
having really so given up ourselves to God in Christ, and whether we
be yet st.'1ndingin that allegiance. We shall attempt this in another
paper.
1. N. C.

~[AN'S
"IT is appointed

:llORTAJ,ITY.

unto men once to die, and after defLth the judgment."

THE decree has gone forth, "Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou
return."
This solemn declaration of holy writ is daily, hourly and min- .
utely experienced; and, although living testimony is constantly presented to our minds, still we heedlessly press along, forgetting that we,
too, are born to die. What strange and blind infatuation, when we
conclude all are mortal except ourselves, and'refuse to believe the word
of the true and living God!
But there are times when thc proud and unbelieving will tremble and
reflect, will listen to the voice of reason and inspiration: amid perils by
land and by sea, in sickness, in death - yea, the toll of the church-bell
announcing the departure of another soul from time to eternity will
awaken reflection, and produce the conviction, for a time, 'I, too, am
born to die'. Yes, dear friends, you are born to die, and the next toll
of the church-bell may sound your funeral knell; then think, oh, I beseech you, think and act rationally the better part before you die. " Be
ye also ready; for at an hour when you think not the Son of Man cometh.". "To-day if you will hear his voice harden not your hearts."
This is the language of inspiration, to which you would do well to give
the 'most earp.est heed, lest at any time you should let it slip'.
Dear reader, shall I still press this subject further, by.calling your
attention to that way-worn pilgrim, that dying saint, to prove to you
that the seeds of mortality are dceply implanted in us ? But a few brief
years ago this venerable saint was young, and vigorous in youth and
health; but, alas! time, with all it~ cares, has marked its victim, and
death is now doing its handiwork. What does all this provc, but that
we are born to die?
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Go with me, now, to the grave-yard, and learn more of the solemn
truth that' it is appointed unto men once to die'. Yonder stands a
tomb-stone which will ,tell us the history of him who lies beneath the
cold sod. It is my schoolmate, with whom I spent a few years, the
most pleasant of my life. I well recollect our youthful days-how full
of happiness, joys and pleasures! We separated at the close of the
s9hool, to engage in our different pursuits for life, full of hope. Alas!
how changed the scene! Instead of the gay and youthful man, as
when we parted, he is now mingling with his mother dust. I am fast
treading in his footsteps, and 'rime is rapidly drawing my earthly career
to a close, when Death will be ready to do his work. It is in the graveyarq we find that Death has no regard to age or sex. Here lies the
little infant, there t,he youth, the middle-aged, as well as the aged - all
victims of Death's relentless hand. May I not now ask you, gentle
reader, Where is your father, your mother, your brothers and sisters,
or where is your wife, your husban~) your children, your early associates ? Echo answers, Where? many of them, doubtless, have gone
to the grave-to
that 'bourne whence no traveler returns'.
In conclusion, kind friends, permit me to ask you, .In view of death,
what is all the magnificence; pomp, wealth and worldly honors of this
inhospitable world to you in comparison with the glories of eternity?
Ask that dying saint to answer the question. "I count all things as
dross for the excellency of the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus." " I have finished my course, I have kept the faith j henceforth
there is a crown of righteousness laid up in Heaven for me." "Jesus
has died and risen again."
"Jesus can make a dying bed
Feel soft as downy pillows are,
While on his breast I lean my head
And br~athe my life out sweetly there."

"Lord Jesus, receive my spirit."
A few more words in conclusion, dear friends, and we take our leave
of you for the present.
"Marvel not that I say unto you the hour is coming, and now is,
when all that are in their graves shall hear the voice of the Son of God
and come forth j they that have done good to the resurrection of life,
and they that have done evil to the resurrection of condemnation."
"God has appointed a day in the which he will judge the world in
righteousness, by that man whom he hath appointed heir of all things,"
etc. "At the name of Jesus every knee shall bow and every tongue
shall confess, to the glory of the Father."
On this occasion the secrets
of every heart shall be made known, and everyone's trne character
made manifest to an assembled world. What a momentous day, when
the books shall be opened and the Judge shall pronounce the final sentence ! I fancy I see parents" children, husbands and wives, and kind
friends, taking their final leave of each other j for they that have done
evil shall go away into everlasting punishment, and those that have
done good into life eternal. View this subject, then, in all its sublimity, and prepare to meet your God in peace.
s. P. G.
WASHINOTON,

liL, November, 1856.
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SEALS.

THERE are at least two distinct meanings to the word 'seal', as found
in the Scriptures. These may be indicated by the use of a preposition
frequently added to denote one of the meanings, and omitted for the
other; as 'to seal', and 'to seaI1lp'. The fastening-up of a thing in
such manner tha,t the unauthorized opening of it shall be made thereby
a peculiar crime, is sealing, in the latter sense. But by the former we
mean a special marking or designating that authenticates and gives authority. A document may thus be doubly scaled, without and within.
The outer seal is for those who may not read, the inner for those who
may. The one says, you must not read; the other says, you must not
only read, but accredit.
For the present .we,would examine some of the seals of the latter, as
being the most important class. And those only having divine authority shall, at this writing, concern us. For from these, doubtless, all
public and private seals took their rise. The great seal of the United
States is but .a monument of the fact that from the beginning of the
world the Lord has instituted .certain visible things as attestations of his
most important covenants and stipulations with man.
At the fall of man, when the great sacrifice- the atoning Lambwas darkly promised as 'the seed of the woman', the perpetually-flowing blood on the altar became a seal of God's appointment-all
assurance that he was faithful that had promised. rrhis blood was made for
all time-a grand means of making a covenant sacred and firm. Heathen nations have in all ages ratified treaties and other important agre.ements with blood.
The covenant with Noah was sealed by the bow in the cloud. Since
the stipulation had reference to the clouds, that they should in future
dispense their watery stores so as to save and not destroy, the setting of
God's great signet upon them had a peculiar and sublime appropriateness.
In the first covenant with Abraham, God appears, for a special purpose, to have left his word unattested farther than the already-instituted type of the bleeding lamb could prefigure and pledge the coming of
that son of the venerable patriarch in whom all nations were to be blessed.
The simple word of God was enough. "Abram believed God, and it
was counted to him for righteousness." Then, as though to reward his
implicit faith, Jehovah made a second and special covenant of peculiar
blessing to him and his immediate fleshly seed. The inheritance of
Canaan was pledged, and the man of faith, with his posterity, sealed for
the promised possession. He received circumcision, as Paul tells us,
, a seal of the righteousness he had, being yet uncircumcised'.
Now, if we will but take notice that the seal given to Abraham was
of the second or special covenant, and not of the first or general one, we
shall find a beautiful analogy between God's dealings then and now.
Christ, the true sacrifice, being come, the general covenant to allthe 'justification to life' Paul speaks of-is
sealed by his own blood.
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That blood, which was his life, is perpetually held up before the mercyseat by the great Mediator, and is the witness to all men - not simply
to the Church -that their lives are ransomed; i.e., that a resurrection
is secured to all. But no special seal is granted to the sinner concerning this. He is put upon the principle of simple faith, as was Abraham. As it would not have altered the case with that patriarch, in being the father of Christ, to have disbelieved God, but would have prevented his receiving the seal of righteousness and the reward of Canaan
secured thereby to his posterity, so the sinner's unbelief in Christ can
not m~ke void that which his shed blood seals - the general resurrection; but it must infallibly exclude from the special covenant of the
heavenly Canaan, of which the heirs all receive a special and heavenly
seal for a present reward of their faith and confirmation of their hope.
But what is that seal received by the believer in recognition of his
faith? ' Baptism', is the reply of the great majority of Christendom?
, Surely, then,' a casual observer might say, 'you have for once the
great mass agreeing with you in laying particular stress upon baptism.'
Not a word of it. We utterly deny that baptism came in the room of
circumcision. For one thing to come in the room of another there must
be some likeness and fitness. Circumcision came to Abraham becal,lse
he was already accounted righteous; but baptism is 'for remission of
sins'; 'a means', says Wesley, 'of pardon'.
Jews were born into the
Jewish Church, and Jesus taught them they must be 'born again' to
get into his Church; which birth, he declared, was' of water and the
Spirit', a being baptized into Christ' after being begotten by the Spirit
into a living faith through the incorruptible seed - the word of truth.
Circumcision was a mark that they were already in the Church, and
what denomination will attempt to make baptism a similar mark to its
recipients? It will not do. Bom and bom again, is the only analogy.
Again: It is nonsense to talk of having any tlting 'in lieu' of circumcision, unless the covenant to which circumcision was annexed be yet
in force and valid to us. But this predo-baptists admit, and gravely
quote to us that' the law which was four hundred and thirty years af~
tel" the covenant could not annul it. Most unlucky reference! For,
counting back that number of years from the giving 'of the Law, we
are brought to the general covenant with Abraham, which had no seal
at all ! Twenty-five years too soon for the covenant of circumcision.
Thus, at every point the analogy fails.
Where, then, you ask, lies the true analogy, and what is the anti-type
of circumcision? It is found in the gift of the Holy Spirit to all obedient believers who, being called, as was father Abram, arise and get
themselves out of the land in which they dwell. Those, because they
were fleshly sons of Abraham, were sealed as heirs of the earthly Canaan. These, because they are spiritual sons of Abraham by faith, have
the Spirit sent into their hearts, as saith the Scripturc, and are 'sealed
unto the day of redemption' as heirs of the promiscd inheritance-the
heavenly Canaan.
" Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God, whereby ye are sealed." To'
grieve away the Spirit is to lose our seal) without which our title to the
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inheritance will not be valid. We should not be satisfied with. a government instrument conveying to us certain lands in prospect, unless
we could at any time bcltold the seal; for a seal, by its very definition,
is a perpetually-visible attestation, as in the case of circumcision. Are
our hearts so enstamped by the Spirit of Christ that they cause us to
live forth continually his image? Thus must our seals be visible, not
merely to ourselves, by the Spirit's internal fmits, but to all around us,
by the external. And fast as the divine impress is made faint or dim
by the mde contact of this world, let us fly to God and his word, and
be renewed after the image of him that created us his children.
I. N. c.

WHY

DO N'T

THEY

RECEIVE

THE

PROPOSITION!

I ONCF. knew an intelligent infidel, whose regular attendance upon the
preaching of the gospel evinced the fact that it commanded his respect,
if it could not compel his confession. I pressed upon him the question, How was it that he lingered around the outskirts of Christianity,
and would ncver confess its truth? In a moment of frankncss, he
told me that often he felt a secret consciousncss that the Bible was
true, yet when he looked on its pages and saw what the gospel contemplated-such
a life of purity-such a ceasing to live for this world and
for self, and such a living for the next world and for the good of our
fellows, he shrank from the logical consequences of its truth, and
was compelled, for his self-defense, in a life devoted to this world, to
deny its truth altogether. It seemed to me like a deliberate determination to sell Heaven for Earth - a deliberate conclusion to be
damned, and I saw what was meant by 'a wiclced heart of 1tnbelief'.
How true is it that the reception or rejection of great truths depends more upon the heart than upon the head, or upon the evidences presented. How else shall we account for the fact that while
evidences that would rivet conviction upon any other point, are piled
upon the proposition that the immersion of a penitent believer is for
the remission of his past sins, yet men turn away from it and will
not receive it? Ah, they shrink from tte logical consequences of receiving the testimony. It contemplates the giving-up of party, a givingup of their pride of opinion - it contemplates immediate obedience, and
they dare not receive it or give it honestly the weight it should have,
or would have were the truths of no interest to them. But I ask
mJself this: Granting the proposition to be false, can a man be saved
who rejects it on the ground above spoken of? Is not his unbelief the
very essence of rebellion against God and truth? To me it is clear
that the carping at evidences because they militate against us is nothing
short of a deliberate conclusion to disobey what obligations are resting
upon us to be honest! "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands
of the living God."
s. E. P.
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From the Daily (Dubuque) ltepublican.

THE BIBI:E

A FOUNDATION
BY

S.

E.

OJ.' ALL EDUCATION.

PEARRE.

[A Discourse doli,'ored in the Cbristian Church, Dubuquo, Feb. 10, 185G, from Psalms cxix: 99.]

IT is said of Lord Byron, that, sitting one day with some frietds over
his wine, he joined in a laugh flung by ope of the company at the Bible. In a mind so great, susceptible as it was, the fumes of the cup
could cloud his respect for that Book but for a moment-quickly
recovering himself, "After all," said he, "if we throwaway the Bible
what shall we get in its place?" He saw that in the great worlds of
thought and morals it filled a place as essential to them as is gravity
to the physical world.
'
What shall we get in its place? A question fraught with more importance than even the Christian world are prone to give to it, It is
my business to-day to sketch the place it fills. I say sketch, for with
matter enough before us to make an Alexandria Library, everyone will
see that no more can be done in one lecture.
Christianity to mankind at large presents itself in a variety of phases.
When first we see the young moon, it is a mere thread of light, seen,
perhaps, through a vail of haze or in the midst of murky clouds j but as it
journeys eastward it grows larger and more brilliant, until its fair round
disc looks us full in the face, and we rejoice in its plenitude of light.
Yet it has not changed one iota-'t
is the same now that it was in the
beginning, and its face is still turned toward the sun, from whom it receives all its light- but we have changed our relation to it and view it
now from a different angle. So, Christianity to the undisciplined mind
and Christianity to the philosopher are two very different things. Very
different is it also when first its rays are received into the darkness of
the mind from what it is in the same mind when that mind has become
ripe in its love and its richness and grandeur of thought- and yet't is
the same, only more largely and more beautifully grand. Not that it
has been developed, but it has developed us. Its great ideas, which at
first were too large for our comprehension, have been gradually mastered
~in continually contemplating them, our minds have expanded to take
them in. In studying the beautiful interlocking of the whole, we
are learning to comprehend the whole scheme. And while it has
expanded our minds, our admiration and love for its Author has expanded our souls, so that while we can see more we can also feel and
enjoy more of its beauty and sublimity. You ask How, then, is man
equally reponsible? for the philosopher would have less self-sacrifice in
obeying its precepts, since he would be drawn to this for the mere love
of its beauties. The test of loyalty would not be equal upon the wise
man and the rude man. True, and for this reason God has not made
the test of our loyalty to him to depend upon our obedience to the
moral laws alone, but upon the positive also, and primarily, else an ex-
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haustive knowledge of him were essential to his favor. There' are
some fruits, an apple is an example, which if you cut them transversely
and hold up one-half, you will see an exact image of the flower that
bore it. If you please, then, I will call these positive institu.tions the
jlowe1' of the gospel, which, being not only an exact image of the
fructifying process wrought in the heart of man, but also of the
"great vivifying facts of Christianity, open up the heart to the genial
rays of Heaven. There is a flower that strikes its roots beneath deep
waters, yet in order to its development its flower must rest upon the
surface. But, the waters being subject to ebb and flow, had not God
provided for it, this flower must be submerged and perish. But hehas given it a spiral stem that will contract or expand according to the
exigencies, and thus its place on the surface is maintained. So these
positive institutions, whether the mind be wise or rude, the waters
deep or shallow, perpetually adorn the surface and show that the root
is hid in the depths below-thus forming the most perfect test, because
they indicate the most implicit and complete obedience.
.
But looking below the surface, we find that precisely as it has
enlarged and invigorated the mind of the individual, so has it that of
the world in leading it on from one triumph of thought to another,
whether the channel through which we followit be social, philosophical,
scientific, political, or religious. But you say the Bible does not teach
the sciences directly. Very true. And this would have been a greater
condescension upon its part than we at first suppose-so much so as to
destroy its claim to inspiration. Had it stepped aside from its great
mission for this purpose, we would have laughed at it. But if it has not
taught them directly, so much the more effectually has it taught them.
The teacher doos not work out the problems in geometry for the student;
for this would not teach him the science. He merely critillizes. If the
work be incorrect, he merely tells him it is !If), and sends him back over
his work to find the error for himself. We all knew in our school-boy
days the use of those isolated figures called the answer. They were not
to show us how to perform the process of solution-not
to point out
our error ev'en- but to send us to seek it for ourselves. Thus we
learned the science of numbers and acquired habits of exactness. So in
attempting to pry into the mysteries of nature; when by toil and investigation we arrive at results satisfactory to, ourselves, and have
brought them to the light, we find them to be in direct opposition to
something the Bible assumes as true. Now any man, not so vain as to
believe himself infallible, knows that the Bible, with the laurels of a
thousand victories on its brow, gained in similar conflicts, has too much
evidence in its favor to be set aside by the mere chance that he could
not be mistaken, and, like a wise man, he goes back over his investigations with more care-discovers some glowing new truth that changes
his results altogether, and brings another trophy to science, and another
wreath to the crown of the Bible. Why is it so often said that the
Bible is opposed to all new sciences? I answer, Because the sciences
are in the crude state, and the Bible continues to polish them by
6
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criticisnl till it gives ns a true for a false philosophy-a
complete for
an incomplete science.
-_
But the Bible.teaches also by instigation. The infidel, seizing the
first unassayed ores of this new mine, hopes to find his desire to overthrow this book realized, and day and night does he dig in it, and
throws sparkling diamonds to the surface continually, but finds nothing
to his purpose. Maddened by his disappointment here, he makes new
explorations-he
ransacks heaven and earth and brings back rich
gatherings, but nothing to show that God is inconsistent with himself;
he tears open the bosom of the earth to wrest from her secrets she
otherwise refuses to tell, but her heart beats true to the Bible; he
clambers to the very stars of God, and implores them to give him aught
that can cut him loose from his accountability to this book, but the
stars reply, vVe have nothing to give.
Precisely thus have we learned almost all we know of many of our
sciences, but especially of geology. The first investigations here were
contrary to the Bible, and many a lance was broken on this field, until
more was developed of this .great science.
But, most of all, the Bible teaches by expansion of Ithe human mind
- by the greatness of its ideas. Few of us are aware how often one
great idea begets another, or how much the mind is enlarged and invigorated by contemplating them. Why does the sailor stand safely
high on the mast while the sea boils beneath him? He is accustomed
to all the immensity of the ocean-and
what are a few feet to him?
The mountaineer leaps from crag to crag, or hangs over the precipice,
and not a trembling nerve betrays his excitement; he is accustomed to
the profound depths, the sublime hights and vast landscapes, and
the muscles of his mind are invigorated. The aeronant hangs at the
most frightful hight and is not giddy; he has gone gradually up from
the earth and mastered the thought as he arose. Who, then, can estimate the influence of the great ideas of the Bible in preparing the mind
to wrestle with the great truths of nature-ideas
that could reach us
in no way but by the Bible - such as the unity of God, eternity, and
infinity? WJ;1at,had the ancients no infinite ideas? No. The heavens
to them were not infinite. The firmament was a concave spheresolid and but little elevated above the earth. These ideas were evolved
from the Bible, unvailing themselves through imagery that gradually
planted them in the human mind; and these images remain available
through all time, leading us on to the great infinities of God and his
works.
And I hesitate not to say that Isaac Newton never would have conceived his theory of the heavens without the training of these ideas.
'T is not hight, 't is not depth, 't is not vastness, that turns the brain,
but it is with the suddenness with which they break upon the mind
unprepared for them. Why did not anyone conceive the Newtonian
theory? It was too vast. Why did he conceive it? From a youth he
had pondered the great infinities of the Bible, and, invigorated as was
his mind by these, it staggered under the weight of his own conception,
and only by delay did it recover from the shock sufficiently to proceed.
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Had it fallen on his uninurcd mind it would have wrecked it, and driven
him to lunacy, long before he had mastered it. Thus you see why
it is that the Nineteenth Century is making such giant strides in science.
The little ripplcs awoke in antiquity by the breath of Heaven have increased until, in huge breakers at our feet, they are startling 'us with
their thunders.
But let us pass to another department of human progrcss, and here
we find still greater changes, varied, it is true, according to circumstances-changes
so gentle as to be almost imperceptible some times,
yet radical and thorough. When the sun first shines upon the forest,
thc day sees no change, and the month but little, yet gradually 't is
changed to gorgeous richness. But the same sun shines upon the
rocky mountain precipice, and when months and days have passed it is
the same barren rock still. Suddenly a terrific explosion that tumbles
it to the valley tells us the heat has been at work there also.
Often in the political world, where the circumstances are against the
gentle transformation, where society is shut in by flinty walls, Christian
impulses and ideas creep away into its heart and accumulate till their
expansive f()rce can be restrained no longer, and a fearful revolution
tells us that the people havc broken their shackles, and in the broad
air are exercising their prerogatives and discharging their duties in accordance with the new impulses. We can not follow all these revolutions growing out of ideas, but merely indicate some of the points to
which they direct themselves. One of these was the idea that governments were for thc people, not the governor. Previous to the translation of the Hebrew Scriptures into Greek by the LXX, no such an idea
was ever thought of by the nations, nor was it clearly seen for ages after.
Governments were good or bad in the direct ratio that thcy did or did
not confer strength or honor upon the governors. But when the relation they sustained to God and the universe began to break in upon
them, the people began to ponder upon their rights, and kings learned
more slowly that they were only stewards of the bounties of Heaven
for the good of the people. Very dimly ·at first arose the idea of a
representative government, but it grew until it obtained sufficient
strength to exercise an influence in the policies of this world. The
truest types of it are now America and Great Britain, with others in a
descending scale according as they do or do not read the Bible.
Another thing growing out of the same root-the
idea that kings
were stewards of God-is
governmental provision for the poor. No
loaves were ever handed out to the mendicant, only that the donor
might make use of the poor man for his own ambitious purposes, and
no provision was made in any way by the Power that should feed them,
until Constantine came to the throne and brought Christianity with him.
Now the civilization of a city or country may almost be measured by
its pauper-houses and asylums.
I will mention only one more offspring from this idea of stewardship
-'t is free universal education. When governments were for kings,
the physical force of that people was all that was available to the crown;
but when it was clearly seen that they were for the happiness and
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development of the people, the education of that people became at
once the duty of the government and its only security. A significant
fact is that these, also, sprung up and grew' just in the ratio that the
Bible was given to the people, and now the institutions of free universal education are the peculiar glory and crown of Protestant
countries.
Thus has the Bible gone on intensifying its influence, until with
faggots of a thousand fires it has burned its own chains from its fettered
limbs, and still is educating mankind for the great College of the Universe.
Is it a light thing, Christian parents, that this Bible is not read in
the family? Is it a light thing that children are not encouraged to attend the Sunday-school and have its ideas and precepts woven into the
framework of their growing minds? Is it a light thing that your city
council has voted to exclude it from the schools of your city, when
these very schools are born from th~ Bible-when
it has built the
school-house and adorned its walls with wreaths of literature gathered
from the Hebrew poets? If our sciences, our philosophy, our literature,
be children of the Bible, shall they be retained and the mother excluded?
I only add that when we educate a young man and send him out into
the world without having implanted in his mind the great cardinal virtues of the Bible, we but send a noble ship to sea without a chart, without a compass, without a rudder, and very uncertain will be its wandering and fearfully uncertain its moorings.

SCANDAL.-The devil has a wonderful penchant for rebuking sin.
Eyes which are full of beams have an unaccountable clearness of vision
in detecting motes in other eyes. Some people are brought into the
world to accomplish a marvelous mission; and that mission is to ferret
out obliquities in others. Of course, it is not expected that these
apostles have any business with themselves; their mission is violent,
and does not admit of time to scrutinize their own position. What
profit is it that they should pause to consider their own pecadilloes,
when the enormities of their neighbors loom up like mountains? So
goes the world, the world over. Every body minds every body's business, but every body neglects his own. What sort of a world would
this be if we were without each other to feed upon? Men have eyes
and ears for some .{?urpose,and what else could they find for them to do,
if not to hear of each other's failings, derelictions, errors, transgressions,
enormities? They have tongues which must lie uselessly idle if not
employed in giving currency to such delinquencies. So it is with man.
The obliquities of his offending brother furnish the chief staple of conversational interest. Human error is the current coin of social intercourse, and too often that coin comes from the mint of the speaker's
brain.
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II.

IN my previous essay I promised to discuss, in a second article, the time
~vhento educate. No question, perhaps, is fraught with more serious
consequences than the one fixing the time when the child should enter
school. The question, too, is just thus simple: Shall he run free a year
or two longer in the open field, and breathe the fresh air and live, or
shall he be shut up in the school-room, and grow weak and faint, and
die? How many a fond hope has been blighted by giving a wrong answer to the simple question of time! Yes, how many kind parents have
been called to lay a noble son or a fond daughter in a premature grave,
simply because they were shut up at too early an age in the close schoolroom and made to breathe an atmosphere previously breathed over and
over by some forty or fifty, persons! And, alas! when they are gone
it is said, They were so fond of their studies that they were killed by
too close application. One father consoles himself with the thought
that his son was too intellectual- that the powers of the. mind were
too strong for the physical constitution; while another argues that, as
he was always so quiet, he was too pure to live in this world of corruption and depravity. How old, then, should your child be before he is
confined in the close room to constant study? The responses given are
as various as they possibly can be-ranging
from three to twelve years
of age, according to the peculiar fancy of each one giving his view; thus
comprehending a range of nine years, a time sufficient to give a much
more thorough education than is enjoyed by many of our so-called finest
scholars.
One of old remarked: "Inasmuch as many have undertaken, I will
also show my opinion."
Let me follow the example of this illustrious
companion of Job and say that, in my opinion, no child, however well
developed, should be confined during regular hours in school at an earlier age than seven years. The maximum age is in all probability less
than twelve years, giving a range of perhaps less than five years during
which children should begin school. A reason for beginning thus late
to send children to school is found in the universal adage, 'A sound
mind in a sound body'. God has bestowed upon the young nn extrA
amount of vitality and sprightliness. To compel them, therefore, to sit
down and remain quiet for any considerable period at one time is to op.
pose the laws which God has written in their very being. Oh, how
much life and joy and glee you find in the little fellows! And who Can
be so cruel as to counteract all these impulses and not disoover himself
fighting against the laws of God?
.
Every close observer knows that the first facultie~ whioh are developed in the human organization - and without the full development of
which no one can truly be said to be educated-are
the peroeptive faoulties. Now; these are best cultivated by ranging at large in the open
field and looking at every thing that can possibly be seen. But, alas!
how many children are never taught to see; yes, to run, to look, to search and see. And hence they grow up intellectual dwarfs.
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Again: The organs of perception, properly educated, constitute good
breeding, or good manners, as we some times say. Then, to check the
development of these at too early an age, for thc purpose of commencing
the cultivation of thosc facultics which are always brought into requisition whenever the child begins the study of books, will be very likely
to render him stiff and awkward in his manners during his entire life;
for the very good reason that he is rendered slow to perccive the joys
or sorrows, or even thc necessities of those around him. How many of
the kindest and best of our citizens have to be informed of all thc objects of distress passing daily before their eyes, simply because their
perccptive faculties were not properly trained in childhood. And hence
their ability to be useful is greatly mutilated simply by confining them
at too early an age in the school-room. Then, to sum up some of thc
evils growing out of entering school at too early an age: 1. It impairs
the constitution. 2. It destroys personal bcauty, rendering the subject
round-shouldered, droop-necked, hollow-chested, knock-kneed, and afflicted by many other deformities too tedious and drcadful to mention
in an essay like the present. 3. It destroys the manners, making the
individual dull and morose. 4. It destroys the social filCulties, as connected with the conversational powers. 5. It benumbs the exercise of
benevolence, rendering the subject slow to perceive the nccessities of
othcrs. 6. It deranges the nervous systcm, and thus makes the individual irritable, pcevish, or cross, as we may choosc to express it. Now,'
although we love to say' no man lives to himself and none dies to him. self', yet we must insist that, as cach man is possessed of an individuality and has a distinct and independent organization, therefore, by all
means, all the fountains of purely mental and spiritual enjoyment should
be kept open and allowed to flow frecly, that thus cach one may have
all the elements of true happiness within himself. Yet there is a point
in the development of the child when hc begins to reason, to classify,
to compare, and hence to draw conclusions. This development usually
takes place between the ~s offive and ten, and from its earliest budding should be cultivated at home, by the parent, in the first place; but
by no means should the child be at once confined in the house to constant study. But these faculties should doubtless be considerably cultivated before the child is put into the school and confined there for a
given number of hours, or even for the space of a single huur. The
time, then, to enter school r:1nges from seven to ten years of age, according to the peculiar development of the child. And this development is marked by the physical powers being sufficient to sustain constant 1l,ndactive mental exertion.
Again: I am decidedly opposed to the length of sessions now in general use in our common schools. l' should by all means prefer for my
own child hour sessions, divided by half-hour recesses, rather than hourand-a-half sessions separated by fifteen-minute recesses. Indeed, such
change is absolutely necessary to the health of the younger class of pupils.
The time when a young gentleman or lady should leave school must
be decided by each one's circumstances, which are so unlike each other
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that is impossible to give any general rule. The prime object, however, in going to scbool, is to acquire such an amount of knowledge as
will enable the pupil to progress afterward without the aid of the living
teacher. The fountains and themes of knowledge are infinite; hence,
eternity alone is sufficient to teach them all to man. Therefore, to talk
of completiug an education in this short life, or in this narrow world, is
as absurd as to talk of completing a knowledge of mathematics with the
rule of simple addition. To complete this head, then, in a word, man
begins his education at birth and continues to learn to all eternity.
JOHN LINDSEY.

GATHER

RIPE
BY

}'RUnS,
T.

0 DEATH!

RAGa.

Gather ripe fruits, 0 Death!
Strew not the pathway of the tomb with flowers;
Invade not childhood with thy withering breath;
Pass on, and touch not yonth's bright sunny bowers.
'I'bere are enough for thee
Of hearts t hat long for thy serene reposeThat fain among the lowly-laid would be,
Pierced deep with festering wounds that. will not elose.
Go to the desolate,
Whom thou hast robbed of every star-bright thingOn whom the smiles of hope no longer waitWhose loves have passed upon t.he morning's wing.
Go to the wearied frame
That seeks to slumber on the grave's eold breastThat finds life's pleasures but an empty name,
And longs to flee away and be at rest.
Go to the saints of God
Whose souls are weary of the world and sinWho fain would tread the path their Savior trod
And greet the tomb that lets heaven's glories in.
Take those, take theso, to rest,
But smite not ehildhood in its mirtbful play;
Snatch not the infant from its mother's breast,
Steal not tho loved and loving ones away.
Gather ripe fruits, 0 Death!
Strew not the pathway of the tomb with flowers;
Invade not ehildhood with thy wit,hering breath;
Pass on, ancl touch not youth's bright fragrant bowers.
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CHRISTIAN

UNIVERSITY,

CANTON,

MISSOURI.

THE liberality exhibited during the last few years in endowing institututions in the United States for the diffusion of knowledge, or for the
advancement of education, popular and liberal, is without parallel or
precedent in any age or country. The benefactions of American
Girards and Lawrences, Astors and Coopers, are beyond the benefactions of Italian Cosmos or of English W olseys. '1'he bequest of Smithson is greater than the foundation of Christ Church, the wealthiest of
the Colleges of Oxford. '1'he Astor Library in its original cost surpasses
the Bodleian. And, unexampled as have been the illustrations of
munificenoe on the part of individuals, the munificence of communities
has not been less so. Among these, considering her age, the number
and the means of her members, if not indeed absolutely, the Christian
Church stands facile princeps, unquestionably the foremost. They have
within the last five years endowed wholly or nearly at least five colleges
and Universities, with sUlllSranging from seventy-five thousand to two
hundred thousand dollars, beside,!!giving large amounts for buildings
and other purposes to schools not soliciting endowments. Of this most
philanthropic and praiseworthy liberality the most splendid proof yet
given, as in comprehensiveness of plan the institution itself appears to
be the most splendid of the educational enterprises of the day, is the
establishment of Christian University at Canton, Missouri. For it the
sum of over one hundred thousand do'llars has been secured, in addition to the cost of the noblest structure consecrated to the cause of
learning to be found in the valley of the Mississippi.
We invite atteution to the expose made below of the location, plan,
and present condition of this new University. The article appeared
originally in the Louisville Joumal, and is from the pen of A. C.
Bullitt, Esq., of the New- Orleans Picayune. The desription it contains
of Canton and the environs of the institution, though highly wrought
and glowing, is not over-drawn. The sites of the Male and Female
Colleges of the University are certainly nothing less than magnificent.
The Acropolis of Athens could hardly have displayed around it a panorama surpassing in grandeur that presented before the beholder's eye
from University Hill. A location of greater natural beauty, or one indeed combining more of the prime requisites for the seat of a great
literary institution - healthfulness, accessibility, and a moral, intelligent and refined population in its vicinity-it
would be difficult to find.
The male department, though in partial operation, is not yet supplied
with a full corps of Professors, the authorities not choosing to embarrass
in any way the finances under their control bya complete but premature organization. The officers now appointed, as many of the Sentinel
readers may be already advised, are- President, James Shannon, lately
of the University of Missouri j R. A. Grant, Professor of Mathematics,
formerly ofthe same institution j and H. H. White, Professor of Sciences,
formerly of Bacon College, Kentucky. The University is singularly
fortunate in. securing a President of Bro. Shannon's experience, lIe-
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knowledged ability, and elegant scholarship. With him at its head, lISsisted by his accomplished associates and a full faculty of commensurate'
qualifications; with an endowment fund soon to be increased to two
hundred thousand dollars, and a Board of Trustees of enlarged views
and elevated purposes, -with these advantages, and the glorious mission which is proposed for it of a complete and harmonious development
of the entire humanity, of woman as well as man, in accordance with
the dictates of the most enlightened philosophy, Christian University
gives promise of a brilliant career, in which it will stand, in moral
achievement at least, more than the peer of the Yales and Harvards of
the land. And when the day which shall mark the consummation of his
great undertaking shall arrive, as arrive it soon will, Bro. Henderson
may affirm, and with an assurance which the Roman poet never felt,
"I have erected a monument more durable than brass."
Brethren Henderson and Shannon are now on a southern tour connected with the interests of Christian University. May heaven grant
them abundant success!
N.

S E1 }'- EXAM IN ATION.-

NUMB ER II.

WE now propose to give a rigid search after practical, personal evidences of being 'in the faith'.
It is not enough to.see, intellectually,
what is that state of the will which constitutes the essence of obedience.
We must know, with certainty, that our individual wills are thus given
up to God. And not merely that they have been so given up, but that
they remain in a state of entire subjection to him who is rightful Lord
of all.
After all we have said about feelings, some may have concluded
that our teachings would rate those wondrous sensibilities implanted
within us by the Creator as something made in vain. But not so. All
we object to is the giving-up to them as masters, when God designed
they should be our servants. The old adage concerning fire and water,
'good servants but bad mllSters', is true of feelings in an indefinitely
higher sense. In the discussion just before us their value must appear
as inestimable.
But, first of all, we will take the superficial, or prima facie evidence
of our personal faith. " Show me thy faith without thy works," says
the Apostle James, "and I will show thee my faith by my works."
Of course there can be no such seeing of the faith as of the works..
That the works are done, we may know absolutely; but that they are
done from proper motive, is a question to be decided on probable evidence, which, unlike the assurance of our senses, may be greater or less
according to circumstances.
'
We must look, then, for such works as begin the chain of proofs.
For if there be no outward acts we may dismiss the case at once, lIS
gone by default. There are the acts showing forth our coming to
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Christ, and those signifying our continuance in him. "With the heart
man believeth unto righteousne88, and with the mouth confe88ionis made
unto salvation." The confessing with the mouth before men our faith
in the Lord Jesus Christ is the first overt act. Then as many as gladly
receive the word are baptized. These two acts sufficiently indicate,
under all ordinary circumstances, the conviction of the mind and the
determination of the will. Words are the exponents of thought, and
deeds of volition. There is here a very manifest possibility, however
great the improbability, of tp.ese things being done with selfish motives.
On this point the tenor of after conduct must be the world's evidence.
But the man professin:z Christ hypocritically, unless self-deceived to an
extraordinary degree, must be aware of it at the time. The Holy Spirit
comes into the -truly obedient heart, and his influences shed abroad there
become a most satisfactory internal confirmation of the genuineness and
sincerity of the obedience. 'Love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness,
meekness' and various other fruits make the tree unmistakable. But
the outward signs must continue.
The man having professed Christ must, by every law of affinity, associate himself with other Christians. "By this we know that we have
passed from death unto life, because we love the brethren."
Those
whom we love we will associate with, 'not forsaking the assembling of
ourselves together'.
Wh~t confession with the mouth is in evidence
of conversion, regular meeting with the saints is in proof of continuance 'in the faith'. And what baptism is in the former, attendance
upon the Lord's Supper is in the latter. It is the Christian's great, public, perpetual confession of Christ. "Drink ye all of it" was the command touching the symbolic cup. If we have opportunity and drink
not, we thereby deny him who so commanded. For we say one of three
things: the cup before us is not the' it' of the precept, or I am not of
the' all' by implication addressed, or, both these conditions existing, I
delibera~ly oppose my will to the Savior's. A more point-blank denial
of him than this is inconceivable.
The man who obeys God is represented as attending 80 closely to the
'law of the Lord' as to 'meditate day an,d night' upon it. As an external evidence, the negative of this only can exist. It is to be feared
that the world around us could free us from the above charge, by proving an alibi in respect to very much of our time. The proof we give
of having our meditations elsewhere, many of our days and night8,
would be conclusive against us.
Again: Christ represents 'God's elect' as those' who cry unto him
day and night'.
Do we do this? If not, then it is a proof that we
are not of the elect, the' chosen generation'.
That we do not may be
very generally inferred with correctness in case we habitually neglect
prayer-meetings. ' A man is known by the company he keeps', and
often, too, by the company he does not keep.
But, besides all these and many other external evidences of piety, or
the discharge of duties relating directly to God, there must be visible
proof of our loving our neighbor as ourselves. This embraces the
category termed in Scripture 'good Iworks' . For Christians are 'a pe-
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culiar people, zealous of good works' . Not simply as good to the poor as
the generality of worldlings, but so much beyond them in this and all
other forms of disinterested benevolence as to appear odd, strange, 'peculiar'. For by just such works are we to lct our light shine. Weare thus to
be known as the children of God, and recommend our Father by these
very means. Now are we content with an average reputation for humanity, when an imitation of divinity is required, which shall be in as
strong contrast with humanity around us as a lighted candle is with
the circumjacent darkness?
The Christian must' put away all anger, wrath, malice, guile, and
all evil-speaking'. Does the world as often see us in a passion as those
making no profession at all ? Does it see us exhibiting anger, in this
sense, at all? To omit other points, do we sufier ourselves to be heard
, speaking evil' ? I do not mean slander, but needless utterances of
things which are true and prejudicial to our neighbor's good name.
Alas! for us, if we have not a vastly purer speech, on this point, than
is generally found.
Do men of the world accustomed to do business with us take less
care to look sharply after their side of the bargain than when dealing
with non-professors? If they do not, wherein are we a 'peculiar peopIe', 'known and read of all men' ?
Such questions as these, pressed home unsparingly upon our consciences, are necessary in the very outset of actual self-examination. Yet
we may not, by any means, stop here. For men have appeared, in some
instances, very exemplary Christians, and for quite a length of time,
and have at last thrown off the disguise and proved themselves to have
been all the while perfectly selfish- corrupt at heart. Therefore, though
we find ourselves reading the scriptures and meditating on them day
and night with prayer, attending the regular meetings of the saints, the
Lord's table and the prayer-meeting steadily, and living up to our external duties to our fellow men, let us by no means conclude that there
is no need of pressing our self-examination farther. Let us be faithful
with ourselves, praying God to search us and prove us, and show us if
there be any wicked way in us. Proceeding in this' spirit, we may be
able to determine with certainty the motives with which all these things
have been done. But this will introduce us into the department of
feeling, and a scanning of the field of consciousness generally-a task
we must reserve for a future article.
I. N. C.

THE Reverend RICHARDCAMBRIDGEwas one of the contributors to
a literary paper called The World, published by DODSLEY. A note
from the editor, requesting an essay, was put into CAMBRIDGE'Shanda
one Sunday morning as he was going to church. During the sermon
his wife observed him to be very inattentive, and whispered to him"Of what are you thinking?"
"Of the next World, my love," was the
witty reply.
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UNIVERSITY.

THIS institution, which has already become an object of intense solicitude
to a large number of the most intelligent and philanthropic citizens of
the great valley of the Mississippi, is destined to awaken a deeper interest in the minds of this and succeeding generations than any education,al establishment ever hitherto attempted in this country. It is the only one known to us whose fundamental object is the coord'inate education of the sexes, which indeed proposes for woman equally with man
a thorough education of the head and heart.
The fortitude which, amid the terrors of the Crucifixion, clung last
to the cross, and the hope which, in the gloom of the Passion, was first
at the tomb of Christ, have commanded the admiration of near nineteen
centuries; and now, after the lapse of that length of time, it is proposed
to endue the attributes which illumined the death and anticipated the
glories of the resurrection of our Savior with the power of knowledge
and the beneficence of enlightened purposes. It is a grand and imposing enterprise, worthy of a Christian people in an age of progress and
prosperity, and one which will rank its projector, through whose noble
and philanthropic struggles its completion has been secured beyond the
reach of any probable contingency, among the sages and benefactors of
his day and generation.
Before, however, entering more specifically into the design, present
condition and prosperity of the University, it will be proper to speak of
its location and the physical advantages which led to the selection which
has been made. Christian University is situated in Lewis county, State
of Missouri, from which a most liberal charter has been obtained, in
lat. 400 20' north and long. 91030' west, near the west bank of the Mississippi River, about forty miles above Hannibal, twenty-five miles below Keokuk, and nearly midway between Quincy on the south and Keokuk on the north. Here the Mississippi makes its boldest sweep westward, at the western extremity of which lies Cottonwood Prairie, a beautiful inclined plane in the form of a crescent, about two miles and a
half long and one in breadth. This plane rises gradually from the margin of the river till it attains an elevation of about seventy feet to the
mile. It is arrested by a circle of hills of the most picturesque and
beautiful outline. Two of the summits of these hills have been selected
for the male and female colleges of the University. The building for
the male department already crowns one of them; a superb and solid
structure, built in the severest architectural taste and of the most substantial materials, capable of acoommodating five hundred students.
From the dome of the University a scene of surpassing grandeur and
beauty is displayed on every side. Three States make up the panorama. . From the brow of the hill the table lands of Missouri spread afar
to the west, the north, and the south; in front lies at its base Cottonwood Prairie, a1l'eadybusy with the population of about two t,housand
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enterprising inl1abitants j the Mississippi, with its numcrous islands,
rich in primeval forests, and visible for forty-five miles in its grand career j while beyond the States of I!linois and Iowa fill the swelling scene
as far as the eye can reach with farmsteads and cities, prairies and forests, suggesting what can not be revealcd within the broadest of horizons.
Thc summit of another hill, about three-quarters of a mile from the
University edifice and separatcd from it by a deep valley rejoicing in
the glories of a forest as yet intact- unprofancd by the woodman's axe
-is destined for the female department of the University. Thc designs
and drawings of a structure of surpassing beauty have been made and
preliminary arrangements completed for laying its foundation in the
most durable form and matcrials of architecture. The building will be
three sides of a quadrangle, two hundred and ten feet in front, with
wings one huudrcd feet in length, four storics in hight, surmounted by
a massive centre tower, flanked by four turrcts. The spacious court,
incloscd on the north, east and west, will be further beautified by spacious verandahs projecting from each story of the building, forming roomy
and convenient rccreations when thc weather is unfit for out-door exercise. The plan embraces every requisite for health, study and profitable amusement. Bath-rooms especially will be provided for the comfort, cleanliness and health of the young ladies, and a rigid observance
of the true laws of nature for the growth and development of the physical as well as the intellectual and moral powers of woman.
Apart from the advantages of mere physical beauty, the foundcr of
this institute was guided in thc selection of the site by other and more
interesting considerations. The country of the table lands, as well as
the prairie intervening between the hills and the river, is the healthiest
known in the West. The climate is excellent, the air pure, and the
water abundant, and of the best quality. The land within the range of
vision from the dome of thc University building is unsurpassed in productiveness by any body of likc extcnt in the universe. The remote
history of this remarkable locality is involved in the obscurity which has
yet baffled all researches beyond the traditions of the Indians. From
such fragments little is added to the knowledge of the pioneer of the
present age j but intelligent inquirers have imagined Cottonwood Prairie to have been the seat of a once populous and civilized people. This
conjecture is based mainly upon the discovery of numerous tumuli and
mounds which extend for several miles from the plain in the direction
of the river. But if such were so a more intelligible solution of the fact
can be found in the extraordinary richness of the soil, the abundance of
all the material for the erection of buildings of every kind, and the advantages which this location possesses as thc centre of such a community.
.
If the position of Cottonwood Prairic is remarkable in regard to the
country immediately around and the Statcs in view of College Hill, its
centrality to the great Valley of the Mississippi is Dot less conspicuous.
If we take the University building as a centre and Vicksburg as the extremity of the radius, a circle described around that centre will include
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or pass through the States of Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Arkansas, Louisana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, :Minnesota, Nebraska, and Kansas-fourteen
States
and three Territories of this Union; an empire embracing all the staplegrowing States, whether of food or raiment-a
territory which now
supplies much and is capable of supplying the world with all the necessaries of life.
Its accessibility from alI parts of the Union is also a striking advantage in its location. By the Chicago and Quincy Railroad passengers
reach Canton in twenty-foul' hours from J~ouisville, Kentucky. The
Mississippi and Missouri rivers are united at Hannibal by the railroad
to St. Josephs, on the Missouri; and indeed a net-work of railroads is
being constructed on either side of the river, near the University, which,
with the perennial navigation of the Mississippi up to this point, will
bring alI parts of the confederacy in close proximity and intercourse with
it. And here we may remark that there is no point more eligible in the
whole "'tV est for Southern parents, having children to educate, to build
summer residences to which they may repair and supervise their instruc~ion and tmining for several months of the year; while excursions on
the prairies, to the FalIs of St. Anthony, and other remarkable localities of the V'{ est, would make such a residence an agreeable and healthful summer resort, apart from and in addition to the considerations mentioned in connection with the University.
The time has gone by when monastic seclusion from society was regarded as the fittest discipline for boys preparing to take a place and a
part in the affairs of men. AlI the scholastic learning which bewildered
the senses and frittered away the ingenuity of the ascetic brotherhood for
centuries of curious logomachy would be a feeble outfit for a young man
on the threshold of practical life. Nor would a less exceptionable course
of studies avail him if turned adrift upon the world without other guide
than a smattering of dead languages and a knowled~e of the hieroglyphics of algebra. It is designed that young men at Christian University
shalI be educated amid the progress of affairs they are shortly to be
called on to conduct themselves, and under the wholesome restmints of
intelligent and virtuous society. They are to go forth men in alI things,
except in thll vices which indulgence on the one hand and ignorance on
the other engenders or exposes them to. For this end it is that we rejoice to see the country filling up with a population busy and expert in
the productive culture of the soil, and the valley humming with the labor of the craftsman and enlivened by the contrivances of commerce.
To this end, while the pmirie of which we have spoken is rapidly growing into a city, the country far around becoming checkered with farmsteads, the hills are being ta~en up by families whose firesides are to be
the temporary homes of the male youth of the University. Little less
dangerous than monastic seclusion to the morals of the rising generation is the custom of huddling many boys in colIegedormitories or planting them in celIs framed in the upper stories of our colIege buildings.
It is not to be so here. Both extremes are avoided by offering to the
students homes where the amenities of polished life are observed, and .
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the affections which sanctify and protect society are cultivated and enlarged.
Such is the location of Christian University, and such the people and
country surrounding it. Here, on the summit of two of a circle of hills,
divided by a vale so virgin in its primitive luxuriance of fresh and tangled wood that twilight lingers at midnight beneath its boughs, are to
arise the structures dedicated to the male and fem~le mind. Already
has that devoted to the male youth been erected, and, though faultless
in symmetry and firm in architecture, it will appear lonely and imperfectly equipped until its compeer shall also meet the' day at his coming',
inviting all who are athirst to drink deeply of the waters of life. Here
the youth of the sterner sex are to be educated in all the learning of the
schools and in every duty of life; and woman is to be fitted to become,
as she was designed to be, the proper helpmate of man in every sphere
of usefulness, and qualified to instruct the society which she adorns and
lead in the paths of knowledge and truth the children intrusted to her
by God for her blessing and his own glory.
Where so well could be taught the lessons of patriotism and the arts
of peace as in this focus of national influences-this centre of national
greatness-where
full in view of the student are States pressing forward to the goal of wealth and power under dissimilar though not opposing modes of labor and progress? Where could the young statesman so thoroughly comprehend the vastness of the productions of this
country both in variety and bulk; and where so fully appreciate the
wisdom of leaving to the several members of the confederacy to organize within themselves the industrial processes best adapted to the staples with which they have to deal? Here the rising generation will be
educated within the range of experiences which teach that all the pursuits of life are in harmony with each other, and that dissimilarity in
product and the modes of labor no more imply hostility than the variety in the coloring of the rainbow, which indeed derives its beauty from
the distinctness and yet the harmony with which they are blended in an
arch which is yet lovelier because the sign of good will from God to
man.
The distribution of the pupils will be such among the neighboring residences that evil-disposed boys will have no opportunity of interfering
with the students. The city will be near enough to afford facilities to
such as wish to improve the opportunity of seeing something of practical life, to visit the workshops and public marts of a thrifty people, and
too far to allure the listless into temptation and vice. The woods and
waters abound in game of every fin and feather to excite' to manly and
healthy pastime. Indeed, in this respect the country is as remarkable
as in others of which mention has been made. The hills and copses are
alive with deer, the prairies with grouse and patridges, the lakes with
every description of water-fowl, and the numerous rivulets and larger
streams of the neighborhood afford the finest angling conceivable. There
is no place where a naturalist could gather together a finer collection of
the birds and beasts of America. 1'here is now living in DeSoto a gentleman whose business it is to prepare specimens of the wild animals of
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the country. Some of his preparations may be seen at the residence of
Elder D. P. HENDERSON,who is the projector and founder of the University. These, with others, are destined for the Museum of the University, which is designed to be as perfect and instructive as any other
in America Already has its cabinet been greatly enriched by the contributions of scientific friends, and it will soon rival the oldest and most
celebrated collections of the times. The Trustees have sought diligently for a location for the University where the greatest amount of instruction in philosophy and classics can be combined with the largest amount
of useful practical knowledge j where the strength of the mind can be assisted by the vigor of the body j where processes of productive labor can
be witnessed in connection with the arts of appropriation and commerce.
In this they think they have succeeded. In the plan of studies, in the
social arrangement of the system, in the proximity of all the processes
of wealth and productive labor, in the salubrity of the climate and in
the manliness of its recreations, they indulge the hope that Christian
University wil be found complete in all its appointments.
And here we may remark that this institution is not established for
a day or a year or a century, but for all time in so far as man may without presumption propose a futurity to his schemes. The plan of extending the curriculum of education pm'i paSS1t with the endowment of
its professorships has been rigidly adhered to. All that has been done
and is doing is accomplished with the interest of the funds consigned
to its.~harge. These donations are applied to the objects selected by
the donors with religious scrupulosity. 'Vere the capital thus funded
used in expediting the objects of the trustees, they could fill every chair
with the first ability of the Union; but the destinies of the Uni versity
would be as brief as brilliant. It would glow like a bright exhalation,
filling the land with sudden and gorgeous light; but it would as suddenly expire in the throes of its own lustre, to be succeeded by darkness
and gloom. And hence it is that, while its completion is postponed
for a season, the public may rest assured that it is on a firm basis as far
as it goes. It will fall back in nothing. Upward and onward is its
motto, and in the spirit and to the letter of this axiom it will be pressed
forward till it is perfected in whole and in all its parts.
Christian University has yet a nobler claim upon the confidence and
support of the country. Here the foundation of all knowledge and the
basis of all morals are laid in the oracles of God. The chair of Sacred
Literature has already been endowed by one of the daughters of the
West, who liv.ed to know her Master's will and to do it. And here the
simple truth of God will be taught as thundered from Sinai, muttered
at Horeb, as preached upon the Mount and murmured in Gethsemane,
as finished on the cross and illustrated in the resurrection. The Bible
will be a leading text-book, just as it fell from the mouths of prophets
and apostles, neither mangled by creeds nor diluted by the traditions of
men. It is not designed to inculcate any system of belief, nor propagate any form of sectarian faith. They purpose merely to ground the
scholar deep in the knowledge of that truth before which the temples
of the heathen-have crumbled and the altars of Baal have been broken;
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so that when the graduate of Christian University shall spread his sails
before the storms of life he may have an anchor in Heaven and a pilot
to secure his entrance there.
What malnot be hoped from an institution like this? In vain do
we look for a solution of this inquiry in the results of schools where theological speculations have supplanted the Book of revealed truth, or
where creeds and rituals have superseded the pure milk of the word.
Imagination is paralyzed before the probable reafities whieh time shall
reveal in the glow of charity which tempers the brilliance of educated
society, and a blessedness of that mercy which hallows the strength of
an exalted civilization.
We have mentioned that all the' Chairs have not yet been filled in the
institution; but we may safely say that as thorough an edu'cation can
at this time be acquired at Christian University as in any other college
·in the vv est. The determination of the trustees is to enlarge the facilities of education and extend them to branches of knowledge not, hitherto taught in our academic establishments. In another year they hope
to complete all their arrangements for such a course. Yet it should not
be forgotten that a this time such branches as are usually taught in
. colleges are in charge of competent professors, and the institution is prepared to receive and instruct students in as perfect a manner as is elsewhere taught.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.

DURINGthe ~astfortnight in January a very iuteresting meeting washeld
with the Mt. Zion Congregation, head of Walnut Grove, which resulted in
some twenty additions, sixteen of them l;Iy confession and baptism, the
remainder by letter. Bro. BURGESSconducted the meeting until he
had to leave for the Springfield Convention, when it was continued by
brethren Loos, ROBINSONand HOUSTON,greatly to the satisfaction of
the brethren.
I had the pleasure of attending the meeting one evening I when the
interest was exceeding great. The noble band of brethren there had
just completed a fine house of worship, and were now made happy beyond expression by seeing the good work of the Lord prosper.

A SUCCESSFUL
meeting closed recently at Washington, Tazewell
county, conducted by brethren O. P. MILLER, of Macomb, and Dr. J.
8

I
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1\1. ALT,EN,of Bloomington, who h'as but recently commenced speaking, yet is regarded as a laborer of much promise. Eight wcre iUlluersed
during the meeting and three added by letter. A very ~ood state of
feeling is reported among the brethren, which we trust is only the in-'
dex of a hearty committal to 'good works'.

P.""S, Ill., }'ebru"ry 9, 1857.

DEAlt Buo. CAR)IAX: Two weeks ago Bro. J".WOIJ WIlIGHT, of Salem, Ind.,
spent a few da.ys preaching for us here.
The brethren were much edified, nnd
much good seed was sown, which will bring forth more fruit in due time. Seven in all were nddecl-four
by eommendat.ion and t.hree by confession and im,
mersion. Through the fnvor of our Divine Benefactor, we have all, dnring the
pnst. year, been prospered in building up the Christian Church in Paris and
adjoining part.s of the country, gaining some every mont h and losing none as'yet.
'1'hc Lori! is greatly to be pmised.
A. D.lIILL:llORE .

•
CLINTO",

m., February

7,1857.

:Ens. CHIUSTIA:-ISEN~'INEL: Dear Brethren- On Cant.rell's Creek, ten miles
north of Springfield, I have just closed a very interesting
meeting, which resulted in eighteen accessions to t.hc cause of truth; eleven of these were by
confession, two by letter, and five reclaimed.
The bret.hren were greaHy rejoieecl and, engaged heartily in the work.
'I.'hose who were reclaimed were
very humble in their return, and filled t.he hearts of their friends and relatives
wit.h an inexpressible gladness.
The brethren are now in n better condition
than they have been for years.
'1'0 the Lord be all tbe praise.
With prayers
for your success, I am your brot.her in Christ,
w. P. BOWLES.

,

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

1'HE most noteworthy item of our observance sinee our last was a trip
to Springfield, where we had the happiness of meeting a large representation of our ministry in the State. They had assembled' in response to
a call issued at the instance of a number of well-known Evangelists,
which stated that interests of the cause demanded a 'Convention of all
the Evangelists in the State of Illinois'.
The sessions of this body began, pursuant to the call, on the twentyninth of January, in the Christian Church. As we have not a copy of
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the proceedings, nor as yet any authority to publish them, wc can only
make such hasty mention of the mceting, on our own responsibility, as
duty seems to demand.
About fifty preachers were present, a few of whom, doubting the propriety of such meetings, declined enrolling their names and acting with
the Convention. Over forty, however, took part in the proceedings,
which were, in general, characteri~ed by much harmony and good fecling.
The right of such a meeting to pronounce upon the fitness or unfitness of an individual to retain a position in the ministry was fully recognized by a two-thirds majority, virtually by the whole, of the acting
asscmblage.
They also distinctly recognized their right, as 'evangelists', to 'set
in order things wanting. in the churches'.
Both these rights, however, including the authority and relative position of evangelists and elders in general, were matters of protracted
and interesting discussiou. 'l'here. was also a good deal of looking into
the principle of congregational independency.
But on none of these grave questions was there time to mature a gener<tl,formal expression. It was resolved to continue the discussion at
an appointed time and plaee.
Meantime the Convention had its time and energies largcly absorbed
in the consideration and decision of certain specific cases which came
up before them, the entertaining of which at all involved and implied
the recognition of the rights before me!l.tioned. .
Therc WaB much light elicited by the discussions, and much hope
created and enlarged concerning our cause in this great State, by the fraternal conference and free inter-communication of the fellow-ministers
met on this memorable occasion. Many were th~ expressions of trust
that it would prove the initi'u1n of great benefits to the body, and many
the prayers that God would lead the begun work on to his name's glory.
We came away with a heart strengthened and soul more hopeful in
the good work of the Lord. The mass of th~se assembled had seeu'ted
so much more aroused to the necessity of increased spirituality among
us than we had dared to anticipate, that we were constrained to 'thank
God and take courage'.
•
The meeting, ere its close, after receiving from Bro. LINDSEYentirely satisfactory answers concerning the Sentinel, its protracted non-appearance, reestablishment and prospect of future manageJ1lent, regularity and permanence, gave it their hearty and unanimous approval, commending it to the patronage of the entire brotherhood in the State.
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The Convention then adjourned, to meet at Jacksonville the day preceding the next State meeting.
We enjoyed while at Springfield the kind hospitalities of our worthy
and indefatigable brother ROWEj also, of our esteemed brethren CONDELL,LATHAMand ELKIN..
After ~ most vexatious and unrighteous delay in the cars, we succeeded in getting home, finding all well, and explaining our unexpectedly-protracted absence.

SINCEour Springfield trip we have made a flying visit to our neighboring city of Lacon, where we had been invited to deliver a lecture before the Young Men's Association of the place. There is an unusual
amount of spirit in matters of a litera~'y cast among some of the Laconiuns. The schools of the place, some of the exercises of which we had
the pleasure of attending, are of a very superior order.
We were welcomed, on our arrival, to the hospitalities of Mr. A. N.
FORD, editor of the Gazette, whom we found a most agreeable acquaintance. Assisted by his son, Mr. H. A. FORD,a young gentleman of.
much' intellectual promise, he conducts a journal. which we admire both
for its literary and moral tone.
'
We found a few brethren at Lacon, without organization, without
meetings, and without a house. But we arc sure that, under present
auspices, by a little missionary Wfort our cause might be reestablished
there. If some strong man will go there-not
strong merely in intellect, but strong spiritually - he may reap precious sheaves in that place.
We commend it earnestly to our Missionary Board. Let our ministers passing stop and inquire for Bro. MAXWELL,whose house we can
certify to be a preacher's home. Our visit was seriously marred, in the
matter of enjoyment, by indispositiou while there, insomuch that we
came home sick and incapable of the duties of the following J..•
ord's-day
-'finding Mrs. C. also si~k. We accordingly took an admonition about
overwork.
Our senior Editor delivered a Lecture before the above-mentioned Association a month since, which, by request, was furnished for publication. We had intended its insertion in the Sentinel, as highly pertinent to the department of 'General Education', its subject being that
of 'American Scholarship'. The paper containing it, however, was received too late for its appearance in this number.
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WE hope our subscribers and correspondents will let patience have
her perfect work in these days of flood, destruction of railroads and bridges, and conseqnent suspension of travel, freight and mails. 'Ve trust,
in a little while, to see ·a settled and regular order of things once more.
I

,

PRESIDENTl\IURPllY'S Address on 'Education', delivered before the
State Meeting and requested for publication, as will be seen in an abstract of t}le minutes, we have received and will endeavor to lay before
our readers in due time. That department of our paper is pretty fully
preoccupied ~or a few numbers yet.

A GOODbrother sends us some thoughts on 'Practical Christianity',
which, if they were in somewhat different dress, we WQuidglaaIy insert
entire. Did other duties permit, we would even re-write his article.
But this we can not do. We trust our brother will believe that we are
sincerely thankful for his offering. We may yet use some of his suggestions, as space and adaptation may favor. Let not brethren conclude,
because they have not at first st/cceeded in getting their thoughts into
words and sentences suitable for publicatio·n, that therefore they have
done no good by writing. They improve 'their own powers of expression in every attempt j and very mis-shapen, ungrammatical sentences
may yet contain a thought which shall stir the Editor to write on an
important point he had overlooked. But think not that we can publish
all that is sent us.

SINCEour last we have received, in exchange, the following periodicals: •.
The Ladies' Christian Annual, published by JAMESCHALLENAND
SONS, Philadelphia, comes to us much improved beyond any of the preceding volumes. It is a beautiful monthly, splendidly illustrated, with
an engraving by SARTAINin each number. The January number nas
a portrait of the Editor. The March number will contain a portrait of
Eld. A. CAMPBELL,said to be the best likeness of him extant. $1.00
per annum in advance. Will Bro. C. send us a January number?
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The Clwistian Record, by Eld. J. ~f. ~IATHES,Bedford, Ind., J. M.
TILFORD,publisher, Indianapolis. $1.00 per annum. This is the oldest, but one, of our papers.' It is well sustained, as it deserves to be.
Bro. M. is.regarded as one of our safest and most judicious scribes.
The Christian Evangelist, too well known in Illinois to need our
commendation, is received. "'\Vewelcomeit as an able advocate of truth,
and rejoice at its success. BATESANDHENDERSON,Fort Madison, Iowa, and Canton, Mo. $1.00 in advance.
WE were grceted recently by the appearance of a neat little pennymonthly from across the water-the
Briti.sh Evangelist-edited
and
published by Bro. ROTHERIIA?tI,Montgomeryshire, Wales. We gladly
place this little visiter on our exchange-list. It has the ring of the true
metal.
WE are under obligations to Messrs. SMITII AN]) CHURCH,of the
Christian Times, Chicago, for their courtesy and kindness in placing
us, in advance, upon their exchange-list. The Times is a large and elegant weekly, the leading Baptist journal in the State, perhaps in the
entire Northwest, and is an excellent family paper. 'Ve read it with
much interest, like its tone and spirit, and expect to lay our readers under obligations to it by frequent clippings from its rich columns. LEROYCHURCH,proprietor. $2.00 per annum, in advance.
The Stylus, the college periodical of dear old Bethany, our Alma 1Ilater, we receive with much pleasure, of coursc. It is a sprightly literary monthly of thirty-two pages. $1.50 per volume of ten numbers.
The N01·thwest,of Dubuque, and the Illinois Gazette, of Lacon, able
secular weeklies of their respective political parties, are received and
placed on our list. We thank the gentlemanly proprietors for an exchange. $2.00 in advance, each.

WE have not yet quite overtaken our regular time of publication, the
middle of the month, but expect to do so fully with our next number.

WE thank Bro. BOWLESfor his friendly interest m the Sentinel.

l'ke Clli'~st;un /:fcnt£ncl.
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. Shall we not hear from him often? To Bro. HOBBS,and likewise Bro.
JAMES P. BROWC\'.we arc under obligations for the' good will' they
have shown. Our old and well-tried yoke-fellow, Bro. FILLMORE,promises large aid 'on condition'; which condition, as he has seen from our
Salutatory ere this, we propose to comply with. We expect, therefore,
to be much obliged to him.

WE rejoice to learn that it is contemplated by our General l\1issionary Society to hold a mass-meeting for the Northwest this Spring, probably at Macomb, in this State, as suggested by Bro. BATES.

THE articles in this number on 'Christian University' unfortunately
became separated in making up the form. 'N' s' article, as the reader
will perceive, should head the other, as an introduction. ",Ve regret
the mistake exceedingly.

, TIlE UNION OF CHRISTIANS', AND 'THE DEATH OF CHRIST'.We find a copy of these excellent and already widely-known works upon our table, the two volumes in one, with the latest additions and
emendations of the author, Eld. WALTERSCOTT.
I confess myself more indebted to the first of these admirable treatises than to any other book of uninspired authorship whatever.
The Death of Chr£st is a more advanced lesson, and is of surpassing
interest and value. The philosophy of the effect of the Great Fact of
our holy religion is wrought out with wonderful power, and its application made with most searching distinctness. It is a gentle yet most
withering rebuke of sectarianism.
.
Get the book, by all means, if you have it not. Though a work. of
two hundred and sixty pages, its large sale has enabled the publishers,
JAMES CHALLENANDSONS,Philadelphia, to furnish it at thirty cents,
paper, or forty cents, muslin, post-pa£d.
1. N. C.

WE acknowledge the receipt of the portrait of Eld. JAMES CHALLEN,
Editor of the Ladies' Christian Annual.
It is a fine steel engraving,
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and a very excellent likeness. It was gotten up, by request, for the
patrons of the Annual, and must prove a matter of much pleasure to
Bro. C.'s many warm personal friends, as of interest to thousands who are
iamiliar with his pen, but have not seen his face. India-proof impressions, on large, heavy paper suitable for framing, furnished, post-paid,
for twenty-five cents. Address JAMES CHALLENAND SONS, Philadelphia.

PERSONAL.-Since our last we have been much gratified. by calls
from several of our well-known brethren. Bro. Laos, of the Age, now
President of Eureka College, spent a few days in our city, during which
time he delivered us one discourse, of deep interest
Our hopes for a
com~lUnity or State are enlarged by the ingress of such ilien as Eld. C.
L. Laos.
Bro. W ARltlCKMARTIN,of Mississippi, well known to so many of
our brotherhood, and now sojourning a few months in Illinois, made us
a call, which was truly refreshing and encouraging to us. His discourse
on the Love inspired in the renewed soul will be long remembered, we
trust, by us all.

OUIt educational matter of this number may possibly btl deemed a
little in excess. We trust to get it averaged about right in the course
of the volume. It is not always practicable to distribute as we would
like.

~ Dinct all exchanges and correspondence to ( Christ-ian Sentinel', Peor'ia, Ill.

OBITUARY.
Died, in this city, on Saturday afternoon
TON, wife of Rev. H. G. WESTON.

last (l<'ebruary 14), Mrs. E. C.

WES-

A long and painful sicknc8s was borne- with Christian composure and resignation, and she chem·.
fully accepted the call of th~ Father to 'come up higher', and dwell nearer the Fountain of everlasting life.-Peoria Daily Transcript.
',"0 tender our deepest condolence to the bereaved husband, father ll.nd pastor, thus left to bear
alono his heavy reflponsibilities. 'Vith the deceased we bad no personal acquaintance, but our brief
intercourse with Eld. 'V. has been of such kind and friendly character that we feel we are not heartlessly intruding in tendering our POOl' sympathies in this trying affliction. Ma:r the Lorel mercifully sustain him and be more than a mother to the orpha.ned little onesl
I.N.C.
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A8SOCu''I'ION.l

IT has been said, and perhaps with too much truth, that 'America has
no literature'; and upon this point many long and labored arguments
have becn advanced to show that American and English literature are
identical-that
all literature claiming Engli;;h authorship and written
in the English language must of nccessity belong to those, and all those,
who speak the English language. This I shall regard as a very specious
fallacy, and endeavor to remove the flimsy covering, that the ugly deformity may stand exposed; and this I deem essential to the proper
discussion of my topic, since American scholarship and American literature must ever stand closely allied, the latter being the offspring of the
former.
In the first place let it be observed that by the relation which exists
between parent and child -which relation I some times think America
with too much gratitude acknowledges-it
would be absurd in the extreme to claim that as the child which is on all hands admitted to be
the parent; and vice vel·sa. And, while it may be true in a restricted
sense that English literature may be the parent of American, it no more
follows that they are identical than that parent and child are one and
the same entity. And again, to carry out the same figure, it would be
heaping upon the shoulders of an infant a prodigious load to claim for
America, in her very inceptive steps, all the products of those mighty
geniuses who have filled old England's halls with magic power; by melody and song have quenched the fire of human passion or fanned it to a
flame, and bid contending nations, proud in war, go home and 'light
the pi~ of peaee'. And, last of all, it would be exceedingly humiliating to every true American to be compelled to think tha,t he must claim
the literature of past centuries as his own, without any effort on his part
io introduce it, thus tacitly admitting his own imbecility of mind and
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his inadequateness to the task of making such an effort for the letters of
his country as should result honorably to that country, to his language,
and to himself.
Presuming now, young gentlemen, from what has been said, that none
of you will so much detract from either your own dignity or that of the
body of which you are members as to claim for your own what ill no
possible manner you assisted ill producing, but that in the fullness of
that native fire that boils and burns ill American blood you will boldly
claim the right of being assistant architects in the stupendous and magnificent literary fabric that yet may be the proudest monument of American genins, I may properly turn to the consideration of that subject in
which alone in its fnll and pedect development can be found the leverpower by which such a result can be brought about, namely, American
Scholarship.
That I may be understood in what I shall say upon this topic, I shall
present it in the form of three classes of scholars:
1. Those who read much and think little.
2. Those who think much and read little.
3. Those who read and think in proper proportions.
Or, to draw from the technicalities of college parlance, we should have,
though Ilot in the precise order, the' book-worm student', the' general
student', and the' no student at all'.
The first class presented undoubtedly belongs to those who would
claim all England, with her literature, as belonging to America, because,
forsooth, it is to them a much easier task to can the pages of a thousand
volumes than to dig down into the chambers of the mind and bring up
thoughts, mighty, vast and numberless. To line their nests with the
softest down and deck their nestlings with the most beautiful plumage is to
these literary birds by no means theft, because books are COlllmonproperty, and what is in print belongs to the world. The indices or exponents of this class are very few, but unmistakable. They talk fluently
upon almost any conceivable topic, but with depth upon none. They
quote largely from the poets, and, if their auditors be as superficial as
themselves, will even introduce something classical, such as
"Montes

parturiuntur

et nascitur riditulus

mus;"

which would indeed be a 'ridiculous muss' to those of finer sense and
better cultivation. They know the name of every author from Moses
to John Smith; can tell you when Homer sang-when
Cresar died;
and give you an incredible list of events in chronological order that will
cause you to stop and gaze in wonder that one head can contain all.
But they do not thinl"; they dislike the labor of thinkhlg. They prefer always to remain in infancy, that their food may be masticated for
them, rather than with the strong grasp of a man to do their own work.
With them, thinking has never been reduced to a system, and hence,
when they att pt to reason, the barrenness of their minds is' at once
exposed. Nor do they often attempt to forl11any distinct view of the
opinions or philosophy of their favorite authors; nor do they indeed have
favorite authors, farther than public taste or authority may have decided
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for them. Having never accustomed themselves to bold and independent thinking, they dare not make a selection of their own, lest some
'Mr. Scotch' or 'Mr. Edinburg' should say' Poor fool, he has had the
audacity to choose before I have sanctioned!'
But I need not farther
detail with this class. Such men are not scholars, and in the very necessity of the case never will be.
The second class now claims our attention-those
who think much
and read but little. They may be denominated' would-be originals';
and indeed they are quite original in some of their phases-so much so
that their originality is desired by but very few men. They boast of
their thinking powers and scorn the idea of reading books, lest they
should perchance imbibe the principles or doctrines of others. They
claim to be 'free thinkers', and yet such slaves are they to mere thinking, that, like the horse in the mill, they go round and rouna continually, without increasing the circumference of their circle; and should,
perchance, a boulder strike the main wheel of their machinery, they fly
off in a tangent, separating the directive power from the executive, and
stopping the machine for ever. Their freedom of thought is pu're compulsion. They think because thc mind wilt think, and, lacking every
energy requisite for selecting, combining and arranging, they give birth
to theories the most grotesque and systems the most extravagant. The
world has in almost all ages been cursed with just such 'free thinkers'
and free thinking. But I shall not say that in this class there are not
great powers of mind possessed; for, to the contrary, the soul-withering,
God-dishonoring systems of rationalism now prevalent, which are the
legitimate offspring of free thinking, are but too fealful monuments. of
the fact that many of these possess extraordinary power with the masses, and are capable of leading them according to their desires. But I
would not for a moment have anyone suppose that I make -DO distinction between free, bold and independent thinking, and what is in an
applied sense denominated' free thinking'.
I pity that man who can
not think and act freely, boldly and independently for fear of being
transfixed upon the attenuated points of the carping criticism of some
would-be literary gods; but I equally pity the man-and,
more than
all, his principles-who,
discarding t,he combined wisdom of his superiors in age and experience, makes to himself an idol of his own thoughts
-erects a vast temple in the airy regions of his own crude notions and
vague speculations, and then calls upon his fellow men to worship in
this great temple of his own idolatry. Nor can a tithe of the evils growing out of the course pursued by this class be portrayed. Eternity alone
will suffice fully to disclose the utter nakedness and barrenness of their
minds, and present to the astonished gaze of an assembled universe the
blackness and darkness for ever stamped upon their moral natures. I
need scarcely add, in dismissing this class for the prescnt, that they are
not the scholars that are to be the pillars and ground-work of that temple which I trust will yet be erected by American scholars and dedicated to American literature.
We now turn our attention briefly to the last-named class, comprising
those who read and think in proper proportions. I need not speak very
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particularly of thcir characteristics; it will at once be granted that if
there be any redeeming feature in American scholarship it must be
found with those who, while they have a proper regard for the views
and opinions of their fellow men, arc at the same time bold and energetic in their own researches and adhere stringently and fearlessly to
their own views, no matter by whom opposed, until convinced to the
contrary by fair and conclusive arguments, when they immediately avail
themselves of the new light, not fearing the petty taunt of a lack of
originality. 1'heir system of readin~ differs as materially from the first
class we have considered as does their system of thinking from the second. Yet what they read they understand; and when they think it is
for the purpose of arriving at correct and positive conclusions, they quote
freely from others, not. fearing the charge of plagiarism; and criticize
unsparingly, not fearing the appellation of 'hypercritics'. They may converse fluently and indeed some times eloquently upon any given topic;
yet they profess to understand but very few, and frequently spend an
entire life in mastering one. A despicable mock-modesty does not deter them from an expression of their opinion when the occasion seems
to demand it; nor yet are they by any means apt obtrusively to introduce themselves. They do not appear sparkling and dazzling and flashing for a moment, like the coruscations of a meteor; nor yet may they
be styled scintillations from the great orb of light; but rather, like that
orb itself, they arise in the morning of their existence slowly but steadily, yet with increasing glory and splendor; at mid-day they stand abovc
the heads of the gay and giddy mass in brilliancy and grandeur, pouring forth their beaming rays of beauteous effulgence, and in the evening
of life majestically retire beyond the horizon of mortal eyes, casting back
a radiant halo rendered thrice resplendent by the ten thousand ~olden
memories and hallowed reminiscences that ever and anon, like gushing
waters, spring up in the hearts of a grateful people. They are, in short,
men of true genius-they
are the perfect models for American scholarship.
We have thus far traced some of the outlines and marked some of
the distinCtive characteristics of these three classes, and are now ready
to examine some of the causes which produce such degrees of scholarship, together with their natural tendencies and legitimate results; in
doing which I trust the means of removing both the causes and effects
which are of evil tendency will be made so apparent as to need no farther argumentation. And I can perhaps no better ~ntroduce some leading principles found in the causes alluded to, than by inquiring somewhat minutely into the meaning of that facetious phraseology -' Young
America'. An old college professor of mine once, asking the students
if they would select the poet Young as a favorite, said if they did they
would be considered !Jonng in the sense of green. And so I some times
think that many of our 'Young Americans' are young in the same
sense. But there is a wider meaning than this, and deeper, too, than
perhaps the casual observer may be prepared to admit. There enters
largely into that expression the idea of haste or rapidity of movement,
or, as would be definitely expressed, I presumo, in intelligible terms, by
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-_._-- -----comparin~ it to a young man of whom we say, 'He is a fast young
man'. 'Ve are in a 'fast' country, and there arc more men than young
men that are fast men, and they are fast too in more ways than one.
(Of course modesty forbids us to speak of fast young women 1) There
enters, as 1have said, into all this the idea of haste or rapidity of movement, and how this affects the scholarship of our country will, I presume, be plainly seen as we' proceed. To take, first of all, quite an
elementary view of this matter, we begin with the youth in his academic
career, and there will be seen at once all those principles which, in
their full and final development, are the parents of the evils we so
highly deprecate. The youth is hurried through his academic course
as if life or death were the issue, partly because he does not wish to
study all the branches, partly because his father can not spare him
from home-that
is, can not spare the money necessary to give his son
an education, though frequently, would the son take care of himself, the
father would be glad he were away from home all the time. Partly
frqm such causes, but chiefly from the spirit of 'Young America', he
has not time to stay any longer in a little country academy, and besides
all that, the Principal is not capable of instructing him longer, if he
should desire to stay. The father,tpleased and flattered with the precocity of his rising bud of promise, posts' Young America' oil'to college
-to Yale, of course, or Harvard, or some one where they are capable
of teaching him-that
he may receive the polishing stroke. In that
place of famous resort, after spending a few years in shadowy study and
substantial dissipation, he returns laden with the honors (?) of college,
and bearing, as it were, the hoary locks of age upon the verdant brow
of youth. His old father meets him when afar off, and rejoices that,
although his expenses have been full two shillings a day, yet he has now
an educated son, who is capable of making m.oney ten times as fast as
he could have done without his education. And just here the cloven
foot begins to present itself. Letters are to be turned into gold, mind
into matter,' and upon the ruins of both the throne of Mammon is to be
erected! But that this may evidently appear, let us still longer regard
the movements of the sire and his son. A consultation now takes place
as to what may most profitably be entered upon; and immediately appears that doctrine of utili tarianislll, so destructive to the best interests
of both scholars and literature. In harmony with this doctrine, however, some single thing is selected, to the exclusion of all others, and
pursued with a zeal and assiduity worthy of a better cause. But in this
consists the danger and evil tendencies. Not that a single thing is selected, but that, firstly, it is selected, as just stated, to the exclusion of
all others, and secondly, that it is selected for the express purpose of
making it a means of personal and selfish aggrandizement. The common interests of humanity are left out of sight, or, if considered at all,
are made seGondaryin importance and subservient to the main purpose.
The full development of his own mind is not regarded, farther than it
becomes a means of increasing his power in a given direction; and, last
of all, the great fountains of benevolence and philanthropy, which
should be godlike in their nature and action, are for ever closed, unless
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opened by the key of one hundred pel' cent. reflux j and, though we
may hitherto have regarded the story of our 'Young America' as one
deserving but a humorous noticc, by carefully watching him through
his career, we find at last that matter rules his mind, and thus introduces a spccies of materialism now almost every where prevalent-a
species, too, more fearful and terrible in its consequences than any day
or reign of terror that ever brooded over bloody France in her darkest
hour, and one that will ultimately strike the human heart with deeper
pangs than ever did thc rayless, cheerless, Godless epitaph, 'Dcath is
an eternal sleep'. And if therc be a single cause that underlies all
others-the
rock upon which American scholars strike, the shoal upon
which they founder-it
is that reckless impetuosity with which they
haste from branch to branch, and from science to science, until at last,
settled upon a single one, thcy transfer the benign influences designed
by the Creator largely to benefit mankind, into a mighty power for the
gratifying of an unhallowed and misguided ambition, which at last
resolves itself into the grossest form of materialism that ever dishonored
God or cursed the human race.
But there are many other causes which tend greatly to degrade the
standard of American scholarship already alluded to, but which I shall
now but barely mention, and leave your own faithful minds to carry out
the reasonings and make your own deductions.
The first is drawn by fair inference from the first class of scholars we
presented. They arc men who love the appearance of being learned,
but lack either ability or energy-perhaps
both-necessary to become
learned j and, taking advantage of a most humiliating fact-namely,
the profound depth of igorance that prevails among the masses-they
have concluded that quite a superficial knowledge answers evcry purpose. Thus the men ofreal merit are discountenanced and discouraged,
until with a righteous indignation they retire from the field, unwilling
to come in competition with those so utterly destitute of every qualification requisite for the positions they loudly demand and presumptuously
occupy.
Another fruitful source of these evils is found in the second class,
produced by those who, spurning all things but their own, for ever keep
the public mind confused with new things and foolish things, and thus
nothing becomes consolidated and nothing permanent. Add to these
the all-prevalent spirit of ' Young America', with its tendencies as just
presented, and we have a sum of the chief causes which so effectually
neutralize the efforts of our third class, who at most form an exceedingly weak minority, numerically speaking, when cernpared with either
of the other classes, and when compared with both, they seem to be but
a single handfull by the side of mighty hosts. But we have already
seen that the natural tendencies of these causes have produced one
legitimate result-viz.,
matcrialism-and
it now behooves us to give
our attention specifically in this direction, that we may become satisfied that ncither our premises nor conclusions are false.
And, first of all, as my conclusion may be somewhat startling to some,
since but few Americans are prepared to admit that they are material-
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ists, I will define the term as it appears in my own horizon. The tendencies of any age or people are materialistic when matter is grasped for
its own intrinsic worth, thus making mind inferior to matter; or when
the actiou and eftorts of the mind are constantly without, ab extra one's
self, and ncver turned within, to contemplatc the real essence of one's
own nature and existence. However much this vicw of materialism
may differ from the former notions of anyone, I presume the correctness of it will at once be seen and admitted. That such things exist,
and that abundantly, let a few facts demonstrate. The poor cry at our
door for bread, and are turned away unalmsed, or are given but a penny;
they crowd our streets in filth and rags, but no hearts of compassion
are touched, because to give to the poor docs not bring back thc shining
dust. Yet he who spake as never man spake has said, "It is more
blessed to give than to receivc." Again: Let any public movement
be made for the purpose of erecting meeting-houses, school-houses,
acadcmies or colleges, and it is with the greatest difficulty that men of
means can be induced to give even a pittance, nor do they give that
until they have counted the chances of realizing a similar or greater
sum in return. They will give a lot, or indeed several acres of ground,
if you will erect a fine building on their premises, because, forsooth, it
will increase the value of the adjoining lots. So that what might have
seemed, to a casual observer, a gratuitous offering at the shrine of literature or religion, appears at last to have been brightly shining with the
glittering dust of earth. But, on the other hand, let that public movcment be for a railroad to go through the town, and those men who before could give but five dollars for a meeting-house can give Jive hundred for a railroad. The reason for this is too obvious to need mentioning; and yet what are the eft'ects of these railroads? Evideutly to demoralize and degrade the inhabitants of every town and hamlet through
which they pass; and no one has yet seen a quiet little village, with
moral principles predominant, but that their morals, in a few short
years, have been swept away by the influx of a certain class of population always in the wake of 0'.11" great thoroughfares.
But here I am asked-Do you object to improvements? would you
have men do nothing, lest they might do something wrong? and a
thousand other questions of a kindred character. But I answer by asking another. Have I proved the materialistic tende,ncy of the present
age in these things? And, this being granted, which I presume can
not be denied, then all such inquiries are at once answered, as I pre.
sume some of you have already anticipated, by saying-do
not oppose
improvements, but 1"everse the order; for when men have filled their
literary and religious coffers, they will possess a controlling and directive power, so that, should railroads bring them in car-loads of gol~,
they would expend it in benevolence and charity, instead of hoarding
it up for profligate sons and extravagant daughters. Weare now just
at the threshold of these matters, and, though we may wade in deep
waters before we get through, yet let us still farther attend.
The principles and illustrations just presented relate quite generally to
large numbers, and I have considered them thus attentively because all
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men of any fair share of influence exert that influence, ,vhether knowingly or unknowingly, willingly or unwillingly, either for or against the
scholarship of their country.
But I wish more distinctly now to consider the scholars themselves,
to see if the materialistic tendency with them is not also equally apparent and equally culpable with that already discussed. The point which
I wish now to present grows lllore particularly out of the latter part of
our definition, namely, that lllen are bestowing all their attention upon
things ab extra themselves; and in their reasonings, comparisons and
deductions have left out of view the real motive power; nor shall I enter into elaborate arguments to prove that such is the case. Let the
fact thllt American scholars, neither in the mass nor indecd scarcely in
individual cases, arc either metaphysicians or mcntal philosophers be
sufficient proof. But it is said that metaphysicians and mental philosophers, like the literature of a country, must be a gradual growth. And
so I grant; nor is it the point before us to show that America can not
produce scholars of the nrst order in every department of mind, but that
the course at present pursued is not conducive to such an end.
To proceed, then, with the main point. This I could state distinctly by the terms ?'eal and ideal, but I prefer to use the terms fact and
truth.
In facts wc behold the mere dramatic action or performance; in
truths we behold the real essence-the
motive-power. In the exhibition of facts upon the stage, merely our natural senses are appealed to,
and we are for the time being pleased or displeased, as the case may be.
Nothing is learned but the gross, the material form. We go behind
the curtains of that stage and learn the truths which underlie all those
dramatic movements-2100k into the motives of those who have enacted
the scenes, and understand the secret touch by which the main-spring
of the whole action is set in motion; and then, and not until then, the
dark veil between the fact and the tmth is .drawn aside, and that truth
is stamped npon the mind with an impress that shall be as eternal as
the God of truth. Figure aside, that man who deals in facts (and I
pity him who can not deal in them) to the exclusion of the infinitelymore-sublime pri1\ciple, truth, which underlies those facts, is always
gross and material, and never will ascend into those regions of truth
where, looking within itself and from itself up to its God, the mind can
act with freedom and with powcr, receiving continually new supplies
from the great fountain of truth as pure as the balmy air that seraphs
breathe, and as refreshing as the living waters that gush from beneath
the throne of God.
And right here I must introduce more distinctively some things which
pertain to reason and the understanding. This I will do by bringing
before your minds what is technically termed' Baconian philosophy'.
This is emphatically a philosophy for the understanding.
It is true it
is called a system or mode of reasoning; but if this were true, it fails to
distinguish between rcasoning and 'reason; much more does it fail to
distinguish between the reason and the understanding.. I use the term
reason here as a faculty of the mind - not the mere reason for a thing.
But I have said, and repcat, that the Baconian system is one emphati-
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cally for the understanding; by which I mean that to be a proficient in
that school one need barely have the facts in a given case, ~!1tderstand
them, and then arrange, classify, generalize and deduce; or, having a
given or requisite number in a certain direction, arrange, compa1·e, and
then induce j that is, by ind~tction proceed to another point, and thus
on in consecutive order until the inevitable conclusion is arrived at.
True, we do not question the correctness of such a course when properly pursued; but alas for its barrenness of truth-its
positive separation
of the real from the ideal! And while it thus grasps but the mere facts
and relies so much upon the understanding, the reason, which is ever
looking at truths, is left shut up in the dark chambers of the mind, and
the glorious power of those truths- bright mirrors of the Eterpal One
-is for ever lost! Yet, strange to say that, although the immortality
of 'Locke on the Human Understanding' is fast declining to rise no
more, the inductive system of Bacon, but the parent of the other, is
still adhered to as if it were the embodiment of all that is pedect in the
ideal as well as real, in truth as well as in fact
But I must not be understood as discarding the philosophy of Bacon.
I do not wish to discard, but rather add again that which has been discarded, or rather that which Bacon himself discarded from a system, to
say the least, equally as i!ood as his own. I refer to the system of Plato. And in introducing this I wish simply to take enough from both
Plato and Bacon to shun each extreme. For we have already seen that
while we adopt exclusively the sytem of Bacon, the tendency will ever
be toward the gross and material; and hence our scholars will ever be
plodding along with more facts, and will thus exhibit as much of the
materialistic as the other class we before mentioned.
In considering the philosophy of Plato, great allowance must at first
be made upon the grounds that he did not possess as much light upon
certain topics as we possess. Yet the depth of his reasoning, the correctness of his conclusions, but most of all the sublimity of his viewssublime because spiritual~claim
at once our most earnest attention.
He was a man who looked within himself. He did not appeal to the
mere external; much less did he content himself with understanding
bare phenomena without entering into the causes, and thence successively from cause to cause thl'ough effect, until he grasped the mighty
and sublime truths which constituted the moving power; and thus he
gained an immortality that will only increase in splendor as men are
more and more capable of appreciating him. And although too much
has been awarded him in alleging that in his sublime apprehensions of
truth he went 'through Nature up to Nature's God'''''':-a thing which
lies not within the grasp of mortal powers-yet he does beautifully and
forcibly demonstrate that mind must look up and look at things spiritual in order to obtain a reactive influence that will elevate it to its proper sphere of immortality. Thousands of men bad seen apples fall before
Newton was, and by Baconian induction might easily have shown that
apples would continue to fall as long as apples grew. But how much
wiser had been the human race for such a demonstration? The rude
and the barbarous would still have feasted on the delicious fruit; the
10
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polished and the great could have done no more; but tjwre was needed
a man'who, with the idealistic mind of Plato, could look beyond the
mere fact and grasp the mighty law, the eternal truth. So that with
Pope we some times say,
"Nat.ure and Nature's laws lay hid in night;
God said 'Let Newton be!' and all was light."

We claim your attention to but another point here. I have already
stated that a great mistake has arisen in making little or no distinction
between the reason and the understanding. Herein consists a specific
and important difference between Plato and Bacon. The .one reasons
-the other understands j the one grasps truth, almost forgetting fact
-the other seeks for facts, almost forgetting truth. So important a
distinction existed upon this point in the mind of Mr. Coleridge, that he
even accounts f-orinsanity upon the principle that a cloud gets between
the reason and the understanding. And so fearfully is this true in matters that pertain to scholarship and literature, that we have around us
daily thousands of insane men.
But I need not detain you by entering more largely into these matters, nor even suggest what you have doubtless already perceived: that
if we would adopt a proper system for the remedy of these. evils, that we
. may both reason and understand, we must steer between Scylla and
Charybdis- must think freely and boldly-must
reason fairly and accurately, and must understand thoroughly and perfectly.
In short, to be men and scholars in the true sense of the term, we
must rid ourselves of the ever-restless spirit of 'Young America' -must
apply ourselves earnestly and constantly; and, while we assiduously avoid
being ranked in the first or second class mentioned, must watch the
workings of our own minds with great care and minuteness, lest we fall
far short of being worthy of the third. And while we are compelled to
admit that the standard of American scholarship is far below what the
dignity and greatness of our country demand, let it be the noblest effo(l;
of every literary' man, and especially of those who, like you, gentlemen,
are in the morning of life, to strive against the existing evils, with their
fatal consequences, and particularly to avoid the mere matter and fact
of things, which degrade the mind and breathe a blighting blast upon
the moral nature more. fatal than the adder's sting or the breath of Bohan Upas. Let the beauties of the ideal and the power of truth purify
and elevate, while the knowledge and the understanding of the real and
the fact strengthen and confirm; and then indeed will your minds, truly educated, soar higher and higher in infinite progression, until, far
above the realms of matter, they will quaff perennial sweets from the
fountain of eternal truth, and receive an immortality of youth that shall
be coextensive with vast eternity, and coexistent with the years of God
himself.

HE that knows useful things, and not he that knows many things, is
the wise man.
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"The secret of the I.ord is with them that fear him."

A POWERFUL spring in the human soul is touched by the Almighty
hand in this sentence. The devil knew full well the vulnerability of
man's spirit ou this point, when he came proposing to impart the
knowledge of good and evil. It was, doubtless, the impression that they
should possess themselves of 'the secret of the Lord' -not some secret,
but preeminently the secret, which led our first parents into sin. Alas!
too soon they found that they had been cheated. It was not the Lord's
secret which tlley had learned, but the devil's! The Lord's knowledge
of good and evil they substantially possessed at first. In the very substratum of their consciousness lay the un communicated and incommunicable idea of right and wrong. Without this, evidently, they had
neither possessed the image of God nor moral responsibility. "In the
image of God made he man," stands the divine record-' not into
the image of God led he him'. The' knowledge of good and evil',
therefore, into which Adam and Eve were led, was, in a certain sense,
a knowledge which God did not possess, but which was the peculiar
property of devils, vi~., the experimental knowledge of guilt incurred
and righteousness abandoned.
We-mean nothing invidious by saying that here was the origin of secrect societies. By virtue of the fearful secret possessed in common,
fallen beings were bound together by a mighty tie. It is, perhaps, impossible to conceive of any bond of union, except this, 'capable of subsisting amid the eternal antagonisms of selfishness. But fallen men
and fallen angels, through the common indwelling of an awful something unknown to pure spirits, became linked together as a brotherhood, a great secret society.
And this new society formed in God's universe could make their
proud boast against loyal hosts of heaven ~'we know your state, for
we have tricd it, but you know nothing of ours.' Yet this vain and
taunting boast could have but brief endurance on earth. A race of sinners, rebellious from the dawn of reason and memory, was all that earth
retained, the mere negative of heaven. Angels had never known sin;
wretched mortals had never known innocence. The unconscious innocence of infancy of course enters not into the question.
But things were not to remain thus. Even that temporary triumph
of the fallen in their possession of both the great secrets was to have
its offset and destruction. In the fullness of time God founded a secret
society on earth, which, retaining in memory all that secret knowledge
peculiar to the fallen, had, superadded, the long-lost' secret of the Lord'.
'Great is the mystery of godliness.' God was manifested in the flesh.
The world had lost the knowledge of God by a universal devotion to
self. Where this subsists, no true love, which is a principle radiClilly
unselfish, can exist, neither in fact nor in imagination. But Jesns exhibited what earth had not for ages seen, the practical working on earth
of that love which dwelt in heaven. But neither the seeing of his
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._---------------------works nor the hearing of his words caused any mau to know Jesus, in
the proper sense of that word. The manifestation of God in the flesh
never was, nor ever could be, apprehended through the mere senses.
When the Holy Spirit came, and, by his illumination of the ·'inward
man', caused the Disciples to 'know the love of Christ which passeth
knowledge', they then, for the first time, knew Christ, knew God, and
knew 'the secret of God'. For, in a limited sense, God was 'manifest
in the flesh' in their own persons and experiences. Straightway they
became as great mysteries to the world as Christ had been, so far as the
inner life and actuating principle were concerned .. "'I'he world knoweth us not because it knew him not." The man who is not a deep, insoluble mystery to the world around is not a Christian. God's children
are a 'peculiar people', for his secret is with them. They know one
another intuitively, but might walk ·fer ever among aliens, and neither
they nor thcir secret could be known. The saint can now in turn say
to the sinncr-I
know your state, for I have tried it, to my sorrow; but
my state you know not, nor can, till you enter it. Here lies the
foundation of all christian fellowship, in the mutual possession of the
greatest secret ever committed to mortal. It is not merely that it is a
secret, nor even that it is an incomJ\1Unicableone, but the nature of the
secret, which makes the unity and fcllowship of saints so deep, so sacred,
so happifying. 'I'hey have, as it were, but one soul animating the entire body of them. "He that is joined to the Lord is one spirit."
It is easy to perceive the adapted ness of the gospel to man in an this.
In all ages men have yearned for some common secret bond of fraternity.
The many secret organizations of earth attest -this. God has graciously
instituted a socicty, therefore, immeasurably higher than all these, inasmuch as his own secret is in it and can only be known there. But,
alas, how many profess religion and live in church connection without
this great secret. Outward pressure alone, and no inward tie, binds
them to the church. They are often voluntarily absent from its assemblies. The world knows and reads them perfectly. They have no fellowship with the saints, in the true sense, because they have none 'with
the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ'. Oh, for more of the' spirit
of adoption' !
I. N. C.
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MAN regards as an eternity-first
the present hour, then his youth,
then his life, then his ccntury, then the duration of the earth, then that
of heaven, and, finally, time.

IF we would give ourselves only half an hour's reflection at the close
of every day, we would preach to ourselves several of the best sermons
that could be uttered every week.
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Busy, hopeful, eager mortals,
Where the blessed sunshine falls,
Scarcely glancing on the portflls,
Walk beside these gloomy walls.
Woman bowed with mortal anguish,
Men in dark remorse for sin, .
Weep and groan, and pine and languish,
In their wretchedness within.
Men in pride find honor living,
Women innocent find fair,
To the guilty be forgiving,
They have woe enough to bear.
Look not on them only seeing
Sinners on the downward way,
Look on them as fellow beings,
As God's children gone astray.
Pass not bitter condemnation,
If ye can not know or tell
All the strength of man's temptation,
His resistance ere he fell.
And though in a path forbidden
He have walked with sin apart,
Think, 0 think of what is hidden
In thy weak and erring heart.
God's own law he may have broken,
Yet his guiding light was dim;
Anel if all thy sins were spoken
Thou wert scorned as well as him.

o my

sister, 0 my brother,
Weare weak, are tempted all;
Judge we kindly one another;
They have fallen; we may fall!

To embrace the whole creation with love sounds beautiful; but we
must begin with the individual-with
the nearest. And he who can
not love that deeply, intensely, entirely, how should he be able to love
that which is remote, and which throws but feeble rays upon him from
a foreign star? IJow should he be able to love it with any feeling
which deserves the name of love? The greatest cosmopolites are generally the neediest beggars; and they who embrace the entire universe
with love, for the most part, love nothing but their narrow self.
lInDEB.
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From the Christiqn Age.

THE

HOJ,Y

SPIRIT.

BROTHERLoos: - 'fhe appearance of an editorial from your hand,
prefacing an article of Bro. King's, of England, on the' Indwelling of
the Holy Spirit', in your paper, some months since, gave me much pleasure, and 'occasioned the hope that more on the same sacred topic would
follow. Being deeply impressed with the conviction that the cold indifference manifested so widely toward religion, and the worldly tendency of thc Church, are effects springing from the want of scripture
teachings upon the Holy Spirit, and a thence-resulting lively faith in
this blessed agent of the Christian life, I offer the following reflections,
only to contribute, in some degree, to the fixing of attention upon this
vital theme of the Christian Church.
Christianity has been happily defined the 'reign of the Spirit', and
hence we naturally look for a more intimate and more general connection between the divine and the human in this than in any previous
dispensation. Again: God's laws do not change, but ever develop
themselves into greater fullness, as time progresses; therefore, the
Spirit being the author of holiness and righteousness in all those who
pleased God under the old dispensations, doubly true must it be that
He is the sanctifier and perfecter of all the true Israel of God under
an economy preeminently spiritual. This pre-supposition, with which
we must, uecessarily, commence thc examination of the New Testament,
we find amply confirmed by the language of Christ and his Apostles.
The mysterious blending of the divine and human in the Son of God
for ever establishes the possibility of this union. It demonstrates the
glorious truth that the purely human or finite is not antagonistic to
the divine, but that they may mingle in perfect harmony; and that it
is only when the satanic corrupts the human that there is antagonism
between it and the infinite essence. The authoritative commencement
of the mission of Christ was signaled by his being anointed with the
Spirit beside the baptismal waters of Jordan; and as he is the great
example for all his true followers, and as Christians are styled' kings
and priests', we look for their consecration; and John, in answer, tells
us, "Ye have an unction [an anointing, Z<:t(1iLa.] from the Holy One,
and ye know all things."
"But the anointing which ye have received
of him abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach you."
(John ii : 20, 27.) They needed not that any man should teach them
in what true holiness consisted.
That the Holy Spirit was to be a living presence in the heart of the
Christian, the Scriptures unmistakably affirm: "What! know ye not
that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit, which is in you, which
ye have of God, and ye are not your own?"
(1 Cor. vi: 19.) " If a
man love me, he will keep my words: and my Father will love him, and
we will come unto him, and make our abode with him." (John xiv: 23.)
How he will accomplish this precious promise is explicitly told us: "In
'Whom (Jesus Christ) ye also are builded togother for an habitation of
DEAR
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God tl~ronrJhtl~eSpirit." (Eph. ii: 22.) "And hereby we know t.hat he
abideth in us, by the Spirit which he hath given us." (1 John iii: 24.)
"For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our J.Jord Jesus
Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named, that
he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be strengthened with might by his Spirit l:n the inner man, that Christ may dwell
in your hearts by faith." (Eph. iii: 14-17.)
I have no words, my dear brother, to express t.he rapture of my
heart when reading these golden utterances-so
full of comfort, and
promising so much strength to the struggling child of God! There are
numerous other passages of the same import, but the above arc so definite that I need not multiply quotations.
The same Spirit, therefore,
which dwelt in those who walked with God iu olden times, which
dwelt in the apostles and disciples, now dwells in all Christians, differing
not in ldnd, but in degree. " But all these worketh [inworketh, HE!:'Y" 1 that one and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally
as lie will." (1 Cor. xii: 11.) The apostles said that they had the
'first fruits of the Spirit'; therefore, other fruits must follow, and
make their appearance in successive bands of disciples, and these fruits
now are' love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, fait.h,
meekness, temperance'.
And to these we add that' spiritual discernment' which is a necessary effect of that Spirit which was ki 'lead
into all the truth'.
Those moral heroes whom God has raised up in different ages to
declare his truth have unanimously manifested their reliance upon a
power within them, which was above them, and by which they were'
being strengthened and guided in the work which had been assigned
to them. A practical belief in, and earn.est prayerfulness for, the indwelling presence of the Spirit has been the vital power of the Church
in all its struggles with the world; and woe to that community which
loses this faith and hope! Confusion and conformity to the world
must be the direful consequences of such loss. Among those who have
given eloquent testimony in favor of the great fact which we are discussing is the name of the aged man whom we delight to honor. The
following extracts show that the fact of the indwelling presence is a
matter of no doubt with him:
" Haviug disowned the great apostate and his ranks, and enlisted
under the Messiah, and taken sides with the Lord's anointed, he now
proposes to put his Holy Spirit within us, to furnish us for the good
fight of faith, and to anoint us as the sons and heirs of God.
Some will ask, Has not this gift been conferred on us to m.ake us
Christians? True, indeed, no man can say that Jesus is Lord but by
the Holy Spiri~. As observed in its proper place, the Spirit of God is
the perfecter and finisher of all divine works. . . . . The Holy
Spirit is, then, the author of all our holiness; and in the struggle after
victory over sin and temptation it 'helps our infirmities', and comforts
us by seasonably bringing to our remembrancc the promises of Christ,
and 'strengthens us with all might in the new or inner man'. . .
Christians are, therefore, clearly and unequivocally, temples of the Holy
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Spirit; and they are quickened, animated, encouraged and sanctified
by the power and influence of the Spirit of God, working in them
through the truth."
( C lwistian System, pp. 94, 65-66.)
"I would not, sir, valuc'at the pricc of a single mill thc religion of
any man, as respects the. grand affair of eternal life, whose religion is
not begun, carried on and completed by the personal agency of the Holy Spirit. Nay, sir, I csteem it the pcculiar cxccllence and glory of our
religion that it is spiritual j that the soul of man is quickened, enlightened, sanctified and consoled by the indwelling presence of the Spirit
of the Eternal God." (Campbell and Hice's Debate, p. 616.)
We would have the reader distinctly to understand that what we
have thus far endeavorcd to establish is the fact of the influence of the
Spirit in the soul, and to distinguish between the fact and the theor!!
which attempts to explain how this is. This latter point is what has
occasioned all the differences between enlightened Christians; for the
man who would deny the fact itself we should consider as having taken
a bold step in infidelity. To the examination of the theory we now ask
the reader's attention.
We demand, in the first place, that the explanation be adequate to the
truth taught in scripture. That truth is, that the essence of the Divine
Being, in the Holy Spirit, is present with the spirit of the man. The
above quotations teach the same truth, for if 'personal agency' and in'dwelling presence' do not mean essential presence, they mean nothing.
In explanation of this important fact, there is a phrase in very common
usc which we should scrutinize, that is, 'that the spirit operates on the
heart through the word only'. There are two significations which may
be attached to this phraseology: 1. That the scriptures contain the
words of the Spirit; that these words are addressed to the mind
as arguments, and that the influence which these argumentS have upon
the man is the influence of the Spirit. Hence this influence is like
tha,t which one man's spirit has upon another man's to whem he is talking argumentatively. Now this explanation is mest superficial and destructive, and is not at all an adequate explanation of the great fact established above. The only result that could possibly be attained by
this theory would be a good spirit in the man, but could not give us
the presence of the Spirit of God. Thus the Lord would be robbed of
all glory, and the man would be the author of his own holiness, and
his being saved would depend upon the logical power of his understanding in weighing premises and conelusions. This is the merest rationalism, making the language of scripture most delusive and unsatisfactory.
Another meaning of the above phrase may be this: 2. That the
Word is the occasion for arousing the mind and preparing it, and that
the Spirit, as the cause of sanctification, is by it thus given the opportunity ,of acting; that the facts and exhortations of the gospel create a
receptivity or spiritual sensitivness in the mind, and that then the
Spirit lends its quickening and perfecting influences. This understanding makes the phrase 'through the word' legitimate, and establishes the
respective positions of Word and Spirit-the
former as means or instruments prefacing the Spirit, and the latter as the efficient cause ot
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holiness, and the living resident of the purified soul. There is an intimate cooperation between the Word and the Spirit, but their distinctness is not lost, nor their respective portions of the work dispensed with.
The preached or written word-the forerunner-is indispensable. Our
Savior said that the world could not receive the Spirit of truth, 'becanse
it seeth him not, neither limoweth him.' And this' seeing' and' knowing' is the desire that must be awakened in every heart-a
spin't1tal
sense, which must be called into activity before the Spirit will come.
But the disciples 'knew him'. An earnest desire was kindled in their
hearts j they' continued, with one accord, in prayer and supplication',
and the Spirit did come in glorious fullness. The Word is 'quick and
powerful' only when it succeeds in arousing the slumbering conscience,
and thus calling to its aid the 'quickening Spirit'.
The Word is the
'Sword of the Spirit' only when the Spirit wields it.
I am aware that the former of the two explanations presented above
is a very prevalent one; and the best evidence of its falsity I can give,
is to point to dead churches and prayerless Christians. It destroys the
most precious promises of God's book. It fritters away the truth of
some of the richest and deepest passages of inspiration. Oh, let us
come out from under this dark cloud of shallow rationalism and stand
in the Moad glare of heaven's own light! When God has promised us
so much, why dilute and weaken his promises to make them applicable
to heartless Christians? This is seeking to bring heaven down to our
own narrow sphere, instead of struggling up to the eternal verities of inspiration. vVe commend these thoughts, in the spirit of love, to all reflecting minds.
w. S. R.

THE

DOC'l'RINE

OF CONSCIENCE.

DEAR BRO'l'HERCARMAN: i was glad to see, in your Jannary Sentinel, an introduction to your readers of the important subject of Con.
science; and that the weight of two or three witnesses may be given it,
I hereby offer you some further reflections. 'fhe value of this subject
arises from the fact that conscience is the connecting point within us
for those revelations of God addressed to our spiritual nature. From
this point all true theology must start. This being misunderstood and
ill-defined, the inquirer must blunder dimly on and violate the harmony
of divine truth, and this is true because the view taken of conscience
gives character to the whole philosophy of mind; and without a clear
doctrine of tijis faculty and a thence-resulting sound spiritual philosophy, there can be no sound theology. Half the errors of religious doctrine which perplex and divide the people are owing 'to self-ignorance.
If we have a superficial and low view of the human mind such as that
of the Lockean school, now so generally prevailing- we will have, necessarily, a poverty-stricken theology. "Know thyself and thou wilt
know thy Creator" is a maxim as true as it is old. But let us look
more narrowly into this interesting subject.
11
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In all ages in which there, has existcd any mental analysis whatever,
philosophers have been forced to admit that there were certain primary
beliefs, intentions or fcelings which wcrc nnaltcrable and indestructible
elements of our mental constitution, These have been variously styled,
the common-sense, feclings, instincts, revelations, inspirations, suggestions, beliefs, first truths, primary principles of thought, etc" etc,
The very variety of names, all applied to the same essential principle,
is striking evidence of individual recognition of something original in
the mind, which each one named as hi8 peculiar standing-point dictated. This power was recognized as giving us the fundamental principles
of thought, and these universal and necessary in their character, and,
therefore, not coming from a finite will and intellgence, but being the
offspring of eternal reason -implanted by the Creator of the souL We
have an ancient witness of the truth of this position in Job: "There
is a spirit in man; and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth them
1tnderstanding."
And Solomon testifies that "the spirit of a man is
the lamp of the I,ord." And Hcsiod gives this remarkable couplet,
llsserting a sense common to all :
" The word proclaimed by the concordant voice
Of mankind fails not; for in man speaks God."

If any are skeptical in regard to these primordial inspirations of the
mind, let them consult Sir William Hamilton's Philosphy of Common
Sense, and if they are not then convinced, they are beyond all power of
conviction. With a display of erudition which makes us stagger, he
has summoned one hundred and six intelligent witne~ses, from the
Greek, Roman, Arabian, Italian, Spanish, French, British, German,
and Belgian nations, and their eoncurrent testimony overwhelmingly establishes the existence of a faculty in the soul giving us intuitions of
truth. These witnesses are the greatest thinkers of every age, possessing fully-developed minds-the
only ones competent to bear testimony
in the ease before us, And here we are struck by the wisdom of the
great Scotchman, displayed in selecting such witnesses; and, at the
same time, we are equally struck with the stupidity of Loc,ke and his
followers, who select some savage or wild man and ask him if he knows
that What i8, is, or that it is impossible for the same thing to be and
not to be! They answer for the savage and wild man, that they know
nothing about these things; and with this argument they profess to
overthrow the position that the mind has a higher source of truth than
the COUlmonunderstanding. Now this is most un philosophicaL This
school very properly denics thc existence of innate ideas. Ideas are
abstract in their character j but all our knowledge is first furnished in a
concrete form, because of the varied faculties of the mind; this must
be analyzed by reflection and reduced to simple ideas j hence men of
l'eflection are the only ones capable of uttering judgments in regard to
the original powers of the mind. How absurd, therefore, to question a
child, or deaf-and-dumb boy, or savage, about abstract ideas! They do
not understand our languagc; and how should they, since it is the language of analysis and reflection? In thcir minds knowledge exists in its
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concrete form, unreduced to its elements, and they, of course, can re, turn no intelligible answer in regard to those clements. But that there
is an innate facult.1J furnishing the primary data of all knowledge, is _
clearly demonstrable. The actions of childhood show that this faculty
begins to be developed with our earliest knowledge. The child, as soon
as its actions become intelligible to us, asserts its consciousness of selfexistence-acts
always as a distinct personality and claims its own.
Now the idea of self-existence is one that no outward testimony can
either make stronger or weaker in us. 'Ve assert it in every thought
and action, and the very first intelligent act presupposed it as its logical
antecedent. So, also, the child is sensitively alive to justice and injustice; and we can talk to it and teach it of right and wrong. This we
could not do if there was not a sense in the soul to respond to us. We
might as wellllloralizc in the presence of a bmte, if there was no original ground of jndgment in morality in the human mind. And here
we hdve reached our subject, for men have selected these two principles
of good and evil, and referred them to a faculty which they uniformly
call conscience. 1'here is no good reason why this name should be confined to these two intuitions, as there are many others having the same
characteristics and the same authority; but we shall use it in its common acceptation. What we have said above concerning all the principles of thought applies equally to the two referred to conscience; and
whatever other arguments we advance shall be in the light of those remarks.
It is often asserted that conscience is the 'creature of edncation' and
the fmit of experience. In answer:
1. Invariably accompanying the ideas of good and evil is the feeling
of obligation. Involved in this feeling is the consciousness of a freewill-my own personality-and
intelligence of something which is not
me-of a law unto which I am responsible. Hence the word consci1'e,
to know something else together with myself. . But these two elements,
will and intelligence, are the necessary elements of consciousness; therefore, couscience is the first form -the very root-of consoiousness, and
this is the condition of all experience; hence conscience could never
be deduced from experience, because it is the very ground of experienoe
-with01tt
it thel'e could be no experience.
2, Conscience reveals a law which I am obligated to serve; law im-

plies an intelligent will; but it is not my will that is the author of this
law, for it is above me and actually first makes me oonsoious of my will
-of my personal existence. This law must, in a final reduction, be
referred to God. Deny this and we have a law without a law-giver,
without a judge, without court of appeal! Paul says the Gentiles were
justified because they did the things oommanded by the law' written in
their hearts, their conscience bearing witness'. How could they be
justified before God if the law of oonscienee was the result of instruction,
or of any thing short of the divine will? They were without the law
- had no instruction - and they could be justified before the Creator
only as their actions had been in accordance with his own law, and that
law was found in their own hearts. Again, John says: "Beloved, if
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our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence toward God.'" What
right have to have' confidence toward God' if thc voice of the heart is
merely thc dim echo of outward circumstances, or the feeble rush-light
of an understanding educated in the 'wisdom of this world'?
3. We see only phenomena in this world; we are surrounded by the
shows of things. Nothing without us, therefore, can be rightly called
a cause operating upon us. Spirit is the only substantial cause in the
universe. Phenomena may serve as olJcasions for bringing this into
action, but can not possibly attain a higher position. How can it be
said, then, that ,conscience is the result of outward influences acting
upon the mind? Education of the right kind and experience undoubtedly serve to develop this facult,y and bring it out into greater prominence; but did they 'create' (we ask pardon for using such absurd
phraseology as this) it, would not its character vary with the education
of each person? But the results of conscience, when they are brought
out, are the same the world over and through all ages; unmistakably
assuring us that the faculty is a common, inherent one. Again, the
actions of men have nothing in themselves, considered abstractly, either
good or bad. It is only because we consider their actions in relation to
the agents that they are pronounced right or wrong, and we are enabled
thus to refer them to their actions because we possess a principle within us giving moral judgments. The same actions may be performed by
a man and a lower animal, yet we never think of saying those of the
latter were right or wrong. Therefore, education could never give us
the ideas of good and evil, for the reason that in the light of these principles we judge the actions and sayings of men, and hence they are the
antecedents of all actions.
Let us now look briefly at the consequences of denying that conscience
is a c~lllstituent principle of the mind. For the truth of our ideas of
good and e,il we are dependent upon the testimony of consciousness.
When circumstances involving moral principle are presented to us, we
say that we are eonsci01tsthat it is a good or bad principle, and we appeal
to the consciousness of others to sustain,us. So, likewise, we depend
upon the veracity of consciousness for the reality of the soul, and of
matter, and of many other principles and beliefs. Now if we deny that
conscience is a faculty of the soul, and hence deny also its phenomena appearing in consciousness- as the ideas of good and evil, merit and demerit,
reward and punishment-we
question the truth of its test\mony and
open the way for endless doubt. If we question the truth of one datum
of consciousness we question all- 'falsus in uno,falsus in omnibus'. We
depend altogether upon the power of the mind for the fact of our existence and of the existence of matter, but this once denied as a true witness,'and we have no assurance of the reality of our existence or of that
of any thing else - we end in utter nihilism. Is it not strange that religious men will hold and advocate premises which, if pushed to their
just conclusions, would result in these disastrous consequences? That
this is strictly true, take one example to prove - and we might take
dozens from the history of philosophy. Locke left out of view the testwony of consciousness; that we derive all our knowledge from sensation
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and reflection was the leading principle of his system. He denied those
higher intuitions which consciousness gives us. - In his own hands his;
system remained safe because incomplete. But when H time took the
premises given him by Locke, and with the strictest logic followed
them to their legitimate results, the end was infidelity - a denial of the
reality of the outer world, and an assertion that we were depending
upon deceptive appearances, and our Creator was also one of these decep~
tions. The same system, transplanted to France, produced like results ;.
a gross materialism and defiant unbelief. Let us beware how we give
our immortal nature the lie! If we question the veracity of its high instincts we obscure thc
"Master

light of all our seeing; "

we make things of sense the creator of our noblest faculty 311.>Q we
blaspheme the Father of spirits.
In conclusion, we would say to the reader that we are convinced the:
foregoing positions are capable of the strictest proof and amplification,.
an~ we earnestly request that you will translate them into your Gwn
minds by reflection and give them the closest scmtiny. We ask this;
because we wish to see the soul vindicate its exalted birth-right. We;
desire that conscience may assert its authority and take the positioll' it~r
importance demands in religious inquiry. Its voice is only feeble because its decrees have to pass through the lower understandingj and
this is filled with the sensuous images of the world and the mists tliatt
arise from the quagmires of sin. These must be blown away by the:
breath of the Almighty, that the divine light may shine into the dark
places of the heart and guide the trembling soul up to the eternal Fountain of Light.
w. s. R.

SONNETS.
[THE following beautiful Sonnets are kindly contributed to our pages by a
lady whose productions have very properly arrested the attention of our American litel·ati.
Some of her little waifs, floating over the water, have been well
received even in England.
She is a valued and paid contributor to some of our
principal magazines.
We deem it no small compliment to the Sentinel that
CARRIEMVERis willing to a,Ppear gratuitously on its pages.
We thank her,
in the name of our readers; and, for her known love of the cause we plead,
venture to ask a continuance of her favors.-I.
N. c.]
THE

GRAVE.

THERE is a valley where the tempter Pride
Shall lowly lie, nor lift his head again;
There human bosom ne'er shall throb with pain
For human wrong.
Oh, if I am denied
The measure of the gen'rous sympathy
Which I to others give yet hopefully,
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Forgivingly, I 'bide the time when none
Can boast of honor, wealth, or title vainWhen brother to a brother - never oneCan say, "O'er you triumphantly I reign!"
Strife, dark and stormy, threatens to o'erwhelm
My bark', yet cheerily I hear the psalm,
So softly chanted, of that mighty calm,
By sybil voices, o'er the worlcl's wide realm.
THE

'

JUDGMEliT-DAY.

There is an hour when Sin shall be unmasked-'
Deceit, the smooth-tongued siren, shall not find
Or gold or blooming form to shrink behindPresumptuous Error shall not mount unasked
The throne of power.
Oh, in that day shall stand
'I'ruth only; for the Just shall lift his ha,nd,
And they who scorned his awful name shall call
On rocks and mountains-in
the darkest gloom
Of night eternl1l lost- on them to fall,
And cover from their eyes the fearful doom.
Oh, if, neglected, hither I must stray,
A weary pilgrim o'er a lonely wold,
I care not, though the ways are rough and cold,
But own me, sinless Shepherd, in that day!
HEAVEN.

There is 11land where brightest hope shall be
In sweet fruition lost: there white-browed Faith
No more shall sit beside the gates of Death;
For Death is conquered evermore, and we,
Immortal, crowned as legioned cherubim,
As angels, saints, or highest seraphim,
Shall rest by founts, or walk through fields of glory,
In light serene and beauty such I1Sart
Of man's invention or the fabled story
Hath never told or pictured to the heart.
With clouds of sorrow all this earthly air
Is darkened; but the dreary shadows cling
To Earth alone, if thou, 0 Father, King
Of Heaven, dost give my spirit birth-right there.
CARRIE MYER.

EXCELJ,ENCY

OF CHRIST,

HE is a path, if any be misled;
He is a robe, if any naked be;
If any chance to hunger, he is bread;
If any be a bondman, he is free;
If any be but weak, how strong is he!
To dead men life he is, to sick men health;
To blind men sight, and to the needy wealthA pleasure without loss, a treasure without stealth.
GILE8 FUTCIIER.

'"

CO~{MUNICATIONS.
r,

RUSHYILLE,Illiuois,

Feb. 11, 18Gi.

DEAR BRO. CARMAN: For the good of the Disciples generally, I beg
leave to propose the following questions, hoping to receive answers to
them through the pages of the Sentinel:
1. Are we right in using the term' eyangelist' in the sense of a proselyteI',
or mere preach er ?
2. Have the Disciples any' evangelists' in the Bible sense of the word?
3. Are evangelists judicial officers?
4. Is an evangelist an officer in a single church, or does he belong to the
Church taken collectively?
5. Can a single church make and send out an evangelist?
6. To whom are evangelists responsible?
i. Is it correct to call a man an evangelist who has not been ordained?
8. Is it scriptural to cflll a man an evangelist whose labors are confined to
a single cougregation?
9. Does 'elder' signify 'bishop' specifically, or only generically?
10. Can a man be a bishop, or, as the Disciples say, an 'elder', who is 1Iot
'apt to teach' or a preacher?
11. Can a man be a bishop, or elder, who has 1I0t been ordained?
12. Who can scripturally make or ordain bishops, or elders?
13. To whom lire bishops responsible?
14. If a congregation, with its officers, does wrong, upon whom does it devolve to punish it 'I
15. Is it scriptural for the officers of a church to submit all their acts to the
decision of the whole congregation before they can act or discharge their official duties?
16. What are the scriptuml duties of a deacon?
1 i. By whom and how should deacons be made or ordained?
18. To whom are they responsible?
19. Ought each church to have and support a pastor?
20. What are his duties and authority?
21. How should he be inducted into office?
22. For what should he be suspended?
33. By whom should he be tried?
24. Is the decision of a single church, in a case of discipline, final?

Yours in Christian love,
FRANCIS

[Remarks upon the above in our next.-r.

A WORD

TO

TIlE

APPERSON.

N. c.]

SISTERS.

[The following appeal, from a sister, we trust will not only be read
and heeded, but will break the way for other sisterly contributions of
like spirit.- Eds. ]
DEAR SISTERS: Strong articles of exhortation, encouragement and instruction have been addressed to the' brethren',
and you, no doubt, have read and
profited by them; but they were not addressed to yOIl, and you perhapli feel
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thll.t they were not entirely

meant for you. I have often thought of sending a
few lines to the dear' sisters', but felt my youth and inability;
yet I feel impelled to say a few words in all humility.
I have been so much impre~sed of
bte, from all accounts I can get, with the spiritual dearth over the land and
the low state of piety in Olir churches, that I feel like crying out, "Lord, have
mercy, and cut us not off in thy hot displeasure, but spare us, and see if we
will not put away our lukewarmness,
arouse from our sluggish habits, and
'come up to the help of the Lord against the mighty'."
We, sisters, have
something to do in all this, as well as the brethren.
Now What does the Lord
require of us? should be the honest inquiry of our hearts.
Is it enough that
we are respectable church-members, guilty of. nothing the church could discipline us for?
I fear many think so-or
at least they practically do. Is it
enough that we attend church once on Lord's-day, attenel to thc ordinances of
the Lord's house, then make calls on the way home, or have unnecessary company the remainder of the day, and straightway
forget that Christ died 'to
save us from our sins'!
And is it yet enough that we attend to the Lord's
day with propriety?
Is there not much we might do to promote the good of
Sunday-Schools, Bible-Classes, etc.?
And will it do, my dear sisters, to dismiss religion for the remainder of the week?
Have you no general prayermeeting, no special or female prayer-meeting,
where kindred hearts may in
freedom pour out their souls? no closet?
I know some of you have, but I
fear many have not. How can you expect ever to enjoy the presence of the
Lord, when you seldom, if ever, meet him in his :1ppointed ways?
And even when all this is dODe, is there nothing more?
Have you ever
plead with that near ancl dear friend of yours, out crt' Christ, to attend to her
soul's salvation?
Do you ever speak of the subject of religion to those with
whom you have frequent intercourse, and are you doing your duty to those
placed under your care?
Mothers, are your ~hildren 'trained up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord'; and those in your employ who are impenitent, are they converted through your 'influence?
I may seem presumptuous
and severe; but, when I see such a general neglect of duty m-ound me, I feel
that the case demands it. The Lord requires of us all we can do-a
perfect
giving-up of' all we have and are' to his service; ,and dare we presume that
l,e will accept any less of us ? I fear there are some who are not doing their
duty as well as they know how, and yet hope to hear the welcome plaudit,
"Well done, fJoodandfaithful
servant, euter into the joy of thy Lord."
I fear
for such, unless they awake out of their indolence.
The sisters have waited
too much for the brethren, and thought it their duty and privilege alone to convert the world;
but it was not so in the Apostles' time, and much less can it
be so now. Let us arouse and realize the responsibility resling upon us, and
be 'helps-meet' in the cause of Christ.
J. 6. C.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.
ABSTRACT 0];' MINUTES 0];' STATE MEETING.

to a crowd of other matter, and the fact that the minutes of
our last State Meeting have been already extensively circulated, we
deem it proper to insert but the following abstract of them:
OWING

The Christian Missionary Society, of the State of Illinois, met in the
Christian Chapel, in Mechanicsburg, September 3, 1856, half-past three
o'clock, P. M.
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W. W. Happy, President, called the Society to order, when prayer
was offered by Elder Theo. W. Sweet.
The Secretary being absent, J. H. Underwood was chosen pj'o tem.
REPORT

OF THE

CO~IMITTEE

ON ~IISSIONAItY

OI'EitATIO~s.

The committee to whom was referred the s\Lbject of Missionary Operations,
report, and recommend the following plan:
First:
We would recommend that this Society select a suitable number of
efficient and worthy agents, whose bllsiness it shall be to visit all the congregations in the State, and present to the brethren the claims of this Society,
and solicit means, in the shape of memberships and donations.
Second:
'To orgallize congregations where it is practicabIe, an:d fmpre!i!l
upon members living remote from congregations the necessity of attaching
themselves to the nearest congregation or congregations that is or are properly
organized.
Third:
To gather' up all the statistics of the churches in the district, to ascertain the flames of the local or occasional preachers, and the time devoted by
them to the proclamation of the Gospel; to urge upon the congregations the
necessity of setting apart, in regular order, those whom they consider worthy
and capable of laboring in Word and Doctrine; to give them a certificate of the
same, and forward a copy thereof to the President of the Missionary Society; anil we would recommend to the brethren the propriety of refusing to
encourage any stranger as a Christian Minister, "IV ho does not come thus recommended.
Fourth:
It shan be required of these agents to report in writing to the
President of the Society the result of their labors, at the end of each quarter,
and these repol'ts shall be published with, the Minutes of the Society. ,
Fifth:
The Executive Board shall agree with these agents as to the rate of
compensretion for which they will fabor'; and it shall be tequired of the agents
to keep a correct account of all moneys received by them, and report the same
in their qllarterly reports to the President of the Society, together with the
\ number of life-memberships sllb'sCl·ilxld.; to return one-half the amount collected, 'up to the amount of their salary, and remit the other half, and the
surplus, to the Correspol'Iding Secretary at the times of his quarterly reports.

,

Sixth:
1"ofacilito,te the labors of the agents, and to promote the interests of
the Society, we would recommend that the Sto,te be divided into fourteen Districts, to each of which shall be appointed one or more agents, as the Society
shall deem best. These Districts shall be composed of the following counties,
and known by the following numbers:
Fitst District-Pulaski,
Alexander, Fope, Hardin, Johnson, Union.
Se'C'ondDistrictWilliamson, Franklin, Jefferson, Wayne, Hamilton, Saline,. Gallfltin, White, and that portion of Edwards and Wabash south of the
baB'e litre.·
Third District-Jackson,
Perry, Randolph, Monroe, Washington, and all of
St. Clair south 0'1'the base line.
Fourth DistrIct-Clinton,
Pond, ~Iontgomery, Macoupin, Greene, Jersey,
Madison and Chtistian.
Fifth District-Marion,
Fayette, Effingham, Jasper, Crawford, Lawrence,
Richland, Clay, Wayne, Wabash and Edwards north of the base line.
Sixth District-Sheloy,
Cumberland, Clark, Edgar, Coles, Moultrie.
Seventh District-Scott,
Morgan, Cass, Mason, Logan, Menard, Sangamon.
Eighth District-Macon,
Dewitt, McLean, Vermilion, Champaign, Ta~ewel1..

12
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Ninth DistrictWoodford, cast half of Marshall, Livingston,
Iroquois,
st'uth half of LaSalle, Grundy and Will.
Tcnth District-Calhoun,
Pike, Adams, Schuyler and Brown.
Eleventh DistrictHancock, Henderson, Warren, Mercer and Rock Island.
Twelfth District-Knox,
Henry, Bureau, Stark, Peoria, west Marshall.
Thirteenth DistrictWhitesides, C~rrl)ll, Jo Daviess, Stephenson, Ogle and
Lee.
Fourteenth DistrictKane, DuPagc, Cook, DeKalb, Boone, McHenry, Lake.
We would further recommend that the Society employ, so far as practicable,
Evangelists to labor in the Districts in which they reside.
In case all the Di~tri-cts can not be supplied, thc Executive Committcc may makc a selection of
those they may deem of the IllOStimportance.
We would, in conclusion, urge
the neeessity of immediate action on the part of the Executive Committee, und
pray that the liberality of the brethren may be equal to the demands of the
great wonk in which we arc engaged.
W. A. MALLORY,}
.J. TAFFE,
Committee.
Eo I,. CRAIG,

J. F. Rowe offered the following, which was unanimously adopted:
Reaolved, That ill v.iew of the fiery ordeal thrllugh which the Bible Union
has been made to pass, in consequence of a serious attack of an enemy in an
evil day, thereby injuring the cause of Christ, causing many stout and pious
hearts to mOUl'n and bleed; subjecting, the servants of God, in their labors of
love, to sore trials and tribulations,
anel causing the enemies of the cause of
Christ to rejoice, and exultingly to publish to the world its destruction.
The
members of this Covention, with the deepest solicitude and most heartfelt
unxiety, do most cordially sympathize with the officers of the institution,
and
with every good heart whose design and prayer to God is that all men may
read, in their own tongue, the wonderful works 8f God.

And fartherResolved, That we regard the defense of the Bible Union, as published in
the October number of the Bible Union Quartely, as a clear, impartial and
satisfactory indication of the true condition and position of said society.
Re.lolved, That each and every member of this Society, feeling assured that
this is '}Oother than the work of God, most heartily pledges AimseU at once to
come to the help of the Lord, and solemnly beseech the Almighty to avert the
impending evil; and especially by money and means liberally to contribute to
the treasury of the Lord; and, also, by every persuasion, to induce the disciples of Christ every where to do the same; and that this great enterprise of
the Ninet,eenth Century may corne to a speedy and happy termination,
and
that both the Churc!l and the World may reap a rich reward.

On motion of O. A. Burgess,
Resolved, That a eopy of the above resolutions be transmitted to the Corresponding Secretary of the American Bible Union, and also to the Editors of
the Christian E'vangelist, Christian Age, Christian Rec01'd, Christian Sentinel,
:A[illenial Harbinger and New York (fhronicle, with a request that they publish
the same.

Address by O. A. Burgess, on the best plan to raise means for Missionary purposes.
O. A. Burgess, from the committee to whom was referred a resolution relative to a Convention of Ministers, reported in favor of the objects cont.emplated in the reBolution, whieh was adopted.
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Elder A. J. Kane, Corresponding Secretary, made the ,following Report, whieh was received:
REPORT:

To the Members of the Illinois State :Alissionary Society:

At the last meeting of the Society, it was resolved that this Society continue
to direct all its energies to the Peoria Mission, until said Mission shall be able
to sustain itself without the aid of the Society, provided the brethren of said
Mission continue to do thcir duty.
As directcd by the above resolution, the
sum of $125.00, more or lcss, has been expended in sustaining the cause in
Peoria.
The congrcgation at this point has been vcry liberal in its contributions, both in sustaining the proclamation of the Gospel, and in liquidating
the debt which has accrued on the house of worship erected in that place. The
Peoria Mission stands in need of further assistance from us, and unless that
aid is provided, what has been gained will, in a great measure, be lost.
Some funds have been raised this year under the fourth article of the constitution, providing for one-year and life-memberships.
W. A. Mallory and
A. J. Kanc have spent some -time in soliciting for the Society-the
former
having raised in cash
132.00, and in subscriptions $145.00; the latter
$266.00 in cash, and $301.00 in subscriptions.
From the experience of the
past, the Board is decidedly of opinion that this is the most successful pl\ln for
raising means, and that with a few energetic agents in the State, a large
amount might soon be raised for Missionary purposes.
The brotherhood whcre
this plan has becn presented seem to approve it, and contribute freely of their
substance to its support.
Let harmony prevail in this great work of giving
the Word of Life to our fellow-citizens, and soon the glad tidings of pcace will
visit many desolate portions of our beautiful and growing State.
A. J. KANE,Corresponding Sccretary.

The Committee on Credentials made the following report, whieh was
received:
DELEGATES
IN ATTENDANCE.
Bloomington-Edwin
Posten, John Taffe, W. D. Campbell, E. W. Bakewell.
Pittsfield-Francis
Apperson.
New Hartford, Pike County"":'"Thomas Aiton.
Henderson, Knox County-James
E. Gll.ston.
Winchester-Elder
T. W. Sweet.
Jll.cksonvilleW. W. Happy, P. Coffman, Geoi'g.e Owen,S. T. Da'lllli.Way.
Ripley-Elder
J. D. McPherson.
Eureka-O.
A. Burgess, William Davenport.
Centralia, Perry County-So
W. Leonard.
SpringfieldW. A. Mll.llory, A. J. Kane, J. F. Rowe.
Three Churches west of Rock River, viz: Genesee Gr.ove, Cherry Grove and
Argo-Robert
Art, G. Moffatt.
Princeton and Antioch-Sll.muel
Lowe.
Barry-Elder
E. L. Craig, David Green, J. T. Brow».
Berea, Morgan County-Charles
Rowe.
Mauvll.isterre-O.
Ticknor, James Mansfield.
Rock Islll.nd-M.
W. Conway.
Abingdon-Elder
P. H. Murphy, Eld.!lr John Miller.
TaylorvilleWillill.m Singer.
Plymouth, Hll.ncGckCounty-D.
P. Palmer.
Longport, Macon County-Nathan
G. Avert.
Sullivll.n-Elder
B. W. Henry, Elder H. Y. Kellll.l'.
Decatur-Elder
John W. Tyler.
In reference to the two sets of delegates each claiming to represent the
Church at Bloomington, your committee beg leave to present the following report:
That we have faithfully, we think, .examined the credentials, ll.ndheard
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the testimony of each party, and unanimously agree and unhesitatingly
that Edwin Posten, John Taffe, W. D. Campbell, and E. W. Bakewell
deleg\1tes from the Church of Christ at Bloomington,
Iliinois.

Sept. 5, 1856.

decide,
are the

S. T. CALI,AWAY, }
JAS. E. GASTON,
Com. on Credentials.
E. L. CRAIG,
TREASURER'S REPORT.

JOSEPHJ. CASSELL, Treawrer

Oct. 12

16

Christian Missiona,'y Society, in account with same.

To this amt. balance in my hands at date of bst report
To cash from Mrs. Lucy Gass
,
from Mrs. Wilson.........
from Sec. State Meeting on life-membership
same on annual contributions
for same
" fi'omobject.
.
church at Bloomington
, .. "
.
" from
from church at P,·inceton
.
church at Virginia
,
.
" fl'om
fr.om Vermilion Cooperation
.
from O. A. Burgess
,
.
from church at Mauvaisterre
.
fl'llm church lOt Carrolton
.
from church at Ripley
.
church at Jacksonville
,..•..........
" from
from church at Lynnville
.

"

Dr.
$64 00
$1 00
1 00
27 00
10 00
31 00
14 50
6 00
15 00
5 00
600
5 00
5 00
11 90
10 75151 65
$215 65

Contra.
Oct. 16, 1855. By cash paid on account of Peoria Mission ... $125 00
or
in my hands to balance account......
90 65 $215 65
Sept. 1, 1856.
JOSEPH J. CASSELL, Trea.surer.

The report of the Committee on Revision of the Constitution was
taken up, and the result was the following, as the Constitution of the
Christian State Missionary Society.
ARTICLE 1. This Society shall be called the Christian Missionary
Society of the State of Illinois.
ART. f. The objects of this Society shall be to sustain the proclamation of the gospel in destitute .places.
ART. 3. The Society shall be composed of such persons as may sustain
a good Christian character, and have paid one dollar for annual membership, '01' twenty-five dollars for life-membership, or fifty dollars for lifedirectorship; and each church may be represented by sending by
their delegates a contribution of at least ten cents per each member of
said church.
ART. 4. The officersof this Society shall consist of a Pr.esident and
Corresponding Secretary, a Recording Secretary and a Treasurer, who
shall be chosen annually by the Society, and a majority of whom shall
reside in Jacksonville or its vicinity.
ART. 5. The Ex~cutive Board of this Society shall consIst of the
;P,esident, Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer.
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ART. 6. The Trcasurer shall give bond with approved person:,tlsecurity for such an amount as the Executive Board may deem proper.
ART. 7. The annual meeting shall be held on Wednesday before the
first Lord's day of Septembcr in each year, at the place designated by
the previous meeting.
ART. 8. The President shall have power to convene the Executive
Board when in his judgment the interest of the Society shall require it.
ART. 9. This Society shall have power to alter or amend this Constitution whenever a majority of two-thirds in convention may deem it
wise and proper.
, ART. 10. All contemplated changes of this Constitution shall be
specified, and notice given to the convention assembled under its provissions, one year before the contemplated changes.
On motion of Elder Perky,
Re~olved, That the Board request all our preachers in the State to be solicitors for the Missionary Society in the fields of their respective labors, and send
up to the Treasurer of the Board the amount collected and pledged.

On motion of S. T. Callaway,
Re~olved, That this Society request of Professor O. A. Burgess and President
P. H. Murphy copies of their respective addresses delivered before this Society, for publication.

On motion of J. F. Rowe,
Re~olved, That the united thanks of this Society are due this church and the
citizens of Mechanicsburg,
for the able, efficient and christian manner in
which they havc provided for and entertained the members of this convention,
and especially will we cherish the fondest recollections of the sisters who have
so commendably and so cheerfully ministered to the wants of all strangers
from abroad.

On motion of Samuel Lowe, it was decided to hold the next annual
meeting at Jacksonville.
Elder Craig, from the committee for selecting officers for the ensuing
year, reported as follows:
For
For
For
For

President,
Recording Secretary,
Corresponding
Secretary,
Treasurer,

W. W. HAPPY, Sr.
B. N. HUMPHREY.
S. T. CALLAWAY.
J. J. CASSELL.

Report was adopted.
On motion of W. A. Mallory,
Re~olved, That the Society recommend the propriety of the brethren holding
an annual meeting in each missionary district, for the purpose of mutual acquaintance and preaching the gospel, and that these meetings be held preViO\l1l
to the annual meeting of the M,issionary Society, and that a contribution he
taken up at each of these meeting for this Society.

The committee to select a student to receive the benefit of the
Bethany Hymn-Book Fund, presented the name of H. S. Earl1 of Meta-
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mora, Woodford County, Illinois, as a young man worthy of such an appropriation.
The recommendation and report were received.
On motion of Elder Craig,
Resolved, That the brethren in 'general, and the preachers in particular,
earnestly requested to solicit subscribers for the G II1'istian Sentinel.

be

Adjourned to meet at Jacksonville, at the time designated by the constitution.
W. W. HAPPY, President.
B. N. HUMPHREY,Secretary.

BRO. D. M'CANCE,writing us from Toulon, recently, speaks hopefully of the cause in that place. The brethren expect to finish a house
early this season. Our brother has our sympathies for his personal afflictions, and our hearty thanks for hIS kind wishes and prayers on our
behalf.

PRESIDENTP. H. MURPHYrecently closed a meeting at Abingdon
College, with ten additions by immersion. God be praised for the success of the truth.
J. L.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

WE acknowledge the receipt of the portrait of Eld. A. CAMPBELL,a
very ~uperior steel engraving by JOHN SARTAIN,and a capital likeness.
It is published by JAMES CHALLENAND SONS, publishers of the
Ladies' Ohristian Annual, Philadelphia, who will furnish it, in the
style for framing, post-paid, for 25 cents.'
WE receive with great pleasure, among our exchanges, the New
york Independent, a religious journal conducted with the higest ability,
and having the largest circulation of any paper of its CIMS in America.
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One of our most intelligent ministers dcclared to us, privately, that
he considered the Independent the bestfam'ily paper puUished.
The numbers receivcd we like exceedingly. It is a large quarto,
equal in size to the largest weeklies.issued. Though conducted under
the auspices of the Orthodox Congregationalists, it gives account of the
religious world generally, as well as the leading news 'of the day, and
seems far above any mere partisanship, or exclusive denominationalism.
We would gladly see it circulate among our brethren. $2.00, in advance.
Address JOSEPH H. LADD,22 Beekman street, New York.
The American Ohl'istian Review, edited and published by Bro.
BENJAMINFRANKLIN,is also received. It is a beautiful monthly, of
thirty-two large double-column pages, filled with matter of much interest to the brotherhood. Bi·o. FRANKLINis a man of great labor, by
tongue and pen, is widely known through each, and, with his crushing
logic and withering satire, is a truly formidable champion in the arena
of polemic theology. ~1.00 in advance. 13. FRANKLIN,Cincinnati.

WE congratulate our readers on the securing of another able contributor for the Sentinel, in the person of Bro. 'W. S. R.' Read his articles'
in this number with care. They will richly repay much study. We
are indebted for one of them, as the reader will perceive, to our excellent weekly, the Age, for which it was originally written, and in which
we trust to see more of like tenor from the same pen.

OUR Churcll news is very scanty in the present issue, from the fact
that we are out within a few days of our February number, in order to
overtake our regular time of publication, which we are permitted, at
length, to rejoice in having accomplished. Our promptness, however,
has prevented the appearance, in regular order, of some of our serial
e.ssays, they not getting to hand in time.

OUR thanks are due to Editors of our city and elsewhere, for their
kindly notices' of the Sentinel.
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BRO. JOHN LINDSEY,as our readers will perceive 011 the cover, has
become Associate Editoj' of the Sentinel. He will; therefore, hereafter, be, as the other editors, individually responsible for all articles over
his initials.

BRO. D. R. HOWEis our local agent for Bureau County.
Bro. J AS. LINDSEYis agent for Logan County.
Will brethren PERKY and ApPERSONplease act as agents for the
Sentinel in their respective counties?

OlHTUAltY.

DIIm, in Washington,
Tazewell County, December 10, 1856, sister VIRGINIA
CATHERINE, consort of Bro. MA SHALLE. DAVIDSON,and daughter of Bro.

S. P.

GOlUN.

Sister D. was taken away at the early ago of 29, yet she had lived long enough to attain that
strong faith and hope which sustain triumphantly in deatlJ, and leaye a bright testimony behind.
,YO extract the following beantiful anu touching lines from a poem addressed, editorially, to
the bereaved husband, in the issue of the Peoria. Et'eninf] Republican containing a notice of the
demise of our lamented sister.
I. N.C.
Well,
may'st thou weep; the gloom
Of a great sorrow doth encompass thee.
For she wns good aud gentle, kind and true,
And aU w'110knew her loved her. Age loved her
Because she ministered unto its wants,
And had respect unto its 8ih'er hairs,
Its wrinkle'8, its bowell form and tottering steps;
And youth loved her, because she gently.took
Its hand, (mel led the way to virtue, truth
And goodness. But, alas, )'0 were to part.
'Vhile lifc'8'glad sun was at meridian,
It pleased the GiVCFof your lives to take
Up to his Great 'Vhite 'fhrone on high the one,
And leave the other in this weary world,
To tread alone its flowerless paths, and drink
'rho cup of bitterness bereavement filled.

o str~cken husband,

.

.

.

. . . . . .

Gathered around her dying couch were those
From whoso unbroken circle she mnst soon
De taken; and us once the ftickerinp: flame
Of life appeared welt-nigh extinguished, and
Her friends endeavored to restoro the warmth
Of nature, deprecatingly Bhe Baid"Oh, let me go, I 'ro ready, and 't is best."
llut yet a little longer was she spared,
To speak in love to an her dearest friends,
And give them counsel such as one might givo
Who stood upon the bridge that spans the gulf
Between ffime and Eternity.
She gave
Mementoes of"affection to each oneSome littlo gifts, that might recall to mind
Remembrance of her. when the grass was green
Upon her graye; and witll each toli:en she
Imparted some rich precept, that might sink
Deep into tho heart, and be remembered when
Full many summers o'er the listener's head
lIad pasBcd.
c. 11'.W,

THE
Volume

IV.

CHRISTIAN
APRIL,

A CONVINCING

SENTINEL.
l8n.

Number

4.

CIRCUMSTANCE,

A Universalist clergyman, who is a gentlcman of much erudition and a
professor in a westcrn college, was visiting a friend in this city on Sunday last. The wife of this friend is a medium for spiritual communications. The clergyman requested his friend and his wifc to accompany
him to the Universalist church, which they did. After supper, before
retiring for the night, the hostess, who is the mcdium spoken of, intimated to the clergyman that he was at liberty to read and pray, as she
knew was his devotional custom, if he chosc to do so. He availed him. self of the privilege, read a chapter in the Bible and prayed,
At the conclusion of the prayer the lady was entranced, and the controlling spirit made a prayer in the Spanish language, and then pronounced a benediction in French, and another in Italian. The clcrgyc
man, being a professor of langnages, understqod them all; and his surprise~knowing, as he did, that the medium did not understand or know
a word of either of th.ese languages-may be better imagined than expressed. He went away thoroughly convinced of what he had never
before believed: that the spirits of those who had departed from earth
do really return and speak through the organs of mortal men and women.
We have this from the husband of the medium, in whose integrity
we havc the fullest confidence.
Age of ProgreBB.

THE above we have clipped from the N01'thwestern Excelsior, the title of a Spil'itualist paper published at Waukegan, in this State, which
paper seems to have clipped it from the Age of Pl'ogress. But, beforc
proceeding with any comments, we desire our readers to re-read the
extl'a little article, and then let us proceed to notice it. Truly, it reminds us that this is, indeed, an 'age of progress'. But, alas! what
.kind of progress? We used to learn, in our school-boy days, that there
were two kinds of progress, or ratios-the
one asceuding, the other descending; and if we have any just conception of the boasted progress
of tile age, we must ccrtainly concludc that a large part of it is in the
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descending series, nnd that, too, in a very rapidly-accelerating 01' increasing ratio! ''\That arrogance! what impious presumption! to talk of
thc 'Reverend', or the' clergyman', and that, too, with the term' U niversalist' for a prefix or suffix! to talk of' devotion' and' evening prayer'!
to talk of bowing before that God whose mightiest mandate is hurled
back into his face by the samc ones who thus profess to bow! To associate such things with thc sacred name of Jesus Christ and his religion
is proof enough that such ones will becomc 'convinced of what they
never before believed' -that departed spirits return and' speak through
the organs of mortal men and women'. They are very fit characters to
believe such things. They who have set asidc the Word of God, trampled under foot the blood of the New Covenant, and refused to submit
to the authority of Jesus Christ, are indeed well prepared to receive
the direction and guidance of 'scducing spirits and doctrines of devils',
which, says the Apostle Paul (1 Tim. iv : 1), shall have power in these
'latter times'.
But who are these who style themselves, or arc stylcd, 'Universalists' and 'Spiritualists'?
But first, who or what arc Universalists?
Perhaps courtesy would rcquirc that we should await the answer of this
question until some' believer' respond. But, having sofrequently and
yet in vain inquired for a satisfactory response, we shall endeavor to answer it, with the full permission to any orthodox (?) 'belicver' to correct us if we do not answer correctly. A Uni'vel'salist, then, we understand to be one who believcs that the whole human family will ultimately be saved with an cverlasting salvation j or, that thc whole human
family will ultimately be for ever' holy and happ'!!'.
This introduces
thc doctrine, therefore, of universal snlvation, in which it is claimed
that, irrespective of the life 01' condition of men before death, they will
be hol,!! and happ,!! AFTER death, Well, now let us see what this involves: First- Au unconditional salvation. Secondly- That vice and
crime of every hue receive no retribution, and virtue, however bright
and shining, no reward! And this is the system of a God of justice!
O! shame, where is thy blush? And that is justice, is it? V••
T e should
like to see some Universalist arraigned before a mere earthly court, and
see if he would be satisfied with such justice as that! And yet it is one
of the loudest boasts of [Iniversalisrn that God is a God of justice, and
therrfore (?) (what logic!) he will ultimately save all mcn, without regard to their livcs and character upon the earth! But claims our friend
of the Universal ordcr that justice is dealt out, upon the earth, and
crimes Illeet their just retribution here! But tbis is nbsolutely falseupconditionally false. And that man is not an honest man who looks
forth uP~)J)the broad face of the world and sees the poor but righteous
man struggling with an almost insupportable burthen - sees the wicked
by his sidc flourishing like a tree by the side of the rivers of many waters - sees the furmer bow daily before the throne of grace and seek
the favor of thc God who sitteth upon that throne, and sees the latter
walk forth in his proud dignity, and curse and blaspheme the name of
that same God-we say that Dlan is not an honest man who can see all
this and then say they receive their ~ustiee and their retribution here
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upon the earth. Such men have lied to themselves, lied to their fellow
men, and lied to the Holy Spirit j and it may not be altogether improbable that they belong to that class of which the Apostle Paul speaks, in
the following language: "And for this cause God shall send them strong
delusion, that they should believe a lie j that they all might be damned
who believe not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness." (2
Thess. ii: 11-12.) But, continues our friend, thesc wicked receive their
punishment in their own consciences! Ah! yes, a terrible thing, this
conscience, now. How fearfully men do suffer in their consciences! so
fearfully, indeed, that when they have pronounced one oath, they immediately pronounce anothc1' j when they have told one lie, they endeavor to "hield themselves by telling thl'ee more j and when they have cheated and robbed one man, they rob a dozcn more! A wonderful thing,
this conscience! Strange that men do uot make a heaven upon the
earth, so potent is this conscience to punish for all sins. and crimes that
curse the human race! No, Sir, it is all false.
The conscience, so far
from inflicting the proper penalties for sins and transgressions, becomes
perfectly seared and hardened just so soon as, or in a very short time after,
the Word of God is set aside and its threatened vengeance disregarded. And no more specious fallacy has ever been palmed off upon the
human mind than that the conscience of man is the highest retributive
tribunal of GOD. Go to the uttermost parts of the earth, where the
word of God has never been sounded in the ears of those inhabiting
them, and it may indeed be said that they, 'having no litw,are a law unto themselves' j but to bask in the full sunlight of the glory of God as
exhibited in the Gospel of his only Son, and then say man is a law un~
to himself, is certainly the highest summit of human presumptionthe very lowest depth of human debasement and degradation. But this
is not all. It involves, as we have already said, the idea or doctrine of
an unconditional salvation.
Now, such a doctrine is not only contrary
to the most common principle of human action, namely, to pay for what
we get, but especially contrary to the entire teaching of the Bible,
whether in Old-Testament types and shadows or in the substance of the
New Testament. Take for example the worship of the Tabernacle,
with all the preparations which the priests were compelled to make according to the direction of God, yet it was necessary that the man for
whom these preparations were made should also appear in the presence
of the priest and perform his part of the ocremony, in order that he
might be cleansed. Nor did he receive the benefit of the blood of the
sacrifice unless he thus complied. Yet Universalism denies all this,and
unceremoniously applies the blood of the sacrifice - the Lamb of God
-without the least recognition of that purification which was necessary even under the law, but continues sinning, utterly regardless of piety, purity and holiness. They seem to have answered in the affirmative the questions propounded by the Apostle Paul, Rom. vi : 1- "What
shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound?"
- but have entirely forgotten the answer which Paul himself gives in
the following verse, namely, "Gocl. forbid! How shall we that are dead
to sin live any longer therein?"
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But the great misfortune with thc votaries of the doctrine of Universalism is that they never' dic to sin'. For although they make great
claims to morality, yet their lives demonstrate that their hearts have
never been purified by that faith that works by love. And right here,
when we begin to talk about purity, what an infinity of space exists betwecn the teachings of our Savior and the teachings of this doctrine now
under consideration! Take for example thc following language of the
Savior: "Then said Jesus unto his disciples, If any man will come after me, let him deny himself and takc up his cross and follow me."
(Matt. xvi: 24.) How do such words harmonize with that doctrine
which says Eat, drink, dance, lie, cheat, steal, curse, swear, rob and
murder, and you shall be a disciple of thc Lord Jesus Christ, and be
saved with him at last?
But, responds our friend, perhaps somewhat earnestly, wc do not so
teach j we teach the strictest morality, and enforce all the moral precepts of the New Testament. Ah, indeed! and what does that amount
to? Does not the greater include the less? And what care your men
for moral precepts when they will be saved at last if they do not adhere
to them? Besides, it would, according to your doctrine, only save a few
earthly pangs, and every body knows that it is much easier for the reckless and sensual mass to give loose reins to their passions than to restrain
themselves and be guided by a pure morality.
But we have already alluded to the fact that the Gospel, in harmony
with even a common-sense principle, requires of its recipients an offering or sacrifice on their part j it was so during the days of types and
shadows - much more so now that the substance is come. The act of
presenting the proper offering now becomes the test of obedience j and
obedience the sine q~ta non of acceptance in the sight of God. As, indeed, the Apostle Paul expressed it, Christ is not the author of eternal
salvation to any except those who obey him. "And being made perfect,
he became the author of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him."
(Hebrew v: 9.) And again: "And to you who are troubled, rest with
us, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from Heaven with his mighty
angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them that know not God
and that obey not the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ j who shall be
punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord
and from the glory of his power." (2 Thess. i: 7-9.)
But we shall not continue this matter longer for the present. We
only hope to call the attention of thinking men to this most fatal delusion, which, in these last days, has assumed so much of the sacred, and
covers up its fatal sting with the mantle of Christianity. Our second
question, as to what is ' Spirit'ualism', we will defer until our next,
when we shall endeavor to call attention to it, as being, if not the legitimate offspring of Universalism, at least the next step in advance in
the rapidly-descending series. In the mean time, if any lover of these
, isms' feels his rights encroached upon, he is at liberty to speak out,
for all may rest assured that we shall not leave these points until they
stand out in all the.' naked ugliness of sin'. And while we shaH endeavor to do this in that spirit which should always characterize Christ-
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ians, yet we shall turn aside from no principle of divine truth for the
sake of favoring the whims and caprices of men.
O.A. B.

THE

GREAT

WORK.

BROTHERCARMAN: Please give thc following a place in the Sentinel,
if you have room and deem it worthy.
"I am doing a great work, so that I can not come down." -

N~:irE}IIAH.

The present is a critical, trying hour with the people called' Christians', or 'Disciples'. Weare compelled to choose whom we wiII serve.
Our choice is between life and death. Spiritual light, life and love
can save us, and make us the means of salvation to others, but without
these we wiII soon be dead, and plucked up by the root. God takes
no pleasure in the death of any. He wills that all shall live. Shall we
not have life, and more than life? Shall we not live, and grow, and
thrive, and prosper, and bc ha py? Then let the sentence at the head
of this article be the langua" of every preacher who has communed
with his own heart, and who has determined, through Christ, who alone
can give him strength, to labor day and night for the advancement of
the world and of the church, in the true experimental knowledge of
God, and of Jesus Christ our Lord. To do this effectually wiII require
constant care and watchfulness on his part
He wiII meet with difficulties in every step of his progress. In addition to the world, the
flesh and the devil, with which all have to contend, he wiII find, both
in the church and in the world, thousands of souls who receive not
the things of the Spirit, and who can not discern them because they
are carnal, and spiritual things are spiritually discerned. His effort
must be to make them spiritual, instead of permitting them to make
him carnal. Such persons in the church wiII be constantly complaining
that they do not understand his preaching, and instead of permitting
him to 'leave the first principles of the doctrine of Christ and go on to
perfection', they wiII insist upon his giving to them some discourses
against the sects, against creeds, and in favor of the word alone, and
showing that faith comes by hearing the word of God, and that men
must believe before they can repent, and before their mind can in any
way be influenced by the Holy Spirit, and that they must not only believe, but must be immersed, before they can get the remission of sins.
These things they can understand, and beyond these the preacher must
not go if he would please them.
He wiII also be expected to discuss largely questions such as the following:
Must the sisters be permitted to speak or pray publicly? Shall they
be permitted to wear the present fashionable bonnet, which does not
cover the head, but only hangs on the back of it ? Is it not contrary
to Scripture for the sisters to have bunches of ribbons, feathers, or ar
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tificial flowers, upon their bonnets? Does the Bible allow them to
curl or braid their hair? Should they not always comb and brush their
hair themselves? Is it according to Scripture to get a hair-dresser to
do it for them? Does not the Bible tell the sisters precisely how their
hair should be done up, and should thcy not be requested to do it up in
that way, if at all? Can women be christians if they wear ruffles around
their necks and flowerson their dresses? Is it not a sin for them to wear
pads, hoops, stays, and such things, in imitation of the world? Dare a
brothel' join a military company? If he belongs to one when he joins
the church, must he not either leave it or th~ church? If he goes out
to fight at the call of his country, can he be permitted to remain in the
church? If he owns property in man, can he be a christian? Is any
man, whether a preacher or a private member, to be considered a Christian in these times if he remains neutral respecting the political parties?
Should the disciples be permitted to join the Masons, the Odd-Fellows,
the Sons of Temperance, the Know-Nothings, the Lone Star, or the
Sons of Malta? Is it right for christians to have piano-fortes or any
other kind of musical instruments in their houses? If christians are
permitted to play on instruments, ought they not to be confined to sacred
tunes? Does the Bible allow us to sing any kind of songoSbut sacred,
spiritual songs? Should not all memb ~ who play or sing any other
kind of tunes or songs be turned out of t e church? Do the Scriptures
allow.a preacher to have a gold watch? Should preachers be permitted to dress in fashionable clothes, like other people? Can they have
brass or gilt buttons on their coats? Ought a man to be permitted to
preach if hc has a long beard or a moustache? Is not a man too proud
to be a preacher who stands so straight that he leans back, throws out
his chest and assumes a military attitude? Must any man be heard as
a preacher until he is regularly set apart to the work by the elders of
some church? Must he not always have his credentials in his pocket?
Shall we ever receive a member from one church into another without
a letter from that church? Are you in favor of having the elders control the preachers, or the preachers control the elders? Should elders
be chosen for life, during good behavior, or for a limited period? Must
elders all sit together on Lord's-day, or can they be permitted to sit
apart? Must they always open and close meeting in the same way, or
may they vary according to circumstances? Can a church be in order
without a plurality of elders and deacons? Can there be any church
without said officers? Is there any appeal from the decision of the eIders? Is it in order ever to move for a new trial, after their judgment
is rendered? When an indictment is found against a brother or sister, will the Bible permit us to give it to the accused in writing, that
he or she may be permitted to understand it and plead to it, or must
the whole matter be done with the voice? Must church-trials be conducted by and before the whole church, or by and before the elders only? Did the church at C give a correct judgment in the case which
was recently before them? Which of the two individuals who had
that long and bitter quarrel with each other do you think was right, and
which was' wrong? How would you manage a particula,r case of disci-
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----_ .._-- ---pline which we now have in our church? May christians marry out
of the church? If a man and a woman who could not live together
are divorced, dare they marry again? ]}'lustwe practice the holy kiss
in the church in these latter days. Must we eat all the bread and drink
all the wine at the supper? Must the breaking of the loaf be attended
to first or last when we meet on Lord's-day morning? Who was Melchisedec? Are there few or many that shall be saved? Is feet-washing
a church-ordinance? Is the devil a self-existent being, or was he created ? Who made the devil? Can a man be a christian and believe
in phrenology, mesmerisin, magnetism, psychology and clairvoyance?
Can men or women be christians if they read novels, or what are called
I parlor magazincs'?
Must we have I all things in common', or may
each one have his own wife, his own children, his own bouse, his own
farm, his own individuality?
These and perhaps a thousand other question:>of like character will
be constantly thrust at the preacller of the word. If he can answer
them to the satisfaction of those who propound them, he will be considered a smart man, an able minister of the New Testament, a workman that needs not to be ashamed. I do not say that these are all I untaught questions', and that circumstances may not some times arise
when some of thcm may have to be decided j but I do say that nearly
all of them are questions that do more harm than good - that they
gender strife, and that if a preacher undertakes to answer them, he will
not and can not minister grace to his hearers. We had better, then,
abandon the idea of converting the world and the Church to the experimental knowledge of God and of our Lord Jesus Christ, or at once determine that the harmony of our souls shall not be destroyed, and our
attendance and time shall not be employed in considering and answering such questions. The mind that is full of either such questions or
the answers to them has little room in it for the divine nature, for the
Holy Spirit, for the love of' Christ, or for the light of life. Many of
our brethren have feasted so long upon these things that they have become as dead as the dry bones of the valley. Shall the preachers contribute to their continuance in this state of death, or will thcy blow
the breath of the Lord npon them, that they may live? We will find
that after we have discussed, debatcd, and, as we think, answered them
all, both our own souls and those of the brethren who have heard
us are like the barren fig-tree. We turn our minds and thoughts up toward Heaven, but the wires between Heaven and earth appear to be cut.
No communication, for the time being, can go from our souls to God, and
none can come from God to our spirit,s. The only way for the man of God
who is determined to keep' the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace',
with his own soul and with those of the brethren, is to say, in reply to
all such questions, It would give me pleasure to reply to all your questions, brethren j but I am doing a great work, so that I can not oome
down. My mind is up with God, and Christ, and thc Holy Spirit, and
angels, and' spirits of just lllen made perfect', and I can not come
down unless you will permit me to bring them down with me for the
purpose of taking you up. I am thinking of glory, honor, immortality)
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and eternal life, of thrones, dominions, principalities and powers of the
invisible world. I beg you to permit me to captivate your minds by
these things. I can not come down, but I will take you up. Let me
show you a more excellent way than that in which your minds have
been traveling.
Now what paper will take this stand? Will the Sentinel do it?
What preachers. will plant themselves upon this immovable rock? Let
it be done by all, and the result will soon be manifest. Will you say
'Who is sufficient for these things?'
Shall wc say' J..•
ct this cup pass
from us'? Rcmember, to drink the cup which our Savior drank, and
to be baptized with the baptism of suffering with which he was baptized, belongs to our mission. The life of the preacher is one of labor,
of toil, of suffcring', of self-denial, not of full reward. His labor is, however, not in vain in the Lord. The robe of white, the palm of victory,
the crown of glory, will be given to all the faithful. " These shall walk
with me in white, for they are worthy."
FIDES.

EDUCATIOK.-NUUBER

III.

WE promised to treat in our present essay on the proper place for education. Under this head are necessarily arranged -1. 'rhe best kind
of school-houses. 2. Boarding-houses, including study-rooms and sleeping-apartments. 3. Out·door excursions, for the study of botany, geology and astronomy, and, in a word, all the branches of natural science.
It is frequently questioned whether or not any particular care should
be given to the erection of school-houses; and, from the general appearance of our school-houses throughout the country, we are constrained to
conclude that a very large proportion of community have decided in
the negative. Now, if for the comfort of religious worship, where we
are confined from one to two hours at a time (and no session of worship
should be a longer time than two hours), we take especial carc that our
rooms are neat, and even beautiful, large, and well ventilated, of how
much more importance is it that children, whose tastes for the ncat and
beautiful are just now being cultivated, and whose constitutions are
much more frail, and who usually have to spend some six hours per diem, and some six days in each week, shut up in the house (a cruel
custom) should have all these comforts and beauties in a geometricallyincreased ratio. Nay: it may do to shut the horsc in a dark stable, the
cow in a narrow stall, and to keep the swine deeply bedded in straw
with scarcely room to breathe; but the proud eagle, that soars up to
meet the sun, that bravely buffets the angry storm, and fears no hight,
nor time, nor distance, poises himself upon the tallest pine that decks
the mountain's airy summit, and lovcs to breathe the pure, fresh gale
that ever sweeps along. Then teach that noble boy to watch the eagle
in his lofty flight, and thus let him learn to pant for an atmosphere purer and sweeter than can be found in the dirty and narrow, contracted
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school-house. Having', then, selected some beautiful location, free from
the noise and bustle of'the densely-populated city, and away from the business streets of our smaller towns, or, if a country location, a retired spot
rather tban immediately on a public road, erect your house in good architectural taste. Give it external bcauty and symmetry. Cluster around
it fine shade-trees. .Make every thing about it lovely, Yes, let" the
beauty of the spot swell the soul of the child at the first glance. Then
how proud, how joyous, 0 how cxcc€dingly glad, to hear the order, 'Go
to school'.
But let us follow the little fellows into the school-house, the first time
they enter. How wretchedly disappointed, should they find every thing
dark and gloomy, and very poorly comparing with their mother's sittingroom. On the other hand, should they find an elegant room, with high
ceiling, plenty of light and good fresh air constantly supplied, and comfortable seats, how different will be the first impression produced upon
their young and tender minds!
The wiath of the room should be to the length as three is to four,
with the teacher's desk at one end. There should be aisles around the
entire room, thus preventing all possibility of contact with cold walls,
which are usually very unhealthy in any house, but especially so in
houses which are occupied during the day only. At least two entire
sides of the house should be lined with black-boards, and these should
be cut into sections, corresponding with the aisles, and the sections
numbered, thus enabling the teacher to direct the pupil precisely where
he wishes him to stand, in this way making precision in all his work.
The scats should be so constructed as to prevent contact between the
pupils, or any probability of whispering or any other disorder. This
will be more easy accomplished by having single desks and iron pedestals; the danger of contact in this way being entirely prevented, all necessity of noise of the feet being removed. I have been thus particular in
speaking of desks and seats, because I have seen many very fine houses
in our towns and villages, which were built at great cost, almost entirely
ruined' for want of proper taste and the expenditure of a few dollars
more in their construction and arrangement. Much injury is also SUlStained in many of our schools by constructing houses with long halls
through them; thus soliciting all possible noise from those who are rude,
as they pass to and from class. Again, .we frequent.Iy have our stairways so constructed as to sound like the thundering of the steed as he
rushes to battle. In a word, then, we should so construct our houses
as to admit of the least possible 'noise or confusion. I have not room
in so brief a view as this to speak of books, slates, maps, charts, globes,
and many other things, absolutely necessary to develop and illustrate
the different branches usually taught in our common schools. Suffice
it to say that these are all absolutely essential to make the place just
such as it should be, and hence they properly come under this head.
I am likewise in favor, whenever it is practicable, of having graded
schools, thus having different rooms for difierent degrees of progress. In
this way there will be assigned to each teacher no more branches than
he can have time to fully develop, and thus we introduce no branches
14
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into a room which v/ill be entirely beyond the comprehension of any
pupils in it. In thia way every word spoken by the teacher will become beneficial to anyone who, though not in the class reciting, may
chance to give attention.
There are, however, other places for study besides the school-room.
The most important of these is the boarding-house. This, above all
places, should be made inviting to the young and tender ones, who for
the first time in life have left home to try their fortune among strangers. The boarding-house, as well as the school-house, academy and college, should be located in a retired spot, in the midst of beautiful and
pleasant scenery, and should be so constructed as to be agreeable and
healthy. Boarding should be had, whenever possible, in private families,
where each student llJay feel himself responsible to the family for his
good behavior. But, above all, very large boarding-houses should be
avoided; for these, like densely-crowded cities, arc the worst possible
corruptors of youth, and lead astray the best class, espccially of the
younger pupils. All boarding-houses, however small, should have regular hours for study, as well as for eating, sleeping and exercise j thus
teaching regularity and punctuality, which are indispensable l'l3.quisitcs
to becoming great or useful, or even respectable citizens. Every room
in a boarding-house should be of good size, well ventilated, and the bedding should be tasteful and neat, being selected f<:lrthe health and comfort of the students. Indeed, all the furniture of the room should be of
good quality.
How many students of the best taste and purest morals have been driven from a boarding-school, for the simple reason that they were put into little, ill-eonstructcd and dirty rooms, and fed upon poorly-selected
and badly-prepared diet. And, indeed, I could not have a clear conscience unless I should utter one word of praise for thh~ lady or gentleman who is teo decent to live in the midst of dirt.
But, leaving the house, with all its dull tedium, let us break into
the open air, for no one, we are confident, can become a good scholar
simply by the study of books. Indeed, it is as impossible for o~ to become eminent as a scholar by the study of books alone as it is to
become a good botanist by simply working at the pictures of flowers, instead of examining the entire range of plants, from the radix up to the
last petal, or stamen, or anther. We doubtless learn every thing best by
contact. Hence how important it is that a part of our time, at least,
should be appropriated to the study of things as they are Therefore
we should traverse the fields, and the grove. We should ascend the
hill and scale the mountain hight. We should read nature's book as
it is, and not as it said to be by others. ·We should select our plants,
dig up the roots, peel off the bark, strip off the leaves and count them,
cull the flowers, and number the petals, the stamens and pistils-classify and arrange them, and thus understand things as they are. One
man so educated is worth a thousand book-worms, who have been
taught to answer the printed questions at the bottom of the pages
and have never looked beyond these. The pupil should be taught to
ask and receive, to seek and find,.,to knock and behold the very portal.
of day opened.
J. L.
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PEARItE.

THAT the self-elccted 'thinkers to thc prcsent age' * have just discovered-what
Christians knew eightcen hundred years ago-that man
hns a spirit, is a very significant fact, and shows how justly they claim
all the' progression' as 'leaders of the age', and charge the Bible with
'fogyism', when, in fact, they are so slowaud so stubborn thatthe Bible
can only drag them along eighteen centuries behind it. It happens to
them, also, in common witl! all discoverers, that the new discovery
brcaks upon their mental vision obscurely. It~ outlines are not well
defined. Whether it is identical with their physiology and phrenology,
or whether it is distinct from both of these, is a question not yet settled
among them. Some of them, as :Mr. FOWLER, are fully conviced, indeed have demonstrated, that both sides are true, (See his' Religion of
Nat. and Rev. ') The prejudice and pertinacity with which I cling to
old dogmas forces mc to believe that two opposites can not both be true.
I can not believe, on the one hand, that man has a spirit that is not
always chained down to his body, but which, bursting the' shackles of
clay, leaps over immeasurable space and knows neither time nor distance', 'operates disembodied', 'infusing itself all through his nature',
and yet, on the other hand, it is dependent upon and confined to one
organ 'miserably small'. I do not wonder that he says "I am talking
Greek to many." (Pagc 101, R N. It)
Should these philosophers continue their 'progress', they may yet
learn why all systems but that of the Bible have failed, as history
abundantly testifies they all have failed, to make men better, however
good may have been the precepts taught by some of them. The whole
secret lies in this, that while thp!! have never recognized but two natures inman-the
physiological and phrenological-and
hence acted
on the motto 'to educate is to reform', the Bible dug below all this and
found a spiritual nature, albeit almost smothered and poisoned by sin,
and by the pure air and sunshine of heavenly truth resuscitated it
again. It did not regard man's phrenology as the ultima in the scale
of being-they
did. Hence the failure of philosophy-hence
the
success of the Word of God. Hence, too, the failure of modern theologians to give the gospel its pristine power in reforming men. They
preach theology instead of Jesus Christ, and clamor for orthodoxy instead of obedience.
Let me not be misunderstood as saying that these natures are either
separate or independent. "What God hath joined together let no man
put asunder" is as sound a maxim in philosophy as in society. Yet
there is a wide difference between separating and distinguishing. I only
protest against confounding them. Precisely by this confusion has ~lr.

* This phrase embraces, also, all those of the past wI-.)have assumed that
relation to their respective Ages.
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FOWLER fallen into his self-contradiction, and been led to make man's
phrenology the basis of his religion and his religious nature. As the
mind of man is neither separate from nor independent of his body, yet
is distinct from it, so the spirit of man is equally distinct from, though
no less conjoined with, the mind.
Man when unconscious of reasoning often reasons most correctly.
In his moments of relaxation, both his pride of opinion and his prejudices are off their guard, and he looks at things as they are, without any
pet theory to maintain. In this way have these philosophers made the
fatal admission of distinctions which they deny when it suits their purpose. In this way is accumulated that' universal testimony of universal observation', which carries with it such weight of conviction. And
hence it is that none. but theorists have ever dreamed of making the
mind and spirit of man identical.
This brings us to the question whether in different men there are
different developments of this spiritual nature. From analogy we would
infer the affirmative. If we find men with well-formed bodies and
meagre minds, and with large and well-developed minds in feeble bodies, we will rationally expect to find the same hold good in relation to
the mind and spirit of men. Indeed, this' universal testimony' records
the observation every day that there are both small and great spirits
diversifying every race, grade and clime; but that the fortune-telling,
trance-affecting spirit is to be set down in the list of grea,t spi1'its is most
emphatically denied, not only by a universal accord, but by the instinct
of every really noble, earth-benefiting life that has ever waked up our
slumbering world. The same may be said of that dandy-spiritualism
which lives on the dreamy sentimentalism exhaling from dewy lawns
and lily-cups-a moral miasm.
Were I called upon to define, then, a great spirit, I could not do better than to adopt the Roman/ortis
as the word, and point to Abraham,
Joshua, David, Luther, Cresar, 'Washington and LaFayette, as examples
of the mightiest spirits that ever trod across the earth -active, WQ1·king men, who moved with a momentum. But a great spirit is not always a good or pure one. Satan is indeed a mighty spirit, and as
malign as he is mighty. Neither is a great spirit therefore praiseworthy.
It is for the pU1'ity of the spirit that both God and man hold men responsible. And this holding men responsible, and praising or blaming
them for their moral character, by mankind, is an acknowledgment on
their part that' the law is holy, just and good', and that man is responsible t,oa power outside of himself, and above his own' highest phrenological development'.
But this implies that man has power to transform his spirit-a
question that can perhaps be as well considered by induction as by analysis. Let us, then, take our stand by the threshold of earth, and
look into the busy hive, with all its aspirations, ambitions and enterprises, and note what we see. Some one has beautifully said that over
the arched doorway of every enterprise is written "What shall it profit
a man, though he gain tbe whole world and lose his own soul?"
See that warrior, as he stands with his foot upon the neck of his foe,
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his eyes glaring with fury and rage, and tell me if that spirit is what it
once was, when, a boy, his heart throbbed responsive to every sorrow.
'{'hen it was fresh and sensitive; now it is as hard as his mailed coat.
of-war- then it was pure and bright; now it is covered all over with
blood, and rust eats it as doth a canker; then it was happy and full of
life; now the sting and venom of the worm that never dies has entered
its veins, and it is in the agonies of a terrible death. He has conquered
the world, and what shall it profit him?
See that man who seeks honor and conspieuity among his fellows.
He has steeled his heart against the sorrows of the friendless, he fawns
and flatters, he disguises and prevaricates, he no longer walks erect in
his prime manliness and dignity, but crawls on in dust and slime to the
goal of his aspirations. Look at him as he lies coiled upon the ruin he
has made, and looks down with his snaky eyes from his browless face
upon those whom he has deceived. That spirit is not what it once was,
and what shall hi~ cold marble bed profit him in his dying hour?
Another-he
sits in high councils-he
is the very embodiment
of wisdom, the personification of prudence, the incarnation of justice.
Yet we can not love him, for he can not us- he is as cold and soulless
as the marble statue of justice, and what shall the proud solitude profit
him?
Yet one mare-the
covetous man-see
where he sits long over 11is
leger. As his spirit whispers to him of its longings for something
bet,ter, something higher and purer, he looks up for a moment, and then
looks down again to count his interest. His soul grows lean and shriveled, it droops and withers, for he has no time to feed it with food COnvenient for it, no time to air it in the pure atmosphere and sunshine of
heaven.
Tell me, now, if man has any transforming power over his soul. So
marked is this power, and so great the effect, that we unconsciously
read in the countenance of every man we meet the history of his life.
Were it possibl'3 for man to find some corner in the universe where
even God would not see him, and there in his secretness think an evil
thought of wickedness or impurity, it would be so indelibly stamped
upon his spirit that nothing but the blood of Jesus could remove it.
But it may as easily, by the power of the Gospel, have an upward
growth and development, and grow and be strong in the Lord. And
who shall fix a limit that it may not push upward and transcend in its
Godward growth? Shall I not, then, appreciate the gift that God has
placed in my hand, or shall I take it to him lean and starved, and say,
"Here is that thou gavest me, I knew thou wert a hard master, reaping
were thou hadst not sown, and gathering where thou hadst not strawn?"
God forbid.

WE may be in the way of duty, and yet meet with trouble and distress. As prosperity will not prove us in the right, so cross events will
not prove us in the wrong.
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THE ANOINTED

DOYE.

The attractive power of sweet ointments, to whieh Solomon alludes, is notably declared in that whieh Basil relat.es of the manner of eatehing doves, whieh
was by breeding one up tame, and then, anointing her wings, they let her fly
away, and the sweet odor of the oint.ment drew abundanee of pigeons after
her. whieh she brought to the cot of her owner.
'Mid rocks and caverns, all alone,
A white-winged dove was heard to moan;
All day, all night, forlorn she sate,
Without a friend, without a mate.
One morn a
With snowy
A censer on
With which

holy man passed by,
beard and prayerful eye;
his arm he swings,
he fumes the sad bird's wings.

Charmed by the force of odors bland,
The lone one perches on his hand,
Anel then, with liquids heavenly sweet,
He bathes her eyes, her plumes, her feet.
All dripping thus with holy dew,
As up morn's roseate's clouds she flew,
Of God's own garden the perfume
Streamed on her track from every plume.
For leagues on leagues those sweets she fanned,
O'er winding stream and desert sand;
And crowded cam vans, 't is !jl1id,
With all the camels, knelt and praycd.
"Is Edcn floating down, indeed?"
The Arab cried, and reigned his steed;
" Or hover o'er yon groves of palm
Sweet angels, veiled in clouds of balm ?"
Meanwhile, amid those eaverns rude,
All day the holy hermit stood,
Oft gazing eastward in the air,
As if winged visiters were there.
Clam bering, at eve, a lofty roek,
He saw a rainbow-tinted
flock
Of doves fly toward the sinking snn,
All circling round the anointed one.
" Oh! Innocence!"
the old man cried,
" Thou com est back a spotless bride;
Where'er thy heaven-sweet wings are found,
The sister-virtues
flock around.

IN the morning think what thou hast to do, and at night ask thyself
what thou hast done.

Rcviscd Ordinanccs.

THE
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CRISIS.

TIlE history of the Church presents a checkered scene. In its early
period blood and carnage marked its course, being opposcd by basc and
dcsigning men, resorting to evcry description of torture and cruelty to
scduce the virtuous Christian from the path of rectitude and the faith.
of the GospEl But in more modern timcs the church has been opposed by different means, and its progrees has been impeded by base infidelity and apostacy of its pretended friends. Shall we lift the veil and
exhibit to the world the folly-to say nothing of the spiritual wickedness inlligh places - of many pretended friends of Ged and his Church?
This is a painful undertaking, but the time has fully come when the best
interests of the church demand it. I fecI incolllpetent to the task, but
hope that the few' hints here presented to the reader may «all forth the
effort of some one more highly gifted, who, in the hands of God, may
be instrumental in correcting this crying sin of which some of our
preachers, as well as private members, are shamefully guilty.
In the days of the Apostles. the Laodiceau church was prosperous
and happy, exerting a healthy influence in favor of christianity; but
finally its members became worldly-minded and rich in the things of
of this world; so much so that they said they had increased in goods
aud had need of nothing, not knowing at the same time that they were
wretched, miserable, poor, blind and naked. (Rev. iii: 1-1-22.) Are we
not, my brethrcn, begining to live after the same manner? Are we not
likely to experience the sad consequences of such a life? Shall we hear
the awful enunciation from God as they did, "I know thy works, that
thou art neither cold nor hot; so then, because thou art lukewarm, and
neither cold nor hot, I will spew thee out of my mouth; because thou
sayest I am rich and increased with goods and have need of nothing" ?
Are there not, at this time, many Laodicean churches in the world,
even in our highly-favored America. If so, should not the voice of
every trttc-hearted Christian be raised simultaneously to the God of the
Universe in behalf of the bleeding cause of our bcloved Savior? It is
now, and for some years past has been, a time of general prosperity,
when men have accumulated large fortunes, and even the hearts of members of the church have become surfeited with the cares of the world
and the deceitfulness of riches. This mania for accumulating wealth
has spread through the length and breadth of our cou.ntry, fastening its
fangs upon the heart of the heretofore devoted and pious minister, the
meek and humble brother, and not neglecting the sainted sister, until,
lamentable to say, in the display of broad-cloths, silks, laces and glittering jewelry they greatly excel, and loudly proclaim to the world that
they have increased in riches and abound in wealth and therefore have
need of nothing. In addition to this, ministers and church-members
have, to an alarming degree, been carried away with the late political
excitement that has swept over our country like a tornado. Ministers
have, in. some instances, desecrated the house of God and the Christian's Sabbath by preaching political sermons, calling upon their hearers to
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use the weapons of death, if required, in ol'dcr to accomplish certain
political ends. What an insult to the Lamb of God and all holy men
to witness such shamcful neglect to fill their mission of preaching Jesus
Christ and him crucified. I tremble at thc rcsult, when fire-brands are
thrown into their auditories, producing ill-will and opposition in the
hcarts of the members of thc Church of Christ, who are already to ah
alarmin~ extent drunk with'the spirit of thc world. What an awful
rcsponsibility rests upon such ministers.
Should it, therefore, bc a matter of surprise to us, dear brethren,
when we hear of so few rcvivals of rcligion, and that so many are complaining of coldness and a want of devotion to the cause of God, -that
intemperance and all grades of wickedness are grcatly on the increase,
when our ministers, as well as the members of the church, have been
carried away by the delusions of the world? Nor should we be incredulous when we are told that one-fourth of the Presbytcrian houses of
worship are shut up for want of pastors - that the Baptists are very
destitute, in many places, of ministers, and also that the Disciples or
Christians are greatly in need of evangelists to supply a largc extcnt
of country with preaching. Is there no remedy? Are therc not yet
lllen that can be found, who will bc willin~ to take the field, make the
sacrifice of worldly ease and comfort, and devote their lives, and all they
have and arc, to build up the cause of God? Thank God, therc are
some that have never yet surrendered to tile enemy, and there are
doubtless others who may be called into the service, who would be willing to sacrifice evcry worldly consideration for thc good of the cause.
Look them up and send them into the field to labor, for the harvest
is great and the laborers are few. Brethren, are you willing to come
back to your first love, and begin a new life, and rUll with patience
the race that is set before you, in "laying aside every wcight and
the sin that doth so easily beset you" ?' I hope that everyone who shall
read this appeal will give a decisive affirmative answer. Then we may
expect to see the cause of God prospered, sinners converted, and the
name of Jesus glorified on the earth.
s. P. G.
lrASIlI:-iGTON,

March,185i.

S}~1}'- EXAMIN A no N.- N U:llDER III,

WE were, in the preceding papers of this caption, considering the
items necessary to a fulfillment of the duty enjoined in the precept, " examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith." After looking into the
meaning of the Apostle in the phrase 'the faith', distinguishing the
ground or objeet of faith from the internal state or exercise so namcd,
we endeavored to picture before our minds, in idea, that standing in the
faith which Paul elsewhere enjoins. But it was admitted that, having
ascertained, ever so clearly, these things, the process could by no means
constitute obedience of the precept in question, being not self-examincttion itself; but an cxctmincttion of self-examination,
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It was attempted, therefore, to push the matter a step farther, by looking up the marks and signs which might prove that we, individually,
answer in any good measure to the idea of a person standing 'in the
faith', as we had educed from the prcmise,~before us. We found, as
the reader will remember, in our second article, that therc were numerous acts of piety and good works givcn as present tests, by meltns of
which we might be known and read by all mell, with an approximate
degree of certainty. But since the duty involved was an examination
of self, not our neighbor, something more seemed to be implied than a
looking-after those things in our lives and conduct which might be apparent to that neighbor, and give him an opinion as to our being christ
ians or otherwise. For such things must be, of necessity, extreme.
But obedience to God not consisting in extel'llal acts, but in the internal, 'the willing mind', the highest certainty of our being' in the faith',
or possessed of a truly obedient heal'l, must rest upon a rigid looking within -a scanning of the motives and feelings with which the external
acts of piety and good works are pcrformed. For while in the absence
of such external evidences the casc must go 'by dcfault', it is nevertheless certain that a man may be very strict in the observance of all these,
and yet perform them from impure and selfish motives. True, it is rare
that an individual will persist, at any great length, in maintaining the
garb of religion, with a deliberate intention to deceive his fellow men.
But some there certainly are, as their acts at lcngth show, who with
utter hypocrisy attend di vine worship, regularly participate in all its holy ordinances, and even keep up the forms of family religion. Yet of
these we need not speak. 'I.'he evil we would especially point out and
guard against is that of self-deception as to motives. It was doubtless
with an eye peculiarly to this that self-examination was enjoined Let
us, then, honestly search our hearts as with a lighted candle. Especially if we are in some dubious position of half-performance of those
external duties treated in our preceding ej3say,let us make the search,
praying God by his Holy Spirit to aid us, to try us thoroughly, and
show us whether there be any' wicked way 'in us'. Qucstions like these
may be needful:
In my daily and nightly readings of the Scripturc, do I feel a relish
for spiritual food, 'sincere milk', or the' strong meat'? Or do I read
the Bible as a mere form, with my mind wandering to other topics? Do
I read seeking to find my particular views there, or do I try to repress
such desire and to learn the truth as it is in Jesus? Do I read doubtingly or
trustfully? After reading, do I dismiss the matter' from my thoughts, suffering them to.run upon almost any other subject in preferencc, or do I
make an effort to call up and ponder the things God has eondescendcd
to say to me? If I find that my feelings are better pleased with the
entertaining of some worldly reflection, do I lamcnt thc prcsencc and
predominance of such feelings, and strive prayerfully to correct them?
In my daily prayers, do I strive to kecp from sinking into a mere
heartless form of words? Do I not often find my thoughts roving even
when addressing with my lips my Omniscient Maker? And when I
am thus involuntarily overtaken, do I immediately feel a self-reproach, and
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beg God's pardon for the insult? And, having found my liability to
such a sin" do I watch and guard against it, determining, whcn I go to
pray, that I will try to keep my wayward thoughts under command?
But, supposing that I do pray earnestly, frequently and with importunity, for what am L praying? Do I remember to try and ascertain, first
of all,' whether the things I desire and am about to ask are in accordance
with what I know ,of the mind and will of God, or do I ask merely
from desire, without reflecting whether that desire may not be improper?
Do I pray with desire subordinated to the general good, or merely for
good to self? Do I pray to be delivered from perdition merely because
I fear it, or because it is wrong that I should go there? In a word, do
I pray to God regarding him as an encl, or ouly as a means?
Do I
love to pray, seeking the face of God with more satisfaction than of
those companions whose conversation I enjoy? If not, am I trying
to learn the enjoyment of the mercy-seat? Do I feel, after prayer, a
serene and elevated happiness, or only the mere self-complacent satisfaction following (t piece of work done? Am I in the habit of looking
confidently for the things I have prayed for to COllleto pass? If not, do
I (pray in faith, nothing wavering' ?
Do I attend the honse of God because I enjoy the exercises of it, and
because God dclights therein?
Is it my question wit.h myself how often I may be there, or do I rather inquire how often I may stay away
and yet retain' good st.anding '? When there, do I strive to make the
public prayer my own? Do I try to sing with the spirit and the understanding? If I find myself utterin~ solemn words of praise unmeanin~ly,
do I feel grieved with myself? In breaking the symbolic loaf, do I labor
to bring the facts it speaks always to my remembrance, or do I, from
its frequency, or other causes, some times make it a mere outward ceremony?
Concerning ( good works', am I ( careful' to maintain them, or do I
wait for circumstances to throw them full across my path? Do I give
in charity as much and as promptly when only God sees as when the
eyes of men' are upon me? Do I deny myself of any external comfort
in order thereto? If so, is it genuine self-denial, or only a barter of
one selfish gratification for another? Do I give according to ( opportunity, as the Lord requires, or according to the preponderance of feeling,
in disregard of the different degrees of opportunity?
Do I rejoice when souls through redeeming grace are joined to Christ,
or docs my joy depend on their joining 1tS ,'l Am I greatly stim~d up
when conversions are near at hand, yet little moved if they take place
at a distance? Am I careful lest my conduct may not be a testimony
for Christ against sin? Do I feel grieved on account of my own lack of
holiness when I find my l)resence no reproof or restraint to sinners?
Finally, do I feel a freedom in the presence of the earnestly pious, or
do I breathe more freely when they are gone? Above air, do I eve1'
slwinlc ji'om a Imown dttty

You must soon die.

,f!

I. N. C.

Are you prcpul'ed for tho solemn change?
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years since, as a Baptist minister was pursuing his way down
the Ohio Hiver, toward a new field of labor in the State of Illinois, he
occupied himself in religious conversation with various individuals
among the passcngers. Onc day, passing out upon deck, he ob~crved a
gentlemanly person sitting tl1erc with an expression of countenance pe.
culiarly thoughtful. His attention was arrested by the appearance and
bearing of this stranger, and he felt himself strongly impelled to speak
to him about his soul. He did so, and the gentleman replied by ask.
ing, "Are you a minister?"
Being answered in the affirmative, he
said, "Then I will tell you my case." He went on to say that he had,
for years, beeu an Atheist. Under some unusual influence, however,
he had been led to renounce his Atheism, and now, having attained to
fait,h in the being of God, he was anxious to det~rmine the question
whether the Scriptures contain a revelation of his character and his
will. With this great question his mind was now dealing, .and he was
suffering under no small mental disquietude. A conversation followed
in which the evidences for the divine origin of the Bible were laid before him, briefly but impressively, and his mind seemed, in some meas.
ure, to grasp the truth that in that book we have a word of God. In
proportion, however, as this conviction grew, there came with it a sense
of those momcntous things which form the subject of the Revelation.
Admitting the claim of the Holy Scriptures, he saw that the doctrines
of human guilt and human condemnation, God's righteous wrath, and
the sole expedient afforded in the atonement, became verities beyond all
farther doubt, and he felt their weight of awful meaning as they thus
presented themselves to his contemplation. At length his thoughts took
another direction. Approaching his friend, the minister, he asked,
"Do you think that the heathen can be saved without Christianity? "
Said the minister, "I know of but one name given under heaven among
men whereby we must be saved." The stranger was silent for a few
moments and .then replied, "I am worth ten thousand dollars j but if I
reall;1jbelieved that, I would beggar myse(f to ,give the Gospel to the
heathen." Thus he felt, while the great and awful realities with which
religion deals were before his mind in the freshness of a first conviction.
There was a yet more intense earnestness in the language of that minister of Jesus Christ, centuries ago, who, looking upon the stiff.necked
and hardened unbelief of his Hebrew brethren, exclai,med, "I could
wish myself accursed from Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen accord.
ing to the flesh."
A question which might be suggested by these instances is, whether
the feeling they indicate is the just and rational one, or whether the
calm, almost indifferent tone of the Christian sentiment generally is
more so. Such bursts of emotion as these are not very common, espe.
cially in these times. The doctrines of our religion are discussed, and
its vast realities contemplated, for the most part, almost with the cool.
SEVERAL
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ness of a philosophical speculation; and when, perhaps, we havc occasion
to observe a melting, tearful, pleading earnestness of anxiety over lost
souls, we almost wonder at it. May God forgive us for the cold and
dead hearts we bear about with us daily, and too often take even to the
sanctuary of worship and the altar of prayer.
It was our intention, however, to direct special attention to the significant expression that forms the point of the little narrative with which
we began. How often, in the midst of all our privileges, walking among
the monuments of civilization, with the open doors of Christian temples
ever befo~e us, and a precious Gospel making the air we breathe balmy
with God's mercies-how
often do we think of the poor degraded
heathen? From prosperous business walks, where we have the protection of the law's imIDunities, and the advantages that flow from our
favored state, we go to our homes where the culture and progress of our
condition are shown in the least and Eimplest of our enjoyments, or into
social circles that afford other instances of the blessings that crown our
lot, or, perhaps, to t~e house of praycr, where the true and living God
reveal~ himself, and through all this round of privileges pass month by
month, and year by year, while millions of our own race, men like ourselves, live and die like the brutes that perish, and we scarcely ever
give them a thonght. Missionary societies are formed, and while
Christendom blazes with light, and has at its command boundless means
for eonveying light to them that sit in darkness, those societies are enabled to send a few torches forth into the gloom j enough to make darkness visible- scarcely more. Money is lavished on dress, on equipments, in pleasure and in spcculation; the ingenuity of man is taxed to
devise ways for spending the wealth God in his mysterio~s providence
is pleased to allow, and meanwhile, with great difficulty-so great as to
make the question by what means money for these purposes may be
procured one of the most perplexing problelljs men now-a-days grapple
with-enough
is obtained to keep in operation a limited system ofmissionary labor. Who can look these facts in the face and not feel that
.there is something very much amiss?
To us it seems evident that there is a lack of the primary element of
the missionary spirit. 'The powers of the world to come' are not such
realities to us as they were in an earlier day, or as they now some times
are, at least for a season, when they loom upon the soul as seen through
- the parting veils of yielding unbelief. The fearful condition of the
heathen is, with us, more a theory than a fact; we speculate about it
more than we believe in it, while its hideous details grow so familiar that
they hardly interest us. What a condition is this for the church of the
latter day! What a state of mind for those before whom stand open
such wide and effectual doors, and upon whom providence has laid as
a duty the moral culture of the world's vast wilderness! Have we not
reason to be startled and alarmed at our own supineness and indifference?
'
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AT MIDNIGHT.

LOUDhe sang the psalm of David;
He, a Negro, and enslaved,
Sang of Israel's vie tory S:1ng of Zion, bright :1nd free.
In that hour when night is c:1lmest
Sang he from the Hebrew psalmist,
In a voice so sweet and clear
1'hat I could not ehoose but hearSang of triumph and ascriptions,
Such as reached the sweet Egyptians,
When upon the Red Se:1 coast
Perished Phara04 and his host.
And the voice of his devotion
Filled my soul with strange emotion;
For its tones by turns were glad,
Sweetly solemn, wildly sad.
Paul and Silas, in their prison,
Sang of Christ, the Lord, :1risen,
And an earthquake's arm of might
Broke their dungeon-gates at night.
But, alas! what holy angel
Brin~s the slave this glad evangel?
And what earthquake's arm of might
Breaks his dungeon-gates at night?
LONOFELLOW.

OUR MISSION

AR Y MEETING.

BRETHREN,the issue is upon us! In the providence of God, the moment has come to test our faith in his gospel. That gospel has wond'rously blessed us, and now God, to prove our gratitude therefor, has
placed in our hands the means of extending the blessing to myriads of
guilt-bound, sin-crushed hearts, at home and abroad. Are we ready
to do it?
As already announced, our GENERAL HOMEAND FOREIGNMIS.
SIONARYSOCIETYhas, through conference with prominen~ brethren in
this and other States, appointed a special mass meeting for the Northwest, to be held at MACOMB,Illinois, commencing on Wednesday, the
27th of May,proximo, at 10 o'clock A. M.
Be it known, that attendance on this occasion is called for, primarily,
to test the willingness of our churches in the great States of the North.
west to act at all in the cause of Home and Foreign Missions. How
we may best employ our funds in concerted effort may be discussed 88
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an after matter-may
be consiJered to our fullest satisfaction when
met; but, first of all, have we funds to give at all.'! If so, we should
'provoke one anelther to love and good works', by rallying in a grand
mass convention, and placing the whole subject before our heart of
hearts.
All experience proves that little or nothing is ever done in the cause fo
missions without sneh assemblages. The brcthren at Macomb will gladly
welcome a host on this important occasion. The point is one most central
and convenient of access. Favorable arrangemcnts, it is 'hoped, may be
made with various railroads connecting, for a rednction of fare to those
attending the meeting as delegates. Let remote churches send these,
and pay their expensesj and let elders, brethren and preachers, from
all parts adjacertt, pour in, with 01' without special delegation, and help
to counsel in action and swell the noblc tide of missionary feeling. It
will open the windows of heaven to us! God's great blessings await
our movement in this vital matter. Bring tithes into the Lord's storehouse, brethren. Send not your delegates empty, except God has withheld ability. But whether you have much or little now on hand to
give, come to the meeting!
Sho~ us yonI' faces, dear brethren, beaming with love and gratitude to Christ, and, in the name of the Mighty
One of Israel, we will make a noble and holy struggle to cast away our
reproach, and bccome what we are so peculiarly obligatcd because cap!<citatedto be, yet, alas! never yet have been - a missionary people.
'Ve call special attention to an extract we make in this number from the
Christian Times, on this vital question. Read it, earnestly and prayerfnlly, and then say whether every consideration urged in it may not
apply with equal or even greater force to us.
Remember, then, the ~lacornb ~£ass Meeti11g. Pray for it. Get
ready for it. Make a goodly sacrifice to attend it, or be represented in
it, by word, vote and contribution. Able addresses will stir our souls,
and we shall return to our better-learned and more fully.appreciated
duties, warmed in spirit, and giving glory to God.
1. N. C.

A WORD TO THE SISTERS-NO.

II.

DEAR SIS'fERS: Again I would say a word to you about christian
faithfulness. I have often felt the lack of it in myself as well as others,
and feared" lest, a promise being left us of entering into His rest, we
should, many of us, seem to come short of it." Weare apt to flatter ourselves that the Lord is so kind and good, and his grace so free
and abundant, that He wiIInot be very strict in His requirements of us,
but t,hat He wiIIfreely look over and forgive our many little short-comings,
as we deem them - for we do n't intend to commit any gl'eat sins-as
we think our Judge wiIInot notice them, whether they arise from inability, indisposition, or want of moral courage to make the effort. It
takes nearly as much moral courage in tRese days to stem the. tide of
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worldliness and own Christ in every action, as it did in the days of the
martyrs. vVe are not to think they had all the severe trials and that we
can sail to Heaven on ' flowery beds of ease'. How often do we make
ourselves believe we CCtn't do, because we don't uant to! How easy
to find excuses for the neglect of those duties that cross our feelings
more than others, when, if we would examine those excuses, generally
we should find at the bottom that we were glad to have an excusc; had
we not bcen, the obstaclc might have becn overcome. Now as to how
much remissness in duty the Lord will suffer and still accept, or what
he will strictly require at our hands, it bchooves us to inquire and find
out, if possible. His word has many fearful warnings as well as encouragements in it. I was much struck, lately, in reading the first seven
verses of the second chapter of Revelation. Go and read it, my sister,
and examine your heart and life, and see if you are even as perfect as
that church, in the description of which, though our minds can hardly
see place to find fault, yet the Lord sees, and says he 'has somewhat
against them'. It seelUSthey had performed all their outward duties with
patience and perseverance, but they had' left their first love', and the
I.•ord commands thelU to remember from whence they are fallen, and
1'epent and do their first work, or he will come quickly and remove their
candlestick out of its place. They seemed to be showing all- zeal necessary or required for an outward service. But they hall fallen from
that first, warm, gushing love that the infinite love of the Savior calls
for. Now is this not a v/arning to us? How many of us can say that
we feel the same love - only to a greater degree, as we ought to know
more-that we felt when Wll first cast ourselves at the feet of Jesus and
laid our broken hearts upon thc altar? Do we now perform our duties
because we love to do any thing to please Christ, or have they become
rather. irksome, so that we are glad to find an excuse, even though it be
a poor one, to ncglect them? If such be the case, what have we to
expect from thc example of this church, showing that only those who
'endure to the end can be saved '? The Lord looks upon the ]lCart,
and knows every secret thought, so t]Jat we can not deceive or cheat Him
as we can those around us, and ourselves even, with an outward perform\lnce of duty 'when the heart is far from Him'.
It is a wonderful
thing to be a christian-to be a true child of God; yet, regarded from
another point, it is very simple, for the yoke is easy and the burden
light, when we fairly put it on and keep hold, as it were, of the arm of
Christ; but when we try to tug it alone, and' follow afar off', it becomes exceedingly heavy, and we soon throw it down. We can neither
neglect the outward service nor perform it without the heart and be
justified. Oh, my dear sisters, let us arousc immediately, if we have
fallen from it, and get back to our 'fi1'st love', if we ever had it as we
ought to have had. Be that as it m[iy, let us now strivc to have our
hearts filled with the love of Christ, that it may shine through us and
warm and melt the stubborn, rebellious hearts around, thereby 'save a
soul from death, and cover a multitude of sins', and at last gain a glorious star in our immortal crown. 'Ve would not be willing to have a
'starless crown' - Dot ·a soul .in the last day to rise up and ble8s us.
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I was just
reading a touching~ incident of a younO"sister
about to die ,
•
0
mourmng and lamenting that her crown must be a starlcss one, as she
had not" to her knowledge, bcen the means of convertinO' one soul.
Many only think of saving their own souls, anti even th~n, not how
much they can do to secure that, but how little they can do and barely
get to Heaven.
Will not the Judge of An, when he is 'makinO"up his J'ewels' have
,somewIlut ngalDst
., such..?
",
Your sister,
.T. S. C.

QUERIES

AND

ANSWERS.

QUERIES.

1. Is the Bible, or the Disciples' undcl'standing of the Bible, tlleir
guide in faith and practiee?
2. Is it ',unscriptural' to put Eld. or Elder as a prefix to a minister's
name?
3. Is it proper or right to call other Qhristian denominations' the
sect' or 'sectarians'?
A DISCIPLE.
ANSWEltS.

1. Evidently the latter; yet, while our understanding guides our faith
and practice, there is the more need that the understanding itself, being
fallible, be guided in turn by the Holy Spirit, who uses the words of
the Bible as a means thereto.
2. 'Uilscriptural' certainly; though not therefore anti-scriptural, of
course. The propriety or impropriety of this, as of other titles, must
be determined by circumstances and the current meaning of words.
3. It is neither' proper' nor' right'.
All' Christian' communities
should be spoken of with christian kindness and fraternity. Not to do
80 only argues that we, not they, are sectarian in spirit, whatever our
name or theory.
I. N. C.

BROTHER

APPERSON'S

QUERIES.

THOSE queries by our beloved brother, some twcnty:four in number,
which appeared in our March issue, we had written a few words upon,
simply by way of showing the utter impracticability, in our very limited
space, of giving, had we ever so much knowledge and ability, any thing
beyond a mere 1pse dixit, so as to be of any avail in changing, modifying or confirming views already held on those vexed questions by our
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readers. The little we had written to accompany the queries was aunvoidably crowded out', and we have not now, nor can we see any probability of our having soon, space sufficient, in view of other matters we
deem far more intimately connected with' life and godliness', to canvass
this difficult subject of Organization, on which our first scribes have
haIted and diifered. We believe our Father's children are many of them
fearfully sick, that the saving of life is now the great, pressing work,
and that the conven~ences of life are, in all propriety, an aft<"r-thought.
Nevertheless, we rejoice that, by means of Bro. ApPERSON'Sadmirably
framed quelies, the Sentinel has laid before its readers the exact issues
to be met in the full discussion of the subject. '1'he discussing of these,
the editors are unanimously ageed, were best confined to special meetings for the purpose, leaving press and pulpit free to work in the more
pressing and vital concerns of the church. In this opinion many of our
wisest and most pious brethren agree. If any can show us good cause
of departure from the policy above mentioned, we hold ourselves open
to counsel and conviction. Till then, we beg to have it remembered
that' an editor deserves far more credit for what he keeps out of his paper than for what he puts in.'
1. N. C.

NEWS FROJ\i THE CHURCHES.

BRO. ISAACERRETT,of Lyons, Michigan, under date of February 18,
writesDEAlt BRO. BURGESS:
Your letter found me in the midst of labors here at
hom~, which hl1ve continued up to this time with only now and then 11day's
intermission,
Our plea was new here, the people were anxious to hear but
slow to believe; but, after much [trduous labor, we were cheered with good results.
Up to this time we have had [thout thirty-five additions, quite a majority of these heads of families, and many of them the most influential men
in this community.
Many more are aw[tkened to investigate.

The above is cheering news, and makes us rejoice that the power of
the gospel is still gaining glorious triumphs. Bro. ERRETTalso promises
articles for the Sentinel- we shall gladly receive them. May the Lord
bless you, dear brother, in your great labors of love. We have also attended a meeting in Metamora, Woodford County, Illinois, which re.suIted in forty-one accessions to the good cause. '['he meeting was
commenced by our very estimable Bro. G. W MINIER. Bro. A. N.
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PAGE was also with us a part of the time. We had a time of great joy
and rejoicing from the presence of the Lord. The brethren are awake
to the interests of the cause, and not only desire its progress, but are
patterns of liberality in a pecuniary point of view. May the Lord bless
them and continue to smile upon them until the gospel shall have completely triumphed in their midst.
o. A B.
\

[Since the above was written a note from Bro. BURm~ss reports another addition) and his engagement there as pastor of the church.
1. N.

c.]

LEl'l'Elt FROlll ELD. A. S. HAYDEN,Principal of W'estern Reserve
,Eclectic Institute, Ohio:
HIM"', Ofdo, March 19, 1857.

My DEAR Buo. CARMAN: I receiveu and read with high relish of satisfaction
your Sentinel, sent and received as a memorial of affectionnte remembrance.
It is really a beautiful paper, a credit to typo-science, a credit to its enterprising editors and publishers, and to the community patronizing it. May its
wings· sweep bold strokes in the empyrean, and may it have muny States for
the circuit of its useful flight.
I have time only for a word, a friendly word
of recognition of you in your new enterprise.
One thing I must not omit: I
was much pleased with your well-written puge on Faith and Repentance.
The
one is rather a sequence of the other, scarcely a consequence.
Faith may not
be regarded as a cause of repentance.
It were perhaps right to affirm that the
cause of faith is testimony;
the cause of repentance the goodness of Gou.
"The goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance."
But I submit neither
strictures nor comments, I only express my own pleasure and approval.
Our Spring ilession of of the Eclectic Institute is just opening, with very
flattering encouru,gements.
The blessing of the God of Jacob has rested upon
it.. Last session we sent forty to their homes rejoicing in the love of God in
their salvation, who came to us destitute of the hope that saves the soul. Let
us pray one for another, that we may live and labor humbly and faithfully in
the }leU-denying,' but soul-refreshing service of the meek and the lowly one.
In love without dissimulation,
A. S. HAYDEN.

The above, from the head of one of our most important literary institutions, is a truly refreshing word of encouragement. We rejoice in
the success of the Eclectic Institute, which has almost as many students
as all t4e rest of our institutions combined, if we mistake not; most of all,
however, at the fact that so many who attend it become Christians.
Long may it benefit the intellects and hearts of the youth of our country. For Eld. HAYDEN'Svaluable opinion of the Sent-ineZ we feel truly
grateful. Weare in receipt of many cheering words of commendation,
which neither space nor modesty would permit us to insert, yet some
occasional mention of which we 'deem a matter needing no apology.
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For instance, a good brother in Iowa writes us of his non-reception of
the Sentinel, saying "Weare in gre!1twant of it, and feel lost without
~t."· If brethren out of the State feel thus, should any within it take
n-ointerest? Might we not rather expect greater? And we do receive
constant tokens, in word and deed, that the brotherhood of Illinois are
determincd to make their paper the means of effecting a great work in
the State. A zealous brother writing us from Jacksonville, after numerous assurances of the strongest approbation, records this promise,
which is worthy of special notice and imitation: " Be assured that I
will avail myself of every opportunity of sending you subscribers."
How many will' go and do likewise'?
I. N. C.

BRO. SHURTLEFF,of Beardstown, informs us that Bro. "V. vV. HAPheld a meeting there recently, during which eight were added to the
congregation.
He requests us, morever, to announce that a pastor is greatly desired
there, and that a salary of six hundred dollars is rcady for him.

py

OUR beloved Bro. Hum! BURNS,of Ashland, Ohio, an Elder of the
cpngregation we recently labored with, writes us of a very interesting
meeting just closed there by Bro. W. S. GRAY,of Akron, which was
attended with three immersions and one restored. We rejoice with the
saints there in these results, for which we long prayed.
1. N. C.

PAnIS, m., March 11, 1857.

BRO. CARMAX: Since my last we have gained -seven more converts to the
Christian Congregation in Paris.
Dqring the year past we have just doubled
our numbers here. We thank God, and determine still to persevere in the
good cause.
Your brother,
A. D. FILLMOItE.

PRINCETON,
Bureau County, Ill., ~rch 31, 1857.
DEAR BROTHERCAR~IAN:I write you at this time that you may know something of our state as a congregation.
We have a very' good hearing, our house
being generally pretty well filled. We have had some seven or eight additions
since I saw you at Springfield, five by letter, one who had formerly been a.
Ba.ptist, and two by confession and immersion.
To the Lord be all the praise.
Yours in the bope of the Gospel,
DANIEL II. HOW};,

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

A WORD1'0 THEBROTHERHOOD
IN ILLINOIs.-Th'eprcaching brethren
in general convention assembled at Springfield, on the- last day of January, unanimously voted to sustain the Sentinel and use all lawful means
to increase its circulation among the brotherhood generally. Weare
constantly in receipt of the most flattering approvals of the Sentinel,
both as to its dress and matter, from our leading brethren in the State.
We thercf~re confidently hope that our brethren who are now its readers will use every laudable exertion to increase our list of subscribers.
How often do our brethren earnestly urge us to come and preach for .
them! Now, dear brethren, give us a chance to visit you and your
neighbors once a month, and whisper into your ears, by your own
lighted tol'ch and in the midst of your own families, the love of a dying
Savior. Let us talk to you about a closer walk with God, a more ardent
and humble lcve for him who died to redeem us from sin, a more brilliant light shed forth by all the members of the spiritual body of Christ,
a more humble and prayerful life, a closer self-examination, daily, of our
lives. Oh,_that the church would rise up and purge herself from all
filthiness of flesh and spirit, and perfect holiness in the fear of the Lord.
Oh, that she would lay aside the filthy rags of her abomination, and be
~lothed with the righteousness of Christ. Then would the wicked man
forsake his ways, and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and turn to the
Lord who will have mercy, and to our God who will abundantly pardon.
I have long desired to see a paper among our brethren in Illinois that
would be a credit to the cause, not only in its moral and religious bearings, but also in its literary and mechanical execution. One, too, that
was issued on a given day, and was so punctual that all its subscribers
counld confidently expect that it would most certainly make its appearance.
I have hitherto declined presenting myself before our readers in any
other attitude than that of a mere contributor to the Sentinel, because
I could not say we had such a periodical. But now, dear brethren,
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having finally attained, as wc ccmceivc, to such a position, I fcar not to
say that I am, not nominally but really, idcntificd with the Sentinel,
am not ashamcd to be known as an editor, and fear not, in common with
my brother editors, to bc held responsible by the b1'othe1'hoodin our
own wiele westem wodel, for both its ma~ner and matter.
In entering the field editorial in behalf of the cause of our blessed
l=tedeemer, I have no past experience in this department, to which our
readers can be refcrred as a guaranty that they will be regularly and
satisfactorily supplied with solid and tasteful reading. Nor do I claim
any literary distinction by which they may be fascinated. But to our
holy religion, and our motto"Then what my thoughts design to do,
My hands with all your might pursue,"

our readers will please look for an assurance that all will be faithfully
and punctually performed.
.
J. L.

OUR COLLEGES.
- W care notificd, from various sources, that the
articlc by 'No' in the last number of the Sentinel, together with the
article copied, by his request, from the L01dsville Jou1 nal, have aroused'
a considcrable suspicion among many good brethren that the Editors of
the Sentinel indorse all thecxtravagances contained in said article
with reference to the advantag~s of the institution noticed therein) and
that they may havc somc special favoritism therefor.
Now this is to say, once for all) that the conductors of the Sentinel
know no favoritism in the case, neither in respect to said school nor
any other j but that all our institutions of learning, whether at the latitude of Bethany, Canton, Jacksonville, Eureka, Abingd9n or elsewhere,
have, and shall have) impartially, our sympathies and favor, so far as they
are conducted on fair and honoraq,le principles. Moreover, the Sentinel has now and henceforward, in its editorial conduct and management, no connection whatever with EU1 elcaor any othe1' College. And,
while wc would gladly please, if practicable, all our readers, we feel reo
sponsible to God alone, and thc cause of truth, for what shall, as well
as for what shall not, appear in the pages of the Sentinel. Hence, we
shall cater to the whims of no association, educational, ecclesiastical or
otherwise, but, with our eyc firmly fixed on the pole-star of truth, humbly yet fearlessly march forward at the call of duty.
The article) therefore) from the Louisville Journal must simply stand
o
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on its own merits and the indorsement of ' N.', as wc distinctly disclaim
any editorial indorsement.
J. L.

THE MACOMBl\iEETING.~- Having obtained permission of the General Missionary Society of our common brotherhood to fix the time and
place for a special meeting of said socicty, for the great Northwest, we
accordingly consulted most of the leading brcthren in Illinois and so~e
in adjoining States. And it seems to be the unanimous voice of all that
Macomb is the place, and thc 27th of May the time, 10 o'clock A.}f. Let
there be a general rally of the brotherhood. Let the churches send
their ministers or others as delegatcs, and all the aid possible.
Special addresses may be expected from Eld. W. W. HAPPY, Pres. C.
L. l"oos, Eld. ISAACERRETT,Eld. A. CHATTERTON
and others.
J. L.

WE are in receipt of certain letters which make it proper to say that
the Sentinel is not to be hcld accountable for any thing but the contents
of its pages, and that any impressions concerning the views of any of
its editors, expressed or rumored to have been expressed by them, individually, at any time and place, are things for which the Sentinel is in
no sense responsible.

WHERE DOYOUJ~IVE?- Tbough it has been urged, begl!ed and
besought a thousand times, by editors and publishers every where, that
subscribers in writing their letters would always name their county as
well as post-officeaud State, it all seems of no avail. And yet. the very
subscriber who puts his money in a letter and sends without giving the
editor the means of enrolling his name in proper place, or finding it, to
give him credit if before enrolled, will be most indignant should he get a
circular calling on him for the money. Editors generally can find
better business than searching a mail-book from beginning to end to
find a post-officeor name, which could have been turned to in a moment
had the county been mentioned. It is, perhaps, a natural and pardonable weakness that we should everyone think our respective localities' the
centre of the world', and that consequently every body else should know
where it is; but he who has charge of a subscription-book should havc
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the charitable benefit of being presumed ignorant on this score, and
and treated accordingly. With our mail-book arranged, as is customary, by counties, we could not find Chicago itself short of a vexatious
search unless the county it is in were first known. Never write an editor or publisher on business, with01tt givl:ng post-office, county and
State.

'l'IIE N ORT~WESTERN
CHRISTIANMAGAZINE,a very neat monthly
of 32 pages, edited and published by Bro. J-NO. BOGGS,Cincinnati,
Ohio, is on our table. We have found in it some very readable articles.
The temper of the .Magazine on the slavery question is such, however,
as to make its title ratter a misnomer, in the judgment of the mass of
christians. To a party, nevertheless, of no inconsiderable strength, and
dilfused through various denominations, the Magazine must prove quite
acceptable. And if Bro. Boggs shall succeed in removing, or in any
degree mitigating evil, by his periodical, none will rejoice more than
we. His paper is $1.00 a year, in advance.
THE M1'ami Visitor, Waynesville, Ohio, an old and pleasant acquaintance, is to hand. It is a weekly literary and family paper, ably conducted by 1\1r.J". W. UOBERTS,a writer who has for years been known
as a literary man. He has our thanks for his friendly mention of us
and the Sentinel, particularly as it is given among the scenes and associates of our boyish days. The Visitor makes its fifty-two cheering visits for $1.50.
WE should have acknowledged, ere this, the receipt of the Illinois
Teo:chel',the organ of the State 'Peachers' Association. It is edited
with scholarly skill by C. E. HOVEY,A. lV1. Superintendent of Public
Schools in Peoria, with the assistance of numerous teachers throughout
the State. Being printed and published by NASON& HILL, uniform
in size and style with the Sentinel, its appearance needs no comment.
Now if there are any of our brethren or friends who fill the responsible station of school-teachers in Illinois, and are not already taking this
valuable professional assistant, we do earnestly, and aBa matter of conscientious duty, request them to send one dollar, at once, to Prof. HovEY, Peoria, and become readers of the' Teachel·'. Not to do so were
as impolitic and absurd as for doctors and lawyers to attempt doing,without their medical and law journals respectively. We speak advisedly,
having had experience in teaching, and knowing the aid of an educational paper.
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A BRIGHT,beautiful new daily paper of our rapidly-growing city is
laid on our table, called the ( Statesman'.
'Ve have now four dailies
in Peoria, and a population, as recently ascertained, ~f about l!:l,OOOreaders enough for all, one would suppose. We sincerely wish that the
new sheet may merit and receive ample support.
WE ask patience for the mistakes of our old books.
our best to avoid them in our new.

Weare

trying

ALL leaded items without a signatw'e, we give notice once for all, arc
by the resident editor, in whose hands the entire immediate editorial
supervision, by arrangement, rests.
WE particularly request that no money-letters, addressed to us, be
1·egistered. Correspondents may use their money better than to pay it
for a guide to mail-robber8.
ADDRESSno l~tters, containing either articles for publication or any
thing pertaining to the business of the Sentinel, to any of its individual editors. Some business matters have been long delayed by this,
being sent away unopened, on account of being taken for private letters. The putting of any name on such letters, except it be that of the
resident editor, will involve this liability, as neither Bro. BURGESSnor
Bro. LINDSEY have this offioeas their address. Simply address CHRISTIAN SENTINEL,Peoria, Ill.
It is urged upon our consideration, as the wish of some of the brethren, that a sermon appear in each number of the Sentinel. If we shall
find this wish prevailing with our readers, we will gladly make (The
Sermon' a permanent feature. If, on the contrary, shorter articles prove
more generally interesting, we shall feel bound to adhere to them in
preference. Will the brethren, in writing us, say whether they wish
to read sermons ?
OBITUARY.

BIlOTIIER EDITORS: Please record

the (leath of my beloved dltughtcr,

VETU-

RU ELLEN,who died tho 18th of Murch, ]857, aged Hi ycars and ti days. TIer disease was Brollchi,tis. She had becn a member of tIle Christian Church over four years. Sho loft satisfactory evidence that she hilS gone to that rCl:it that remains for the people of God. It is hard to part with
those so near to us by tho ties of lmturc, but we sorrow not as those who have no hope.
Yours, in the hope of tho Gospel,
DAVID HOBBS.

Bro. HOBBS hlts our sincere christian coudolence in his bereavement.
Yet
. -(ve cltn not but congratulate
d fltther when he has trltined a young spirit for the
skies, nd seen it pltSB sltfely home.
EDS.
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BELOVJWBRETHRENAND SISTERS: I with pleasure arise on the present occasion to perform the responsible task imposed on tile a year since;
and I do it the more cheerfully since my theme embraces the business
of my life, and is, in point of importance, second to none. The great
minds of all ages, and especially those of our own, have dwelt with rapture upon it, and every masterly effort only opens up the way for another more lucid and vigorous; and even yet the rubbish is only clearing
away and the lines drawing out for a full development of this great
theme and the unfoldini!;of its bearings upon all created intelligenceson time and on eternity. But that we may the more orderly consider its bearings on the being and destiny of MAN, we will propose an'd
endeavor to answer the following qUf>stions:
What is Education? Who should be the educaters? What should
they teach? To whom should they teach it, and how should they be
taught?· In answ.e· to lhe firs~ue)'y _Webster says that "Education
comprehends all that series of instruction and discipliDe wWfQ is intended to ~-um'lerstanding,
correct the temper, and form the
manners and habits of youth, and fit them for usefulness in their future
stations." II Some contend that to educate is simply to draw out and expand the fuculties of the man in his physical, intellectual and moral natures, thus enabling him to perform the ,duties of life more readily and
profitably; while others as earnestly contend that to educate is to throw
into our organization the aliments which will be calculated to strengthen and expand the faculties of the entire man, and that as the development of anyone faculty will depend upon the nutriment received, so
the education which he receives is measured by this nutritious aliment;
while still a thil:d class might, probably with as much plausibility, affirm
that to educate is to discipline the f:wulties of the mind and body, and
that although the appropriate nourishment must be received, and that
will develop the faculties, still the education consists in the training

* An Address delivered before the State Missionary Society, September,
1856, and published by requcst of the Society.
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which is given by the instruction. I might embrace one of these propositions, or frame one to suit my fancy, and labor to show you that it is
correct, but that course would be foreign to my object ou this occasion ;
nor do I desire to determine with school-men precision what the th'ing
is. but shall be satisfied if I shall be able to ascertain the facts connected with it, and profit from them. Indeed, we generally darken a subject in attempting to be too explicit, and run into error when we attempt
to be too definite. We might think at the first glance that we could
accurately define life, a something than which nothing is nearer to us.
But many wise heads have been puzzled and failed to give a satisfactory solution. And when we desire to grasp the prccise idea contained
in it, it eludes us, and although we realize that there is such a thing,
we are unable to dllcide precisely what or where it is; and the ncarer
we approach to it the more obscure it appears. So it seems that God
lIas wisely hidden some things from us and said that we may upprehend
but never fully comprehend them in all their bearings. Generically,
then, we may say that educ'ation is a very comprehcnsive something,
embracing our entire development and discipline from birth to death.
In order thus to be devcloped, it is absolutely necessary to receive nutriment of some kind and be subjected to discipline. But this does not
determine what kind of nutrition or training should be received; still,
this is the 1'mportant 1101:nt,for you will permit me to state emphatically that we need not be concerned as to whether we will be educated or
not, for in the sense now before us we all are and mltst of necessity be
educated,
f, however, in order to be educated we must pass through
the collegiate course, then few are educated, for steep and difficult is the
way, and it requires a long and vigorous effort; and truly this is one of
the acceptations of this word, though not a gener.ic but a specific one.
:For why call this kind of disciplinc education, to the exclusion of every
other?
~ ~ Our children, fathers, and mothers! are attending school daily, receiving lessons daily, and thus are daily being educated. Thc great difference is, some of us send to one school and others to another. I send
my children to a college of Christian teachers; you send yours to teachers of loose morals and bad principles jour neig I or sen s his to the
street loafers j and our friend sends his into thc highways and hedges.
They are all educated, graduated, and enter business-one
a Christ'/an
gentleman, one a ra7ce, one a sot, and one a 1'1UJian.\ Who has any
cause for complaint? 'Ve all selected our school an sent our sons;
they have all done well, received high honors at their nduation, and
as they were bent, so they incUned.
If you send your son to a blacksmith to learn his trade, it would bennreasonable
in you to expect him
to come out a finished silversmith.
It would be hLconsistent in you to
expect your son wh::>myou have placed under a joiner to come out a finished tailm·. But equally inconsistent and 1tnrcasona.ble is the fathe1'
10710sends his children to.be instructed b.y the 'rough, uncouth, pl'ofanc
and vulgai' throng, and expects them still to be polished gentlemen and
ladies!
Then, how naturally do we ask, Who should be the educaters

of our children? \I
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Before, however, we answer this question, let us ask who should not
be the formers of the public mind? All will cheerfnlly answer that
the profane throng that crowd thc streets of our cities and towns should
not edncate the rising generation. The uncultivated mass, of loose morals and foolish conversation, that too frequently are found amid the prairies, the groves and the lovely country-seats, should not instruct the
youth. And oh! how many of the pedagogues of our country are incompetent to perform the heavy task assigned them j some lack the
mind j somc the disposition j some the cultivation, and not a few the
heart - the noble moral feeling so necessary to fit them to fill so responsible a position. If we carefully select t.he man to prune and train
our orchard and vineyard-if
we are so careful who trains our steeds
and educates the mast.iff,who erects our buildings and marks off our
lands - if we so carefully select an artist to draw a likeness of the physical structure of ourself or child - oh, how careful should we be as to
the man who trains that tender vine given us to fit for the skies! how
careful who educates even physically that darling lamb caught in the
family fold! But oh, how exceedingly careful who draws those indelible lines upon the pure pages of that undying spirit, whose being is
from God, whose resources are unlimited, and whose destiny is in Eternity! Who would be selected to draw an image to present to a court
of kings when the temporal destiny of the dear loved one depended upon its accuracy and correctness? Thcn who shall draw the outlines of
a character in the bosoms of my sons and daughters, who shall be presented to the Eternal, and whose destiny in Time and Eternity depends
upon the image drawn?
Mother, this infinitely-responsible task is
yours j your hand must guide the brush that sketches out the image for
eternal bliss or endless woe. Your offspring is before you j its fragile
frame is at your mercy. Will you bend and deform it, and send it an
invalid into the world, or will you let it grow up as the God of Nature
madc it? Its confiding eye rests gently upon you and sweetly asks for
truth and right. Oh! will you blunt its sensibilities, deceive its pure
spirit, break down its confidence, and sow in its bosom the seeds of eternal death, or will you bring it up in the nurture and admonition of the
J~ord? You have a harp here that should be tuned in unison with the
choir of heaven and tanght to sing the song of the redeemed.
Are all of our mothers qualified for this work? No j many of them
strike the cords at random, and raise sad mnsic, and teach their offspring
so j else, why those discordant notes so frequently heard, and why those
unseemly voices that make them? why those crooked, distorted and ugly shrubs which disgrace our highways? why those misguided shoots
that infest our towns? Vvewant educated mothers - mothers who have
well-trained heads to direct, and noble, expansive hearts to feel for and
instruct the rising generation. And then, when they become strong
enough to endure the coarser touch of masculine nature, we want fathers
who feel the responsibility of being fathers, and who know how to and will
discharge the complicated duties growing out of the relation. And then,
when they must leave the hearthstone of affection, we want competent
Christian teachers, who will train them physioally, intelleotually and
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spiritually - fit them for usefulness and happiness in time, and life and
joy in eternity. As" the groves were God's first temples," so the parents
are God's first, his natural teaehers. v'i; e fathers and mothers have received the priceless boon from its Eternal Father, and we are made responsible for its culture. Weare the divinely-appointed edueaters of
the world! Our Heavenly Father has intrusted his choicest jewels into our hands and made us their guardians, instructers and benefactors.
Then let us, oh! let us, feel the weight of the responsibility which we
have assumed, and care for our children ere they can care for theUlselves. And, if we are not prepared, let us speedily become prepared.
to train them as they should be trained, and then not prove recreant to
the trust committed to our hands. The destiny of our nation and the
destiny of the undying spirits of our offspring to a great extent depend
upon our action.
But in the present organization of society we can not expect to be
able to fully develop our children in person j but the responsibility of
the choice of a new teacher rests UpOllus. Then will not the two-fold
reason of responsibility for and love to our children induce us to select
a good man or woman for their instructer? Noone can instruct my son
or daughter who does not have a good head and a good heart. And
when a nnmber of these fatbers and mothers agree and select a person
to train the heads and hearts of their children, what an accumulated responsibility rests on the public instructer?
Fellow Teachers! Sympat,hize with your humble speaker while he
trembles under the responsibility of father and public teacher; and
while you sympathize with me, I will join with you in pouring out our
ardent prayers to Him who holds the destiny of nations for his sustaining power in our critical situations, that we may be kept humble under
his mighty hand, and that we may have that wisdom, knowledge, piety and true devotion which alone can qualify us for our stations and
make us eminently useful. And, since these are the responsibilities
which weigh us down and call on us for action, in order to discharge
our duties as parents and teachers, What should be taught, what studied and learned?
All will at once agree with me that our children should not be taught
to swear, to blackguard, to gamble, to cheat, to lie, or to steal. Still,
how many fathers and instructers, who would blush to say to the child
or pupil, Curse God or man, teach it Py the more impressive example!
How many call the youth around and freely deal out that filthy conm}Unication so expressly forbidden in Scripture, and poisonous to the youthfulmind!
How many precious hours are spent in some useless game,
or even a game of cards played simply for sport, until the confiding son
thinks it all right and becomes a confirmed gambler! And, although
cheating is so sinful and deservedly unpopular, who does not modernize
it and take advantage of the obtuseness of his fellow's mind, his position,
hiB circumstances or his necessity, and really cheat him, but catt it honoJ'abledealing.? And he who carefully scrntinizes human society will
find many sharks who variously lather and closely shave, and teach the
.art to perfection. Out of many take oue example: An honest man has
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agreed with the shaver for a thousand dollars for a year, for which be
pays interest at the rate of twenty pel' centnm per annum; but, forsooth,
the law says you must not put, in the note but ten per centum. So the
humane sllaver retains one hundred dollars to secure the unlawful interest; so the man has paid half of the interest in advance, which is
wrong; he pays too much, which is wrong; and he does not get the
face of his note, which is also wrong. He gets niue hundred and gives
his note for one thousand dollars. Now the interest at the settled rate
on nine hundred dollar~ is oue hundreu and eighty dollars, and all that
should be paid j bnt the man has really paid two hundred, and, as he
paid one hundred a year in advance at t,he given rate, twenty dollars of
interest would accrue on it, whieh the shaver gets, and more too, for he
immediately loans it" or ninety dollars of it, b-another man and retains
ten again as security; so he has really loaned the same money twice, at
double interest, al,d he still has a portion of it iu his pocket, which he
is anxious to loan in the same way. And we, pio1ts men, admiring the
game, eagerly send am children, that they may learn the precious art.
And although the liar is classed with the murderer and reprobated
by all the good, still the art of lying is dressed up in fashionable style,
taught with impunity, and eagerly learned. The mother threatens and
performs n9t, promises and fulfills not, and teaches her child to lie. The
polit,ician, the teacher, the tradesman, and the pleader, conceal their real pmposes and lie for emolument, elevation or praise. The retiring
maiden and her bolder snitor fold up their intentions, feelings and characters under the cloak of hypocrisy, and hold up a fictitious thing calculated to suit the fancy of a degenerate age.
Ladies and Gentlemen, While we so liberally teach the art of innocent deceit and pious lying, we are undermining the foundations of so-·
ciety and introducing a slow torture which consumes the vit,als of the
wed4ed ones j and where joy should reign in the hearts of the congenial pair - where love is natural and peace a consequence, soul-withering anguish reigns until death, a welcome visiter, ends the unfortunate
match which false custom made. Let us cease to uphold that custom
which tcaches and requires thc young lady to lie to and concerning her
lover, and the young man to fet.ter, deceive and entrap his should-be
WIFE, but WOl'se than sla,ve. The father-teacher, then, compels his
children to marry for wealth, for nobility, or fame j and this resson is
taught in so many ways and concealed under so many curiously-wrought
garments that it often passes unnoticed by the masses, but is deeply felt
by the unfortunate victim, who sensibly realizes that all true happiness
is stolen.
The centre-tables of fashionable life and t,he more humble shelf of the
secluded cottage too frequently excite the passions, harrow up the feelings, distract the nerves, and turn out an effeminate novel-reader or an
emaciated admirer of light literature, whose enfeebled mind and excited feelings baffle all efforts at solid reading or useful study. But if we
desire to raise nervous daughters, scared at spectres, with fevered brains
and perverted imaginations, these lessons should not be neglected.
Our sectarianized world, having given the youth a fine edllcation in
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many of these evil arts, wish to send thcir sons and daughtcrs to some
school where the Bible will not be taught, lest they learn sectarianism.
And, being strangely inconsistent in the culturc of their children while
at home, whcn they send them away, in ordcr to keep them orthodox,
they take from them the only orthodoxy on carth. You may teach any
other history, ancient or modcrn, but do not open the History of all histories; you lIIay teach natural or mental philosophy, or any of the sciences, but do not once mention the only true philosophy of human nature, and that from which all science rcceivcs its vitality. The resnlt
is, thc children fail to rcccivc the religious element, grow np monsters,
brcak the hearts of their pious parcnts, curse the world, and finally fill
an infidel's grave. Our children should be taught politeness, gentility,
good manners, sobriety, fidelity, temperance, honesty, piety, true devotion; in a word, they should be taught that which will make them not
only honorable men and women, but also humble followers of Jesus
Christ. The text-books should be jndiciously chosen by compe~entjudges, selected from the prodnctions of men to suit their age, advancement
and capacity. But as the Bib:e is suited to all to all classes, ages and
conditions of life, it should be found as a text-book wherever instruction
is given, that the mind may bc kept in equilibrium by this balancewheel of the universe, and the character properly formed.
On this point, 11Owever,as well as on any other point of any importance ever presented, we find diversity of opinion. One class contends
that all labor, time and money spcnt to polish or refine is worse than
thrown away; disgusted with thc pride, the show and the aristocracy of
the uppcr classes, they condemn the thing because abused, ;lUd so contcnd that all that is neccssary is that we teach good morals, honesty and
punctuality: that painting, drawing, music, etc., should not be cultivated; while others neglect the weightier mattcrs and give particular
attention to thc finishing touches. One man raises corn, wheat, and
potatoes, and says that the time is illy spent which is devoted to fruitgrowing, and that it is wicked to adorn our homes with shrubbery, vines
and flowers, as though thc same God who made grain did not also make
trees, vines, shrubs and flowers. And while one gratifies the taste, another pleases the eye, another is pleasant to the smell, all of which senses were made by God, and should be gratified, especially since God has
made so many things to grati(y them.
Permit me, then, with this picture before us, to say that in our education we have our fields waving with grain; we have our orchards, our
vineyards and our pleasure-grounds decorated with shrubbery, evergreens
and flower-gardens. And while the air is saturated with God's perfumery, we hear the gently-warbling strain of melody, which lulls the
passions and elevates the noblest sensibilities. Then, while we feast
upon the alim(mts, let us pluck the fruit from the engrafted trees and
from the thick clusters of the vine which gracefnlly hang and invite in.
spection. Let us ramble leisurely through the pleasure-grounds of our
God, admire the variety of his shrubbery, analyze his gorgeous flowers,
inhale their fragrant essences, and listen to the songsters of the rural
retreat. Let us unite the industry of the husbandman, the taste of the
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artist, the ear of the musician, the eye of the uaturalist and the faith of
the Christian, and carefully, pleasantly and thoroughly explore the.hill
of science and the temple of <Lrt;and while we teach, study and learn what
God has laid out before us in the physical, intellectual and spiritual
worlds, all will be well. Here is a field opened to our view as boundless as its Author is infinite, and sufficient to occupy our entire time,
feed every faculty aud satisfy every correct desire, without those worsethan-useless arts so frequently taught, so eagerly learned, and so pernicious to the physical, intellectual and spiritual health and growth.
[To be continueu.

UNIVERSAUSM

AND

SPIRITUALIS1l,-NUJIBER

II,·

IN our last we were presentiug some of the features of some of the' isms'
of the present day, and especially 'Universalism' and 'Spiritualism'.
\Ve continue a few thought-s and suggestions upon these topics, by stating a few more principles concerning the former.
The first to which we now invite attention is the fact that U uiversalism does not propose any work of regeneration, or, a new bil·th. Now
it has been emphatically stated by the Savior that "Except a man be
born again he can not sec the Kingdom of God." (John iii: 3.) Now
if the doctrine under consideration be true, then the language quoted
either has no meaning, or the Savior did not speak the truth. With
one who even intimates that the latter is the case we shall at present
have nothing to do. It only remains, therefore, for us to look at the
other .and now only alternative, The language has no meaning! Then
why did the Savior pronounce it? But it is answered that it has a figurative meaning. Then what is the figure, and what its application?
Figures are never introduced without meaning, nor arc they, indeed,
without especial application, vVe grant the development of that matter
presents the figure of a birth; but how that birth, unless something is
to be born? and what is that to be born, except it be the 'man'? as
the Savior says' except a man be born again, etc.' Now, all this being
true, it must follow that there is something to which man must submit
before he c~ , see the Kingdom of God'. And still, to carry out this,
the Savior contir.'les, "Except a man be born of water and the Spirit, he
can not enter into the Kingdom of God." Now, without entering ill
full into the doctrine of regeneration - as it is not necessary in considering the present subject - suffice it to say that' being born of water
and of the Spirit', or in any way being 'renewed' or 'regenerated',
are all as foreign to the real essence of Universalisll1 as if such terms

* By mistake, the initial article of the April number, of which this is a continuation, appeared without its proper heading, having only the caption of a
brief article quoted as the occasion of these papors, entitled' A CONVINCING
CIltCU~IS'l'ANCF.
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were never used in the Sacred Scriptures. Nor can this be denicd; for
that man is but willfully blind who docs not sec that between the teachings of the New Testament on this subject and the teachings and practice of UniversalisJUthere is just an infinitc difference; nothing lessnot a 'jot or tittle less'.
No~, to say that, no regeneration is necessary is to say that a man can
be saved -in all his sins; for that regcneration is absolutely necessary to
the remission of sins is a proposition too plain to need anyargumentation here. And, moreover, to say that a man oan be saved in all his
sins is to say that man without holiness can sec the Lord, which is ,a
direot contradiction of Scripture, which says, 1citlw1.lt holiness no man
can see the Lord (Heb. xii: 14). But it is fartherrnore not only cvident, according to the' all-saving' doctrine, that men are not holy, being not pardoned, but they do not even ask God to pardon them, much
less snbmit to the requirements of the Gospel of Jesus Ohrist.
But, on the other hand, men are often heard calling upon God to
damn their souls in thcir impious profanity, and even in the last struggles of mortality we have heard them rave like mad-men and utter oaths
the most terrible that human thoughts could frame or human lips could
utter! Yet all this is right; why, no - no - not exactly right, hut
then -oh, yes! but then we'll be saved, nevertheless!!
It is indeed shocking to think for a moment that any human being possessing
any fair degree of knowledge in the Holy Scriptures can entertain the
thought. of such a doctrine being tnbc, muoh less risk his eternity of
happiness or misery by pretending to rest his faith in it.
But we are not yet done with the language of the Savior, II Except a
man beborn again, he oan not sec the Kingdom of God." In this passage there is, upon certain oonditions negatively oonsidered, an impossib1:lity predicated, namely, Can not see or enter into the Kingdom of
God. We are aware, however, that all apparent illJpo~sibilities or positive declarations are referred to 'the destruction 0.1 Jerusalem'!
A
wonderful plaoe, that Jerusalem ! We arc at a loss to determine how
many sins poor Titus and the Homan Army, or some other general and
his army, will have to bear, since in their thirst for conquest they have
become the hell of Universalism by destroying the Oity of Jerusalem,
and thereby making a 'scape-goat', upon the head of which almost every important passage of Scripture from Moses to John is horne away
-at least borne out of the way of the Universalists of the present day.
But let ])slook at this and see if it refers to 'the destruction of J erusa10m': 'Can nat see the Kingdom of God' . We shall oonsider this
in two points of view, viz: the Kingdom of Jesus Ohrist as separate
and distinot from the Kingdom of God, and thenoe the latter as distinot
from the former.
The general acoeptation of some of those scriptural phrases whioh
speak of the Kingdom of HEAVEN is that thoy refer to the' setting-up
of the Kingdom on the Day of Penteoost'.
~i'hismay be true in some
instanoes, but not in all; for to make it true in all oases would be entirely to ignore the fact that there is in the New Testament sueh a thing
as the Kingdom of God the Father, as we shall presently seo. Some
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have indeed carrie6. this matter so far as to make it entirely improper
in these days to pray for the Kingdom of God to come, as our Savior
taught. But without at present entering into this particular point, suffice it, for the present, to say that it is just as proper now to say' Our
Father in Heaven, thy kingdom come' as it ever was. But we must
establish a point just alluded to, and we shall then be ready to make
the application to the matter in hand: "Then [cometh] the end, when
he shall have delivered up the kingdom to God, even the Father; when
he shall have put down all rule and all authority and power. And when
all things shall be subdued unto him, then shall the Son also himself be
subject unto him that put all things under him, that God may be all
in all." (1 Cor. xv·: 24-28.) Thus it appears that, whatever may be
the true interpretation of the' Kingdom of Heaven', the' reign of the
heavens', etc., there comes a time when the Son will deliver up the
reign, or the kingdom, to God, even the Father,' and will himself be
subject unto God.
Now let us return and ask our Universalist friend what the Savior
means when he says Except a man be born again he can not enter into
the Kingdom of God. Does he mean that such a man shall be deprived
of citizenship in the present or earthly reign of Jesus Christ? By what
law of logic is it then proved that a, man unfit for recognition as a subject of the present reign of Christ shall ne'vertheless be fit for the future
Kingdom of God? But let it be supposed that it refers to the Kingdom of God - that is, the text under consideration. Then it will in a
moment be perceived that the case is still worse for our friend, since he
can neither see nor enter into it. But let it be claimed that d,eathperforms a wonderful work, and that passing through iii portals men are
born again; that is, pass from a state of death to a new life. Yet still
it will be perceived that dying is not being' born of water and of the
Spirit'.
So that, in any possible manner we can view the subject as
connected witp. the ' new birth', there still remains this !MPOSSIBILITY
- that except a man be born again, he ca,n not see the Kingdom of
God; and except he be born of water and of the Spirit he can not enter into the Kingdom of God. In any of these issues we presume poor
Jerusalem will not be compelled to bear the blame; and that in attempting to explain away the subject of regeneration Universalismlllust seek
some other refuge than 'the destruction of Jerusalem'.
We next turn our attention to the connecting link, or rather the next
link in advanc.e, viz: 'Spiritualism'.
We do so, ho\yever, not because
we have exhausted the fountain of arguments, or even offered a tithe of
them on the other' ism', but because we wish to keep them cannectedly before us. And, to get it fairly before the minds of our readers, it
may be proper to present at least one phase of Spiritualism as advocated py some of its champions. The one most particularly applicable for
our present purpose is that proposition discussed in a public debate in
Ohio, between the Spiritualist Tiffany and Elder Isaac Errett, in which
the said Tiffany affirms that" 1'he teachings and phenomena of modern Spiritualism are identical with those oj Jesus Christ."
Now we presume it will not be considered very strange th.at we have
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so closely connected the two' isms' under consideratlon when we recollect that the former so ' wrests' the Scripture as to make it support
and save all kinds of men in all kinds of wickedness, and the latter in
one step more makes the Scriptures' identical' with the teachings of
the.same men in the same wickedness! Hence, it is not much of a
miracle that our Universalist Clergyman (? !) became so easily' convinced, by that' convincing argument', as shown in our first article on
this subject. But let us look for a moment at the real essence of Spiritualism. Is it an existing reality? or, as some have used the term, is
it a 'humbug'?
We ought, perhaps, to beg pardon for introducing at
this late date such a question as the latter, but for the fact that many
men are yet wholly unsatisfied as to the nature of these' manifestations',
and are still inclined t9 regard them as entirely the art and deceit of
men. But from this latter we must dissent, and regard them as bona
fide 'spiritual manifestations'.
Our next question, therefore. will be,
What is the character of the spirits that thus manifest themselves? and
secondly, 'What is their design in thus doing?
To the first of these questions we shall unhesitatingly respond, They
an evil spirits.
But whether they are the spirits of departed human
beings, or whether they are the' angels of the devil', we shall not now
discuss, though we most decidedly incline to the opinion that they belong to the latter class. But, in either case, if they are the emissaries
of Satan, they can but be evil j and if they are the spirits of the dead,
they must undoubtedly belong to that class who have 'died in their
sins'. But, taking the general affirmation that they are evil spi1'its,
let us attend to the Scriptures. We should not pass this point, however, without noticing the harmony of Universalism and Spiritualism upon it, for the former says that men do not die in their sins, or, dying in
them, do not remain in them j and the latter says, therefore there can
be no evil spirits. The former says that the' last days' of wicked spirits passed away in ' the destruction of Jerusalem' j and the lattel; says,
therffo1'e the Scriptures do not now teach the existence of evil spirits
among the living j so that, while the two beautifully harmon ize, it is
abundantly shown that the Scriptures uphold the former and are' identical' with the latter! ! !
But we were about to introduce. the Scripture: "And when they shall
say unto you, seek unto them that have familiar spirits, and unto wizards that peep and that mutter; should not a people seek unto their
God? for the living to the dead? To the law and to the testimony:
if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light
in them." (Isaiah viii: 19-20). Upon this passage we shall offer but
few comments, since the peeping and muttering of modern Spiritualism
is a fearful fulfillment of that prophecy j but the most emphatic expression is concerning the light. If they speak not according to this word,
it is because there is no light in them. Now the term' light' has been
variously used to signify truth and life. "As in him was life j and the
life was the light of men." (John i : 4.) It is also used as not only
the opposite to darkness, but as denoting that those withont light, or in
darkness, were without life j or those in darkness are in sin, not having
the light that lighteth the world.
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It would appear, in short, that light in various ways represents life,
truth, purity, holiness, etc. But in the Scripture already quoted there
seems to be a ccrtain class who are entirely without light; and they,
beinp; without light, do not, and in the very necessity of the case can
not, speak according to this word - the word of God. Thus far,
therefore, there is a great lack of identity betwee,n the 'peepings'
, mutterings' and' rappings' of modern Spiritualism and the Word of
God; and hence the strange llarmony before observed is a harmony ill
darkness and wickedness, instead of light and truth and goodness.
But we will consider the Scripture again: "Now the Spirit speaketh
expressly that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giv.
ing heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils" - (demons, 8(u/-,ovcwv).
(1 Tim. iv: 1.) In this passage we have a very positive and
plain declaration concerning the character of the spirits - seducingevil, as we have alrcady stated; but let us attend to this passage in its
peculiar emphasis: First, the Spirit of God, for it is the IIvEv/-,u, beginning with the large letter; while the term designating 'seducing
spirits' begius with the small letter (7tVEV/-,arlt), which distinction holds
good, so far as we now recollect, in every instance. Now it is not only
the Spirit that speaketh, but the Spirit speaketh expressl!! that in the
latter times, etc. 'Whether these are 'latter times' or uot we shall not
now discuss, but leave it to the candid judgment of every reader to determine whether or not we have any' seducing spirits and doctrines of
demons' now among us. And it would occur to us that the most casual observer must behold in the daring presumption and bold effrontery
of many men at the present day, calling themselves clergymen, the very
influences here spoken of by the Apostle Paul; and that the 'spirit
that now works in the children of disobedience' is none other than the
spirit or power of Satan, either in prop1'ia,persona" or in the person of
some of his emissaries. And those persons who yield thcmselves as
willing instrulllents in the hands of such spirits can be but little better,
ultimately at least, than those spirits themselves. Hence, it is not at all
astonishing that Universalists, sceptics, and infidels of every class, and
even members of the so-called Church, who are members only in name,
should be carried away by 'seducing spirits' and doctrines of demons'
hcre upon the earth, since they will so justly belong to those powers and
associate with them when they have passed from timc to eternity. As
the Savior has said, they shall" depart into thc place preparcd for the
Devil and his angels."
But we must now briefly attend to our second question, viz: 'What
is the design of the spirit manifestations? Of this we can only judge
by their fruits; and first let us inquire if they have borne any good
fruits; if so, when? and what are they? Have they added any new
truth to the word of God, or confirmed any already uttered? have they
in any form bettered the condition of human society, either individually or collectively? To all of these questions we are aware that many
are ready to respond affirmatively, because many are just enough deluded by seducing spirits to believe almost any thing they may sugge st;
but we have yet to be enlightened upon a single point of truth which
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has been developed by these agencies. We know it is urged that the
sick have been healed, and even the dead raised; but these, to say nothing of how much they vary from truth, vary immeasurably from the
miracles of Christ, since thos/3were performed in open day-light, and in
the presencc of thousands of witnesses; but the great deeds of ' Modern
Spiritualism' are either so far off that one only heard that some body
else heard that it was so reported, or they are performed in some 'spirit-house' having but one door, no windows, and in the night, and without even a candle in the room. Such i~ the wonderful 'identity' between these seducing spirits and the works and teachings of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.
.
But we are gravely told that these spirits come in the appearance of
good; so did Judas when he betrayed his Lord. Again, it is asked
why, if they are evil spirits, they profess to do and to desire good,
We answer, for the same reason that our enemies, wishing the most effectively to injure or ruin us, appear first under the sacred garb of
friendship; and, having secured our confidence, in a most unexpected
moment, Brutus-like, they strike the fatal blow. So thes'e evil spirits,
like their great leader, Satan, transform themselves into angels of light
- appear in the most attractive forms, that they may the better allure;
alluring but to deceive, and deceiving but to destroy.
Let us now glance at the other side of the question, and ask What
are the evil fruits of these spirits? and to this question we should hardly know where to commence or where to stop, such are the almost innumerable instances of the unhallowed influences and terrible consequences brought about by these hellish agencies. They have broken up the
family circle and de~troyed its peace and harmony; have made profligates of sons and prostitutes of daughters; have separated husbands
from wives and parents from children; have brought down gray hairs
in sorrow to the grave, and roused up sons to curse their fathers; have
ruthlessly snatched the infant from its mother's arms to prepare it for ruin;
11avepoured into the hearts of men the liquid current of death; have induced thousands to break the law of God and trample it beneath their
feet; and, in short, whatever of possible evil that can befall human beings, none can scarcely be imagined but that these spirits, with thousands of men foolish and weak and wicked enough to be their aids on
earth, are now carrying on in our midst! Is it not time, therefore, that
those who are in deed and in truth the miIJisters of Jesus Christ and
his disciples shuuld arouse from the lethargy which, like a 'strong man
armed', seems to bind them, and begin the work anew, and cast off the
works of darkness, whether presented in the soft, insinuating tone of
Universalism, or in the equally alluring but not more damning tone or
form of Spiritualism?
We conclude this subject for the present by again asking all our readcrs to consider this matter candidly and attentively, and sec if there
be not something more than mere ignorance on these matters; or whether, indeed, those who thus bccome the instruments of wickedness are
not only willingly so but designedly so; and whether they do not
thcr~f.ore deserve the severe and unqualified denunciation of all good
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men, rather than their pity or charity. And; should any example for
the denunciation of hypocrites be needed, let the following words of
the Savior be observed: "Woe unto you Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites, because ye bnild the tombs of the prophets and garnish the sepulchres of the righteous, and say, If we had been in the days of our
fathers we would not have been partakers with them in the blood of
the prophets. Wherefore, ye be witnesses unto yourselves that ye are
the children of them which killed the prophets. Fill ye up, then, the
measure of your fathers. Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can
ye escape the damnation of hell?" (Matt. xxiii: 29-33.)
O.A.B.

THOSE
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ARE
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SLEEPING.

PEARRE.

A

COT in a beautiful valley
Encentcred, its verdure and shade,
The vine, the rose and the lily,
A miniature paradise made.

But Winter came down from the mountain,
And devoured its clusters of bloom,
Thc pitcher was broke at the fountain,
The snow was its shroud and its tomb.
Yet oft, like a blush, o'er those features
Of snow crept the Iris's hue;
And Hope, the sweetest of teachers,
With that covcnant-bow came anew.
For r knew 't was the Spirit of Brightness,
O'erbrooding with life from the Sun,
And I knew that to-morrow the whiteness
And silence of death would be gone.

r thought

me of those who are sleeping,
Cut down like a bloom from the rose,
And my heart dried its fountains of weeping,
To know they will wake from repose.
And the grave shall open its portal
And yield up its treasures again,
Our Father will quicken this mortal
B.y his Spirit which dwelleth within.

THE promises of God are not designed to supersede prayers, but to
be the guide of our desii:es and the ground of ou·rhopes.

1.42
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"FIRST

PURE,

THEN

PEACE.\.BLE."

1-VB may frequently hear what purports to be a quotation from the
Apost.Ie James, concerning the wisdom which is from above, declaring merely that it is 'pure, peaceable, '~entle, etc'. But do the adverbs used in the connection mean nothing, that they are thus unceremoniously dismisscd? Of course the sacred text can not be understood
as affirming any priority or sucession of attributes devclopcd in a mere
abstraction. '!'hat is to say, wc can not suppose that at one time wisdom in the abstract is pure and afterward peaceable, etc. At least, we
may safely affirm that heavenly wisdom, and every other divine attribute,
as well as all conceivable attributes of such attributes, must be eternal.
The adverbs of time, or order, before us, must relate, therefore, to the
effects of the' wisdom from above'. This, indeed, is a common figure
of speech, which puts cause for effect, just as we very often put effect
for cause. The Apostle would have us know that the recipient of this
wisdom will be affected by it, in his conduct and state of mind, differently at different stages and degrees of its influence. That which is,
absolutely and necessarily, the first thing to be accomplished, is the removal of wrong, iniquity and defilemcnt. Until this is done, man may
, cry peace, peace, but there is no peace'. This is equally true, whether
affirmed of an individual, a church, or a community. Heavenly wisdom
entel'S a man's conscience, and instantly there is war upon all impurity
within him. They can not peaceably inhabit the same breast. Either
sin, with its defilement, must be banished, or wisdom takes its flight.
Is there purity mingled with impurity in a congregation, the godly associated wit.h the ungodly? Then it is vain to hope for a pcaceable
condition in the church till purity be attained. The sinning members
must either abandon their sins or the church. If one member be diseased the whole body suffers God has always been provoked with those
spiritual physicians who heal slightly the hurt of.thc daughter of his
people. Church .apathy is often mistaken for peace. Many a congregation is supposed to have God's peace resting upon it when it has nought
but his frown. Look at Laodicea and her false peace. When all are
wrapping themselves up in a carnal security, attending merely to a few
externals of religion, and giving the vigor of their souls to worldly pursuits, you may see an entire absence of church difficulties. But when
the Spirit of the Living God gets to work in a few hearts, communicating that wisdom which promotes first purity, then peace, the state of affairs is rapidly changed. Not un frequently, however, those who have
become pure themselves, and are consequently warring, in love, to exterminate impurity in. their brethren, are cast out of the church as disturbers of the peace! This is especially liable to happen if the disturbers be a small minority.
Just here, however, it is very necessary to interpose a caveat. Not all
they who cry for discipline in a church are thence, perforce, pure themselves. Not because the pure agree with each other may we infer that
the impure do likewise, and that the denouncer of impurities is therefore
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himself pure. The impure and selfish have perpetual tendencies to war
with each other, just in proportion as they are selfish, except as their
relations may be in things concerning which they are in entire apathy.
They who have most purity have most love, and therefore most longsuffering and forbearance. 'l'hey melt down the offender with their
praycrs and tears and entreaties, whereas the cold-hearted disciplinarian
proceeds hastily and harshly to ulterior measures, and breaks to pieces
that which would have easily bent, perhaps, had due efforts been made
- to warm it by the flames of love.
, It is by virtue of the great principle we arc considering for the moment that the church in her purity, and in exact ratio thereof, must
ever be an aggressive institutio,n while sin exists on eart.h. Taking
mankind in a mass, there can only be peace in that mass as there is
purity.' The church is, in this view, the body of him who came 'not
to send peace on earth, but a sword'. Hence, the holier and purer the
church becomes, the greater conquests does she make. A small band
of purc, devoted, godly ones is sufficient to overcome hosts of the wicked,
and bear them ofl'as trophics of the conquering love of Christ. "One
shall chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight." But where
there is church defilement how hard is it to convert a sinner! " hysician,. heal thyself." The' Prince of peace' will have universal sway,
as such, when every soul in his empire shall have individually secured
internal peace, peace with God, and, consequently, peace with his fellows, all founded upon individual purity. And not until every impurity is banished from earth will its monarch shine forth in all his glory as
the Prince of Peace.
We may make no truce with evil. God is its sworn enemy, even while
loving the sinner with an everlasting love. Such must his children
be, whether that evil be in their own bosoms or their neighbors'. But
we shall often find timid souls, who, fearing to ofl'end,wili act as though
they recognize some inherent right in man to choose damnation should
he prefer it. And many will say in action, some, perchance, even in
words, '.fi1·St peaceable, then pure'. But only they who are' pure in
heart', through that living faith which <overcometh the world', 'shall
see God'.
1. N. C.

THE

ONE

THING

NEEDJi'UL.

BROTHERCARMAN: I propose writing a few articles for the Sentinel,
which you may pnblish if you think proper, when you have nothing bet.
tel' for your rcaders. I am pleased to see that your paper takes a high
stand upon the spiritual rock of Christianity
Let no opposition deter
you. Press on to the marIe for the prize of the high calling Admit
into your paper nothing about quarrels among preachers, and quarrels
in churches. Let papers which delight in such things publish them;
but I hope you will not only let the peace of God, which passeth all un·
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derstanding, keep your own mind and heart, but keep and characterize
the Sent-inel also. Our efforts, whether with the voice or the pen,
should be to promote, first in our own hearts and then in the hearts of
the people, 'peace on earth and good will toward man'. Without this
we can do no real good, either by preaching or writing. With it we
can and will be powerful in both. I have traveled pretty extensively
in this State this winter, and I am much rejoiced and encouraged by
seeing a general improvement among our brethren in spiritual life. God
is working a great change among us on this all-important subject.
'Without concert, our minds - I mean the minds of the preachershave been brought to the same great point. A mere external preacher,
one who contends for the' word alone', and who employs his time and
talents in fighting and whipping the sects, can not be heard with pleasure in many of our churches in this State; and the time wi-llsoon come
when such a man will not be heard at all. The same lIlay be said of
periodicals. Too many of ours have been filled with essays on the sects,
op. church order, on discipline, on elders, on evangelists, and on organization. Now men may write upon these subjects, and their articles
may be published j but their productions will not be read. Where cali
you find a man that reads such articles among us? What good would
they do 11-S
if we did read them? They are like the husks which the
prodigal son fed 11-pon,though there was bread enough and to spare in
his father's house. The soul must be fed upon the living bread which
came down from heaven, of which if a man continue to eat he will
never hunger. Nothing'short of this bread can satisfy the soul. Without constantly partaking of it, day by day, the spirit becomes dead to
jlpiritual things. Its high capacities and aspirations can not be satisfied
with the mere scaffolding, or the Christian edifice, or the politics of the
spiritual body, the church. There is nothing short of spirit that can
meet the wants and satisfy the desires of spirit. Things material posjless not that power. The man who contemplates the soul of man, the
church, or even the physical world, separate and apart from the Great,
Almighty, Controlling Spirit, in whom we all live, are moved, and have
pur being, fails, wholly fails, to appreciate things above and things beneatb., tltings human and things divine, things material and things iplmaterial, things past, present aIjd future. He neither understands man
nor God who forgets that God is Spirit, and that Christians, while in
this life, have fellowship with the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ,
as well as with the spiritually-minded.
I am glad to see that you appreciate these great truths. There is
much hope for us as a people yet, if we become perfectly awakened and
faithful to spiritual light and life. Without the divine nature, the
Spirit of Christ in all our souls, whether preachers or people, we are
dead. The shell of Christianity will not suffice. The living principle
must dwell within. With the outward form of godliness, without the
indwelling power, we are weak and can do little or nothing. But
strengthened and animated by that power, with the sword of the Spirit
in our hands, and the whole offensive and defensive armor of God upon
us, we can go forth fair as the moon, clear as the sun, an~ - to evil
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and evil-doers - terrible as an army :with banners.
Shall we all wake
np from our deep, death-like slumber upon this subject?
God help us.
With your permission, I will throw in mymite with those noble spirits who are now laboring throngh the Sent'inel, and in other ways, to
accomplish this glorious end.
All I write will tend to one grand point.
I will labor with the pen, as I do in all my disconrses, to produce in all
who read, as well as all who hear, the same mind which was also in
Christ Jesus.
His personal dignity, Ilis offi<lialglory and his moral excellence; his relations to God and his relations to man; God in Christ
and Christ in God; Christ in man and man in Christ, shall be my
theme.
Oh, when will Christians let Christ dwell in their hearts by
faith?
When will they be rooted and grounded in love? When will
they know the love of Christ which passeth knowledge?
When will
they be filled with all the fullness of God?
CORNELIUS

THE

COUNTRY

PARSON.

A PARSONonce in silent thought
Was looking o'er his life;
Recalled to mind what he had wrought
In days of by-gone strife.
He saw his years of steady toil,
His labors night and day, ,
When brains and books, in fierce turmoil,
Oft drov~ sweet sleep away.
Alns! said he, is this my lot,
To rack my brains all day,
And when for sleep the night I've got,
Must rack its hours away.
Such books as mine are pests indeed,
Such words and problems given;
Sure, books like these can never lead
A Parson e'en to heaven.
But soon his days of study o'er,
He hailed the change of life;
And did what ne'er he did beforeHe took himself a wife.
The future then seemed bright and clear
And sunshine all around,
All seemed to say, Be of good cheer,
Since thou a wife hast found.
Ah, blissful day! the Parson said,
My troubles now are o'er;
My future days shall ever shed
A gleam of light before;
My months and years shall now be spent
In service of my God,
And never once shall I repent
The dreary wa,y I trod.
19
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Thus many days passed sweetly by,
And he a parson prime;
A parish 'neath his watchful eye
Demanded all his time.
Then duties came before unthought,
And labors hard, severe,
And, ere he knew, a trial brought
Upon his cheek a tear.
Then troubles came, and all his dreams
Were blasted in an hour;
His fairy hopes and wedlock scenes
Had fled beyond his power.
The sun which once so brightly shone
Was now behind a cloud,
And many joys had sorrows growllDelights wrapped in their shroud.
His empty purse and scanty fare
Were thorns within his side;
For brother Rich remarked, 'Beware,
Do n't feed the Parson's pride';
While sister Close thought best to lend
What little she possessed,
.
Since Parsons and their wives woulc] spend
Their all, if more or less.
The Parson felt quite humble, true,
As on his coat he glued,
And saw the threads quite worn in two,
And nap worn to a glaze.
So too his all he oft had spent
When he had gone to trade,
When, tumbling .from his purse, a cent
Did with a dime parade!
Such was his case, when now he mused
Upon the checkered past;
I 'm pinched and poor and illy used,
And shall be to the last.
Why do I live? why longer stay
On this cold lower earth?
If I must work and preach and pray,
Why have I such {1 berlh ?
Thus mused the Parson in his room,
When 10! a sudden roar
Of carriage-wheels dispersed his gloom,
With knockings at the door.
, Come in my friends', he quickly criedBehold! 0 what a sight!
For soon the tables were supplied
For many guests that night.
Then from the window looking out
He saw the piles of wood;
God bless these men, he spake aloud,
For they are doing good.
.
Theu came the flour, then came the mllat,
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Lamb, chicken, turkey, fish,
Beef, mutton, ham that can't be beat,
And many a dainty dish.
My Father, God! the Parson prayed,
Forgive my murmuring past;
Thy watchful care I was afraid
Would not for ever last.
But now Thy mercies round me spread
Condemn my doubtful heart;
0, by Thy grace may I be led,
And from Thee ne'er depart.
But still they came, with many a smile,
~ 01' words that wished them well,
Nor was the mistress all this while
Where none the bounties fell.
Here was a dress, and there a shawl,
And presents not a few,
And here a garment for the Fall,
And furs for Winter's snow.
When day was spent, and evening gone,
And time had come to leave,
Yet all would stay with one consent
And have a short 'reprieve.
Then one addressed the Parson there,
His deed is quickly toldHe wished through life to pay his fare,
So gave a purse of gold.
The Parson pressed his hand, surprised,
And not a word could speak;
But thanks were seen in tearful eyes,
And on the moistened cheek.
No more, thought he, will I complain,
01' doubt my people's love;
Whenever called to suffer pain,
I'll trust in God above.
ArG1t"l'(o).
New-Yor!!; Chronicle.

THE KIND OF HOLINESS NEEDED.- The editor of the Unity
Magazine thus discourses on this theme: " An improved type of holiness is in demand to take the place of the effeminate, emotional, tenderfooted, cowardly, parlor-holiness, so much in fashion in some parts of
the country. 'We want a holiness which has in it some of the stern,
earnest, self-denying, sin-hating, devil-fighting, courageous spirit of the
prophets, apostles and martyrs; a holiness that turns its back upon the
blandishments of pride, that loves Christ's poor, pleads for the oppressed
and thunders the curses of the holy law in the ears of proud oppressors;
a holiness that has fire in it to consume sin, mercy in it to weep over
sinners, and love in it to bear them to God; a holiness that is full of the
martial spirit, and is ready to march up to the strongholds of iniquity
in the face of the enemy's fire,
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OF MAN.-NUjIBER

II.

IN a former article I examined the philosophy which makes man's mentality identical with his spirit, rather than the mere instrument of the
spirit by which it takes hold of the world of truth and thought, as it
uses the eye, ear, etc., as instruments to take hold of the world of matter. The extreme materialism of so avoi?'dupois a philosophy is not
the only, nor indeed the greatest, objection to it. It is the source of infinite confusion and endless contradiction in mental philosphy and metaphysics, and begets as its legitimate extreme the most extravagant
transcendentalism, and leaves men puzzling themsel ves about questions
of their pe'rsonalit!}, conscience, consciousness, inne?' man, etc., until
many pious hearts are disposed to reSect all metaphysical analysis as unprofitable, if not pernicious, in its tendency. 'The spin't of man is the
candle of the Lord, searching all the inu:a7'Cl parts', says Solomon, and
how beautiful and simple is the explanation of all these questions in
the ligh~ of this oracle. In this trinity of natures in one personality,
body, mind and spirit, if we must take one of them, which we shall call,
par excellence, the personality, what more worthy of the dignity than the
spirit.?
The mind enveloped in the body, and the spirit in the mind,
makes it emphatically the inne?' man, to whom is referred all questions
pertaining to conscience or consciousness.
I am not afraid to lay it down as true, that if man has a spirit, it
constitutes his consciousness j for it, and it alone, does or can perform
the work of consciousness, 'sea1'Ching aU the inu:ard parts'.
T his it
can do without any extraneous assistance, but every thing external to
it must be received and examined through one of these two channels,
man's mentality or the fivesenses. Hight here is Mr. PARKER'S error, in
supposing that because the spirit (which hc variously calls' the religious
sentiment', 'consciousness', etc.) has power to judge of religious truth,
it has power to discover it. It is as reasonable to say that beeause I have
the capacity to judge of the fitness of food when presented to me, I can
therefore sit down in my closet and by the simple scenting of my
alimentiveness discover every article of food on our globe, with all the
various qualities of each one of them, and by my capacity to relish an
orange discover and declare the existence of oranges, though I had
never seen or heard of them. Though the consciousness or spirit has a
capacity to judge religious truths when submitted to it, it can in no
way discover them until they are brought to it t,hrough the channel of
mentality or reason. The very fact that it has this instrument to lay
hold of what is witho7tt itself is proof that it can only reach them
through this channel. If this window of the spirit be stained with error,
these truths will be reflected upon the spirit in false colors or distorted
figure, and the excellent glory of the Living God would be imaged on
the soul as the most horridly-deformed idol, unless' He who hath shined
'out of darkness had shined into our hearts' by the light of revelation
and the ineffable Sun of Righteousness.
. I need scarcely tarry to show its office of judge in questions of obli-
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gation or conscience, or to explain how it is that conscience takes its
hue from the condition of this window of thc,soul-the
mind of man.
If this be enlightcned by the truth, the conscicnce is right, if not, the
error throws its colors on thc spirit, unless indeed the spirit itself is
stained and discolored with sin, in which case the purest light, reflected
through the sublimest truths, can not make it appear in acceptable colors until that sin is washed from that spirit by the blood of Jesus
Christ which' sprinkles usJrom aD evil conscience'.
Without any trancendentalism,
in this we have the most ~atisfactory
analysis, can pled with the greatest simplicity, while it catches and reflects back to us rays of light from many passages of divine truth hitherto irradiant if not obscured in darkness.
Brother man, with these natures in you, which will you follow, which
shall claim your supreme attention?
'1'he intellect holds itself ready to
be the servant either of the flesh or spirit, as you shall elect. The more
you make it minister to the flesh, the more material it will become, for
the 'god of this world blinds the mind', and 'the cal'1lal mind is not
subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be'. '1'he more you make
the mind the servant of the spirit, the more you refine the mind, and
raise yourself to a life as far above thc pleasures of sensuality as heaven
is above the earth.
To be carnally minded is death, to be spiritually
minded is life and peace.
More fully to illustrate these thoughts and to set before us the various
developments predominating in mankind, lct us pass from the analytic
to the inductive.
Bring one of each predominaut nature before a lecturer on some soul-inspiring theme and observe the food they respectively
relish.
The man with the fleshly mind will only observe the lecturer's
manner, voice, energy, gesture - in short, the physical of the lecture j
if this be without fault, it is greedily devoured.
The intellectual man
will be all attention to the propositi:ms and evidences, and the whole
valu~ of the lecture will depend, with him, on whether any thing is
proved.
The spiritual man will float on the loftiest thoughts advanced,
and, leaping from these to higher, scaling the heavens, will ascend to
God. Bring them into the house of God, and see them with their religion j the material man will think only of his paTt.IJ, and the honor
and prosperity of 'our' church j the intellectual man will feast his mind
upon doctrinal theology, and first principles - the man with his large
syirit warmed by the Sun of Righteousness will revel in the spirituality
of the Gospel, he will bask in the infinite goodness and love of God,
and warm and better his heart in purity and benevolence.
He will
seize upon and use doctrinal truth only as a scaffolding upon which
he may ascend and stand while he plucks the rich fruitage of the Spirit,
love, joy, peace, goodness, faith j' he will feast thereon and grow s~rong
in the Lord.
.
Come with them out upon one of our large, beautiful prairiesthe
carnally-minded man will observe its adaptation to the provisions for the
flesh j he will observe its fertility, calcu:ate how much may be made by
buying and selling, or reckon its political influence when peopled over,
and will cling to that which is grossest and most material.
The man
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with the intellect as sovereign in his personality will be discussing the
cause of these great meadows, Sown by the hand of the Lord, and draw
his geological inferences therefrom. The spiritually-minded man will
be absorbed in the brightness and freshness of its beauty and the
grandeur and suplimity of its vastness, and his heart will rise in his
breast and beat upon its walls as if it would burst its prison and go up
to God in praise. Only once more: let us lead them out in the silence
of night; the material man looks up - no - he never looks up; his
eyes are for ever fastened upon the earth, its base soil has more attractions for him than the bands of Orion or the sweet influence of Pleiades.
'1'he intellectual man looks up and measures the distance of the sun and
planets, he weighs them in a balance, tells their weight and counts their
eclipses. The spiritual man looks up, and night is the pavilion of God,
hung with purple and gold, and he exclaims, "The heavens declare the
glory of God, and the firmament showeth his handiwork. Day unto
day uttereth speech, night unto night showeth knowledge. There is
no speech nor language where their voicc is not heard; their line is
gone out through all the earth and their words to the end of the world.
In them hath he set a tabernacle for the Sun, which, as a bridegroom
coming out of his chamber, rejoiceth as a strong man to run a race.
His going forth is from the end of heaven, and his circuit to the ends
thereof. There is nothing hid from the heat thereof."
All over the world, the one is laboring to get rich, the other to improve his mind, the third to improve his heart and do good. The first
desires wealth to gratify se?f; the second to procure intellectual enjoyment, the third, knowing that God will save him, body, soul and spirit,
with a due care for his bodily necessity and· a wise use of his intellect,
will mainly desire wealth and wisdom to do good to his fellows, and by
his actions of benevolence to soften and purify his own spirit, that he
may make a nearer approach and have a dearer communion with God.
These are his joys as well as his food, sweeter than angels' food, and
purer and whiter than the manna that distilled upon Israel.
S.E.P.

THE

GOSPEL

NARRATIVE.

BE a sceptic, if you will- your belief or your non-belief matters nothing
to us - as the chances. are, it matters little to the world - but, sceptical
or not, be a mall! Stand up to the real question which you have to
meet, and do not shame your own intellect and imagination by using
over again these poor little cavilings, at which you yourself, ere they
are well spoken, must blush with conscious self-humiliation. What
care we for your dozen bits of disputed translation - your handfull of
words to which the small critical creatures who live in books can find
exception? Our faith does not lie in words, or even doctrines, but in
one resplendent person, fully set forth in your sight as well as in ours.
Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that you can alter a hundred
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verses in the New Testament, and confuse the meaning of a hundred
more; very well- on these secondary questions we are quite content
to meet you in due time and place. But your hundred mistranslations
- your· other hundred phrases - do they diminish, do they obscure,
can they do away with Him,f! Therefore, we adjure you, stand up to
the real question like a man. You may evade, and hold bithe words
if you please, but in that case you have no right to deny to us our natural privilege of contempt for arguments unworthy. Pull down, if you
can, the throne which we hold invulnerable; attack the identity, if it is
in your power, of the great object of our faith; diminish the splendor
of his person, or the greatness of his character; produce some one else,
equal or inferior, to break the charm of his imperial and solitary supremacy. Or, if you can not do tIlat, we offer you another possibility;
prove that the evangelists were the greatest poets of all time, and
created this marvelous perfection of manhood. One way or other, stand
up like men to the person whom you have to oppose; and understand,
once for all, and honestly, as in ~ny other question you could not for a
moment fail to understand, that so long as you are unablE) to touch the
one Invisible Being who inspires this whole scripture, standing out in
it in the minutest detail and boldest outline, it is the merest intellectual
weakness as well as impertinence to suppose that you can triumph by
means of a disputed word, or a phrase obscure.
DlackwQod's

ORDINANCE

Edinburgh

Maga~ine.

SAVING.

~'HE practical working of that Puseyism which makes salvation consist
in the observance of an outward form, finds an illustration not alone
among the superstitious and uneducated. Ignorance ever rests in the sensuous and the boldly objective. Externals minister with em~hasis to
its tastes. The church-ridden masses of Europe are slaves to awe-struck
sense, and are led captive by forms, whose inner meaning, if they have
auy, is to them quite unknown. But not the multitudes of Europe
alone. They abound on our ownsoil. In the admirable book of Frederick
Law Olmsted, on the Sea-board Slave States, there occurs the following, whieh we cite as illustrative of the above:
A slave, who was a (professor', plagued his master very much by his
persistence in certain immoral praetices, and he requested a clergyman
to converse with him and try to reform him. The clergyman did so,
and endeavored to bring the terrors of the law to bear upon his conscience. " J~ookyeah, massa", said the backslider, (( do n't de Scriptur say, (dem who believes an is baptize shall be save?'"
" Certainly", the clergyman answered, and went on to explain and expound the
passage; but directly the slave interrupted him again.
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" Jus you te]] me now, massa, don't the good book say dese words:
"Dem as j;lelievesand is baptizc shall be save; want to know dat."
"Yes; but-"
"Dat's all I want to know, sal'; now wat 's de use 0' talking to me ?
You aint a goin to make me bleve wat de blessed Lord says ain't so,
not ef you try for ever."
The clcrgyman again attempted to explain, but the negro would not
allow him, and as oftcn as he got back to judgment-day, or charging
him with sin, and demanding reformation, he would interrupt him in
the same way"De Scriptur say, if a man believe and be baptize, he shall-he
shall be save. Now, massa minister, I done believe and done baptizc,
an I shall be save, suah-Dare's
no usc talkin, sar." CPp 123 and
124.)
N. Y. Chronicle.

COLERIDGEONPRAYER.-Some of our modern rationalists ridicule
prayer. It is cowardice. It is superstition. It is folly to think of
moving God. Against these impious revilers we may quote the sentiment of a'truc ·philosopher: " On my first introduction to Coleridge,"
says a writer who has collected memorials of that great man, "he revetted with stong compunction to a sentiment which he had expressed
in early days upon prayer. In one of his youthful poems, speaking of
God, he had said:
"Of whose all-seeing eye
Aught to demand were impotence of mind."

This sentiment he now so utterly condemned, that, on the contrary, he
told me as his own peculiar opinion, that the act of praying was the
very highest energy of which the human heart was capable; praying,
that is, with the whole concentration of the faculties; and the great
mass of worldly men, and of learned men, he pronounced absolutely incapable of prayer.
•
" Mr. Colel'tdge, within two years of his death, very solemnly declared
to me his conviction upon the same subject. I was sitting by his bedside one afternoon, and he fell into a .long account of many passages of
his past life, lamenting some things, condemning others, etc. 'N either
do I.reckon', said he, 'the most solemn faith in God as a real object to
be the most arduous act of the reason and will; 0 no, my dear sir, it is
topray, topmy, as God would have us; this is what at times makes
me turn cold to my soul. Believe me, to pray with all your heart and
strength, with the reason and the will, to believe vividly that God will
listen to your voice through Christ, and verily do thc thing he pleaseth
thereupon, this is the last, the greatest achievement of the Christian
warfare on earth. Teach us to pray, 0 Lord! ' And then he burst
into a flood of tears, and begged me to pray for him."
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THE MAN OF FAITH.- In truth, there is a divinity about the man
who lives in this gross world by faith, who endures as seeing Him who
is invisible, who looks to the Lord daily for bread, water and raiment,
who leaves all mysteries to the solution of heaven, who refers the perplexities of time to the adjustment of eternity, and who trustingly considers himself a little one cared for by the good Shepherd of Israel.
To borrow an illustration from superstition, the man leads a charmed
life. There is a strange mystery in him, a holy secret which he can
not impart to the uninitiated, for they do not understand him, and
which he need not speak of to the initiated, for they understand him
without words. "The secret of the Lord is with them tbat fear Him."
The gooi man-the
man of Faith-sbines
in tbe firmament of humanity with ligbt receivedJrom his Lord. It may be only in miniature,
like tile features of the father on the face of the child, but the likeness
of God may be traced in the character of His adopted sons.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.
EUREKA, April 29, 1857.

DEAR BRo. CARMAN: Our meeting here this month continued two weeks,
and, together with much general edifiClttion, resulted in thirty-three baptisms,
besides seven additions by letter.
It was an occasion of much rejoicing to the
church.
Bro. ISHc ERRETT begins a protracted meeting here on Saturday, May 16,
to continue over two Sundays.
We expect a fine meeting.
Your brother,
CRAS. LOUIS LOOS.

Bro. R. B. HENRY, of La Fayette, Ohio, write!! us· of some twentytwo additions there since January first. We congratulate our beloved
Bro. H. on the success of the truth. "They that sow in tears shall reap
again in joy."

Bro. GEO. CLENDENAN,under date of Rockford, April 15, writes as
follows:
Bro. J. J. Moss closed a meeting here a few days ago. l<'our baptisms, and
the church incalculably benefited, are the results of his labors.
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PARIS,

April 10, 1857.

BRO. CARMAN: Last week we closed a meeting here with twelve accessions
to the congregation.
Bro. SHOCKEYlabored with us.
The first Lord's-day in this month we had a good meeting in Marshall, Clark
county; six were gained to the congregation,
four who had obeyed, and two
by confession fi,nd immersion.
The brethren
in Marshall arc much encouraged, and arc going right forward to build a good' house for worship.
A. D.
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SERMONSOF THE REV. C. H. SPURGEON,of London. Second Series.
Sheldon, Blakeman & Co. Peoria, Ill.: Henry Nolte.
1857.

New-York:

We have just finished the perusal of these sermon8, with a deep conviction of their power for. good. There is much, of course, of this
wondrous young evangelist's pulpit effectiveness which can not be transferred to paper j much, also, which may be misunderstood or mis-appreciated from a failure on the part of a reader to take into account the
surroundings of the preacher. Yet, with all this rebate, it must still be
admitted that very rarely do we find a volume of sermons which may so
well be called a live book. It is peculiarly a work for the masseseven as its author is the' people's preacher' - and, better than all, it
is a work for the conscience of the masses.
Its hyper-Calvinism is not to our taste j but then the heart of tIle
man palpably refutes it in his practical applications of truth by entirely
ignoring the logical consequences of his favorite dogma. Again, the
almost entire absence of formal argument in 'the book forbids logical
criticism j and, despite its many rhetorical blemishes, the simple, earnest, didactic utterances of what you at once feel were powerful convictions, make you realize the spirit of the man to be good j and not only
so, but one so absorbed with the love of goodness that the desire to make
lJOU good, also, burns like a fire in his bones. 'Vould there were a
thousand Spurgeons to awaken and convict men! His direct and startling rebukes of sin aI~ea much-needed thing to those' prophesying smooth
things '.
Many, 11Owever,will inevitably make themselve.s rid'ieulous by aping
this most popular of living preachers, failing to perceive that he is great
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not because of, but notwithstanding, his frequent eccentricities and puerilitie.
Such copyists will be easily caught by such arrangements of
discourse as his" First, one doct1'inej secondly, two encow'agements j
thirdly, three admonitions j fourthly, /on1' instructions," etc., with many
such things which might be pointed out, and which may have been admissible enough, perhaps, in the time and circumstances of their delivery, but in a volume of sermons are simply things to be be borne
with. So of that remarkable exegesis, which says, '" tV ork out your
salvation' -not with wo1'!(s,but' with fear and trembling' " (! !)
On the whole, these sermons are a timely and valuable addition to our
literature of the pulpit, ~nd must not only have a very extensive perusal, but be productive of much good, admonishing ministers to preach
more of the convicting, and stirring all hearts to a greater crucifixion
of self.
PRINCIPLES OF l'HE INTERIOR OR HIDDEN LIFE: Designed particularly
for
the consideration
of those who are seeking Assurance of Faith and Perfect
Love. 400 pp. By THOMASC. UPHAM. New-York:
Harper and Brothers.

Prof. Upham is so widely and favorably known as a writer on mental
science - his works being standard text-books in many of our colleges
-that
any thing from his pen must command our regard. Few, however, of tllOse having only known him as their guide in Mental Philosophy would peruse this work without a n<:lwand strange feeling at the paths
in which they are led; at least, such was our experience. Lighting accidentally upon the book, after it had been through numerous editions,
and before the people for years, we were led to take it up because of the
author's name, and because we were curious to see how such a writer
would treat such a subject. Soon we were enchained by it; then we
felt that a great desideratum in our religious instruction had been providentially found, and laying it down we felt like thanking God for such
an epoch of our life, and striving not only to live in a new consecration
of heart and life, but to induce others to read the book and be moved
upon likewise. And, as we now learn, we are not alone in being thus
impressed. A very distinguished minister of New England dates a
complete revolution in the style of his preaching from its perusal. Many
in our Western land might well 'go and do likewise ':
It has been the difficulty, hitherto, that writers attempting to delineate the life of Christ in the soul, the 'Interior or Hidden Life', have
been often lacking in their understanding of the philosophy of the mind,
and in addition to the vagueness of thought thus engendered have been
wanting greatly in clearness and definiteness of expression; or., attain-
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ing these, they have been merely intellectual and not spiritual men, and
thus utterly incapacitated for writing a treatise like the one before us.
In Prof. Upham,' the profound philosopher, the lucid and forcible writer, and the deeply-intuitive, spiritually-minded Christian seem to have
met. With a steady hand he steers between a rationalistic religion on
the one hand, and mysticism on the other.
The great mass of those professing religion would take little or no
interest in this volume, for the simple reason that the 'life' treated of
is to them, to all intents and purposes, as much a 'hidden life' as it is
to the world at large. But'to those for whose consideration the author
declares it to be designed, the work is a treasure indeed; and he who
is most spiritual will find most in it. Every pastor should have the
work in his library, and all in whom exists a longing after greater holiness should welcome such a book as a precious blessing of heaven.
PEORIAIN 1857 -By O. E. RooT.-This
work, gotten up with
great labor and taste, is the second issue of our City Directory. It deserves a most liberal support. Mr. Root's perseverance in the enterprise, amid repeated losses by fire, gives him particular claims on public patronage.
THE BIBLE-UNIONREPORTER,monthly, 'Containing the English
Scriptures Revised', is received. It has great claims on the critical
student of the Bible, as well as much popular interest. New-York.
$1.00 per annum. Western subscribers may obtain the Reporter by
addressing' BiJJle-Revision Rooms', Louisvi,lle, Ky.
THE GOSPELAnyocATE, a neat monthly of thirty-two pages, devoted to the defense of Primitive Christianity as understood by its Editors, brethren FANNINGand LIPSCO~1B,is before us, hailing from Nashville, Tenn. Its terms are $1.00, in advance. Elder Fanning is widely known among us as a speaker and writer, and as President of Franklin College, near Nashville.
THE OHRIs'rIANINTELLIGENCER,now issued at Charlottesville, Va.,
a paper for many years favorably known to the Disciples in that great
State and regions adjacent, has at length found its way to our table. It
is in newspaper form, and is published every alternate week by brethren COLEMANand WALTHALL,at $2.00 per annum, in advance. It
is largely devoted to first principles and polemics, as its surroundings
at that latitude seem ·torequire ..
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WE have received a tract on the subject of 'Infant Sprinkling', being an article that appeared recently in the lIfitlennial Ha1'binger, from
the pen of Eld. J. O. BEARDSLEE,for near seventeen years a Congregational missionary to Jamaica, but who, like Judson, changed his views
on the subject of Baptism, of which change the traet is an exposition
and defense. It is itn able document, of some ten pages, including
certain correspondence, and an introduction by Eld. A. CAMPBELL.
Brethren desiring to circulate a tract on this subject would do well to
procure a quantity of these by addressing, as we presume, either A.
Campbell, Bethany, or the author, at Collalller, Cuyahoga Co., Ohio.
There is a movement, we rejoice to find, on the part of the American
Christian Missionary Society, to send our talented and beloved Brother
Beardslee again to Jamaica, in accordance with his anxious desire to
teach them' the way of the Lord more perfectly'.
A VERYable tract on the Sabbath has been sent us, entitled' THE
BIBLE ON 'rHE SABBATH', with a request for our views upon it. vVe
would gladly review it, did space and our other duties permit. We think
it fails to substantiate the precise point it builds upon, viz: that the
keeping of the Sabbath as the seventh day was a moral precept, and
hence of perpetual force.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

THE MISSIONARYCONVENTION.
- We learn with great pleasure that
numbers of our distinguished men intend being at the Macomb Meeting. Prof. PENDLETON,of Bethany, we rejoice to hear, expects to be
present. Bro. FRANKLIN,of Cincinnati, Corresponding Secretary of
the Society, writes us that he will be with us, and anticipates a great
meeting. Arrangements are made with some of our railroads, and doubtless will be effected fnrther, for half-fare to delegates attending. We
would again urge brethren to make all arrangements for attending, if
they have not already done so. All our preachers, and many others,
should be there. As an incentive to this, we hoped to have copied, this
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month, the excellent article in the last Hccrbingc?',from the pen of Bro.
PENDLETON,on ' OU?' ~lJfissionarySocicty', but have been unable to
do so. It is copied in the Age. Look it up and be admonished by it
of the TWENTY-SEVENTH
INST., and your duties thereun.
Up to our going to press the following roads have beeu heard from
by us, and the half-fare arrangement made with them, viz: Terre Haute,
Alton and St. Louis; Chicago, Alton and St. Louis; Peoria and Oquawka; and Peoria and Oquawka Eastern Extension.

COlVIPLAINTS
reach us still of the tardy arrival of the Sentinel
Blame the post-office- not us. Our mailing is all done promptly and
faithfully. Subscribers whose papers have to pass through Chicago,
however, must let patience have nothing short of her perfect work.

WE call attention to the proposals of our enterprising brethren, JAS.
CHALLENANDSONS,Philadelphia, for publishing a Sunday-School and
Farpily Library. It is a noble enterprise, which our brethren ought
gladly to sustain. Bro. CHALLEN'Sabilities are happily adapted to the
editing of such a series of books as is proposed.
The 'Disciples' Almanac and Statistical Reg1'ster' will also be issued by the same firm as soon as the necessary materials are collected.
Let every church be sure of being reported as desired.

IT is rare that we
errors, but so gross a
our last number that
, The Slave Singing
za should read:

have any need of apologizing for typographical
one escaped in the hurry of reading the proof of
we are compelled to correct it here. In the poem,
at Midnight', the first couplet of the third stan-

" Songs of triumph and ascriptions,
Such as reached the swart Egyptians."

IN addition to the disclaimer in our last number of all editorial indorsement of the article on Canton University, we are now convinced,
from facts continually developing, that said article from the Louisville
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Journal ought never to have been printed any where, much less admitted to the pages of the Sentinel. The resident Editor does, therefore,
hereby confess the blunder and the blame of admitting it for its face,
in ignorance as to the facts involved. Several of our exchanges, we
notice, have been similarly taken in in reference to the same matter.

THE Sentinel has now a 1'esident Proprietor, as well as resident Editor. Under this arrangement we hope to do more toward making our
periodical what it should be than we before had opportunity of doing.
And we now very particularly request that hereafter all BUSINESScommunications concerning the SENTINELbe add1'essed to J. W. PARISH,
P~oria, Ill.

WE will be thankful to our preaching brethren and others for all
items of Church news they may furnish us.

SEVERALoriginal articles are crowed out of this number.

OIlITUARY.
DIED, at the residence of his eldest daughter, Mrs. Jeffries, in Spencer, Medina county, Ohio, at 10 o'clock P.M., Friday, April 24, of disease of the
lungs, CALVINSPENCER, aged 78 years and 10 months.
The deceased was one of the carly Bottlers of the Western Reserve. Born in Connecticut in 1778,
he removed early in life to Greene county, N. Y., where be resided until past the meridian of life,
. when he emigrated with his family, in 182!, to Ohio, Bettling upon "Black River, thirty-six miles
southwest of Cleveland, where he resided up to the time of his death. His public spirit, his open
door ofwclcomc to all immigrants, and his aid of the afterward rapidly·~rowing community, made
him a well-known pioneer of that region.
As a. testimony of the people's appreciation of theso
facts, the town in which his earthly career ended bore his name. A more conspicuous if less enduring monument to his name, however, lay in the fact of bis being the father of the 'Spencer
Family', for years well known throughout several of the 'Vestern States as a popular troupe of
vocalists, who settled down in private life a.few years since, leaVing their name, the echo of their
voices, and the benign influence of their songs, in myriads of hearts. Of these, now scattered in
diff~rent States, the youngest is the wife of the resident Editor of the Sentinel.
The remains of :Father SPENCER were followed to their last resting-place, in Penfield, by a very
large concourse, after a most im!Jressive discourse by Rev. Principal }'AIRCHILDJ of Oberlin, from
Psalms xc : 10.

Cleveland papers please copy.
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL

AND FAMILY

LIBRARY.

BROS. BURGESS& CAmIAN: We have in press ten volumes, s,eries No. I, of
a new Juvenile Library to consist of fifty volumes, printed on- fine paper, elegantly illustrated
and handsomely bound.
Revised ana edited by JAMES
CHALLEN.
'fhis series will be followed by four more (of ten volumes each), to complete a library of fifty volumes.
The constant demand for such a library, free from all sectarian influence, is
the reason for its pnblication.
Without the aid of others, and on our own responsibilit,y, wc have undertaken this, a,nd believing; that the intrinsic merit ofthe
series will commend them to the public in general, and our brethren in particuIar.
The ten volumes will be ready June 1, 1857. They will be stereotyped and issued in the best style, without regard to expense.
The illustmtions, printed on tinted papCl', will all be executed by onr best
engravers.
Superintendents
of Sunday-schools will favor us by sending in their orders
immediately.
Parents can not make a more acceptable or valuable present to their children,
as it is admirably adapted for a Juvenile Family Library.
Price by mail, post-paid by us, $3.00 per set of ten volumes, or $2.50 when
ordered otherwise than by mail.
The succeeding series will be duly announced when ready.
Send yours orders for series No. I, now.
Respectfully, etc.,
JAMES CIIALLEN & SON~, Philadelphia,

DISCIPLES'

Pa.

ALMANAC AND ST_-\.TISTICAL REGISTER.

We propose publishing the above in elegar t style, on the finest calendered
paper, illustrated with engravings, executed in the highest style of art, with an
engraved title page printed on tinted paper.
The chief object of this work will be to give the most accurate statistics of
the number and resources of the Denomination in a condensea form.
The
Press, Elders and Evangelists, Superintendents
of Sunday Schools, and individual members throughout the United States, Great Britain, the British Provinces, and Australia, should take a personal interest in this work, and send
us the fullest and most accurate returns of the churches, etc., in their section.
This can be accomplished by filling the following blanks, and forwarding the
same to us.
- Post-office. - County. - State. - Church. - Number of Members. Names and P01t-office address of Elders and Evangelists. - Number of
Sunday-school
scholars. - Name of Superintendent.
- College or Seminary (if under the auspices of the Disciples). -Names
of President and Professors, etc. - Endowments. - Prospects, Interesting
Items, Benevolent Institutions, etc.
In addition to the above, a condensed history of the rise and progress of the
Denomination;
the Press, with Editor's name, and subscription price.
Books
by the Disciples, - Anthor's name, and price.
Location of Churches in the
eities: Pastor's residence, etc.
Address all communications, post-paid, to
JAMES CHALLEN & SONS, Philadelphia,

.\ltir The Press will favor us by copying the above editorially,
special attention
ly considered.

to it.

Any suggeetions

Pa .

and calling
made by them or others, will be du-
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EDUCATION."
BY

P.

H.

MURPUY,

PRESIDEST

OF

ABIXGDON

COLLEGE.

BUT we hasten to ask, Who should enter this spacious field, and study
these enrapturing scenes? 'Vho sho,uld ascend the hill of science and
gather a garland that kings might envy, and listen to the sweet music
of the spheres? I ask not now who should read Virgil, Horace, Cicero,
Xenophon, Homer, or Demosthencs, or who should explore the must.y
pages of ancient literature. I ask not who should study the Gothic
methods of architecture or the art of framing the complicated machinery
of the present century. For those who enter these fields must necessarily be few. But I do ask, Who in our country should study English
literature and the natural productions emanating from a divine hand?
But most especially, who should study that unique, harmonious and divine system of human redemption unfolded by the Holy Spirit in the
Living Oracles. Should not a good education be reserved for the more
wealthy - the higher classes - the lords - the priests - the nobles of
earth, and leave the mighty mass, the mlgar throng, to catch their education, as they toil, from the vicious crowd around them, and thus remain below the medioeraey, and by their honest labor support the
aristocracy in luxury, cffeminacy an.d every species of dcbauchery?
This, in my humble judg-nlent, is too near a true representation of the'
present organization of society, but it is not in accordance with justice,
right, or the will of God. The expression that 'educated mind ever
has and ever will rule the world' is as true as it is trite. The educated mind possessesgreatly the vantage-ground, either for weal or for woe,
and can greatly bless or sorely curse mankind. Should, however, all be
educated, the expression would still be true. But then the world would
rule itself, and all chance for monopoly would be destroyed. While, however, we would argue that all should receive a liberal education, we
arc aware that it is no small task to rouse the masses to a sense of their
privileges and true interests. For ignorance is a good stupefyer: it lulls
its votaries to sleep, and life to them becomes a pleasant dream, and
they think it reality, and they know all that they desire to know, and

* Concluded
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without doubt understand things well; ,vhen they could not properly
analyze the most common sentence of their oWQlanguage or the most
simple flower that they crush beneath their feet, explain one affinity
of atoms or one principle of the system to which they belong. Like
the busy ant toiling out his life around his nat,ive hillock, so thQ ignorant man plods his way, thinks and rethinks a thousand times the
thoughts which circulated around l1is paternal hearth; and although
rivers of knowledge arc rumbling at his feet, he heeds them not, and his
intellect shrinks of starntion in the midst of more than the teeming
millions of earth could consume. He knows not of and cares not for
the beauties or the advantages of the arts or sciences. And tlms many
a precious gem has remaineu concealcd, benefiting no one and knowing
not its own worth. It iH then our dut.y to rouse up our brethrenthe masses- inspire with a thirst for knowledge, and then feed them
with appropriate food. Let not age, sex, party, condition, race or color
debar any from a good education. Let the lndian, let the Negro, let
the rude barbarian, each partake. I.et the Caucasian, let the Malay,
let the African, study nature's living page. Let Africa's sable SOIlS
join with Europel111and Asiatic tribes; let them send their voices across
the ever-restleFs waters of the unmeasured ocean, and invite the red
JIlan of Columbia's pleasant vales to quit his savage yell, and let all
the mingled races join in and freely drink at the pure fount of everlasting life. Teach to one, teach to all- teach the male, teach the female,
the arts, the sciences, and the word of God. Here again the fevered
imaginations and many of the perverted heads of a fonner generation
file a host of objections against educating the sexes in the same school.
Their attention will be attracted from their books, and if they are permitted to attend school at the same hours there must be an impenetrable partition between them, and such strict legislation for them that
they can in no case associate, and thus preserve them from the p·ernieious glances of each other's eyes. Is it true that there is anyone
who ill opposed to seeing the sexes innocently associate? If so, who are
these opposers? The men who practice and permit daily the same
thing which they condeml1. Why do we not make a doorless partition
in our family residences, and divide our farms with a fence close and
l1igh, and ke~p our sons and daughters separate from birth? Because
God has ordaillcd that they should play around the hearth together.
And I pity the man who been raised without a sister or the woman who
has been reared without a brother. Why do we not have one village, one
town, one city, for males and another for females? In one word, why do
we not organize one government for each sex, and build a wall great
and high to prevent all kind of association? Because we all know that
neither men nor women can be governed or enjoy themselves without
the presence, restraint, and polishing influence of the other sex, and
God has so ordered it that either will become monsters when separated;
to sustain which I need only refer to the manners of Galena or California, or to some of the worse specimens of the old dominion, where
mobocracy, anarchy and lynch law reign, and all become uncouth and
vulgar. But since we have mixed cities, mixed countries, and mixed
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govcrnments,' why do we not make some of those wholcsome regulations
so strictly carricd out in somc of our mixed schools and fcmale seminariC's? Simply because we know that it would not do. Who ever thought
of forbidding the youngsters of our villages, towns, cities or countryplaces to associate - not eve)] to spcak? :Jlake such a law in any city
of thc United States, alld you will quickly see its tendency. Indeed, all
see that it is absurd and ridiculous to attempt such a thing. In thus
speaking against the foolish and some times cruel bws made for schools,
I of course would not be understood as spcaking against wholesome regulations eithcr for villages, cities, country-places, or schools.
'1'hc asscrtion that if they associate they will becomc too strongly attached and form too many matches is false, and its workings on community are bad. If you wish your son to marry young and at random,
studiously keep him out of fCluale society, and let him grow up green
and uneducated, and the first young lady with whom he associates,
whether she is good or bad, congenial to him or not, he marries
if shc is willing; and it is cqually true with regard to your daughters.
If you wish your children to livc to mature age and make a judicious
choice, take away the checks which preven~ assoc~ation,throw them into society young, and instruct them well, and they will have a large circlc of friends from which to make thcir selections, and composure and
judgment enough to make judicious selections. In America youngsters
are kept separate as much as possiblc, and when they do associate they
bccome the by-word of the community, and a wedding is confidently
predicted; and thns they arc idcntified together 0 as much to facilitate
a match, and the prophecy is fulfilled, and the pair marry young and
probably rashly. In the old country they freely associate; nothing is
thought of it, nothing is said, and they live single much longer. Who
thinks of a belle who receives the attention of all and is continually in
society marrying as young as the neglected miss of poor attainments or
rough features? Who thinks that the ladies' man who associates with
all will marry as soon as the timid, retiring man who makes but few
calls and makes them tell? Certainly no one is so stupid as not to see
that the squeamishnes so frequently manifested on this subject is suicidal
and does much to facilitate premature matches. But let us view this
subject from another angle. Why do we vat organize our singingschools in separate classes. one for the mxlc:and one for the female?
Because all must know that God so formed their voices that t.hey must
be heard together if good music is made, Oh, say ~ou, let them go to
the same house but have separate rooms where they SlDg,and do not let
them speak to each other on their way to or from school or while there.
The good sense of all says at once that this logic will not do when applied to singing, although they apply it to seminaries and colleges.
Again: Why do these same men throw the little boys and girls together in their district schools and their union Rehools? Why subject
them to such pernicious influences while young and unsuspecting?
Why let them grow up to man and womanhood together and form ties
as lasting as their being and as deep as the grave, and then when they
are of more mature age-- have better judgments and more sense of pro-
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------------ ---- -_._--priety, get terribly alarmed if they associate at college Oh Consistency
thou art a jewel.
Again: Why do you let your children grow to maturity in your
schools without any of those pcculiad!J wholesome laws relative tv their
associating, and as soon as they grow up and enter a female seminary'
or mixed school begin to legislate for them a~ though they were fools
or knaves, and thus outrage' them and drive them to extremities undreamed of before. They may freely aud innocently talk any where else
on God Almighty's earth, but pleas3 do not let them talk at college.
Let my children associate and learn common gentility and politeness
any where else, but when I send them to school to have them taught
good breeding and polished and fitted for society on earth, please take
from them the mutual restraint of the sexes upon each other-take
away the polish prepared by a divine Father and keep them entirely
separate, that they may learn to associate and live pleasantly together
in after life. Oh Consistency, whither hast thou fled?
The fact is, brethren and sisters, throw the sexes toget.her, treat
them as they have been treated elsewhere, as young gentlemen and ladies, and they will eventually restrain, refine and polish each other, and
the government of our schools will become easy and pleasant. A laudable ambition and commendable rivalry will be stimulated between
them, and unparalleled advancement will ensue. Our colleges and
seminaries would be no longer prisons or despotisms-our college days
would no longer be regarded as burned up and lost, and the prime of
life consumed, but the youngsters of our country would flock to the
pleasure-grounds of education with buoyant spirits and happy hearts,
and joyfully explore the capacious fields together. Last, though not
least, why did not God in the organization of his spiritual empire, emphatically the school, make two apartments j organize one congregation
for the male and one for the female, and let them worship separately?
Because infinite wisdom knew that it would not be best. In God's
school they are made so perfectly equal, S(l intimately associated, that'
there is no male, no female known j but they are all one in Christ
Jesus. When God Nade Eve he made her a help meet for Adam,
and then joined them in divine matrimony, pronounced them one, hnd'
bade them traverse life'B journey together. And in all the ramifications of human or divine government, wherever an Adam is fcund
there should be hili1Eve-a suitable mate. The mandate has gone
forth, Let the Eve be a suitable companion for the Adam, and if we
ever expect to enjoy congeniality of feeling and that happiness which
should exist in the marriage state, there must exist an equality which is
now seldom found. Many a married man is Btill as Adam was before
the formation of Eve-without a mate, a suitable companion. He
finds no society at home, but he is a social being and must have society; he seeks and finds it from home j his should-be companion feels
that she is slighted j she pines, frets, sinks in despair, and becomes still
less suited for her nominal husband, and the happiness of both is flown
from earth. Reverse it, and let an intelligent, well-informed lady marry a man of poor attainments, and the condition of both is wretched.
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And herc is a key to enable us to understand many of the unhappy
livcs and unfortunate matches. Love and happiness may exist for a
short timc, fed by excitement, but it can Dot continue long and mature
without a degree of equality in attainments and congeniality in feeling
and disposition. Oh! that earth's blecding millions could be indnced
to sip at the fountain of joy prepared by a kind Father, and that the
fetters of darkness, snperstition and vcnei'ated custom might bc broken,
that men and women might see their true positions, and prcparc for the
cxigencies of lifc; that the little boys and girls who prattled around
the samc knecs, and knew nothing bnt that they wcre equal, might togethcr ascend the hill of science, ascend the same eminences, meet the
same difficulties, and overcome the same obstacles; that thcy might together explore the inexhaustible storcs of the floral world and the
stereotyped page of geology; that thcy might together long ponder
over the physiological structure of animate nature, the mind and spirit
of the higher orders; that together they might explore the fields of
occupied space, and compute the distanccs and learn the relations of
the myriads of worlds, and then, through the telescopc of faith, study
the character of their and our Author. True, they were not made for
precisely the same purpose, nor organized alike, and if they were they
could not suit each other or fill the place now occupied by hum:lI~ity.
While the man has the robust body and masculine strength, the strength
of nerve and the decision of character to stem the current of life, womon has the pliability of organization to wind into the rugged recesscs
of his nature, and the recuperative force to hold up the wearicd arm,
and the finer sensibi]itiel> to give polish and refinement. Probably you
will find that in all the ramifications of human society, while man originates, woman moulds, cither of which principles taken separately is
useless; so I must maintain that they must traverse life's short journey
together; and they arc t.ogether in the family, the village, the city, the
state, the nation, and the world, in the singing-school, the district
school, the union schoo], and in the church. 1'hey are together in the
world, in paradise, and in Tartary, and will be together in Heaven and in
Hell, and they should be together in our colleges. But I hasten to ask,
How should the male and the female of all ranks and climes be taught?
In order to instruct, you must first arrest the attention and fix it upon
the point which you desire to make; for if you fail to do this the impression made will be very dim and easily erased, and then the scholar
will complain of a poor memory. An illustration or two will show that
the memory is not at fault. Some students will read a lesson three or
four times over and thcn fail to recite it, not because their memory was
poor but becausc their attention was not on what they read. Take the
same student to a mcnagerie, and let it be the first time he ever saw any
thing of the kind sothat it will powerfully attract his attention, and in a
few days ask him what he saw and heard, and his memory is so good that
he can relate not only the general features, but also the details, and he
can do the same years hence; so we must conclude that thc memory is
good. Let the same person rcad some novel book that will rivet his attention, and he can tell you almost every thing which it contains. If
I make a thousand flourishes over this paper and make no impression
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there is nothing to eradicate, and it is not the fttult of the ink or paper
that the words which I had in my mind were not retained, but it is because no words were made.
So with many a reader and student, the
words which they artificially speak make no imprcssiou, because the
mind is either wandering or is employed with something else; and as the
clock strikes unobserved and hence unremembered, the important ideas
conveyed by the author 01' speaker pass unnoticed, and the person who
has contracted this habit of inattention will either by a great effort
break it up, or will die au ignorant man.
Another fruitful source of
ignorance is half.learning any thing, getting a confused idea of it, and
passing on; this too is invariably forgotten, and the person is in 11 worse
condition than when he attempted to learn, for he has acquired nothing
and contracted a bad habit.
Auy one had far better learn one lesson
well than to half·learn a dozen.
Then permit me to say that after the
attention is arrested the student should be made thorough in whatever
point you are presentiug, and when he fully understands
it and can
make it his owu, proceed to another, but never till then; and let it be an
idea, not a form of words, for au idea can be retained while a set of
words can not.
Hence I seriously object to the committing process
adopted iu most of our female seminaries and too many of our colleges.
The students have no mind of their own, but refer to the author for
eve,:y thing, and when the words of the author are forgotten their educatiou' (falsely so called) is gone.
Moreover, as the memory of the masses is to a great extent circumstantial, and depending to a great degree upou contiguity in time and
place, chemical and philosophical apparatus should be freely used, and
in the other sciences diagrams and the living voice.
But time forbids me to prosecute this interesting
point farther.
Then let me close it by saying, especially at the commencement of
every study, be thorough.
Thanking the audience for their kind attention, and the convention for the high favor bestowed on me, I must
leave this subject with you, praying you to think of it seriously, and
realizing the weight of your responsibility to act as its importance demands, that we may all be prepared for usefulness and happiness
here and for life and bliss hereafter.

BEA.UTIFUL

SENTB[ENT.

THERE is a voice within me,
And 't is so sweet a voice
That its soft lispings win me,
l'ill tears start to mine eyes.
Deep from my soul it springeth,
, Like hidden melody;
And ever more it singeth
This song of songs to me :
" This world is full of beauty
As other worlds above;
And if we did our dut.y
It might be full of love."
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endc::avored in .an article on 'Conscience',
in the March number of the Sentl'nel, to discover the true nature of that noble faculty of
the soul, our work would be incomplete did wb not make an application of the doctrine therein maintained to religious science.
This is
the prime end of all iDquiries into the nature of our spirits.
While
revelation is the witness of the soundness of philosophy, it is equally
true that the latter reciprocates her light for t.he luminous interpretation of scripture.
'We therefore request the reader to examine our former article, that he iliay understandingly
accompany us in our search
after truth.
The subject which we would inquire into, in the light of the principles already developed, is that of Inspiration, or, the mode of the Holy
Spirit's operation in the human spirit.
ADd iD veDturing upon the introduction of this sacred, but most legitimate, subject to your readers,
we claim the privilege of selecting the class of minds we shall attempt
to address.
This subject is so fundamental
in its character that it exercises a controlling influence over almost all other scripture doctrines;
and, hence, any essential change of views in regard to it Jllust necessarily modify, in a great degree, Illany other preconceived notions.
In
this fact lies the difliculty of instituting all independent,
truth-loving
scrutiny into it. ,"Ve can, therefore, expect sympathy and a profitable
hearing from only a comparatively rare class of men.
This class is
composed of those who love truth for its own sake, and, hence, better
than their own opinions; who are willing to sacrifice self for the glory
of God; and who disdain to permit partisan relations to furnish the
channels in which their thoughts shall flow. In those who are accustomed to obey the high behests of reason, and, in consequence, arc not
averse to the labor of thinldllg-thinking
calmly and fearlessly, yet
humbly and prayerfully, praying for that' spiritual discernment' which
un abIes us to 'compare spiritual thiDgs with spiritual' -in such minds
we confidently expect hearty co!aborers ill the following inquiries.
To
such we need oller no apology for the metaphysical character of these
essays, but to others we say a word.
'I.'here is a vulgar prejudice against
this word, arising from the intellectual laziness of mankind;
and men
object to metaphysical inquiries in religion as if they expected such inquiries to be altogether phys'l:cal. Hecollect that this much-abused
word is but a circumlocution for spiritual-and
does anyone deny that
in reflections upon 'the Holy Spirit we should push our investigations
in a spiritual manner?
And is it not the hight of folly to make up
theories upon the Spirit of God before we ascertain something of the
human spirit, upon which it operates?
But, one objects, such inquiries are contradictory and obscure in their results.
Not more so than
the doctrines of religion have been.
The same plea which causes the
rejection of the one will likewise influence the abandonment of th.e other, if consistency is preserved.
Indeed, philosophy aJ;ld religion have
gone hand in hand during the past.
The age whieh has beep. posHAVING
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sessed of low views of the human mind has always had a formal and
comfortless religion. And this is all natural enough, for the human
reason h~s supplied the laws of interpretation which we apply to God's
book; it is the instrument, and if we are not acquainted with it how
can we use it otherwise than in a blundering manner? These laws of
interpretation change as intellectual philosophy advances and exhibits
new and clearer results; and in these numbers we shall take our stand
upon the latest alld profoundest developments which a searching analysis of mind has given, and endeavor to ascertain some of the laws of
the wonderful ways of God to man.
Let us, in the first place, gather up the conclusions of our former
essay. "Ve have seen that in the soul there is a higher reason, not reflective but spontaneous in its character, giving all men primary inspirations, which compose the elements of thought; and this is determined by the fact that these principles are universal and necessary-exhibiting themselves wherever there is a sane mind, and which it is
impossible to conceive as ceasing to exist-which
can not, therefore,
haye their cause in the finite spirit of man, and must be referred to a
higher Intelligence, to the infinite mind of God. Once admitting and
fully realizing this important conclusion, which a rigid aualysis of the
phenomena of consciousness can not fail to establif.lh,the possibility of
God's making mOl'C revelations through man than those constituting
the elements of his spiritual activity, or, of his impartiug greater energy
to those elements already existing in their germs, is fully established.
Also, the avenue through which all divine revelatioIfs, given in the
form of inspiration must come is made known; that is, the intuitive
reason or conscience, taken in its wider significance. With these prepossessions we are, in part, prepared to come to the study of this subject in the numerous instances of inspiration given us in the Bible.
But we are not completely furnished for this task, because we have
examined but one department of the mind. Stopping here, with only
these primordial inspirations before us, we would make man infallible
in the sense that God only is. There is another province of the soul,
which is essentially ours; which constitutes our personality, and which
DOmaD 'possesses with exactly the same characteristics as any other
man. This includes the will and understanding or reflective power.
Will, in that it is free, makes us individuals, responsible to tbe higher
laws of our being, which are the laws of God. '1'he understanding appropriates the knowledge given through sensation by the outer world,
and by reflection acquires the materials for expressing thought. It appropriates, also, the intuitions of reason, clothlis them in these materials, and thus renders them communicable to others. Hence it is appropriately called the ttnderstanding
or wbstantializin.g
faculty. If
the energizing of the pure reason, therefore, be the method of inspiration, we will find that, no matter with how great power the Spirit of
God may invigorate it, the revelations can not come to us except they
be marked by the characteristics of the prophet's own mind, and be
given to us in the imperfect forms of his understanding.
Thus it is
that the oracles of the impersonal reason-impersonal
because all men
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possess it, yet can not control it by their wills but must be subject unto
it-are given with the coloring of a person clinging to them; the great
truths of inspiration goveru, but they are clothed in the sensuous imagery of this world. .
Another important conelu ion is evolved just here. As it is neee3sary to reflect in order to bring into distinct consciousness and render
capable of expression the intuitions of reason, we will find that the inspired man - being compelled to reflect that he Dlay communicate his
truths to us, and reflection necessarily involvin~ the will-will, even
under inspiration, preserve his moral responsibility inviolate.
Yet another law of the mind has a suggestive place in these inquiries. Weare so constituted that the soul necds thc excitement of outward occasions, reflectively appropriated, to arouse it into ~ctivity and
call forth into vivid consciousness those principles which lie at the
foundation of all our thinking. It being necessary that these principles be embodied in the forms of the understanding, this must be educated and called into livelier exercise, that reflection may give greater
distinctness to these primal ideas. Hence, although all men have the
ideas of good and evil, yet some are enabled to exercise the jndgments
arising from them with greater precision and quickness than others.
While it is logieally necessary that these prineiples preexist in order
that actions may have any moral character attaching to them, yet it is
also true that the presence of such actions arouses them in consciousness. Thus we see whole communities in which the moral standard is
higher than it is in others j and this simply means that the common
conscience of the people is moreaetive because of surrounding influences. So it is with the ideas of God and the soul. While all nations
give abundant evidence of possessing them as primitive intuitions, in
what various degrees of purity and strength do they express them
through the materials of the understanding!
Thus it is with all prineiples: the condition of their awakening rests in the outer world and
reflection, yet logically they are anterior to both sensation and reflection. This law will make it our duty to inquire hereafter, when we
come to the inspiration of the Bible--::When other truth from heaven
is to be revealed, is it impressed ·upon· the ·mind arbitrarily, or does
God act in harmony with our nature and furnish first the objective occasions that the sonl may afterward receive subjectively the inspirations
of the Spirit?
We have now before us the conditions on which the soul may preserve its integrity.
If, hereafter,we find these fulfilled, we shall claim
to have arrived at the truth, and our conclusion will be that the laws
of the human spirit are not broken in the sending of the Splrit of God
into the soul, but that the Author of our minds, knowing their nature,
acts in entire conformity with it. But let 0.'; not anticipate.
We next shall proceed to examine the declarations of Scripture and
the phenomena of inspiration therein given. What we now want is a
fair induction from facts. In order to examine these facts intelligently we had first to learn the general character of the mind in its ordinary
state, because these are facts pertaining to the same mind in an extra-
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ordinary state. And here let us ask the reader's particular attention.
Remember that our object is to elucidate how the Holy Spirit operates
in and through the spirit of man. We havc nnmerous instances of
such operation recordcd in the Bible-recorded
with an accuracy which
we look for in no other book. Here, thcn, is the legitimate field for
our inquiries. What we find true herc will be true in all other cases
where the operation of the Spirit is concerned. If these facts give us
but one mode of spiritual influence, there is but one, and the laws regulating it here must rcmain essentially the same in all other instances.
Does anyone deny the applicability of these facts to all ages of the
church r We, in turn, deny that he can arrive at any thing above a
hypothesis of spiritual opcrations. He can not verify his theory, because he cuts himself off' from the only meaus of verification; and a
hypothesis without sustaining facts is worthless. In spiritual as well
as in natural science we must bring our doctrines to the final test of
wcll.established phenomena.
Let us enter upon this examinatiolJ,
therefore, resolved to abide by the result.
. w. S. R.

HOLINESS

TO THE

LORD.-NUMBER'1.

AND thou shlllt make a plat.e of' pure gold, and grave upon it like t.he engravings of' a signet, HOLINESS TO THE LOIlD. And t110Ushalt put. it on a blue
lace, that it may be upon the mit.re; upon the forefront of the mitre it shall
be
And it shall be upon Aaron's forehead, that Aaron may bear the iniquit.y of the holy t.hings, which the children of Israel shall hallow in all
their holy gifts; and it shall be always upon his forehead, that they may be
accepted before the Lord.
(Exodus xxviii: 36-38.)

THE above we have selected for the purpose of giving a few brief
articles especially to call earnest attention to the great principle involved, viz: 'Holiness to the Lord'.
Theories are generally quite
ensily ullderstood, whether relating to physics or metaphysics-to
politics or religion; but however much the knowledge of theories may
enlighten the mind or gratify the curiosity, they never benefit man in
IIny appreciative or practical sense uutil put into practice. And while
thii is true of all the theories of earth, it is equally true with the theory
of Christianity; nay, in regard to Christianity more than this is true;
for he who theorizes in it, and nothing more, is constantly exposed to
the liability of introducing and adopting theories of his own, having but
little or no regard for either the autheJ;lticity or authority of the Holy
Scriptures. And in this latter principle, we apprehend, may be found
the entire philosophy of the fact, that there are in these days almost as
many different forms of religion as there are different men. Bot setting
these all aside, and taking it for granted that our readers all understand
the theory of Christianity, let us look for a moment at one of its practical phases. The text we have quoted is a short section of that specific
law given by the Lord to his servant Moses, for one specific purpose,
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viz: The 'remtSSlOn of sins, and thence, out of this-HoLINESS.
There is one feature of the text which claims our especial attention:
" And it shall be always upon his forehead, that they may be accepted
before the Lord." The language before this includes the offerings
(unto holiness), and this becomes the token of their acceptance. And
this too is worn upon thef01'ehead of the High Priest. Now these, as
is agreed upon all hands, are but typical representations of that which
was to come, toward which all the types of the Old Testament pointed,
and in which they were all consummated. Now a single query arises,
viz: Shall the letta be true to the tl/pe? Or shall the type a make
the letter x, or by chance any other, as it might happen.f! What would
our boasted art of printing amount to if there was not a fixed certainty
that when the types were set and struck every character would be true
to its own type r Yet in the religious world but little regard is had for
these things, notwithstanding Paul has said, "They were written for
our admonition and instruction."
Now the force of the types under
consideration is this: Those who have sinned (for all have sinned)
present themselves before the Priest with their offering. The blood of
that offering is shed, and thus atonement is made for those sins. In
the mean time the Priest bears upon his 'forehead' the ' plate of pure
gold' with this inscription, HOLINESSTOTHE LORD,and this becomes
a tokcn of their acceptance, Now aside from the types, and the following becomes the order: Anyone that has arrived to the years of
accountability becomes the one whose highly-exalted privilege, and indeed imperative duty, it is to present the offering before the Priest; that
offering is not 'the blood of bulls and of goats', nor yet' the ashes of a
heifer (Heb. ix: 13), but the body, a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable upon the Lord. (Rom. xii: 1.) And the Priest is that Great
High Priest who has been made 'a Priest for ever after the order of
Melchizedec,' .
Having now the substance of the entire matter before us, we shall
be ready in some articles regularly following this to look very minutely
into the range and bearing of that glorious inscription worn upon the
forehead of our Great High Priest. In the mean time we invite our
readers to give some attention to the use and application of the Old
Testament types, that we may be prepared in our next fully to enter
into the merits of this subject, in a manner in some degree worthy of
so glorious a theme.
o. A. B.

IT is not what people eat, but what they digest, that makes them
strong. It is not what they gain, but what they save, that makes them
rich. It not what they read, but what they remember, that makes
them learned. It is not what they profess, but what they practice, that
makes them righteous. These are very plaiq and important truths, too
little heeded by gluttons, spendthrifts, bookworms, and hypocrites.
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SORROW,

"ALSO the word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Son of man, behold, I take
away from thee the desire of thine eyes with a stroke:
yet neither shalt thou
mourn nor weep, neither shall thy tears run down.
Forbear to cry; make no
mourning for the dead; bind the tire of thine head upou thee, and put on thy
shoes upon thy feet, and cover not thy lips, and eat not the hread of man.
So
I spake unto the people in the morning; and at even my wife died; and I did
in the morning as I was commanded.-EzEKIEL
xxiv: 15-18.
THE russet rays
Of an autumnal sunset hazily
Were resting on the land of Palestine,
Now wasted by the Chaldee's sword, which doomed
1'0 bondage worse than death the vanquished ones
It spared.
A fearful stillness brooded o'er
Full many a home, now tenantless, throughout
The stricken realm of sinful Judah.
Faint
l'he signs of life in the once-crowded ways
Of holy Solyma, as through them, on
His homeward course, the prophet slowly bent
His steps.
At every step his eye was met
With Desolation's foot-prints.
Rushing thoughts
Of all the glorious beauty, now so dim,
'
He there had known in Salem's queenly pride,
Oppressed that lofty spirit which not all
The scoffs of those who mocked the warning word
Of Heaven conld daunt.
et to such mighty load
Of grief ff)r Israel, spoiled, enslaved, and doomed
Ere long to greater woe, another weight this day
.The word divine had added.
And a strange,
Portentous shadow fell on that high brow
As turned he to his threshold.
There had been
His one sure earthly refuge from the scowl
And sneer of godless, unrepentant ones.
, For there, since came she in her timid youth
To bless the house of the stern prophet, like
A ray of light had shone the loveliest of
Judea's daughters, angel ministrant,
To cheer his spirit and make glad his home.
And now, this only solace must no more
Be the,.e to greet him- brief and terrible
The warning, as the stroke!
And tears and sighs,
Which so can soothe the anguished heart, are all
Forbidden him- 't is Heaven's mandate.
Calm
He met her-gave
a last, sweet greeting-then,
Ere he conld summon words or will to solve
Her doubting of the shadow on his brow,
She felt the hand of God npon her, and
Divined it all. For she, who oft had heard
Of Chebar's'visions and the commnning
Of the Eternal·with her prophet lord,
Had learned npon his countenance to note
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Dim import of Heaven's mystic messagcs,
And now th' unspokcn burden 'knew too wcll.
) :,1

Morn camc, and Death was in that hallowed home:
Yet not a wail above the bier arose,
No badge of mO~lrning met the passer-by;
Nor sackcloth girded on, nor falling tear,
Nor foot un sandaled, told th' inquiring gaze
Of men that there the bolt. had fallen; but,
With eye unblenched and the same steady mi('n
:More firmly fixed, the ~hastened prophet stood
A bove his dead.
With face avertecl toward
'I'he Saered Temple, spread he forth his hands,
And worshiped there awhile the King of Earth
And Heaven; 'fhen turned in stiflcd agony,
Appalling to the fated throng, went forth
As was his wont-yet
now an oracle
At once, and sign-to
ery aloud, through all
Jerusalem, a doom foreshadowed as
A WOE BEYOND ALL SORROW Gl\EAT.
J. N. e.

AUTHORITY

OF GREAT

NAMES.

ENDOWEDas man is with the powers of observation and reflection, it
seems strange that he should manifest so great willingness to be controlle\l
by popular names. H~ has the opportunity of knowin~ constantly that
these powers are divine investments for his own safety and happiness.
The Christian knows that Jesus has forbid his calling any man master, for
he has one master, even Christ, and all men ale brethren-fellows.
Thc world's history abounds with records of the sad effects of misplaced
confidence in great names. The infatuated Romanist reclines under a
fancied yet fatal security in the name of the Holy Roman Catholic
Church, and what a potency in 'his mind associates with the pompous
name 'Pope'.
All that is true in religion, valuable in science, or
worthy of regard in the civil government, he supposes is well known to
the Supreme Pontiff, and so he gives up the direction of his thoughts
in religion and literature to ghostly guidance and prelatical dictation.
He thinks, if he thinks at all, as the Holy Mother Church think.s; he
hates what she hates and loves as she directs. It is this blind reverence for great names that renders him submissive to papal authority,
and not the superiority of priestly virtue or intelligence. Demetrius
and his fellow-craftsmen of ancient Ephesus, who cried vehemently
'Great is Diana of the Ephesians', were worshipers of grcat names.
"Does not all Asia and the world worship her?"
Therefore no rival is
to be tolerated; persecution must kindle 'her fires and superstitious intolerance supers'ede the places of virtue and humanity. This reverence for great names is not confined to Paganism and Romanism. It
would seem that the multitudes bowing to the authority of great names
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among idolaters might satisfy the great adversary. But no. Protestantdom must become tributary to the fiend of human weakness, unsanctitified by the gospel of Christ. What a potency is in the name of Luther; of Calvin, Wesley, etc., anu their corresponding patronymics, Lutheranism, Calvinism, Mcthodism.
From the universal tendency of the human mind to bow before a
great name, we feel compclled to the admission that the emotion is natural and opinion becomes faith by the Savior's precept, "Call no man
master, foroneis your master-Christ."
Again: "He that glories, let him
glory in the Lord."
The Corinthi:m church was guilty of glorying in
men, such as Paul, Cephas and Apollos, and certainly these were as
worthy objects of religious admiration as the human calendar furnishes.
But says Paul, 'your glorying is Dot good '.. R,eligiously, this tendency
to bow to the authority of great names may be directed to Christ Jesus
the Lord, to whom is given' a name that is above every name', and to
whom is gi ven 'all power and all authority in heaven and earth'. "Angels, authorities, principalities and powers are made subject to him",
and" he is made the head of all things for his body's sakc, which is the
church." "Praise him all ye Gentiles; laud him all ye people." 'roward
him this feeling may be properly directed; but toward no inferior being
may we with impunity exercise it, for' unto us there is one God, the
Father, and one Lord, Jesus Christ'.
Philosophically, also, he is the proper object of reverence. The infidel ignores the worship of Messiah, but bows, if not to the shadow of
great names, as Voltaire, Hume, or Paine, to the shrine of his own
greatness. Reason, which he claims he possesses, is the divinity he
adores. In our Lord Jesus Christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge. The animalcule and the solar system are alike the
offspring of his wisdom. The revolutions of the planets and the recurrence of the seasons are the results of his skill and knowledge. The
endowment of man with reason and his preservation are secured by his
wisdom and care.
Since, then, men will worship great names and authority, how beneficent is the Heavenly Father in directing our minds to a wmthy object I
How enlted the privilege of bowing in adoration to the same being
that all the angelic hosts honor! Let no man, however lowly, imagine
any thing a fit subject of religious or philosophical worship inferior to
the angel's Lord and the sinner's Savior. His authority is paramount
and his Dame high over all. Be wise now, therefore, 0 ye kings: be
instructed, ye judges of the earth. Serve the Lord whh fear and rejoice with trembling. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry and ye perish
from the way when his wrath is kindled but a little. Blessed are all
they that put their trust in him. (Psalm ii.)
DUTON,

Ohio.

J. M. HENRY.

ENGAGE in no pursuit in which you can not look up to God and say?
( Bless me in this, 0 my Father'.
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1.

FRAME.

'I'HE privilege of prayer has been highly esteemed by the pious of all
ages, down to the last pious one of heaven's true nobility that has
~raced this de led earth. ThGYhave esteemed it because it is the medium of converse with their Heavenly Parent. As his adopted sons
and daughters, they desire to hold sweet converse and communion with
him, and to ask him for the numerous and manifest blessings which
he has so generously promised. It implies dependence.' And how
natural, how necessary for a poor, helpless, dependent pensioner on the
mercies of an hour, to ask aid in need, in distress, in despair. A
Christian can not be without prayer. A prayerless Christian! What
a contradietion- an anomaly! Neither can a sinner become a Christian, nor can hc continue to be one, without pra.yer. It is the spiritual
and necessa.ry condition and disposition in whieh he is blessed.
"Behold he pralleth "-"
God, be merciful unto me a sinncl'," is the
language of a penitent, broken-hearted and sin-convicted one. To promise such pardon on the condition of prayer, without sweet submission
and unreserved obedience, in heart and mind, to the will of Christ, is
unprecedented and unauthorized. But that a convicted sinner should
Dot p"all and cry to God for mercy is the puerile and preposterous
carping of the llypercritic, ignorant of the word and character of God. '
But, lest I should become desultory and unmethodical, shall we iuquire, What 1:S p1·ayer.1' It is defined by the Lord and Master (Matt~
vii: 7) t7~easldny for things desil'ed - the seeking fOl' things lostthe knocldng for entl·ance.

" Ask, and it shall be given you," is his encouraging injunctioD and
promise. Do we believe it? If so, let us p:oboldly to a throne of gl'llce
and as.k for such things as we desire. ]1'01' everyone that aslceth receiveth.
Who that sincerely believes the above promise will neglect to
ask? "Or what man, what good, affectionate parent, if his son ask
bread, will he give him a stone? or if he ask a fish, will he give him
a serpent? If you, being evil, know how to give good gifts to your
children, how lUuch more will your Heavenly 1,'ather give good things
to them that ask him." Again: The Savior said, Whatever you shall
ask in my name, that I will do - gnlllt - be responsible for.
This leads me to remark, that pralleI' is to be offel'ed to God through
our Lord and Savior Je~us Ohrist, and is restricted to his will. Every
thing after the coronation and reign of the Prince and Sovereign is to
be done in his name, 1:.e., by his authority; for he has all authority
in heaven, the seat of his royal throne, and upon the earth, his footstool. To ask for things unauthorized by him is to ask amiss. "You
ask," says the Apostle James, "and receive Dot, because you ask amiss,
that you may consume it upon your lusts." The dispositions of the petitioners are evil, their motives sinister, and the objects wicked; therefore/ their prayers are unanswered. How many a,sk for worldly pros-
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perity - richcs- that they may spcnd them in riotous and luxuriant living, ostentatious equipage, to)gratify the' pride of life', etc., etc. How
many, too, ask God for gifts - talents - that they may gratify their vanity, their unholy aspirations for fame, or their avaricious desires for opulence! Alas! for poor human nature! Nothing but grace - rcgcneration and renovation of the heart -can rectify, sanctify, purify and qualify such for the blessings promised in prayer, and make them pure and
holy --:-" meet fm' the inheritance of the saints in light."

SELF

- PuJ;'FING.

,

THERE is a practice, prevailing to a greater or less extent among several
different classes of public men, of procuring themselves noticcd in some
newspaper or papers, and thcn sending those papers abroad to be seen by
those who chance not to be among their regular rcaders. That thcatreactors, circus-managers, and itinerating picayune lect1uers should do
thus, excites no surprise now, from the very commonness of the thing.
It has come to be regarded as about their hight. Nor does it excite
much surprise in the public mind when done by a certain class of political aspirants. They, t{)O,have come to be regarded as a sort of privileged class in matters of this kind; but when done by professed ministers of the gospel-ministers
of the meek and lowly Savior-there
is
no language sufficiently strong to cxpress the mingled cmotions of pity
and contempt which every honest, high.minded man must feel. The
thing is absolutely so littlc - sniffling, whiffling, low and contemptible,
that the English language is positively too poor to express an hones~
man's contempt for the spirit that attempts such an act- a spirit so
utterly oppossed to that which a professcd minister ought to indulge,
and so foreign from truc modesty, delicacy of feeling, genuine refinement and true gentility, that it is really a matter of astonishment how
a man with any pretensions to manliness can get down to it. But some
do. Here, at this moment, is a copy of a paper from a distance, just
received, carefully put up and directed-a
paper with which we do
not exchange, and on an average do not see a copy once a year; but
here is one, and it contains a fulsome, sickening pufi' of a preacher, and
winds up with a sort of nomination, which we regard as a direct insult
to the church. Now, who sent this paper? Can not tell. 'fhc publishors do not know us, nor would they have been likely to have sent
the paper if they had; very few persons in the place where it is published know us-and those who do could have no motive, so far as we
can see, in sending this particular number. Who, then, did it? The
man who is so fulsomely puffed thinks he knows us; but if he supposes
we are to be taken with suoh bait as that he has greatly mistaken his
man. We, of oourse, do not say that he sent the paper, because we do
not know - what we think is another matter - but if he did send it,
we beg leave hereby to acknowledge the favor by telling him, and all
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others concerned, that the spirit that prompts acts like that is too low
to be reached by our deepest and most intensifiedcontempt. That's all.
We have kept silent on this subject for a long time. The practice
alluded to tends to degrade the ministry, an.d greatly detracts from the
estimation in which ministers ought to be, and if acting properly will
be, held by the public.
st.Louis
Christi~n
Advocate.

NOTES OF A LECTURE ON THE AIlK 0.1"THE COVENANT.-ExoDusxxxvll.

1.- Its dirnensions and parts. 1. Its length, breadth and hight.Ex. xxv: 10. 2. Covered with gold.-Ex. xxv: 11. 3. Furnished
with rings and staves.- Ex. xxv: 11.
II.-Of what and by whom made. 1. Of shittim wood.- Ex. xxv:
10. 2. Made by Bezaleel.-I~x. ¥xxvii: 1.
He was divinely instructed.-Ex. xxxv: 30, 31.
IIL- Its uses, and where it was placed. 1. The tables of testimony
were placed in it.- Ex. xxv: 16,21; xxxiv: 28; 1 Kings viii: 9, 21,
and Heb. ix: 4. 2. The mercy-scat was laid upon it.- Ex. xxv: 21,
and xxvi: 24. 3. 'rhe pot of manna was laid up before it.- Ex.
xvi: 33,34 j Heb. ix: 4. 4. Aaron's rod waslaid up beforeit.-N um.
xvii: 10. 5. It was placed iu the holy of holies.- Ex. xxvi: 33 j
Heb. ix: 4.
IV. - Its various names. 1. The ark of God.-1 Sam. iii: 3. 2. The
ark of God's strength.-2 Chron. vi: 41. 3. 'fhe ark of the covenant
of the Lord.- Num. xx: 33. The ark of testimony.- Ex. xxx: 6 j
Num. vii: 89.
V.- By whom the ark of the covenant was carried, by Priests only.
-Deut. x: 8 j Josh. iii: 14; 2 SaUl.xv: 24 j 1 Chron. xv: 2.
VL- It wascarried beforethe Israelites in their journeys.-N Uill.x:
33 j Josh. iii: 6. 2. It was carried to the camp of war.-1 Sam. iv:
4, 5. 3. Where it was captured by the Philistines who kept it seven
months.-1 Sam. iv: 4, and vi: 1.
VII.- Profanation of the ark punished and protection rewarded.-1
Salll. vi: 19; 1 Chron. xiii: 10, and xiii: 14.
V1II.- The Israelites inquired of the Lord beforeit.- Josh. vii: 6,
9 j Jud. xx: 27.
IX.- It was regarded as a symbol of the presence and glory of God.
See 1 Sam. iv: 21, 22 j Nurn. xiv: 43, 44 j Josh. vii: 18, 19, and
Ps. cxxxii: 8.
\
X.- It was Rolyand it sanctifiedits resting-place.-1 Chron. viii: 11
and xxxv: 3.
XL-Miracles connected with the ark of the covenant. 1. The Jordan divided.-Josh. iv: 7. 2. Fall of the walls of Jericho.-Josh. vi:
6-20. 3. Fall of Dagou.-1 Sam. v: 1-4. 4. Philistines plagued.
-1 Sam. v: 6-12.
XII.- Various ~articulars concerning the ark of the covenant. 1. It23
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was at Kirjath-jearim twenty Y8ars.-l Sam. vii: 1, 2. 2. From thence
it was removed to the house of Obed-edom.- 2 Sam. vi: 1-11. 3.
David made a tent for it.- 2 Sam. vi: 17. 4. It was brought to the
City of David.-l
Chron. xv: 25. 5. It was brought by Solomon into
the temple with grcat ~oletl1nity.-l Kings viii: 1-6 j 2 Chron. v: 2,
9. And it has been rcgarded - 6. As a type of Christ.-Rev. xi: 19.
UUSilVILLE,

F. A.

ILLlYOlS.

THE

SPIRIT

OF MAN.-NUMBER

III.

THE throne of God is ascended by terraced steps of life rcaching from
the lowest or merest existence up through the various stages of organization and sensitiveness to himself, the great Self-existent j and although
thc variety is infinite and intimately blendcd, still, as we ascend we find
but a few degrees that are essent'inllg different. Whatever is predicated of vegetable life may be predicated of all vegctable life, whether
more or less elevated in the scale. The same is truc of animal life, so
far as it is essentially animal life in contradistinction from all other life;
and the same holds true of intellectual life and spiritual life-each constitutes a genus having attributes that distinguish it from all others j
and yet, so far as we in our tinite capacity may fathom, they are dependent, mutually. the one upon the other- the vegetable lives upon the
mineral, the animal upon the vegetable, the intellectual upon the animal, the spiritual upon the intellectual, aud cach upon all below it. vVe
must not, howevcr, suppose that the one is but a refinement of the
other, for we find them diffcring in their natnre--differing essentially.
That which distinguishes thc vegetable from the mineral is, that the
one has Life and Death, the other has not. !{ising to the plane of animal life, we find that while it has. life and death in common with the
other, yet it is distinguished from it by knowing Pleasure and Pain; ascending to thc planc of the intellectual, carrying up all that is below, it
takes on the distingnishing attribute of the knowledge of Truth and
Error. Going up to the spiritual life, notwithstanding it embraces and.
blends with thc other, yet it has its own peculiar attributes - thc kI~owledgc of Good and Evil.
Man unites the animal, the intellectual and spiritual, and is euablcd
to live on all these planes at once, each nature having and exercising its
own peculiar powers and capacities, and each has its own proper material to operate upon, yet blending and uniting in the common attribute
of apprehension. Thus we have facts, or physical truths, which are apprchended by the physical man-logical truths, which are apprehended
by the intcllcctual man -- and spiritual truths which are apprehended
by the spiritnalman or, as Paul says, which are' spiritually discerned '.
Hence he argued to the Corinthians that thcir philosophers could never
apprehend spiritual truths by philosophy, for philosophy was an attrib-
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ute peculiar to the logical or intellcctual man, which can no more handle the purely ~piritual things than the physical Ulan can handle the
purely logical things.
This, too, he assigns as a rca son why no simple
moral philosophy ever had or ever can reform men and make them better, for it rcached no dceper within him than the intellectnal man,
and did not stir up, vivify and energizc the spirit of man.
Hence, although he might assent to the advantages of obedience to his moral
philosophy, the least temptation ovcrcame him, because he did not feel
h£s spi?'itual oblifJado1l.
This ought to remind us of the folly of attempting to make men better by mercly logical influences; for, although
we induce the Ulan by these influences to start in the right direction,
the first temptation will overcome him if his spirit be not vivified and
energized for the conflict by the Spirit of God. This is the key to
church history.
Churches and parties have arisen with a moral power
over the world that astonished even themselves, and have gradually lost
that moral powcr and gone down to give place to others.
The rcason
is obvious - they went to work with spiritual convictions and preachcd to
the ~pirit of man, arousing and puri(ying that for the reception of divine iufluences, makiug them partakers of 'the di vine nature), reforming and saviug them. Gradually they began to content thcmselves with
preaching doctrinal theology, and preaching merely to the intellectual,
leaving the spirit untouched, unpurificd and unregenerated,
lost their
moral power, and fell. Arc there no men, or congregations, or parties,
that can read their owu history in this?
When will men learn to preach
Jesus as a Sav£or.?
If any mourn the waning of their power and moral influence over
either the world or their own members, and a want of spirituality in the
church, let them look to it that they do not preach a merely logical
Christianity.
A large majority of men lcnow their duty - why do n't
they do it?
Let pr<:achers stop entering every Lord's-day into a logical
argument to prove what their audiences have always belicved -let
them assume that, and thunder home the consequences of these truths to
the conscience until they waken up the man, and although, many would
still resist the gospel, still it would arise with a moral power for good that
we have not known since the days of its first advocates.
Let men cease
to labor to show themselves champions for their respective them'£esthrow ofr the spirit of party and imbibe the Spirit of Jesus, and preach
Ulan unable himself to cope with sin and temptation, and preach Jesus
as alone able to malce him free and keep him free, and we will have
prayer, earnest, fervent prayer, without having to urge it all the time
upon cold, reluctant spirits that only pray as a dutywe will have 1tnion without being ohliged to preach it, and preach it again, and again,
_ and without being repulsed with 'you only want me to come ovcr to
YOU?' theory'.'
s. E. P,

IF you sincerely desire, and really try to resist temptation,
help you to oVeJrcomc it.

God will
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A WORD

TO THE

Sentinel.

YOUNG

SISTERS.

rWE had intended for this number an article for the especial benefit of
YOUl1g
Con-certs, in a familiar address directly made to them, as a sort
of sequel to some articles in the last volume entitled 'Wants of the
Young Convert', and directed to the churches and pastors, concerning
their duties to the' babe in Christ'. But, as substantially the same
ground we had thought of taking is covered by the following familiar
letter from' a sister', we shall, for the present, postpone our own occupancy of it, yet witbout forgetting requests that have been made for the
continuance of such articles.-I. N. C. ]
My DEAR YOUNGSISTERS: Though I have not addressed you particularly, I have had you much in mind, and have felt a deep anxiety
for you, on account of my own comparative youthfulness, and the experience I have had in its peculiar trials. I have been espeeially stirred
up to give you a little exhortation at tbis time by the death of one of
our young sisters, just in the bloom of womanhood, with all of life's
prospects fair before her as any of you have, and with as little idea, at
first, of leaving a world which seems to the youthful heart so beautiful.
But Disease, in that slow and wasting form of consumption, laid his
hand upon her, and she felt her days were numbered. She resigned herself calmly and peacefully to the will of the Lord; and, at length, when
her sands of life were nearly run, and her sufferings became greater, she
grew anxious and longed to depart. She even asked her friends to
pray for it, and tbat her sufferings might be less, if it were the Lord's
will, after which it seemed indeed that prayer was answered. She
passed serenely away, leaving the precious testimony of her own hope,
and exhorting her friends to seek that Savior who is ever ready to be
found.
Now, my dear young sisters, let this little incident assure you that
there is such a thing as having' confidence toward God'.
We have
confidence that God loves us, that we love him and are accepted of him,
and can apply in faith his IllOst precious promises to ourselves, when
we have voluntarily submitted our souls to the will of God and feel
ready to do any thing and be any thing or nothing, so that Christ may
be honored. If we keep our ]learts,in such a state of submission as
this we can not have much doubt that God is our friend. How many
have made this entire consecration of soul to the will of the Lord? I
trust many of yoti ]lave. You can feel no assurance of being saved
without it. All young christians desire to l~now that their sins are forgiven, and that they are living in a state of acceptance. They feel as
sure of this at first as that they have complied 'with the Lord's requirements. How bright and beautiful their hope and trust! They have
a confidence that, they are obedient to the extent of known commands,
and feel that, should the Lord call thcm at once to himself, they are
ready to say, "Here am 1." Oh, ~hat the young and trusting christian
would be careful to maintain this state of heart. But many, I fear,
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when thc Lord comes to test them more severely, and thus make tTH!Jll
stronger, begin to shrink, and look around them, and copy after older
ones who are not living as they ought. They know they ought not to
take such for an example, and that they ou~ht simply to study the Lord's
will and obey it promptly. But here the tempter whispers thall,surely
all thcsc duties and crosses will not be required of those so !J0lmg_ Then
they begin to ' keep back part of the pricc' j they reserve a part 4J{' their
affections and a part of thcir determination, thus grieving a~y the
Spirit and getting in the dark, where they must grope until they are ,
willing to return to their first spirit of obedience.
Dear young sisters, if these words rcach any of yon who are; thus
wandering in the darkness of disobedience or neglect of duty, )et me:
beseech you to come immediately back and tell the Lord, as Jonah did.
lest, after professing to give up the world and put on Christ, you 00 dishonor him that your fate shall stand typified in that of Ananias and!Sapphira, who professcd to have brought all the price yet kept back a ]>I1rt.
Their case seems to be a fearful warning against tryillg to cheat God!
with a partial service, secretly, as it were, cherishing here and theJ~ aIll
idol in the heart, forgetting that self-denial so esscntial, and striving to.
serve both God and the world. Is there one young christian who.
reads this in such a sad state? Now is your time to retl'3ce your steps,
by setting your dcterminal£on right in the sight of the Lord. It will
be easier now than later to take up the cross and perform every duty,
at home or abroad, however humiliating, or howeycr feebly done. The:
devil will be sure to tell you this is not so-that you have so little agc.
talent and experience it would be better for the cause if you would!
kcep still till you are older. And this of the work to which God has
called you from the very first, that of saving souls from hell! 0 my
young sisters, Goq. has not shown you this mercy and loving-kindness.
just for your own good alone. He has a world of precious, dying souls,
and has set you in their midst to exhibit his love and mercy, and to,
plcad with others to flee to the refuge you have found so safe. Are you
doing this? Or are you hiding your feeble little taper of light and love
'under a bushel,' to be smothered and soon put out? Oh, rather raise
it up boldly, till the Spirit breathe upon it and make it blaze forth a:
flood of light. Let your influence be felt in the home circle. Let
those who know you best have most confidence in your piety j make
them feel thf,t you are more kind, mild and gentle because you are a
christian. Let all your a~sociates be benefited by your society and noble example for Christ's sake. Then, if spared to old age, you will not
have the bitter thought that you have lived in vain.
J. s. C.

SOlliE birds never make a noise but at the approach of foul weather;
so there are some persons who never cry to God but when his chastening hand is UpOllthem. This is selfish. What can God think of your
religion if you never seek him but in trouble?
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SICK

AND
llY

IN

.-\I,ICE

PRISO~.

CATIY.

falls the night around me,
Chains I can not break have bound me,
Spirits unrebuked, undriven
From before me, darken heaven;
Creeds bewilder, and the saying
Unfelt pra.rers, makes need of praying.
WUDI.y

In the bitter anguish lying,
Only thou wilt hear me cryingThou, whose hands wash white the erring
As the wool is at the shearing,
Not with dulcimer or psalter,
But. with tears, I seek thy altar.
Feet that t.rod the mount so weary,
Eyes that pitying looked on Mary,
Hands that brought the leather's blessing,
Hertds of little children pressing.
Voice that saicl, "Behold my mother,"
Lo, I seek ye and none other.
Look, 0 sweet.est eyes of pity
Out of Zion, the glorious city,
Speak, 0 voice of mercy, sweetly,
Hide me, hands of love completely;
Sick, in prison, lying lonely,
Ye can lift me up, ye only.
In my hot brow soothe the aching,
In my sad heart stay the brertking,
On my lips t.he murmur trembling,
Change to praises nndissembling ;
Make me wise as the evangels,
Clothe me with the wings of angels.
Power that made the few loaves many,
Power tbat blessed the wine at Cana,
Power that said to Lazarus, 'waken!'
Leave, a leave me not forsaken!
Sick and hungry, and in prison,
Save me, Crucified and risen.
Selected.

"HEM

THE

MORNINGS

AND }iJVENINGS"

-

FAMILY

PRAYER.-

Happy the domestic circle united by this bond of sympathy and love.
Happy those who daily and nightly, according to an expressive, though
quaint and homely phrase, thus' hem the mornings and evenings of the
household, and so prevent them from raveling out'.
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Chm'elies in the United Slates:

:-'1'hc
officers of the American Systematic Beneficence Society deem it important that a Scrmon 011 the
general subject of Systematic Bcneficence should be preached by every
Minister in thc land at the cOlllmencement of the year. sincc thcn business men are cxamining more carefully than usual the statc of their
pecuniary affairs.
The objcct of this communication
is, to invitc you
very respectfully, and very earnestly, to perform this scrvicc at your
earliest convcniencc.
This society has undcrtaken thc Hcrculean task
of bringing up thc Churches to the BibIe-st:1JJdard of beneficence, and
,thus aid in rooting out the gigantic sin of covetousness.
It is idlc,
however, to supposc this can be done without yom heart,y, efficient, and
persevering
coopcration.
AR the importancc of this llJovclUcn~l in its
bearing upon the spirituality and usefulness of om American Zion, is
so apparcnt, wc make thc appeal with entirc confidence of success.
It is prcsumcd that no oue will deny that covetollsness is the crying
sin of om American ChllI'ches, that is eating out-their spirituality, and
ripening them for thc doom of thc seven Churches in Asia.
It, is wcll
known that thc process of accumulation among om church membcrs is
advancing at a fcarful rate, amounting, as is estimated, to more than
two hundrcd and fifty millions of dollars annually j and while the cxpenditurcs for amusements and luxuries are almost fabulously great, thc
contributions for benevolcnt purposes are shamefully small.
It is estimated that the amount paid to the various religious Societies
and Boards connected with the different denominations is $3,000,000,
which, estimating the number of communicants at 4,176,000, is but 72
cents each.
Thc whole nUrllber of preaching missionaries, sustained in the forcign field by all our A mcriean Ch urches, is 450 (less than one to a
million of souls). with 570 male and female hclpers, at an annual expense of about $800,OOO-which
is less than twenty ccnts to each COUllllunicant.
As it is wcll kllown that a great portion of these contributions are given in SUUIS of ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred, and even
one thousand dolJars, it follows to a certainty that from one· half to twothirds of our Church members give nothillg!
Whcre do these delinq7lents live? Should they not be searched out?
And how is it with those who do give? Do they give as much as
they ought, considering how freely they spend money for their own
comfort and enjoyment? Do they give as lUuch as they ought, considering that six hundred millionR of their fellow men, for the want of the
gospel, are daily going down in unbroken ranks to the world of despair? do they give as much as they ought, considering the test by
which the final J"udgc will scparate his friends from his foes?
Is it not clear that the Churches are asleep on the subject? itI\d will
you not aid us in our attempt to awak;~n ~hem ?
REVEREND

AND

BEJ,OVED
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You have, no doubt, often preached on this subject already, but
have you preac1fed as Nathan did to David, when he said, Thou art the
man? or as the Prophet did to the Jews when he charged them' in the
name of the Lord with being a nation of robbers, not figuratively, but
literally, because they refused to give a tenth of all their income? May
, it not be that the preaching on the subject has been like the preaching
au the subject of temperance forty years ago, when almost everyone
thought himself temperate, though church members, and elders, and
deacons were the manufacturers, and vendcrs, and consumers of al- •
eoholic drinks, and when, as it is now admitted, we were so rapidly becoming a nation of drunkards? Are not the sermons now uecded those
of the most pointed and pungent character, making' sinners (i e. robbers of God) in Zion to tremble and fearfulness to surprise the hypocrite', making them feel (as convicted sinncrs often feel) that the minister is personal, and wonder who has been telling him about them.
But what is more needcd, if possible, is, that the beauty and loyeliness of the almost forgotten grace of Beneficence should be unveiled to
the admiring gaze of every Christian, showing him what are the evidences of its possession, and what arc its fruits-showing, at least, the
minimum of the demands it makes upon his present property and his
future income. We are aware that it will be truly said that the New
Testament no where states the definite proportion j but we think a yery
slight examination of the matter will convince everyone that the practice of giving one-tenth to the Lord dates as far back as that of offering
animals in sacrifice j that both were divinely appointed, and, as a consequence, both prevailed, not only among the J ews,'-but among all
other nations, and that while the law of sacrifice has been annulled by
the death of Christ, thc law of tithes is still binding on us in its spirit,
if not in the letter-the law now being, "L"t everyone of yon, on the
first day of the week, lay by him in store as the Lord has prospered
him." It is believed that this law requires one-tenth of all the income
of almost every Christian, and of very many of them two-tenths, threetenths, and five-tenths, and of some even ten-tenths.
This subject is ably discussed in the Premium Essays published by
the Methodist Book Concern and the American Tract Society. Five
premium essays on the subject have been published in England, bound,
in one volume, under the title of 'Gold and the Gospel', one hundred
thousand copies of which have been circulated in Great Britian, and, as
p, oonsequence, about half II million of dollars have been added to their
benevolent contributions. Two of these essays have been published in
this oountry, by the Methodist' Traot Society, in a bound yolume, under
the same title.
We feel it so important that every misistel' should see this book, that
we hllve procured, or intend to procure, funds for the purpose of sending a copy to every minister in the land who may wish it. Presuming
you are willing to examine the subject, and preach upon it, the subBcriher will be most happy to send you' Gold (t11d the Gospel' free
of charge, except the amount of postage, (nine cents for allY distance
not e~eeeding three thousand miles), which can be remitted in stamps.
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We will send also our circular and cardR, which contain plans for
promoting systematic contributions now successfully employed in some
churohes.
We hope every ministet, who has not seen the book, will send for it.
The object of our Society, as you perceivc, is not to collect money,
but disburse it; not to form new organizations, but to strengthen those
which now exist; not to advance the interests of anyone denomination,
but the interests of all; not to divert the charities of the Church from
thcir present channels, but by the influence of the truth, made effectual
by the Holy Spiri~, to penetrate throu~h the deep layers of selfishness
and covetousness, down to the lowest, strata of every Christian's heart,
and touching the secret spring of love to C krist, to cause the waters of
benevolence to rush up with such a mighty force and volume as shall
fill all these channels to overflowing; and that not only for once, but
for ever', for "It will be in him a well of water, springing up unto everlasting life," proving such a fulfillment of the vision of the Prophet as
has never yet been known, when the water flowing from the sanctuary
shall gradually rise to the ankle, the knee, and the loins, until at last
it forms a mighty river that no man can pass over, running into all the
moral deserts of the world, causing them to bud and blossom as the
rose; on the banks of which, on either side, shall grow up the tree of
life, whose leaves shall be for the healing of the nations.
In behalf of the Board of Managers of the American Systematic Beneficence
Society:
JOHN GULLIVER, Cor. Secretary,
Philadelphia, Pa. ,

REVIEW OF 'CAMPBELLISM EXAMINED', by 1\1.E. LARD, is the
title of a ' new book' now before us. "Ve took it up intending carefully
to read every word in it, but suddenly came to a stopping-place at the
close of s~ctiou 1, page 13 Weare sorry to see such a passage in any
book, but especially in one written by one of our brethren. We shall
not, therefore, attempt to speak of the general merits or ,demerits of the
book; for we can see neither logic nor rhetoric, neither philosophy nor
christianity, in elaborately writing some 300 pages in reply to a man
and his book that are stamped, at the very outset, with such marks of
the reviewer's' appreciation' of both.
o. A.:J3.

" I DID N'T like our minister's sermon last Sunday," said a deacon
who had slept all sermon-time to a brother deacon. " Did n't like it,
Brother A? Why, I saw you nodding assent to every proposition of
the parson."
As long as mankind shall continue to bestow more liberal applause
on their destroyers than on their benefactors, the thirst for military
glory will ever be the vice of the most exalted characters.
Grono,;.
24

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.
BRETHREN BURGE:SS and LINDSEY recently closed a mef'ting at
vVashington, Tazewell county, during which twenty-seven persons were
added to thc church.
rVe were present during a portion of the meeting, and enjoyed a blessed season of refreshing; from which we can not
but infer that the church, blessed with the tc1wlc of such an occasion,
must have bcen very greatly strengthencd.
THE church at Princcton has receivcd some sixteen accessions of late,
mostly by baptism, under the labors of their worthy and faithful pastor,
Bro. D. R. HowE.
BRO. TEAGARDEN, of Va., informs us of two additions to the church
at Holliday's Cove, lately-Bro.
W. '1'. MOOlm proclaiming.
OUR little band in Peoria is being strengthened,
and increased somcwhat, through the help of Brethren PEAlmE, ALLEN and LINDSEY. A
meeting is in progress, and two have already made the good confession.
PITTSFIELD.

June 1, 1857.

BRO. CARMAN: I have been laboring for t.he church at this place for threo
months.
We have had in t.his t.ime ten additions.
Our congregations
on
Lord's-day
are large and altentive;
a growing interest
and zeal is manifest
nmong the memb.ers, and we loolc as well pray for 'seasons of refreshing
from
the'presence
of the Lord'.
Our Sunday Seho'll is well attended, and through
the' efforts of superintendents
and teachers is increasing in usefulness.
Our
brethren here' are interest.ed in the missionary enterprise
and will contribute
to its support as t.he Lord l'lls prospered them.
Our only one and great want
is It litHe more spiritualit.y and holy living-for
this we labor and pra.y.
I rejoice t.hat t.hli Sentinel cont.inues to labor for this cnd.
May the Lord
bless Itnd sust.ain you, and make you a blessing to mnny.
Fraternally
yours,
W. A. MALLORY.

LITERATURE.
REYlEW

Ok'

"CAMPDELLIS~IEXAMINED'.

By M. E. LARD.

\

T1Jis book is one of great logical power.
Many of Dr. JETER'S positions are
demolish cd mercilessly,
while ot.hers are left untouched.
Of thc merits of the
book in detail we can not very advisedly speak, having read it but oncc, hastily, as we did Dr. JETElt'S some time after its appearance.
But for t.he present
we must say the spirit of the book pains us.
With the truth for our support,
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we can afford to be generous.
With human fallibility
marking our best understanding and practice of that trnth, we can not afford to be otherwise.
To
admit as little and denounce as mnch as possible of what an opponent says, may
bring us present victory, but will it lead us into the greatest amount of truth?
Above all, will it foster the spirit 'of love .and of a so,und mind' ?
So far as logic can be expected to nullify' CampbellisDl Examined ~, it is in
all probnbility done here.
The book is destined, unquestionably,
to a wide
reading.
Its tendency, however, will be, we fear, to set mnny christian men
in grea.ter hostility to each other.
We pray that out of the increased investigation it may cause with some, much good may be the issue.
Again: So far as logic can.deduce our views from the Bible, Mr. LARD has
perhaps done it. Bnt, of course, under our anti-creed usage, .neither those
among us obtaining their views by this process, nor an.)' others, can consistently suffer themselves to be judged by this work, or have their faith shown
and measured by it, farther than its sentime'nts are first avowed and appropriated by them.
Send orders for the book to J AS. CUALLEN& SONS, P.hiladelphia, who will
send it by mail, prepaid, for one dollar, or in quantities, by express, at reduced
rates.
DEBATE BETWEENA. CAMPBEI.LANDN. L. RICE.

New Edition.

'rhis work, which has been now for more than a dozen years before the
world, and which is by far the most extensive oral theological discussion ever
published, has been, until now, in the hands of t.he Presbyterian
denominat.ion. It was never suffered, we believe, t.o pass beyond the first edition.
The
demand for t.he 'Debate',
however, has continued to be such, that an ent.erprising brother, C. D. ROBERTS, of Jacksonville,
Illinois, has been induced
thereby to purchase copy-right and plates, and get. out. a new edition.
At this
news many, we are confident, will rejoice.
All desiring the book can now, we
trust, be supplied forthwith.
Of the price of the book we are not advised.
It
will, we presume, be duly advertised.
TilE MEMENTO: An Odd-Fellows'

Family Magazine.

Of this beautiful monthly of 32 pages Nos. 1 and 2 of volume iii are on our
table, containing many things of interest to the Order, and divers articles of
marked literary merit, original and selectcd, to please the general reader.
$1
in advance.
NASONANDHILL, Editors and Publishers.
STOCKTON'SBOOKANDJOURNAL. $1 It year; 10 cts. a number.
T. H. STOCKTON, Bible, Tract and Periodical O,ffice, 535 Arch street, Philadelphia,
Pa.
This is a monthly sui genel'is, and characteristic of the man.
Rev. Tuos. H.
STOCKTONis perhaps the first of living pulpit orators in America.
He is en'gaged in the laudable work of promoting the circulation of the scriptures by
issuing the different books in separate volumes and all styles.
He is, moreover, an occupant of very lofty and catholic ground in his teachings,.}paking
the union of christians on an unsectarian platform the pole-star of his ·hie and
labors.
We commend his periodical to all lovers of union and of the Bible.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

~'RIP TOMACO:ll:B.-We enjoyed very greatly our excursion during the
last week in May, in which occured the Mass Convention at Macomb,
' for missionary purposes. We there met many of our beloved fellow laborers in the kingdom and patience of Jesus. Some of the venerable
fathers in Israel,whom we had never expected to see again this side of
heaven, were there. Ministers, editors and brethren from five States
were there. For three days the Convention held its sessions in great
harmony, love and zeal. Addresses which fired all our souls with the
missionary flame were delivered. Several hundred dollars were paid
and pledged. by those present, and measures entered into for a very large
raising of funds to bear the gospel to heathen lands. 1'he good likely
to accrue from the meeting is incalculable.
Of the proceedings a condensed statement will be made out from the
minutes for our next issue. For fullest accounts brethren will consult
the () hristian Aye.

On our way to Macomb, being detained several hours at Galesburg,
we improved the time by making the acquaintance of several brethren
and friends, which we shall gladly renew if opportunity favors. In our
walks about the city, we looked through the splendid new building recently erected for the principal literary institution located there, Knox
College. It is certainly an honor to the enterprise of the supporters
and trustees of the college, as ~t is a great ornament to the place. A
little distance from it is another building, just erected also, scarcely inferior, for the female department of the college. A little east of town
is another splendid college building, entirely new, for Lombard University. The erection of three such edifices in one such place, simultaneously, we can not but po!nt to as something which should arouse
the emulation of other districts of our country.
At Abingdon we called and tarried over night, delighted with making the acquaintance and enjoying the hospitalities of Bro. P. H. MURPHY, ,President of Abingdon College.
During our stay and the
pros~lfution of our trip, we also made the acquaintance of Brethren
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Professors BUTLER and REYNOLDS. We were rejoiced to meet also, in
the person of aQother of the corps of teachers there, our young Bro.
GEO. C. MENDEL, with whom, iu other days, we had enjoyed most
happy intercourse.
As an incident of our call at Abingdon, we must not omit the item
of our hearing a lecture in the College Chapel on Temperance, by a Mr.
KETCHAM, of New York, a young gentleman of only twenty-two
years, whose equal in stirring the deepest depths of the soul into a war
with the Rum-Fiend, we have never heard.
We warmly commend him
to the ears of our readers wherever he may meet them.
At Macomb wc found our worthy and beloved Bro. O. P. MILLER,
laboring most indefatigably to promote the comfort of all the strangers,
whom he had before so warmly assurcd of the hospitality of the brethren there, for whom he labors as pastor.
'Ve were made much at home, while in the place, by the kindness of
our good brother and sister CLARK.
As previously announced, the members of the Convention were favored
with return-passage
free over several of our railroads, for which
courtesy the thanks of the Conven'tion were tendered by resolution.
It
is an unpleasant duty, however, to state, for the caution of religious conventions in future, that the road on which Macomb is situated, and
which was benefited far more by the meeting than any other -perhaps
than all the rest - refused the customary grant of half-fare, thereby taking a discreditable advantage of the liberality of the other roads, not to
say of the Convention itself.
That road is the 'Northern
Cross', now
a part of the 'Chicago,
Burlington
and Quincy Railroad'.
An employee of this road at Macomb carried out its selfish policy, however,
to an extent which we think its officers had hardly bargained fot. A
funeral message, sent in advance of the mail to his care, to call brethren
LINDSEY, BURGESS and myself to Peoria immediately, was most negligently and inexcusably l"ept in In's pocket some twenty-three hou1'S, by
reason of which the object of the message was entirely defeat~d!
Such
things are a shame to humanity.
Par.ting sadly with beloved ones on Saturday morning, we started in
a drenching rain for home, which we reached in safety at 2 o'clock,
finding all well, and feeling heartily thankful for having been permitted to
participate in a meeting among the most important for the advancement
of the cause of Christ, it is believed, ~ver held in the great Northwest.
WE receive, from a fair contributor, just as our last form is closing
up, the following little poem, which we will give our readers, in a quiet,
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fireside way, right here among' items', by way of variety. Will' LAfavor us again? We way not be able always to publish so
promptly, nor some times at all, yet we are glad to receive:
VINIA'

"I

WOULD

NO'!' LIVE

ALWAYS."

" I WOULD not live always," in this world of gloom,
Oh! no, there's a brightcr beyond the cold tomb,
A fairer, a holier, hnppicl' homc,
Where sickness, and sorrow, and death can not come.
"I would not livc always," Oh! no, I would go
Wherc 'rivcrs of plcasurc' fa!' ever will flow,
Whel'e flowers ill beauty unfadingly bloom,
In that brighter region beyond the dark tomb.
" I would not live always; " my spirit would soar,
Where '1. would ncver know sorrow or pain any more,
But live on for evcr, all spotless, and pure,
And from earth's sordid cares be for ever secure.
"I would not live alwf1YS;" this world can not give
One pleasure that's lasting; Oh! then let me live
Where by lwgels attended, and scraphs caressed,
I shall ever be happy, shall ever be blessed.
PEORIA, June 2, 1857.

LAVJ~B .•

1VE rejoice to present again to our readers a paper from the practiced
pen of Bro. "V. S. R.' It is the first of a series which we trust no
reader of the Sentinel will pass by because of the somewhat abstruse
nature of the initial essay. And yet, if any are unwilling to do a pretty laborious sort of thinking, they might as well not begin .their perusal. The subject demands a philosophic treatment, if treated at all.
The philosophy of religion is not religion itself, it is true, just as the
discussion of the proper chemical composition of bread is not feeding
the hungry. Yet it -were well if all who furnish us bread, whether
literal or spiritual, understood better their chemical and spiritual philosophies respectively. 1Ve are aware that articles of the class we are
speaking of might be slightly more appropriate in some heavy Quarterly than in the Sentinel j yet, having not attained, as a people, to
that order of literature, in a distinct department, we deem it far. better
that a little extra' strong meat' should go forth in our monthlies, than
that such discussion should be untouched.

WE ask aUention to the circular of the (Systematic Beneficence Society', which we place on our pages at the request of the Secretary.
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It is a noble and blessed enterprise, to which we should give our 11earts
and hands freely.
Whether we give through this particular organization or another is of minor moment; the great principle it recognizes is
correct, and should admonish us strongly of neglected duty.

WE find on our table, in exchange, the Washington Investigator, a
weekly newspaper by COUCH & BARIO:R, $1.50 in advance.
It is filled
with a spicy variety, and is published at our neighboring
village of
Washington, T~zewell Co. We wish it success.

-WE acknowledge the reccipt, from JAMES CHALLEN & SONS, Philadelphia, of thcir magnificent premium for the patrons of the Lad'iei Christ-ian Annual, "rUE DEPARTURE OF THE ISRAELITES ~'ROMEGYPT'.
It forms an elcgant ornament for the parlor.
Also, from the same, a
neat cclored chart, entitled' TIlE GR]:A'l' P ATRIARClIAL CHAIN OF
THE BIBLE', gotten up by Bro. D. M. GRANDFIELD, a student of
Bethany College.
'l'HE following is an extract from a notice in the JJfillennial Harb-in-

gel" for April, 1857:
"Every family and every Sunday School should have this chart, that
the children may have ever before them the reality of christianity as a
positive institution, and the glorious line of prophetic ·Ji.ght by which
the coming of Christ was indicated, and his person and lineage identified. It is the want of this sort of c:.1'ly education that is filling the
land with infidelity, and christians should neglect no means adapted to
the early conviction of their children of the truth and reality of christianity as positively and historically established beyond the may be or
pel'haps of spcculation or scepticism.
In this chart we have a living
picturc of a wondrous nun-living
and coming in prophecy for 4000
years-and
every heart should be impressed with its lessons."
See advertisement of the above.

IN reply to to Bro. CHALLEN'S inquiry for our Illinois College statistics, he is requested to address C.L.Loos, President of Eureka College,
Eureka, Woodford county, Illinois; JONATHAN ATKINSON, President
Berean College, Jacksonville, Illinois; and P. H. MURPHY, President
Abingdon Collegc, Abingdon, Knox county, Illinois.
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~LOO)nNGTON FElIALE COLT,EGE.- This Institution,
we are informed, which
was set on foot through the liberality
of Mr. W. 'I.'. MAJOR, is about to be
opened soon undcr the Presidcncy
of Dr'. W,\1. HATCH, A. M., late of Laucastel' Ky., wbere be contlt.cted a Female Seminary for some time.
'I.'he building is said to be a splendid one, worth somc $20,000, the donation
of one man to the cause of education.
It is destined to make a school of thc
highest class for young ladies, in which even,t it will not only merit, but, we
trust, receive, an ample support..
Advertisements

will of course give hereafter

all desired

particulars.

ODITUAltY.

DIED, at the residence of her father, Bro. P. C. Reding, in this city, May 28,
of consumption,
Sister l\IrLDRED ANN REDING, aged 20 years.
}'or near four years' the deceased had lJcen a member of tile Christian Church in l"leoria.
During
this period, and especially during all unmmally protra.cted illness, hoI' faith and hope never failed
her. She often conversed about death with the greatest serenity and composure. During bel' last
dttys her desire to 'depart and be with Christ' grew exceedingly strong, 'yet with a resignation
to the Lord's will remaining through all. After many weary days and nights of pain, she was
granted, ere her departure, a few hours of comparativo case, in which to meet the closing scene.
She improved the opporttlnity in a most touching manner, by giving those around her a clear
final testimony and parting exhortation, especially a brother, younger than herself, and a be~
loved cousin, a lady near her own age, both of whom were unconverted.
In the absence of her ministers and pastor, Rev. Mr. HUNTER, of the Methodist Church, delivered
a very appropriate nnd impressive funeral discourse.
Afte'r the battle of life nnd the weary wasting of disease, the beloved departed vcrifies, we trust,
tho sentiment of the- song sbe so loved while y~t with us:
"Come unto me, and I will give you rost."

NOW

I. N. C.

READY.

NEW SUKDAY-SCHOOLAND FAMILY LIBRARY. Erlit.d and Re''1sed by James Challen.
gravings executed in the best style, and printed on tinted paper.

En-

'fhis Library will consist of 50 volumes, elegantly issued and well bounel. First series, of ten yolUDlt;:S, will be ready June 1, 1857. 1'ho others will be £luI.}' announced.
Price of each series $3 per
set of ten volumes, by mail, po;st-paid, or $2.50 when otherwise ordered.
TITLES m' SERIES :'l0. 1.
1. Song Without Words,
6. The Egyptian.
2. Look up j or, Girls and Flowers.
7. 'rho Jew.
3. Home Life.
8. Garnered Thought •.
4. Isabel j or, Influence.
9. Wings and Stings.
5. The Arab.
10. The Young Cottager.
lYOTICE.-The Second Sl'ries of 10 volumes will be ready as soon f\.<;;: 500 orders for the Ji'irst Series are received. Sample volume, post-paid, for 30 cents ..
GltANDl<'IELD'S PATRIARCHAL CHAl:'l OF TIU; DIBLE. Printed infour
75 cents, post-paid j mounted and varnished (by express only), $2.
See notice in Harbinger for April.

rich cotors.

Sheet,

A new ,-olum. of the LADIES' CHRISTIAN ANNUAL eommeuees Jul)', 1857. Back numbers
from January will be sent unless otherwise ordered. Gem Steel, Plate every 'month. Specimen
number, l"",t-paid, 12 cent.. $1 a )'ear.
JAMES CHALLEN & SONS, Publishers,
Philadelphia, Pn..
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ARGUING
from the constitution of the mind, one conclusion of our
last essay was, That if inspiration consisted in giving additional ener!!y
to the pure reason, its relations would have to pass through the understanding of the prophet, and' he would, therefore, give his cOlllmunications the coloring of his own mind-his individuality would be involved
and appear in his uttcrances. Were inspiration mechanical this would
not be the case: the man would become an impers'Jnal instrument, and
we could not distinguish a revelation through Moses from one through
J ohu thc Apostle. But, turning to thc Scriptures, behold how remarkably the Spirit preseves its unity, anu the men, through whom it speaks,
their diversity. All truth bears tbe stamp of its one origin, yet, at the
same time the forms in which it is clad bear the marks of their respectivc ag'-'s and men. David's Psalms are a perfect reflection of bis cha,racter: at one time burning with batred toward the enemies of Israel;
at another glowing with lovc to God; now his sensitive nature is in
the depths of desponderrcy, and then upon the hights of hope, looking
for the deliverance of Jehovah. His carly pastoral life and education
amid tllC refining influenccs of nature are also mirrored throughout his
songs, in such expressions as tllcse: "The righteous man shall be like
a tree planted hy the rivers of water, that bringcth forth his fruit in
his season." "So we, thy people and the sheep of thy pasture, will
give thee thanks for ever." "The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not
want. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures; he leadeth me
beside the still waters." In prophecy, we find Isaiah dignified and energetic; copious, yet clear, simple and sublime in his thoughts. Jeremiah, who was peculiarly sensitive and fenent in spirit, is the afflicted,
weeping mourner over the captivity of his people and the fearless rebuker of their ungodly ways. Ezekiel is vehement and possessed of a
severe dignity. In the New Testament the personality of each writer
is strikingly preserved. Paul ever cxhibits his logical accuracy and
profundity, giving constant evidcnce of his superior education at J erusalem. John's intuitive nature constantly appears in his oracular utterances. James always displays the practical character of his mind,
in viewing Christianity in its outward effects. Peter was the same impulsive man before and after Pentecost; the difference was, that after
receiving the Spirit of Truth his convictions we,redeeper and his natur25
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al powers greatly energized. The Spirit did not destroy his character,
but it availed itself of his good traits, and turned them to the glory of
God. John leaned in affection on the Lord's bosom at the last supper;
afterward the inspired John makes love the ever-recurring theme
of his discourse. The discrepancies of the four gospel narrations arc
indubitable evidences of the different characters of their authors. Under the old, mechanical theory of inspiration the believer was powerless
against the infidel, when he urged these differences as arguDlllnts against
the truth of the Scriptures. That theory claimed that the agent was wholly passive in the bands of the Spirit, and hence any discrepancy between
these instruments was of the Spirit and not of the men. This irresistible
consequence the sceptic seized, and of it made ruinons capital. Thus
do men, with the honest intention of honoring God's book, degrade it,
when this honor is bought at the expense of reason. Eut under the
doctrine of inspiration now before us, these differences of the gospel
historians are just what we should expect, and go to establish the truth
of the evidence given. :Men view truth from different stand-points,
and what strikes ono mind wholly escapes the notice of another. How
strikingly is this exhibited in Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. 1\1atthew grasps the essential features of the Lord's character and actions,
and leaves unmentioned many minor details whieh others notice. His
distinctive marks are depth and spirituality. :Mark exhibits a graphic power in detailing the minute features of the actions of Christ,
which gives them vividness and transports. us into the scene. Luke
possesses great accuracy and thoroughness as a historian. He gives us
details of Jesus's birth that are no where else mentioned. He carries
the genealogy of Christ back to Adam, and exhibits none of the Jewish exclusiveness which characterizes Matthew, who traces this ancestry
only froUi Abraham. John is different from all three of his fellow
evangelists. The profoundly spiritual discourses of the Savior were
those that made the most lasting impression upon the eo,?genial mind
of the beloved disciple; and hence he has recorded connected discourses,
giving us the deepest insight into the spiritual nature of Christianity,
which the other witnesses did not even mention. How convincingly is
it evineed that Christ' knew what was in man', by his selection of
these four men, possessing the very characteristics of mind calculated
to make them give them an exhaustive a~count of the life of our Savior!
And how conclusively is the truth of the subject of our inquiry here
established: that the Spirit did not change radically the minds of inspired men, but hightened those faculties which it found already there
in their germs, and made use of the characteristics of the individual.
Man was made in the image of his Creator, and hence has a spark of
the divine within; and this is the connecting point through which he
may become a partaker of the divine nature in greater measure, and
share in all the enlightening and sanctifying influences which flow fro~l
such communion. "The Spirit itself boareth witness with our spirit."
Here is our doctrine in few words. Our spirit is not canceled; but it
cooperates with the Spirit of God. Then, in this synthesis, there is a
finite and an infinite-a fallible and an infallible-element.
And is
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not this just what we find in the cases of inspiration we have examined?
The truths of God come to us so that we can not doubt them, but they
come marked by the minds and the imperfect means of expression of
those who were the mediums of communication. In the language of
a wise man, "The precious treasure has come to us in earthen vessels."
2. Another condition upon which the inspired man could preserve the
integrity of his mind we found to be, that he should act as a free, and
hence morally responsible, agent. Establishing this condition, another
important step is taken toward solving the problcm of spiritual operations. .But, that thc prophet must be a responsible agent follows necessarily from the facts developed in the foregoing section. There we
discover the mental characteristics of particular mcn marking truths
having the authority of the Spirit of God: to impart these characteristics they must have rrflected upon the truths revealed : reflection implies attention, and attention presupposes a continuous act of the will:
therefure, even in the heat of inspiration, the prophet preserves his
moral freedom j and thc sense of responsibility, we may further conclude, is deeper in him than in others, bccause of the more vivid inward manifestation of the spiritual law. 'rhe first condition, then, being admitted-i. e., that the stylc and temperament of each sacred
writer is discernible in his communications-the second irresistibly follows, and we might be relieved from summoning- any further cvidence.
But as we have adoptcd two mcthods as our guides in thcse discussions
-the one corroborative of the othcr-viz: deduction from principles
and induction from facts j we now turn to the Scriptures. And here
we expect thc readcr to be more strongly convinced by his calling.to
mind thc whole tenor of sacrcd history, from beginning to end, than
by rcference to particular facts. J-look at the lives of its holy mencven though prcdestinated, as they are said to be-and do they not talk
and act as other moral beings? Is therc discoverable, from their biograplJies, the least infringement upon their free agency? God's truths
arc spoken and his ends worked out, but there is ever implied the aMl'ity of his servants to renounce these truths which they speak and rebel
against their Master j and instances of such defection actually occur.
"Prophecy came not in old time by the will of man: but holy men of
God spake as they werc moved by the Holy Spirit:" -yet these prophets are addresscd, admonished, warned and rebuked as responsible persons and not as irresponsible things. Take a few instances as suggestive of the spirit of all the book. Moses struck the rock, referring the
power to himsolf instead of God: "Must we fetch you water out of this
rock?"
For this transgression,-the exaltation of the individual wiII
-colDtll,itted while performing a miracle through the power of the
Spirit, God punished him by not permitting him to enter the earthly
Canaan. This is a singularly striking illustration of our position. We
liee the presumptuous intention in Moses to magnify his own wiII, and
claim the act as his, while the powel' of God was yet in him. That
this was his crime the language of the Lord to him evinces: he punishei him" because ye believed me not, to sanctify ME in the eyes of
the children of IsraeL" It was this very crime of which Paul saw he
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was in danger: "Lest I should be exalted above mcaSU1'ethrough the
abundance of the revelations, there was giveu to me a thorn in the
flcsh, the messengcr of Satan ·to buffet me, lest I should be exalted
above measure." And Paul again expresses his liability to yield to
temptation-in this, of conrse, assuming his power of self-determination: "But I keep my body under, and bring it into subjection; lest
that by any me:tus, when I have preached to others, I myself should
be a castaway." But we must make an important qualification in regard to this point. It must not bc thought that it is an easy matter for
the wiIl to rebel against the superior light of Heaven in the inspired
soul. "We can not but speak the things which we have seen and
heard." "For though I preach the gospel I havc nothing to glory of:
for necessity is laid upon mc; yca, woe is uuto me, if I preach not the
gospel!" This language is readily cxplained if we remember the nature of that germ of inspiration, found in every man-his conscience.
The wiIl of man, forming an alliancc with the lowcr understanding, of~en arrays itself against this silent monitor; and in the fact of this rebellious attitude.thcre is acknowledged the sense of obligation. Thc
guilty man may employ specious arguments to convince his understanding that he was right in the deed he had committed, but in vain docs
he strive to convince his conscience: the understauding is, in a great
measure, under the control of his wiIl, but conscience is above him,
the representative of the wiIl of God. - He must either continue to violate' his higher nature, until it is driven out and the brutish mind remains master of the field; or, he wiIl be goaded ou to cODfessionand
restitution for the wrong committcd, and thus get forgivencss of that
inflexible judge, who had been at once unrelenting accuser and unperjured witness. Transferring these characteristics of the mind of the
great apostle, illuminated by the Spirit of God-' his consciencebearing
him witness in the Holy Spirit'-we
can easily comprehend how there
was a 'necessity laid upon hiiu to preach the gospel'. This necessity
is not an arbitrary violation of the frcedom of the will, but arises from
that feeling in the soul, remaining ovcr from Paradise, of obligation to
truth. In his ]~aradisiacal stat,e man was in perfect alliance with the
Spirit of God, but having the fatal power of self-determination, he
transferred his allegiancc to a foreign powcr, to Satan. But this disloyalty neither dethroned thc Law-Giver nor annulled his law written
upon the soul; hence the will can not but recognize its obligation to
truth, even under the usurpation of the basel' desires; and if this obligation is disregarded thc moral nature is violated-a spiritual suicide
is committed. It is, therefore, a moral, not a physical or n~echanical,
necessity, which urges the will to preserve its fealty. In this sense of
constraint we may speak of the Divinc Being and say that he can not
act in antagonism to his own nature-e. g., being infinite in goodness
he can not be the author of a bad action. Here the nccessity is absolute in its character: in man it is not so; for, being finitc, 'he may delight in the law of God aftel' the inward man: but see another law in
his membel's, wa1-ring against the law of his mind, and bl'inging him
into captivity, to the law of sin which is in his members.'
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3. A third condition which we expect to find fulfilled, and which
flows from the two foregoing, is, that the subjects of inspiration shall
be first addressed from without and instructed, in order that their minds
may be put. in a rcceptive stutc.
Objective occasions, of a certain character, arlluse the spiritual capacities of the soul, and awaken deRires for
truth, without which the prophet could not preserve his moral being
under inspiration.
We confidently turn to the Bible for the establishmcnt of this position.
In consulting its facts we require, as a nccessary preliminary, that the 'outward occasions surrounding
a man before
inspiration bear an intimate relation to the after products of the Spirit
givcn through him.
If wc find this the case wc at once conclude that
these instruments from without arc furnished on account of something
in the nature of man, not of God; and that the Creator is accommodating himself to some law of the human mind, which he would otherwise violate.
That law, as already suggested, is the uniformly maintained free agency of the will. '1'ake JUoses as an example of the
point before us. God desired him to be the great law-giver and inspired ruler of the Jews.
How appropriate, then, the train of providenees which place him to bc reared in the most cultivated court of the
world, .where he became" leampd in all the wisdom of the Egyptians,
and was mighty in words and deeds".
'fhis education did not s6 completely qualify him for his future office as that he did not need the
Spirit of God in addition.
But when God had properly prepared him
he gave that Spirit of wisdom which manifcsted itself so wondrously in
the toilsome lDareh through the wilderness.
Daniel affords another instabce.
His peculiar office was to prophesy of the four universal monarchies of the world.
But would he have been surrounded by circumstances suggestive of the proper instructions in Jerusalem, the seat of
the Theocracy?
If it had been designed that IJe should, like Isaiah,
foretell the fut-ure glories of the "Messiah's kingdom, he would, no doubt,
have remained in the Jewish capital, as did that prophet.
But Daniel
was taken in the captivity and carried to Babylon; one of the universal monarchies whose fate he was to delineate, and the very centre of
the world-power at that time.
Here he rose to a high station in court,
and in the midst of such suggestive surroundings he found a standingpoint from which, by the help of God, he could disccrn the momentous
future of the great, kingdoms of the world.
In the New Testament
the history of the apostles' early instruction confirms the existence of
our third condition, beyond all doubt.
For about three years Christ
continued to unfold to them the fundamental principles of his dispensation.
But his teachings, example and miracles did not complete the
qualification for their future duties, yet they were a necessary preparation for minds which were to receive the Spirit in the fullness which
marked its outpouring on Pentecost;
and these instructions
bore an
inviolable relation to the fruits of the Spirit which they afterward exhibited.
There was to be an extraordinary inspitation in the minds of
these men, and extraordinary
conditions surrounded them in anticipation.
.
, We have now found established the three tests by which we may
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know that the mind preserves its integrity under inspiration:
(1.) That
the personal characteristics of the prophet appears in God's revelations
through him; (2.) That that the will maintains its frecdom; and to
this cnd (3.) 1'hat therll be instruction from without to put the soul
in a receptive state.
Dnder these conditions it is impossible that the
prophet's mind is acted upon mechanically, or that any new faculty be
added; but inspi ratiou must take place in harmony with preexisting
and constituent facultills of the soul. Hence our definition of spiritual
influcnce, as dcrived from Scripture examples, must be that it is (to
use the words of Ackermann)
"a vivifying and animating. operation
on the spiritual faculty in lUan, by "Vllich its energy and capacity are
extmordinarily
highteneu, and his powers of internal perception discern things spread out before them clearly and distinctly,
which at
other times lay beyond his range of vision, and were dark and hidden."

w. s.

R.

------~--A MOST RE1I:ARKADLE CASE OF DEVOTION.
A GOODold brother of Illy acquai;,tance
was so fearfu1 of becoming
worldly-mindcd, and kept such a watchfulncss over the church in this
respect, that the sisters were afraid to wear the least unnecessary ribbon
in his presence; and when the brcthren got up a subscription to repair
their mecting-house, he raised his warning voice against this inroad of
pride, and grew eloquent in speaking of the enjoyment he had had in
'the old house'.
Yet he often brought home a deed and deposited it
in his drawer where hc had othcrs, and was liberal in improving his
farms.
He singularly combined a taste for fine farms and shabby
meeting-houses.
This case clea'rly shows that the ingenuity of man has at last overcome all obstacle in the way of serving God and Mammon at the same
tim~
?

MOMENTOUS INQUIRlEs.-There
is a God.
He preserves and he
can destroy you. Do you daily think of him?
You have a soul. Do you care for it?
You care for your body; but
do you properly care for your soul?
You are a sinner.
Do you know how a sinner can be saved?
There is a Savior.
Are you anxious that he may save you?
There is an awful hell.
Are you seeking to escape it? •
There is a glorious heaven.
Are you in the way to it?

TRUST the plain and positive promise, when you can not sec through
tge dark clouds of Providence.
The present gloomy night may terminate in a bright and glorious llIoming.

•
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DISCONTENT.

LIGHT human nature is too lightly tossed
And ruffled without cause; complaining onRestless with rest-until,
being overthrown,
It leal'lleth to lie q uict.
Let a frost,
Or a small wasp hav<ccrept to the inncrmost
Of our ripe peach; or let the willful sun
Shine wcstward of our window-straight
we run
A furlong's sigh, as if thc world wcrc lost..
But what time through the heart and through the brain
God hath transpired us-we,
so moved before,
Attain to a calm!
Aye, shouldering weights of prtin,
We anchor in ~eep waters, Ellfe from shore;
And here, submissive, o'er the stormy ma,in,
God's ehartered~udgments
wa,lk forevermore.

PATIENCE

TAUGHT

BY NATURE.

"0 dreary life!"

we cry; "0 dreG1'y life! "
And still the generations of the birds
Sing through our sighing, and the flocks and herds
Serenely live. while we are keeping strife,
With heaven's true purpose in us, as a knife,
Against which we maJ' struggle.
Ocean girds
Un slackened the dry hnd; savannah-swards
Unweary sweep; hills watch unworn: and ripe
Meek leaves drop yearly from the forest trees,
'£0 show above the ullwasted stars that pass
In their own glory.
0, thou God of old!
Gra,nt me some smaller grace than comes to these;
But so much patience as a blade of grass
Grows by, contented through the hcat and cold!

CHEERFULNESS

'fAUGHT

BY REASON.

I think we are too ready with complaint
In this fair world of God's.
Had we no hope
Indeed beyond the zenith and the slope
Of yon gray blank of sky, we might be faint
'1'0 muse upon eternity's constraint
Round our aspirant souls.
But since thc scopc
Must widen early, is it well to droop,
For a few days consumed in loss and taint?
o pusillanimous Heart, be comforted,
And like a cheerful traveler take the road,
Singing beside the hedge.
What if the bread
Be bitter in thine inn, and thou unshod
To meet the flints?
At least it may be said,
"Because the way is short, I thank thee, God!"
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IT is proposed to inquire, as the theme of present thought, into the rationale of a certain class of moral phenomena, which everyone making
proof of his ministry in actual trial of the effect of a preached gospel must
be interested in. For no consideration,
perhaps, has ever borne more
heavily upon the heart of one preaching life to dying men as ' the love of
. Christ constrained him', than by what means to solve the painful mystery
so often embarrassing him, how men could hear the truth - admit it to
be the truth, and yet go their ways cleaving to their itlols.
In the great Heformation of the Nineteenth Century, a capital point
made in the outst,art was, that God, in the Bible, says what he means
and means what he says; that' faith comes by hearing, and 11earing by
the word of God';
that the' gospel is God's power unto salvation to
everyone that believeth it'.
The re-proelaimer of the ancient gospel
went forth discarding the idea of special divine interposition and illullJination in order to a true reception of the ingrafted word that saves the
soul. Yet" all along his pathway, market! indeed with many {t trophy
won for his Master, in the very face of his denial of the popular theory
that the Holy Spirit must regenerate the heart before 'belief unto
righteousness',
the stubborn and troublesome fucts kept thronging upon
his view, that while lIIany were convinced, Illany even convinced and
convicted, comparatively few became obedient followers of Christ. Full
of the idea that through the intellect alone the heart must be reached,
by the application of the sword of the Spirit, our preacher, perchance,
doubles t,he dose of his logie, to 'make assurance doubly sure', that the
Bible is true, Jesus the Christ, and that thus and thus lllan Illay be inducted into his kingdom.
Alas! his hearer admits i~ all, says, and
says honestly, that, he has no more donbt of it than of his OWIJ e'xistenee, yet goes away with a stony heart, and with 110 disposition to yield
up his own will to that of I,he King Messiah. What is the matter? To say
that such hearers havc not received the word, literally, and intellectually,
is a sheer evasion - an attempt at cutting rather than untying the knot
theological.
Our teachers of the different schools of divinity step in
and say, that' head religion' was preached, and. consequently nothing but
'head religion' produeed, - that without the additional and accompany- '
ing influence of the Spirit upon the heart no true spiritual life can be
evolved.
'You deny the work of the Holy Ghost,', say they, -' you
slight his office, you ask not his accompaniment of the letter of the
word, you teach no reliance upon his aid and, per consequence, you have
-it not'.
Here are clashing extremes.
The New Testament preacher
finds in his directory a thousand things he can not reconcile with the
dogmas of scholastic theology on this vexed qnestion, and he rejects
them at once - and still the facts causing inquiry continue to cry out
loudly against him.
.
.
Leaving him in such quandary, let us appeal, by way of experiment,
to the consciousne~s, the almost universal feeling, of the great mass of
those wearing the name of Christ, with whatever appellation of Ashdod
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intermingled,
and ask, as it were, the grcat heart of religions humanity
whether they find a necessity for some influence in conversion beyond
the intellectual reception of the letter of the gospel.
An almost unanmous affirmative comcs back upon us. 'We say 1J0t upon the head of
this, 'Vox populi, vox Dei', for it cries' crucify him!'
But the phenomenon is before us, of this olTJlJi-prevalctlt instiuct or intuition
respecting some peculiar spiritualizing
preparation of the soul in conversion, and in all reason it should be accfJunf,'d for - not sneered at as
a mere superstition.
Superstition there Ulay be in it; but what underlies this sentiment - how came it there?
Not from sim pIe inventionfor man creates no ideaand, if any were possible, the spiritual least
of all. Some great truth is mixed up heresome cause has had its
effect; and to pronounce the whole a figment of the brain, and to dismiss it, were most unphilosophical.
To give the philosophy of the matter in full development would be beyond our limits and purpose.
The
caveat here thrown out was one prominent aim of introducing
the
topic.
It is vain to ignore the truth that 'spiritudl things are spiritual,!y
discerned '-that
man has as certainly an intuitional nature as an intellectual one. And within that intuitional naturc must be sought the
spiritual
It avails nothing to talk of the honorable, thc beautiful, the
refined, to him who has no intuitions of them.
As well attempt to
convey intellectually an idea of the raptures of a Mozart over his divine
compositions to one having' no musie in bis soul'.
The lC01·dsare received, but the thing is not, and can not be. It is talking of light to
those who never saw. After the fall of man, by a slow yet perpetual
carnalizing, the spark divine, the splritual nature, became alttlost extinguished.
The mighty work of Jehovah, in the three great dispen- •
sations, was t,l revive this.
And only in the final scheme, of' God
manifest in flesh', does any thing approximating a return to spirituality
appear.
And only througb this living, acting, visible, concrete manifestation of divinity to humanity was the great mainspring touched.
That mainspring was love. Divine love was liced out before man,
in absolute perfection and power.
Here, then, is the key to our difficulty.
Four thousand years of speahn.? to man failed to bring him
into actual contact with and appreciation of his Father's love. Christ's
life of going about on earth doing good gave back to humanity
the long lost power of feeling, realizing the spiritual, and the spoken
word was indeed' spirit' and' life'.
Had the Savior made no provision
for the supplying of his place when he ascended fr6m this world, the
same woeful state of -affairs had again soon supervened.
But he sent
the Holy Spirit tp dwelt ever more in h/:s bod!! on earth.
Just while
that spirit is manifest through it~ living fruits - just wherever it is
felt in its activity as a living, breathing,
positive entity, it will help
the poor sinner to see and realize spiritual truth, and the church, by the
preached word, will' hold forth' and not hide the 'light of life',
where it had shone in darkness and man' comprehend it not'.
1. N. C.
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LORD,-NUIBER

II.

HOLINESS in the abstract dcnotes a separation of, or Dbstaining from:
as applied to a Pel'SOIlit denotes a separation or abstailling fro)]] every
thing that in any possible manner pollutes, corrupts or makes sillfuI.
Hellce, by a kind of transfer of the action to the character, it comes to
denote a perfect purity of Inoral character.
Holiness becomrs, therefore, the strong"gt term in use as expressive of the character of God in
this one particular
And such is the force of the term that the Scriptures affirm that without holiness no man shall see tLe Lord.
The
reason for this is evident; for, unholiness being the extreme opposite of
holiness, and sin beilll!: a generic term whieh embraces all manner of
unholiness and every degree of impurity, it follows as a kind of moral
necesgity that God, whose every attribute in this particular is HOLINESS, can not look UpOIl sin with the least dcgree of allowance, and
that it would therefore be utterly impossible for a lIIan ill his sins to be
saved in the presence of the Lord.
In our former article we presented
the force of this in the fact that \\"'hen the High Priest went into the
presence of the Lord he bore upon his forehead this inscription, on
the 'plate of pure gold'-HoLINESS
TO TH.E LORD. Now, this having been done for the people in the days of types as therein shown, it
becomes our duty now, as well as privilege, to appear before the Lord
with a living sacrifice-the
bod.'l'-which
must also be holy.
Let us
now, therefore, attend to SODleitems of importance which tend to this
holiness: Paul says, Be not conformed to this world, but be yc transformcd, etc.
(Rom. xii.)
This conformation and trallsformat'ion have
been made the subjects of many a pulpit harangue, much to the annoyance of the devotees of fashion, sincc all the theological batteries
that can be summoned are upon this topic brought to bear upon the
fashions of the world, including the length of the dress, the cut of the
coat and the ribbons of the bonnet; such thini{s being regarded as the
bight and depth, and length and breadth of the apostle's meaning.
Now, while we as deeply lament and deprecate the wicked excess of
fashion to whieh even Christians are tending, and in which they are
indulging, yet we equally regret that anyone should so depreciate the
meaning of the apostle as to apply his language to the mere fashions of
the earth.
Let us sre: Be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that you may prove, etc. The apost.le not only tells us not to be
conformed, but tells us to be transformed, and tells how this is done,
namely, by the renewing of your mind.
N ow, whatever tends to renew the mind tends also to transform;
and just so far as we become
transformed, just so far are we from being conformed to the world: hence
it is clearly seen that it is that which afI'ects the '1n1:nd,instead of the
mere dress of the bod.lJ, which constitutes the conformation
to the
world.
It is true, however, that, whenever the mind becomes thus
conformed, as an ejj'ect we may witness it upon the body; but the
mind being truly transformed, the body with all the tinsel necessary
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will be acceptable. But what are the things which affect the mind and
transform the charctcr.
First, thoughts.
Those who cherish impure
thoughts will, to a greater or less degree, exhibit their character in
their words and actions; evil-thinking is but the parent of evil-speaking, which is one of the most soul-withering sins in the whole category
of sin. Again: Evil and impure thoughts are thc most dangerous because the most insinuating of all things; most so because a person supposes that his thoughts are all in the dark recesses of his own mind,
and that therefore no one ean find them out-forgetting
that he whose
single glanee penetrates eternity ean just as easily read the thoughts ot
the heart as to behold the actions of the body. But if this were not
so, yet would it be most dangerous, because, onee in the habit of indulging wicked and impure thoughts, persons will, in an unguarded moment, give some expression to them, even though they did not intend
it. The evil thQughts of the heart were primarily what ealled the terrible judgments of God upon the antediluvian world when he said that
every imagination of the heart was only evil, and that continually.
And again: The Lord knoweth the thoughts of the wise, that they are
vain. (1 Cor. iii: 2.) And if the thoughts of the lcise are vain, how
much Inore so of those who do not attempt to cultivate purity of thought.
Again: The Savior has presellted a fearful picture of the danger ot
evil thoughts when he says that evell the looking upon an object with
impure thoughts is precisely equivalent to the commission of a heinous
crime! How important, therefore, that all those who have named the
name of Jesus Christ should endeavor to cherish continually the purest
and holiest thoughts, that the body may indeed be holy and acceptable unto God.
But, before considering any more of those pernicious tendencies which
draw the mind away from God, and thereby conform it to the world,
let us suggest a few things whieh will tend to remove the ones already
considered. That anyone can control the absolute action of the mind
is utterly impossible; for think it will and think it does, whether waking or sleeping-whether
we arc willing or unwilling. But another
• thing is true, that, while we can not control this action, we can control
the clir'ection of that )lction; so that while God, in his wisdom, has put
something within us tbat will think, nolens, volens, on our part, he has
in his goodness given us power completely to turn or change the direction of that thinking, so we can have a range of thought as wide as the
universe of God. While, therefore, he has thus kindly given us this
vast field of thought in which to roam, how natural is it that hc shonld
hold us responsible e'i'en for one thought; and while, too, we posses~
such immense realms, how unnecessary, and therefore how wicked and
siuful, for us to confine the noble dignity of our minds to the poor,
miserable, sensual and devilish things of earth, instead of looking up
and gazing in~o the eternal glories and grandeurs of the Almighty One,
which he has hung out as so JUanyjewels to cleck the brow of Creation;
how poor, and meagre, and weak, and paltry, the idea of gathering up
a few idle and foolish deckings and trappings which men have devised,
when the garden of creation is blooming with roses, and flowers of most
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grat.eful odors are bowing their lovely hcad~ and blushing in beaut.y at
every st.ep. How fearfully low, t.oo, is the mind that is always gazing
upon the eart.h, and whose thoughts are always of the eart.h, when the
mighty planets that roll in space are sparkling above our heads like so
many diamonds in the coronet. of a princely brow.
Would you have pure thought.s and Loly emot.ions?
Then cont.rol
the act,ion of yoUI' mind, alld when the eye gazes upon forbidden fruit
shut its door, and when the ear would listen to unhallowed voices turn
it away, and when evil and wicked thoughts come unbidden, springing
up, as come they often will, then hurriedly turn your mind away and
look upon the ten thousand beauties that are glowing all around you,
and think of him whose fiat made the worlds, and let your soul feast
upon the gloriQs of such a God j and then remember that he is your
God and your Fat.her :-do
such things, and your evil thoughts will
leave you, and a calm and peaceful joy will fill your h!larts, such as the
world knoweth not, neither can know, because it knows not your Father
and your God.
Oh, how delightful are such thoughts j how pure and
holy will be the life of such a one-how
majestic and gloriously triumphant will be his death. Oh, may our thoughts be pure and holy,
that our bodies may indeed be acceptable sacrifices in the sight· of the
Lord.
o. A. B.

THE

J,ORD'S

DAY.

THE unhallowed
pract.ice, so COillDJOnnow, even among professed
Christians, of desecrating the Lord's-day is indeed humiliating to the
true follower of the Lord Jesus Christ.
And worse st.ill, there are not
wanting those, even in our most popular churches, who repudiate the
idea of our being under obligation to keep the first day of the week free
from our \lam man daily labor. And very many have no higher conception of this day than that it is a day to be devoted to foolish and light.
amusementssuch as visiting friends, making fashionable calls, or taking
strolls for foolish and wild recreation j which idea is well calculated in
its natUl'c to lead to the most disastrous consequences.
How many a
respectable young man has been on the Lod's-day deeosed by professed
friends into those fashionable places called saloons, and, ere he found his
way out, lost that dignity which distinguishes the man from the brute.
'ro what shall we look as the source of this most prolific stream of
vice? The response is at hand.
The cause is to be found in the very
sanctuary of the Lord.
The reason why the day is kept is not taught
from the sacred desk, and the leading purpose for which the day was
set apart has been almost lost sight of by the church.
But a strong voice comes rolling up from all the deep sinks of vice
and wretchedness, both from those who roll in the gutter and gloat upon
crime of hideous form and haggard feature, and those again of the more
refined classes, who feast upon the fashionable sins of the day j aye, a voice
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even from some in the church - "Where is your authority for keeping'
the day? What right have you to impose the keeping of the first day of
the week upon allY one?"
And alas, even in onr Christian land echo
has often had to answer' iVhere'.
Hence, wo aro supposed to be worshiping God in our ignorance, teaching for doctrines (,he commadl11ents
of men. iVo learn tbat when God had, in the beginBing, made a physical universe, on the seventh day he completed the work, and that for
this reason he hallowed that day.
Hence it was required to be kcpt
sacred as a day of rest from sccular labor, and devoted to him who on
that day completed the system of Creation.
In like manner, Uhrist on the first day of the week completed a spiritual systCtll for the redemption of lost humanity, alld thus by his resurrection on that day hallowed it and 'set it apart for rest and spiritual
joy.
Every aile, then, who believes that Christ arose from the dead on
the first day of the week is bound to keep that day sacred to him who
thus hallowed it. Besides this, the Illost sublime authority the universe
can afford for keeping this day, we have the practice of the first Christians, meeting on this day to worship God, and devoting the entire day
to honor him who rose from thc dead. But, to make it stillmore spccific,
tho most prominent itom of their worship is fully elaborated by Paul to
the Corinthians, first Epistle, eleventh chapter.
And thcy are sharply
rcproved for failing to observe the proper spirit, wheu they meet to
break broad, or show forth the Lord's death.
For this ono neglect, Paul says, 'many among you aro weak and
sickly, and many sleop'.
May I 1101. then hUIlJbly inquire whether this
is the reason that so many among our modem churches are falling into
infidelity and scepticism in all its various forms.
But the items of
primitive worship havo been enumerated by the sacred historian.
"They
continued steadftlstly in the Apostles' doctrine, and in fellowship, and in
breaking of bread, and prayers."
And, to cOlliplete the list of duties,
they were advised that when they came together 'one have a song,
another an exhortation, another a discourse'.
Thus have we adduced but a small part of our authority for keeping
the Lord's-day, and for the manner in which it should be kept.
Is it
sufficient to satisfy the candid mind?
Then, my dear good Christian
brethren, if he who desecrated the Jewish Sabbath was stoned to death,
need I suggest that he who spends in a light and foolish way the
Lord's-day, can not be held guiltless before the throne of God?
Nay,
how distressing to the humble disciple of Uhrist to see professed
Christians neglecting the worship of God on the first day of the week,
and visiting their friends to enjoy foolish amusements.
May I not repeat the question of the ancient prophet, "Will a man
rob God?"
Is it not, my dear brother or sister in the Lord, robbing
God for you on that holy day, which should be spent in heavenly devotion, to be running from house to house keeping others from worship?
Perhaps you are engaged in the common gossip of the wicked and depraved.
Or perhaps you are in company with the reviler of Christianity, strolling through the forest or sauntering about the farms, looking
at the growing crops, or talking over the merits or demerits of horses,
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cattlc, hogs or sheep.
Or, you may be in a city, taking a general view
of all the new buildings being erected.
Or you are taking a boat-ride
with the ladies, yes, Christian ladies.
How lightly and merrily tLe
hours thus pass, and you scarcely have breathed one humble prayer to
our Father in heaven, until the holy day thus ~pent is gone, gone, for
ever gone. Those precious hours which should 11ave been passed, early
in the day, in the Lord's-day school, training the young and tender
ones to love and serve God, have been thus wickedly spent, and God is
robbed of your senice, which was justly due to him.
And have you
not robbed God of other precious tillle und most pressing dutieR?
Again: Those hours which should be spent with those riper of years,
in raising the devotion of hUIllble hearts to him who so loved the world
that he gave his only-begotten Son to die for you, have sped rapidly by
and are gone.
The church bas not your presence, nor the joy of your
beaming countenance .. Nor has the sinner had tbe influence of your
example, to induce him to become a Christian.
Oh, how hns the house
of God thus been deprived of your presence and of talent which should
have beeu spent to build up tbe cause of our blessed Master!
May I
not repeat, then, "'Vill a Ulan rob God?"
Yes, you have robbed him,
of a mighty mind and a noble heart, on the Lord's-day.
Again:
When the shades of evening come on, and the humble followers of Jesus meet to dispense the word of truth to the dying sinner,
and all should be present to encourage the minister by their presence,
to sustain him with their prayers aud to win sinners to Christ by their
holy joy and spiritual gladness, where are you spending this remaining
hour of the Lord's-day?
What have you done during this last hour of
tbe day to forward the cause of Christ?
Spent it with sinners in vanity
and idlcness.
And still you say, "Will a man rob God?"
Yes, he
ha~ ?een robbed of an entire day which should have been spent in his
service.
Beloved, if God so loyed us as to give his Son to die; if Cbrist so
loved us that he gave hilllself a rarnsom for our sins, if he consecrated
and hallowed this day by his resurrcction from the dead, ought we not
gladly to spend the clay in his blessed house, and in the company of his
redE'erned?
I do most devoutly and humbly pray, with all the powers
of my entire inner man, that all the members of the Church of Christ
may rise up in the full might of their entire man bood, as the redeemed
of God Almigbty, to put down this wicked, ruinous practice of descrating the Lord's-day.
What a mighty chalJge would be made in the entire face of the
church, if the one sin of desecrating the Lord's-day were repented of.
Were all professors of the religion of Christ on eyery first day of the
week to spend the whole day in humble and deep, heart-felt devotion
to God, what multitudes would be induced to turn from sin to the service of Christ.
Every house of worship would be crowded.
Tbe
trumpet of war would become the sweet instrument
of peace.
The
tongue which is now guilty of blasphemy would be heard sounding tbe
praises of God.
That blessed day spoken of by the prophet would
(lome, when the lion and the lamb would lie down together.
Oh, then,
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beloved, shall we longer rob God?
Shall we deny him the honor of
our souls, which were redeemed by his precious blood?
Or shall Wl',
with a broken heart and a contrite spirit, come back to the house of
God, and with all our energies serve him with a full eonfidelJce that we
shall be blessed?
J. L.

THE

DJlPllNDENCE

Of THE CHRISTUN
OX THE HOJ.I
PEltIL
o~' la;SISTIKG
III~I.

SPIRIT,

AND TIfE

Tm, presence of the Divine Spirit with the heart of the Christian, Jtis
presence with it and his active operation upon it, to culighten and renew it, is a fact attested as well by the conscions experience of the
believer as by ·the declarations of the Scripture.
It is a fact which
must be admitted in order to the. solution of the admitted phenomena
of Christian experience.
It is a fact in which lies the unly ground of
confidence for the Christiall, or hope for his progress iu Jinowledge and
in grace.
So steady and swift, so mighty altllOugh so silent, is the current of
that disposition to Indulgence which sways the soul, and bears the life
upon its course,-that
disposition which has been only deepened and
widened by every successive year of experience, which has never beeu
interrupted by any intelligent and effective resistance, which has grown
with the growth, and strengthened with the strength, till it rules the
usual conduct of lUen with a decisive control,-so
mighty is this, so
deep and steady, that we predict with absolute confidence, the Scriptures every where unhesitatingly assume, that IlO lllan will be convcrtcd
to Christ, no man will be led to give up the gratification of his desire
as the central and governing purpose of his Life, and to devote himself
instead to the service of 'hrist, except as he is led to do so by the
Spirit of God.
He might, do this, unquestionably.
He has all the
faculty for doing it before this Divine Agent has moved and impelled
him that he ever has after.
Intellect, conscience, free-will, affection,they arc all his, from the be?;inning.
But he will not. use this power
for good. He will not, with intelligent and volnntary effort, abstract
his thoughts from his present pursuits, and turn them to the ends ann
interests which are heavenly.
He will not hold clearly and constantly
before his mind the great nnseen and spiritual Realities.
He 7ciLl not
devote himself to Duty, and to God.
This consciousness tells ns; observation declares it; and the 8criptures affirm it.
And even after conversion, the set of his mind is still, by nature,
toward the world.
In some of its thonsand-fold forms of seduction,
this grapples him to itself.
The current which has been checked and
interrupted
has not been altogether stayed in its course and rolled
back upou its fountain.
The tendency of his mind still is to be absorbed in the Present and Visible, and to put aside comparatively
Unseen realities; to live as if this were llis eternal home, and not
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merely the gateway to that j to make the opinions of men his oracle,
and their customs his guide, instead of Christ's rulc j to pour the richest affections of the heart on present, and often upon material objects,
instead of the greater goods which are spiritual j to cOllle to the discharge of Christian duty rather as pressed to it by the urgency of
obligation which can not be evaded than as sweetly attracted to it by
love for its intrinsic beauty; to comllJune with God, through thought,
and prayer, in forlll more than in fact, because it is felt to be a duty
rather than because it is practically valued as a sublillJe and priceless
privileii,ej and to look forward to the glory of heaven itself, and to prepare to enter that, rather because he must go some where after death,
and therefore desires to be taken into heal'en, than because he feels
beaming upon his soul the full attraction of God's prescnee and home,
and sees in the compar;son the n()thin~ness of the world, bccause he
longs for the immortal and consummate holiness, t.he perfect knowledge,
the intelligent and pure communion with the Divine Being, which shall
be the clements of the heavenly state.
This is the tcndency of the heart of the believer.
So strong and
steady, although so noiseless, is the current of its depravity, that even
after conversion it still feels and shows this.
Left to itself, wben the
immediate pressure of the truth has passed from it, when the Im. mensity of the Future is no longer lifted in almost visible presence
before it, when Go-l's requirement
and Christ's salvation no longer
:;earch its inmost depths with their appealing and mi~hty voices of
warning and of promise-left
to itself, its very conversion would be
reversed!
Its firmest resolution would yield to the pressure from
within, and to the temptation from without.
It would be wedded to
the world again as firmly as before.
It would find all its pleasure in
prcsent things, as really as when it knew or thought of nothing hip.her.
The Future and the Invisible would shed less, and still less, their light
upon it. It would fear God less as a Sovereign, love ltilllless as a Father,
revere and tremble beforc Him less as the coming.J udge. It would have
less and less communion with the Savior; and gradually the world would
draw unto itself, as.fully as before, its effort and its hope! .Whatever it
has then, even after cOllversion, of really high, heroic purpose, of selfdevotion, and of Christian obedience j what,ever glory from the Infi.
nite COUlesshining upon its path j whatever quickening motions of love
it feels for Christ and God, for Angels, for the Hedeemed j whatever
aspirings of joyful bope toward the celestial and heavenly realuls,
arising in it, and making it unworldly j-all this and these arc given it
of the Spirit!
'fhey are the evidences, as they are the results, of that
Divine renewing Power.
This inward and pure spiritual life, wbich
propbesies Heaven, is breathed into us from God.
It docs not cOllle
from the depravity of the heart.
It is not the creature of, it could not
be sustained by, that primary resolve in the experience of which can.
version occurs.
It is the fruit of the presence of the Spirit of God.
It shows tbat he, although unseen by mortal eye, moving so silently
that no most delicate and sensitive car discerns his foot-step,-that
he
is present with the heart He has renewed; tl1at with his gifts of truth
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and grace He elevatcs and refines it j that from the fnllness and
brightness of His glory He sheds this radiance upon its path! Its
knowledge is his gift. Its quickest and loftiest impulses to holiness
descend from Him. Its joy is His bestowment. Its very endeavors
He prompts and guides!
Dependent, therefore, on Him it is at every step, in every hour, for
Spiritual Life. His presence nnd assistance are its unspeakable, inestimable privilege j and His renewing work within it is the only ground
tu it of hope and joy. So the Christian knows j and so the Scriptures
again assure us!
Yet this Divine agent, whose presence with the Soul of the believer
is thus the source of its progress and its peace, may be, and ofteu He
is, resisted by it, and grieved away froUl it. Although his essential
presence with it of course continues, being in its nature omnipresent
and immutable, His agencies upon it cease comparatively to be exerted. He sheds no radiance of the Truth upon its darkened and
world-preferring mind. It feels no longer the kindling warmth of love
and hope inspired by Him, and rising into a purifying flame. The'
realities of the Spiritual world pass very much ant of its view, and it
walks in darkness where it had been dwelling amid a glory! That this
would be possible we might have predicted without revelation, antecedently to experience. For clearly the agcncy of thc Divine Spirit;
moving upon the heart must be a cooperating agency. He does not
even supersede and make unnecessary its conscious activity. He but
incites it tfJ activity, and then cooperates with that activity, and renders
it effectual. He gives impulses, indeed; but only as they are freely
yielded to does He continue and carry them forward. And when th.ey
arc resisted, He silently withdraws them. He gives instruction, but it
is only when the Soul itself grasps that instruction, and makes it its
own by meditation and by obedience, that it becomes a vital, incorporate, inseparable part of its spiritual wealth. Throughout, the agency
of the Spirit of God on the heart of the believer is a cooperating
agency. It incites to and combines with the man's own activity, but
it never for a moment dispenses with that activity, or renders it needless. And whenever the Christian himself either directly resists this
inflnence from above, or only indirectly resists and turns"it off by refusing to yield to it, the Spirit of God withdraws I-Iis aid. This is
probable, we say, independently of experience. And that it is some
times the fact,-strange, well-nigh incredible, as it seems-does not the
experience of Christians, as well as the terms and tenor of the Scrip.ture, bear fearful witness?
By simple indolence and inattention, we may resist the influence of
God's Spirit. By neglecting the daily recurring opportunities for
worship and Christian work; by ceasing to read God's Word with attention j by withdrawing from the eloset, and letting the days and
weeks go by without a free and full communion between our hearts and
God's all-kind and gracious heart; by omitting to do the works of
charity among the poor and the destitute, to which we are so frQquently
called j by putting the place of business, the concert-room, the ball27
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room, before the room for social prayer; by admiring the rhetoric of a
sermon, or its logic, not applying to ourselves its lessons and their
spirit j by drawing back from s,)me effort for others to which God in
His providence has manifestly called us; by suffcring ourselves to form
the habit of judging harshly, uncharitably, of others; by allowing a
spirit of pride or petulance, of indolence or 8elf-indulgellce, to get possession of our souls j by becoming engrossed, with our chiefest enthusiasm, in literature and art, in politics or id pleasure; by any of these
means, by multitudes of others similar to them, we may grieve from us
the Spirit of God, and make his influences comparatively to cease to
be felt by us j and so, even when we have taught ot.hers, we may ourselves be cast away!
Are there not llluny among our readers, arc there not many in all
our churches, wl~oare in danger of doing thi~, almost perhaps without
thinking of it themselves ~ who arc already walking in darkness; finding no comfort and peace in Religion j consciously cold in their own
hearts, and chilling in the influences they exert upon others- because
. they have resisted that heavenly influence which alone can give, to even
the believer, life, and ligbt, and inward peace ~
New-York lndepcnuent.

FRO~

YOUR

PASTOR.

1. YOUR Pastor greatly desires that you may BE and abide in Christ.
Read J04n xv: 1-8 j and 2 Cor.·v: 17.
2. That you 'watch and pray', 'fast and pray', 'enter into your
clos.etand pray', and' pray without ceasing', for 01l~1J 1clt£le Y01' pTay
yon l£ve. Read Luke xviii: 1-8 j ii: 37; Acts xiii: 3 j Matt. vi: 6 j
1 Thess. v: 1.7.
.
3. That you' search the Scriptures daily', 'which arc able to make
you w£se unto salvation tbrough faith which is in Christ Jesus'.
Read
John v: 39; Acts xvii: 11 j and ~ Tim. iii: 15.
'
4. That you be constant and devout in your attendance and attention
at the house of God, both on Lord's-days, and at the social meetings
for prayer and praise j and, that you bring with you as many of
your family and friends as possible. Read Reb. x: 25; Malach. iii:
16; Matt. xviii: 20 j Acts i : 14; and Deut. xxxi: ] 2.
5. 'l'hat you make a weekly contribution for the support of the
Church j and, ab a free-will offering to the Lord. Read Luke vi : 38 j
1 Cor. xvi: 2; 2 Cor. ix: 6-7.
6. That you keep your heart and tongue with all diligence, and fill
your place as a christian, in the family of which you are a membel', in
the church to which you belong, and which greatly needs your support;
and, in all your relations in life, as one who is to give account to God.
Read Provo iv : 23 and xxi: 23 j J erem. x: 25; Acts ii: 47 j 2 Cor.
viii: 5 j 1 Cor. x: 31,32 j and vii: 17 j Rom. xiv: 7-12 j and 1 John
ii: 19 and iii: 10.
7. That you know, and acknowledge him, as a minister of J'esus
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-----------Christ, who has been called of God to 'watch for your souls, as one
who is soon to give account' j and, that you pray for Mm, and encourage him, and cheerfully couperate with him in all his efforts to do you
good, and with you to bnild up the church in 'the truth as it is in J esus'. 'For, being affectionately desirous of you, he is willing to impart
unto you not the gospel of God only, but his own soul also; because
you are dear unto him'.
Read 11eb. xiii:7,17,18;
Judexx,21;
1 ')'hess. ii: 8; 2 Pet. iii: 14 j Phil. ii: 1, 2; and 1 Pet. iii: 8-22.
Xew-York Chronicle.

DO

YOUR

\VE mean you, brother minister-you

TIEST.

who arc all the while preaching
to others. Sit down and let us preach to you a moment. "Suffer the
word of exhortation."
Do your best, then, we say. Not your smartest, nor your profoundest, nor your beautiful est, but your best. It is a rare privilege you and
we enjoy, after all that is said in disparagement of the minister's position and influence. There is a whole day once in seven set apart for
our purposes. God consecrates the day and hallows it. Our people feel
that it must not be given to ordiuary objects, that it must be kept for
the sanctuary. 'When that day comes, other men are silent. The lawyer is quiet. The lecturer is mute. The politician holds his peace,
but you and we may speak. The people gather to hear 7tS. Wha,t a
place is that in which they gather! The sanctuary, with its comeliness
and comfort, and hallowed associations. The sanctuary where solemn
things are said and done, and where there is ever a solemn presence.
Who has such a place to speak in, and such surroundings as we?
No matter whether the congregation be small or large. The smallest
congregation is large, when reckoned according to the arithmetic of the
sanctuary. They have come to worship. They have come to listen.
They love to come. Not all, indeed, love God. Not all love the gcspel.
But, for one reason or another, the great body of our hearers love to
come. See them as they sit before you, still, decorous, attentive. " We
are all here present before God, to hear all things that are commanded
thee of God."
Not attentive, do you say? Not interested? Ready to listen to the
flashy lecturer, to the mountebank orator, to any body or any thing,
rather than the gospel. Nay, brother, do not judge the people too
hardly. Theii' curiosity may be more awake in lookin~ at a stranger.
than at you, whom they have seen every Sabbath day for years. The
meres~ clown in fantastical garb, the peddler of other men's jests, may
amuse thell? more, may awaken morc of that sort of interest which
shows itself in clapping, and stamping, and uproarious laughter, but it
is a question if they like any thing better, as a constant matter, than
the preaching of God's word. That, after all, has attractions that
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----_. -------------.------nothing else has. That goes to the heart. That stirs depths in the
soul which nothing else can reach. The people recognize its substantial interest, the grandcur of its themes, its practical force and bearing.
They recognize these, and are, for the time, affected by them, whether
they turn them in all cases to practical account or not. They are ready
to listen to them. They would tire of any thing else sooner. If Daniel
'Vebster, in his life-time, had come to discourse upon the Constitution,
no doubt your church would havc bcen fuller than you ever saw it before. But if he had come a hundred times a year, perchance his audience might have been somewhat reduced.
Behold the people, then, before you. There they sit - more or fewer
-every Sabbath day_ If more, you certainly will not complain. If
Jewel", then the better guaranty you have that they who have come
have come to listen. There they sit, your people, and you their minister. It is yours to speak, while all besides keep silent. It is somcthing
to have an opportunity to speak to your neighbor as he passes to his
daily business, but here that neighbor sits, frec from business engagements, and says: I am ready to hear; what is the best thing that you
can say to me?
It is something to wield a pen. In some respects, undoubtedly, the
pen and the press have the advantage of the pulpit, but in other rcspects how greatly the pulpit has the advantage over them! In the
press, it is your simple thought that speaks, but in the pulpit it is your
thought incarnate, yourself. You, a living, breathing man, stand where
men can look at you, and hear you, and feel the pulsations of your
heart, and you speak to them. With tongue, and lips, and eye, and
hand, with your whole visible and audible self, you speak and they
hear.
This often. This habitually. This every Sabbath day, when your
people are most favorably situated, and in their most hopeful mood, and
when all the surroundings are serious and impressive.
What an opportunity! What a privilege! What a power this which
is put into your hands! How much you may do to direct the inquiries,
mould the views, determine the characters, and thus the destinies of
your hearers! May we not well say- Do your best. Congregationalist.

SUNDAY

SICKNESS.

MANY people are peculiarly sensitive to a cloudy sky or an inclement
wind on the Sabbath, who never think of being troubled by them during the week; and many others feel the importance of nursing.a cold,
or using energetic measures to avert a fever, who have no apprehensions of trouble while occupied by their daily business. Physicians
have told us that they have more frequent calls on the Sabbath than on
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- ---_._- - - -----------any: other day of the week. One of our exchanges has some yery timely
thoughts on this proneness to Sunday sickncss:
There were certain laws given exclusively to the Jews, enjoined and
euforced with their ceremonial observance~. 'fhere wcre ccrtain others
given also to them, but of universal application, and one of these refers
to the rest of the Sabbath j the Lord's.day. Hen may sneer as they
will at the claims of a holy day. It is so meant, it is so commanded to
be kept, and God and nature combine to enforce the commandment.
It is a day of rest, and facts prove that man needs rest - a weekly
release from care and toil. There exists both a moral and physical necessity for this rest. Other things being equal, men and animals live
longer for having a Sabbath, and, as a general rule, nations and individuals are prosperous in proportion to the degree of regard paid to thi,;
holy day.
Almost all find this rest within their power, if only they have the
disposition to improve it-all might, if the law of right and 'the law
of consideration' prevailed. But nothing is more common than an entire want of the law of charity in this regard, and especially toward physicians '['hey have some duties that are' works of necessity and mercy',
but these might easily be doue without consuming the whole day, if no
other were required. Yet nothing is more common than for those who
are conscious they need care and medical advice to keep as well as they
can till Sunday, and then' send for the doctor'. Snnday sickness is a
proverbial evil, and proverbially not dangerous. Others, who would not
be guilty of this wrong, nevertheless often neglect to follow the golden
rule, "Our doctor is paid for his work, and we will have him when we
choose", say they.
.
"I do not feel very well," says Mr. A. "I 'll ~top and see the doctor." He would perhaps have too much couscienC'eto send for him,
but he will consume his time at his officeand think it no harm.
Mr. B. has more time to think of his ,,;ife than on other days, and
waking suddenly to the thought that she does not look very well, he
thinks he must have advice forthwith. So the poor doctor is summoned,
though she is nu worse than she has been for weeks, and Monday would
have been just as well, though it might be less convenient.
Mr. and Mrs. C., as Sunday is a leisure day, talk over the symptoms
of a child who is drooping, chiefly under a regimen of candy, late hours,
and bad air, and, becoming suddenly anxious about his spine, can not
wait till the next day, but must summon the physician immediately, to
relieve their anxiety. He has probably more time to give to-daythey certainly have.
Mr. D. finds plenty of time upon his hands, and not feeling quite
well, as we seldom do when we stop to inquire into our feelings, he
concludes he will call on his physician, and ask a few words of advice.
Finding him at home, and not remembering how precious a part of a
day of rest may be to him, hc lingers and indulges. in a little harmless
gossip. He pays for the advice, and of course has a right to take it
when most convenient to himself!
Mr. E. asks when you are most at leisure on Sunday. Of course the
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conversation that follows is what might be. No one would darc, really,
to speak so plainly.
,,'When are you most at leisurc on Sunday?
I want to havc a talk
wit.h you."
" At aQY time during the weck I am at your service."
"0, but you are so busy then. I thought you had more time on
Sunday."
"Not if all felt like you, sir."
So the world ~oes, 1'1'0111
selfishness and inattention, as well as from
any deliberate _purpose of wrong.
But whether is it worse, to steal a
man's purse or to rob hirn of time and rest which hc needs, which God
has gil'en hirn, and which moncy ·can not buy?
Hood has well taught us ill two of his illimitable lincs how
Evil is wrought by wn,nt of thought
As well as w:lnt of heart.

J[ ISS ION SAN

D P It I V ATE E It I N G .

THE hero of the following well-authenticated
incident is still Jiving:
A -privateer from this coun'try captured a merchant ship off Cardigan,
\Vales, in St. George's Channel.
The commandeer boarded his prize,
and when in the cabin saw a littlc box with a hole in thc lid, in a
prominent position.
Suspecting its design, he said to the captain,
"What is this?" pointing with his cane to the box.
The pious Cambrian replied, "I and my poor fellows have been accustomcd every
Monday to drop a penny each into that box for the purpose of sending
men to preach thc gospcl to the heathen;
but it is all over now."
"Ah !" said the cOll1manucr, "that i-~very good;" and after pausing
a few minutes, added, "Captain, I will not touch a hail' of your head
nor injure you-you
arc free."
The ships were swung round, the sails
then filled to the breeze, the vessel bounded gladly on her voyage, and
the privateer fading like a speck on the horizontal wave, the happy crew
thanked God for a missionary box. And we may safely infer that it
was amply replenished by the period of the next annual payment.

"bIPLICI'i' FAITH has been some times ludicrously styled fides carbonaria, from thc noted story of one who, examining an ignorant collier
on his religious principles, asked him what it was that he believed. He
answered, "I believe what the church believes."
The other rejoined,
"What, then, does the church believe?"
He replied readily, "The
church believes what I believe."
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WAR iIIT II FRO Ji C LOU D S,
As 'neath a mirror's l,een, conccntrrd gaze,
Whose large brip;ht orb reflects the sky's colu blue,
The shrinking glass grows chill; yet doth renew
Again its wonted warmth whene'er some rays
Of the Wl1rm sun's unseen, benignant blaze,
A passing cloud reflects;"
so, oft-times, too,
Halh this wrak heart-tlml
eyery colder hue
Of love-less truth too Ion!!;, in idle maze,
Intent had viewed cold-minored in its thought,
Until ilsc(l grew numb-glowed
warm once more
Soon as a ray from t.he Greal Sun it cauglJt,
Reflected by some Idal, cladding o'er.
l' hell, Falhe,', "cnd me somc livlcs cloud.,. until
'['he mirror of my soul Th inc own hlest radiance fIll!

G.

n,

t'.
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ADD RES S TOe H In S T 1.1.1\
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0 T II 1m S ,

[TUIS address, which is still mueh as evcr needed, and is reprinted at
the request of a venerable 1\1other in Israel, first appeared, editorially,
in the Christian Bapt-ist, volnme 1. As farther desired, we shall try
to give in our next, from the same suurce, an Address to Christian
Daughters,
by a dying mother-all
of which we commend to the special attention of such as are addressed, IJOpiug that the Sentinel may
continue, through articles original and selected, to guard the liluchneglected interests of the sisters, young and old.-I.
x. c.]
DAUGHTERS OP ZIOX: The christian religion has elevated your sex
to a very high degree.
'1'0 it you are indebted for that amelioration of
your circumstances, that mitigation of your present grievances, incurred
by your IJaving been first in the transgression) that important place you
occupy in the christian affection and estcem of him to whom you were
put in subjection.
Although some of your sex, in the history of the
Old Testament, shine with disting-uished lustre, yet it is in the New
Testament alone where you appear to the highest advantage.
Neyer,
we presume, was Gabriel dispatched upon a more honorable or a more
acceptable errand than when he yisited the cottage of bel' that, was espoused to the son of Jacob; tban when he addressed the humble and
virtuous virgil] in these transporting words: "Hail!
favorite of Heaven! The Lord is with you! Blessed are yon among women!"
From
that moment your sex, as the snn after a long gloom, bursts forth with
more attractive splendor.
All the queens of eastern palaces, in all the
pomp of eastern grandeur, never tasted the sweets of such an interview
*" If a parabolic mirror be turllcu so as to face a.portion of clear Lille sky, its focus will become
focus of cold, aad a. delicate thermometer placed therein will sink. . . . But 1:t a cloud pasii
belare tlle a:r1:;s of the 1ni'ITur, the the1'lilomelcr inslanUy 'rises to Us usual hight."-TomUnson's In~
traduction to l\-alura['l'hillJsQJ.J/ty.
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as that between Elizabeth, the mother of the harbinger, and the mother
of Israel's King.
All the expressions of imperial courtesy, how meagre in comparison of the welcome with which Elizabeth reeei\'ed that
visit at her cousin, the salutation with which she embraced her! "How
have I this honor, that the mother of my Lord should come to mc !"
The pious and virtuous Mary, and the humble swain that was made her
husband guardian, exhibit a new scene of matrimonial
bliss of which
mortals never before tasted.
He derives all his honor and his bliss
from her intl'Usted to his care.
A woman now elevates Dot only her
own sex by the favor of Heaven, but also renders conspicuous in the
annals of the world a descendant of that royal family that once reigned
over Israel.
But we do not dwell at present on these illustrious incidents in your
history, as if they were the only occurrences that gave importance and
elevation to your sex. Let us just glance at a few others.
'1'he first
miracle of this incomparable child, born, this only-begotten Son given,
was wrought in honor of thc mother that nursed him, and in honor of
the first commandment with promise.
His mother, at the famous marriage of Cana of Galilee, with all the deep solicitude at one concerned
in every circumstance that concerned the reputation of the family with
which she was in the intimacies of friendship. prompted bel' to appeal
to her son, saying, "They have no wine."
Hc shows it to be an occurrence which was of no concern to him, abstractly considered;
but in
honor of his mother,. who commanded obedience to his will, the water
when presented-yes,
" The modest water, awed with power divine,
Beheld its God, and reddened into wine."

This was the beginning of his fame, the first exhibition of his glorious
power.
And the last expression of solicitude for ~he temporal welfare
of one of our race, which dropped from his lips amid the agonics of the
cross, was prompted by the keenest sensibilities of humanity, by that
grateful recollection of the care of a mother which is never to be forgotten; by that profound respect which every wise man cxhibits to the
woman that watched and wept over his childhood; yes, his last concern
was for thc future welfare of his mother.
He says to John, his favorite diseiplc, casting his eye toward his mother, "Son, behold your mother"; and to his mother, "Behold your son." Thus he bequeathed his
mother, as his richest legacy on earth, to that disciple whom he loved
most of all.
Christian women, your praise and your fame, your zeal, your affection, and even your courage, shine with so much resplendence
in the
New Testament history as to throw the most distinguished
of our sex
much, very much, into the shade.
The fame of that Mary who sat at
the feet of the Messiah, who anointed the Lord with ointment and wiped
his feet with her hair, transcends the fame of all the statesmen, warriors,
monarchs, philosophers, and poets, that ever lived.
Yes, while the
fame of the statesman is bounded by our tenure of the soil on which
we live j while the laurels that deck the brow of the warrior are stained
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with the blood he shed, and wither near the cypress that covers the
tomb moistened by the tears of the widow and thc orphans which he
made j while the gems that sparkle in the crown of the ll1unarch are
dimmed and obscured by the cankering hand of time j while the renown of thc philosopher fades in the presence of every insect, and of
every plant, which says to his wisdom, 'How limited you arc!' and
while the praises of the poet and the charms of harmony live only in
the fastidious taste of men, 0 Mary, your memorial, the sweet perfume
of your famc, extends. to all gencrations!
and that which you have
done shall be told with ecstacy unalloyed, when time itself shall be
no more!
And let the christian heroes remember, that when the highest and
noblest names on their list of eighteen centuries flcd likc cowards from
the scene of danf.\er, and in the hour of darkness and terror deserted
their suffering chief, christian women kept their phlce, and stood spectators near the cross.
Yes, to the eternal praise of female piety, let it
be published in all lands that women were the last at the cross, and the
first at the tomh of their great and mighty Savior.
And as a token of
his remembrance and acknowledgment
of their devotion, pions courage,
and unabated affection, to them he first showed himself alive after his
death, and alleviated their sorrows.
But as it is not our intention to make thesc illustrious incidents in
your history a theme frOlll which to deducc all the reflections which
they naturally suggest, we proceed to our design.
Your usefulness to the church is not curtailed by the apostolic injunction which allots to you that silcnce and submission which comport
with that modesty and diffidence which are now and ever have been
the highest ornaments of female character.
You are to nurse and
nourish everyone
that comes into thc world j and the God of your
offspring has given to you an authority over the mind in its most pliant
state, paramount to every other.
The babe that smiles in your arms,
and finds its support and its refuge ill your bosom, receives its :first impressions from you. It recognizes a relation existing between you and
it before it forms an idea of a father.
It views you as its best friend,
and most willingly submits to your control.
Your countenance is the
firs~ volume it reads j and it is a volume which conveys to its apprehension more ideas than perhaps any of us imagine.
Its articulations
are formed from yours, and your language is the tirst it can understand.
You can converse with it, and communicate to its tender mind ideas
which the greatest linguists and philosophers tlJat ever lived could DOt.
You, then, occupy a place which cannot be rivaled, and which, if discrectly managed, may, under the blessing of Heaven, be of eternal
importance to it. Do not ·be startled when I tell you that you are, by
the law of nature, which is the law of God, as well as by his written
word, ordained to be the only preachers of the gospel, properly so
called, to your own offspring.
You can tell them in language more intelligible to their appprehension the wonders of creation j you can from
the lively oraclcs teach thcm the history of our race j you can preach
the gospel to thcm better than any Doctor of Divinity that ever lived.
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You can narrate to them the nativity and life, the words and deeds of
Messiah j you can open to their minds how he died for our sins, and
how he rose for our justification. You can tell them of his ascension
to the skie~, of his coronation in heaven, and that he will come to judge
the world. When you have done all this, in a style which you can
adopt, more easy of apprehension than any other-if
Paul the apostle
were again to visit the world and call at your house, he could not preach
to them with greater effect. Nay, you have anticipated all that he
could say, and done all that he could do, to give the word effect. If he
were to attempt to make known the glad tidings of great joy, to announce the good news to your children-when he had done thcy might
say, "Kind and benevolent friend, this is no news to us j we rejoice to
have heard it all from a preacher before j a preacher, too, whose love
and benevolence were equal to yours, and whom we understood as
clearly as we understand you." .If he were to ask who the preacher
was, and by what authority he spoke, the children might reply, It was
from a preacher which you, beloved friend, yourself licensed j it was
our mother, whom you commanded' to bring us up in the nurture and
admonition of the Lord'. 0 yes, replies the apostle, I did authorize
an order of preachers which were to take my place after Ill.Y decease,
among whom your mother was one. My place and my office was to
make known to all my contemporaries those glad tidings in the first
place j for I was ordained a preacher as well as a teacher, and your
parents can best occupy my place, as they can first make known to their
offspring the same good news.
These hints, my dear friends, go to show you what is expected from
you, aild what you ought to do. And surely you will agree with me
that the word of God, thus communicated by the fire.side, from your
own lips, under -the blessing of Heaven, is just as efficacious as if pronounced from a pulpit of mahogany, covered with scarlet, and decked
with tapestry, from a pontiff, or a rabbi covered with silk and a wig as
white as Alpine snow. Remember Lois, Eunice, and Timothy, and
Paul's commands to you. The giving of such an injunction to fathers
and mothers implied that they were competent to perform them to the
best advantage. The efforts of the clergy to take from you the office
of preachers, under a pretense that either their authority or their ability
is superior to yours, believe your friend, or rather believe the apostles,
is an unjust encroachment upon your rights and privileges. Your example and your prayers, your authority, and your well-proved affection
and sincerity in all that you say, are worth more than all the logic,
mathcmatics, algebra, and rhetoric, which ever were collected in all the
seminaries upon earth, to give efficacy to your sermons. How blissful
the privilege, and how high the honor conferred on you! Do then,
christian matrons, from your love to your own offspring, and from your
love to him that raised your sex to honors so illustrious, and from your
hopes of immortality and eternal life in that world where they neither
marry nor are given in marriage, but are as the angels, being the children of God and of the resurrection, bring up your children in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.
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CONVENTION

A~ MACOMB.

CONVEN'frONmet, persllant to appointmcnt, on Wednesday, May 27,
10.0'clock A.M., in the Christian Chapel, Macomb.
Eld. VV. W. HAPPY, one of the Vice Prcsidents, in the chair.
Some eighty mcmbers, or thereabonts, participated in the Convention.
Donations and pledges, from churches and individnals, were received to
the amonnt of $500 or S600. A Prcachers' five-dollar subscription, extra, amonnting to $175, was includcd.
Between thirty and forty dollars were contributed by the mceting to
father Longley, of Indiana, as a grateful testimonial of apprcciation of
more than a half-century's labor and sacrifice in proclaiming the g<:Jspel.
Special addresses were delivered during the meeting by Eld. B. Franklin, the Corresponding Secrctary of the Gcneral Society, Presidents
Loos, Atkinson, and Murphy, and Elders Happy, Lindsey, Apperson,
and Rnssell.
The following resolutions were adopted:
WmmEAll, In the providence of God, our highly-esteemed and beloved Bro.
J. 'r. Johnson, one of the Vice-Presidents,
has been removed from our midst;
therefore,
Resolved, Thl1t we recognize in his del1th the loss of a most faithful member
of the Society, l1n able and untiring laborer in the canse of Christ, and that
his death exhorts us to a more vigorous action in the Cl1me of truth, in that
with him many of the fl1ithful l1rc being called away, leaving their labor in
our hl1nds.
Resolved, l'hat we rejoice in the general
portl1nce of Missions.

awakening

among us to the Im-

Resolved, Thl1t holding consistency in word and deed to be a great Christian
virtue, we whose nl1mes are enrolled as members of the Convention do pledge
ourselves to sustain, by action, the sentiment and purposes expressed by our
votcs.
Resolved, That the Elucrs of all Christian congrgations be requested to hold
a meeting for Missionl1ry purposes, on the first Lord's-day of June prox., anu
thereafter quarterly, and that speeches and prl1yers be made at said meetings
for thc enlightenment of the ml1sses on the great subject of Home and Foreign
Missiohs, l1nd that a draft be made for the Missionary cause.
Resolved, That Bro B. Franklin be requested to write, or cause to be written
l1nd published, a tract upon the importl1nce and dignity of the Missionary enterprise, l1nd the claims which it hl1s upon the regl1rd anuliberality
of the
Christil1n church in the United States.
Resolved, Thl1t we recommend to our editors to publish, from time to time,
such statistical informl1tion concerning Forcign Missions among all demo min ations a,s they may be able to obtain.
Resolved, That the members of this Association be requested to present to
their congregations and brethren generally the importance of establishing, at
an early day, a mission in Californilt.
Resolved,

That when we adjourn,

we do adjourn to meet at Canton, Mo., at
in May, 1858.

10 o'clock on Wednesday before the fourth Lord's-day
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Resolved, That this Convention tender to the several railroad companies
which have granted half-fare to its members their acknowledgments
of the
courtesy.
Resolved, That we tender our thanks to the brethren
generous hospitality during the Convention.

at Macomb for their

Resolved, That, the G h1'istian Age be request~d to publish the minutes of this
Convention, and our monthlies a condensation therefrom.
W. W. HAPPY,

President.

P. H. MURPHY,} Secretaries.
1. N. CAR)IAN,

LITERA

TURE.

THE EPISTLE 1'0 THE HEBREWS, translar.ed from the Greek, on the basis of
the Common English Version.
With Notes.
New York: American Bible
Union.
Louisville: Bible-Revision Association.
We have spent a considerable amount of time over this beautiful quarto of
90 pp., with a continually
hightened
satisfaction.
No rendering
of this
transcendently
sublime and important epistle which we have met with seems
to us so lucid and easy.
The Saxon terseness and strength of the common
version is well maintained, with a freedom from its occasional grammatical
blunders, awkwltrd expressions, and obsolcte tcrms and phrases.
Thc translator appears to have had an eye to the fact thltt his labors wcre
yet to undergo a final revision at the lmnds of a Committee.
He has adhered,
in the main, to the closely literal rendition of the text, and has therefore
occasionally used a style somewhltt less conformed to the idiom of our language than we trust to see in the final revision.
But if this be an error, it is
upon the side, it must be confessed, of safety, particularly
in passagcs involving controverted points.
In avoiding the Greek idiom of nouns with a genitive, used adjectively, a
happy taste is frequently
shown.
'~'he rejoicing of the hope' thus gives
plltcc to 'the joyful hopJ.'
And why not as well, we would modestly inquire, retain the antithesis,
'with joy and not with grief', instead of introducing, as the. contrast with' joy', the unseemly word' groans'?
, He looked away to the reward' is at 'once much more literal, forcible and
elegal).t than' had respect unto the recompense of reward'.
The supplement
, cruel' prefixed, in the common version, to 'mockings
and scourgings'
is
justly dropped, as not only unwarranted,
but contrary to the calm, dignified,
unvarnished style of the sacred writers.
The oft-quoted passage in chapter vi, verses 4, 5 and 6, concerning those
'falling away', comes out clear of grammatical irregularity
and dogmatic corruption.
The use of the indicative throughout the sentence, with the imper-
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,
fcct tcnse of thc vcrbs dcnoting conversion and its accompanimcnts, and thc
perfcct to indicatc the apostasy thercfrom, togctiJer with thc conscqucnt dismission of the' if' which the more zealous believers in unconditional
final
perscverance had thrust into thc passage, bnt which Calvin himself was too
lea,rned and too han cst to admit, all combine to givc the candid truth-seekcr
much aid and comfort in the reading of this epistle.
Paul's celebratcd dcfinition of faith, at the commencement of Chapter xi,
comes out like the siJining metal from tbe dull are, as compared, in this version, with King James's.
"Now faith is confidence as to things bopcd for"
conviction as to things not seen."
Commcnt upon this rcndering is needless.
'The brightness of his glory and the exact image of IIim, , though defcnded
by a very learned and full criticism, seems to us an extremc of curtness, takcn
in fleeing the dangers of promoting vain speculation on the mctaphysical
questions of personality, substance, etc.
"It scems to be allowed," says thc
translator, "that v1to()'Z'a(),w, is here used fOl' the essential nature of God."
Give us, then, something equivalent to this, or wc fcar that a portion of the
mind of the Spirit will remain untranslated.
A being, and the esscntial
nature of that being, are, most clcarly, two distinct idcas.
Dut wc feel incompetent to criticize, whcrc merits are so many and defects
so few. We shall hail the appearancc of every such issue of the Dible Uuion
with joy, as an earnest of a pl'iceless boon ere long to be receivcd-a
complcte and faithful version of the Word of God.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

EUREKACOMMENCEMENT.-'V c have just returned from attending the
annual public exercises of Eureka College, whieh occurred on Wednesday, June twenty-fourth.
Notwithstanding the disappointment by the non-arrival of the speaker
from abroad, Bro, A. PROCTOJt,of St. Louis, who was to have delivered the Address, the exercises were of a very interesting order. The
representatives of the tW(lliterary societies of the College, the Pericles-ian and the Edmund Budce, delivered very fine orations, and numerous
excellent essays were read by pupils of both sexes.
The exercises as a whole were highly creditable to the Institution, as
were also those of the Exhibition of the Pcriclesian Society, which we
had the pleasure of attending the preceding evening.
The prospects of the Institution are very flattering. The total attendance during the collegiate year just closed, as announced in a cat-
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alogue before us, was 260. A much larger number is fully expected
next session, and facilities for their ample accommodation are being
provided. A splendid new college edifice is now being erected. From
Eureka, in common with our two other new and flourishing institutions
of the State, we anticipate great things for the cause of truth and learning. More anon.
WE find on our table a beautiful volum~ of near a thousand pages,
recently issued by those enterprising western publishers, MOORE,WILSTACH,KEYS & Co., Cincinnati, which, on examination, proves to be
the anxiously-looked-for work of that favorite author and prince of travel~rs, BAYAIW'l'AYLoR,-the "Cyclopmdia of 11Iodern J'ravcl: a Record of .Adventu1'e, Explomt'ion and Discovery, for the past Fifty
Years, comp1'ising the nan·atives of the most dist'ing~£i.~hed travelers
s'ince the beginning of the cent~try."

The book is gotten up in fine style, illustrated with maps and engravings, and can not but prove a work of surpassing interest. Weare
glad to know, indeed, that it is meeting with extraordinary success.
This is as it should be. We deem it due to the cause of good morals
and general intelligence to urge the procurement and perusal of works
which may so righteously and beneficently displuce the floods of trash
poUl'ed forth from the press to fasciriate and poison.
'
This book is for sale, we understand, only by agents. rVe bespeak
for it and them a fit reception among our readers.
WE had the pleasure, on the sixteenth ult., of participating, by invitation, in an exceedingly interesting excursion over the Peoria and
Oquawka Railroad to Knoxville, gotten up on behalf of the Sunday
Sehool of the First Baptist Church of Peoria. Though the day was
rather rainy and unfavorable, upward of' five hundred persons, young
and old, joined in the trip, and all passed off without accident, and
with much credit both to the managers of the road and of the excursion.
THE CHRISTIANUNION.-This
excellent monthly, we regret to
see, is discontinued with the June number, the eighteenth since its
commencement. Bro. LA~fARhas labored with much zeal and ability
through its pages. As Oul'only publication in the far South, we felt
no small interest in its perpetuity. But its devoted and talented editor deeming it duty to resign the quill editorial, we must acquiesce,
praying God's great blessing to attend all his labors with 'the living
voice '.
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BRO. JAS. EDilIUNDH, Corresponding Seeret.ary of the Bible-Revision
Association, Louisville, Ky., has our thanks for a copy of the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Meeting of the Association.
Our liveliest
sympathies artl with the noble spirits who are struggling
together,
irrespectivc of party, for the accompli~hmcnt of the great work of the
Nineteenth Century-a
faithful translation of the Word of God into
all languages.
"Ye dcsircd much to attend the Anniversary Meeting, hut were unable.
W' e hope to find room soon to present our readers with some of
the addresses of the occasion, or at least extracts from them.
Brethren in the West will please address Bro. EDMUNDS for BibleUnion publications and documents;
and remcm bel', also, to forward
liberal contributions
to help on the work.
The Lord loves a eheerful
giver, and rcquires us, moreover, to ' do good' as we 'have oppoTtunit,!!'.
,VE would gently call thc attention of our Brethren W ALTHALJ. and
COJ.EMAN, of the Ulwistl:an Intelligence]', to the fact that all articles
appearing in the Sent1:nel without credit to some other source arc written expressly for it; and that, therefore, any such article deemed worthy
of copying therefrom should be also worthy of credit thercto.
A recent number of the Intelligencer contains one of our articles, entitled' FIRST PURE, THEN PEACEABLE', appearing just as though it
were a contribution, and an editorial contribution, morcover, to that paper instead of the Sentinel.
Now we do not for a moment suppose
there was in this any intentional
neglect of the ordinary journalistic
courtesies;
we only mention it as a matter of simple justice ana propriety having been overlooked.
A GOOD brother writes us to count him a standing subscriber, and
that he will pay up promptly the first of each year.
Better than this,
his dollar for the current volume is inclosed.
Better still, he says of
past payments which he has mailed to thE' Sentinel, that he will pay
over again if we have failed to receive thew and will let him know.
God bless a man that has a soul in him!
Are there not many more
such men, sOllle where?
We want to hear from such, though we do n't
intend to let them wrong themscIves in their geuerous willingness to
supply our lack.
BRE'UIREN failing to receive any numbers of the Se11tinel are particularly requested to send us word of the fact at once, and thc,!! will
be 1·emailed.
It does no good to waste time and breath blaming edi-
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or post-officers, be thcy innoccnt,

ncgligent,

or unfor-

You want no 1'eceipt for .YOW· subscription.
Our paper is 'your receipt, for our rule is not to send it till lEe have 1'rcc1ved the monry.
But where any have been favored, as exceptions to this rule, at the
publisher's option, they arc fxpccted to pay lip without any dunning.
It
is the intention of tbosc now managing the concern to do without those
subscribers who need dunning.
WE cOlIlillenee, with this num bel', issuing the fi1'st of the month, instead of the middle, as formerly.
Owing to tbe short interim since
our last, therefore, we omit our department of Church News this month.
TIlE prospects of the Sentinel arc brightening.
The circulation is
dail.y increasing, and we hope to make the paper such that it will be
deemed a thing indispensable by our brotherhood in tbis and adjoining
States, pa:-ticularly our own.
OUR. grateful acknowledgments
are due the patrons of our 'Aduert,;seJ". "'IVedesire that both they and our readers may remember that
all the profits of the papcr, whether frJm advertising or subscription,
are to be sacredly devotcd to t,he cause of Home Missions.
In view of
this, may we not urge brethren to aid the cause by helping us to give
tbe Sentinel a wide circulation?
"'IVevery urgcntly reqnest every subscriber ree~iving his paper in a separate wrapper to send us some
additional subscribers at the filme office. Mailing single copies is a
heavy task.
It is just the same trouble as sending them by scores.
Address on all bushless of the paper, J. VV. PAR.rISH, Peoria, Ill.
WE have been aiming, for months, to send the Sentinel to the
British J.fillenial I1w'b'ingcr, Nottingham, England, and the Cltristian
Advocate, Edinburgh
Scotland, but, by a postal blunder, have failed.
We shall now, we trust, this being rectified, get an exchange.
'WE ask attention to the card of Dr. HAUPER, of Springfield, which
appears in our advertising sheet.
His skill as an oculist, testified to by
some of our acquaintance, deserves a commendation to thosc of impaired
sight, and others.
NOTICK-The
Third Anmwl
Exhibition
of Berean College will
commence on Wednesday, the fifteenth day of July, at 2 o'clock P.M.
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III.

IN our last number we arrived at a clear definition of inspiration. This
was developed from the numerous examples of the Bible, and the definition yet rests among those facts. Our next office is to test the applicability of this explanation of spiritual influence to the work of the
Spirit after the close of the Nem 'l'estament history. The Scriptures
declare that the Spirit shall continue an active agent in the work of
redemption throughout all time. This is manifested in such promises as
the following: "If ye then, beinl! evil, know how to give good gifts unto
your children; how much more shall your heavenly Father give the Holy
Spirit to them that asl. him .'2" [W e ~'taHcize such words as give a general character to these utterances.]
"I will pray the Father and .he
shall give you another Comforter, tlJat he may abide with you for CCel';
even the Spirit of Truth."
" 1f any man love me, he will keep my
words; and my Father will love him and we will <lomeunto him and
make our abode with him." " He that believeth on me, as the Scripture hath said, out of his body shall flow rivers of living water. (But
this spake he of the Spirit, which they that belicve on him should reeeive; for the Holy Spirit was not yet given, because that Jesus was
not yet glorified)." The apostles and first disciples, having realized
these promises, continue to reiterate them in their public addresses and
in their letters to the various churches; at the same time referring to
themselves as having received the 'first fruits of the Spirit'. 'l'here
can arise no question, therefore, as to the continua.nce of the Spirit as
an efficient agent for the propagation of Christianity. In regard to the
mode of its operation now we must adopt one of two conclusions: (1.)
Either that it is the same as we found it to be throughout the ages
whose history is furnished by the Bible; 01', (2.) That there is some
express and authoritative declaration in Scripture, saying that the mode
of influence was to be changed after the Apostolic age. It is simply
our province to show the falsity of the second position.
Here it is necessary to make a preliminary explanation, in order that
the reader may not be prejudiced against the conclusion toward which
we are progressing. We maintain that the definition of inspiration
29
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established by scripture phenomena is the definition of the Spirit's influence throughout the existence of the church j but we do not maintain that this divine inflowing into the human spirit docs or can continue in the same degree of fu1lncss as at first j yet that it is the ~ame
Spirit, still operating in the same mannel', and producing sume of the
same effects.
We proceed to establish a proposition, which, while it effectually
negatives the second conclusion above, by excluding it, presents this
subject in a new light and enables us to preclude many minor arguments without the tedium of detail.
It was a generh law of Uh1'1:stianity that the Spirit shoulcl be bestowed in such measure on every bel-ieve1', as to cOllfer, togethe!' with
the results of conviction and sanctification,
miraculous pou·er j and
where all these effects did not appeal' the fault was in h'Ulnanity, not
in the divine law.
Such outpouring of the Spirit was not a special
matter confined to a few individuals j but it was preeminently
the
characteristic
of a new dispensation,
and, consequently,
every individual fulfilling in himself the conditions of admission into the kingdom,
received power from on high to uemonstrate
his citi~enship to the
world.
Let us calmly examine the languaf!e of Christ when, in the
gospels, he enunciates the great laws of his economy, and of the apostles
under whose eyes these laws worked out their first wonderful results.
The commission is given at length by Mark, and establishes beyond
all doubt the general bestowal of that divine energy which was to exhibit such extraordinary results in and through humanity:
"And he
said unto them, go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature:
He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved j but he
that believeth not shall be damned.
And these signs shall follow them
that believe:
In my name shall they cast out devils j they shall spcak
with new tongues j they shall take up serpents j and if they drillk any
deadly thing, it shall not hurt them j they shall lay hands on the sick,
and they shall recover."
And after his ascension, "they went forth,
and preached every where, the Lord working with them, and confirming the word with signs following."
The last verse in this passage is
not an explanation of the first pa:rt, but simply a historical narration
that these signs actually did follow the apostles, and this is an assurance
that they likewise followed all who believed, as the Savior promised.
The same general promise is given in John (xiv: ] 2).
" Verily, verily,
I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he
do also; and greater than these shall he do j because I go unto my
Father."
The prophecy of Joel fully portrays the character of Christianity in this vital point: "And it shall come to pass in the last days,
Emith God, I will pour out of my Spirit upon all flesh: and your sons
and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young men shall ce
visions, and yonr old men shall dream dreams.
And on my servants
and on my handmaidens I will pour'out, in those days, of my Spirit,
and they shall prophesy."
Peter, referring to the extraordinary occurrences of Pentecost, says, "This is that which was spoken by the
prophet Joel." With these predictions and promises before us we must
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conclude that on that day the Spirit was poured on all the disciples
(one hundred and twenty) and not alone on the twelve apostles j and
the marc natural reading of the whole passage favors this.
Many
other facts, occurring afterward, confirm these promises and show how
literally they arc to be taken.
Philip, Stephen, Apollos and his eleven
companions, all work the usual miracles that followed the indwelling of
t,he Spirit.
Philip also had four daughters who prophesied j and in
the same connection we are informed that Agabus, a prophet, foretold
thc binding of Paul at JeruEalem.
(Acts xxi: 9, II.)
Cornelius and
his household likewise reccived the Spirit in such measure that they
'spake with tongues' and 'magnified
God'.
The apostles were the
most conspicuous and active workers of miracles in their times j but
that they alone bestowed the power of performing such wonders, as
some maintain, is in direct contradiction
to many predictions and numerous facts.
That, their presence and the laying on of their hands
were powerful occasions to the end of inspiration is undeniable, but to
conclude that they were indispensable in every case, is simply the fallacy of drawing a general conclusion from a particular premise.
But
aside from this, the general promises and their general fulfillment preclude any such idea.
The epistles fUl'llish us farther evidence.
Paul,
in his first letter to thc Corin thian church, occupies three chapters with
instructions concerning spiritual gifts j thcreby recognizing the existence of such gifts in the church.
He points out their respective usefulncss and their various degrees of value: exalting love above all other
fruits of the Spirit, because it is that which gives value to all the rest.
He contrasts with the ever-abiding nature of this the failing gf prophecies and tongues j not in this life indeed-for
although the ceasing of
these gifts is true, he does not here allude to it-but
"when that
which is perfect is come," and when we shall see' face to face' and
'know even as we are known'.
'When the Lord shall come in his
visible kingdom then shall that which is in part be done away.
He
exhorts the Corinthian Christians to "desire spiritual gifts, but rather
that ye may prophesy j" and again: "'Wherefore, brethren, covet to
prophesy, and forbid not to speak with tongues."
Let the reader study
these three chapters (xii, xiii, xiv); and he will get an insight into the
character of the ancient church not elsewhere afforded,
With this extended treatise of Paul bcfore us expressions like the following assume
their proper significance:
., I cease not to give thanks for you, making
mention of you in my prayers j that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ,
the Father of glory, may give unto you the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge of him: the eyes of your understanding
being
enlightened;
that ye may know what is the hope of his calling, and
what the riches of the glory of his inheritance i;l the saints."
(Eph.
i : Hi-IS.)
"But the anointing which ye have received of him
abideth in you, and ye need not that any man teach you j but as the
sallle anointing teacheth you of all things, and is truth, and is no lie,
and even as it hath taught you, ye shall abide in him." (1 John ii: 27.)
These are certainly sufficient data to warrant us in affirming a law
general in its applicability to all the primitive churches, i. e.: Every
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genuine Christian was enabled to give evidence of his being tn the
truth by exhibiting som'e one of the various effects Cxo.~(,!Jf'a-ro.)
of the
inworking Spirit. 1'he diversity of these gifts was owing, doubtless, to
variety in the characters of the minds inspired. We have found it a
safe rule thus far to refer all diversity to the human spirit, not to the
divine, as unity is its essential characteristic, and the same is true of
the case before us.
We consider that our proposition is fully sustained by the facts exhibited in the history of Christianity so far as it is recorded in the N cw
Testament. We next look for manifestations of this principle in that
history of the church which takes up the narrative where the Scriptures leave off. Church history, to prove its own faithfulness, must
record many cases of the exertion of supernatural power. We turn to
the testimony of such history as furnishing strong confirmation both of
the New 1'estament and of our position. Eusebius CA. D. 270-340)
refers to these gifts as existing after the Apostles' days, and quotes
from Irenaeus, of the second century:
In the second book of the same work (Refutation
and Overthrow of False
Doctrine), he also shows that even down to his times, instances of divine and
miraculous power were remaining in some churches. .
." Even among
the brethren frequently in a case of necessity when a whole church united in
much fasting and prayer, the spirit'has returned to the exanimated body, and
the man was granted to the prayers of the sainls." .
." Some, indeed,
most certainly and truly cast out demons, so that frequently those persons
themselves that were cleansed from wicked spirits believed and were received
into the church. Others have the knowledge of things to come, as also visions
and prophetic communications;
others heal the sick by the imposition of
hands, ana restore them to health.
And, moreover, as we said above, even
the dead have been raised and continued with us many years.
And why
should we say more?
It is impossible to tell the number of the gifts which
the church throughout the world received from God, and the deeds performed
in the name of Jesus Christ, that was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and this
too every day for the benefit of the heathen, without deceiving any, or exacting money.
For as she has received freely from God, she also freely ministcrs."':-Eusebius's Eecl. Hist. pp. 186, 187.

Mosheim testifies to the same effect, and adds the following vindtcation of the ancient writers:
.
That what are called the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit were liberally conferred, not only in this (the second) but also in the following century, especially on those engaged in propagating
the gospel, all who are
called Christians believe, on the unanimous and concordant testimony of the
ancient writers.
Nor do we, in my opinion, hereby incur any just charge of
departing from sound reason.
For, as these witnesses are all grave men, fair
and honest, some of them philosophers,
men who lived in different countries,
and relate not what they heard, but what they saw, call God to witness the
truth of their declarations, and do not claim for themselves, but attribute to
others, these miraculous powers, what reason can there be for refusing to
believe them ?-Eecl. Hisl., ~Ql.i, p. 102, note 14.

On page 155 of the same volume, speaking of the appearance of
the same phenomena in the tltird century, he says:
To this (the power of truth)

must be added the curing of diseases and other
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miracles which very many Christians still pCl:formcd, by invoking the name
of tbe Savior.
Yet tbe number of miracles was hiss in t.his age t.han in the
preceding.

We next adduce the testimony of Neander, and of the fathers as
quoted by him:
The church teachers, uutil after the middle of the third century, appeal in
language that shows the consciousness of truth, and often before t.he pagans
themselves, to such extraordinary
phenomena, ns conducing to the spread of
the faith; and however we may be disposed to distinguish the facts at bottom
from the point of view in which they are contemplated by the narrator, we
must still admit the facts themselves, and their etrccts on the minds of men.
It remains, therefore, undeniable that, even subsequent to the Apostolic
times, the spread of the gospel was advanced by ~uch means. .
. Of such
effects, Justin i\brtyr (died A. D. 165) witnessQs, when, addressing himself to
the pagans, he says: "That the kingdom of evil spirits has been destro~'ed
by Jesus, you may, even at the present time, convince yourselves by what
passes before your own eyes; for many of our pcople, of us Christians, have
healed and still continue to heal, in every part, of the world, and in your cit,y
(Rome), numbers possessed of cvil spirits, such as could not be healed by
other exorcists, simply by adjuring them in the name of Jesus Christ, who
was crucified under Pontius Pilate."
We learn from Irenaeus, that the cure
of such disordcrs not unfrequently prepared the way for the conversion of
men to Christianity.
.
. Origen (A. D. 185-253) recognizes in the mi.
raculous powers still existing in his time, though already sensibly diminished,
a proof of what served in the first times of the appearance of Christianity
particularly to advance its progress.
In his defense of Christianity against
Celsus, he cites examples from his own expericnce, where he had been
himself an eye-,citness of the fact, how, by invocation of the name of Goll
and of Jesus, in connection with thc preaching of his history, many wcre
healed of grievous diseases and states of insanity, which had withstood all
other means of the healing art. .
. He calls God to witness that it was
most remote from his inclination to attempt adding any thing to the glory of
Christianity hy false statements;
although he could relate many things seemingly incredible,
which he had himsclf witncssed.-Hist.
of Ch. Re. and
Church, vol. 1,pp. 73, 74, 75.

This we deem abundant evidence to establish our proposition. The
conclusion which we deduce from these facts, as most immediately concerning us, is as follows:
We commenced this number with the design of testing the applicability of the explanation of spiritual influence we had arrived at to
the work of the Spirit throughout the Christian dispensation. That
explanation had been evolved from facts recorded in the Old, and in
the first history of the New, Testament. The lang1tage of Scripture in
reference to the future agency of the Spirit is one and the same with
that applied to its first wonderful workings. The facts, for two cen.
turie,; and a half, continue to be of the same extraordinary character
with those from which we drew our definition of the manner of its influence. Therefore any other theory, assuming to have the authority
of Scripture, is effectually excluded j and it remains true that where
the Spirit's power is exerted, it is by immediately energizing the spi.
ritual nature of the human soul j thus giving it convictions of truth.
" It is God that worketh in you both to will and to do of his good
pleasure."
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As it was promised that these signs should follow those that believed,
how are we to account for the failure of those signs which were at first
accustomed to manifest themselves outwardly?
Certainly not by a
withdrawal of the Savior's promise.
None such is recorded.
But we
must find the reason of this failure in the weakness of humanity.
History tells us that these miraculous gifts gmdually
disappeared;
waning, as the chilling influences of the world began to resume their power.
III this world of sin it seemed impossible
that the lofty spiritual elevatiou which signalized the first implantation of the divine life of Christianity in the human heart could be maintained;
and a gradual
depression followed.
But certain degrees of some of its effects still
continue to repeat themselves in every true believer j and we know
from this that the same living cause is at work and that we may still
be made' partakers of the divine nature'.
Those effects, too, are such
as are fundamental in their character and el1Jbracc the very essence of
religion.
Paul exalts one of them above all the other gifts he had
enumcrated;
and we can still truly say, "Now abidcth faith, hope,
love, these three; but the greatest of these is love."
Faith shall pass
into knowledge when' that which is perfect is come'; hope into realization; but love' never faileth' - the 1l10\,ing principle of the Christian
life below, the ceaseless energy of the angelic life above.
" Hope
maketh not ashamed, because the love of God is shed abroad iu our
hearts by the Holy Spirit, which is given unto us."
W. S. R.

HOLINESS

TO THE

LORD,-NUMBER

III.

HAVING, to some extcnt, ~onsidcred the effect of tlw1tgltts-wicked
and impnre thoughts-as
being absolutely incompatible with Holiness
to the Lord, let us now glance at one of the offsprings of wicked
thoughts, viz., wicked words.
For, says the Savior, by thy w01·ds thou
shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned;
and
again, Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
Thoughts
may be cou<1ealed; but when permitted to mature into words they become the outward exponents of the' inner llJan' -the
spirit-and
thus
before God they justify or condemn, as their character may be. Words
at'e also 1I10re especial than thoughts, because they extend to those
around, and quitc frequently produce the same effect upon those that
hear them as upon those that speak them.
Evil speaking, in the first place, is one of the most prolific sources
of unholiness, both in the one who speaks and those who hear,
The
very generally known expression'
old-woman gossiping' is as insidiously destructive to the Christian breath as is the Bohan Dpas to the
physical.
Secondly, filthy speaking and foolish speaking become the
strong lever-powers by whi"h men of the world justify their own conduct, by saying it is a good as neighbor A's, and he belongs to the
church.
And a certain class of men are particular to state, whenever
they tell what is styled a 'joke', that a certain Such-a-one (member of
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such a church, and perhaps a'prcacher)
tuld it to him.
And, last of
all, idle words arc classed among the fearful things which comc under
this vocabulary of unholy things.
Now, tbat tbese things are so, even in the so-called Church of Christ,
none ean deny.
And now let us see what saitb the Scripture?
Nei"
ther filthiness nor foolish talking nor jesting, which are not com-enient,* but rather givin~ of thanks.
(Eph. v: 4.)
Now this presents
at once tbe entire field of" un holy and ungodly conversation that so
poisons the vital breath of the Christian.
'Foolish talking and jesting' seem, by almost eo:nmon and universal consent, to be adtnitted as
among the ha1'llIless indulgences, and almost all classes alike indulge
them -preachers
not excepted.
But while ministers are in the pulpit thundering
the vengeance of God upon the guilty, are they thinking that they will be held blameless when they commit the same things
themselves?
Thou that sayest Thou shalt not steal, dost thou steal
thyself?
0, how much more effect might the ministers of Jesus Christ
have upon the world if they would continually cxhibit in their livcs
what they sa.1J in the pulpit; and what a mi~hty, and we apprehend an
irresistible, power might be brought to bear in the conversion of thc
world if all professors would practice their Christian profession.
Is
there not needed a mighty reforIuation on points like these before our
Hi~h Priest can represent us with that glorious inscription on his brow
_ HOLINESS TO THE LORD? and if we arc not represented as we have
previously shown, we must be inevitably for ever lost, no matter how
good may have been our professions and pretensions.
But let us again to the testimony:
But I say unto you that every
idle word that men shall speak, they shall give account thereof in the
day of judgment.
(lVIatt. xii: 3u.)
N ow how many professors of
Christianity have stopped to rcflect upon the fearful import of these
words at: our Savior?
Certainly there can be no misunderstanding
on
this .point, and no explaining it away; for the tcrm ' idle', as used in
the text, is a generic tcrm, including a great variety, and it would
therefore be unavailing to attempt to wake it 'mean something elsc',
which in these days has become the 'seape·goat'
t.o all passages of
Scripture which do not happen to suit the corrupt nat.ure of men.
But
the language is plain, pointed and fearful to all who hold themselves
amenable to 'a judgment to come' . Now what say you, my brother or
sister?
Are you in the habit of foolish talking and jesting? and do
j(. 'L'he word'
convenient' in the text is undoubtedly an unmeaning rendering of the original term.
In the Greek we have the term a.v,,/xov't'a., evidently
derived from the verb a.",,/xw, the primary signification of which is /'0 ar,.,:ve
at; thence to attain, to "eaeh, etc.: whence to retate or pertain to. This sug• gests an ellipsis. which we humbly conceive should be supplied by the word
'saints',
as following from the third verse of this chapter.
We shall read it
then' nor foolish talking nor jesting, which do nut relat~ (or pertain) to saints,
bnt rather giving th:1Dks'-i.e.,
the saints should rather give thanks.
The
following sentence we think will both illustrate
and confirm this criticism:
't'a. "~ ap''t',,/v av,,/xov't'a.-this
last being, a~ will be seen, the same term
that is nsed in the text, and the sentence is rendered' things relating to virtue'.
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you expect thereby to attain to that lwl£lless by which men rna!! see the
Lord? Do you expect the Holy Spirit to be your guest-your
comfalter and director-while you are daily' defiling the temple'? Know
ye not that ye arc the temple of God, and the Spirit of God dwcllcth
in you? If any man defile the temple of God, him shall God destroy;
for the temple of God is holy, which ye are. (1 Cor. iii: 16, 17.) And
again: In whom ye also are build cd together for an habitation of God,
through the Spirit. (Eph. ii : 22.) These and many kindred passages of Scripture present the necessity of Holiness to the Lord in a
very plain and forcible manner; and all who have named the name of
Jesus Christ would do well to take especial heed, 'as unto a light that
shineth in a dark place'.
And again, dear brother or sister: Are you in the habit of using
idle words? and do you expect to escape the sentence already pronounced by the Savior-that
for every idle word that men speak they
shall give account in the day of judgment?
How many precious moments, think you, are every day wasted-yea, worse than wasted-in
vain and idle words, which profit nothing to the speaker or hearer, but,
worse than that, are making impressions upon the spirit which must be
answered for in the great day of eternity, when an assembled universe
shall stand before the hal' of God, and give account for even every idle
word? But it is some times answered, and we have even heard it
from the pulpit, that' we have such a merciful High Priest, he will
forgive us all our transgressions'.
True enough; we have a merciful,
a very merciful, High Priest-one
who has been tempted in all points
like as we, yet without sin; yet we would very seriously caution all
Christiaus not to abuse the mercy of such a Priest-for,
while he is
'faithful and just to forgive us our sins', think you he will continually
forgive the same offense when we continually repeat it, and repeat it
lmowingly P Think you that we may engage through the day in fool.
ish talking and jesting, and idle words-at evening ask forgivenessand then repeat the same day after day?
These are questions that ought to occupy more of our time in reflection and meditation, for we may rest assured that God is not mocked;
for whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap; for he that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption, but he that soweth to
the Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life everlasting (Gal. vi: 7, 8.) And
there is no more certain way of sowing to the flesh than by yielding to
the apparently harmless things such as we have considered, thus defil.
ing the temple and subjecting it to the wrath of Almighty God. And
0, how much more delightful is it to listen to conversation pure and
chaste-such
as evinces purity of thought and sentiment-such
as
elevates and beatifies, and makes those who listen glad they have heard
and those who speak glad they have spoken. And, above all, how
much more like the example of QUI' Great High Priest, whose every
word and expression were the essence of purity and goodness. When
will professors of Christianity learn that the l1fe of Christ was his greatest lesson, and that if we would in deed and in truth be Christians we
must imitate his example. But can all these things be accomplished?
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If we reason first from the Scripture, we shall quickly answer yes, for if
it. had not been possible for man to do these things, and also 11ccessa1'Y,
they would not have been commanded, since the Savior, who knew the
hearts of all men, would require nothing impossible.
But in the second
place, if we reason from the lives and examples of mcn, we should also
answer the same, since there have been and still are many men who
have been in the habit of all manner of idle and e\'en profane speaking,
who, through the strength of Christianity, Ilave overcome that habit,
and are now pious and exemplary men; so that it only needs the effort:
put forth a mighty effort, a continual effort, and, by the grace of
God assisting, Christ.ians may become pure and chaste in their speech,
and thus take another I!reat step in attaining to that Holiness to the
Lord necessary to see his face.
o. A. B.

FUNERAl.

AT

11_\.111.

the shadow of Mount Tabor
Husbandmen neglect their labor;
Down the sloping streets of Nain
Rapid moves a burial-train.

'NEATH

For a widow, bleeding-hearted,
Weeps her only son departed:
He, her stay of life, is there;
He, her hope, her joy, her prayer.
While the singers chant his praises.
Her lone heart its murmnr raises;
Moaning in a sad refrain,
As they justify her pain.
But there comes One more than human,
Who consoles the stricken woman;
And He bids the hearers wait
At the open village-gate.
Hushed was every heart and thrilling,
As obeyed the bearers willing:
Few and brief the words He said,
But they woke the silent. dead.
Grief and joy within the mother
Seemed almost bel' life to smother,
As she welcomed back bel' son
With the bands of death undone.
When returned the awe-struck neighbor~
To resume their rurd labors,
On tbe wings of fame abroad
Sped this mighty work of God.
N. Y. Independent.
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PENTECOST-WHAT

'WAS

IT!

[THE following excellent article, which we extract from the Olm'stian
Age, is from the pen of Eld. Isaac Errett, and is one of a series of
, Walks about Jer'ilsalem', which he is now contributing to that excellent joul'Dal.
I.
~
It presents certain things we have much desired to sec in print, but
having hitherto failed to find them had about concluded to attempt setting them forth in an article, when we found this essay of Bro. Errett's
ready to our hand, and much better than we could have furnished.
Our old teaching, that Pentecost was so called as being the fiftieth
day from the Passover, is very justly ignored.
The grand. primary
signification of this great feast., as typical, by its two wave-loaves, of
the two ~reat blessings of the Pentecost, remission of sins and the gift
of the Holy Spirit,. rather than monumental
of the giving of two
tables of stone on Sinai, has been strangely overlooked.
Let it but be admitted, indeed, that Christ partook of the Passover
on Thursday evening, and arose from the dead on Hunday following,
and on a certain Sunday thereafter sent down the Spirit to open up the
blessings cf the new kingdom, and there is at once an inmperable diffi.
culty in the way of dating Pentecost from Passover.
Besides, one was
a movable feast and the other was not.
The wave·sheaf might ripen sooner or later in the season; but the
paschal Iamb was always to be slain the fourteenth
day of the first
month at evening.
That these were commonly coincident, or nearly
so, is sufficient to account for the confounding of the two feasts, and,
consequently, of those also of the wave-loaves and the commemoration
of the giving of the law. It will not be enough to say that Pentecost
embraced three days, and that the phrase 'fully come' refers to the
third; the dates are irreconcilable
on the old hypothesis.
To admit,
once for all, that God instituted Pentecost as a type, and that the Jews
annexed the monumental feature thereto, seems to us the only sufficient
and satisfactory account of the whole matter.-I.N.c.]
The feast of Pentecost was one of the three great Annual Festivals
of the Jews, at which all their males were required to appear in J erusa·
1em. It was called Pentecost from the circumstance of being kept on
the fiftieth day after the first day of unleavened b\ead. "And ye shall
count unto you from the morrow after the Sabbath, from the day that
ye brought the sheaf of the wave-offering, seven Sabbaths shall be
complete; even unto the morrow after the seventh Sahbath shall ye
num ber fifty days: and ye shall ofrer a new meat offering unto the
Lord." (Lev. xxii: 15-17.) It is called the feast rfweeks. (Ex. xxxiv:
22; Deut. xvi. 10, 16.) Also, the day of first ji·uits. (Num. xxviii:
26.)
And again, the feast of harvest. (Ex. xxviii: 16.)
This feast
seems to have had a two·fold purpose.
1. To offer the first fruits of
the wheat harvest in bread, baked of the new corn.
2. To ..cpmmemorate the giving of the law fJom Mount. Sinai.
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There were good reasons why this day should be chosen for the public establishment of the kingdom. In a former nuruber, we mentioned
some of the prophecies tbat pointed forward to this time and place for
the development of the new order of things. 'Ve now point to some
of the types in the beautiful symbolism ot' the Jewish religion, as setting forth in another form the same result. In the Jewish worship,
there was the following order of things:
1. 'rhe Passover sacrifice.
2. The Sabbath immediately succeeding.
;l. The waving of the first ripe sheaf from the harvest field, on 'the
morrow after the Sabbath'.
4. The Pent.ecost- fifty days thereafter, when the lllw was given
from Sinai, and when the first fruits of harvest, in baked loaves, were
offered before the Lord.
In the spiritual dispensation, it stands thus:
1. Christ, our Pascballamb, is saerificed for us.
2. The Sabbath-the
last of Jewish Sabbaths-succeeds.
3. On the first day of the week - 'the morrow after the Sabbath'
- Jesus rises from the dead, 'the first fruits of them that slept,' and
this ripe sheaf is wav(d before the Lord, in triumphant anticipation of
tbe first ingatherin~ uf the whole harvest, when saints and angels shall
unite to shout the Harvest Home.
4. Fifty days thereafter, 'when the day of Pentecost in fully come',
thc law gucs forth from Zion, and thc word of the Lord from Jerusalem;
and the first fruits of the gospel are presented before the Lord, in the
three tbousand joyful converts that day bronght into the kingdom.
'Vith these facts before us, we conclude1. That as the first fruits of the gospel are to be found here - who,
in their conversion and its-results, shall be an earnest of the subsequent
triumphs of grace, we have a right to look here for a model churchfor a true exhibition of the pure religion of Jesus.
2. That, as the new Institution is to be this day inaugurated-the
old covcnant having lost its force-we
are authorizcd to look here for
tbe laws, and ordinances, and promises, which are to be of perpetual
force and authority until 'the times of the restitution of all things'.
3. That, therefore, the facts cmbodied in thc history of this day,
properly viewed, will unfold to us the true genius, spirit, and tendencies
of Primitive Christianity, and rcveal to us the means of access to the
joys and dignities uf the kingdom of God.
We must, therefore, still tarry within these walls, and' walk about
Jerusalem and count the towers thereof', -' for in Mount Sio'n and in
Jerusalem shall' be deliverance'.

THOSEwho are unsettled in the world must not think that that will
excusc them in contiuned irreligion; as if it were enough to begin to
scrve God when they begin to settle in the world. We may be fixed
in another world before we are fixed in this.
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PRAYER.-NUMBER
BY

J.

R.

II.

FRAME.

In my first number it was intended rather to suggest introductory
thougbts than otherwise.
It defined prayer to be tlw asldng for
things desired, thl'Ottgh Ollr Lord lJfessiah, the reign-ing KiJ1[J 1'nZion.
But prayer to be successful must be fervent, importunate,
persevering. The effectual fervent prayer of the righteous avails much; or,
as translated by '.I'hompson: "The prayer of a righteous man under
the divine impulse, is very powerful. Elias was a man frail and mortal
like ourselves.
In one prayer he prayed that it might not rain, and it
rained not on the land during three years and six months.
Again, he
prayed, and the heaven gave rain, and the land bloomed with productions."
Here we have a striking illustration of a direct answer to prayer; so
availing and powerful that the very elements were moved to accomplish
it. Hence, we infer that it is lawful to pray for rain in a drouth.
But the faithless sceptic may say that the Creator governs the world
by fixed and uniform laws, and prayer will not contravene these. Ah!
but does not he who makes the laws control, suspend, and govern all ?
He is above law. And if so, how do we account for the irregularity
in the laws, so as to produce drouth?
The Savior addressed his disciples in one of his admirable parables, to teach them that they ought
not to be discouraged in prayer, but persevere, saying: There was
in a certain city a judge, who neither feared God, nor regarded
man.
And there was in that city a widow, who went to him saying,
Do me justice on my adversary.
And for a while he would not;
but afterward he said within himself, Though I fear not God, nor
regard man, yet beeausc this widow gives me trouble, I will do her
justice, that she llJay not by her continual coming torment.
And
the Lord said, Hear what the unjust judge saith!
And will not
God vindicate his own elect, who are crying to him day and night?
Will he linger in their cause?
He will, I assure you, vindicate
their cause speedily.
The design of this parable is not to teach that
there is any likeness between God and the judge, in regard to justice;
but that iwportunity is freC"[uently necessary to obtain our request: it
is doubtless necessary for the petitioner.
Cold, formal prayer is never
heard, while warm, earnest, importunate prayer, God has promised to
hear.
There arc some persons who seem to be more anxious to obtain
the ear of God than to listen to him as he speaks in his Holy Word;
for by prayer we speak to him; by his Word he speaks to us. After
hearing Gud speak, then it is our inestimable privilege to speak to him
in prayer.
In Acts, chap. xii, we have a striking example of a direct answer to
prayer.
Herod had killed James, and as he saw it pleased the Jews,
he apprehended Peter, and imprisoned him.
But the whole church in
Jerusalem
held prayer-meetings
over the city; and the sisters were
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holding one at Sister Mary's. They prayed without ccasing, persevered
in prayer. . God heard their fervent and earnest petitions, and says to
one of the angels, Go to the priRon and release Peter.
More quickly
than telegraphic speed, the divine behest was obeycd.
He"stood beside Peter, touched and roused him, saying, Arise quickly.
Upon
which his chains fell off. Gird yourself, said the angel, and t,hrow ou
your mantle and follow me. Peter was released, he came to himself,
and went to Sioter Mary'S, where he was recognized by Sister Rhoda,
who \Vas the sentinel to give the alarm in case thc infuriated Jews
would come to molest these helpless females.
So far as we know, the
disciples did not pctition Hcrod, but petitioned onc who is the author
of a highcr law. Would wc do likewise?
I am afraid that we would
think ;]1Oreof getting up a petition to have a brother released now-adays, than of holding prayer· meetings to agree in asking Jehovah to do
it for us. Thc use of means is lawful, however j but we ought not to
forget prayer in any emergency.
In my distress, says the Psalmist, I
cried to the Lord, and he hcard me. '1'he philosophy of prayer is, indeed, that when we pray for a thin!!: we will use all lawful means to
accomplish it. The Savior givcs a pointed example of this in John iv:
35, Do yOll not say, Yet four months and the harvest comes?
Behold
I say to you, Lift up your eyes and view thc fields j for they are already
white for harvest.
Thc harvest is plentiful, but the reapers are few.
H ow, then, shall the reapers of this great moral harvest of souls be mul·
tiplied?
Get up ~chools to educate young members-send
out evangelists, etc. Pray Y01t the Lonl of the harvest to send forth reapers
illto the field.
Why so?
Because if you are consistent in your
prayers you will do all these, and go to work yourselves, both by precept and example, to win souls to Christ. He that goes forth weeping,
bearing prccious sced, shall doubtless return bringing his sheaves with
him.
Do you believe it, fellow Christian?
Then do it. You wil] not
surely pray, like one of whom I have heard, '0 Lord, convert my
family; convert my neighbors;
convert the whole world, but do n't
let it cost me any thing.'
Do the work, Lord-I
want my money to
buy farms for my children and stock them.
I know that you have
said, 'The earth is yours, and that I am only a steward, but then I
want it from you to gratify my pride and pamper my lusts.
Do,
Lord, give it me.'
This, if actions speak louder than words, is about
the prayer of thousands of professed Christians.
Lord, have mercy on
them and convert them from the error of their ways, before they are lost!
MILFORDTOX,

Ohio.

your best interests to be the prosperity of the soul, in all
the movements and arrangements of life. In business, in social intercourse, in marriage, in recreation, let the care of the soul be the one
thing ncedful; and your advancement
in expt.rimental and practical
religion the great object to which all your occupations and pursuits
ought to be subservient.
" Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness, and all other things shall be added unto you."
REGARD
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PICTURE.

WE asked an artist, on a certain occasion, thc cause of the fading of
that beautiful achievemcnt of modcrn mot, t.he Daguerreotype.
His rcply seemed strange enough, and just the opposite of what we might
havc supposed.
" It cOUles", said he, "from the lack of exposure to
the direet rays of the sun."
He went on to remark how most persons
kept their pictures shut up, and in addition laid away, frequently, in a
drawer, to keep them froul fading; whercas an exposure to light, particularly an exposure to the full rays of the sun, was the thing required
fvr their preservation.
How suggestive is this to the Christian!
His heart has had a picture painted upon it by the rays of the Sun of Righteousness.
God
looks down upvn it and delights in seeing there the likeness of Jesus.
But, alas! many mourn over ~he iilding of that blessed ima:re.
They
do not find Jesus ill theil' hearts as distinetly as they once did.
Fellow Christian, have you not kept your picture too much shut up from
the light?
Have you not somc times gone your way amollg your fellow Ulen without bearing any witness for God, or showing forth in any
way the image of his dear Son?
Above all, have you not been negligent about going often directly to God and opening your heart to hilll ?
It is ill prayer that wc turn the face of our hearts to that glorious Sun
which wrollght the i~uage of Jesus on them, and which alone can keep
it there, fixed, undimmed, and never-fading.
Oh, let not such mournful change of the divine heart-picture within tell the sad story for us of
a neglected mC1"Clj-seat!
1. N. C.

A WORD

.FOR
BY

CHRISTIAN
A DYI:XO

DAUGHTERS.

l\IOTnER.

[THE following, which we republish, by rcquest, from the Christian
by Mrs. MAHGAItEl' CAMPBELL to her daughters, in the immediate prospect of death.
As few, perhaps, of our
young sisters of the present generation havc read it, we bespeak for it
that attention it should receive from them were it the dying charge of
their own beloved mothcrs.-1.
N. C. ]

BI/pti.,t, was addressed

niY DEARLy-BELOVED CIULDREN: It appears to be the will of our
Hcavenly Father to separate me from you by death.
The only desire
I have had to live for some time past was for the good of my family.
For myself I could expect to enjoy nothing marc em this earth than I
havc already enjoyed, and, therefore, for my own enjoyment, it is much
better for me to be taken away than t.o continue with you.
But I am
reconciled to leaye you when I consider that if I continued with you I
could not preserve you from evil. I might, indeed, advise you and in-
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struct you; but if you hear not Moses and the prophets, Christ and the
apostles, neither would you be persuaded by me. And as to natural
evils, 't is God alone who can defend you from these.
You are all able
to read the oracles of God, and these are your wisest and safest instructers in cvcry thing.
But I am reconciled to leave you from another
consideration.
I was left without a. mother when I was younger than
any of you; and when I reflect how kindly and how mercifully our
Heavenly Father has dealt by me; how he watched over my childhood,
and guardcd my youth, and guidcd IIlC until now, I am taught to commit you without a fear or an anxicty into his hanns.
The cxperience
I have had of his abundant goodness toward me cmboldcns me to COllimend you to him.
But you must remember that, you can only enjoy
his favor, and I can only hopc for his blessing on you, so far as you believe in and obey him.
I havc said you cun all read the Holy Scriptures.
This is what I much dcsired to bc ablc to say of the youngcst
of you. and it is with great pleasure I rcpeat it, You can all read that
blessed book, from which I have derived more happiness than from any
other source under the skics.
The happiest circumstance
in all my
life I consider to be that which gave me a tastc for reading and a desire
for understanding
the New Tcstament.
This I have considered, and
do now considcr, to be one of thc grcatest blessings which has rcsulted
to mc from my acquaintance with your fathcr.
Although I have had
a. religious education from my father, and was early taught the importance and necessity of reiigion, yet it was not until I Lecame acquainted
with the contents of this book, which you have seen me so often read,
that I came to understand
the charactcr of God, and to eDjoy a firm
and unbounded confidence in all his promises.
And now I tell you,
my dear,children,
that all your comfort and happiness in this life, and
in that to come, must be deduced from an intimate acquaintance with
the Lord Jesus Christ.
I have found his character, as delineated by
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, in their testimonies, exceedingly
precious; and the more familiarly I am acquainted with it, the more
confidence, love, peace, and joy, I have; and the more I desire to be
with him.
I say to you, then, with all the affection of a mother, and
now about to leave you, I entreat y0u, as you love me, and your own
lives, study and meditate upon the words and actions of the Lord Jesus
Christ.
Remember how kindly he has spoken t.o and of little children; and that there is no good thing which he will withhold from them
who love him and walk uprightly.
With regard to your father, I need only, I trust, tell 3"OU that in
obeying him you obey God.
For God has commanded you to honor
him, and in honoring your father you honor him that Lade you so to
do. It is my greatest joy in leaving you that I leave you under the
parental care of one who can instruct you in all the important concerns
of life, and who I know will teach yOll to choose the good part, and to
place your affections upon the only object supremely worthy of them.
Consider him as your best earthly friend, and, next to your Heavenly
Father, your wisest and most competent
instructer,
guardian, and
guide.
While he ill over you, or you under him, never commence, nor
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undertake, nor prosecute, any important objeat without advisi g with
hilli.
Make him your couuselor, and still remember the first commandment with a promise.
As tu your conversation with one another, when it is not upon the
ordinary business of life, let it be on subjects of importance, improving
to your minds
I beseech you to avoid that light, foolish, and vain
conversation about dress, and fashion, so commuu among females.
Neither let the subject of apparel fill your hearts, nor dwell iJpon your
tongues.
YO'l have never heard me do so. Let your apparel be suber, •
elean, and modest j but every thing vain and fastastie avoid.
If persons wish to recommend themselves to the vain and the giddy, they will
dress and adorn themselves to please such persons j but as I would deplore the idea of your either choosing or approving such companions, I
would caution you, and entreat you, to avoid the conversation, manners,
and apparel, which would attract the attention of such persons-they
are poor companions in sickness and death j they are no help-meets in
the toils and" sorrows of life, and therefore, we ought not to study to
please them in the days of youth and health. I never desired to please
such persons j and if I had, my lot might have been, and, no doubt,
would have been, far different.
No, my dear children, I chose the
course which I now approve, and which, when leavillg the world, I recommend to you. And I am sure you can never be more happy in
any other course than I have been in that which I recommend to you.
Persons of discernment, men and women of good understanding,
and of
good education, will approve you j and it is among these, in the society
of these, with such company, I wish you to live and die. I have often
told you and instanced to you, when in health, the vain pursuits, and
unprofitable vanities, of some females who have spent the prime and
vigor of their lives in the servile pursuits of fashion j some of them have
grown gray in the service, and where and what are they now!
Let
these be as beacons to you. I, therefore, entreat you neither to think
of, nor pursue, nor talk upon, such subjects.
Strive only to approve
yourselves to God, and to commend yourselves to the di£cerning, the
intelligent, the pious - seek their society, consult their taste j and endeavor to make yourself worthy of their esteem.
But there is oue thing which is necessary to all goodness, which is
esselltial to all virtue, godliness, and happiness j I mean necessary "to
the daily and constant· exhibition of every Christian accomplishment,
alld that is, to keep in mind the words that Hagar uttered in her solitude, "Thou, God, seest me." You must know and feel, my dear children, that Iny affection for you, and lny desires for your present a,nd future happiness, can not be surpassed by any human being.
The God
that luade 1I1eyour mother has, with his own finger, planted this in
my breast, and his Holy Spirit has written it upon my heart.
Love
you I lllust, feeI for yuu I must, and I once mure say to you, Remember these wurds, and not the words only, but the truth contained in
them, "Thou, God, seest me." This will be a guard against a thousand
follies, and against every temptation.
I must, however, tell you that I have great confidence in the Lord,
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that you will remember and act upon, and according to the instructions
given you.
I feel grateful to you for your kind attention to me during
my long illness; although it was your duty, still I must thank you for
it; and I pray the Lord to bless, and, indced, I know that hc will blcss
you for it.
I ean not speak to you much marc upon this subject; I have already,
and upon various occasions, suggested to you other instructions, which
I need not, as, indecd, I can uot, now repeat.
As the Savior, when last
addressing his disciples, commanded and entreated them to love one
another, so I beseech you to love one anothcr.
It is scarcely necessary,
I hope, to exhort you to this; nevertheless, I will mcntion it to you,
and beg of you, all your lives through, to love one another, and to
seek to make one another happy by all tM mealls in your power.
But
I must have done, and I once more commend you to God and the word
of his grace; even to him who is able to edify you, and to give you an
inheritance
among all that are sanctified.
That we may all meet together in the heavenly kingdom is my last prayer for you; and as you
desirc it, remcmber the words of him who is the way, the truth, and
the life. Amen!

FAITH

VERSuS

PHILOSOPHY

.•

lest any man spoil you through philosphy and vain deceit, after
the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, a,nd not after
Christ."-PAuL
to the Colossians.

"BEWARE,

vVe have been endeavoring to show that the introduction of human
philosophy into the pleadings of the present reformation is not to be
disputed, at least on the score of improbability.
The lessons of history;
the tendencies of the mind itself; the facility with which men slide
into speculation;
and the insidiousness
and latency of philosophical
theories, all conspire to prove that there is no intrinsic improbability in
such a supposition.
.
As an illustration of some of these points, and a confirmation of our
main position, we have now before us the case of Brother Fanning, to
which it seems especially proper for me to pay some attention, as he
has been pleased to introduce my humble name into the Gospel Advocate, and I have no desire to be ungrateful.
He plac'es me with others
who, in his opinion, manifest 'a settled policy to introduce novelt£es
among the brethren'.
I would be pleased if it werc allowed me to return
the compliment in ldnd, for I remember him who has said:
"Every
scribe who is instructed unto the kingdom of heaven is .like a man that
is a householder, who bringeth forth out of his treasure things new and
old."
'I.'he oldest things of Christianity are, indeed, in these days.of

* From the Millennial Harbinger
ries by Professor RICHARDSON.
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apostasy, often the greatest' novel tics '. But I do not blamc Brother
!fanning for not discovcring any of them, as I do not doubt that if it
had pleased God to bestow upon him the gift of discovering new thing~,
he would have employcd it.
Ccrtainly, I am confident tI,at his failure
to present any thing of this nature to the brethren has not proceeded
from the fact that he has long since exhan~ted the treasury of divine
truth, or that there is no longer any thing new to bc learned from the
Holy Scriptures.
I must, however, acknowledge my obligations to him for bringing, of
late, the subject of human philosophy so promincntly before thc brotherhood. And I would, farthermore, take this occasion, also, to express
my entire concurrence with him as to the unlawfulness of introducing
human philosophy, of any kind, into religion.
In this, I am happy to
say, we are perfectly agreed.
'Ve certainly have no business with human philosophy in Christianity.
We do not need it at all, and its introduction can only result, as it ever has done, in the perversion of
truth and the hindrance of the gospel.
Nevertheless, I havc to regret
that the ardor of Bro. !fanning's zeal against philosophy has hurried
him into extremes, and that, probably for want of time to make himself
acquainted with the subject and with the facts, he has allowed himself
to do great injustice both to philosophy itself and to ccrtain individuals
whom he supposes to be infected by it.
He appears to think that philosophy of every kind has a direct tendency to infidelity, and under this impression hc very consistently
wages war against it. He woulii proscribe totally, it seems, from
schools and colleges all works upon Philosophy' both mental and moral',
I do not know whether or not he likewise anathematizcs physical and
chemical philosophy, but, however it may farc with physics, certain it
is that he has no toleration for metaphysics of auy sort, either in religion or psychology j in church or school j coJlege or university.
He
says:
"There are striking contradiction~ in the professions of schooldirectors.
]j~orinst~ nce, in all the schools among the disciples of Christ,
the Bible is represented as thc only foundation in morals; and still the
directors have introduced the various philosophies, mental and moral, of
the times.
The revelations of God and the philosophies of the world
agree in no particular.
Moreover, no one can believe in the truth of
luiraculous revelation and of any system of professed wisdom originatin/l:
with men.
All metaphysical systems and moral philosophies are not
only subversive of the truth of 'eligion, but we dedare our solemn conviction that no one who respects the Bible can believe in any system of
philosophy in existence.
Hence we think the schools generaJly are
well calculated to make infidels. It is well known that the universities

*

·r, These directors probably supposed, as I have known sensible people to do,
that a 'foundation'
was not so comfortable or commodious as the house that
could be built upon it. It is hardly conceivable how It foundation could, in
ariy cas(', be made to serve the purpose of a superstructure,
or how a 'foundation in morals' could be made to answer for both foundation and superstructure in 'mental' science.-lt.lt,
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and colleges of Germany, and, indeed, of Europe, have generally renounced thc miraculous inspiratiou of the Bible, through the influence
of the various systems of philosophy in use.
Farthermor~, we are inclined to bclieve that the different systems of Natural Theology and
moral philosophy arc well calculated to overthrow the hope of Christians."
These are sweeping declarations, it must be confessed, which
so unceremoniously denounce the best of men as infidels, because they
believe that there arc true systems of 'professed wisdom originating,
with men'!
I uo not think it nceessary here to say any thing in confutation of such assertions, but would simply commend them to the
at.tention of educaters of youth, and especially to the aforesaid' schooldirectors';
confident that, emanating, as they do, from the President of
Franklin College, and being', as wc have every reason to believe, his
sincere convictions, they will receive all the consideration to which they
arc entitled.
It is, nowever, entirdy pertinent to the subject before us that we
should hear a few sentences from the analysis which President Fanning proposes to give us of the different systems of speculative phi.
losophy which have existed in the world.
'rhese, with sufficient correctness, he resolves into two theories, and says:
"We state, with
much confidence, that the two theories, viz: Knowledge from the external world, and knowledge from our supposed inward spiritual nature,
in our judgment, comprehend all the professed philosophical systems of
the world."
In describing the two systems, he says in relation to the
former:
"Philosophers
of almost every grade, and religious theorists
generally, agree in maintaining the doctrine of deriving all knowledge
of God and things divine from the e:x:ternal world.
This is called -the
a posteriori argument;
or the argument from effect to cause, taking
for granted that 'all men, unenlightened
as well as the enlightened,
would conclude that the world and all its parts are results and not
causes.
This is the doctrine in all the philosophical books; it is found
in every Sunday school under the name of natural religion, and it is
preached from Protestant pulpits generally.
There are, we believe, a
few individuals in the respective denominations
who doubts its truth.
Without any hesitation, we pronounce the doctrine of Natural Theology,
in all its shapes and bearings, false, deceitf1ll, and subversive of the
Christian religion."
It will be sufficient to place before the intelligent reader these extraordinary assertions and this pronunciamento
against Natural 'rheology.
He will be able to draw his own conclusions, and to' recognize at once
President Fanning's true position.
We might, perhaps, merely 'sugget' that Natural Theology does not assert that all knowledge of God
and things divine is derived from the external world; for this were to
deny the truth of revelation and all other sources of 4nowledge.
On
the contrary, ,it admits the superiority of Hevelation, "which," says
one of the ablest writers on the subject, "converts every inference of
reason into certainty, and, above all, communicates thc Divine Being's
intentions respecting our lot, with a degree of precision which the in-
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ferences of Natural Theology very imperfectly possess." * Natural
Theology proposes to prove the being and attributes of God from the
works of naturc, in harmony with Paul's declaration (Rom. i: 19-20),
., That which may be known of God is manifest in them, for God hath
showed it unto them.
For the invisible thing,~ of him from the creation of the world arc clearly seen, being understood by the things that
are made, even his eternal power and Godhead."
But President Fanning boldly asserts that Natural Theology, 'in all its aspects aml beal'.::.Lord BroughaJU's Disc. of Natural Theology, p. 128. The same autbor,
after referring 10 the arguments of the atbeists and sceptics against Natural
'fheology, says: "An objection of a very different nature has some times proceedetl unexpectedly from - the friends of Hevelation, who have been known,
without due reflection, to contend tbat by the ligbt of una~sisted reason we
can know absolutely nothing of God and a future state.
They appear to be
alarmed lest the progress of Natural Heligion should prove dangerous to tbe
(tCeeptance of Reyealed; lest the former should, as it were. be taken as a.
substitute for the latter.
They argue as if the two systems were rivale, and
whatever credit the one gained was so much lost to the other.
They seem to
think that if any discovery of a First Cause and another world were made by
natural reason, it would no longer be true that 'life and im'mortality were
brought to light by the gospel'.
Altbough these reasoners are neither tbe
most famous adYocates of revelation nor tbc most enlightened, we yet do well
{o show tbe groundles~ness of the alarms which they would create.
In the first place, it is worthy of our consideration
tlmt the greatest advocates of Natural Theology have always been sincere and even zealous Christians;
The names of Hay, Clarke, Derham, Reill, and Paley, attest the truth
of this assertion.
None of these were likely to lend bis support to any system the evidence of which put the outwol"l,s of Cbristianity in jeopardy.
Some
of them, as Clarke and Paley, bave signalized tbcmselves as strenuous and able
defenders of the Truth of llevelation.
llut secondty, Natural Theology is most serviceable to the support of Revela,lioll. All the soundest arguments in behalf of the btter presuppose the
former to be admitted.
Witness the profound work of Butler, his ,. Analogy
of .N[~tural antlilevealed
Religion to the order of Nature,"
the most argumentatiye and pbilosophical
defense of Cbristianity
ever submitted to the
world .
•• Boyle and Newton were as sincerely attached to Cbrist.ianity as any men
in any age, and they are likewise the most zealous advocates of Natural Religion. Lord Racon rega,rds tbe evidences of Revelation as founded upon the
previous demonstrations
of Natural Theology.
•• 'fhe latter,"
he says, •• is
the key to the former, and opens our understanding
to the genuine spirit of
{,he Scriptures, but also unlocks our belief, so tbat we may enter upon the
serious contemplation
of that divine power the cbaracters of which are 80
deeply gmven in the works of the creat.ion."
I enter, bowevel'~ upon no defense of Natural Theolqgy bere, but merely
quote these authorities and remark tbat, notwithstanding
the concurrence of
master-minds of the world as to its value, and notwithstemding the fact that
Brother C~mpbel1 himself is a teacher of Natural Theology in Betbany College, President Fanning has ventured, 'without any hesitation',
to 'pronounce
tbe doctrine of Natural Theology, in all its shapes antl bearings, false, deceitful, and subversive of the Christ]"n religion' !! Moreover,' tbe schools generally' arc, in his opinion, 'well calculated to make infidels', because they use
sucb books as Upham's Mental Pbilosophy, Waylancl's Moral Science, l'aley's
Nat.ural Theology, and Butler's Analogy! !
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£ngs', is 'false'.
N ow as N atuml Theology teaches that man can learn
the being and attributes of God from the works of nature, and President
Fannillg pronounces this 'false', he, of course, according to the established principles of logic, maintains the contradictory to be true, viz:
That man is incapable 0/ learn-ing the being (l1J(] attributes 0/ GOll
.Ii-om the 11"0rks'?( llature.
The reader will note this, as we shall have
a use to make of it presently.
'" e shall now hear him upon his other school of philosophy.
"The'
doctrine a pn:rn'i, from cause to effect, or which says we possess in our
cunstitution either the elements of all spiritual trutb, or the natural
power to originate lmowledge, heavenly and divine, has been maintained ill most of the speculative systems, from the Hindoo Vedas to
modern spiritualism.
.
. It is somewhat remarkable that this doctrine prevails in all the schools and colleges of the land, or if there are
exceptions (save F. C.) we know not of them.*
1'hey all use the
hooks which advoc<tte the intuitice diu'i'lie knou'ledge 0/ feeling, which
is above the understanding
.
. Vir e regret most sincerely to notice
a very strung tendency, even among the disciples of Christ who profess
to take the Bible alone as their standard, to adopt the doctrine of inward spiritual ability to grasp the truth, without help from God or
man.
We were llJuch surprised in reading the August No. of the
.M,itlennial HrrrMnger, to notice an address by one W. S. Russell, of
lI-lo., who, on graduat,ing, delivered one of the most infidel productions we have seen.
We had hoped to sce a rebuke from Bro. Campbell, but none has reached us."t
I can not pause here to notice the

* The intelligent and well-edueated reader will, perhaps, be inclined to think
it still more' remarkable' that F. C. should be the solitary exception.
I confess I have no terms in which to exprcss my apprecintion of the extreme modesty manifested in this assertion concerning thc tendencies of the colleges
established by our brethren and of 'the schools gencrally'.
If such be their
tendency, it is ccrtainly much to be deplored.
Thc world, however, have the
consolntion of being informed by President F. that, since there is no general
rule without ,1n exception, so 'Franklin
College' is, in the present case, the
fortunate exception which prevents the rule from being unive1·sul.-It. R.
of In another part of the same article, Prcsident F. again refers to Bro. Rnssell, as 'our infidel young hero, of Missouri'.
These charges of infidelity,
heresy, etc., which he has, of latc, so boldly made against our college~, our
schools, and somc of oUl' preachcrs, have already been caught up eagerly by
Baptist editors nnd cnemies of our cause, in order that thcy may turn them
to our disadvantage.
Under these circumstances, it has·seerned to be necessary
for some one to repel these unjust accusations, and to define the position of the
individual whO prcsumes to make them, in order that the authority which attaches to them may be properly cstimated.
The address to which Bro. 1". refers was one of the usual College exercises
of the students, who, being, of course, without thc advantages of nge and experience, may well be expected to be somewhat deficient in their modes of
expression and evcn in the matt.er of their addresscs.
It is, hence, usual for
persons of euucntion and of refined feclings who have public influence to regard such efforts with a certain degree of leniency, and rather to encourage
those thus entering upon the stage of active life than to denounce them and
their well-meant efforts with rudeness.
Tho discourse in qucstion was delivered before the Faculty of-Bethany College and a large concourse, and was
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awkwardness and inaccuracy of this account of the other scheme of
philosophy, which, as he elsewhere more correctly states, professes to
deri ve 'knowledge from our inward spiritual nature'.
All we wish to
say is this, that as President Fanning denies the truth of the basis ou
which this philosophy rests, viz: that' knowledge can be derived from
our inward spiritual nature', he, of coursc, as in the other case, maintains the contradictory,
to wit, that ?nan is incapable of deriving
. lmowledge from his in lCa1'd Spil'hual nature.
And uow, we wish to come to a fair understanding
upon the .whole
premises, and to ascertaiu, in as few words as possible, how the matter
rcally stands.
Presideut F. maintains, as we have shown, these propo~itions :
1. That man is incapable of lear.ning the being and attributes
of
God from the works of nature,
2. That he is incapable of deriving knowledge from his own inward
spiritnal nature.
regarded as, upon the whole, so meritorious, that Bro. Campbell deemed it
wOl,thy of publicatjon
and of the following commendatory
introduction:
., The following address, delivered at Our late commencement, on the 4th of
July, by W. S. Hussell, of Missouri, will be read, we doubt not,·with much
interest, by all OUl'readers who have a taste for eitber the real or tbe ideat in
Philosophy."
Not.withstanding all this, President Fanning bas 'hoped to see
a rebuke from Bro. Campbell', and does not hesitate to characterize this address as 'one of the most infidel productions'
he has seen, and to denounce
Bro. Russell, with whom he is entirely unacquainted,
as an 'infidel young
hero'.
The least that we should expect from one making sucb a charge would
be to show in what the infidelity consisted, and where it was to be found.
But it is mnch easier to assert than to prove, and President E'. does not attempt to sustain his allegation;
for the few garbled phrases which he quotes,
bnt does not understand,
are nothing to the purpose.
In fact., so far is there
from being any just foundation for the charge, that the whole tenor and purpose of the address is just the opposite; it being directed against that infidelity
which is the legitimate result of the sensualistic philosophy,
It seems, however, never to have occurred to President F. that the phrases to which he objects admit of a very different meaning from that which he is pleased to
attach to them, and that it was entirely possible that the difficulty existed not
so much in the address itself as in tLwant of ability to comprehend it.
So far as regards Bro. l'tllsscll himself, he has always been regarded as one
of the most promising, pious and devoted young men in our ranks.
He is
loved for his Ch rist.ian deportment;
his gentleness;
his spiritual-minded ness,
and highly esteemed for his intelligence and his acquirements.
He htLSbeen
for some time engaged in the field as tLn evangelist, tLnd is now laboring for a
respectable Christian congregation, tLnd yet the editor of the Gospel Advocate,
because the style of a certain college address does not suit his ftLncy, does not
hesitate to publish him to the world as an 'infidt'l'!
But Bro. I't. needs no
defense from me. I woulLi only remark, that if President F. thinks himself
justified in mtLking Huch a public charge of infidelity against a highly-esteemed Christian preacher, who is in good standing among the brethren, then we
certainly think that his views of ChristitLn courtesy and church discipline
have need to be gre:1tly reformed. Such instl1nccs as tbis, at lel1st, can hardly
be adduced to justify what some friends of the Advocate are quoted as saying
of it, that. it is " gentle and respectful towards those who differ from us," and
, that" it is an admirable feature in it that it detracts from no man that to
which he is jnstly entitled."G. A., t'ot. iii, p. 90.- [ll. R.
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And now, ger,tle reader, what is nll "this but President Fanning's
own philosophy;
his adopted theory of hurllan nature; his approved
speculative view of man's powers and capacities?
·What are theBe
propositions but the bnsis of n system of philosophy whieh is ns well
defined, and as elearly recognized as any of those n1!ainst which President F. inveighs?
According to thi~ philosophy of man, he cun receive no impressions except those from material things around him, so
far as either his mental or bodily constitution is concerned, and he is
consequently by nature a materialist, utterly incapahle of deriving either
from the extcl'lJul world or from his own soul any eonceptions of spirit 01'
spiritual things.
Fur these he is wholly dcpendent upon revelation, that
is, upon words, divine communications
addressed to the bodily senses,
which are, in· this systcm, regarded as thf' only avcnues to the ~oul.
But wc are not left to gather President Fanning's
belief·in this
philosophy merely from his opposition to other systems.
It runs
through most of his writings, and seGr.ns to govern all his religiuus
views.
Whetber the subjectbe
the' Church of Christ', or' Preaching
for a Salary', or 'Metaphysical
Discussions', it is all the same; like a
hemldic lion, either couchant 01' rampant, we find this favorite scheme
of Imman inability-this
overruling idea ever present in his ecclesiastic armorial,
tincturing all his views and sharpening his opposition to
'Philosophy',
under which he embraces all speculations that are contrary to his own.
Occasionally, wc ha,e such declarations as the following: "The new-born babe knows just as much of God, heaven and
eternity, philosophically, as Locke, Kant or Bacon ever knew from their
natural resources." - Gas. Ad., vol. ii, p. 356.
" Moral philosophy
not only assumcs thc ground of natural ability ill man to teach the
character of his Author, but also professes to demonstrate the existence of God from external nature.
Dr. Paley's stcreotyped syllogislll
is familiar to every school-child.
It runs thus:
"1. Whatever exhibits marks of design has an intelligent Authol'.
"2. The world exhibits marks of de~ign.
"3. Therefore, it has an intelligent Author.
"We are not disposed at present to offel' an argument for or agailJst
this reasoning.
vVe simply state that the fallacy is in the minor premise, and we believe the conclusion is false."*-Gos. Ad., vol. i,p. 357 .
.;, It is a lit.tle reinarkable (to (tdopt a little of President F.'s peculiar style)
that he should be so seldom 'disposed to offel· an argument.',
and th'lt he
should be so often' disposed' to avail himself of the well-known trick of the
sophist, and to present' bare statements',
with the promise of ' ample reasons'
for his conclusions' at another time'.
'I'he confounding together of Ethics
and N(ttmal Theology, and t.he other remarkable assertions in the above extract, will surprise no one conversant with President F.'s facility in t.hese respects.
He believes, it seems, that the conclusion above, viz., 'that the world
has an intelligent Author',
is 'false'.
We hope the reader will not, fl'om
this, suppose him to he either an infidel or an atheist, as it is t·o he presumed
he means merely that the argument is invalid.
We confess, we should have
quite a curiosity to see his' argument either for or ag,tinst this reasoning',
though we entertain no doubt that it will, when forthcoming, bl\ found to [\1:\swel' either purpose equally well.-R.
It,
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"At no time have thc wisest manifested capability to originate a singlc moral idca or principle of government."-lb.,
vol. iii, p. 37.
" The political, philosophical and many rcli:rious systems of tlw world
scrvc to convincc the human race of thc utter in'capacity of Illan to
originate any correct systcm of govcrnmcnt or morals, or cvcn to imitatc the modcls which God bas ~ivcn." -lb., vol. ii, p. 354.
It will be perfcctly clear, thcn, to cvery reader who understands the
meaning of the word philosophy, that President
Falining not only believes but ad\'ocates a systcm of philosophy which takes very deeided
ground as to man's eapacities and powers.
It is, in plain terms, the
system of Loeke, which teaches precisely the sallJe things, and of which
President F. himself gives the following account, which is sufficiently
accurate for our purpose: "Therc
are", says he, "but· two ideas jn
Locke's system of philosophy.
Hc maintained that all of our knowlcdgc
comcs through sensation and reflection.
His notion was that tbe mind
is a blank sheet, upon which may be written imprcssions according to
external influcnces, and, moreover, that all of our information is trom
without.
Sccondly, he believed the miud capable, by what he called
1'eflection, to manufact.ure the material thus received through tbe senses
into correct thoughts and ideas; that form and consistency arc given
to whatever COUlesinto thc mind through the senses, and that beyond
these sources we can gain no knowledge."
The reader will see, at
once, that these views of Locke and those of President
Fanning perfectly COIncide. Sensation furnishes all our ideas.
Reflection merely
compares them with each other.
As God and spiritual things are not
objects of sense, we can obtain no knowledge of them from our perceptions of nature.
N either can we from the workings of our own minds,
since reflection is wholly occupied with-the idcas furnished
hy perception, and is incapable of originating any.
Man is thus left, in J~ocke's
view, which is precisely that of Bro. Fan.ning, wholly dependent upon
revelation for all his idcas of God and spiritual things.
In corroboration of the fact that Bro. Fanning is really a philosopher
of the school of Locke, we may adduce his favorable cxpressions in regard to both Locke himself and his philosophy.
He says (vol. xi, p. 4) :
" It is a littlc singular that while most, if not all, modern writers oppose Locke, they admit that his modes of thought and investigation are
correct."
But the most extraordinary compliment whicn he pays to
Locke is found on page 0, where he says: "John Locke, the real author of the Baconian philosophy, and all correct thinkiug in England
since his day, was born in lti32."
To attribute the authorship of the
Baconian philosophy to Locke would really almost appear like a sort of
posthumous
flattery, espccially when it is remembered that tho great
Bacon died in 16~6, SODlesix years before Locke was born.
But we

*

* Possibly President Fanning may have committed a slight enol' here in
mistaking Metaphysics for Natural Philosophy,
or one person for another.
It is not very easy to conceive how Locke could be the mf1ster of Lord Bacon,
owing to the slight difficulty of his not having been born until six years after
Bacon's death, as above intimated.
But perhaps President F. meant Voltaire,
who was really a pupil of Locke. Cousin, the eloquent and distinguished
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would particularly advert to the second item of commendation, Yiz.,
that" J ohu Locke is the author of all correct thinking in England
since his day." N9w the question arises, Is thinking a different affair
in America from what it is in England?
Can thinking be carried on
correctly in England Up01l one plan, and correctly in America upon a
different one? I would not say how it might be among the Chinese,
who live on the other side of the world, and whose heads (and, of
course; their ideas too, if these be material images, as Locke supposed)
are tnrned in the opposite dil'ection from ours, and with whom it may
be, for aught I know, very natural to l'everse our order of things (as
they do, for instan0e, in their custom of putting ta£ls to their heads,
wcaring wMte for mourning, and letting off their fire-works in the daytime, lest otherwise they should not be seen) j but I think I can answer for the Americans who are of Anglo-Saxon lin cage and speak the
English language, that their thinking is pretty much the same as that
which is performed in England. And now if John Locke is the author of all corre~t thinkingt in England since his day, depend upon it,
he is understood by President Fanning to be also the author of all correct thinking in America during the same interval. Surely, then, unless President F. thinks incorrectly or not at all, it must be admitted
that John l.•
ocke is the author of Ms thinking, and that he is, however
unconscious of it, a philosopher of the 8chool of Locke, or, what is usually termed A SENSUALISTIC DOGMATIST.
I have now done with this case, but I have by no means done with
my subject, having made use of the case of Bro, Fanning because it
historian of Modern Philosophy, says Df the meetings of Gassendi's pu.pils:
"l'his was the foundation of that sooiety of free-thinkers of the Temple from
which Voltaire drew his first inspirations, before he had found, in the conversations of Bolingbroke and in his voyage to Engla,nd, Epiourean philosophy under a regular and soientifio form. Loo!{e was the true master of Voltaire."-Histol'Y
oj ~[odern Philosophy, vol. ii, p, 87,
President Fanning has here, either by aooident or otherwise, fallen upon
a very appropriate word to denote philosophy:
T !>inking is undoubtedly philosophy.
One of the first thinkers of the age says:
"Philosophy
is a neoessity,
Every man philosophizes as he thinks.
The worth of his philosophy
depends upon the value of his thinking."
"If to philosophize be right,"
says Arist.otle in his Exhortative,
"we must philosophize to realize the right;
if to philosophize be wrong, we must philosophize to manifest the wrong.
On
any alternative, therefore, philosophize we must."
'L'his being so, and Looke
being. in President. Fanning's estimation, the author of all eorreot thinking,
it, is not very obvious why, upon his own premises, he should exolude his philosophy from the course of instruction in Franklin College.
What eminent
men like Bacon and Locke (President F. will exensc me for placing Bacol\
first) have thought about mat.ter, about the laws of their own minds or human
duties and relations, has been esteemed a very important study in [\ course of
education in a lite1'ary point of view, however unnecessary it may be thought
in a religious one. It must be admitted lifter all, however, that to sparG students, as much as possible, the labor (}f thinking will greatly facilitate their
progress in the college cl.Vrriculum, whatever may be the result as t.o the development oj the mind. This labor will, n ~ doubt, be greatly lessened by eschewing Logic, Mental and Moral Philosophy, and any 'books' that treat of
either the the(}ry or practioe of thinking.
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affords so striking a proof of the insidiousness and latency of human
philosophy, and that it is entirely possible for an individual to be thoroughly imbued with it wit,hout having the slightest suspicion of the influence by which he is directed.
This is, with us, at present a very
important point, and we have selected the case of Bro. F. in illustration
. of it, not for its own merits, but because, while he has made himself so
conspicuous as an opponent of philosophy, we regard him as an excellent representative of a considerable class who habitually inveigh against
philosophy, yet are themselves, all the while, in like manner, in a religious point of view, its victims.
And this because they look at revelation and religion through the medium of this philosophy, which thus,
as it were, becomes a part of their religion, :fnd exercises a most unhappy influence in regard to matters affecting the best interests of
Christianity and the highest enjoyments of the Christian life.
It arrests their progress in every thing except in the conceit of auperior
knowledge.
They imagine themselves to have entered the most holy
places, when they are, as yet, only in the vestibule of the Divine temple. They fancy themselves to be in possession of Christianity
in all
its fullness, when they have, as yet, but laid hold of the skirt of its
mantle j and they assume the position and authority of teachers, when,
like some in the Apostles' days, they have need to be taught even' the
first principles of the oracles of God'.
Among these are not a few who
bring a reproach upon the cause of the present Reformation by their
unbecoming love of controversy, and by ~he crude and erroneous exhibitions which they make of the real purposes of this religious movement, which was never designed to establish a new philosophical system of religion, but to put an end to controversy by simple acquiescence
in the plain teachings of the Helly criptures.
I have commented freely upon Bro. Fanning's writings and expressed
opinions, because these are public property and justly amenable to examination.
As he has himself been.so liberal in charges without proof~
against myself and others, he surely will have no reason to complain because I have advanced a singlc proposition in relation to himself, w'ith
tlte proofs.
For himself, personally, I entertain all due respect and
kind wishes, and, I trust, I know how to appreciate his zeal and longcontinued labors in behalf of the Bible as the only safe guide in religion.
Here I am with him, heart and hand, as I am also with him in
his avowed opposition to human philosophy in religion.
I can not, indeed, go with him so far as to say, as he does, (that no
one who respects the Bible can believe in any system of philosophy in
existence'.
I believe it to be entirely possible to be at the same time a
philosopher, a metaphysicinn,
and a Christian.
I believe that I,ocke
'respected the Bible', and at the same time believed in his own system
of philosophy.
I think that Bro. Fanning ( respects the Bible', though
he believes that Locke's' thinking',
or philosophy, is the only correct
one. Although I regard human philosophy when blended with religion
a hindrance and an incumbrance, I am of the opinion that there are
some, even under such circumstances,
who may be Christians in spite
of it. The various religious parties of the day are founded, in a good
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degree, upon philosophical theories of religion; yet I presume it is
universally admitted that God has a 'people' among them.
It is when a system of philosophy is made the basis of religious thought;
when the Scriptures must be interpreted so as to agree with it, and when
the dogmas thus deduced are imposed upon men as the orthodox Christian faith, that it becomes the ground-work of sectarism. In regard to this
matter, the platform of the present Reformation can not be improved
upon; for it proposes that all shall approach the Scriptures without a
preconceived theory, and accept its plainly-expressed truths in humble
trust, while, at the same time, each one is at liberty to entertain what
opinions he pleases (and these include all matters of philosophy and expediency), with this proviso, that he hold them as private p"ope,'ty, and
that he does not attempt to impose them upon others. This is the only
ground on which a Christian union can ever be effected. It. is clearly,
then, a.(lepar~ure from the principles of this religious movement for any
one to adopt certain philosophical dogmas about human inability to do
this or that, and then to denounce every body as an 'infidel' who will
not receive them and interpret the Word of God in conformity to them.
Nevertheless, since the philosophy of any thing is its reason, there is
a philosophy in religion, else there would be no reason in it. But it is
a divine and not a human philosophy. It is Ohrist cJ'1tcified that is
.GOtl's philosophy.
It is the gospel that is God's power and wisdom.
Hence it would be correct to say that Christianity contains the most glorious and sublime philosophy in the universe, since it is the divine plan
or system of salvation, perfectly adapted to lIJan through an infall·ible
.7mowledge of his nature, Chal'(J,cter, and condition.
It is because it is
thus absolutely perfect in its own philosophy that any addition of hmnan
philosophy spoils it. Christ lIJust be our 'wisdom' as he is our 'righteousness, our sanctification, and our redemption'.
But his precious
teachings-this'
wisdom w)1ichcometh from above'-can hardly touch
poor erring humanity without contamination. Thus the pure rain of
heaven, when it falls plenteously upon the earth, produces mudd!! streams
and becomes unfit to drink. This is when it is received merely upon the
sm/ace, just as it is the vain and superficial who corrupt the gospel. But
as the rain received by the' good soil' sinks into its depths, and not
only renders it fruitful but reappears in the bright and sparkling waters
of the fountain, so the divine truth received by the' honest and good
heart' will become abundantly productive, and flow out again in streams
of' living water', to refresh earth's way-worn pilgrims.
We trust our brethren will carefully examine themselves in relation
to this important subject, and, without waiting (as Bro. Fanning proposes to do) to 'hear from Bro. Campbell', or from any other man, however distinguished, that they will carefully read their Bibles, and give
ear to the admonition of the inspired Apostle-" Beware, lest any man
spoil you through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of
men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ."
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ELD.

W.

S.

RUSSELL.

~'HIS talented, spiritual, and beloved co-laborer, who has been, for some
time, laboring as pastor for the church at Louisiana, Mo., and whom
our readers have grown famaliar with as '\V.S.R',
has recently been
elected to the presidency of Berean College, Jacksonville, Ill., which
position, we learn, he has definitively accepted.
We deem this new and flourishing Instit'Jtion peculiarly fortunate in
securing a presiding officer of the talent and scholarship of Bro. R
~'here is cause, also, of much congratulation of our preachers and
scribes of the State that their number has received such an accession.
This choice of Bro. R, by some of the llJost able, distinguished and
long-tried men of our State, is a most merited and decisive judgment
upon certain gratuitons charges of infidelity hazarded against him; for
farther account of which, see the excellent article of Prof. Richardson
entitJed 'Faith vel'SUS Philosophy', copied in this number.
We trust Bro. Russell's new duties will not necessitate, either in
whole or in part, the laying aside of his valuable pen. We hope, also,
that he will be pleased still to make the Sentinel his medium of communication.
I.N.C.

MISSION

TO JAMAICA.

THE following preamble and resolution was passed at the last meeting
of the Board of the American Christian Missionary SMiety:
Whereas, In Divine Providence, an opening exists in the Island of Jamaica
for a promising mission; and, whereas the Lord has converted to the ancient
fait,h, and furnished us a missionary, in the person of our beloved brother,
Eld. J. O. Beardslee, of Bedford, Ohio, who was a missionary in that country
before he was identified with the Disciples, and has been thus well prepared
for this work; and whereas he comes to us well recommended, not only as to
his Christian standiug, a man of ability, and preacher of the gospel, but as
the man for the work, by many private letters, a resolution
passed by
brethren at the State Meeting, in Wooster, Ohio, and the President
of the
Missionary Society, Eld. A. Campbell; and, whereas the Missionary Society
has not the means for this and other work recommendecl to the attention of
the Board at the meeting in October, 1856, therefore,
Resolved, That we appoint Bro. J. O. Beardslee an agent for the Missionary
Society, to travel among the churches, lay the matter before them, and solicit
funds for the work.
CHARLESW. FRANKLIN, Secretary.

By a private letter from our beloved Bro. B. we are informed that
he ,expects soon to visit the churches of Illinois, and present to them
the claims of the Jamaica mission. We rejoice at this, believing that
the truth of the Lord and the name of Jesus will be much magnified
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through the liberality of the saints in this noble work. Let us receive
Bro. Beardslee as those delighting to 'do good unto all as we have opportunity'.
A most providential opening is here afforded us of proclaiming the truth as it is in Jesus to the inhabitants of that green
isle, through onc whose experience, talbOt and piety are an invaluablc
acquisition to us.
We shall hope to greet Bro. B. at our Statc meeting and find hi m
thence welcomed to all parts of our p;reat State.
1. N. C.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.

LITTLE

MACKINAW,

June

6,

1857.

BItOTllEIt CAR)rAN- Dea?' Sil': I am dragging away from a very int.eresting meeting Bro. G. W. Minier and I have been holcling at White Oak Grove,
to ment an appointment. in Stout's Grove. Up to the time of my leaving, we
had thirteen persons immersed int.o Christ, the audience increasing in numbers and profound attention, and an earnest interest manifested.
I left Bro.
r.iinier, to shoot with his silver bow the golden truths from the Lord's quiver
into the hearts of the King's enemies.
Hoping the slain may be many,
Respectfully yours, in the one hope,
.liliES G. MITCHELl•.

Bro. J. R. FRAME, of Ohio, report.s ten additions at Mansfield, ten at Letimberville, and two at Fulton Creek. Also thc immersion of his venerable motherin-law, in her 77th year.
The Lord be praised.
Bro. B. K. Smith, of Indianapolis,
reports two added at New Salem, Ohio.

BRO. CARMAN: Herewith I send you an item of church news.
Bro. E. Stout and myself have just returned from Quiver, Mason county,
where we held a meeting for eight days, including two Lord's-days,
the reo
suIt of which was six immersions, and restoring peace and joy to the brethren.
It would have done any christian's soul good to have been present on the last
Lord's-day,
and heard the brethren confess before God and to one another
their backslidings and coldness.
Those that were there will testify that tha
Spirit can produce both love and joy as well as other fruit.
I hope that Sister C--,
will continue her articles to the 2isters.
May I be permitted ask' Fides' a question?
Did Paul and other inspired
men leave their great work when they talked to christians about their everyday affairs, their personal appearance, and told them they should present their
bodies a living sacrifice?
Extremes beget extremes.
Y OUI'S in Christ,
A. ~. P A.GE.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

S. S. EXCUn.sION.-On Tuesday, the 11th ult., the Sunday School
of our little congregation in this city, attcnded by brethren and friends
to the number of sevcral hundred, took an excursion by railroad to
Eureka. Meantime the several schools of Mt. Zion, Cruger, Metamora,
a'ud Washington, \\'ent on to the Central Junction, and returned with
a delegation froUl Bloomington. A most bountiful repast was then
partaken of in the grove, by ncar two thousand persons, as was estimated,-the great liberality of the Eureka brethrcn making the supply
abundant for all. The day, though preceded and succeeded by very
uncomfortably hot weather for several days, was delightfully cool and
pleasant. FrOllJ a cOllJlllodious stand, numerous short and pithy
speeches, finely adapted to the time, were delivered by ministers of
other denominations, from Metamora, 'Washington and Peoria, and by
gentlemcn of the press from the two latter places. The Eureka Band
and two excellent companies of singers added their share of interest.
Much good order and good feeling prevailed, no accident occurred, and
all concurred in pronouncing it a day not only full of llappiness, but
fruitfnl of much benefit to the causc of Sunday-School education, social improvement and friendly inter-denominational feeling and acquaintance.
HOME MrssloNs.-As
the time of our Annual State Meeting
draws near, and the subject of Home Missions is expected to receive a
fresh impetus, we again take occasion to remind brethren of the position
of the Sentinel in reference to this great matter. While others of our
papers advocate, in words wise and weighty, this blesscd cause, and
some go beyond, into the realm of deeds, and give a sha1'e of their pro_
ceeds to the sustaining of the good work, this is the only paper com.
mitted so fully and practically thereto as to have devoted its entire
proceeds to Home lIfissions. This is certainly a sufficient pledge of the
interest they will h:we in our pages. Equally should it be a guaranty
of the interest to be taken by the brethren in giving thosc pages a wide
circulation. We have constant testimonials coming in, of the value of
the Sentinel to the cause of truth. Will you not give it wings, then?
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Let it be seen.
Show it to your neighbor.
Stop not wit.h your
brother, but make every copy of the Selltinel a Missionary, and waft it
on by your fervent prayers.
STATE MEETING, SEPT. 1ST, Prwx.- We would call very special
attention to the notice, officially givcn in this No., of the State Meeting, which takes place this year at Jacl.:sonville j in connection with
whicb, as alJnounced last winter through the Sentinel, our preachers of
the State arc to resume their consideration of the questions of Church
Order and Organization.
A most interesting and profitable discussion
of these momentous matters is expected.
Let every minister be there,
and let us all come in much prayer, humility and searching of the
scriptures, to the work of ascertaining those things concerning which,
as a people, we are in so much doubt and incertitude.
Above all, let us remember, practically,
our State Missions.
"He
that doeth his will shall know of the doctrine."
Let every congregation in the State be stirred up by a presentatiou of the claims of Home.
Missions, ere we go to Jacksonville,
that we go not up empty before
the Lord.
His ear will be pained with our everlasting talk, talk, if
we accompany not our ~vords with fitting 1wdcs.
Let us have, then,
the greatest meeting ever held by us in Illinois.
FILLl\lOItE'S N.EW NIGHTINGALE.-This
is a new and improved
edition of a very excellent little music-book for schools, by our well·
known composer and author, Bro. A. D. FILLMORE. We find numerous fine pieces of music added to the previously meritorious assortment,
together with a musical diagram for the aiJ of teachers, which can not
fail of being exceedingly convenient and useful.
The notation of this
book differs from that of all the author's previous worh, being an application of numerals to the staff-the
old Guidonian, or common method, in short, with a numeral instead of a round note, or cipher.
All
who read the common notation, therefore, can read this at once; while
thousands, who must have shape as well as position to enable them to
read notes, are here accommodated with the most intelligible of characters.
For brevity, clearness and simplicity in setting forth the rudiments of music, we know of none who exceeds, if, indeed, any equal,
the author of this charming little' Nightingale'.
Teachers should order a supply for their schools, of A. D. FILLMOltE, Paris, Illinois.
THE N. W. CURlS. MAGAZINE is informed that our slight criticism
upon its name, to which the editor objects, had no reference to the
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merits of the magazine, but was only a gentlc hint at what was generally supposed to be good taste and propriety, in giving a paper or
periodical a title expressive of its distinctive feature or features.

J AS. CHALLEN & SONS 11ave our thanks for copies sent us of two
new and beautiful engravings issued by thcm.
One is a portrait of
the venerable and well-knownEld,
T, M. ALLEN, of Mo. The other
is a very fine view of the N. W. Chris. University buildings.
'l'hese
arc both elcgant pictures for framing, which may be had of the publishers, Philadelphia,
at 25 cents each.
IT is vain to attempt to reason a man out of a thing who was never
reasoned into it. The best of argument is wasted upon a fool.

OBITUARY.

DIED, June

15, 1857, neal' Ashland,

Ohio, Sister

BARBAltA ANN RIDDLE, aged

67 years 6 months and ~2 days,

"7

'rhus the mothers in Israel are passing away.
e knew )Iother n. well, as the wifo of one of
the venerable eldors of the congregation for which We lately labored.
For more than forty years she discharged faithfully and a.ffectionately the duties of a wife and
mother, and has left behind a large family and circle ofrelntivcs to mourn her departure, :retnot
hopelessly, as 34 years of a de"oted Christian wal'fare had ins}Jirc<l all confidence in her title to n.
mansion in the skies.
The deceased was onc of the pioneel: mothers, in a two-fold sense. Removing with her husband
from Penllsylvania at a. very early time, she was tLe first in all that region of country to receive,
according to apostolic precept, 'baptism for remission of sins', which she did at the hands of Eld.
Juo. IUgdoD~ at the very outset of the .Reformation. She died in faith, as she had lived, exhorting
all to prayerfulness and peace, 'Ve sincerely condole with Fathe-r R. and all the family in their
great loss.
1. N. c.

STATE

MEETING,

'.l'ffE Allllual Meetings of the STATE MISSIONAIW SOOIE'fY, PREAOUEllS' AsSOOIATION, and the PltEAOHERS' CONVENTION, will be held lit Jaoksonville,
COIllIl\encil\g the first day of September next.
All the preachers in the State are earnestly requested to attend,
early hour, as matt~rs of great im~ortance will be considered.
JI1\~7, ~8(ir,

and at an

s. T. OALLA WAY,
QQl'.S~c. of Mi~sionury Socioty,

THE CHRISTIAN
Vol u mel

V.

SENTINEL.

SEP'fEDIDER,186i7.

BACCALAUREATE
BY PRESIDENT

Number

9.

ADDRESS.*
P. II. MURPIIY.

YOUNGLADIES OF THE GRADUATINGCLASS: It is with no ordinary
degree of emotion that I arise to address you at this time. You are the
first to receive a diploma at the hands of your young Alma Mater.
You are the first who have made it my duty to deliver an address on
such an occasion. I am, however, rendered easy in my new position
because I adckess those whom I have accompanied while they led on in
the first rank in our infantile college, and while you have solved the
problem so long pending in human society, and showed that you were
able to accompany the young gentlemen in their search for knowledge;
that you could ascend the acclivities which they ascend, surmount the
difficulties which they overcome, and successfully vie with them for the
laurels and honors of science. Knowing, moreover, your calm submission to our every request, your thankful reception of each assistance
which we as teachers have rendered you, .and feeling deeply solicitous
for your future welfare, growing out of that lasting esteem which you
have created in our bosoms by your good behavior and proficiency while
with us, how could I, even ifit were not my duty, refrain from giving you
a word of parting advice? And as you are both young ladies just entering the active part of your mission, upon what subject could I marc
appropriately address you than Woman-her
position and mission.'!!
You have long since learned that while r earnestly contend for the
education of both male and female, while I would use all laudable means
to restore woman to her true position, I am not an enthusiastic' Woman's Rights' man in the modern acceptation of that phrase. I do
not think that she should either be lilee a man or fill his place j but
that she should be a woman, and fill the place assigned by a kind
heavenly Father, and pointed out by her physical, intellectual and spiritual natures. The glory of a man is to be a man and fill well his mission, and the glory of a woman is to be a woman and perform well her
mission. Then will you bear with me while I ask what kind of a being
is woman, and freely discuss it? She is neither an angel nor a demon;
she is neither a cherub nor a seraph. She is the help, the companion
of man. She is human, but not man. There are many distinguishing
'X-
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features between the nature of man and that of woman. Her physiological structure is radically different. Evcn the bonc of a female is of
a finer texture than that of the male. The muscle is more feeble,
rounded and elastic. The nerve is more delicate and sensitive. The
chest and vital organs are smaller. And whilc she does not possess the
robust organization, the powerful arm and the steady nerve of the male,
she has the elasticity - the recuperativc force - to assist, bind up and
woo him back to life when he is exhausted. On ordinary occasions her
tender form leans on him for protection; but in adversity it stands
e1'ectand supports his drooping head. W'hen masculine nature gives
way and must retire for rest, her sleepless eye still night after night
watches the emaciated form of the dying child. Her physical strength
is comparatively feeble, but her child is in the talons of thc cruel cagle,
and far, far on the untrod mountain hight, no masculine nerve or puwerful muscle can climb the steep ascent, One picrcing cry from the
•weeping babe reaches the mother's cal', and with thc shriek, 'my child
is yet alive', she bounds up the mountain side; hight after hight is
scaled and still her eye is on the babe, and neither nprve nor strength
has failed. The eagle glares upon her from above, and a precipice
yawns beneath, but on she goes. She reaches, rescues, folds the babe
to her bosom, and triumphantly bears it ovcr the steeps to safety on the
plain, while masculine nature trem bles, shudders and shrinks from the
task.
All of these facts have a meaning, and convey useful lessons, some of
which we may gather up in the sequel. In her intellectual organization, if you do not find the sternness, firmness and boldness charactcristic of the male, you will find finer sensibilities, a retiring modesty,
quickness of decision and energy of action to compensate for their loss.
And although her intellectual powers were east in a different mould,
she is probably in this department man's equal. 'While she is more
cautious, less combative and destructive, her love to her offspring is
greater, her sympathies are deeper and more easily touched. While
she is more impressive, more readily yiclding to circumstances and easily becoming attached to her home in the city, the country, or the forest; when the depths of her nature are once stirred, and her affections
fairly fixed, no change of time, place or circumstances can change
them; for they are as lasting as time and as deep as the grave, No
fathoming line has ever yet measured the depths of woman's love. It
clings with unyielding pertinacity to its object, whether it be worthy or
unworthy, and finally follows it into the grave. Many have thought
that she was vastly the inferior of man in her abilities to acquire knowledge, while others have vibrated to the other cxtreme and thought her
greatly his superior. The truth probably lies between. The field is
extensive and varied, and while one excels in one department, the other
excels in another. And while these items, and many others that might
be collected, are suggestive and big with meaning, it is wise and good
that they are thus organized unlike intellectually, else we would have but
the one type of mind, and the companionship cnjoyed through contrariety
would be lost. The intcllectual organization of each one is not only
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suited to his or her mission, but it is also adapted to the other and calculated to enhance the happiness of the other.
Before I can intellectually approach the other department of our nature and examine the characteristics of either man or woman relative to
it, it will be necessary to pause and make a few remarks, that my meaning may be fully comprehended. In the first place, I object to the view
that makes man a physical, intellectual and moral being - gives to him
three natures, the physical, intellectual and moral. Man has truly a
physical and an intellectual nature, but it is questioned whether it
should be said of him that he has a moral nature. That we may determine this, and that you may the more clearly see my idea, I ask
what do the words moral and morality mean? Webster answers with
reference to the word moral in his first definition, "relating to the practice, manners or conduct of men as social beings in relation to each
other, and with reference to right or wrong. The word moral is applicable to actions that arc good or evil, virtuous or vicious, and has reference to the law of God as the st!lndard by which their character is to
be determined. The word, however, may be applied to actions which
affect only or pecuniarily and principally a person's own happiness."
With rcference to morality he thus deposes, "The doctrine or system
of moral duties or the duties of men in their social character, ethics.
The practice of the moral duties." Thus we perceive that this classification does not give any new nature, but shows us the result of the
action of the other two. Morality is but an off-shoot of mentality, and
is not itself one of the component parts of man's organization. His
physiology is the foundation of his physical nature. So his mind is the
foundation of his mental- his intellectual naturc, and the action of the
physical and mental, ii<the foundation of his morality. This arrangement degrades man and makes him only an intellectual animal acting
under law. Man is a nobler being than this, and hence the phraseology
is highly exceptionable and deceptive. Hen~e we hear many extolling the
immortal mind, as though it were a real being, and saying that the
mind is the measure of the man. Whereas 1. firmly believe that the
mind is a subordinate part. Is the body only the vehicle for actionthe machinery to bring us in contact with the other world? So the
mind is simply the vehicle for thought -the machinery to bring us in
contact with the inner- the world of reaSOlI. And as I say this of my
body, so do I speak of my mind. There is t.hen a possessor, a being, a
superior, and it is not an action nor the result of one squared by law,
but a living thing represented in English by the pronoun I, and we
shall here call it a Spirit - an offshoot not from mentality, but from
Deity, stamped with immortality. While the mind is either weak or
strong, this spirit is either good or bad. Man is essentially a spirit,
and upon this foundation he has a spiritual nature; and here you find
the real man - that which exalts and dignifies. He is an animal, but
he is more than this, he is a spirit embodied and endowed with a mental
apparatus. The body may die, and still he is a man-a man separated
from his body. His mind may be deranged, and still he is a man-a
crazy man. The spirit survives- the very essence, the living being
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which sees, feels and hears through the body, and thinks, reasons and
concludes through the mind; which decides upon a course of action
for the body and a train of thought for the mind, and thus becomes
~ither a good or a bad spirit. So far as morality is concerned, then,
woman will be different from man, growing out of the discrepancies between her body and mind and those of man. But so far as the Spir1't
is concerned, we can have no conception of either male or female. If
the idea of sex can be applied to spirits it is beyond our conception.
True, in the plan of human redemption when n~an is addressed, God,
Christ and the Holy Spirit are always represented as male, and this is
probably accommodated to man. But the idea of female as connected
with spirits is no where found in the Bible or reason. So far, then,
as our spiritual nature is concerned, I shall attempt to draw no line of
distinction between man and woman. But in the spiritual economy
of Jesus Christ she sustains a very different relation from that sustained
by man.
We shall now, however, defer our remarks on this point, as they will
more appropriately come under another head. She occupies a position
in human society that it will be well for us to notice, as also suggestive
of her mission. She stands at the sources of physical life and the
fountains of human happiness. The fragile, impressible body of the
babe is almost solely in her hands for many years. She wills that the
child shall have a contracted chest and small vital organs, and the corset or tight dress is applied and the end attained. She wills that it
shall have an insect waist and distorted parts; she uses the well-known
means and the result follows. At will she compresses the foot and arm,
the head is flattened or otherwise warped. She wishes to see the child
delicate and tidy; she keeps it within doors and feeds it on delicacies,
and pretty, nice, colored candies, until she rots its teeth, ruins its stomach
and enfeebles its whole organization. She not unfrequently calls upon
science to assist her in the execution of her diabolical plans. She is fully
aware of the fact that animals are consumers, and that the individuals
of the vegetable kingdom are the sole producers. She knows full well
that they use simple elements, but always compound them greatly,
never giving any isolated element for food even to the adder. Still she
will freely change the organization which she can not create, uselessly
spend her time and ruin the health of the race. The blood of millions
is even now crying from premature graves all over the world. God in
nature knows how to make food for man. In the rich dishes that
crowd our tables too many strong elements are combined and their associated brans rejected. In the long list of jellies an approach at isolation is sought. The acid of the lemon, apple or berry is wholesome if
left with its associated elements; extracted and concentrated it becomes
a deadly poison. The same is true of many other elements which are
perfectly harmless and wholesomein their organic state. We stop not to
speak of the thousand condiments and stimulants which breed dyspepsia and enervate the system. But we say again, Woman, you are at the
source of human life. You not only form and mould the frame, but
,you feed the race, and you have specimens of your exquisite skill hang-
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ing out at almost every door. As we say to the rum·seller when the
drunkard struggles in delirium tremens, brought on by the use of the
unnatural element which he vends, Loole at your victim; so we say to
you, woman, when we sec the trembling nerve, the wan countenance,
the ruined organs and unseemly body, made by your unnatural treatment, and the use of your palatable but unnatuml and unwholesome
viands, Look at yow' victim and 1·c,form. In vain may the physiologist prate with regard to unwholesome diets and improper customs,
while this fountain is continually pouring its muddy waters in our
pathway. With an appetite culttwed and perverted from infancy, and
the tempting delicacy continually before it, men and women will eat
and drionle. Yes, when perve?·ted appetite from another angle takes
hold on them they will even eat the most loathsome of narcotic poisons,
and throw their nattseating breath 'into YOU?'very face j how, then, can
we blame them if they eat nice things prepared and handed to them by
woman's hand.f? Women must be made to feel that they are radieally at fault, and they must pass some stringent prohibitory laws, and
manufacture some public opinion to aid them, and then a reform may
be easily worked. Again: In the intellectual department, woman
stands at the fountain; by her the intellectual apparatus first receives
the vivifying spark; by her it is fed and nourished for a season.
Allow me here, however, freely to state that woman is debarred fJ;om
occupying her true position. She should feed the infantile mind, and
her delicate hand should train the tender scion. Physiologically, intellectually and spiritually she is fitted for that sphere. I will only stop
here to state that the young at least should enjoy a thorough training
given by tne female. In reference to the spiritual organization she
sustains a peculiarly interesting position. Here she in reality lays hold
of humanity itself, she makes the spirit either a good or a bad one, she
makes it lie or speak the truth. Here she comes in contact with responsibility as heavy as the universe and as lasting as eternity. Here
she begins to sketch the outlines of a character which is to determine
the everlasting weal or woe of her undying offspring. The greatest
empire earth ever saw never has been able to check and successfully
fetter the unhallowed spirits of its realm. They have grown to mighty
rivers, fearful avalanches. But woman stands at the little rivulet, the
first feeble slide, where she can dam it with her hand or change its
channel at will. God has not placed her in the sluices of nature where
strength and resolution are needed to contend for reform. But he has
placed her where no masculine effort is needed-where
reform is simple, easily and naturally e"/l'ected. "God moves in a mysterious way his
wonders to perform." When the earth is barren and all nature mourns
the loss of her foliage, God does not, at one almighty effort, pour a deluge of vegetation upon the world. But every where, all over the earth,
minute changes begin to make such small deposits that no eye can detect the process, but shortly each plant has grown up silently and unobserved, and the earth is carpeted from centre to circumference, and
millions on millions of tons have becn deposited.
The depths of Ocean's waves are to be disturbed. The Leviathan
0
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is not harnessed nor the powerful arm of internal forces summoned.
But the coral insect lives, dies and makes almost an infinitely small deposit; his neighbor does the same, and soon a coral reef-an
islandrises to view. A world is to be formcd, and ages circle away while
minute depositions swell the growing ball.
Strata after strata form,
and eventually the work is done.
God is not only great and good, but
he is unique, and makes his works to harmonize.
He builds up his
intellectual world and organizes his spiritual empire upon a plan analogous to this.
Then, woman, you are not the leviathan struggling for
dominion.
But you are the coral insect, situated upon the reefs of
humanity, making daily your depositions, that will eventually overrun
the world and either crush or save it. But I sec yonder the delineations of a spiritual world, a fall, and a plan for redemption, drawn out
on the canvas of time, painted by innumerable
hands, and intended
for the gallery of the universe.
Where here does woman stand?
Let
your eye run leisurely from the first of Genesis to the amen of Revelation, and answer me, Where does woman stand?
In Paradise she
stood by the side of her Adam, a companion - an equal _ a help meet
for him.
Iu the fall she stood by the Devil, deceived, entrapped,
ruined.
Her impressive organization, made to fold into the rugged recesses of Adam's manly nature, is attacked, overpowered and prostrated
in the dust.
Here again she stands at the fountain.
She leads the
way in crime, and curses the race in all coming time.
Adam's sturdy
nature is not first attacked, but a small deposition is made by woman,
and he is eventually overcome.
And who can look at the scheme for
redemption and fail to appreciate the position of Woman. Hear God
say, 'the seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent's head', and hear
in it an oracle that should find a place in every man's organization.
Man is not and could not be the father of the gracious offspring.
Humanity and divinity must be united.
A being must be born who is
purely divine and perfectly human.
Man can not ascend to heaven,
enter the circle of Deity and become the father of a Redeemer for humanity.
Besides, the Holy Spirit has always represented God by masculine pronouns, hence God must be the Father and woman the mother
of the wonderful progeny. Here again, then, let me say, woman stands
at the fountain.
If her impressible nature was alone adapted to meet
Satan and bring forth evil, so she alone can meet God and bring forth a
Redeemer.
She was not made an apostle nor an evangelist, but she is
the mother of the apostles' Lord.
While man is commanded to go
preach to the nations, woman is commanded to be a keeper at home.
She is not only to be chaste, good, obedient to her own husband, but she
is also to bear children, show hospitality, guide the house, teach the
younger women their daties, relieve the affiicted, and follow every good
work.
And as her young Timothy is still with her, she must teach to
him the living oracles.
This seems to be the position assigned her by
our Heavenly Father in the church of Jesus Christ.
And now, in view
of all these things, what is her mission?
'We ask not now what was her
mission in the pristine state, nor under the patriarchal or Jewish institutioI\s, but what is now her mission.
I do not think that her organiza-
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tion or the expressed will of God requires her to enter the list of combatants on the battle-field.
Besides, this is not the place where we have
found her exerting her influence.
Her position, wherever it is clearly
pointed out, either by nature or revelation, together with her organization, says that she must operate at the sources, the fountains-she
must operate singly and scattered all over the earth.
War is not of
nature.
It is not the silent rivulet, but the swelling, angry river,
throwing up mire and dirt, spreading devastation and destruction far
and wide. These criteria do not require her to engage in .rough, heavy
manual labor, neither do they require her to refrain from healthful exercise and profitable employment.
Any thing in this department which
will take her away from the nursery or require her to violate the organic laws of her nature, or the instructions gi ven in llevelation, should
not be engaged in by her.
In this department she has intrusted to her
an immortal scion, a helpless babe; and while she is doing any thing
which is calculated to develop its organization, give it st.rength, elasticity and longevity, she is acting perfectly ia her sphere.
And this
brings with it a train of-obligations and duties too lengthy to present.
But in any thing that does not conflict with these duties she can consistently and profitably engage.
Her mission here is not to incline the
twig, but to cause it to grow erect (alas, too many incline it), and develop it proportionally.
Giving this, as a specimen of the arduous and
incessant toil which she is to perform in the physiolQgieal field, we pass
to the intelicetual.
And here we may join issue with some of the advocates of the so-called •.woman's rights'.
The criteria which we have
already noted do not place her in the arena of political contention or
call on her to bear the burdens of state.
For in the first place either
of these would take her from the nursery, where she wields an influence
not to be measured, where she is more needed and more naturally filling a higher sphere.
This violates the law of God, and is contrary to
almost all of the facts which we have noticed. Secondly, they take her
from her true position at the fountain-head, as indicated by her whole
organization, and place her lin the intellectual battle-field.
And when
she assumes the reins of state sue not only leaves the family and violates
her nature, but she also oversteps the bounds assigned her by God
when he had a nation on earth.
The sacred historiau gives us no account of queens or female judges, except in some isolated cases, so that
God has invariably chosen man to fill these places.
He is therefore
best fitted for thcm, and should occupy them.
I am fully· aware that
woman should have a place in government, and that her moulding influence should be there.
And wherever you find the nursery of the
nation and the sources of its happiness, there we will place woman and
call upon •.her to impart that vigor which will nourish, strengthen and
perpetuate
it. The question now pending is, Where is the nursery of
the nation, and the sources of its strength, happiness and perpetuity?
We answer that the nation is but a componnd part of the world, and
that it is made up of a part of the same trees· of which the world is
composed j therefore they have the same nursery.
But the nursery of
the world or humanity is admitted to be the family j therefore the family
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is the nursery of the nation. A nation's happiness, prosperity and perpetuity will depend upon the culture recei ved in the family, the common
school, the academy, the college and the church, and the virtue or vice
growing out of said culture. Therefore, to reform, bless and perpetuate a government, here is the field to cultivate, and here we place woman
and say to her, Take away the source of crime, and freely instill the
principles of virtue, piety and true devotion, and you will be acting in
your sphere and blessing the race. Here her mission sends her, and
here she has rights of which she has long been debarred, but which are
being restored to her probably as fast as is prudent. Her beardless face,
delicate organization and smaller vital organs tell her that she should
not too freely face the storm, but be content to labor where she can be
protected. The work of the schoolroom, especially that for the young,
requires confinement which frequently enervates and breaks down masculine nature. For this field woman is eminently fitted. Again: her
patience, mild, soothing voice and winning nature qualify her for this
station. Here, moreover, is the intellectual nursery for the world.
Here is where the tree of greatness, planted in·the family, is nourished
and cultivated. Woman's mission calls upon her also to stand neal' the
sources' of spiritual development and religious enjoyment. In the family
her altar should be erected. In the Sunday school her £eat should be
filled. In the church her influence should be felt, in instruction imparted, difficulties settled and good feeling restored. But, lest I weary
you with too much generalization, I will here pause and ask, What are
your mission and duty, young ladies who have just finished the collegiate course and are now entering 'the scene of real life? I could
wish that I had an hour to dwell on this last, more pleasing and practicable theme. Permit me first to congratulate you that you have
gained the point where you are rightfully declared worthy of graduation. And while I thus congratulate you, I know that your good sense
and your knowledge of the vast field opened up befort you will not permit you to think your education completed. You have just now arrived ~t the point where you can begin successfully to study. You are
fully aware, moreover, that the field is too large for you even to glance
at it all, much less cultivate it. It will be prudent, therefore, to make
selections, and in making your selections you will, of course, to some
extent at least, study your tastes. But should I point out a field which
I consider easy of cultivation and yielding abundant fruit i.n happiness, "
I would say study history, sacred and profane, and the natural sciences.
These will give you a cumulative fund of knowledgc, and an unending
source of happiness. You principally here come in contact with the
works of God, and they are infinite, unique and beautiful. But while
you are breathing the exhilarating gas of the skies, slaking your thirst
with crystal waters, and feeding upon ambrosial food, you owe duties
to your fellows and your Maker. God has conferred many blessings
upon you which the masses have uever enjoyed. You have been high)y
favored above what is common to humanity, and you arc under cor·
respondingly heavy l'esponsibilities. Your down-trodden race, especially
your sex bleeding at every pore, calls upon you for aid. The still voice
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from the premature graves of millions of your sex is pleading with you
for aid, in rescuing their daughters from vice and misery. God speaks
from heaven and calls upon you to live for humanity and for him.
L@okdown the streets and avenues of our cities, and the highways and
hedges of the country, and see if there are no pitiful forms worthy your
sympathy. Look into the fashionable halls of fictitious life, and see if
none of your sistcrs are worthy your commiseration. Ah, see that
unlettered mother caged in a hovel, shut out from all sources of knowledge, and settled down in intelh;,ctual darkness; intrusted with one of
the brightest jewels of the galaxy of heaven, and resting under responsibilityas heavy-as the universe. How shall she -protect, expand and
perfect that complicated organization of which she is wholly ignorant.
But the health, happiness and life of her child depend upon her action.
Oh, shall the innocent, helpless babe have its beautifully-symmetrical
body maimed and distorted, and it sent into the world an invalid, to
hobble through the world on crutches. The answer comes with a sigh,
thc mother (poor creature) will do the best she can, and the child is
left to its fate. Look upon her and answer me, Does she merit your
sympathy, and need a few rays of that light which Providence has been
so bountifully pouring on you? But she has grasped the brush sur.
charged wiUt indelible ink, and she is at random sketching the outUnes
of a character adCIdaubing the pure tablets of its undying spirit. Shall
it thus ,b(j blurred and ruined to all eternity? The answer comes, She
is doing the best she knows. Now look again and answer me, Does she
merit your aid? Once more, yonder is a young woman who has fortunately escaped with a good constitution, but grown up ignorant and
rude, and she is actually crushing her vitals and ruining her health
that she lllay look like that fictitious thing called a fashionable lady.
Go to her and for me tell her that the natural form is the best, and
that God knew how to make a woman j and that she need not trouble
herself thus. 'l'ell her for me that these deformed, insect-waisted fash.
ionable ladies, too frequently remodeled at our boarding-schools, and
formed to suit a degenerate custom and perverted taste, are a libel on
the sex and should no be imitated. But, young ladies, my heart
sickens at the sight when I see ignorance like a sable mantle of death
covering almost all of our _noble race, breeding every species of crime
and loathsome disease, and I turn from the scene,. but entreat you, as
you wend your way tlirodgh life, occasionall:}'to stop and pour a little
balm into t.he gapino wopnds of prostrated humanity. Go with me now
among the enlightened, the dU9a..t.ei'l,he refined, and teH me if there
is any work for the philanthropist there. Here we too frequently find
life a fevered dream, and fairies and phantoms tlie actors. The minds
have been cultivated, but the spirits have almost died of starvation.
Hypocrisy is in almost every word, and deceit in almost every look.
Lies are upon their tongues and misery in their hearts. The young
lady sings like a nightingale, when trouble, like a canker, is ct)Usuming
her vitals. Like the silly moth, fluttering around -the candle until it
burns its wings and dies, so she flies around, a giddy show, until she
loses all and sinks into the grave of the condemned. They have failed
34
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to receive the religious element, so essential to their true development. They have become monsters, and sported among the phantoms of
fictitious life until they have been wrecked upon the shoals of infidelity,
or sunk stranded amid the horrors of eterual death. Go, then, young
ladies, and teach your fellows to cultivate their entire nature and act
naturally. Tell them that life is a reality, and that they should redeem
their precious time instead of burning it. Rouse up the masses to the
importance of a good education. Instill, wherever you go, the true principles of science and christianity. Foster common schools, and use
your influence to rid them of their evils. Rouse up public opinion so
that well-qualified moral teachers will be employed. Speak a good word
for your Alma Mater and kindred institutions, wherever you see one
instilling proper principles and beilefitiJ;lgsociety. Let your influence,
whether you are in the family, the school-room, or wherever you may be,
all be cast for Jesus Christ and christianity. Let my last word be, cultivate your spirits according to the instructions given in the living
oracles, that you may inherit eternal life in a mansion at God's right
hand. And now, resigning the responsibility under which we, as your
teachers, have rested-resigning
you to God, and praying for your usefulness and prosperity through a long life, and "bliss hereafter, for the
Faculty, I bid you an affectionate farewell.

"ONE

HEART

AND

ONE

SOUL."

WE traveled life together,
My brother, you and I,
And there was not another
'Mid :tIl the passers-by.
'I.'here was for you and me
A fellowship of thought,
'1.'0which, as common treasure,
We all our gath'rings brought.
Whatever tale was acted,
In the busy haunts of men,
Was kept and pondered over,
'1.'0tell to each again;
Whatever glowing fancy
Our meditations bare,
Was shorn of half its ecstacy
In any other ear.
'I.'hus we traveled life together,
'I.'he tie could not be nearer,
We were each the other's image
And each the other's mirror;
We bent our gaze from out the night
'I.'hat threw its shadows o'er us,
Our eyes were fixed upon the light
'I.'h' approaching future bore us,-
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Till you came where day had risen,
Then you vanished into light,
Left me lonely in my prison,
A captive to the night:
You went before to morning,That light-a
bursting budHath bloomed into the vast
Infinity of God.
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STERLING.

DUTY OF ASSEMBLAG].

" LET us holel fast the profession of our faith without wavering (for he is
faithful that promised); and let us consider one another, to provoke unto
love and good works: not forsaking the assembling of ourselves together,
as the manner of some is; but exhorting one another: and so much the
more as ye see the day I1pprol1ching."-Heb.
x: 23-25.

If the verbiage and punctuation of this passage are a cOrrect rendering
of the mind of the Spirit, as, in the absence of any denial, is to be presumed, the christian duty of assemblage is found linked with matters
of the first importance to tbe believer. Let us learn therefrom something of the magnitude of this exhortation itself.
1. "Let us hold fast the profession of our faith." It is not enough,
then, that we have once' witnessed a good profession'. Our profession,
or confession, of the name of Christ must be held fast, i. e., continued.
It were not enough to set up the beacon-light in a light-house fora few
moments of the first watch of the night. Its only utility ·is in its shinning steadily through the live-long night. So christians are to (shine
as lights in the world'. The first act of public obedience to Christ is
the lighting of the lamp; the holding fast of our profession without
wavering is the keeping of that lamp trimmed and burning. But, as
ourselves rcpresenting lamps, 'Ye need aid from without that our light
be kept from flickering and wavering. Hence the additional exhortation,
'
2. "And let us consider one another, to provoke unto love and good
works." When men begin to say, (see how these christians love one
another', the light has certainly commenced to shine. ((By this
shall all men know that ye are my disciples, when ye have love one to
another." But it is not merely d'esigned that men shall be led by our
mutual love to confess that we are christians, Ordisciples of Christ. He
prayed that his followers might be thus united in love, for the express
reason that thereby the world migbt be induced to believe on and confess Mm. To effect this, howcver, love must be attended by (good
works '. Jesus not only loved his Fatber, but the world. He not only
wrought the will of God, but 'good will to man'; for he went about
doing good. So we must not only love God, and Christ, and one another,
but our fellow men, and show this by doing good unto all as we bave
opportunity, especially to tbe household of faith.
Now if all this, and much more unsaid, be wrapped up in these two ex-
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hortations, can that which stands in immediate connection be of light
import, think you? Rather shall we find in the following clause that by
which, Q)1icfly,what precedes is to be made available. How stands the
case? Simply thus: To hold fast our profession, continued love and
good works are indispensable. That these may abound, fraternal aid
.and elllulation are requisite. But that we lllay thus 'proyoke one
another', as the quaint old phrase has it, we I:\lust 'consider one another'.
But how shall we have any adequate opportunity of so considering one another as to be thus constantly stirred up to the performance
of christian duty? That which is, emphatically, the means, is immediately given in the virtual exhortation,
3. ".Not fOl'salcing the assembling of ourselves together, as the manner of some is."
Observe, Paul does not say, in direct precept or entreaty - meet together. Oh, no. He takes that for granted. He presumes fully upon
their actually having the custom of assemblage. But -' do n't forsal~e
it' - this is his idea. Nat quite, either; for in the phrase 'not forsaking', there is a sort of continuous meaning or force, which seems lost
upon the ear when changed to 'forsake not'. As though the A postle
would not think, for a moment, of a brother's entire abandonment of the
meetings of the saints, but would characterize any and all voluntary
and needless absences as forsaJdngs, in a measure, of Christ and his
gathered company. Let the heart answer, if this interpretation has
not, alas, too much of reality in it. Perchance, had Paul been able to
stop with the exhortation itself, he might not have used that hard word,
'fol'saldng'.
But a due regard to facts and their mournful meaning
compelled him to add-' as the manner of some is'. How natural,
when we miss brethren from their places in the christian assemblage,
and can think of no good reason for it, to feel as though they had, for
the time at least, forsaken us. In view of the foreseen, painful truth,
that, in all after ages, 'the manner of some' would still be to stay away
without cause from the gatherings of the faithful, and in view, too, of
all the dampening, chilling effects thereof upon the company slighted,
the Holy Spirit placed on ineffaceable record that word, around which
gather our saddest visions of slighted affections and wasted hopes, of
riven ties and utter sinking of the heart-the
bitter, bitter word
-' forsaken'.
"But exhorting one another", adds the Apostle, in immediate antithesis. Ay, and exhortation it is, which nothing else can replace, to
see our brother's face, with devotion to Jesus and saints beaming therefrom, to hear his voice swelling the high praise of God among the sons
of Zion, behold him bowed in prayer with them, and see him professing Christ anew by showing forth before men that sacrificial death
which is the poor sinner's only life,-these compose an exhortation to
our hearts, the place of which no eloquence from the pulpit, nor thronging stranger crowd hanging upon it, can supply. Of all the meetings of
the saints, that in which we do, most formally, and by specific ordinance,
publicly and unitedly confess Christ is the one most dangerous to forsake. Other absences seem not so direct a letting-slip of our profession.
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Yet there arc other meet.ing8 the neglect of which may, if long indulged,
prove fatal.
The mcet,ing for prayer and conference seems, indeed,
most intimately allied with our being provoked to love and gOQ,dworks.
And again, the Bible-class secures, so much beyond any other meeting,
the instruction uf the Lord's disciples or learners, that a sufficient plea
for absence from that would be hard enough, under all ordinary cireumstances, to (rame.
Some of these assemblages may seem most
pressingly needed by one, others by another.
Thus much is certain:
noue of us can afford to miss any of them.
If we do, it is simply a
loss, a misfortune;
though if it be not the result of a fault" the Providence which keeps us from our brethren may supply our place to them
and theirs to us. Alas for the professor who admits a habit of missing
some of the meet.ings of the .saints, until he fancies he can afford to miss
them!
It is peculiarly note-worthy, that this scripture, concerning assemblag-e and 11 steadfast persistence therein, is set, as it were, between life
and death.
Immediately preceding it is named, as dependent upon it.
the maintenance of our profession, love and good works; while directly
after it, and associat.ed by the logical connective' for', the apostle proceeds to speak of our' sinning willfully', etc. The terrors of the Lord
seem to be held up as a special remonstrance against that 'forsaking'
which so easily leads to', if it does not itself constitute, a forsaking of
him who h s said, "If thou seek him, he will be found of thee, but if
thou forsake him, he will cast thee off for ever."
Knowledge is the
measure of guilt, since it is of responsibility.
Were it not so, the facts
of non-at.tendanee at the house of prayer so often seen would be utterly
disheartening.
If men and women saw and appreciated t.his duty as
becometh saints, many a vacant pew would be simply a record of that
willful sin for which there relJ1aineth no more sacrifice.
May God,
who once winked at times of ignorance, yet have mercy upon them, if
it be possible. Yet who, in this land of Bibles and education, will dare
go to his God and plead the name of Ignorance as his savior? If those
early Hebrew brethren, scattered abroad and persecuted, and with so
little opportunity of meeting without risk of their assemblage being
broken up with violence and blood, might not presume to intermit their
meetings, what shall our seats, so often empty, testify of us ?
1. N. C.

REMARK

OJ<' JOHN

NEWTON.

REV. JOliN NEWTON one day mentioned at his table the death of a
lady.
A young woman who sat opposite-immediately
said, "0, sir,
how did she die?"
The venerable man replied, "There is a more
important question than that, my dear, which you should have asked
first.
"Sir," said she, "what question can be more important than
'How
did she die?'"
"How did she live?"
was Mr. Newton's
answer.
Cye. Mor. and Rei. Anee.
.
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, DOCTRINE

OF THE

HOLY

SPIRIT.-NUMBER

IV.

WE next proceed to examine the theory most directly opposed to these
conclusions to which we have been forced by the whole body of revealed truth, so far as it is concerned with this subject.
As was to be
expected, this theory is based upon a philosophy of the mind very different frol1l that which we have been advocat,ing
Here we find again
exemplified the truth that philosophical views furnish the guiding laws
for Scripture interpretation.
Learn the doctrine of mind of an age or
school, and you learn the leading principles of its theology.
If it is
narrow and sensualistic, wc will inevitably have a warped and soulless
rcligion.
The philosophy of Locke furnis~es the basis for that explanation of the operation of the Spirit which we arc about to oppose.
It
asscrts that all our ideas comc through sensation and reflection j that
t.he mind obtains knowledge only by the impressions made by outward objects, acting through the senses; or, to use its favorite illustration, that the mind is as a blank sheet of paper, upon which all our
ideas aI'" written by the outer world, through the mediation of sensation.
It thus denies intuition or immediate suggestion as a means of
att,aining knowledge.
In strict accordance with this doctrine, the theory of spiritual iufluences founded upon it maintains that all the influence of the Spirit is exerted by the truths conveyed through the words
of Scripture j that these words were spoken by the Spirit, and these
only, and therefore its' influence is restricted to the ideas which thus
reach the mind.
Or, as stated negatively, it denies that there is any
abstract and immediate influence upon the soul.
The question first to be decided by the reader-if
it 11asnot already
been-is,
Which is the true philosophy?
'l'his question we canvassed
at the outset, because we knew that it would continually recur.
Let
us here add one more thought in favor of that analysis of the mind
upon which these papers are based.
There is a peculiar difference in
the respective grounds of these two systems.
One is purely human
and based upon the lowest exam pIes of the human spirit: Locke and
his disciples constantly refer to peasants, blind and deaf people, savages and idiots.
The spiritual philosophy, on the contrary, finds its
foundation in the highest, most perfect, developments of the soul j in
the testimony of the wise men of all ages j and, above all, in the remarkable !lleutal phenomena of the Bible.
Joyfully and confiderltly
do we assert that our philosophy is strictly deducible from Bible facts.
But. does some one, as is the shallow custom in these days, maintain
that these facts are special, and that we are not warranted in thus using
them?
It devolves upon those who make this objection to prove that
under inspiration the elements of the mind were passive or altered, instead of being developed.
'Ve think we have already successfully
shown that the soul maintained its integrity under the extraordinary
influences of the Spirit in the cases given in the Bible; that the common elements of the spirit are there exhibited in an uncommon devel.opment, caused by the extraordinary stimulants God threw around the
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subjects of this spiritual elevation.
Among the first utterances of the
race, we hear Elihu saying, "I am youog and yc arc very old j wherefore I was afraid, and durst not show you my opinion.
I said, Days
should speak, and multitude of years should teach wisdom.
B1tt the1'e
is a Spi1'it in man, and the 'inspi1'ation of the Almighty
y'iveth them
understand ing.
Great men are not always wise j lIeither do the aged
undetstllnd judgmeot."
(Job xxxii: 6-9.) It is here asserted, in the
most general manner, that we do not depend alone on experience for
our kLlowledge.
Multiplied facts of inspiration continually occur after
this, dvwlJ to the i:J1plant,ation of Christianity, giving, in their higher
manifestation, unmistakable
evidence of the human and divine in the
spirit of man.
These phenomena arc invaluable, then, as furnishing
a sure 'philosophic basis.
In natural science we do not rely upou obscure and uncertain facts, but seek the most distinct and prominent.
So, to aid in the e~tabli13hment of sound mental and religious science,
the Bible gives us the boldest exallJples of the full development.of
the
human mind.
In making our inductions from these facts, oUl' conclusion, in its essential principles, will be applicable to all minds; remembering to make allowance for differences in the degree of the unfolding
of these elements, but making none in the /dnd of these constituents of
the soul. To attain the elevation of the primitive church, we should require the same extraordinary
surroundings to arouse the spirit froDl its
earthly lethargy.
These we can not expect till Christ coines again j but
he has left us his word as the most powerful means to the end, and for
this we should use it, and not falsely exalt it into the end itself.
Philosophically,
then, the Bible snpports ·us. "Ve next turn to an
examination of the Scripture grounds claimed for the' word alone' theory. Such passages as the following arc the proof-texts of its advocates:
" The word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper than aljY twoedged sword, piercing even tc the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,
and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and
intents of the heart."
"Of his own will begat he us with the word of
truth, that we should be a kind of first fruits of his creat,ures."
"Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible,
by t,he
word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever."
In basing a theory upon these texts the errol' is cODlmitted of not
viewing them in the light of principles developed in the historical
Scriptures.
This violation of the relations of truth must ever result
from mere textuary arguments.
Doctrinal texts can not settle controversies in religion, because they can only be rightly interpreted
themselves by the facts out of which they arise and upon which they are
founded.
We must first clearly discern underlying
principles or laws,
from their individual manifestations in facts j then scattered texts fall
harmonionsly
into their appropriate places.
The false use maqe of
texts alluding to the value of the word may be b~st exposed by again
placing ourselves among those to whom they were first addressed and
learning how they would interpret them.
Let us return to the Bible
indeed and in truth, and not in empty pretense.
Let us sit among its
vivid manifestations of the divine life, and by them. interpret its ora-
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c1es. The first christians all received' the Spirit in such fullness as
that they were enabled to give the outward evidence of its possession
contained in its various miraculous effects.
This general diffusion of
the Spirit we have established in the number before this; established
that the natural powers of these men were energized by direct impartation of the Divine Spirit.
To persons in whose souls these fountains
of living waters were welling up the words above quoted, extolling the
Scriptures, were addressed.
How did they understand them?
Could
they say that these expressions tol<.l how the Spirit operated, and that
only as they received the ideas of the Apostles' writings, reflecting upon them with their own unassisted understandings,
did they receive the
Spirit?
Would not their inward experience have told them that this
was a mockery, and a God-dishonoring
conclusion?
They could understand these words in bnt one way: that the word of God was' quick
and powerful', the' incorruptible seed', and the' word of truth', when
in its proper relation to the quickening Spirit.
This was their experience, then the most luwinous commentary possible:
They felt that
their spiritual natures were greatly strengthened;
that spiritual discernment had been given ~them, and that ail their susceptibilities
for
truth were wonderfully aroused.
To this internal change they must
refer to account for the new and important light in which they now
saw God's word.
They had the' anointing of the Holy One', the
, Spirit bearing witness with their spirits', and, therefore, were quick
to recognize and live by every word proceeding out of the mouth of
God.
It is called the' yuickening
Spirit', in that it gives the lifeprinciple to the seed of truth; in that it is the efficient cause, giving
life to the spiritual child, whereby he is born into the family of God.
Then it is called the' Comforter', the 'seal',
the 'earnest',
and the
'anointing',
in that it comes now as an abiding presence in the purified soul. David said, "Quicken
me by thy word."
But could he
have meant that the words spoken to him by God, when meditated upon, became that life in his soul whieh enabled him to sing the coming
bonors of his Christ.?
Little less absurd are the claims of the theory
we are opposing.
In brief, the word is an ~tlect of the Spirit; disjoined
from its cause there is no vitality in it-"Ye
bave not my words because ye are not of God; "- but when the relation of cause and effect
is established in the soul of the believer, the word is truth to him, and
the Sph-it of Truth ha,s led him into the tr1tth. "As by light we see
the light, so God can only be known by his self-impartation
to us."
Thus the first christians must have understood the words addressed to
them: dare we understand them otherwise?
Again: this theory confounds condil1'on with'tause,
i. e., the word,
which is the condition upon .which spiritual influences corne into the
soul, it makes the cause of those influences; a position which only he
Spirit can occupy. The necessary preparation of the mind it makes the
end. Tbis fatal confusion is made evident by referring to examples of
inspiration.
Did Moses claim that his education at the court of
Pharaoh was the sole cause of his legislativo wisdom?
It was certainly
a necessary condition of his after inspiration, or God would not thul1
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have prepared 11im. 'Vas Daniel's long residence in the Babylonish capital, and his consequent acquaintance with the then existing universal
monarchy tbat which directly enabled him to prophesy of future kingdoms? Did Christ's careful training of the first disciples give them the
Spirit? They had all the external means to which the class of theorists
we are examining would confine the converting and sanctifying power of
the Spirit. And they had these means with a potent freshness that we
can but feebly approach. They 'saw the daily example of Christ for three
years j heard words from his own divine lips, and stood in startling
proximity to his miracles j yet at his arrest they all forsook him and
fled! And why? Because the' Spirit was not yet given' - because
the Comforter had not yet wrought his deep conviction of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment.
Contrast their conduct after the reception
of the Spirit with that before it. There was a change exhibited for
which no influences from without would account. We learn from these
examples that the hearing of the word of" God is the necessary condition to the reception of the Spirit. If this, its true position, is violated, the result will be a spiritless worship and a form of godliness
without thc power.
And again: There is one other consideration which, if the reader
will realize by reflecting upon it, should set this matter at rest. Nothing without us can possess other relation to our <:louIsthan that of
stimulating occasion. Spirit, strictly speaking, is the only cause in the
uni,erse.
Our minds must, be aroused by external means acting upon
them, when they become active causes and produce whatever thoughts
appear in cousciousness. Therefore, if we confine the .influence of the
Spirit to the word, we never can receive it in its essence-our wills are
the authors of the effects which arise in our spirits, and we are emphatically .~eif-righteous. The' word alone' theory, therefore, is not a
theory of the operation of the Spirit of GODat all, simply because it
does not pass beyond the opcration of the spirit of man!
A common objection is, that we derogate from the Bible in ascribing
immediate exertion of power in the soul to the Holy Spirit. We assert
the contrary: that this doctrine exalts the Bible more than any other
and gives it its true efficiency. Paul said, "the letter kiIleth, but the
Spirit maketh alive" j and this is very applicable to the case before us.
There is a Bibliolatry which is wholly immersed in the letter; which
gives rise to a system of interpretation that crushes out the spiritual life
of God's lessons, and destroys the vital religion of the heart. But here,
again, the best answer to this objection is found in the habits of the
inspired men of the Bible. To these the presence of the Holy Spirit,
as an essential and iltImediate energy, can not be denied j and was the
w~rd of God degraded in their eyes and rendered useless in consequence? If the above objection would hold good at all, it certainly
should in the cas of those h'aving measures of the spirit of wisdom
which we can not ope to receive. But, on the contrary, what do we
find to be the truth? Some of the loftiest strains of David's harp
were called forth in praise of God's word: "OJ how I love thy law! it
is my meditation all the day. How sweet are thy words unto my
35
'
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taste! yea, sweeter than honey to my mouth." And in the hundred
and nineteenth psalm, every verse of the one hundrcd and seventy-six
has for its burden the excellency of the commandUlcntRof the I,ord.
Christ and the apostles taught from thc Old Scriptures; and the Savior
tells his disciples, "But the Comforter, which is the Holy Spirit, whom
the Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all things, and
bring all things to your remelllbrancc, whatRoever I have said unto
you." Here the principal office of the Spirit is avowed to be thc
hightening of their intellectual and spiritual powcrs, that they might
recall Christ's words and rcalizc their depth and hidd"n wisdom. Here
the oral teachings of Christ are proclailjled tbe condition of those immediate suggestions of the Spirit which they afterward received. The
words of Paul-"
All Scripture is giycll by inspiration of God, and is
profitable for doctrine, for rcproof, for correction, for instruction in
righteousness: that the man of God iliay be thoroughly fnrnished 1<"l11to
all good works"-were
addressed to Timothy-who,
in addition, is
commended for having known the Holy Scriptures from a child-who,
in the same epistle, is said to ha\'e had the' gift of Gud' within him,
even the' spirit of power, and of love, and of a sound mind'. And
John writes his first letter of exhortation and teaching to those who
have an anointing which teacheth them all things. These examples
plainly demonstt:ate that the man who possesses a child-like trust in the
guidance and illumination of the Spirit of Truth, will be most diligent
and successful in searching the Scriptures, and Illost earnest in proclaiming their truth, not, indeed, with the wisdom of words, but in demonstration of the Spirit and in power.
We now can see how the Lord guards against an ignorant and false
mysticism on the one hand, and a hollow formalism on the othcr; in
thus giving us an outward and an inward standard, which reciprocally
regulate each other. Herein is found the true balance of the human
mind. 1'he christian must be a man of enthusiasm. A divine rapture,
doubtleRs,glowed in Paul when before Festus, calling forth the reproach,
"Paul, thou art, beside thyself; much learniug doth make thee mad."
But with full assurance he could respond, "I speak the words of truth
and soberness." So every genuine lUan, when his soul is stirred in its
secret depths by the conviction of divine truth, will feel that he is not
, mad', but that his intellect is enlightened and strengthened by the
voices of his hcart; he will find, l,ike Paul, that the truth and soundness of his mind are not impaired, but nurtured, by the wellings of his
emotional nature. Praise the Lord for the rich promises of his gospel!
May the. 'spirit of adoption' thrill our souls wi~h the rapturous feeling
?f heavenly sonship !
w. S. R.

DUMB Boy's EXPLANATION.-The following question was put in
writing to a boy in the deaf and dumb. school at Paris: "What is
eternity?"
He wrote as an ~nswer, "It is the life·time of the Almighty."
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IN our concluding article on this topic, we wish now, kind reader, to
consider the effect Of actions, as we hav.e hitherto considered thoughts
and 'lEol·d.••
rVe have first seen that thoughts may be concealed, and thus produce
but little effect except upon the one thinking:
next we have seen that
words become outward indices of the spirit j yet even unholy words do
not bear the same force as unholy actions j actions denote not only that
there have been thoughts in certain directions, but they denote a great
degree of dcliberation and determination j for wben any onc has so long
cherished thoughts upon a given topic as to determine to a.ct,we may
conclude that it is definite, and that it has been well considered.
True,
therc arc rash, hasty acts, but those arc not the marks to characterize
christians;
nor is it true, as a general thing, that the hasty acts determine the character of the man.
On the contrary, christians are most
generally blamed either for their cool, careless neglect of acting at all,
or their almost constant tendency to act in the wrong direction or not
act together.
But the impure or unholy acts are the ones that at present most particularly concern us. And let us, therefore, to the' law and
the testimony'.
But as he wl}ieh hath called you is holy, so be ye holy
in all manner of conversation [action J. (1 Peter i : 15.) This single
passage will answer all our purposes on this point; let us mark
the language: be yc huly as he is holy who called you. And who has
called us?
N one other than God himself j or taking the immediate application to earth, and it is Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
And now
who needs any argnment concerning the Holiness which characterized
every action of his life, or who should wait to be exhorted to imitate
the example of him who has becomc both the author and finisher of our
faith?
And yet no one can be truly a christian who does not at least
strive to be holy, even as he is holy; but such sl1"iving can not even be
made manifest while every man is striving to please himself instead of
Christ -to
serve himself instead of Christ.
Yet both this pleasing
aud serving are made manifest in the actions of life. Nor does it take
some great action-nor
may men wait for some great occasion to display such action as shall speak of holiness.
'l'here is a homely adage
that says, "A straw will tell which way the wind blows", and now it
takcs the little actions of life made up in the aggregate to determine
the nature of that character which presents those actions.
It is, moreover, all in vain to attempt to hide these things from the eye of Omniscience, for even man will scrutinize, determine and decide on the
character of man by just this same summing-up of the small things.
But let us see how unholy actions correspond with the christian profession.Every
Ulan that makes a profession of christianity must, of
necessity, profess' to love Christ.
N ow it is a principle of our nature
that the things we most admire we most imitate.
Hence, if we love
Christ we will strive earnestly to imitate his actions so far as they relate to us, i. e., aside from his miracles.
N ow how strangely incom-
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patible is it that we profess thus to love and admire, and yet the unholy tendency of our action constantly demonstrating that our theory
and practice do not agree. It is entirely useless, therefore, to make a
christian profession and' not practice it. The world is looking on for
our example. It asks for the practical effects of christianity in those
who profess. And shall they look in vain? Will you, my brother,
permit it to be said that your example for holiness can not be seen?
Shall it be said to you in the last great day, "I know you riot"? Think
upon this, we beseech you, and think seriously. Examine your hearts
and lives, thoughts, words and actions, and see if you can entertain the
sweet consciousness that your High Priest bears for you on his forehead that glowing inscription, HOLINESSTO THE LORD.
O.A. B

RELIGIOUS

WANT.

MAN'S wants and God's supply constantly teach the dependence of the
one and the goodness of the other. Man's physical weakness demands
ceaseless care from the heavenly Father. But in nothing is feebleness
more manifest than in his inability to provide for his spiritual nature.
Ancient legislators tried statutory enactment to snpply the cravings of
the spirit, but failed. Philosophers meditated and reasoned in vain to
discover, if possible, some food for the undying yet ever-famishing
spirit in man. The poets soared in their imagination above and afar
in the anxious hope of being able to gratify the spirit-longings of the
race; but they returned disappointed. Thus has man's incompetency
to supply his spiritual wants been demonstrated-by
his failures.
God's mercy is seen in bringing life and immortalit,y to light by the
gospel. Four thousand years of man's history in the world teach us
what were his wants and his owIl,incapacity to snpply them. Eighteen
hundred years have clearly demonstrated the efficiency of the gospel of
Christ to meet the wants of the human soul 10ilging for food to promote
its growth and satisfy its necessities.
.
After a long night of religious darkness, the Lutheran reformation
arose and began the work, of restoring the means of spiritual life again
to the church. Various was the success attending the work. Prominent, however, as a result of this effort was the awakening of thE)human
mind once more to the fact that man has a spiritual nature with numerous wants, and that the means of their supply is in the word of God.
The dilution of the sacred oracles by the introduction of numerous and
diverse human speculations failed to satisfy the cravings of the souls of
many for the bread of heaven. This strange leaven finally became
loathsome to many, and they determined to live by the word of God
separated' from all else. It was said men could not survive as communities or churches on the Bible as the pabulum of the spiritual appetite.
A long and some times bitter contention arose concerning the ali-sufficiency of the inspired Scriptures to sustain a christian community.
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The question no longer admits of any but the most unequal discussion.
But the time and eagerness of the debate have well·nigh carried those
thus employed into a region of forgetfulness of the great matter that the
word of God gives life. Our attention is arrested by the fact that the
word of the Lord is good and wholesome food for the soul from the
great matter of partaking of it that we may live.
Many of the churches of God throughout the country are ready to
die, not because there is incfficicncy in the word of the living God, but
because they do not eat of it. This is a fearful state of things, and
each would do well to examine' himself how far he is responsible; for if
it continue God will doubtless call some to account.
What, then, do we need? is a grave questioll. "Ve need men who
are willing to settle down in the chUl:chesand labor for the rest.oration
,of spiritual life wit.hout.being known beyond the bounds of the congregation whom they feed, if need so order it. Pastors to feed the flock
of God are needed now above all other things. We have the word of
God, and congregations, and chapels, and schools, and colleges, and the
men also, I trust, for the work. These men will have to be sustained,
may be urged as au objection to this suggestion. It will not take much
to sustain them, if they will be satisfied with a support; but if they expect to realize as much as the lawyer, physician, or merchant, they can
not be sustained. If we have not the men who are willing to deny
themselves for the sake of the churcll, then the sooner we pray the
Lord to send us men who will offer themselves, the sooner this want
will be met. Our long plea for the excellency of the food may have
brought some among us who have never yet eaten of the bread of life.
These, of course, have no appetite, and will loathe the apostolic tc'aching to the primitive churches. These, under a spiritual regime, may
soon die. But the fear of losing their names should not deter from an
attempt to save those whose appetite spiritual dyspepsia has not
destroyed.
A very common mode of procedure in the hands of my acquaintance
has been: if a church bccomes cold and almost lifeless, a few in whom
all vitality is not destroyed hold a consultation as to how they are to
get out of this state. The conclusion generally arrived at is to send off
for. some smart preacher to come and hold a protracted meeting with
them. He understands at once that he is expected to bring in a number of converts, and his u~efulness and compensation are often graduated by the number of persons he immerses. If many are brought in,
the church suppose they are in a good condition. But the church can
not live on preaching that is adapted exclusively to aliens. The church
is now in a fever that some times terminates in a fatal congestion. More
generally, however, the fever subsides and chills succeed. In both extremes the church is sick. We need a healthy, uniform condition; and
healthy, uniform, regular diet is necessary to produce it. Without
pastors this can not be secured, and with the best of them many needs
may still be obvious. In the hope of faithful ruen in whom the word
of God dwells richly to take hold of this matter, let us all pray.
DA YTON,

Ohio.

J. M. HENRY.
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LIBERTY.

LIFE is it battle, a conflict, in which all are engaged j and whether we
will be the vanquished depends, with the diville assistance, on ourselves.
For though the direful and deleterious consequences of the
fall have estranged us from the Creator, and deprived us of the right
use of reason, and have given passion tIle ascendency, yet we are not
under an invincible neccssity to sin. Like our great progenitor, in
primeval innoccnce, ere' the taste of that forbidden fruit had brought
death into the world with all our woe', we are free, so far as freedom
goes. We" like him, are plaeed under law j defined' a rule of action
eommanding what is 1'1'ght and prohibiting wh(\t is wrong'.
:J;>awimplies obedience; and as the Creator rig-htfully judged that his creature,
man was incapable of governing himself, he wisely and bElnevolently
gave him la.w. He placed him by his creation under obligation to his
Creator and his fellows j the reasons of this obligation were perceptible
without ratiocination.
The posit£ve precept or law, inhibiting the eating of the fruit of a certain tree, was to test his loyalty to his rightful
sovcreign and should have been scrupulously regarded by so dependent a creature,
This prohibition does not interfere with man's free agency j for he
is always, and ,illlulUtably frce to obey or to disobey.
WhorE' there is
no law there can be no liberty; for law defiues liberty.
For instance,
.Adam might have livcd in J!:den and r!lmbled amo.ng its delicious
bowers and gazed upon its golden fruits without feeling at liberty to
touch any of them, unless he had had liberty.
N cither would he have
had any security of their continued enjoyment, had not a law which
was the tenure of enjoyment, as well as a test of his fealty, been given
him.
It is objected' that the law was trivial and insignificant.
It is
answered, It was not the mere eating of an apple, but the infraction of
the law, and the rebelliou indicated by our first parents, in which the
criminality and heinousness of the offense consisted.
'rhe will of the
Lawgiver in this positive precept should have been regarded.
No
other motive .opcrate£ in positive precepts.
" Positive precepts," says
President Edwards, "are the greatest and most proper trials of obedience, because in them the IlJere. authority and will of the legislator
are the sole ground of the obligation, and nothing in the nature of
things themselves j and, therefore, they are the greatest trial of any person's respect to that authority and will."
J. R. F.

GOODNESS
supported and kept in countenance by fashion, and by
multitudes,
is amiable and praiseworthy j but goodness single and
alone; goodness stemming the torrent, resisting the contagion of example, despising the universal sneer, braving universal opposition, such
goodness. is superior to all praise.
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III.

FE.~L\L}.i PRAYER-)IEEl'INGS.

DEAR SIS'l'lms:
I bave it in llly heart to address you a few words abont
the duty of meet,ing at the bouse of prayer, especially t.be female prayermeeting j not, however, to discuss the propriety of such a meetingthat is not necessary, with tbose who are willing t.o follow the Lord
pcrfectlybut to urge the duty of punctual attendance.
Absences in tbis are as injurious as to the scbolar in school, they
lose all interest and get far bchind their mates j so with the sisters,
they may come once and intend to hold fast, but they allow some trivial
thing to keep them away next time, perhaps, and then it becomes very
hard to take it up again, and they continue to stay away and are not
benefited, but rathcl' made worse, frulli breaking resolutions j whereas,
if they had continued, they would have grown strong, and soon been
able and w'ill'ing to assist iu the general prayer-meeting.
I have been much encouraged, and have no doubt the Lord has been
pleased, with the growing zeal of the sisters of the Reformation, so far
as I have known them, but it is only partial as yet.
I some times fear
it never will be more than partial, for we read, " There are few that be
saved," yet" the Lord is not willing that any should perish, but that all
should corne to repentance" j so we must not relax our efforts in exhorting all to elljoy religion as well as p7'o/ess it. But to return to the
simple matter of giving our influence and presence to the prayer-meeting.
I-low is it that so few sisters can find it convenient to meet to)?;ether at a time appointed for prayer?
Some havc large families, I
know, and their manifold dutics seCll! to occupy their whole time and
strength, and I would say just here that many are making themselves
slaves 'to their families as God does not require.
Some, again, are detained most of the time by ill health, and others fully intend to go, but
something unforeseen and beyond their power prevents them, and their
consciences are not burdened with the neglect.
But where are the majority, whose thousand meaningless excuses are,
'I can not get time', 'I was coming, but I did not get my work done',
or, 'some one came in', or it was' so warm', or (looked like' rain' , I 'did
not know where it was', (thought there would be enough without me',
'was afraid I might be called upon to take a part', 01', like the saddest
excuse I ever heard, 'I've nothing to pray for '. The m03t of these
may seem very plausible to those who make them, yet I doubt wh-ether
there are any of this list but can find time to meet almost any other engagement, and why? Because their hearts are not upon it, and they
make other things bend to it. So it ought to be in reference to the
prayer-meeting;
if the heart is there all these little things can generally be made to bend.
If we will, we perform.
Then our meetings
would not be lean, cold, and formal; our tongues would be loosed, and
we could pray and open our souls to the Lord and to each other, and
talk freely about the Savior, as well as about our friends, the faults of
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our neighbors, and our dresses. Now let us all put away the sin of excuse-making, and say no more, 'I pray thee have me excused', but
come, one and all, old and young, and not stop with the church, but
briug sinners in to hear us pray for them, pray in earnest and e:J:pect
an answer.
Do n't stay away beclluse you may be clllled upon to take
an active part, saying you feel unable.
Your presence is needed, and
will encourage those who do feel free. But, I pray you, get your heart
in a state of willingness, as soon as possible, whether there is any time
or occasion for your formal action or not. If you will but enter into
these things with your whole soul, they will soon lose their dread, and
you will bless the moment when you resolved to 'try'.
J. S. C.

BEREA VElIfENT OF BRO. A. BURNS, OF OHIO.- By a slip from Bro.
we hear the painful intelligence - though
without date or particulars to frame an obituary - of the recent death
of Sister SAltAH BURNS, consort of Eld. Andrew Burns, who has been
long and favorably known as one of the most able and effective evangelists of the northern district of Ohio.
His wife is taken from him in
the prime of life, leaving behind seven children.
She was a noble,
woman and a most zealous christian.
She was a member of the Ash. land congregation, our late charge, wl1ere her funeral was preached by
Eld. Frame.
An immense concourse attended her remains to the grave.
We condole with our dear Brother, from whom God hath taken' the
light of his eyes' - so sOQn, too, after following her father and then his
to the tomb.
Bear thee bravely on, my brother!

J. R. Frame, of Milfordton,

"There's

a morning that dawns on the night of the grave."
1. N. C.

MEEKNESS OF DODD.- It is said of Mr. Dodd, one of the puritan
divines, that a person being enraged at his close and awakening doctrine, raised a quarrel with him, smote him in the face, and dashed out
two of his teeth.
This meek and lowly servant of Christ, without taking the least offense, held the teeth out in his hand, and said, "See here,
yOlJ have knocked out two of my teeth without any just provocation;
but if I could do your soul good, I would give you leave to dash out all
the rest."
Thus he was not overcome of evil, but overcame ~vil with
good.

GOD finds in every man, a will to work upon, but he finds not (but
ml!-j{es) an,}' mall willing to be wrought UpOI.'l.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.

PROCE};DINGS

Illinois,

of the Yea1'ly Meeting of the Christian Cooperation of No,·theastern
held at Batavia, Kane eounty, June 19, 20 and 21, 1857.

The delegates fro~ the different Congregations throughout the district presented their letters, as follows: .
From Batavia-Bros.
Jacob Winne, A. A. Smith, Silas Stebbins, Jos. Clure,
A. McDonald, N. S. Cooper, A. Latheno, Geo. Platts, J. L. Slayton, Dr. I. S.
P. Lord.
F"om Fort Hill-Bros.
G. Waite.

Albert

From Roekford-Bros.
Farley.

L. I. Correll, L. D: Waldo, Goo. Clendennan,

From Antioeh -

From Ohio -J.

J. D. Fox, N. White, jr.,

A. Gilbert,
---

Bro. Myron Emmons.

From Crystal Lake -Bro.
From Chieago and Bryant.

Knox,

Wm. Jackson.

Bros. Dr. Chas. B. Egan, H. H. Honore, D. J. H. Mellinger,
D. Benedict.
RESOLUTIONS:

That the proceedings

of last year's meeting be approved.

That Bro. M. N. Lord act as President of the Cooperation for the ensuing
year, and Bro. J. V. Danniels as Corresponding Secretary.
That Bros. M. N. Lord, L. J. Correll, and Albert Knox, be our Executive
Committee for the coming year.
That our next annual meeting be held at Fort Hill, Lake county, Illinois,
commencing Friday before the third Lord's-day in June, 1858.
That the proceedings of the Cooperation be published in the Christian Sentinel, and the rest of the papers published by our people copy the same, and
our best wishes are theirs.
The resolution

in regard to the raising of funds the same as last year.
M. N. LORD, President.

WM. BRADT,Secretary.

Our meeting was well attended. Bro. J. D. Benedict, from Ohio,
arid Bro. Chas. B. Egan, were our speakers.
.
Three young men made the good confession and were baptized into
Christ.
Brethren and sisters were all comforted and strengthened in their
faith, and we had a good time.
Yours,
M. N. LORD.
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FROM a copy sent us of the 'Proceed1:ngsof the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Convention of Churches of Ch1·istin the State of Ohio',
we make an extract or two:

From reports brought in at this Convention,
been additions by baptism,
Otherwise,......
..
Making an increase

of

it appears

tiere

have
921
441
],362

The immediate results of the labors of the State Mission 'during four years,
are the conversion of more than three thousand souls to the Lord Jesus! the
founding of no fewer than thirty-eight new churches. Add to this the revival
unto new life and hope of twelve where all hope had perished.

Thank God for such tidings! Who shall henceforth presume to
{{uestionthe propriety of State missions?

LITERATURE.

THEODOSIAERNEST, Vol. 2; Or, Ten Days' Travel in Search of the Church.
Nashville, Tenn.: Southwestern Baptist Publishing-House,
Graves, Mark
& Co. New York: Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.. 1857.
This is the second volume of quite a popular work, denominationally speaking, which appears anonymously, but is understood to be an offering from a
Baptist minister of the South to the store of the polemic theological literature
of that denomination.
The volume before us does not prove equal in interest
to the first, but is, nevertheless, a very clever book. It is replete with information on ecclesiastical topics, which, whatever is thought of it~ final application, may be very profitable to the reader.
_ As a fiction, its claims are not large.
The work would have been a better
one to have left out the meagre narrative which is made the thread to
string homilies upon, and taken a simply argumentative,
or at most, dialogue
form. The garb of fiction, however, affords a license of style the writer could
not, probably, very WillI dispense with.
His hero's love of party manifestly
dilutes, considerably, his love of truth.
His determination to make out a case
tends to cast doubt on really valid positions.
For instance, in contending for
congregational independency, a very tenable ground, he goes to the extreme
of contending that the word' church' has no other scriptural meaning than a
local, individual congregation.
And to explain away certain scriptures conflicting with such a statement, he piles Pelion upon Ossa in the way ofillustra-
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tion, as though forgetful that illustrations,
though given ad nauseam, prove
nothing. In identifying the true church, numerous' marks' are cited which are
clearly incidental, and not essential attributes;
and evidently set down as
tests for the sheer purpose of ruling out certain religious. bodies.
Think, for
a moment, of such a test as this':
"No apostate church can be a true church
of Christ."
A rule which would shut out those obeying the call to apostatize
from Baby Ion herself!
Or this:
"It [, a local organization',
mark] began
with Christ, and h!1s continued to the present time." -!
But no man taking
such extreme positions can, without almost superhuman watchfulness, be
consistent with himself. "It never persecutes for conscience sake."
Query:
Does it ever enact any' Dover decrees' ?
But we can not stop to enumerate its vulnerable point,s. The leading point
aimed to be made in the entire book would seem to be this: That no church,
unless it come up, perfectly, to the character and polity of the scriptural model,
is a church of Christ at all. What is this but thc Popish dogma of church infallibility in a new dress.
If a christian have faults yet is a christian still,
may not the same be true of a church?
And if individual christians come
short of the perfect christian life of scripture model, each man in his own respect, and yet these. acknowledge each other as christiJ.ns nevertheless, surely
churches, with their respective and diverse failingil, have as little right to unchurch each other.
After all, according to this book, it is no vital matter; for though out of
'the church', one may yet be in the 'visible kingdom';
and though out of
this, yet in the 'invisible kingdom', and on the sure road to heaven.
With
thus much of margin left them, readers of the book need not, one would think,
be at any great pains to dispute the favorite ground taken, viz: that the Regular Baptist Church is the true and only Church of Christ on earth.
The book has a racy, vigorous and earnest btyle, and will amply repay
perusal.
For sale by Nolte, Main street" Peoria.
THE LIFE OF FAITH: by Prof. Upham.
Of this excellent work, it is enough to say that it fitly follows 'The Interior
Life', by the same author, which we noticed some months ago. The two
should be read together, and, if appreciated, they will lead the reader to a
most advanced state of understanding
and heart.
Ministers, especially, will
find these works an invaluable addition to their library.
It is greatly to be desired that many, whose reading upon the subject offaith
has been limited to the range of newspaper and magazine articles, or, at most,
a few polemic treatises or debates upon it, would resolutely take up such
thorough, pious, scriptural and philosophic works as this of Upham's, and
thoroughly peruse and study them. We feel our own feebleness and paucity
of attainments greatly in the presence of such a mind and heart, yet are aided;
the while, to better comprehension of the ground over which our religious experience has gone, and some app 'ehension of the spiritual hights of holiness
before us yet untrodden by our halting feet.

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

A PLEASANTRESPITE.-Dropping book and pen on a blithe Monday, lately, we and our better half, forsaking, for a season, the toil,
sweat and suffocation of the city, betook us, for a few days, to the
quiet, airy village of Metamora, thc county-seat of Woodford, and thc
residence of our senior editor. And in that pleasant retreat, with full
opportunities, amply improved, of recounting and almost living over
again past scenes. of college and vacation life most happily spent together, we had such refreshment and rejuvenation as shut out all
temptation to envy those supposed happy ones gone much farther away
in search of recreation and summer holiday joys. For we seriously
question whether there be as much solid, quiet, cool comfort to be taken
this August weather at any of the boasted watering-places as we enjoyed there. But, heedful of that instructive little parable of the (sour
grapes', we shall not dilate.
With the brethren for whom our senior labors as pastor we had
several pleasant interviews, by an exchange of pulpits and otherwise.
We were very favorably impressed with the life and zeal apparent
among them, whereby the cause of truth bids fair to have a goodly position and furtherance in the community. Not least among the healthful indications manifested during our sojourn there was their promptness and unanimity in resolving to remove an old church debt by an
ad valorem tax - au example many other congregations would do well
to imitate.
The kindness and urbanity of the citizens of Metamora deserve our
acknowledgments, particularly in case of Rev. Mr. CORNELIUSON,the
Presbyterian minister, who not only gave us a hearing on Lord's day
evening, but very courteously gave us a call the day following.
An exhibition of the Metamora public schools, which, by invitation,
we attended while there, passed off very creditably, under the direction
of their excellent teachers, Miss STEVENSONand Miss MORSE.
We shall long remember the rural joys of this Jittle trip, and would
gladly, when practicable, make like visits to ethers of the many delightful villages scattered over our surrounding plains.
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EASTERN EXTENSIONRAILRoAD.-Before dismissing our trip, so
'short and sweet', we must not omit to spcak a wOl:dof c(')mmendation
concerning this popular and rapidly-extending road. We have scarcely
fonnd any other so soon getting the smoothness and regularity of running usually attained only after much time and successive improvements. One can scarcely realize that he is not upon an old road. :Mr.
CRUGER,tIle Superintendent, not only makes a good road, but does.
things handsomely upon it. We were glad to see, from Bloomington
and other papers, due acknowiedgments of his special courtesy and liberality in returning the delegates of that city from our late Union Sunday-school celebration at Eureka. The, public will remember such
things.
WE ask the particu'lar attention of our readers, especially the femenine portion of them, to the Baccalaureate Address of President :MURPHY, of Abingdon College, which we insert entire at the request of the
meeting of the Trustees of the institution. That the class of graduates
was of young ladies, that they had taken the gentlemen's course in full,
and that they were the first graduates of the college, should make oUf
young ladies at once proud of their sex, and interested in the felicitous
address delivered to its representatives under such flattering circumstances.
IN our last num bel' we had rather an unusual amount of copied matter. In the present, every art1'cle is original. And we may once
more state that our rule is, to copy no article without. designating it as
such, and crediting the source, if known. And we ask the same of
our contemporaries.
KEOKUK, IOWA.-A church has recently been established in Keokuk, that gives promise of more than ordinary usefulness. It is composed of good men and true, men who have done, and will do, nobly to
sustain the cause, and have by their Christian character and intelligence, already gained the favorable attention of their city. We know
of no place where a man capable of keeping a select school and holding
forth thc word of life would find a more useful or more pleasant field
for operation. The citizens are very desirous of sustaining a good
school. We hope some good brother will soon occupy the place.
THE CHRISTIAN AGE.-This
excellent weekly, the only one in
our ranks, has again passed into the hands of our well-known brother,
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B. FRANKLIN, editor of the Amer£can Christian Review. He will
conduct both papers to the end of the year, when they will be merged
into one, a large two-dollar weekly, by which arrangement it is hoped
to get, at last, one first-class family religious newspaper, established on
a firm basi?, for our entire brotherhood. It will be called the American
Ohristian Review, and will aim to give the best effusions from many
of our ablest scribes. Such a paper we greatly need, and such an one
sllOuld be in everyone of our families.
It is with sincere regret that we part with the Age's late excellent
editor, Bro. H. S. BOSWORTH.The tone of the paper, both in a spiritual and in a literary point of view, during his conduct of it, will be a
lasting monument to his praise. Our hearty thanks and fervent prayers
go with him in his retirement from the editorial chair.

..

Do You WANT A STATE PAPER?-If
so, shall the Sentinel be
made to circulate in every congregation? That it, or some bettel'paper,
published some where centrally in Illinois, should have a general circulation among our churches, we deem a question not debatable. At
least, we have found it, with many of our leading men in the State, a
settled point. But it is not enough that a general consent be given
that such a paper is. needed, and that the Sentinel is worthy of unanimous support. Shall measures be tal.en to GIVE it that support.'e
That is the question. And just on the eve of our State meeting we
feel in duty bound to press this matter. Former meetings have given
us speeches and votes of approval, and there the whole thing, pretty
much, has rested. Now, brother ministers, we would, so to speak,
'know not the speech of you, but the power'. Unless you think enough
of us to pledge certain amounts of 7001'1. for the Sentinel, give us nothing, or your opposition at once. But we are confident there are
enough men who will lend a shoulder to the wheel to keep us out of
the mud, high and dry. 'I'he devotion of the proceeds of the Sentinel
to Home Missions gives it claims upon the consideration of the members of the Missionary Society which it has never before had. To this
point, therefore, in particular, we ask the attention of our pending
State meeting.
A BROTHERhas written us, asking if a review of one of Bro. RusSELL'Spositions would be admitted to the pages of the Sentinel. We
confess to some surprise at such a question, and take this method of
saying to all whom it may concern, that replies to any articles in this
,Periodical will be admitted just as readily as the articles replied
OUT
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Sentinel, however, like any other, lets no one pass who can not give the
pass-word. His utterance must evince' good ability, good taste, and a
good spirit'.
Without these, were he as orthodox as Paul, he could not
come in. With these, 'he may differ widely from the views both of editors and contributors - yea, and of every reader besides, for that matter - without a moment's question as to his admission.
We therefore most cordially invite our scribes to send us their criticisms, and to be assured that all shall fare alike, as to chances of publication.
GENERALRELIGIOUSINTEI,LIGENCE.-Why have we DO such department in any of our papers? We have thought of attempting it,
but limited space seemed to forbid. We get exchanges with large
space given to news from the various denominations. Viewing their
movements as we may, approbating or disapprobating, ought we not to
be informed concerning them? Are we to pretend that no devils arc
cast out save by those following with us? And if any, by any means,
are exorcised, ought we not to rejoice at the tidings?
We offer these hints with all due deference and diffidence, recording,
meantime, our hope that a generouS"space, ere long, will be given to
such chronicles.
COLLEGES,SCHOOLS,ETC.- Weare in rcceipt of various catalogues,
announcements, etc. Some of our colleges of this State have not yet
sent us their annual catalogues. We would like to notice them all together.
The Third Annual Catalogue of the Cleveland Female Seminary,
shows an attendance of 161. It has 17 Instructers. Ensuing year
commences September 9. C. S. MARTINDALE,Agent, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Bloomington Female College - First session will commeuce on Monday, September 14. Applications for admission, and all letters of inquiry, on any business relating to the Institution, should be addressed
to WM. HATCH,A.M., President.
Bro. J. A. MENGproposes to open a High School at Carrollton,Mo.
We bespeak for him the success his abilities and scholarship abundantly merit. Will commence first Monday in September.
Of the Presidency of Berean College, which we noticed last month,
the Millennial Ha1'binger says: "It is a very judicious appointment
on the part of the Trustees of that Institution.
We know Bro. RusSELL well. His talents and attainments eminently qualify him for
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such a position - possessed of a clear head, a benevolent heart, good
attainments, and a happy facility of communicating instruction, he can
not fail in meeting the expectations of the enlightened and highly cultivated population in Jacksonville and the circumjacent country - indeed of the wilOle State of Illinois - a State whose population will favorably compare with that of any other State in the Great West."
Bethany College has a new occupant for the Chair of Ancient Languages, Prof. J. S. FALL, vice A. F. Ross, resigned. A new Chair,
that of Modern Languages, is endowed and not yet filled.
Eureka College-Bro. B. W. JOHNSONjust appointed to a Chair.
More anon.
SUNDAYSCHOOLLIBRARY.-The library which Bro. D. S. BURNETThas for years been editing is at last completed, stereotyped, and
issued. There are fifty volumes in all, which will be furnished for
$8. Of the merits of them we can not speak advisedly, not yet having
received specimens. 'Bro. BURNETT'Sname, however, is a guaranty
of their value.
J. B. LIPPINCOTTANDCO., Philadelphia, are the publishers.
'MANYthanks are due our esteemed Bro. A. N. Page, of Tazewell
county, for the large number of subscribers he has already sent us for
the Sentinel and the promise of more soon. Dear brethren who read
this, can you not go and do likewise?
BRO. WM. M. TANDY,of Carrolton, Ky., will please accept our
thanks for the interest he has taken in advancing the claims of the
Sent-inel in his part of the country.
AN OPINIONOF THE SENTINEL.- We have hitherto quoted scarcely
an item of the many favorable notices the Sentinel has received. But
neither false modesty nor true may be allowed, at the present issue of
affairs, to withhold all that is said. The Millennial Harbinge1', for
August, says of the Sentinel, in an article containing some very spicy
criticism:
"This is a very creditable monthly.
It is gotten up and conducted with
good ability and good taste, as well as in a good spirit. We have read some of
its essays with much pleasure.
It has gifted contributors as. well as gifted
editors."

SEVERALarticles received are laid over for lack of room. We hope
brethren will bear with us, in the tardy appearance of some articles,
and the non-appearance of others. Some items of Church News. are also
deferred.
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SERMON.

G. JOHNSON.

[THE request we spoke of a few months since, that a sermon be given
in each number of the Sentinel, having been under advisement, we
have conclnded to try a specimen or two, in due brevity. We were
especially moved to this on reading the following excellent and timely
production, in that valuable journal, the Ohristian Times, of Chicago.
And having nothing at hand so good, we gladly give it to our readers
rather than an original discourse. Besides, it is desirable that such
noble efforts of our brethren of other churches to promote a wakeful,
living piety should be made more familiar to us, that we may be stirred
to a just emulation. Moreover, in quoting the choice things we find in
the papers of other religious bodies than our own, we avoid the risk of
giving many of our readers what they have already read.-I. N. c.]
TEXT.-Matthew

xxvi: 45-

"Sleep on, now, and take your rest."

Last Sabbath an effort was made to arouse the sleeper from his guilty
slumbers and to engage his attention to the interests of undying souls;
he. was reminded of the unmistakable evidE:nces of being asleep, and
the deleterious effects of such a state of spiritual slumber upon the
cause of Christ and the world of impenitent men. But after all that
has been said on this subject, showing the pernicious tendency of this
criminal indifference on the part of the church, there may be some who
are still inclined to 'sleep on and take their rest'.
My object in this
discourse is, to assist those who are unwilling to be disturbed and
aroused from their slumbers, by giving them such directions as, if carried out faithfully, will most certainly and effectually grieve from their
hearts the Holy Spirit, and then they can' sleep on' quietly, and take
their rest'.
Let such persons, however, wake up enough to hear me through, and
then if they are inclined to 'sleep on and take their rest', they can
avail themselves of the directions given.
1. Neglect seC1'etpraye7'. No one can attend daily to this duty and
remain undisturbed in his slumbers. No, my brother, if you would
sleep quietly, neglect entirely secret prayer. Communion with Christ
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(which is always embraced in secret devotion or prayer) will enlighten
the mind, it will warm the hwrt, and arouse all the hitherto dormant
energies of the sOlil; therefore, if you would 'sleep on' undisturbed,
neglect this duty altogether.
2. Neglect Jamay prayer. If, for instance, you call your family
together in the morning, read a portion of God's precious word, and
bow around the altar of prayer, humbly supplicating God's blessing upon yourself and family; imploring the Divine protection
and guidance; security against the tempter's power, and success to
attend the labor of your hands; and you can't go out into the field or
shop, or behind the counter and do business, without feeling the influence of that morning prayer; you can't lose sight of, or forget those
earnest supplications for God's favor and blessing; they will operate as
a check upon your worldly-mindedness.
If you read the Scriptures, and pray but occasionally in your family,
it will disturb your repose, and you can not sleep very quietly.
3. Seldom, if ever, read the Bible; let it be to you a sealed book.;
if you have one in the house, be sure and let it remain undisturbed
upon the shelf; for it will most assuredly (if read) break in upon your
slumbers; it will arouse conscience; it often speaks in thunder tones
to the guilty sleeper, "Awake thou that sleepest." "It is high time
to awake out of sleep;" or, "What meanest thou, 0 sleeper!"
No,
my brother, you can't read the Bible and sleep very quietly.
4. Neglect all religious or devotional meetings, especially the prayermeeting; or if you attend them occasionally, be sure to take no part;
in so doing you will be very likely to quench the Spirit, and then you
will be able to 'sleep on' undisturbed. It is true, the Bible says
" Forsake not the assembling of yourselves together, as the manner of
some is, and so much the more, as you see the dayapproaching"" They that feared the Lord spake often one to another, and the Lord
hearkened and heard." But these declarations of Scripture are calculated to arouse the Christian, to wake up his drowsy powers, therefore,
if you would 'sleep on and take your rest', heed them not, turn a deaf
ear to the plain and solemn admonitions thus given, and you will remain undisturbed.
5. Have nothing to do with the Sabbath School. No one can take
an active part in the Sunday School and sleep quietly; it will make
him feel that the soul is of some worth; and a desire to benefit the
souls of his pupils (if Ii teacher) will spring up in his heart; and he
will be awake to the interests of the school generally; and as the Sabbath School is intimately connected with the church, the brother who
takes an active part in one will desire and labor for the prosperity of
the other. No, my brother, you can't sleep very weN in the Sabbath
School.
6. Oppose every benevolent object which may be presented and
urged upon your notice, such as Missions, Foreign and Domestic, Education, Tract, Temperance, Anti-Slavery, etc. Read nothing about
them. Persevere in this course, and your slumbers will be undisturbed.
But should you occasionally look into some Missionary Herald, or' ra-
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ligious newspaper, you might, perchance, learn something of the
wretched and perishing condition of the millions of our race who are
destitute of the Bible and the precious gospel which you value so
much; it would be likely to break in upon your slumbers and arouse
the dormant energies of the mind; your sleep (if sleep you could)
would be restless and fitful. No! if you would doze or sleep quietly,
take no religious periodical, read none; remain as ignorant as possible
of what God is doing by the church for the redemption and salvation
of a lost world.
Should the cry of want and distress come from some of the poor missionaries in our State, who are hiboring, and toiling, and sacrificing,
and denying themselves of almost every earthly comfort, for the sake of
preaching the gospel to the destitute, close your ears against that bitter
cry, heed it not, 'and you may' sleep on and take your rest'.
7. If' thy brother trespass against thee', and thou art grieved and
hurt, be sure to tell every body else of it before you go to him; let the
story of grief spread and wax greater, and become more aggravating,
till, when it shall come to the ofl'ending brother, it has swollen to a
monster in size, and in character a very fiend of the pit. Thus, by
disregarding our Savior's rule in such a case, you will displease Him,
grieve the Spirit from your own heart, 'give place to the Devil', and
and then you may' sleep on' undisturbed.
8. If you would' sleep on and take your rest', be sure to violate
or disregard the fourth commandment, "Remember the Sabbath day,
to keep it holy." Desecrate the Sabbath, by doing your own pleasure
on that holy day. If you h:we any business abroad, that calls you
away from home, be sure to take the Sabbath for it .. If you have
friends in the country you wish to visit, requiring a day's ride or more,
be sure to include the Sabbath, for in so doing you will save one day
for your business at horne. If you are a merchant, employ the Sabbath
in posting your books, writing business letters, in closing up the unfiniRhed business of the previous week; if a farmer; take the Sabbath
to look after your stock, to salt your cattle, and horses, and sheep; to
change their pasture, if necessary, and in surveying your wide, extended
fields of waving grain. In this way you will secure very quiet sleep.
9. Oppose every measure suggested, either bY'your minister or some
other faithful, active brother, for the promotion of religion in the vicinity where you live; take no interest in revivals, neither pray nor
labor for their promotion; in so doing you will effectually bar the
Savior from your heart; you do not hear his voice as he stands knocking at the door; he therefore passes on and leaves you to enjoy undisturbed rest. Finally .
10. Never introduce the subject of religion in conversation, especially to the impenitent. Talk about every thing else, even the failings of your neighbors, and the imperfections and foibles of christians,
rather than introduce the subject of personal piety, Christ, and the duty
of holy living. You can't sleep quietly if these things are thought of
and talked about. No! the very moment the tide of feeling and
thought begins to flow, shut down the gate; suppress every tender and
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religious emotion and you will soon silence the voice of censcience and
be able to 'sleep on' undisturbed.
RE~IARKS.

1. Let the christian count well the cost ere he makes up his mind
to 'sleep on and take his rest'. He must suffer immense loss in doing
it j there will be the sacrifice of christian character and influence, the
presence and favor of God, the approving testimony of a good conscience, and personal religious enjoym.ent j all this must be sacrificed.
Are you prepared, my brother, my sister, to make this sacrifice?
2. To those who are .disposed to slumber still, and would avail themselves of the directions given above, I would say, there is no fear of
failure. II For if these things be in you and abound, they make you
that ye be neither barren nor unfruitful in the work of" the devil.
But, my brother,
3. Suffer a word of counsel and exhortation. I would advise you
not to make the sacrifice; it will cost too much j you will be an infinite
loser in so doing. I would say, therefore, 'Awake, thou that sleepest,
and arise from the dead', or from among the dead, 'and Christ will give
thee light'.
'What meanest thou, 0 sleeper? Arise and call upon
thy God!' 'Brethren, let us not sleep, as do others, but watch and be
sober.'

DOCTRINE

OF THE

HOLY

SPIRIT.-NUMBER

V.

IN this, the concluding number of our series, we invite the reader's attention to some practical results of a confident reliance upon the inworking of the JIoly Spirit- results which have a vital connection
with the nourishment and growth of the divine life in the soul.
1. It increases our enjoyment in prayer and gives to it its full effi-ciency. This is best explained by Paul in those weighty words which
we would have every christian man ponder long and deeply: II Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we
should pray for as we ought; but the Spirit itself maketh intercession
for us with groanings which can not be uttered. And he that search·eth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because (that)
he maketh intercession for the saints according to the will of God."
(Ro. viii: 26,27.)
These are precious sentences. We have infirmities-cold, doubting hearts, tending to the world and its idolatry; but
we are here assured that such hearts shall be warmed up by the Divine
Spirit, that its doubts shall be cleared away like fogs before the instreaming light of heaven. When the trembling soul approaches the
mercy-seat, it needs aid from on high that it may be strengthened for
its upward flight. As of old fire descended from heaven and consumed
the sacrifice, so only a heaven-descended flame can kindle the incense
of the heart. 'We know not what we should pray for as we ought'.
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The Spirit must inform the soul; suggest its petitions, impel its supplications, and give fervor to all its utterances. No man can pray with
joy to himeelf and with efficiency who does not rely upon a power
above himself. Let him grow sceptical in regard to the direct and
powerful influences of God's Spirit, and prayer will become a tastelees
and irksome duty to him. Look over the church and verify this, my
dear reader, till your heart grows sick at the practical infidelity of those
bearing the name of Christ. But if the christian feels that when he
goes into his closet the true Shekinah - the real God's presence - is in
his soul, he can not but pray with a joyful confidence, that brings rich
blessings thronging into hi~ full heart. Prayer then becomes the intensest joy of the christian life; the highest energy of the "redeemed.
, But the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with unutterable sighings'. There is; therefore, an Intercessor at the right hand of God
above, and there is an Intercessor in the heart of the penitent below.
We pray to God th1'01tgh Christ, by the Holy Spirit: "For through
Christ we both have access by one Spirit unto the Father." And those
unuttered hungerings and thirstings after righteousness which arise in
hearts weary of earthly pleasures are the most potent prayers that ascend to God. It is thus that a man may' pray without ceasing'; for
this does not demand posture, nor place, nor time, but it is the spontaneous upheaving of thankful and reliant hearts. God' knows the
mind of the Spirit' but he is at the same time the 'Searcher of hearts';
that is, he must know the Spirit's mind in its relation to the mind of
the praying man. If the will is in snbjection to the Spirit, then the
Spirit's intercession is that also of the earthly supplicants, and as such
is received by the Father. Thus, and thus only, can we make intercession 'according to the will of God'. Those prayers alone are heard which
are in accordance with the will of God; but how are we to know this
will in every special and personal case if there is not some means' of its
being specially revealed unto us? Prayer is aimless and exhausted of
its significance without the direction of God's will in each prayer and
in regard to each object for which we pray. And further, we pray for
the conversion of sinners and sanctification of saints; but if there is no
agent immediately to effect these objects, our prayer is useless. We
petition for special aid in addition to the means already at hand, in order to produce these results. The use of the means furnished is man's
part of the work; but God has promised to do the perfecting part of
every action of the christian life, from its initial step to its close. The
Holy Spirit is his agent in these sacred offices. By it we are 'quickened'; by it we are enabled to ' cry Abba, Father '; by it we are sealed
unto the redemption of the purchased possession'; and by it are our
'mortal bodies quickened' in the resurrection.
2. Another result of faith in the work of the Spirit is an increased
trustfulness in the special Providences of God. All men who reflect
upon their past lives can discern that there has been a guiding power,
shaping their course and leading to ends of which they had no perception. Also, the student of the Bible finds it filled with narrations of
the special exercise of the Lord's will, in directing the lives of men.
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Example after example is recorded of a mysterious ordering of events,
all seeming natural enough in themselves, which finally worked out
God's aims and showed his ovcrruling power from beginning to end.
The christian comes forth from the midst of these special Providences,
discerned and recorded by an unerring hand, and asks his Father to
guide him in every thought and deed, and, taking him by the hand as
a child, to lead him through the labyrinthian paths of this life. Here
there is again need of special communications of the will of the Lord,
for without these there can be no special Providence. Many, just here,
make a god of circumstances and worship this ill-defined idol. But we
must recollect that the larger portion of circumstances are created
through t~e agency of men. Therefore, if God's will is enveloped in
them, there must have been some communicator of it to the minds of
the men making the circuUJstances. The infinite will and intelligence
form the resistless under-curren t of history; finite actions the bubbles
and drift appearing upon the surface. And again, the individual with
human events crowding around him must have special guidance from
above, that he may know what circumstances to select and use-to
choose God's from Satan's circumstances. All is chaos around him till
the lamp of the Lord shines into his confused soul, and lights up his
pathway. The Spirit is the agent in this work also. How often do we
read that the men of the Bible were 'led of the Spirit', and that the
'Spirit said unto them', having reference to particular labors which
they were thus directed to perform! The proof of this, in a negative
manner, as in the case of prayer, is found in the man who has succeeded
in theorizing away the direct exertion of the Spirit's power; he will
always, where he is not better than his theory or satisfied to be inconsistent, deny the special Providence of the Almighty. Let the reader
cast about him and verify this assertion also. Religion has been wisely defined as the absolute feeling of dependence. We must be exhausted of our own self-sufficiency in order that we may realize that the
grace of Christ is sufficient for us. The Spirit creates within us a vivid
consciousness of the danger of sin and of the holiness and power of God,
and the result is that suppliant mood of the soul which is so acceptable
to the Father.
3. In the third place, reliance upon the indwelling Spirit gives reali.
ty to divine communion. "And truly our fellowship is with the Father,
and with his Son Jesus Christ." This is the most exalted conception
of our religion. That a mortal man may have something in common
with his Father in heaven, and, in the strong language of Peter, be
made a 'partaker of the divine nature', is an honor which gives untold
dignity to the christian state. And this too is realized through the
Spirit: "Hereby know we that we dwell in him, and he in us, because
be hath given us of his Spirit." And we are the 'habitation of God
thro»gh the Spirit-'. Herein do we see the necessity of cultivating that
interior life which alone can bring, in rich fruition, that peace and full
f/.ssurall<lewhich every christian should strive to attain. Men are so
much concerned with the outward -there
is such a usurpation of
the sensell ave): the spiritual nature-that
there is constant need of iIll-
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pressing upon them that the real temple of God is the soul, and that in
its silent depths the light of his presence appears, as of old between the
cherubim. "Commune with your own heart upon your bed, and be
still." It is the' assurance of the heart' that must be sought in reIi- •
gion. "Beloved. if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence
toward God." When the strife of the world and the disturbing in.
fluences of evil come, like storms, upon the soul, the christian man becomes as vulnerable and weak as other men, and falls, because he has
broken the alliance of his heart with God, the only one who can give
victory over the world. There is an internal proof of religion, which
completes all other evidence, and without which there can not be full
conviction. Its joys must be felt, its peace experienced, its fait,h built
upon, and its lasting consolations resorted to in times of trial. All these
flow from communion with God; from the inward realization that the
promise of Christ is fulfilled, that he and the Fatller, because of our
love to them, have loved us, and come unto us and made their abode
with us.
In conclusion, deal' reader, may we indulge the hope that these happy results have been realized in you, and that these essays may have
contributed somewhat toward them? Doctrinal expositions in religion
find their true value only when they pass into practice and are actualized in the lives of christians. What a basis for regenerate lives have
we in the abundant grace of God shed upon us through the Comforter!
Lord, grant us evermore to drink at this fountain of living waters, that
we may walk with thee, and be held close to thee from the chilling influences of the world.
w. s. R.

EXTREMES,

GENTLEreader, did it ever occur to you that the danger of extremes is
such that even he whose watch-cry is 'beware of extremes' is in peril
of becoming an extremist of the cautionary school? It is verily so.
Again: We may be so fearful of one-ideaism as to make that strain a
hobby. Certain it is, then, that this article must, for consistency's
sake, be very short, lest, by much looking at extremes, we t.end to encourage a hesitancy destructive of all thorough committal to any truth
which happens to be controverted.
To those who watch for soul£ the bare hint will be intelligible that
in fleeing a carelessness about others' welfare we may get into a spirit
of pharisaism, trusting that we are righteous and despising others.
There is a story of an Oriental, who among many sons had one very
devout, who arose at midnight to read the Koran and pray. On one
of these occasions he complained bitterly to his father of the irreligion
of his brethren, and that they slept while he alone woke to worship.
" Better sleep, my ~on," said the parent, "than wake to censure thy
brethren."
What pastor has not felt, while striving, for instance, to
banish a prayerless spirit from his flock, the danger of a censorious feel-
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ing creeping nigh to chill his own devotions j or the hazard, in turn,
of regarding his OWL. religious comfort and serenity, to a selfish neglect
of the higher duty of consulting safety first and comfort afterward?
But suppose our labors lie rather in the direction of proselyting than
feeding the flock. We may be so absorbed with the great end, that of
converting men and women, that we grow indifferent as to the means,
and so are led, unawares, into the crying evil of making void the commandments of God through· our own inventions. Getting aroused on
this point, it is a wonder if we do not run a serious risk of ' sticking to
the book' with a minuteness that is ridiculous, rigidly copying things
incidental, as though they were vital, so casting doubt over observant
minds as to whether God, in calling us to 'liberty', did not mean to
let us ' do as we pleased'.
Are we striving, in the midst of much licentious speech and deceptive phraseology, to 'hold rest the form of sound words'? Then do we
need to take special pains to distinguish the accidental from the essential, and the days of the apostles from the present j otherwise, instead
of taking any words which people understand to express our idea, we
shall, by using terms in other sense than they commonly bear, be to
our hearers mere declaimers of senseless jargon, 01' worse, the teachers
of wild and dangerous heresy. Weare thus most naturally understood
to teach sentiments we never dreamed of, and to oppose things as sacred
to us as the person ef our King.
Do we find ourselves bound to protest against the assumption of authority almost apostolic on the part of those who should labor under the
'master-builders', rearing the temple of God in subserviency to their
directions? Then must we look well to it that we give not all the
promises of special divine aid to the apostles and some of their contempOl·aries. And when we have our hearts filled with the pledges of
G od's aid to his servants through all time, we must still watch and
pray lest we enter into the temptation of trusting all to God independent of our own effort, as though he had said to us, 'take no thought
what ye shall say'.
Perhaps the greatest war of the time between conflicting extremes,
so far as principle is concerned, is that between the champions of the
external and the internal. The one class make the outward of Christianity the substance, while others not only make this the shadow, but
deem its opposite, the inward and invisible, the all-in-all. As in shunning a spiritualistic mysticism we run upon a lifeless rationalism, we
must be careful to remember that, so long as man has a body as well
as a spirit, there is no safety but in letting efforts for the inward and
outward of religion go hand in hand.
As to polity, we go to the one or other extreme, or in their directions,
as we are moulded by being reared under a monarchy 01' a democracy,
or the various approximations of these. Some love to rule, others prefer to be ruled. Some by nature and training love association, others
isolation. Some love a degree of dependence, others a complete independence. Only a proper combination of all these elements can fill
the true model of ecclesiastic polity. To become wholly absorbed with
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any of them, or any fraction of the whole, to the neglect of the remainder, is an extreme rife with evil.
Many other dangers analogous to the foregoing might be named in
farther illustration of the tendency to extremes, which is as a sin that
doth easily beset; but we forbear. Some of the things hinted at have
been discussed more at length in communications sent us, with request
that we either publish them or take up, editorially, the same topics.
Some of these hints and cautions we may yet have farther use for.
Meantime, shall we, through fear of erring in the directions pointed
out, forbear working? God forbid. Rather let us be first prudent,
and then work with a will. Nor need we, in laboring any matter, entertain simultaneously every relevant opposite, for the sake of trying to
strike a balance between extremes. The sacred writings, in common
with the noblest efforts of mind every where, abound with instances of
treating a particular point, for the time, as though none others worthy
of notice existed. "Say to-day what to-day thinks," says a quaint
writer, "in words as hard as cannon-balls, and to-morrow what to-morrow thinks, in just the same style, and let consistency take care of
itself."
1. N. C.

":BLESSED

ARE

THEY

THAT

MOURN."

Orr! deem not they are blessed alone
Whose lives a peaceful tenor keep;
The Power that pities man has shown
A blessing for the eyes that weep.
The light of smiles shall fill again
.The lid that overflows with tears;
And every hour of woe and pain
Are promises of happy years.
There is a day of sunny rest
For every dark and troubled night;
And grief may hide an evening guest,
But joy shall come with early light.
And thou, who o'er thy friend's low bier
Sheddest the bitter drops like rain,
Hope that a happier, brighter sphere,
Will give him to thy arms again.
Nor let the good man's trust depart,
Though life its common gift deny,
Though pierced and broken be his heart,
And spurned of men he goes to die;
For God has marked each sorrowing day,
And numbered every sacred tear;
And heaven's long age of bliss shall pay
F or all its children suffer here.

,

BRYANT.
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PRAYER,-NUMBER
BY

J.

III.

R. FRAME.

may be secret, social, or in the family. As to the first, the
Savior says, "When thou prayest enter into thy closet," etc. This
implies that every christian has a closet, or some retired, some sequestered spot, to which he often repairs to commune with his Heavenly
Father.

PRAYER

!'

I love to steal awhile away
From every cumbering care,
And spend the hours of setting day
In humble, grateful prayer."

q'his is the language of the truly pious soul j the mere professor cares
nothing about it. Indeed, he avoids it, lest his conscience might have
time to admonish and chide him.
If it be inquired How often must we pray? the answer is, As often
as we please. Daniel and David prayed three times a day. Morning,
noon and night were regarded by these pious saints as appropriate
seasons for prayer. The morning should abound with thanksgiving for
merciful preservation through the night, and with invocations for the
continuance of his mercies through the day j while noon is like the
oasis to the weary soul, during the toils of the day, when the spiritual
man needs recruiting as well as the natural one. Before we close our
eyes to rest, it is befitting the occasion, and a precious privilege, to return thanks for the past, and ask our Father's protection through the
sable shades of night.
" Lord, keep us safe this night,
Secure from every fear,
Beneath the pinions of thy love,
Till morning light appear."

Social prayer is very plainly taught Ull. "Where two or three are
gathered together in my name, there am I," says the Master. Who
would not desire to be tl~ere? He, our blessed Lord, has promised, and
will be present - will make one of the party. Do professors realize
this when they absent themselves from the prayer-meeting? They can
not expect the gracious l)leeting and the consequent blessing if absent,
unless providentially hindered. All who can should'illeet at these precious seasons of prayer, so that they may' ag1'eetmtching) the thing desired, and to say the' amen' at the close. But, like doubting Thomas,
many stay away, and become as unbelieving and as full of doubt as he.
Had he been present at the first meeting of the Savior with his disciples after his resurrection, he would doubtless have been relieyed of
his doubts. Thus he wailkept in suspense by his absence. Beware,
ye absent Thomases, lest you become as unbelieving as he. You have
entered into covenant with the church, and should, ail far possible, at-
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tend all its meetings; the1'efore,neglect not the assembling of yourselves
together, as the custom of too many among us is.
Family prayer is the next classification of the subject, respecting
which we feel peculiarly solicitous; not that we would disparage the
others, by any means; for the man who prays much in secret will
also pray in the prayer-meeting and in the family. I am utterly astonished at the number who have been professors ten and twenty years
and have never prayed in the prayer-meeting nor in their families! I
am half inclined to think that their prayers in secret are 'like angels'
visits, few and far between'. Perhaps such never pray unless they become alarmed at the prospect of death, or in great affliction. How any
christian can bring up a family without praying for them and before
them seems a mystery to me. It is their incumbent duty to bring up
their ch.ildnn in the nU1'tu1'eand admom:tion of the Lord. How can
they do this without bowing down before Jehovah, and thus teaching
by example, which is stronger and louder teaching than precept? I
have been in many families professedly christian, who did not even out
of courtesy ask me as a minister to worship! And often, when through
respect or courtesy I was invited to attend upon the family worship, it
was obvious that it was not customary, for grown members of the family, as well as children, would not lcneel while I prayed!
Such should remember that the Father of the Faithful was commended, because, said the Almighty, "Ilcnow him that he will command his hO~tseholdafter him to lceep the way of the Lord." Are you
doing this who do not teach your children to bow before Jehovah and
reverence his holy name? Joshua could speak for his family: "Let
others do as they may, as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord."
This never can be done without family prayer; and this will greatly
aid you in securing that obedience and subordination essential to the
government of your families. Young America is rampant and insubordinate, ungoverned and ungovernable, and this is greatly attributable
to the neglect of family religion. Parents do not teach their children,
nor pray with them, nor teach them to pray. How can they expect
them to become pious without training?
Oh! for more pious Loises
and Eunices to train up young Timothys for the church. Mothers,'
can you not imitate the commendable example of these mothers in Israel
by teaching your children the scriptures, that they may become' wise to
salvation'.f? This is the only real wisdom, after all. I am afraid that
too many think more of decorating the body than cultivating the mind
and soul. "What shall it profit a man if he should gain the whole
world and lose his own soul?"
Oh, think of the worth of the souls of
your children! All the gold of California or Australia, piled up mountain-high, would be as the dust of the balance compared with one immortal soul. Parents, try to save the souls of your children. Read and
pray for them and before them -train
them up in the way you would
have them go, and you have the divine assurance, if you have done
your duty, that when they are old they will not depart from it.
MILFORDTON,

Ohio.
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---~----------------- ---------POPULAR

OBJECTIONS

TO CHRISTIANITY.

ONE of the pastors in this city, has preached a sermon, or a series of
sermons, on the popular objections to the doctrine of universal salvation. Another, adopting the hint, has preached a series upon the popular objections to th~ doctrine of future punishment. We suppose that
both recognized the fact that there exists in most minds a set of established notions, or a scheme of philosophy, which modifies the effect of
truth when examined, and which leads to the acceptance or rejection of
doctrines as they happen to be consonant or dissonant with those notions and that philosophy. 1'hus, when a doctrine, or a scheme of
opinion, or a great truth, is promulgated, the public receive or reject it
according as it squares with their preconceived opinions. Thus a man
who has a certain opinion in regard to the character of the Supreme
Being, and of man, objects to the reception of a doctrine which a man
having another opinion will receive without a question.
We have been long in the habit of regarding the new' isms' that
are arising in almost every decade, in the religious world, simply as organized protests against certain phases of Christianity as it is understood and maintained by its professors. These' isms' run into great
excesses, nearly always, but they cling to the Bible, and after a while
swing back to a point to which they felt themselves originally attracted,
and beyond which they had been carried by the violence of the original
rupture. But much of the protest against the forms in which Christianity exists is individual, unorganized, and silent in the main. There
is a class of men throughout Christendom who are entirely respectful
to Christianity, who love to havc their families attend the ministrations
of the church, and who even attend themselves on Sunday mornings,
but who will not receive Christianity as a scheme of practical faith, and
who entertain at heart a certain kind and degree of pity and contempt
for those who do. In other words there are popular objections to
Christianity, and we propose to examine one of them.
If a lover of art will examine the pictures of the Savior that have
been produced by the greatest masters, he will not find one which does
not represent him as the possessor of feminine beauty, modesty, sweetness and meekness. Those qualities are all that are discoverable. Only
a certain class of characters feel the sligh test respect for, or attractions
to, a character like this. The being represented is not regarded, and
can not be received, as a type of manhood, by a manly mind. There
is in the pictures no suggestion of a being tempted as we are, yet, by
strength of will and firmness of purpose, without sin. There is no intimation in those tame features of a soul susceptible of being aroused to
that manly indignation before which the profaners of the temple flee
as for theil.'Eves. There is no hint in the brow and the eye of a lofty
purpose-no.dignity
of conscious power. All is meekness, and gentleness, and insipidity, .and when these men of a manly mould meet such
a character in life, they feel superior to it, and entertain a certain .de.gree of .contempt for it.
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Now, have the ministers of the Christian religion painted the character of Him whom they represent greatly different from this? Are
not prominent members of the church meek and insipid too? As men
have grown saintly under the efI'ect of the kind of Christianity which
they have received, have they not grown less manly? The cant, the
whine, and the abject self-abasement of the conventicle, are by-words.
Are not the most of our ministers apt to be pattern men? Can we not
tell them at sight by their subdued deportment, their' set-apart' kind
of look, their loss of angularity, their measured words and style of behavior, their-meekness and a kind of effeminate innocence? We grant
that this is less the case than formerly, and that we may now meet
among the clergy as hearty, natural and manly specimens as we desire
to sec,
In this lack of strength and manliness in the pattern Christianity of
the. time, lie some of the principal objections to its reception among a
class possessing great force and independence of character, frankness,
truthfulness, and genuine chivalry -a class who would regard their
personal reduction to the Christian models around them to be a serious
sacrifice, amounting to a calamity, We speak. that which is simple
truth; we are not responsible for the fact.
We can not but feel, in the midst of an almost universal stagnation
of the religious movement in Christendom, that there is a fault on the
Christian side of the matter, which must be done away with before
great progress can be made. Christianity is not recognized as it should
be, as the grand field in which true manliness and the noblest individuality are to find their development-the field where muscle and mirthfulness, chivalry and cheerfulness, taste and truthfulness, force and
freedom, have the full exercise necessary to build up into vigorous and
healthful manhood that marvelous combination of powers and properties .which form ·the heavenly image. Let us paint new pictures on
canvas and on paper-pictures
which bear an honorable resemblance
to the divine original, and thus prepare the way for the accession to
Christianity of a mass of the best material now outside, waiting in
respectful but unsatisfied silence.
Springfield Republican.
I

REMARKS.

The foregoing, occurring in the midst of all the politics, news and
gossip of a thorough-going first-class secular journal, arrested our attention as worthy of calmer and better notice thau is usually given by the
readers of such publications. Not that we are at all satisfied with the
article, as a whole. But a chance of' seeing ourselves as others see us'
is one not to be slighted. Many things around us are imperfectly seen
just because of our extreme proximity to them. And our religion, in
some of its aspects, probably falls within the number. Here, now, is a
scribe standing off, a spectator, talking in earnest, about Christianity,
with all the manner of an avowed outsider. And while his position
must necessarily preclude his knowledge of what Christianity is, in es-
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sence, his stand-point may render him a most valuable deponent as to
matters of fact and manifestation. The reproaches of an enemy thus
become, oftentimes, valuable criticisms we might not otherwise obtain.
Much more may suggestions coming, as in the above editorial, from a
kind of one-side, neutral tenitory, be advantageous.
Valuable, however, as articles like the foregoing may be, we can not
reprint them without suggesting certain necessary' rebate and discount'.
The popular objection, that religionists lack energy, manliness and independence of character, is well enough. But meekness must be
neither identified nor confounded with unmanliness.
Four times,
within the short space of a couplc of the foregoing paragraphs, is this,
the prime attribute of our Savior, invidiously named.
Naturally
enough, too. In nothing did Christ stand so opposed to the world's
ideal, through all time, of the noble and heroic. Blessed are they who
stand up for their rights, repel insult, and avenge injury. Such has
always been the burden of the world's song, and thus the untamed
pride of the human heart will ever hold. 'J~earn of me, for I am meek
and lowly', is mockery to the impenitent soul. 'Blessed are the meek,
for they shall inherit the earth', is a mendacious cheat to all save those
who have learned that
"-the only way to heaven
Through self-denial lies."

. It is vain, then, to counsel a portraiture of christian character by
word or deed which shall, in this radical matter, meet the world's
standard of the true man. And the writer of the foregoing article,
unless our conceptions of him, as well as the spirit of the christian
scriptures, are grossly at fault, is in direct antagonism with them at this
very point. Demitting this, his observations are really important, alike
for what they say and for what they suggest.
1. N. C.

THE

ATONEMENT.

THE sacrifice of our adorable Savior, usually denominated the Atonement, is perhaps not well understood among us. At least there is a
shade of difference, as there necessarily is among a people made up of
professors from all denominations. Light and imperfect views of this
great cardinal doctrine will generally lead to defective practice, therefore, it may be well to examine it in the light of the truth - the Scriptures. We have by the popular parties been suspected of a want of
orthodoxy, but I think, as a people, we are orthodox as well as evangelic
on this subject. 'Fhe highest authorities define the word atonement
according to its etymological import - at-one-ment. Sin bas estranged
man from God; but he loved and sympathized with our race, and
sent his only Son to offer himsel.£:as a sacrifice for sin, "that he migM
befust and. thejustifier of him who believes in him'.
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The imperfect and erroneous view to which I referred is, that Christ
our Lord did not die a literal death, but a figurative one, for the redemption of mankind. This heretical sentiment saps thc foundation of
our holy religion. God, say some, gave his innocent Son not because
it was necessary to pardon or to repentance being granted in his name,
but as a motive to induce repentance merely. God, it is true, is not,
never was, unwilling to forgive rebellious lDanj but how could the
authority, dignity and purity of his government be sustained without
inflicting the just penalty of violated law? If rebellious man were permitted to go unpunished or without a substitute, what would angels
think?
.
But it is objected that if the iDnocent are punished for the guilty,
as in the vicarious sufferings of Christ, where is the justice? I answer,
this principle is common among us. It obtains in this world, and that,
too, with our approbation.
How often does an innocent father suffer for the sins of a wayward
son? The goodDess of a dear parent has often shielded a wicked child
from condign punishment, and ever after the son reclaimed from his
wickedness has so regarded it. It has been the means of his reformation. Here the innocent suffer for or instead of the .guilty. Innocent
wives and children suffer the horrid consequences of an inebriate father.
In the sacrifice of Christ it is clearly established that he, the innocent
Lamb of God, has borne away the sin of a guilty world. If any doubt
this - doubt his vicarious sacrifice -let him read the following: "He
was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities j
the chastisement of our peace was upon him; with his stripes we are
healed. Yet it pleased the Lord to bruise him - for he shall bear their
iniquities." (See the whole of chap. liii of Isa. Also, Rom. v: 11 j iii:
23-26.)
We have no exact parallel in history to illustrate the doctrine of substitution as taught in the Scriptures. The nearest approximation is
that of a king who, to prevent a certain prevalent and corrupting crime,
decreed that the guilty should be punished by having both of his eyes
put out. The first offender was his own son. What must he do? To
permit him to violate his law with impunity would introduce rebellion
and anarchy into his kingdom j others would have no respect for his
authority. Having assembled the executors of the law, he ordered that
one of his own eyes and one of his son's should be put out. It was
enough. His subjects were satisfied that he regarded the authority of
his law, and rio one could violate without punishment. The application
is easy. Jesus becomes our substitute by suffering the penalty of violated law j and having expiated our crimes, and become our surety, we
can avail ourselves of his satisfaction of divine justice by receiving at
his hands overtures of pardon. God, the offended party, is satisfied j and
man, the offending, is reconciled.,- God and man at-one. The proposition always comes from the offended party. The death of Christ as respects DJan is a rcconciliation. God is not reconciled to man, but
God's moral sentiment of justice having been placated, rendering it just
to· forgive the sinncr, tho inestimable gift and transccndent exhibtion
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of divine goodness become potent motives in inducing him to repent
and return to his offended Father and be reconciled to him by
the blood of the Cross, through obedience to the Gospel. The death of
Christ, indeed, does not avail to salvation from sin without a hearty
compliance with the overtures or conditions of pardon. Sin is a crime;
and after it is expiated, it is only optional whether the criminal is pardoned or not. Hence, that system which represents it as a debt, and
that man is safe because Christ has died, is untrue.
All things are of God, who hath reconciled us to himself through
Jesus, and hath given to us the ministry of reconciliation; to wit, that
God was by Christ, reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing
their trespasses to them; and hath committed to us the word of recon- •
ciliation. (2. Cor. v: 18, 19.)
This clearly dem.onstrates all that we have said of the reconciliation
passing upon man, and not God. The error is a dangerous one, that
our efforts- that any thing we can do - reconciles God. It would reflect upon his unchangeable nature to suppose him reconciled to our
ways. Again: We will all fail of absolute perfection at last, and therefore we say, as did Father Stone on his death-bed, "It is all grace."
"Now to him who hath loved us and washed us with his own blood, be
the honor, the glory, and the salvation. Amen and Amen." J. R. F.
MILPORDTON,

Ohio.

WHO

HINDERS

SOULSl

have attended our places for years, and have never been pointedly spoken to by anyone of our members as to the state of their souls.
The minister preaches, but they never second his efforts. They seem
to fancy that it is no part of their business. The Gospel of Christ is
hindered; the question is, Who hinders it.f! Paul was deeply concerned
lest he should (1 Cor. ix: 12); but many professors now have no concern about it. They live, they speak, they conduct themselves, as if it
was no concern of theirs. Souls are hindered, but who hinders them?
The lawyers did once, but other classes, differing from the lawyers, do
now.
There is that marble statue that you see at the sermon, but no where
else, who speaks to no one, appears to care for no one; he hinders.
There is that covetous man, who never comes to prayer-meeting lest he
should miss taking a sixpence; he hinders. There is that gloomy,
glummy, uncouth professor; he hinders. There is that light, vain, trifling professor; he hinders. There is that proud, scornful, disdainful
looking character; he hinders. There is that dressy lady, who spends
all God's money at the dry-goods store, so that she has none left for
God's cause; she hinders. There is that little tattling, tale-bearing,
scandalizing woman; she hinders. There is that inflammatory, fiery,
scolding professor; she hinders. But where shall we end?
Every consistent professor, who has not the mind of Christ, who does
MANY'
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not copy his meekness, gentleness, activity, devotion, zeal, self-denial,
and intense concern for the salvation of souls, in some measure hinders.
Here is the cool and calculating, there the dashing and the daring;
here the bold and conceited, there the fearful and shy; here the selfwilled and lordly, there the close-fisted and covetous; and all these hinder, being stumbling-blocks in the way.
A church composed of such members resembles the rocky desert, not
. the pleasant garden; a cold ice-bound islet, not 11 beautiful sun-lit field;
a barren plot covered with thorns, not a well-cultivated vineyard; a
shabby, rotten, miserable-looking hovel, not the well-built, roomy,
cheerful dwelling. How can we expect people to admire, desire, or
seek union with·such a church? True, very few may be so bad, but in
proportion as they, in whole or in part, resemble it, they hinder. Our
churches must be the llappy and happy-making churches, if they are to
flourish. There .must be freedom, fellowship, love, unity, peace, indio
vidual interest, and united concern felt for all who come into the congregation, or can be induced to come in, before we can expect them to
be what we desire to see them. Ministers may preach; authors may
write books; lively christians may inquire and complain; but something
else is wanting. Every church-member must realize his responsibility,
must agonize with God, must endeavor to persuade men, must lay aside
whatever is forbidding and repulsive; and all must follow' whatsoever
things are true, whatsoever things are honest or venerable, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report', before we can expect our
wishes to be fulfilled.
Christian Secretary.

THE

ANGEL

OF PATIENCE.

To weary hearts, to mourning homes,
God's meekest angel gently comes;
No power has he to banish pain,
Or give us back our lost again;
And yet in tenderest love our dear
And Heavenly Father sends him here.
There's quiet in that angel's glance,
There's rest in that still countenance:
He mocks no grief with idle cheer,
Nor wounds with words the mourner's
But ills and woes he may not cure
He kindly trains us to endure.
Angel of Patience! sent to calm
Our feverish brows with cooling palm;
.1'0 lay the storms of hope and fear,
And reconcile life's smile and tear;
The throbs of wounded pride to still,
.And make our own our Father's will!

39

ear;
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Oh! thou who mournest on thy way,
With longings for the close of day;
He walks with thee, that angel kind,
And genUy whispers, "Be resigned;
Bear up, bear on, the end shall tell
l'he dear Lord ordereth all things well! "
"V"IIITTIER.

A VALEDICTORY

EPISTLE.

[WE were handed the following by a brother from Scotfand. It has not,
that we know of, appeared in print this side the water. It was issued in
Scotland a few years since, in the form of a tract, for the use of the friends
of the venerable man whose name it bears. One of these coming fortunately to hand, we are sure our readers will be glad of a copy. It
breathes the genuine christian spirit which has distin guished the Scotch
Baptists, to a congregation of whom, in Berwick-upon-Tweed, it was
addressed, with the condition named at its close. We commend it to
the' notice of our Baptist brethren in America. And our own churches,
without exception, might take most wholesome admonition from certain
portions of it. The view taken of 'restrictions of private judgment',
an.d 'all terms of communion founded on those restrictions', is precisely
the capital point made by the great Reformation of the Nineteenth
Century. The chief value of the address lies, however, as scarcely need
be remarked, in the earnestly-pious and fatherly spirit it breathes, and
the weight given it by the circumstances of its utterance. When shall
a permanence of ministration give pastors among us such a weight of
influence over flocks long watched and tended? When we have more
men aiming at the course of Father Kirkwood, we shall have less of
fluctuation and decay among our churches, on the same principle that
we have fewer of those symptoms now, under our few and temporary
pastorates, than in years past, when the very name' pastor', as applied
to a minister, was scouted as an Ashdodislll of' the sects'.-I.
N. c.]
My DEARLy-BELOVED
BRETHRENIN THELORD: Gracet mercy and
peace be multiplied to you, through the knowledge of the righteousness
of God our Savior, Jesus Christ. Your aged senior pastor, who is now
in the seventy-fourth year of his age and the forty-eighth of his ministry, feeling the approaching infirmities of old age, believing in the uncertainty of life, and not knowing the day of his death, most respectfully takes the liberty of writing you this farewell letter, which he desires may be read to you after his decease.
I have now, my beloved brethren, been going out and in among you
for the last forty-one years, and very few of those over whom I was ordained in the year 1809 are now alive. The Lord, however, has, in
mercy, added more to us than he has taken away, and I would here
raise our Ebenezer, and offer a tribute of praise to him who holds the
.seven stars in his right hand, and walks in the midst of the seven gold-
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en candlcsticks, for all the comparative unity, and peace, and edification, with which he has blessed us in our christian fellowship together
these last forty years.
I would, in the next place, most cordially thank you for all the unmerited kindness I have hitherto received at your hands, and for all the
attention you have paid to my important but feeble and defective ministry among you j and while, without any affectation of voluntary humility, I am deeply sensible of my many impcrfection~ in the work of
tbe Lord, yet I bave an abiding consciousness of the integrity of my
purpose in that work. I have uniformly taught in my ministry what I
most assuredly believed in my heart, and, as far as I understood it,
have declared to you all tbe counsel of God, keeping nothing back
which I considered profitable j and in those cases have not only preached
what I believed, but what I felt in my own experience to be true. I
have, as JOU all know, frequently dwelt on the deep depravity of human nature, and even that depravity which yet partially remains in the
cbildren of God. But, although I often lamented the low attainments
which we, and all churches, had yet reached in the divine life, yet I
never could fully express to you what I always felt in myself on these
humbling subjects. Under a bumbling sense of tbis deep depravity of
man in his present lapsed state, I,always taught what the scriptures
teach on the absolute necessity of the great doctrine of atonement for
sin in the death of Christ j and on the same doctrine of human depravity I always, as the scriptures dc>,founded the equally-great doctrine of
the sovereign work of the Holy Spirit on the human heart, by means
of the word, as essentially necessary to open the understanding of the
sinner, to turn him from darkness to light, and make him a willing subject of divine grace in this the day of gospel power. Tbese cardinal
doctrines of the sacred scripture I bave long believed j they have been
the spring of all my consolations in this vale of tears, and I humbly
hope they will be the support of my mind in the day of my death, when
about to enter into tbe immediate presence of that blessed Savior whom
I now love, and whom I shall soon see. I would humbly, but earnestly,
counsel you, in the next place, to continue, after my departure, in the
exercisc of the same unity and love under which you have lived during
my incumbency, for I know nothing, under God's blessing, more likely
to perpetuate your unity and peace tban an unreserved adherence to the
same system of spiritual means which we have hitherto employed, and
by which our unity and peace havc been hitherto maintained. You
are all aware, my beloved brethren, that our peace and unity have hitherto been owing, not so much to our being all alike minded in all
things, for in many things we bave been differently minded, but to our
being like minded in our view of the gospel, and of its fruit unto personal ~oliness; also to our being like minded in our views of religious
liberty-the
liberty which Christ has given to each of his people to
form their own opinion of what he teaches as his will in his word, be-ing only accountable to him, and- not to each other, for our faith and
practice. Every member of a christian church has given him, from
its Great Head, the unalienable right of private judgment-the
liberty
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of thinking for himsclf and of speaking what he thinks; and in no'case
of conscience is one brother accountable to another. "J,;ct every man",
says'Paul, "be fully persuaded in his own mind"; and to him who
would infringe on this right he says, "Who art thou that judgest another man's servant? to his own master he stands or falls. Why, then,
judgest thou thy brother, or why settest thou at naught thy brother?
for we must all stand before the judgment-Beat of Christ, and everyone
of us shall give an account of himself to God." Then, in all matters
between God and our own consciences, everyone of us is entirely independent of each other, for it is not cases of conscience but breaches of
acknowledged laws which are legitimately constituted the subjects of
church discipline. All restrictions, therefore, of private judgment, and
all terms of communion founded on tbose restrictions, are cntirely unknown in tbe Kingdom of Christ. All such human devices, with a
view to unity in the church of Christ, contain in them all the elements
of religious persecution, which have so long characterized the Man of
sin, and which have so much broken into many fragments the Protestant churches. In all the things, therefore, in which we have differed,
but which did not shake our confidence in each other's christianity, we
all, as ye know, freely left each other in the peaceful profession of our
own principles. To this unrestrained liberty we have, under God, been
indebted for our long and uninterrupted harmony; for otherwise we
had, long ere now, like many other of our churches, been scattered to
the four winds. We can not, however, maintain this unity of the spirit in the bond of peace but by lowliness of mind, esteeming each other
better than ourselves, and thus, by lon~ suffering, forbearing one another in love. Cherish, then, my beloved brethren, cherish this humble, holy and heavenly temper, as you value the glory of God, the peace
of the church, the edification of each otIler, and the conversion of sinners. Thus walking you will promote the peace of Jerusalem; and in
the peace thereof you sball have peace, for be tbat in tbese things serveth Christ is accepted of God and approved of men.
To attain and enjoy all these manifold blessings, I would, in much
earnestness, exhort you all to be regular in your attendance on all the
means of grace, and in week days as well as on the Lord's day, and
never be absent unless you can answer to your own consciences, and
carry that answer to a throne of grace. To be often absent from the
assemblies of the saints is not only injurious to yourselves as individuals, but also to the peace and edification of tbe whole church. It sets
an evil example to others, cools down the devotion of those who attend,
lowers your cbaracter for spirituality of mind, and sorely grieves the
heart of your pastor, as I bave often felt in my own personal experience.
In addition to this, let me say, however, tbat no regularity of attendance on public worship; no church ordinances or church orde , however spiritual; and no cburch discipline, however vigilantly wrought
out, can ever be a substitute for private and personal communion with
God. The amount of your edification-from public worship in the church
may always be measured by the amount of your enjoyment with Christ
in the closet. To come up warm from the closet, where you have been
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privately wrestling with God for a blessing on his ordinances-to
yourselves, to your pastors, and to each other - is thc bcst preparatiou of
heart for fellowship with him in public; and without these never cheat
your own souls, as it is commonly donc, by complaints about the waut
of edification, for the true cause of this is to be sought for in yourselves
rather than in any thing else. When any of you return, then, unedifled from public worship, qo, Oh do, before you complain, ask yourselves
whether you .were in earnest, honest prayer hefore you went.
And in conclusion, beloved brethren, let me only add, beware of laying hands suddenly on any man as my successor, and beware of the
consequences of being differently minded on the object of your choice.
You are, happily, under no necessity hastily to come to any conclusion
on this question.
You have, should he survi ve me, your much-esteemed
junior pastor still over you in the Lord-a
man of prudence, of piety,
and of peace, to whom I have been much indebted, in every point of
view, ever since he has been my colleague in office. But, even if he
should fall before me, you need not make haste; for, until you can find
a suitable pastor, you can, I am happy to say, edify one another in loye.
Finally, brethren, Farewell!
Be perfect, be of good comfort, he of
one mind, live in peace, and the God of love and peace shall be with

~.

.

To be read to the Baptist Church. in Berwick after my decease.
•

BRO.

ALEXANDER

RUSSELL'S

'GENERIC

LAW

KIltKWOOD.

OF CHRISTIANITY'.

BRO. CARMAN: Bro. Russell affirms in his third paper, August number, Ch1'ist~'anSentinel, that" It was a generic law of christianity that
the Spirit should be bestowed in such measure on every believer as to
confer, together with the results of conviction and sanctification, miraculous power.
And where all these effects did not appear, the fault was
in humanity, not in the divine law."
In reply to Bro R's. arguments in support of the above position, I
would submit:
That the' them' of the fourteenth, seventeenth, and twentieth verses
of the sixteenth chapter of Mark is used to represent the same persons,
viz., those whom the Savior upbraided with unbelief, and whom he
subsequently commissioned to go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature, and does not include the' he' of the sixteenth
verse.
To affirm that it does, is only giving aid and comfort to the impious pretensions of Mormonism, Spiritualism, and every other ism that
happens to become dissatisfied with the will of God revealed to us by his
Son.
Bro. R's. allusion to the case of Cornelius is conceived to be unfortunate, as even he (Bro. R.) will not maintain directly, although he
does virtually, that miraculou~ power was imparted in this instance as a
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consequence of obedience to a divine law. 'I.'he cantion that Bro. R.
has given, in reference to drawing general conclusions from particular
premises, is peculiarly applicable here.
But if this' generic law' prevailed in the days of Luke, it unchristianizesFirst. The chur.ch of Samaria. They were dependent for miraculous
gifts upon the Apostles. Consequently the tidings that came to J erusalem, reporting that Samaria had 'received' the word of God, were unfounded; otherwise there would have existed no necessity for the mission of Peter and John. Miraculous power would have followed a proper reception of the word, with the unerring certainty with which effect
follow&cause. Again: Will Bro. R. take the ground that the' matter'
spoken of by Peter, in which Simon had .no part, refers to remission of
sins, instead of the impartation of miraculous power by imposition of
hands? His position squints that way, most assuredly.
Secondly. The whole church at Rome. For, up to the time when
Paul wrote, spiritual or miraculous gifts were possessed by none there.
(See Rom. i: It.)
They had failed to comply with the requirements
of the divine law; yet Paul addresses them as 'beloved of God', 'saints',
whose faith was meet to be held up as an example to the whole world.
In conclusion, dear ,Bro. Carman, I rejoice that the Sentinel is devoted mainly to the work of inculcating a deeper and more healthful
tone of piety and spirituality, hitherto much needed. I sinceI' ly believ.e that Bro. Russell is consecrating his fine talents to the same work.
I have read his papers with pleasure and profit, and only regret that in
prosecuting the good work he did not, like one of old, shun all aIlian'ce
with the uncircumcised Sanballats and Tobiahs of a human and deceitful philosophy.
Yours sincerely,
GEO. CLENDENAN
ROCKFORD,

September 4, 1857.

A HOPEFUL

SYMPTOM.

THE following little editorial, from the New Yo?'1cIndependent, the
leading paper of the Orthodox Congregationalists, and one of the best
family journals published, evinces a spirit immeasurably above the low,
partisan bigotry so often shown when utterance is made concerning the
support of rival congregations. The Independent, we rejoice to see, is
independent enough to discard the wretched, threadbare apology for
sectarianism, that it furnishes opportunity for different tastes to be
suited, and thereby secures converts not otherwise to be gained.
When will professed christians realize that it is their disunion which
seals the world's ear more hermetically than all things else, and that
'unity of spirit' is tl,1eonly basis of trul:l ·un1:on.?
But to the quotation:
1. N. e.
" 'PERMANENTSeHIs;r'.- Weare old-fashioned enough to believe
that where the entire christian strengt~ of the locality is barely ade-
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quate to the support of one worshiping assembly, any attempt to divide
that strength, and set up two little churches where there ought to be
only one, and where that one might be strong, is an attempt to make a
schism. If the attempt is successful-if two churches are established
side by side - that is what we call' a permanent schism'.
If, in a given locality, christianity is organized in the form of a Baptist church, we hold that to divide the christian strength of that place
for the sake of setting up an Episcopalian or Presbyterian congregation
there would be a sehism. Whose' fanlt the sehism would be in that
case is a point on which opinions will differ; but the fact of the schism
is patent. Even our Baptist brethren can understand this. We have
no dispute to maintain with any of them about the merits of ' Grace
Truman', but we beg that we may be allowed to think and to say that
a Baptist church and a Presbyterian church in a place where there ought
to be only one church, are schism j and that if the duality is permanent,
it is 'a permanent schism'."

GOD'S
BY

MRS.

CHEST.
ST.

SIMON.

THERE once lived a wealthly and respected man, whose name was Benedictus, that is to -say, rich in blessing. He was justly entitled to this
name, for God had richly blessed him with goods, and all the world
blessed him also. Therefore, he sought to do good to all men, to the
stranger as well as to the neighbor, but especially to the poor and suffering. He did as follows:
As often as he had passed a pleasant day with his friends, he would
enter his secret chamber and say to himself, "There are many who can
rejoice over no such day, and what would it have been to me if I had
invited double the number to my table?"
Accordingly he took from
his purse as much money as the banquet had cost him, and placed it in
a chest, which he called God's chest. So also, when he heard of a fire
any where, he gave liberally his share toward the assistanee of the sufferers. He would then gaze at his own house, and entering his chamber, say, "All here stands fast and uninjured;" and then, as before, he
would place money in his ehest. Likewise also, whep costly viands and
rich furniture were offered him, he bought thereof, yet moderately, that
he might adoru his house and cheer his friends, and then entering his
chamber, he would say, "Thou hast been able to purchase all these
things, and increase thy store," and then again he would lay money in
the chest. Besides, he gladly sent of his costly purchases to anyone
of whom he heard as sick and in need of assistance.
Thus did he all the days of his life. And when he was about to die,
the poor, the widows, and the orphan wept and lamented, and said,
"Who will have compassion upon us when Benedictus is no more?"
But he said, "A good and thoughtful Father so manages that when-
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ever he is from home his children want for nothing; therefore, take
from God's chest all that is therein. It belongs to the poor, to the
widow, and to the orphan. Distribute from it, and prove good and
faithful stewards." With thcse words he died, and it came to pass as
he said.
Aud the contents of the chest endured for many years for the consolation of the needy. And the memory of that man long continued to be
blessed.
Independent.

THE OLD SAU,OR'SREBUKE.-A merchant and ship-owner of New
York etood at the entrance of his store, conversing with a gentleman on
business. A pious sailor belonging to one of his vessels approached
the store with the intention of entering it, but observing that the door
was occupied, modestly stepped aside, not willing to interrupt the conversation.
.
As he stood waiting patiently an opportunity to pass into the store,
he overheard profane allusions made to Christ, and turning to look, he
perceived it was his employer who was speaking. Instantly he changed
his position, and stood in front of the gentleman, with his head uncov. ered, and his hat under his arm, and addressed his employer in the following language:
" Sir, will you forgive me if I speak a word to you?"
The gentleman, recognizing in the sailor one of the crew of the vessel recently arrived, and supposing that he might have something to
communicate affecting his interests, kindly encouraged him to speak.
Without further hesitation, the sailor proceeded:
"You won't be offended, then, sir, with a poor ignorant sailor, if he
tells"you his feelings."
The gentleman again assured him he had nothing to fear.
" Well, then, sir," said the honest-hearted sailor with emotion, " will
you be so kind as not to take the n~me of my blessed Jesus in vain?
He is a good Savior; he took my feet from the pit and the miry clay,
and established my goings. 0, sir, do n't,' if you please, take the name
of Jesus in vain! He never did anyone any harm, but is always
doing good."
The rebuke was not lost upon him for whom it was intended ; a tear
suffused his eye, and he replied to his urgent request, "My good fellow, GQd helping me, I never will again take the name of your Savior
in vain."
" Thank you, sir," said the faithful witness for Christ, and putting
on his hat, he walked away to his work.
Selected.

GODdoes not give us grace one week for the necessities of another,
nor dying faith for living moments; but, day by day, and hour by hour,
he supplies us with the needful influences of his Spirit.
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IN
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SCHOOL.

AN esteemed brother, a professor in one of our flourishing colleges in
Illinois, all of which are snccessfully carrying out the doctrine of the
following, from the pen of a celebrated Glasgow teacher, handed it to
us for republication in the Sentinel. If any of our readers have suffered themselves to entertain a prejudice against our rising Institutions
because of this feature, we desire to commend-to their good sense the
facts and reflections rjf the Scotchman, that they may prej1£dge the case
no longer.
1. N. C.
" The youth of both sexes of our Scottish peasantry have been educated
together; and, as a whole, the Scotch are the most moral people on the
earth. Education in England is given separately, and we never have
heard from practical men that any benefit has arisen from this arrangement .. Some influential individuals there mourn over the prejudice on
this point. In Dublin, a larger number of girls turned out badly who
had been educated alone until they attained the age of maturity, than
of those who were otherwise brought up; -the separation of the sexes
has thus been found to be injurious. It is stated, on the best authority, •
that of those girls educated in the schools of convents, apart from boys,
the greater majority go wrong within a month after being let loose in
society, and meeting the other sex. They can not, it is said, resist 'the
slightest compliment or flattery. The separation is intended to keep
them strictly moral; but this unnatural seclusion actually generates the
very principles desired to be avoided. We may repeat that it is impossible to raise the girls as high, intellectually, without boys as with
them-and
it is impossible to raise boys morally as high without girls.
The girls morally elevate the boys, and the boys intellectually elevate
the girls. But more than this-girls
themselves are morally elevated
by the presence of boys, and boys are intellectually elevated by the
presence of girls. Girls brought up with boys are more positively
moral, and boys brought up in schools with the girls are more positively
intellectual, by the softening influence of the female character. In the
Normal Seminary at Glasgow, the most beneficial effects have resulted
from the more natural course. Boys and girls, from the age of two or
three years to that of fourteen or fifteen, have been trained in the same
class-room, galleries, and play-grounds, without impropriety; and they
are never separated, except at needlework."

Two EXTREMESOF PRIDE.-Diogenes, being at Olympia,· saw at
the celebrated festiv~l some young men of Rhodes, arrayed most m'agnificently. Smiling, he exclaimed, "This is pride." Afterward, meeting with some Lacedremonians in a mean and sordid dress, he said,
" And this is also pride." Pride is found at the same opposite extremes
in dress at the present day.
40
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A TRUE

PRE.ACHER.

I VENERATE the man whose heart is warm,
Whose hands are pure, whose doctrine and whose life,
COIncident, exhibit lucid proof
That he is honest in the sacred causeTo such I render more than IIl.ere respect,
Whose actions say that they respect themselves.
Would I describe a preacher-such
as Paul,
Were he on earth, would hear, approve, and ownI would express him simple, grave, sincere;
In doctrine uncorrupt;
in language plain,
And plain in manner, decent, solemn, chaste
And natural in gesture; much impressed
Himself, as conscious of his awful charge,
And anxious mainly that the flock he feeds
May feel it too; affectionate in look,
And tender in address, as well becomes
A messenger of grace to guilty men.
I seek divine simplicity in him
Who handles things divine; and all besides,
Though learned with labor, and though much admired
By curious eyes and judgment ill informed,
To me is odious.
He that negotiates between God and man,
As God's embassador, the grand concerns
Of judgment and of mercy, should beware
Of lightness in his speech.
'T is pitiful
To court a grin, when you should woo a soul;
To break a jest, when pity should inspire
Pathetic exhortation;
and t' address
The skittish fancy with facetious tales,
When sent with God'. commission to the heart.
CoWPER.

NOT DOING.-The guilt of many things is clearly discernible. No
body questions the character of Sabbath-breaking, profanity, or drunkenness. Avarice, ill-temper, evil-speaking, though less obvious, are
evident enough to be weighed by the standard of public opinion, and
are readily acknowledged to be sins. Vanity, trifling and procrastination can not easily elude a reckoning, and are pronounced inconsistent
with any great measure of excellence.
But there is a sin cleaving to the Lord's people so subtle in its nature, so humble in its guise, so frank in its excuses, that exposure is
difficult, and rebuke is often disarmed. What is it? The sin of NOT
DOING. Neglected opportunities, unused talents,.undone good- these
are to be arraigned in the great day, in the same catalogue with others
of a bolder and darker dye. "Inasmuch as ye did it not" is the verdict of the Judge.
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PASSED.

IN a late number of the Sabbath Recorder we find the following. It
is all the more cheering from the fact that' it comes from a paper not
devoted to the interest of the Union, and may be regarded as the calm
conviction of one who rejoices in the prospect of truth's triumph, whoever the Lord may choose for the armor-bearers:
"The Bible Union has given good evidence of its ability to accomplish the work it has undertaken. At first, many who loved the cause
of 1'evision hesitated to avow themselves with this Society, fearing that
it would prove a failure for want of men and money, or both. But the
crisis has passed. That question is, in a great measure, settled. It
has found the men competent to do the work, and it has thus far procured the necessary means.
" It is now evident that nothing short of a special intervention of
Divine Providence can prevent the Bible Union from giving to the
world a revised English version of the Bible, that will be vastly superior to any existing version in the same language.
"The practical question is not, Shall the Union succeed in its main
object? but, Shall we have a share in its success? Shall we help, by
our prayers and contributions, and suggestions, from time to time, to
render that success as complete as possible?
" There are other Societies engaged in the work. But they have not
shown the ability to accomplish it. It does seem, at present, as if the
American Bible Union has been destined by Divine Providence to hold
the foremost ra.nk in the great revision army."

WESLEY'S REQUEST OF THE OFFICER.-John Wesley, having to
travel some distance in a stage-coach, fell in with a pleasant-tempered,
well-informed officer. His conversation was sprightly and elHertaining,
but frequently mingled with oaths. When they were about to take the
next stage, Mr. Wesley took the officer apart, and, after expressing the
pleasure he had enjoyed in his company, told him ho was thereby encouraged to ask of him a very great favor. "I would take pleasure in
obliging you," said the officer, "and I am sure you would not make an
unreasonable request."
"Then," says Mr. Wesley, "as we have to
travel together some time, I beg that if I should so far forget myself as
to swear, you will kindly reprove me." The officer immediately saw
the motive, and felt the force of the request, and smiling said, "None
but Mr. Wesley could have conceived a reproof in such a manner."

IF you sincerely desire, and really try, to resist temptation, God will
help you to overcome it.
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DOCTRINALPREACHING.-It is a serious error to suppose that a
general interest in religion can be originated and sustained by mere exhortation, or by what is styled practical preaching, to the exclasion of
doctrinal discussion. Almost every genuine revival has its origin in
the vigorous and discriminating presentation of the great doctrines of
the Gospel. Witness Jonathan Edwards. He whose feeble utterance
and unimpassioned manner shook the assembly at Enfield as with the
trumpet of the judgment and the tempest of Almighty wrath, was not
a man of mere rhetoric or feeling-no popular declaimer- but carried
into the pulpit, though with simpler phrase, the same keen logic shown
in the Dissertation on the Will, which tasks the greatest intellects of
the world. That very sermon on 'Sinners in the Hands of an Angry
God', is awful in the cumulative strength and majesty of its argument.
It is a pyramid of doctrine, that with the weight of a thousand worlds
. presses upon the guilty soul, and sinks it down to helL It is a battery
all charged with living truth, and therefore flaming out on every side
the very lightning of God's wrath. If Edwards had begun that sermon
with some of the terrific figures of speech with which he applies and
concludes it, if he had made such rhetoric the staple of his discourse,
the minds of his hearers would have repelled it as an attempt to stir
their sensibilities with imaginary terrors. But when, step by step,
with the most accurate logic, was paved the inevitable way of sinners
down te hell, no rhetoric could enhanoe that fearful warning of his text,
"their feet shall slide-in due time."
Dr. J. P. THOMPSON.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.
BRO. J. A. MENG, writing us from Carrollton, Mo., September 1,
says-

r received information a few days ago that Brethren Allen Wright, T. P.
Haley and J. W. McGarvey held a meeting at Dover, embracing the second
and third Lord's Days in August, which resulted in eighteen additions.
Bro. H. BURNS,under date of September 9, Ashland, Ohio, writes
us 6f one addition to the congregation there during a recent meeting
held by Bro. L. COOLEY,of Cleveland. Will' not some good brother
go and settle at Ashland as pastor? One is greatly wanted there, and
we know it to be an excellent situation.
By advices from the New Salem congregation, at Clio, Greene county,
Ohio we learn that Bro. WM. PINKERTON,of Stamping Ground, Ke.ntUCk;, held a meeting there in August, by which .the brethren were
exceedingly refreshed, and two persons added to theIr number by baptism.
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BRO. A. D. FILLMORE,of Paris, Illinois, informs us of twelve additions in his vicinity lately, and the good work still going on. We
look for fuller reports soon.
WE have accounts of great accessions in various parts of the country.
We only publish, however, what is communicated to us directly and
specifically. Such reports are always welcome.

LITERATURE.
THE ILLINOIS BAPTIST.
This is quite a respectable looking weekly, issued at Bloomington, and conducted by Messrs. BUNDY, EDDY and ROE. From the two numbers of it which
have reached our table, we should think it edited with a fair degree of ability.
From what we have gathered
of its tone, it appears to aim at a more intense
denominationalism
than any of its competitors
for Baptist patronage
in the
State.
We shall with pleasure make further acquaintance.
THE CHRISTIAN ADVOCATE.
A monthly
ianity.

magazine

to plead for an unqualified

return

to original

This is a v\Jry neat monthly of 24 pp., edited by Bro. T.
published at Edinburgh,
Scotland.
It is issued at a shilling
one penny per number, which seems singularly low on this
The back numbers having but just been sent us in exchange,
that its contents appear on short examination
to be very solid

Christ-

H. MILNER, and
per annum, or
side the water.
we can only say
and valuable.

SPIRIT OF THE AGRICULTURALPRESS.
This is a handsome weekly quarto, published at West Urbana, Champaign
county, Illinois, by ALBERT GORE, at $2 per annum, in advance.
So 'fine a
Far~ers'
Journal as this, issuing from a country town in a State so western
that not over one-fifth of its lands are yet under cultivation,
most agreeably
surprises
us.
An inspection
of its contents
satisfies us that our agriCUlturists would find it an excellent investment
to take stock in t}J.e 'Spirit',
immediately,
to the amount of a couple of dollars.
THE BIBLE UNION QUARTERLY.
Full of in.teresting

matter.

Its new& mQre than ever cheering.

CHICAGO MUSIOAL REVIEW.
A spirited

monthly,

by C. M. CAPY.

l!IllGINS Brothers,

•

pllblishers,

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

STATEMEETING.-· In advance of a regular synopsis of the proceedings of the late State Meeting, which we hope to present our readers
soon, we may say of tbe late Anniversary Meeting of our State Missionary Society, that it was deemed tbe best ever beld since its organization. The attendance, the spirit, the contributions, were all hopeful
and cheering. The reported actual result of the Society's past operations seemed a more solid basis than was before had ;hereon to calculate.
It seemed a bright day for our cause in Illinois, when so large an as. semblage could convene and unite with such unanimity in vieing with
each other in pusbing on the cause of missions, without halting, fearing,
and nullifying all usefulness by the old, everlasting cry of 'centralization', 'consolidation', 'popery', etc., etc., with which the wheels have
so long been blocked.
Some seven hundred dollars were raised in money and pledges from
those present, ere we left. Pledges were also entered into to make
quarterly missionary appeals to the congregations in behalf of the. society for prayers and contributions in its aid. A determination seemed
to pervade the meeting to make the next Treasurer's Report present, instead of an account of the receipt and disbursement of a few pitiful
hundreds, a goodly number of thousands.
On the whole, the meetipg seemed to inspire all with a feeling of increased liberality, zeal and determination in the work of 'sounding out'
the word of the Lord.
THE PREACHERS'CONVENTION.- This body held its session, according to adjournment at Springfield last winter, on the day before the
State Meeting. As i~ proceedings will be published in pamphlet form
in connection with the minutes of the State meeting, we shall not attempt
to report here, farther than to say, in justice to all it may concern, that
the Convention annulled, by order to expunge from minutes, that part
of its former proceedings which it enacted through a committee empowered to report to it and for it after adjournment; all of which expunging it did in entire consistency with its former aims and principles, as its
minutes wh~n published will explain.
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The Convention also took occasion to correct certain misapprehensions
and forebodings which had gone abroad, by disavowing all intention of
interfering with matters of discipline in the churches, and only claiming the right of declaring with whom it woul~ cooperate in the ministry.
Having attained these ends, the Convention adjourned, sine die -the
discussion of questions of organization, authority, etc., on their regularly
coming up for dispussion by resolution of last winter, being unanimously and indefinitely postpon'ed.
The action of the Convention, we can not but hope, will be productive
of good, restoring confidence, allaying jealousy, and dissipating various
gloomy forebodings and fears.
BEREANCOLLEGE-- While at Jacksonville during our Anniversary,
we were much interested j,n being shown through the noble new college
edifice of this Institution.
It stands on a beautiful lot finely situated
in the eastern part of the city, valued at $10,000. The main building
is now completed at a cost of $20,000. It is 62 by 70 feet, with
three noble stories. A wing on each side will be added when needed.
All praise is due the brethren and friends who have struggled on with
this young institution to a point where its prosperity and permanence
may begin to be contemplated as in fact, what they have before been in
intent, a certainty.
Having had about a hundred students last session, without the
convenience of sufficient buildings, a much larger number may naturally be looked for under the new arrangements and facilities.
The next session, as announced in the Catalogue before us, begins the
first Monday in October.
THE Third Annual Catalogue of Abingdon College is also before us.
It shows an attendance of 207 the past session - a very creditable numbl;\r; the proportion of males and females being about equal. Our
earnest sympathies are with the noble band of brethren struggling so
manfully to give this college a high and honorable standing. Success
attend them.
'
EUREKA COLLEGE.- We chronicled in haste, last number, just as
the last form of the Sentinel was closing, the appointment of Bro. B.
W. JOHNSONto a chair in this institution. We learn that his duties
will lie in the department of mathematics and the natural sciences.
Prof. NEVILLEhaving resigned.his chair of ancient languages, his duties will be performed hereafter by the President, Bro. Loos, whose
eminent abilities in this, as in the field of modern languages, need no
comment. Prof. FISHERwill be enabled, by the above division of labor,
to devote his whole time and strength to the Principalship of the
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Primary Department. As an additional new feature, he will have the
aid of Bro. Dr. S. E. PEARREas a tutor.
The appointment of Prof. JOHNSONis deemed, on all hands, an excellent one. He has not only fine talents and sholarship, but is a great
worker.
The new college edifice, a noblc one, is rapidly approaching completion.
Prof. NEVILLE, in retiring from Eureka, goes to Christian University, Canton, Mo., the advertisement of which promising institution will
be found in the present number. Our hearty good wishes go with Bro.
N. to his new and beautiful home.
A :i\'IUSICAL
INSTITUTE,uJ;lder the auspices of the Pem'ia Phaharmonic Society, is expected in this city, from the first to the fifteenth of
October, conducted by Messrs. PERKINS, WILLIAMS, GREENE, and
VAN METER,of the Normal Musical Institute, North Reading, Mass.
It will doubtless be a rare chance for the higher order of musical instruction.
WE have received from the publishers, WILSON & COCKROFT,
Geneva, Kane county, Illinois, an announcement of a work to be published by subscription, entitled" The Emphatic Diaglott j containing
the Original Greek Text of the New Testament, with an Interlineary
Translation, in which every Greek Word is literally and Grammatically
construed as it stands in the Book." Side by side with this, as seen
in some specimen pages·sent us, is to appear" A New Emphatic Version," the leading idea of which seems to be, the distinguishing of
those shades of meaning, not otherwise to be transferred, of the various
uses of the Greek article and intensives, by means of italics, capitals,
large and small, and initial capital letters. With all of which an appendix of interesting and valuable matter is offered.
It is to be issued in numbers, monthly if possible, of 32 pp. each, at
$2 per 12 numbers. We shall await with much interest the appearance of so novel and promising a work.
COMMUNION
PLATE.- Many of our congregations are sadly lacking
in a decent, comely furnishing of the Lord's table. This want may be
obviated by applying to GRAY & DAVIS, China Hall, Main street,
Peoria. We take much pleasure in thus voluntarily and without solicitation calling attention to this fact, as we have found these gentlemen
prepared and willing to supply all such articles on favorable terms.
Orders sent them by mail will be promptly supplied.
THE Anniversary of the Ameriqan
commencing Oct. 7, at 9 o'clock A.M.
the meeting-house of the First Baptist
streets.
Brethren should see to their
abound toward this blessed work.

Bible Union will be held in New York,
The meetings will be held, as usual, in
Church, corner of Broome and Elizabeth
subscriptions ere then.
Let liberality

THE Anniversary of the American Christian Missionary Society begins on
Tuesday, Oct. 20, at Cincinnati.
A great meeting is expected.
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SPIRIT."

IT is pleasant to see tbe intelligent mind intent on finding trutb, and
especially religious truth; but vain will be all our efforts to discover it
at any other place than its source, and through any other means than
divinely appointed instrumentality. That W. S. R. has quoted Scripture, is true; but that it sustains some of his positions, I think doubtful.
It may be, however, that my failure to discover truth in all his positions,
is because I belong to that 'class influenced by a vulgar prejudice,
arising from intellectual laziness.' Much that is said by him may, or
may not, be true, without seriously affecting the objectionable features
of his articles.
In his No.1, the following language occurs: ((As it is necessary to
reflect into distinct consciousness and render capable of expression the
intuitions of reason, we will find that, the inspired Jl!an-being compelled
to reflect that he may communicate his truths to us, and reflection necessarily involving the will-will, even under inspiration, preserve his
moral responsibility inviolate." In this it is assumed that the will of
the inspired man is pcrmitted its wonted exercise when he is making
divine communications. If this is true how shall we account for the
language of Balaam to Balak? " And Balak said unto Balaam, neither
curse them at all, nor bless them at all. But Balaam answered and
said unto Balak, Told I not thee, saying, all that the Lord speaketh,
that I must do?" Numbers, 23: 25, 26. Again, John, 2: 49, 50:
" And one of them named Caiaphas being the high priest that same
year, said unto them, Ye know nothing at all, nor consider that it is
expedient for us, that one man should die for the people, and that the
whole nation should perish not. And this he spake not of himself: but
being high priest that year, he prophesied that Jesus should die for that
nation." In the case of these two men, it seems manifest that their
will was not consulted in uttering those remarkable predictions concerning the Star of Jacob, and the .death of Jesus.
But there seems an indefinitcness about the above quotation from
No. 1. 'The inspired man, will, even under inspiration, preserve his
moral responsibility'.
Of course, his personal obligations to God
are neithcr greater nor less because he is inspired, aside from the
matter communicated through. him, and this very fact, in connection
41
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with the passages above cited, render it certain that his inspired communications are independent of his will.
But the in~pired man is ' compelled to reflect that he may communicate his truths to us'. If the inspired man, or any other, would communicate his truths to us, certainly he must reflect. But is this true
of the inspired man communicating the truths of GODto men? On
the day of Pentecost "they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and
began to peak with other tongues as the SpiriL gave them utterance."
Acts, ii: 4. Jesus had promised his disciples, saying: "But when
they shall lead you and deliver you up, take no thou~ht beforehand
what ye shall speak, neither do ye premeditate; but whatsoever shall
be given you in that hour, that speak ye; for it is not ye that speak
but the Holy Spirit." Mark, xiii: 11. Again:" But whcn they deliver you up take no thought how or what ye shall speak; for it is not
ye that speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you."
Matth., x: 19,20. From these passages the conclusion seems inevitable that brother Ro's position is wrong. The disciples were to take
no thought beforeha,nd, nor to premeditate how or what they should
speak. The reason assigned for excluding reflection is, 'It is not ye
that speak, but the Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you'.
In a former part of No.1, is a remark which, had brothcr R. re- .
fleeted upon for a moment; he perhaps wo.::ldnot have permitted to go
to the public. He says: "In venturing upon the introduction of this
sacred, but most legitimate subject to your readers, we take the privilege of selecting the class of minds we shall attempt to address.
We can therefore, expect sympathy and a profitable
hearing, from only a comparatively rare class of men." The Saviour,
in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, spoke
in matter and manner so that the common people heard him gladly.
The select class in reference to his' teachings was composed of the thinking few who would not hear him. That brother R. may find sympathy
and a hearing from mauy thinking persons may be true, but whether
it will be profitable, I think doubtful. As a minister, he no doubt
wishes to be useful; but can success in the cause of Christ be hoped
for, by inculcating a theory of inspi.ration that opposes so plainly the
teaching of the Bible? 'The prophecy came not in old time by the
will of man; but holy men of God spake :.s they wcre moved upon by
the Holy Spirit'.
The precise point of contact between the Holy
Spirit and the spirit of man, is that of which I confess ignorance. But
I do not understand brother R. to aim directly at a discussion of this
question, but to 'inquire into inspiration, or the mode of the Holy
Spirit's operation in the spirit of man'.
After carefully reading this number to find a definition of inspiration, the following seems to comprise it ~ "We have seen that in the
soul there is a higher reason, not reflective but spontaneous in its character, giving all men primary inspir<ttionswhich compose the elements
of [thought; and this is determined by the fact that these principlcs
are universal and necessary-exhibiting themselves wherever there is
a sane mind, and which it is impossible to conceive as ceasing to exist-
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which cannot, therefore, have their causes in the finite spirit of man,
and must be referred to a higher intelligence, to the infinite mind of
God.
Once admitting and fully recognizing this
important conclusion, which a rigid analysis of the phenomena of consciousness cannot fail to establish, the possl:bility of God's making more
revelations through man than those constituting the elements of his
spiritual activity, or, of his imparting greater energy to those elements
already existing in their germs, is fully establishcd. Also, the avenue
through which all divine revelations, given in the form of inspiration,
must come, is madc known j that is, the intuitive reason or conscience,
taken in its wider significance."
In contrast with this definition, notice the following from the pious
and learned Gaussen, pp. 33, 34 :
" Theopneusty. This term expresses that mysterious power by
which the Divine Spirit made the authors of the Old and New Testaments compose them just as the church has received them. This
miraculous operation of the Holy Spirit had not for its object the sacred
writers who were only his instruments; but its object was the sacred
books themselves, which were destined to reveal to the Church from age
to age the immutable counsels of God." Again:" The influence which
was exercised upon these men, and of which they themse,lves were conscious in very different degrees, has never been defined to us. Nothing
anthorizes us to explain it. The Scriptures themselves have never
presented to us its mode or its measure, as an object of study. They
speak of it always incidentally j they never connect our piety with it."
Gaussen thinks the Scriptures have presented us with neither the
mode or mea.~ureof inspiration j but brother R. pauses not, but at .once
'inquires into the mode of the Holy Spirit's operation in the human
spirit'.
Has more light on this intricate subject been shed since
Gaussen wrote? If so, what is its source, human or divine? religious
.or philosophical?
Philosophical, W. S. R. answers j for, "Indeed
philosophy and religion have gone hand in hand during the past. .
. . . . The laws of interpretation change as intellectual philosophy advances, and exhibits new and clearcr results j and in these numbers we shall takc our stand upon the latcst and profoundest developments which a searching analysis of mind has given, and endeavor to
ascertain some of the laws of the wonderful ways of God to man."
, Philosophy and religion have gone hand in hand', and what is the
result? Division among the professed friends of Christ, and all .its
concomitant evils. When we approach the Bible for acquiring a
knowledge of its teachings we need to ' Beware lest any man spoil us
through philosophy and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
rudiments of the world and not after Christ'. The latest developments
of philosophy are mueh mor'efortunate than former intellectual systems,
if they lead not their votaries into labyrinths of darkncss. Such has
been the admonitory results of all former philosophers, as testified to by
one who professes to know: "Philosophy is everywhere in Europe
fallen into discredit. Once the pride and glory of the greatest intellects, and still forming an important element of liberal culture, its pres-
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ent decadence is attested no less by the complaints of its few followers
than by the thronging ranks of its opponents.
Few now believe in its
large promises; still fewer devote to it that passionate patience which
is devoted by thousands to science.
Every day the conviction gains
strength that philosophy is condemned, by the very nature of its impulses, to wander forever in tortuous labyrinths within whose circumscribed and winding spaces, weary seekers are continually finding
themselves in the trodden tracks of predecessors who, they know, could
find no exit.
Philosophy has ever been in movement, bnt the move, ment has been circular; and this fact is thrown into stronger relief by
contrast with the linear progress of science."
Int1·0. BiofJ. Hist. of
Phil. By George Henry Lewes.
Shall we now accept philosophy as the cast off c10thes of an effete
religion in Europe, expecting to escape its 'tortuous labyrinths'
more
successfully than its disheartened advocate there?
Rather let us heed
the apostle's admonition, to beware of being spoiled through philo~ophy,
and J~ewes's comment upon the futility of the promises of philosophy,
and give heed to the things we have heard from the inspired record,
being assured thereby, that these thoroughly furnish the man of God
to every good work.
After reading W. S. R.'s first number, I felt the force of Asa Shinn's
definit,ion of metaphysics: "A web woven for the entanglement
of
human reason."
The whole of his article is so ethereal, that I am almqst constrained to the conclusion, either, that I am not of the few
for whom he writes, or else there is little value in it beyond mere intellectual exercise.
The end is not yet.
J. M. H.

THE

FEAR

OF THE LORD.-NUlfBER

1.

THE suggestion has been offered by a deeply pious and beloved colaborer in the gospel, that one great reason of the spiritual' dearth in
the land is a lacl~ of the fear of God. A careful and prayerful
weighing of this suggestion has riveted the conviction that it is a
matter of pressing need that pen and tongue be !!iven more, much
more, to this consideration than hitherto.
Take up your bible, reader, and, with the aid' of references or concordances, 'search the scriptures'
for their testimony concerning the
fear of the Lord, and you will be surprised to find what and how much
is said about it. This surprise will be all the greater, provided you are,
emphatically, a man of this age and country.
For, it is a most significarit fact that fear, of all kinds, is now commonly regarded as a low,
base, unworthy sentiment, and more particularly, fear in those directions
which assimilate to the fear of Him who is infinitely more than all other
beings the proper object of fear. This is seen in the great lack of
deference and respect for superiors, which indeed, may be almost termed
a national trait in America.
For, be it observed, without the element of
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fear as a constituent, there is no such thing possible as reverence.
The
want of respect for the fifth precept of the decalogue has appalled many
a considerate heart.
Heverence for parents lies at the very foundation
of all true cultivation of the fear of the Lord.
For the parent, by
necessity, m 1st, for years, stand in the place of God to the child.
And if parents through a blind and selfish partiality for their offspring,
permit them to burst off the healthful bands of filial fear, they must
expect to see them ere long' showing contempt of age, 'not afraid to
speak evil of dignities',
exhibiting a cool and supercilious irreverence
both for the minister of justice and the minister of the gospel.
With
these antecedents, what next can be expected, but that the subject of
such training and habits will deem it a brave, heroic thing to show that
he has no fear even for his Maker?
Accordingly, the most sacred and
fearful names are tossed from his lips as lightly as the foam of his wine
cup.
There is something all wrong in the world's ideal of the heroic in
reference to this sentiment of fear. The man 'who has attained to such a
pitch of unnaturalness
as to say, with either lying or shameless lips,
that he knows not the feeling of fear, thereby challenges the admi.ration
and applause of the gaping crowd.
Whereas an angel might look down
upon him with either shame for his heartless lie, or pity for a spirit
shorn of one of the prime elements of every natural finite soul, and
that had thus become a monstrosity, a poor, wretched, maimed, deformed
thing in the universe of God. Because' the fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom', and because nJ one can more successfully exhibit
practically the folly of atheism than by ignoring the fear of the Lord,
it is written, "the fool hath said in his heart, There is no God."
But this attribute of fool-hardiness in the American character is not
hard to be accounted for. The extremes of kingly oppression, defended
on the plea of ' the divine right of kings', coupled with priestly domination and the compulsory support of an established church, all naturally
tended to beget the opoosite extreme found in reckless Young America.
He is not afraid to revile the ruler of the people, not he j and fearing
not the minister of God's vengeance, the civil ruler, who" beareth not
the sword in vain," he very naturally exhibits still less reverence for
his milder minister of mercy.
It was just so with the Jews.
Ground under the heel of Egyptian
oppression, as they had been, scarcely were they emancipated until
they rushed to the opposite extreme of contempt for Moses and Aaron,
and the law of God they bore.
The awful thunders of Sinai, which
made even Moses 'exceedingly fear and quake',
were all designed to
counteract this wreseen tendency of the people to pass from the cowering fear of the taskmasters of Egypt to the other extreme of a defiant
recklessness toward God and man.
France has given us the sallie
mournful picture.
The lawless, God-defying spirit of the Hevolution
tells the old story, in the carnival around the Goddess of Heason, of
those "feasting
themselves without fcar, raging waves of the sea,
foaming out their own shame."
If thus much may be said of other revolutions, shall we have nothing
1
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similar to say of that religious revolution of the nineteenth century
with which we as a people are identified?
That this reformation should
escape entirely the curse of a lawless fearlessness, would surely seem, in
the abstract, improbable.
And with this accord experience and observation.
As a religious body we lack reverence.
It was indeed a
necessity, to some extent, that feelings of veneration should be held in
abeyance in order to burst away from many things which it appeared
duty to disregard.
A failure, gcnerally, to give due care to the setting
of proper bounds to this suspension of veneration, has resulted, most
naturally, yet most lamentably, in a defective piety.
Now with all proper contempt for mcre croaking and fault-finding,
we must open our eyes wide to this lack of the fear of God, of coming
before him with trembling, and of worshipping bim with reverential
awe, which have so marked our churches, in many instances, that the
most casual observer could identify us thereby; and with these preparatory observations, we hope, anon, to present certain facts, precepts and
admonitions from the word of God upon this vital subject, which may
tend, by his blessing, to arouse us to the necessity of our becoming, in
very deed and manner, a God-fearing people.
1. N. C.

. MAN'S REDEMPTION.-Recollect,
Christian!
God thought fit to require the blood of his Son for the redemption of our souls. These
souls must have been very precious in the sight of God, since he redeemed them at a price so immense. The misery into which they were
liable to be plunged, must have been extremely terrible, since God
thought proper to make such great efforts to save them from it. The
felicity of which they are capable, and to which the Lord intends to
elevate them, must be infinitely valuable, since it cost so much to hring
them to it.- For what in the universe is of equal value with the blood
of the Son of God?
Disappear, all ye other miracles, wrought in favor
of our souls! ye astonishing prodigies, that confirmed the gospel! thou,
delay of the consummation of all things! ye great and terrible signs of
the second coming of the Son of God!
Vanish before the miracle of
the cross; for the cross shines you all into darkness and shade.
This
glorious lig-ht makes your glimmering vanish, and after my imagination
is filled with the tremendous dignity of this sacrifice, I can see nothing
great beside.
But, if God hath estimated our souls at such a rate,
shall we set a low price on them? If he hath given so much for them,
do we imagine there is anything upon earth too great to give up for
them.Suurin.

ALL declensions begin in the heart and in the closet; and though
slow at first, yet they increase with awful rapidity, as the principle of
grace is weakened through the indulgence of sin.
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OF ADELPHOS.

EPISTLE

OF PETER.

A GLANCE at the commencement and close of the First Epistle of
Peter suggests the I thought that much of the force of the epistolary
writings is comlllonly lost, from the fact that we peruse them without due attention to the circumstances attending their origin, transmission and reception. True, we have but scanty information, as to
minute particulars of that kind; yet we sadly Ileg-lect, it is to be
feared, the improving upon what we have. How differently do we
treat things of a temporal character! Take the Declaration of Independence, for ins.tance, or Washington's Farewell Address, and see how
carefully and earnestly each patriotic ear is bent to listen to every little
particular known of those' times that tried men's souls'. And not
even at the lcnown, does the warmth of our interest in, and veneration
for, those revolutionary heroes and their deeds permit us to stop. The
vivid and powerful pencil of Imagination is summoned, and draws her
sketches with scarcely less certainty and usefulness than does the
chronicler of actual facts. No history, indeed, can be very interesting
or effective, that has not much of the filling up of minor details done
by the imagination. A part of this work belongs to the historian,
whose writings are valuable just as he is able to transport hi mself more
or less perfectly into the midst of the times and scenes of which he
tells. But, again, it is very important that, from the start so given,
the reader should fill up the picture still more, and imagine a thousand
things in connection, which, though severally, quite unimportant, have
in the aggregate more to do with thorough appreciation than any thing
else whatever.
Let us now attempt an application of this principle to the document
which suggested our train of thought.
It is, not unlike the Declaration of Independence, a 'general epistle'
to persons scattered abroad over a wide extent of territory. As we
learn from the opening of the letter, it was to 'strangers', not indeed
so much to the writer as to the' strange lands' to which persecution
had driven them-Cappadocia,
Asia Minor, Bithynia, and other lands.
Doubtless, the most of them had before known the venerable Peter, in
his devoted 'feeding of the lanbs', and deemed it one of the severest
features of their dispersion, that they might see their beloved leader's
face, and hear his electrifying words of cheer, no more. There was one
of these hunted fugitives, whose soul, methinks, so yearned for communion with his old pastor, that he burst away amid all peril, to go
and hear from his lips once more the high hope for which life and all
things had been put in jeopardy.
Go back to a Lord's day morning in those days of banishment, darkness and blood. See a little company of Nazarenes, clad in skins, and
looking wan and worn with watching to avoid their foes, and mourning
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for some lately-fallen victims.
They are homeless wanderers, despised
of men; but they are corne to a cave in the earth, to cheer each other
and celebrate the resurrection of the Crucified.
One stands sentinel
at the entrance, to give warning should the murderous foe draw near
their covert.
Within, the voice of prayer ascends from that group of
youth and age, stern manhood and childhood's heart of guileless trust;
and tears start as a white-haired sire invokes Heaven's protection for
e the faithful brother' whose zeal had urged him to visit Peter afar at
Jerusalem.
Their hearts tremble to think how both he and the noble
Apostle may have perished ere this, in the fury of persecution.
But
hark, a signal word of warning comes from the sentry without, who
now gazes intently at some one rapidly approaching in the distance.
How his fearless eye is strained to catch the first indication of a foe
seeking the lives of his precious charge ,within.
Their suspense, for a
moment, is terrible, but is quickly turnE:q to tcars of jo;y, as the faithful
watcher, with joyful thanks to God, announces the coming, not of an
enemy, but the long-absent and belovcd Sylvanus!
'rhe holy kiss, the
fraternal embrace are exchanged, with words of health and peace, and
glad praises ascend to Heaven for the late return.
But what means
that roll of parchment drawn forth by Sylvanus, at the first question as
to the object of his tour?
"A let,ter from our beloved father in the
Lord!" exclaims he. " See, 't is Peter's own signature, and listen to
his blessed words of love for our admonition and comfort in the faith."

CHARACTER

OF THE

APOSTLE

PAUL.

OUR own characters depend much on the models we contemplate and
admire.
A truthful view and appreciative consideration of thc character of the great apostle of the Gentiles, may be so applied by us, practically, as to be of immense influence for good, in making us what the
God of our being designed.
So marvelous a man was Saul of Tarsus, even prior to his conversion,
that the very fact of the selection of the man for the office he filled, is
an attestation of the divine exercise of the perception
of adaptation.
Perhaps not another living man could have enacted his part in the
great drama of a world's redemption.
Tho crisis into which he was
thrown was fraught with stronger temptation to sacrifice principle to
apparent policy, than ever before encompassed a lllere mortal, unless
perchance we lllay find some claim to parallel in the cases of Moses
and Elijah.
These have been compared with Paul, and the three regarded as a triad of grand salient points on the great plain of hnman
will, lofty pillars of inflexibility whose parallel summits cast deep into
shadow everything of their own times, with but one counterpart in all
earth's subsequent history, the almost superhuman
yet misguided and
ill-starred Napoleon Bonaparte.
We stop not for a comparative view
of these wondrous personages.
It were too extensive as well as digressive a task, beside being one already fulfilled by the inimitable
pen of a Headley.
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The cool indomitable resolution of Paul was distinct from the fiery,
impulsive coura~e of Peter, as from the mild, loving, saint-like John.
Did Peter deny his ma~ter with o:1ths and curses iu the hour of peril?
In similar crises, we behold Paul overawing the arm of perverted power
and appealing to C003ar, resigning the liberty he might otherwise have
obtained and facing like a reproving messenger from his God, the lofty
officials who raised their impious hands against that God's anointed.
There is yet a sublimer exhibition of his courage.
rt was to speak, iu
self-possession, where cOl11monmortals had quailed in speechless fear.
John, though most intimate with the Savior on earth, when addressc~
by him in heavenly majesty on Pat~nos, with face in the dust became
as one dead, his heart melted and tongue paralyzed with awe and perturbation.
Saul, stricken dowll 011 the highway by a new, terrific and
hostile power, with a spirit startlingly practical and self-reliant, demands in quick succession, 'who art thou' .f? and' what will thou have
me to do' .f?
But whence this attribute?
From this, and mark it well: He was
ever true to himself-an
honest man, even while the' chief of sinners'.
'I have lived in all good conscience before God to this day'. Behold his
end.
With principle ever uppermost, he deemed its solace so high,
that the sacrifice of social ties, wealth, fame, and' all things', were
, light affiictions', of' a momeiit';
and hailed a violent death-a
very
joy, as the herald of a crown.
Christian, 'be strong';
'add to your faith courage '-the
courage of
conscience and the right, and you may smile at earth's frowns and earth's
woes, and defy the very King of Terrors.

THE outward forms whereby mankind have ever been accustomed to
convey sentiments of veneration and reverence, whether such ceremonies and posturcs were ta,ught by an innate sense of propriety or by
revelation, have in them a significancy and an authority not to be slightingly treated.
Anyone posture, as such merely, of course has no greater claim to
our observance than another.
Yet that which custom has long sanctioned obtains by association an influence upon the feelings and actions
which. may not be trifled with, except at our peril.
Especially must
this be true when the best of carth have given it the weight of their
sanction and example.
And if, beyond this, it has the approval, nay,
even authority of Heaven, how is the case heightened.
Of the time-honored and divinely-ordained form of adoration named
in our caption, it would almost seem an insult to intelligence and good'
taste to speak by way uf defense, did not the customs of this spiritually
degenerate age stir one's zeal and jealousy for the honor of his Creator
and Redeemer.
I know there arc not wanting those who would feel
disposed to smile, as at a weakness, upon the earnestness exhibited for
what they deem a very trivial question of expediency.
For one, I covet
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not the strength (?) of him who having knelt in infancy at his mother's
knee to say' Our Father', and through all his young years up to manhood, at the holy family altar, can easily be led to imitate the example
of those who when the' King of carth and heaven' is addressed, can.
descend to the acknowledge~ent of their relation to that dread Being,
only by. a posture less adapted to indicate even an artificial complimcnt
to the Deity, than a consulting of personal ease! I shall never forget
how I was shocked, once in my life, when, being present at the morn"
ing worship of a family with which I chanced to sojourn a day or two,
I saw the member of the household who led in prayer kneel, and all
the rest retain their seats! And neither time nor familiarity with imitatitions of this in the holy sanctuary, can ever destroy, I trust, my
sensibilities upon this subject in general.
Oh, for heralds like those who went before Joseph, to cry again, 'bow
the knee'! Solomon, the wisest and wealthiest of earth, we find bowing
the knee at the offering of his great dedicatory prayer. Daniel, in his
princely exaltation, knelt thrice a day to pray, with his windows open
toward Jerusalem; and not mcrely at the risk of being deemed unfashionable either. The high souled Mordecai, the 'Hebrew children',
and thousands beside, have shown, negatively as well as positively, how
full of authority and sacredness is the act of bowing the knee. How
should the example of Israel, sta.nding up from morn till midday, simply out of veneration for the law read to them, shame this generation.
, Stand up, and bless the Lord', '0 come, worship before him, and bow
down'. Even savages rise up at the presence of superiors, and before
kings and nobles cast themselves prostrate; while we remain seated
while assuming thc awful prerogative of addressing the King of kings.
" I bow my knee," says the great apostles of the Gentiles, "to the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ"
Peter, the prince of the apostles,
knelt in prayer when robed with power to raise a lifeless Dorcas. "And
the four and twenty elders, which sat before God in their seats, fell on
their face~~and worshipped God."
Yet should the christian forget all these, how can he forget Gethsemane, with its thrice repeated kneeling amid tears of blood; or the
mighty oath of 'him that liveth forever and ever', that to thc crim.
soned weeper who there knelt alone in agony, ' every knee shall bow,
and every tongue confess that he is Lord, to the glory of God the
Father?'
A WORDTO YOUNGLADIEs.- We believe that a young lady by
her constant christian example, may exert an untold power. You do
not know the respect, the almost worship which young men, no matter
how wicked they may be themselves, pay to a consistent christian lady,
be she young or old. A gentleman once said to a lady who boarded in
the same house with him, that her life was a constant proof of the
ohristian religion. Often the simple request of a young lady will keep
a young man from doing wrong. We have known this to be the case
.v~ry frequently; and young men have been kept from breaking the
Sabbath, from drinking, from chewing, just because a lady whom they
respected and for whom they had an affection. reauested it.
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CRUCIFIXION.

Bound upon the accursed tree,
Faint and bleeding-who
is He?
By the eyes so pale and dim,
StrelLming blood, and writhing limb,
By the flesh with scourges torn,
By the crown of twisted thorn,
By the side so deeply pierc.ed,
By the baffied, burning thirst,
By the drodping, death-dewed brow,
Son of Man! 't is thou, 't is thou!
Bound upon the lLccursed tree,
Dread and awful-who
is He?
By the sun at noon-day pale,
Shivering rocks, and rending veil;
By earth that trembles at his doom,
By yonder saints who burst their tomb,
By Eden, promised ere he died,
To the felon at his side,
Lord! onr suppliant knees we bow,
Son of God! 't is thou, 't is thou!
Bound upon the accursed tree,
Sad, and dying-who
is he?
By the last and bitter cry,
The ghost gave up in agony;
By the lifeless body laid
In the chambers of the dead;
By the mourners come to weep
Where the bones of Jesus sleep:
Crucified! we know thee nowSon of Man! 'tis thou, 'tis thou!
Bound
Dread
By the
, Lord!
By the
By the
By the
By the
By the
Son of
Selected.

upon the accursed tree,
and awfulwho IS he ?
prayer for them that slew They know not what they do!'
spoiled and empty grave,
souls he died to SlLve,
conquest he hath won,
saints before his throne,
rainbow round his brow,
God! 't is thou, 't is thou!
MILMAN.

IN any imminent distress, men almost naturally fly to their Maker.
It is rather an impulse than a principle. X et it is in prosperity that
we most need his assistance. Success, which is perhaps more eminently
the hour of peril, is more rarely the hour of prayer. There is an intoxication attending on prosperous fortune, especially while it is new
which diverts the spirit from the Father of spirits.
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RELIGIOUS

CONDITION

OF SPAIN.-NO.

1.

To the eJ;l!ightened Christian, whose heart beats warm and strong for
the intcrests of the cause of the Redeemer in all lands, it must ever be
a matter of no small concern and uf deep sym pathy, to know of the
present struggles of the light of Heaven with the prevailing darkness
in some of the older lands of Christendom.
In the mid~t of the enjoyment of the broadest light and frcedom of the Gospel, we must cspccialiy
look with an earnest eye and a sympathetic heart on these strufrgles.
Our attention was some time since arrestcd by an article under the
above caption from a foreign German journal, and which we rcad with
great interest.
Supposing that the reading of it might not bc unwelcome to others we give a translation of it in the pages of the Sentinel.
CHARLES

LOUIS

LOOS.

'Who among us does not look with interest to the land, where already
at the time of the Reformation a Fmnciscas of St. Romano, the brothers
Dryander, and other blood-sealed witncsscs of the truth, suffered the
martyr's death? The land where thc Inquisition thonght to extinguish
the last spark of Christian faith with fire and sword; and where so
many noble spirits were enchained and crushed by the tyranny of
Rome?
In spite of all the pains of a fanatical clergy, the truth of the
cross is opening for itself a path among the people, which under the
protection and guidance of the Lord awakens bright hopes for the future.
Though the solemn, sombrc gravity which the terrors of the Inquisition's reign have impresscd upon the character of the Spanish people
may excite in us mistrust rather than confidence, it is rejoicing to hear
voices here and there that ask earnestly for the salvation and the freedom of the children of God; and this longing of a nation groaning under the iron rod of antichristian Rowe, no human or infernal power can
suppress, when once the Lord awakens this hungcr and thirst after
righteousness.
Such a desire is alrcady manifest in Spain, as the following communications show.
All are familiar with the political commotions which, for years, ba.ve
often brought that unhappy land to the verge of ruin.
The revolution
of 1854, in consequence of which a liberal government was placed at
the helm of state, has brought the question of the liberty of conscience
and of faith before the people, and during that time the Bible was
freely and in large quantities distribnted over the land.
On the ot.her
hand the clergy received a deep wound by the sale of the ecclesiastical
property to which the government was compelled to have recourse, by
the want of money.
'I.'he clergy is now salaried by the State, which is
a deep humiliation for that haughty order, and to which it had never
been accustomed before.
The Pope is very angry, on this account,
with the government, and inasmuch as thc latter does not seem willing
yet to lose entirely the good will of its spiritual master in Rome, and
also to a certain degree yet fears the powerful body of the clergy, it appears ready, by new concessions, to purchase peace with Rome at the
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expense of relii!ious liberty.
This is not to be wondered at, inasmuch
as not political liberalism, but the world-conquerin!! faith of the Gospel
alone can permanently establish the happiness of the nation.
1'he present religious movement in Spain has two characteristic
features.
On the one h;wd, the nation simply desires to free itself
from the Roman yoh-under
which it is groaning; on the other hand,
truly liberal.minded,
enlightened men see clearly that the Bible alone
is able to lead.a people to true liberty and morality, and therefore they
nobly and generously defend its circulation, and praise it as the most
effectual llleans frr the real elevation of a people.
Although this is not all that might be wished, yet, by this means,
the Word of God will gradually open for itself a path to the hearts of
the people.
An evangelical preacher traveled lately over Spain to become better acquainted with the religious condition of it, and to learn
whether it were possible to distribute
freely the Holy Scriptures.
Among other things he VI"fitcstbe following:
"I have visited Malaga, Granada, Madrid, Scvilla and Cadiz, and
IJave found everywhere that the people have renounced Popery.
The
Romish clergy have lost the favor of t,he people; everywhere is manifested a great.indiff'erence to the church, and it is astonishing with what
freedom Ulen express themselves on the strcets and in public places. It
would be difficult to find in all Europe a Catholic city where the inhabitants have so gelJerally lost all respect for the Romish worship and its
priests as they have here.
Not seldom you hear the word Homish uttered in the bitterest and most contemptuous tone.; and the conviction
is becoming more and more general tbat the land will never enjoy peace
and freedom, until it has broken alliancewith Rome. The higher classes
of society lament the deplorable condition of the people, and throw all
the bl~me of it on the clergy."
The preceding judgment
is confirmed by a member of the Cortes
(the legislative assembly), Don Battles, who, on the 22d of February,
1l:\56, on the occasioJ;l of the Government having forbidden the distribution of a new edition of the Bible, spoke, "in full public assembly, as
follows:
" I was born a Catholic, and bope to die in tbat faith; but if Protestantism consists in protesting with energy against the countless vices,
the unheard-of outrages, the shameless egotism and impudence, the
scandalous villainies, the faithlessness in conduct, the obstinate opposition to the laws, and tbe fatal and dangerous influence over Christendom of the Court of Rowe j if it consists in protesting against the abnse
of power, against the unjust and unlawful interference of Rome with
the rights and privileges of nations and monarchs j if Protestantism
consists in branding as infamous the shameless and criminal resistance
to a constitutional
government which t,he Romish, clergy, to-day more
than ever, seek to carry ont themselves, and urge others to do the same j
if Protestantism,
indeed, consists in these thini!'s, then I openly proclaim t.hat I am a Protestant, and I am convinced, that all good Catholics, that desire the triumph of the Cross and the spread of the doctrine of Christ among all nations of the earth, share my opinion."
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For the better understanding of this speech, we must add that the
sale of the church property, which was executed in spite of papal interference, had called forth the fiercest opposition on the part of the
clergy, and the Spanish government was obliged, on the occasion of the
Lent sermons, to put the priests unper the surveillance of its officers,
who were to this end sent into the churches. A priest raved, in thc
real sense of the word, in the Italian church at Madrid, against the
government. At Malaga another did the same, and was, thereupon, at
once led to prison.
What good can be expected of a people whose priests act like madmen, as soon as-as once said J~rasmu8-their
bellies are attacked?
Of a people that is exhausted of all its resources by its clergy? It has
been calculated that for seven centuries Rome has annually drawn one
and a half million of dollars. "Therefore, also," our informant writes,
"the people is sick and weary of its priests; it is no longer Roman
Catholic, and a return to Popery is purely impossible. But, unfortunately, the people has, together with Romanism, cast away also Christianity and all positive religion." Nothing else could be expected. In
thc meantime, however, all religious desir'e is not lost, and our informant states that he was heard with great attention by an assem~ly that
he addressed in the Spanish tongue.
In the next number we will give some interesting extracts from the
public debates of the Cortes on the question of religious freedom.

c. L. L.

THE

SELF-DENYING

MINER.

I REMEMBER, years ago, hearing the story of a poor but pious miner,
who was engaged with a companion sinking a shaft in one of those
deep, gloomy, coal-pits of Cornwall, England. Both had descended
into the mine for the purpose of preparing a train for blasting, intending to ascend one..,ata time, the last one down igniting the fuse just
before leaving. But by accident the train caught fire, and with consternation they heard the hissing of the flame as it rapidly neared the
powder. They both rushed to the basket and stepped in, but the man
at the mouth of the pit was unable to draw both up at,once. To delay
was' certain death to both, and one only could possibly escape. The
self-denying christian, with the true spirit of his Master, stepped out,
saying, "Escape for your life, my friend, I shall soon be in Heaven."
The signal was renewed and the man saved. A moment later the
deep thunder peal of the explosion made their hearts quake with terror.
As soon as possible they commenced searching for. the body of their
friend. A portion of the earth and rubbish had been thrown out,
when they heard wi~h inexpressible joy his well-known voice, assuring
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them that he was not hurt at all, and telling them to remove very cautiously the coal above his head .. They worked carefully and with a will,
and were very soon rewarded by bringing out their friend entirely unharmed.
'
" Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life
for his friends."
One can bardly conceive of an act of greater moral grandeur than
that performed by this humble miner.
Life was, no doubt, as dear to
him as to any of us. Xet he freely renounced it, that his impenitent
companion might have the day of probation lengthened out· to him.
In order to give him every possible chance for salvation, he was even
willing to die himself.
Have you, dear christian, such a love for souls?
Would you be willing to make even great sacrifices of ease, time and money, to secure
their salvation?
01' does it seem a hardship and a sevore trial to de.
vote even an hour, a day,'in laboring for their conversion?
Did you
ever think with a little regret on the money you give into the Lord's
Treasure, fearing you should feel the loss of it when making your
winter's purchases?
0, my friend!
These things will look very differently to you when the light of eternity falls upon them.
Then the
divine fire will consume all the dross, the straws and stubble of self.
interest, and only the pure gold and precious gems of love to God, and
our fellow man, will abide the test which ·the refiner will apply.
Selected.

ARE

WE

DISCIPLES!

As some doubt may, by implication, have been thrown upon this point
of late, it may not be amiss to be made more certain - to use an idiom
of the old Romans - respecting it. N a religious body has made so
much use of the term as we. No people have made more prominent
the statement that whatsoever of Holy Scripture was written aforetime
was for our lea1·ning. All manner of conceivable changes have been
rung, for more than a quarter of a century, upon the fact that christianity was a matter to be learned, a thing adapted to man as a rational, intelligent being.
Now there was plausibility in this.
It seemed, indeed, to savor of a
becoming humility in a community to be willing to take as their distinctive appellation a name pointing to Christ in his primarily relation
to us, that of teacher.
It seemed less like spiritual pride to call ourselves only learners of him, than to name us saints of his royal priesthood, or citizens of his heavenly kingdom.
But it appears, at length,
that we have indulged quite a superfluous modesty, and that we have
outgrown the vestments of discipleship, and should don the scholar's
gown, in token that we have finished our education, taken fellowships,
and are now residing about the halls of our former school-boyhood, as a
kind of ornament to the institution, and for the sake of giving merely
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such attcntion to books as may farther beseem us as such. In a word, we
are to let all men know that we are not of those who are' ever learning
and never able to come to thc knowlego of the truth'.
Not we. We
have graduated.
'Ve were ouce dis~iples, mere pupils j now we are
scholars.
Seriously, whither is this fast age leading ? We have been astounded
at the positions of some of our scribes, of latc, on this subject.
True,
no onc has quite asserted himsclf in thc broad tcrms preceding .. But
. if the bearing of certain prominent utterances is not in that direction,
we know not whither they do tend.
Has it come to pass, really, in a
community boasting the largest religious liberty, that a man may not
dare to think for himself, without being branded as a heretic?
Is it to
be shown to the world that the reformation of the present century is
as incapable as its predecessors of shunning the bigotry of stercotyping
its views?
Have a few religious teachers and expounders of scripture
discerned the whole of its truth and meaning so that no man a~llong us
may say less or more than thcy without being instantly branded as an
'infidel'?
vVho shall tell us that we are bound to swear in the words
of any man? Are we about to set up a something of thc 'iron-bedstead'
order, analogous to the' tradition' of one people, or the' usage' of another?
We sh'lll see.
There is another note of the utterances alluded to, which, while not
so preposterously bold and overbcaring, insidiously tends in the same
dii-ection.
It consists in questioning the truth of any teachings which
all can not or do not at once understand.
It challenges the fitness of
any man for a teacher, unless he make himself easy of comprehension
to all. No matter what he discusses.
If any man, in blindness or will.
fulness, hearing, misapprehends, and cries' infidelity'!
the case is setaed.
Any teaching thus capable of being misunderstood is marked as
spurious.
Now this is as contrary to all analogy as to the nature and fitness of
things.
Every wcll ordered school has its classes; and every judicious
tcacher adapts his instruction to thosc classes.
He does not expect an
abecedarian to understand a grammar lesson, nor that thc pupil just
beginning to rcjoice in the use of grammar and lexicon will comprehend an abtrllsc lesson in mental philosophy.
Should he carefully abo
stain from uttering any thing except what every pupil in schoul could
immediately fathom, his teachin/!;s 'would be speedily despised, and with
good reason.
But whoever heard an urchin in pinafore, tasked with
the multiplicatioh table, denouncing a geometrical problem for its false
teaching?
Or despising his instructer
for not making Newton's
Principia clear and luminous to his little brain?
C,hrist and his apostles could not stand before such sweeping dicta.
A few of their rudimental teachings were, of necessity, so simplc and
easy t.hat all mi!!ht understand.
Of this character, most happily, are
the dil'octions about receiving Christ and entering into his school.
But for those who have entered, lesson above lesson is arranged, so that
a life-long: study of them will not do more than take one through toe
primary school and fi~ him for the great college above.
And the same
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minister who can cause an inquirer in a few moments to understand
the sirpple )2:ospel- that particular'
truth' to the knowledge of which
some of old, ever learning of thc wrong teachers, were never able to
come-must
yet labor with all diligence to lead his newly-made disciple into 'all truth', but if he think to do it in a day or a year, time
will teach him better.
For he will often find discourses which he had
certainly thought were easy, understood only by a few of his most advanced hearers.
Should he become discouraged at this, and so change
his choice of topics and his discussion of them as that every thing
should be comprehended instantly by all, he would soon find a woful
lack of interest and advancement both in knowledge and piety.
No
man is fit for a Christian pastor who dare not say anything to his flock
except what he is sure they will all understand and believe.
Nor is
any man worthy such a post for whom 'our doctrine'
has terrors.
Who cver added any thing to thc great fund of religious knowledge
worth speaking of, without hearing the miserable barking and yelping
at his heels -"
Oh, beware! he does not preach OU?" doctrine!" -?
Believing that the samc rule applies equally to ministers and editors,
we therefore speak, and shall speak, not as pleasing men but as pleasing
God.
We dislike exceedingly, to turn aside from the more direct work
of inculcating piety, to criticise the work of others.
But with the name
of this periodical what it is, we cannot hold our peace forever.
Truth
should have guardians more vigilant than the fabled sentry of the
golden fleece.
One thing, however, we can not afford to do: that is to
defend the good name of the Sentinel, or our own, against attacks or
inuendoes;
as brethren may satisfy themselves, if they choose, by still
further experiment.
We have chosen our work, and hope by- the
blessing of God to accomplish something for the good of souls and the
glory of his blessed name
And we still confidently propose to go on
learning, and as confidently expect to find many others still willing to
be disciples.
1. N. C.

A

FUN

ERA

L.

DEATH, the irrevocable doom of mau, is always dreadful.
Seldom does
the fell destroyer launch the fatal shaft without marring the peace of
some happy household. Who has not witnessed' the pangs, the groans,
the dying strife', of some dear friend, for whose sake he would have
gladly given aJ] his earthly store could he thereby have retained the
fleeting breath of life! But there are circumstances under which death
becollJes peculiarly dreadful-when
our whole affections are entwined
around sowe dear friend, the last one apparently upon earth, at least
dearer to our hearts than all others beside.
It is then that the tenderest chords of our affection seem rent aSl!lnder, the light of Heaven grows
diLn, the face of nature is enshrouded in the deepest gloom, the fairest
of its landscap.es present no charms for the grief-wrung heart.
What
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to such a one is the clarion blast of Fame? What to him the applause
of adoring millions?
England's proud monarch, when deprived of a darling son, in whom
his dearest hopes were centered, in the midst of all the gay pageantry
and pomp of the royal court, when wine, and song, and sparkling wit,
'were wont to set the table in a roar', was never seen to smile. And
how many thousands have felt what England's King has felt, and yet
no pen has recorded the history of their sorrows, n'o poet's lays have
embalmed them in
"Thoughts

that breathe and words that burn."

More than once did he, whose sublime mission was to go about doing
good, encounter such cases.. Let us look at one. In his journeyings
he is about entering the city of Nain, followed by his disciples in company with many others, when 10, another crowd is seen advancing!
The sable trappings, and slow and solemn tread proclaim a funeral
processio'n marching along to show their respect for the dead, and their
sympathy with the living. Yet, doubtless, the same diversity of real
feeling was manifested in that traiu, as is found on similar occasions in
the nineteenth century, for human nature is the same now as then.
Some wept with the bereaved, others were coldly indifferent, and chatted carelessly on the common 'topics of the day, or the latest bit of
political gossip. But who is the occupant of the bier; who is the chief
mourner, and what is the relation sustained to the deceased? In the
beautiful language of the ~acred record, "he was the only son of his
mother, and she was a widow." How these simple words unlock the
floodgates of the feelings, and bring forth 'those deeper sympathies,
hidden away in the inner chambers of the heart, too sacred to be disturbed by the ordinary mishaps of life. This is not the first trial that
woman has been called upon to bear. Bitter were the tears she shed,
fierce was the grief which wrung her heart, as she stood beside the
grave of him to whom she had given her heart's best affections. But
she was not all alone-she had a son, the image of his father; she
had loved him dearly before the death of that father, but after that
event the love which had been shared between father and son all concentrated in the latter.
And what pen can give a faint conception of a mother's love under
such circumstances? Ah, how few can properly describe the overwhelming intensity of this holy feeling in its m05t common phases,
when subdivided among the different members of a large family; surely
then, nothing short of the spirit of inspiration could measure a mother's
affection for an only son, and that son an orphan. With what tender
'anxiety did she watch over his infantile years! The least indisposition
was sufficient to banish sleep from her watchful eyes; and as body and
mind expanded, with what joy did she discover that each was a fac
simile representation of her departed husband.
In his society happiness again visited the desolate hearth-stone; not
of that noisy, thoughtless kind which marked her giddy youth, but that
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sober satisfaction and serenity of mind, which results from the contemplation of life in its most pleasing forms.
Years passed away, youth succeeded childhood, and manhood took
the place of youth.
The mother, too, is changed.
Time has traced
deep lines on the once smooth face and brow; yhe step has lost its elasticity, and begins to slightly totter.
But a strong arm and stalwart
form are now ready to minister to her increasing wants, and to care for
her declining years.
But again she must experience the instability of earthly things, for
in the midst of her rejoicing over the present, and her brilliant hopes
for the future success of her son, a fierce disease seizes upon him, and
vain are all the applications of medical skill.
The inexorable monster
has marked him for his own and none can ward off the fatal blow. It
comes; and childless now as well as widowed she takes her place in
the funeral train - made numerous by th'e respectability
of the deceased - as chief mourner.
The sacred historian has left the imagination to conceive the overwhelming grief of the wretched mother; we
only know that it was sufficient to attract the attention of Him who
ever felt for the woes of humanity, who with his followers, as we have
already said, approached the gates of the city, as the funeral procession
marched out on their way to the city of the dead, beyond the walls.
The spirit of Divinity within him took in at a single glance not only
the whole scene but its attendant circumstance.
He approaches, he
sees the weeping mother, and we are told' he had compassion on her'.
" Weep not," says he, and turned him to the bier.
He laid his hand
upon it as a signal for the bearers to stop, and they stood still.
~'hen
the same commanding voice which in creation's morn said 'let there be
light', now says, 'young man, arise'!
'fhe spell is broken; the rigid
muscles relax: the coagulated blood again flows through the distended
veins in liquid purity; the eyes open, the soul resumes its sway, and
issuing its orders through its line~ of telegraphic nerves, soon every
member gives assurance that the mysterious power of life pervades the
body.
He sits up, he speaks to that mother to whom the Savior delivers him.
What must have been her emotions as she once more
clasped his living form to her bosom!
With what grateful awe must
she have looked upon the 'mighty Prophet'
who had thus snatched
him from the tomb prepared for his reception.
But this miracle was
not performed merely to gladden that mother's heart.
An immense
crowd witnessed it, and soon the news was spread all over Judea, drawing the attention of the people to him.
We thus discover the wisdom
of Him' who doeth all things well', in selecting the proper time and
occasion for this display of "Jove and power. But this and all other
miracles of Christ were intended for our instruction, and not confined
in their cfl'ect merely to those cotemporaneous with him.
In them we
discover the divine attribute of omnipotence, directed by the equally
divine attribute of love. And contemplating in them his divine compassion, we are made to feel assured that he will not forsake us in the
hour of adversity, when clouds and thick darkness envelop us, but that
even then, perhaps, the light is about to break in upon us, and that
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" Behind a frowning Providence
He hides a smiling face."

How should our hearts be affected by such individual displays of his
divine benevolence, when w'e reflect that his nature is unchangeable,
and if he could sympathize with individuals while here on earth, he
can still do the same in his glorified state. I.•et not the christian despond then when the hand of aiRiction rests heavily upon him. The
Savior is near, and he has but to speak the word and departed joys will
again cluster around him.
The grave may not restore our departed friends, this world may treat
~s hardly, and the tears of anguish may often blind our eyes and scald
our cheeks; but we are told that a day is coming when the hand of
God shall"wipe away all tears from the eyes of his saints, and this miracle which we have been considering gives an assurance of the truth of
this promise, since it requircs no greater power to revive the countlcss
myriads commingling with the dust of our globe than to reanimate this
single man.
And every act of the Savior's life tends to the same end, since each
is a development of that goodness and love which must eventually terminate in the unqualified happiness of all who sincercly love him.,
J. H. U.

ABSTRACT

OF MINUTES

OF STATE

MEETING,

1857.

The State Missionary Society of Illinois met in the Christian Church
at Jacksonville, Wednesday morning, Sept. 2d, 1857.
Meeting called to order by the President, W. W. Happy. Prayer
by Bro. H. D. Palmer; reading Psalm by Bro. Loos. The .Missionary
Hymn was then sung, and prayer again offered by Bro. Strong.
W. S. Russell was chosen Secretary, and H. S. Earle, Assistant
Secretary.
Moved, by the President, that a committee of five be appointed to
report business for the mceting. P. H. Murphy, C. L. Loos, A. D.
Fillmore, L. J. Correll and John Taffe were appointed on this
Committee.
Bro. Loos moved that those desiring to become annual members,
will pay into the Treasury of the Missionary Society one dollar, immediately.
The following names were then taken, and the money paid:
S. W. Leonard, Wm. Engle, John Taffe, W. S. Russell, A. n. Fillmore, H. 'V. Osborne, 1. N. Cal'lI!an, J. H. Hughes, Wm. C. Bramwell, T. Vj. Dunkeson, H. D. Palmer, Wm. H. Strong, Samuel Low,
P. Cherry, J. W. Lanphear, Wm. Callison, David Hobbs, O. P.
Miller, O. A. Burgess, F. Apperson, E. Griffin, O. Ticknor, Charles
Rowe, E. C. Hiee, B. W. Johnson, Isaac Mulkey, J. Low, William
Davenport, W. J. Houston, Wm. Lavely, E. G. Rice, A. J. Kane, A.
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Beall, L. Harlan, J. H. Underwood, F. D. Palmer, J. M. Allen, E.
L. Craig, B. B. Lloyd, G. R Phelps, Benj. Cassell, Joshua Moore, H.
D. Ledgerwood, P. H. Murphy, H. S. Earle, C. L. Loos, J. W. Simpson, L. J. Correll, P. Lucas, S. T. Callaway, J. Green, C. S. Williams,
W. R Chew, C. D. Roberts, for two years, :K W. Bakewell, W. W.
Happy, G. Owen.
Church at Metamora, 'Woodford County,
Church at Peoria,.................................................
Bloomington Church,
Church at Jacksonville,
"
"
"

"Twin
Grove,
"Princeton,....
"j)1auvaisterre,

'"

Bro. Jameson,......................................................
" R. C. Bruce,..

$25,00
6,00
20,00
$30,00
10,00
8,35
10,00

5,00
2,50

AFTERNOONSESSloN.-The meeting was opened by ~inging, and
prayer was offered by Bro Lanphear.
Bro. H. D. Palmer addressed the meeting, according to previous
appointment.
Bro. New next delivered an address.'
Peoria Mission was then reported from. Under the care of the
State Society it had grown to be nearly self-sustaining. Prospects
very encouraging.
Quincy Mission yet in its infancy. Greatly needing help, and certain to sink without it; yet affording an excellent opening for' the
.Soeiety's operations.
Bro. Loos moved 'that the sum of $500 be appropriated to the
Quincy Mission.
Bro. Fillmore moved that $300 be appropriated to Peoria Mission.
Bro. Poston moved that $800 be raised by individual pledges for
the two Missions. All adopted.
.
Bro. Bakewell pledged himself to be one of eight to give $100, or
one of fifty to give a thousand dollars within a year, toward establishing a permanent missionary fund.
The following resolutions were reported by Committee on Business.:
Resolved, Thftt each Congregation in the State be addressed by the Corresponding Secretary in behalf of the State Missionary Society, urging it at
least to give something.
Resolved, That. we each hereby pledge ourselves as preachers, that we
will preach at least one discourse upon the subject of Home Missions, in our
respective Congregations;
in connection with which we will present the
claims of the 'Christian
Sentinel,' as being essent.iftlly connected wit h the
interests of the Peorift Mission, and by its contents well calculated to enhance
the spiritual health and growth of the brethren.

The above resolutions, after discussion, were adopted.
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'EVENING SESSION.-Opened
which an address was delivered

with prayer by Bro. Burgess.
by Bro. C. L. Loos.
TnURSDAY,

8

O'CLOCK,

Aftcr

A. i\1.

Brethren met for prayer.
Bro. Mulkey reported the condition of the Churches in Southern
Illinois.
Some had perished for lack of preaching labor.
He hoped
that this Society would furnish labor for that part of the State.
Bro. Leonard said that the Churches in his part of Southern Illinois
would help the Society when they were informed of its operations.
Was not in favor of spasmodic efforts, but of a vested fund to sustain
missiouary work.
Bros. Burgess aud Correll addressed the meeting.
Bro. Fillmore moved that the selecting of missionary stations be refen'ed to the Board.
Bro. Callaway, the Correspoudiug Secretary, said that the two reports which had been made concerning Peoria and Quincy Missions
embodied all that he had to report.
He remarked concerning the renewed interest in missions which was now manifested;
especially as
evinced by the devotion of means proposed by a brother present.
Was not in favor of multiplying statious, but the brethren should know
the general want.
Bro. Loos offered the followiug resolutious :
Resolved, That a committcc of two bc appointed
to prepare
a tabular
view of the st.atistics of our Churches of this Stnte, as complete as possible,
to be presented to the next. Stnte Missionary Meeting.
Resolved, That a committee of two be appointed to report to the next State
Mecting a practicnble plan for raising funds for the State Missions.
Resolved, That the Exccutive Committee be instructed to address an earnest
appeal to cvery Church, and to every preacher
in thc State, at least two
months before the meeting of the State Missionary
Society, setting forth the
purposes of the meeting, and urging the attendance of the brcthren.
Resolved, That this Convention send two delegates to the nnnun,l meeting of
the General Missionary Society in Cincinnati;
and that they be hereby instructed to exprcss to it the fervent sympathy of this Convention with that
Society.
Resolved, That the Society strictly require that all the annual reports of its
officers shall be offered in a written form.

All of which were unanimously

adopted.

Also, Resolved, That wc earnestly
request
our brethren
throughout
the
State to hold meetings quarterly,
for prayer and othcr religious exercises,
having express reference to the cause of Missions, and that they take up a
quarterly contribution
in behalf of this Societ,y.

AFTERNOON SESSION.-Prayer
by Bro. Loos.
A committee of three was appointed to report suitable officers, consisting of Bros. Chew, Craig and Loos.
Bloomington was selected as the place for holding the next annual
meeting of this Society.
The Committee on Officers reported the following names: For

•
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President, W. W. Happy; Corresponding Secretary, S. T. Callaway j
Recording Sccretary, Edwin Poston j Treasurer, J. J. Cassell.
Bro. Taffc oft"ered the following preambl.e and resolution, which
were passed unanimously:
WHEREAS,
The hnpression has gone forth that our last State Meeting
authorized the hoMing of a State Mass Meeting; therefore,
Resolved, 'rhat a State Mass Meeting was not authorized to be held at any
time or place, other than the aimual meeting provided for in the constitutiou.

The President appointcd the following committees:
Delegates to Cincinnati, C. L. Loos, A. D. Fillmore.
On Statistics, I. N. Carman, O. A. Burgess.
On Plan for Raising Money, A. J. Kane, C. L. Loos.
The following brethren pleJged themselves to raise the sums opposite their names, from their congregations, or plly them themselves.
Individual pledges are also here recorded:
$ 50,00

Edwin Poston, Bloomington,
O. A. Burgess, Metamora,
Samuel Low,
Wm. Callison, Rushville,
John Taffe,
I. N. Carman, Peoria,
L. J. Correll, Rockford,
W. It.' Chew, for Bloomington S. School,
O. P. Miller, Macomb,
J. T. Jones,
Isaac Mulkey,
T. W. Dunkeson, Eureka,..................
H. T. Ledgerwood, Washburn,
E. L. Craig,
H. D. Palmer, Eureka,
E. W. Bakewell,
Chas. Rowe,
W. A. Mallory, Pittsfield,

'"

25,00
25,00
25,00
25,00
25.00
25,00
10,00
25,00
10,00
25,00
25,00
25;00
25,00
50,00
100,00
10,00
25,00

Bro. Callaway offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That Bro. Edwin Poston be appointed to correspond with Superintendents of Railroads iu reference to carrying delegates to and from the
Missionary Meeting for the year 1858 at half the usual fare.

EVENING SESSION.-Prayer by Bro. Carman. Address by Bro.
Murphy.
Bros. Burgess and Happy spoke in behalf of the Sentinel, as an
auxiliary in the missionary cause j after which, subscribers were taken
in the congregation.
FRIDAY

MORNING,

9

O'CLOCK.

Prayer by Bro. Mulkey.
The following resolution was offered by Bro. Miller, and referred to
the Executive Board:
Resolved, That the Executive Board appoint two brethren to prepare written addresses to be delivered at the next annual meeting of this Society.
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,
offered the following,

which,

after amendment,

was

Resolved, Thnt an abstmet of the proceedings of this meeting be published
in the Oh"istian Sentinel, and that 500 copies of the minutes be printed and
circulnted among our eh urches soon.

Bro. Mallory offered the following:
Resolved, That a list of the Life Members of this Society, with the nmollnts
paid by each, be published with the proceedings of each nnnual meeting.

AFTERNOON SESSION.-Prayer
by Bro. ·Hobbs.
Bro. Craig moved that the President appoint a delegate to thc State
Meeting in Indiana; to be held 24th September, at La Fayette.
Bro. Murphy offercd the following-:
Resolved, That the thnnks of the members of this Society be tendered to the
brethren nnd sisters of this place, for their hospitality
and kindness to them
while in their midst.

Minutes read and approved.
Meeting adjourned till next State Meeting, with prayer by Bro.
Happy,
W.W.
HAPPY,
Pres.
W. S. RUSSELL, Sec., H. S. EARLE, Ass't Sec.

WHAT (JAN I Do.-- Has God called me by His grace, he l1as said to
me: _." Go labor in my vineyard."
I desire to obey, but, What cun

Ido?
I can watch over my own growth in grace.
I can study God's word -meditate
on His eharacterand call on
His holy name in prayer.
I can endeavor to exemplify the spirit of the gospel in my life and
con versation.
This I can do for MYSELF that I may become a 'a living epistle,

lwown a,nd read of aU men'.
But I can do something more.
I can be of some serv':ce to the
I can be faithful in attendance at its meetings of prayer and
business, and public worship.
I can speak a word of encouragement to the desponding, and endeavor to reclaim those who arc stepping aside from the path of duty.
I can contribute the due proportion of my time and money toward
sustaining the church at home aud abroad.
Yes, and this is not all I can do,- I can do something for the unconve1'ted!
I can invite my friends and acquaintances
to go with me to the
prayer meeting, and to the Sabbath congregation.
I can say a word to them about their souls; I can put a tract, in their
hands adaptcd to their wants; and in the Sabbath School I can labor
more directly for the salvation of the young.
Christian Times.

church.

•
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STA.TE

MEETING

OF ILL.

QUESTIONS.

DEAR Bna. CARMAN: There seems to be some confusion, in some
minds, in efforts to determine when and where the real, authoritative
, State Meeting' of Illinois, for A. D. 1857, was held.
Now, sir, as a
faithful' Sentinel', you cal) put this matter to rest, by answering the
fullowing, which I fcel coufident yuu wiJl do, with your accustomed
candor:
1. When the 'State meeting'
of 1856 adjourned, where, and to
what t£me, did it adjourn ?
2. Did the real' State Meeting' of 1857 convene as per adjournment?
3. Were the constitutional
officers (chosen last year) in attendance,
to discharge their duties?
4. At what place did the delegates of congregations assemble and
pay over the contributions sent from their respective congregations, for
Home Missions?
,
5. What meeting did the preachers of Illinois recognize' as the
authorized 'State Meeting'?
6. What number of preachers were in attendance, and where is the
next State meeting to be held?
Now, sir, by responding to these six very plain interrogatories, you
will guard the unsuspecting against imposition, and will be a warning
to evil-doers.
Yours in search of the State meeting of Illinois,
E. L..c.
ANSWERS •

. 1. To ' Jacksonville,
at the time designated by. the Constitution',
viz., 'Wednesday
before the first Lord's day of September',
1857.
2. Yes.
3. Yes.
4. At Jacksonville, at the time above specified.
5. 'rhe Jacksonville meeting aforesaid.
That is to say, the 'Preachers' Convention' of Illinois met, as per adjournment, September 1st,
recog'nized the meeting at the same place the ensuing day, as 'the
authorized State meeting'.
6. About fifty.
' Bloomington was selected as the place for holding
the next, annual meeting'.
To settle doubtful disputation on the above matter, the late State
meeting unanimously declared as follows:
" Whereas, The impression has gone forth that our last State meeting
authorized the holding of a State mass meeting, Therefore,
" Resolved, 'That a State mass meeting was not authorized to be held at any
time or place, other than the annual meeting previded for in the Constitution."

Much less, then, did it authorize the holding of a meeting of delegates or messengers from the churches of Illinois, in addition to the

44
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.regular annual meeting of the Society.
The right of thc churches to
meet, en masse, or by representation, when and where they please, is
, pl.ain enough; but raising either money or meetings by false pretenses
wIll not do. It is of some consquence, mQreover, as our querist el"idently
feels, to call things by their right names.
I. N. C.

CHURCH

STATISTICS·-CIRCULAR.

To THE CHURCHES OF CmUS'f IN ILLINOIS: The undersigned
were
appointed by the Christian Missionary Society of Illinois, at its last
annual meeting, held at Jacksonville, Sept. 2d, ild and 4th, as a Committee on Statistics, by the following resolution:
Resolved, That a committee of two be appointed to prepllre a tabular view
of the statistics of our churches of this State, as complete as possible, to be
presented to the next State Missionary meeting.

•

In pursuance of this design, we therefore earnestly request that you
will immediately furnish, so far as practicable, answers to the following
questions:
1. What is the name of your church?
. 2. The name of your post-office and county?
3. Date of your organization?
4. Present number of members?
5. Number baptized during the past year?
6. Whole number added during the past year?
7. Number dismissed during the past year?
8. Number excluded during the past year?
9. NutlJber deceased during the past year?
10. Names of elders?
11. Name of pastor?
12. Name of evangelist 'Visiting you regularly?
13. How often have you preaching?
14. How often have you prayer-meeting?
15. How many pupils in Sunday school?
16. Number of volumes in Sunday school library ?
17 , Name of Superintendent?
.
18. Value of church property?
19. Amount paid annually for preaching, at home?
20. About how much contributed, in the aggrrgate, for Missions,
Home and Foreign, the Bible cause, relief of poor, etc., per annum?
Please send us your answers, at once, written legibly and distinctly,
annexed to the 'numbers, as an'auged above, and directed to us at
Peoria, Illinois.
Yours in the service of Christ,
O. A. BURGESS,
1. N. CARMAN.
~
Will the Christian Age and Christian Evangelist please copy?
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ANNIVERSARY
[W

E

are indebted

OF THE

to that valued

BIBLE

journal,

UNION.

the

Chicago

Times, for an early synopsis of the U niou's Anniversary.
that want of space forbids a fuller account.-r.

N.

Christian
We regret

c.]

The eighth annual meeting of the American Bible Union was held
in the First Baptist Church, New York, on Wednesday and Thursday,
7th and ~th inst" cornmencingat
9 o'clock on the former day. The
President, Rev. Dr. Armitage, filled the chair.
The Chronicle says:
" We saw in the congregation persons from thirteen different States, and
we understood arrivals from other portiol)s of the country were anticipated.
There docs not appear to be any diminution of interest but
rather an increase."
'l'he President made an address of welcome to
the Union on taking the chair, after which a season of devotion was enjoyed, in which the meeting united with much interest.
After a recess the Union met again, and the Treasurer's Report was
read.
From this documellt it appears that the receipts and expenditures for the year amounted to $47,963 87. In connection with his
report. Dr. Parmely, the Treasurer, spoke of the great masses who need
the Bible and who want it in all its purity.
"So earnest is t~is desire,"
he said, "that during the past year the contributions received into the
treasury have probably come from more than one hundred thousand
persons.
These sums together have reached the aggregate of nearly
fifty thousand dollars-a
sum exceeding that of any former year. Not
more than two or t,hree donations have been in sums exceeding one
hundred dollars.
And every dollar, I am sure, has come from persons
who, if they can not boast of a large share of this world's goods, are rich
in faith and good works."
The Chronic/e publishes the report of the Secretary, which is an able
document, and presents an interesting view of the Society's work. We
have only space for a few passages.
The following exhibits what has
been accomplished in Scripture publication and distribution:
" Making a careful computation from our account books, and taking
the strictcst estimates which we can reach of Scriptures published in
foreign lands, we ascertai n that the following copies of sacred Scriptures
have been llIade, and with few exceptions put into circulation, at the
expense of the American Bible Union:
Publications:
Oopies:
Karen .Scriptures,
3,000
Chinese
"
6,000
Siamese
5,000
German Bibles and Testaments,
100,000
Italian New Testaments,
2,000
French Gospels, ...•.........
1,000
Spanish Gospels and Epistles,
5,000
Bible l'nion Reporter, containing revised Scriptures
with Philological
Notes,
136,250
Ephesians, 8vo.,
1,000
Matthew, two chapters, 8vo., ..............•...
.....•......
7,500

Pages:
750,000
1,800,00u
1,500,000
37,310,000
686,000
31,000
600,000
2,725,000
76,000
264,000
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Publications:
II Peter, I, II and III John, and Jude, 4to.,
Last six books New Testament, 4to.,
I and II Thessalonians, 4to.,
Hebrews, 4to.,
Ephesians, "
Libel' J obi,
Book of Job, Specimens, 4to.,
:
" "
"Parts
1, 2, 3, "
" "
"Part
1,
"
" Part 2,
" "
"12mo.,
" 8vo.,
" 16mo.,
Job, Thess., 4to.,
"
"
Hebrews, 4to.,
:
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Copies:
500
4,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
500
6,300
500
250
2,500
500
1,000
500
260
250

287,000

Pages:
26,000
1,064,000
160,000
96,000
48,000
75,000
201,600
162,000
41,500
165,000
50,000
64,000
50,000
fi9,500
95,000

-----

48,109,600

" A considerable number of the copies in this computation consists
of quartos printed on handsome paper, and containing on each page thc
~ommon version, the original Hebrew or Greek, and the revised version,
with valuable philological notes. The cost of such publications is very
great."
We quote also what the Report says on the subject of the' Publications of the year' :
"Of the surpassing merits of the revision of Job we have already
spoken. The remaining numbers, with philological notes, have been
published in the Monthly Reporter, and the whole has also been issued
in a bound volume.
" Job, with notes, for the English reader, liaSbeen published in a separate volume, and is universally admired and praised. The duodecilllo
form has been issued and is much sought for. The 32mo, containing
the Hebrew text by itself, in poetic form, the only volume of the kind ever printed in this country, has been published, and has called forth
expressions of admiration from every quarter.
"The revision of Hebrews has appeared in the Reporter, and been
issued in a separate volume. Very few books that have been put forth
in connection with biblical literature have met with more general commendation.
it The revision of Ephesians has also been published in the Reporter.
From the encomiums already bestowed on it, we anticipate that it will
be as much liked as Hebrews.
"The catalogue of the Library has been completed and printed. It
occupies 11U pagesf and is likely to be very useful.
"The first volume of the Documentary History, a book of fi50 pages,
of octavo form, has likewise been issued. A description of this may be
seen in the list of the Union's publications. The second volume is in
press. Whoever desires to become well informed in the history of the
Bible Union, and in the arguments by which its enterprises are sustained, will find all that he needs upon these subjects in the Documentary History. Every member of the Union should procure for himself
a copy of this invaluable work for constant reference."
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The report concludes as follows:
" This financial year will be distinguished as closing with the most
memorable financial convulsions endured by the present generation.
As the bulk of our receipts comes to the treasury in the last months of
the year, and a very large proportion in September, it is not surprising
that our finances have been lI:aterially affected by these convulsions.
Under these embarrassing
circumstances, it is a subject of profound
gratitude to the Author of all our blessings, that our income differs very
little from that of last year.
The receipts were then $45,263 81, they
are now $45,453 99.
" Preemine,ntly the offspring of Divine Providence, and the subject
of special deliverances and sigual blessings, the Bible Union finds its
strength to consist in its constant dependence upon the God of all
mercy and grace.
'fhe year that has closed has added a distinguished
leaf to the history of our wouderful experience of His goodness.
May
this 'Unniversary manifest a consciousness of our increused obligations,
and the heart of every supporter of our beloved Union respond a loud
and grateful Amen."

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.

TREMONT,

July 14,1857.

·BRoTHEltCAmrAN: I have just returned

from Quiv~r, Mason count.y, where,
in connection
with Bro. A. N. Page, we held a very interest.ing meeting of
three days, including the second Lord's day of the present month, on which
night our young and highly esteemed Brother Franklin Howell (whom we had
the pleasure a few weeks before to introduce
into the kingdom of the great
Redeemer)
closed his eyes in death.
Not., however, without the bright hope
of life eternal.
I trust it melted and softened the heart of the hardened sinner and scoffer to see this young brother take all his friends and relatives
present by the hand, exhorting
them to meet him in Heaven, then calling
upon all present to bow before the everlasting
God, while he led in prayer.
Thus he fell asleep in the arms of Jesus our Savior.
While enga,ged in the
above meeting, we had five confessions of the trut.h, and deep interest seems
to be wakened up in the entire community.
To the Lord be aU the praise.
Yours in Christ,
E. STOUT.
PAR,., ILL., Oct. 7, 1857.
BRO. CARMAN: In this

have gained
six weeks.

(Edgar) county, and at M.1rshall, Clark count.y, we
130 accessions
to the Christian
congregations
within the past
Yours indeed,
A. D. }·ILLMORE.

Bro. J. O. BEARDSJ.EE reports, Oct. 2d, two added at the commencement of a promising meeting New Cumberland, Pa., to be held
some time by himself and Bro. TEAGARDEN.
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Bro. J. A. OWEN reports two additions
after the close of the State meeting.

at Jacksonville

immediately

By a circular from Bro. S. R. JONES, pastor of the chll1'<:h at Palestine, IlL, we learn that twenty-four were added there during August
and September.
THE brethren at Palestine lost their house by fire, last year, and
now appeal to the churches for aid in erecting another.
We trust they
will meet with a generous response.
BRETHREN will please excuse the tardy appearance
above reports.
They were mislaid.

EDITORIAL

of some of the
I. N. C.

NOTES.

BROTHER RUSSEI,L ANDHIS ARTrcI>Es.-Havl'ng
given Bro. R. a full hearing,
we have now begun to hear from brethren on t.he other side.
Without being
quite satisfied with all of Brother Russell's applications
of the great spiritual
truths and principles he has taken a stanel upon, we are still convinced, afte~
all the opposit.ion, fail' and unfair, which they have elicited and seem likely
still to elicit, that his six articles, taken as a whole, are calculated to do much
more good than harm.
What harm mn,y in certain quarters
be made Ollt of
them, we pretend not, to say, hi1ving no responsibility
for such results.
Investigntion is taking place, r,nd thereat we rejoice. Brother Russell's character
as a man, a christil1ll, a writ,er and a preacher, are not to be demolished
by
mere 'reports'.
We learn from the best authority,
that his 1ahors for the
brethren
are well received and of a: very useful sort.
We have great hopes
of such men, and we are sure that multitudes
of hearts in Illinois cherish
the saD;le.
WEST UNION, FAYETTE Co., IowA.-In
a conversation
with Bro .• J. P. Wallace of this f10nrishing village, we learn that the brethren ttiere and in the
vicinity want greatly, and will properly sust.ain, some worthy yonng evangelist.'
Bro. W., who is an experienced
teacher rmd is principal
of a High
School in the village, desires breth ren to address him, who may be able to
give any response to the want stated.
THE' First Catalogne of the Officers and Students of the Classical Institnte,
Williamsville,
N. Y.', has been sent ns, and indicates n very fine condition of
the school.
It is well conducted by brethren Munnell and King, with several
assistants.
THE EUREKA COLLEGEEDU'lCE has jnst been completed, as to it,s walls,
will be rapidly finished.
The session opened with a flattering attendance.

and

SEE advertisement
the new organization,

and

of Berean College. The session has opened
we learn, works to entire satisfaction.

finely
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BRO. J. A. OWENhas kindly consented to act teSagent for the Sentinel at
Jacksonville.
Hand him your subscriptions.
His receipts will be as cash
to us.
SEE advertisement of S. H. & G. Burnett.
They are well-known booksellers
and stationers in Peoria, and hn.ving just reopened business with a fine stock,
will doubtless receive n.bundant pMronage from friends old and new. They
will keep on hand Christian Hymn Books, and the publications of A. Campbell, and of J as. Challen & Sons.
THANKSto Bro. ISAACMULKEY, of Carbondale, Ill., for the interest be hn.s
tn.ken in irrcreasing the circulation of the Sentinel.
We have many more such
br.-thren who are taking a lively interest in giving it a wider circulation.
Their uounes we can not now mention for want of room.
Send on the names
as fast as you get them.
S. S. LIDRARIEs.-We have received and are using the first series of Bro.
Chn.llen's S. S. Library.
We must Sity that. tbey are excellent both in 'manner and matter'.
We earnestly call the at.teni.ion of t,he brethren to this work,
and url(e them to send their orders speedily, that we may have the second
series without delay.
Bret,hren in Illinois und the West genemlly -:lun order
through J. W. PAIIISH, proprietor Christian Sentinel.
o. A. D.
JUST before going to press we.received u leUer from one of our agents and
well-known brethren in the south part of this State, from which we make the
following extruct:
" The Sentinel certainly is the best typographically
executed work in our
ranks.
TlJe reading maUer is 'of the clloicest kinds;
We do not want to
cren.te a vain pride in you, but will say that the Sentinel has the largest circulation of any of o.ur periodicals 01' papers in this part of the Slate.
LooI, out
soon for u largely increased list, for next year, of new subscribers.
You cun
set us down for at len.st IGO subscribers at this P.O., for the ensuing year."
This is t.ruly cheering, n.nd we think, from the mn.ny letters in our pos~ession. our circulation in t,his State will not fall far short of 6,000 next year.
Keep the ball rolling.

CHRISTIAN

SENTINEL,

FIFTH

VOLUME.

THE FIFTH VOLUMEOF THE CHRISTIANSENTINELwill commence with January,
18G8. During the past few months the Sentinel bas surpassed our most sunguine expect,ations in giving satisfaction and increasing in circuln.tion.
This
was secured by much care, thought and toil, with SOUleperplexities
and disappointments, mingled with the warm approval and cheering encouragement
. of the good n.nd true in all quarters.
It. is now established on a substantial
basis, and with a firm bold on t,he brethren throughout
this and adjoining
States.'
Our determinat.ion from the beginning wus to make it useful to the
brethren;
and in this we have succeeded, as a host of testimonials in our possession and n. constantly-increasing
patronage clearly prove.
The State meeting has relndorsed it in terms of enviable comrnendaLion.
The leading men
of our literary institutions of the State have evinced their most decided approval of its matter and sty Ie. From the Press generally, the Sentinel has
also received mo~t fln.ttering notices.
The Editorial Department will remain, as it bas chiefly been during tbe year
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past, under the special care and laborious attention of Bro. I. N. CARMAN,of
this city.
Contributions to its pages, adding largely to their interest, may be
expected from the heads of our three colieges, Presidents Loos, RUSSELLand
MURPHY. Other able writers will also lend their aid, including sever'tl of the
brethren who hnve been connected with the Sentinel editorially, and who still
feel n lively interest in its success.
Under this state of things, we confidently rely upon the brethren to sustain
it, and hope for a much more extended patronage.
All of our effort s, with our
growing experience nnd increased fncilities, sh'lll be used to make the Sentinel
an instructive, pleasing and welcome visiter to every reader and christian
family.
The price will remain at $1.00 per annum.
The low price of the
Sentinel and increasing expenditures on it make it necessa1"y to have payment
strictly in advance.
This plan is better for us and better for subscribers.
The work is always received with more satisfaction and interest afler it is paid
for, and will also save the Sentinel from becoming a 'dunning machine', like
many of our journals of the present day.
INDlTCE~IENTS
TO LOCALAGENTS.
To anyone sending 6 subscribers and $6, we will send a copy of the Sentinel 'lne year; 12 subscribers and $10, two extra copies; 25 subscribers and
$20, five extra .copies; 50 subscribers and $40, ten extra copies or $10 in
money.
Let no one say he is too poor to take the Sentinel.
Procure six subscribers, which you can do easily, and then you will get a copy gratis.
We
respectfully ask you to send us as many names as possible.
If you can get no
others, send your own.
Let every brother and sister, therefore, n:l,Wtaking the Sentinel, immediately
renew tlteir subscription; and let ngents send us all the new subscribers they
can, at once, as we shall print the January number early in December and
must make ~ome estimate of the number of copies needed.
If there is an
agent at your place, hand your nltme to him. If there is none, constitute yourself one and send on your name without delay, together with as many· others
as you can procure.
The name of the subscriber, Post-office, County and State
should be written in a very plain hand.
Let there be a very general effort in
behalf of the Sentinel, and we shall be able to announce a largely-increased
list for the next year.
Address
J. W. PARISH,

Proprietor

Christian Sentinel, Peoria,

Ill.

WANTED.-Eight Traveling Agents in addition to those already engaged for
the Sentinel-two
for Illinois, two for Missouri, one for Ohio. and one for Indiana and Kentucky.
Said agents to commence by the 1st December next or
sooner.
Good wages can be made with It proper exertion.
For further particulars apply to J. W. PARISH, Peoria, Illinois.

JAMES CRALtE~ & SONS,Bulletin Building, Philadelphia, will publish, October, 1857, the' City of
the Gn'at l{jng;' or, Jerusalem as it Was, As it Is, and as it Is to l!fl. By Dr. J. T. Barclay, late
Missionary to Jerusalem. Highly embellished with Chromograpbic Illuminations, Steel Eng 'avings by the best artists, Periscopic Panorama of the entire Circuit of the City and Environs,
Explanatory Diagrams and Maps, and finl\ Wood Engravings.
The ]~ngravings will be executed
in the highest style of art, from photographs and original designs illustrating the various phases
of the City, Ancient, Medieval, :\lo:lcrll and Millennial ; also, RestorMion of th.,. rremple and City
as invested by rritus; notices of its Jewi~h, Christian and IIeathen Antiquities; its Present Political and Moral Condition; Future Prospects, &c., &c., &c. It will be pdnted on superior paper,
from new type, and handsomely bound in embossed cloth: ,vith gilt emblematic back and sides.
Over 500 large Svo. pages. Price, $3.50. Morocco, full gilt, $5.00. By mail po,t-paid.
Addres.
J. W. PARISH, Peoria, Illinoi •.
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As the principle of Protestantism is light and truth, because it is based
on the Word of God, so, on the contrary, the motto of the Romish
clergy is mental weakness, the stupef.ying of the people, and superstition
and falsehood are its inevitable consequences. When the people once
discover that that their leaders are 'blind guides', they will reject, in
the absence of thc Bible and evangelical teachers, all faith, and become
unbelieving. This is the case in Spain.
In the mean time, however, it is gratifying to observe what inquiring
and searching has been excitcd in many minds by the late debates in
the Cortes on the article concerning religions liberty. All influential
men who took part in these debates have expressed their abhoren'ce of
intolerance and persecution, and have declared that the Inquisition, of
which Rome makes such loud boasts, has been it scourge of Spain. Most
of the public journals have published their speeches, have approved of
them, and eagerly scattered them far and wide.
Among the orators who spoke on this occasion, Don Rafaelo Degollada,
deputy for Barcelona, especially distinguished himself. We here subjoin a few fragmentary extracts from his speech:
"'1'hink not, when I stand forth in this assembly as the defender of
religious liberty, that I do it as an unbeliever, a sceptic, or indifferentist. I once was all this; I was more: I was a fanatic, and a great
one. But I thank God that I was able to pass these rocks on which so
many have split and been hopelessly lost. I expect to die in the religious faith, which has now become a conviction to me. And, because I
have seen what immense progress infidelity, hypocrisy, and a disgusting
cynicism have made in my country, I now ardently desire freedom of
conscience, which alone can put a limit to this progress so ominous for
evil.
"I defend free toleration from the stand-point of religion itself; for intolerance and exclusion of other religious professions are ever opposed
to Christianity. When Jesus Chl'ist announced the near approach of
the Kingdom of God - that is, of the triumph of the Gospel- he added
these words: 'Heaven and earth may pass away, but my words shall
not pass away.' If this) then, is so, if the gates of hell can not prevwiI
45
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against the ,vord of God, why then this puerile, miserable, fear of the
danger to our faith that will followfrom the toleration of a foreign faith?
This disgraceful fear is a denial, at least a doubt, of the truth of these
prophetic words; and from doubt to unbelief is but a single step. He
that attempts to bring about the fulfillment of prophecies by cxternal or
moral force has no faith in them. The defenders of intolerance mistake the power of the Truth, and injure the religion which they pretend
to protect. Truth carries within itself an irresistible powcr; it is like the
light - our tongue can not deny it when once the eye has seen it.
Every church claims exclusive possession of the truth, and consequently rejects every other as false. Where, then, is the church that has
the most reliable faith in her doctrines? Is it that one that shuts itself
up, as in an inapproachable fortress; that will not allow itself to enter into any free examination or discussion of its dogmas; that tolerates nothing, that persecutes every thing, beyond her? Or is it that one that
freely discusses its faith and tolerates other religious forms? Is it Catholic Spain, that seeks by every means to crush in its midst all religious
freedom, or Protestant England, that carries its toleration so far as to
allow even the colleges of the most irreconcilable enemies of reformof the Jesuits?
"The New Testament breathes throughout union, peace, and love.
The means which our Savior uscs for the triumph of truth are not
Egyptian plagues -pestilence,
the sword, and devastation; it is the
moral force of speech-of argumcnt and conviction; the giving sight to
the blind, health to the sick, life to a Lazarus j and when Peter had
recourse to the sword for the defense of his Lord, his master immediately bade him return it again into the scabbard, with these words: 'He
that takes the sword shall perish by the sword.' Should, then, Catholics, who claim peculiarly to be the disciples of Jesus, have recourse
to intolerance, to force? No! Jesus calls out to them as he did to
Peter, 'Put up your sword into its pluce !' I, too, desire this union
that is so much praised j but I desire a real, not a fictitious and merely
seeming one, like ours. If the committee for this occasion understands
by unity an external oneness of ceremonies and forms, why then we
possess such a one already, as we are not allowed to belong to any other
religious cultus than the Catholic; but if the commission understands
by this term a true unity in matters of faith, then it knows very well
that such a one does in no respect exist among us. The committee knows
very well that there are not wanting Spaniards who desire to profess
another religion. It knows, also, that Infidelity and Indifferentism have
also their votaries, and that the clergy publicly complain of this from
the pulpits. It must know that a multitnde of Catholics are as far removed from the Gospel as it is possible for Mohammedans to be. If,
therefore, a large number of our citizens has really abandoned the
Catholic church and covers itsclf, only for a pretense, with the cloak
of hypocrisy, then is the declaration that we have religious unity among
us nothing but a stereotyped falsehood that no body believes.
" Already for more than half a century the question offreedom of conscience is knocking at our doors and demands a solution, which, indeed,
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it has found with every civilized nation; even Turkey, in spite of its
fanaticism, has in this respect outstripped us.
"
The speech of the noble and brave Degollada is a rejoicing token for
the future of Spain; and this hopeful omen is strengthened by the fact
that not a single orator dared before the Cortes publicly to defend intolerance from principle. The opponents of religious liberty supported
themselves by illotives of policy and prudence. They argued that Spain
was not yet ripe for such freedom; it was prudent to wait till the
proper time .had come, etc., etc.
This discussion, it is true, did not lead to the desirable result. A very
small majority decided to incorporate the following article into the Constistitution: "The nation pledges itself to guaranty the Catholic religion,
which the Spaniards profess; no citizen or stranger, however, shall be
molested on account of his religious opinions, so long as he does not
advocate these in any way hostile to the Catholic church."
This, of
course, is yet far removed from religious freedom, when men are only
allowed to think, but not to utter their thoughts and convictions as they
please. But we shall find that, nevertheless, a considerable step has
beeu made forward, when we compare the article just quoted with the
barbarous law of 18.12, that contains the following passage: "The reo
ligion of the Spaniards is, and shall for ever be, the Catholic, Apostolic,
Roman, as the only true one j and the nation toleratel'lno other worship."
A Spaniard can now, at least, renounce Popery if he choose, without incurring penalties. This is worth something, at least, in the land where
formerly the Inquisition reigned with such fearful, unlimited sway.
The higher clergy, nevertheless, cry out vigorously, and incessantly,
against the above lax article of the Constitution. ' The union of doctrine and worship,' say they 'is the glory of Spain, and on account of
which she is the envied of all nations (!!) Without this union Spain
is lost. The heretics crowd in among us every where with their infidelity, and take away thc little faith that is yet left us. If we do not
maintain unharmed the religion of our fathers, the wrath of heaven will
overtake us.' The Bishops demand the restoration of the law of 1812,
above referred to.
.
In the mean time, there are also among the Spanish clergy, here and
there, more liberal.minded men, that protest against religious intolerance.
Among these is Valentine Ruiz, who, although a Spanish Catholic
priest, nevertheless has the noble courage to demand that every man
should have the liberty in Spain to worship God according to his own
choice. Such examples, of course, are rare.
The Observateur Catholique relates a story of the intolerance which
yet rules in Spain. Padre Morgaez, a Catholic preacher, formerly the
professor of theology at the University of Alcala and now a venerable
man of sixty-six years, published a book against the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. The civil governor, urged
on hy the clergy, prohibited the publication of this book, and the ecclesiastical vicar of Toledo had him tried and condemned, degraded
him from his office and functions, and had him thrown into an ecclesiastical prison, where now, separated from his friends as a reviled apostate,
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he is in vain demanding his release. The unfortunate man has laid in
a complaint before the Minister of Justice, and also before the Cortes,
which, however, thus far has been without any result. He succeeded,
however, in having a letter published in the abovc-named journal, from
which we here give an extract.
"It is difficult to tell," says this brave padre, "and yet more difficult
to believe, what au abuse the priests make of the confessional, in order
to keep the people under the yoke and to make them believe that God
has given the popes an absolute power in heaven and earth. It is
therefore no matter of surprise that I am made an object of shame and
contempt. Some priests, who call themselves my frienJs, have reported
to me the scandals and revilings which are circulated against mc, in the
hope of thereby breaking my courage. I ask them whether they have
read my book. They answer that they consider it a crime even to
touch a book that opposes the infallibility of the Pope.
"Others-the
more learned among them-admit,
indeed, that the
church-fathers contradict the Pope, but think that it is, nevertheless,
safer to hold to the, decision of the Pope than to follow the churehfathers, inasmuch as the interpretation of the Pope is that of the church.
Many think as I do; but, for fear of their ecclesiastical superiors, they
dare not raise their voices to utter their convictions."
This shadow of religious liberty in Spain the friends of the Gospel
are making use of in disseminating in that fair but unhappy land the
Bible and other useful books. But little has come before the public as
to the effects of these evangelical efforts; and, certainly, it is necessary
for the men engaged 'in this good work to be 'wise as the serpents'.
But we may here repeat what, on this point, we have already heard
from reliable sources.
'I.'headdress of Don Battles, to which reference llas already been made
in this article, informs us further that, at the request of the ecclesiastical vicar at Madrid, the Government had forbidden the sale of an
cdition of the Bible that had lately been printed in that city, and the
text of which is identically the same with that of aIr the others that
have been published with ecclesiastical approbation, simply because it
was accompanied by neither notes nor comment. "Last year," says
Battles, "the same vicar printed and published, for the use of Catholic
families, an incomplete, mutilated Bible; to do which neither he, nor
any bishop, nor even the Pope, has the right; for the Bible is the Word
of God, and no man has a right to add or subtract any thing; and now
thc sale of a new edition of the Bible is prohibited, because it contains
neither apocryphal books nor explanatory notes! I asked the minister
whether a Bible agreeing in its ·text with the authorized Catholic version might be printed or not; and whether the second article of the existing law, which says that the law of the freedom of thc press did not
apply to the books treating of the Sacred Scriptures and the doctrines
of our holy religion, also referred to the Bible. The minister, with
great embarrassment and confusion, amid the murmurs and laughter
of the deputies, replied .to my interpellation, that he keJ,).thimself, as his
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guidc, to the canonical rules of the church, that does not allow the
printing of the Bible without notes."
In the midst of the Cortes, the liberal-minded Degollada furthermore
spoke in favor of the painter Ruet. This man, a Spaniard, was converted to evangelical Christianity at Turin, in Italy, and then returned
to his native land, where his labors, though entirely private and unobtrusive, were not without some good effect. Hc was arrested at Barcelona on the 12th of February (U\56), and imprisoned. From his
prison he wrote to General Zapatero: "For some days a fanatical
crowd, goaded on by unknown hands, has been threatening my lifc.
Calumny has finally succeeded in robbing me of my freedom. I come,
, therefore, as a Spanish citizen, to demand from :your justice the protection of the laws of my country. I know not WIth what I am charged.
Is it my religous convictions that are the cause of my persecutions?
These I have never denied. My religion is the religion of Christ,
which Catholic intolerance calls Protestant and heretical. The temple
of my faith is my heart j God alone can read what is there - He alone
is my Supreme Judge. I demand my liberty, and a trial before a
tribunal j I shall, at least, then know what are the charges against me,
and shall know and meet my enemies face to face."
The Captain-General had Ruet brought before him, and heard him
with much kindness, and finally sent him under protection to his home.
At the same time the press of Barcelona took notice of the affair, defended with boldness and decision religious freedom, and blamed severely
the inquisitorial treatment of Ruet. The Minister of Justice, advised
of the facts, gave the assurance that he would protect the liberty of the
citizens.
The Government, that does not secm to act from any fixed principles,
is influenced some timcs by thc liberal party, somc times by the clergy j
whence its contradictory conduct in the same matter. Thus, for example, we may cite the circular addressed some time since by the Minister of Justice t') all the presidents of the tribunals, in which we find
the following passage:
The Government is firmly determined to act with the greatest severity
toward the Spaniards or foreigners who, under any pretext whatever, shall
attempt to disturb the religious unity to which Spain owes its prosperity,
(what prosperity? 1) and on which rests the second basis of the monarchy.
Confer with the political and other authorities, and labor to prevent, at any
cost, an enormous scandal and crime.

It can be easily seen that the spirit of papal falsehood and blindness
pervades this passage of the minister's circular. It smells of the priests'
filthy hand~. Before we close, we must mention another Spanish journal, entitled El Alba (The Day-dawn), that is published in London, and
is edited by several enlightened, pious Spaniards. * The Spanish clergy
'k This is not the first Spanish religious
journal that has appeared in London. Some years since, a thoroughly evangelical monthly was published there
for a considerable time, entitled El Examen Libre (Free Inquiry), very ably
edited by the pious ancl learned Don Juan Calderon, by whose death the work
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raised a terrible hue and cry when this journal first appeared among
them, and hnrled, from all sides, their impotent anathemas ag-ainst its
editor. The journal is written with much prudence and moderation,
and breathes a lofty, pure spirit of earnest zeal for evangelical truth.
Unmoved by the noisy clamors raised against it, it labors on to scatter
precious seed in secret in the hearts of the Spanish people, that will,
doubtless, by the blessing of God, bear much good fruit in time to come.
A Spaniard wrote some time since to the editor as follows:
I was always devoted to the religion dominant in Spain, and have devoted
much time to the study of it. But the contradict.ions, the prohibitions, the immorality of many priests, have much disturb cd my mind, and I felt a deep void
wit.hin me, that would never have been tilled, had not incidentally your journal
fallen into my hands.
I maintained one day, in a cafe, that my country could
never be happy wit.hout religious liberty, a liberty which those oppose who
keep the people in ignorance, and do not allow the religion that would lead us
to the trut.h to rise up among us. A gentleman present, hearing me thus express myself, t.ook me aside and handed me your journal, saying to me, "Here,
my fricnd, is something that agrees wit.h your sentiment.s>
I took it and
read it with deep interest, for it is written with much intelligence and prudence, and may do much good.
•

We trust that these articles will be read with much interest by at
least some of the readers of the Sentinel. How rejoicing it is to see
and to know that the dawn of a better day is appearing even on the
horizon of the hitherto most exclusive, uufortunate, and benighted lands
of the European Catholic world. Spain and Italy-these
fair peninsulas, these bright, sunny lauds, once the home of mighty empires, the
favored gardens and palaces of sciencc, literatnre and the arts, where
the Spirit of God also has stirred in so many mig-hty hearts-will
not
God stretch out his hand over thcm, and after this nascent dawn bring
yet, in His time, over them the noon-day from on high? Great and
marvelous things has the Most High done, wonderful in the eyes of
men, to the utter astonishment of the nations-and,
therefore, why
not this too? Let us wateh the doings of the Lord. Let us look to
these lands, call to the watchman' What of the night? -are its hours
not yet past, and does the day not yet break over the mountains and the
seas?' and let us greet with the fervency of grateful hearts the first
appearance of ' the day-star from on high'.
We may bring before the readers of the Sentinel notices of the reof evangelizing Spain, and the Spanish people elsewhere, has lost one of its
ablest and most powerful laborers.
The Papal world has tried by all the
pains and penalties at its commandimprisonment, tortures and the staketo keep all evangelical light from its benighted lands.
But in vain.
Every
Catholic country is now invaded publicly and privately by the. Bible and evangelical publications.
In France several Protestant
journals are published.
I,i Upper Italy the Buona Novella (Good Tidings), of Turin, is doing a noble
work; and the Alba may yet find other journals to cooperf1te with it in evangelizing the Spanish people.
The religious Protestant
journals of Germany
find their way wherever the German language is spoken.
God speed the good
heralds on their way!
Rome can no longer keep out these messengers from
the people.
c. J,. L.
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ligious state of other parts of the Old World, as occasion may suggest.
Weare meditating a few articles on the rcligious aspccts of France
and Germany, the first of ·which may probably appear in the next number.
.
c. L. L.
EUREKA, Ill., Nov.,
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SPEAK

1857.
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ARE PERFECT."

THE wise and the unwise minister of Jesus Christ are in nothing more distinguishable than in the appropriateness with which they administer the
inexhaustible Truth of Heaven to those for whom they labor. When
Paul first wcnt to Corinth, he determined to know nothing but, Christ
and him crucified, and so long as they continued to be babes, he fed
them upon milk. Yet, having all the care of a father for them, he did'
not cease to watch for a time when they should bc able to bear stronger
food, nor fail to seize upon it to lead them on to high grounds and rich
pastures, and an enlarged and holy communion with God and unity
with Jesus Christ our Lord. He rebukes them at one timc, that he
could not yet speak unto them as spiritual but as carnal, as babes. He
shames the Hebrews also, that although they had been in Christ a long
time, they were not able to appreciate the discussion of other problems
than those they had first learned, and exhorts them to 'leave the first
principles of the doctrine of Christ and go on to perfection', and not be
for ever 'laying, the foundation of repentance from dead works; and
faith toward God, and the doctrine of baptisms, laying-on of hands, the
resurrection, and the judgment', and never go on to erect the superstructure. Indeed, he declares it to be his rule to speak wisdom among
them that were wise, as well as to give milk to the babes. Hence we
have bis letter to the. Hebrews as well as his sermon before Felix, and
that abtruse metaphysical epistle to the Romans as well as his simple
narrative before Agrippa.
It must be acknowledged, however, that he seems rather to have delighted to work in the higher fields of christian thought and divine
truth, and to consider it his especial mission and calling to reveal and
teach the' mysteries of Christ'. And this was conceded to him by the
rest of the Apostolic College, especially by Peter, who affirms that it reqnires some christian education either fully to understand or appreciat~
Pau!. Had anyone, therefore, found fault with Paul for his' natural
man' and' spiritual man', his' inner man' and' ontward man, his' carnal mind' and' spiritual', 'my body and my spirit', etc., by affirming
that it was contrary to his entrance into Corinth, and that 'Peter did
not so preach on the day of Pentecost, he would have found no sympathy with Peter himself.
It must be remembered, however, that, although Paul taught philosophy, it was not his own, nor of this world, nor the princes of this
world, which comes to naught, but a 'wisdom which the Holy Ghost
taught him'. The fact that it was to. him an inspi1'ation does not do
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away with the fact that it was to him a revelation to and for us; n·or
does it prove that it would not be profitable to us to study it and endeavor to understand and apprehend the truths it brings to us. God
has availed himself of every avenue to the human understanding to impart the germs of Divine truth, philosophy as well as miracle; and if
Jesus was so particular as to make a special call of the Apostle to the
Gentiles, to commit to him the mysteries of his kingdom for our use,
it becomes us thankfully to receive them and prayerfully study them,
and to correct our philosophy by them. To determine never to leave
the limits of first principles savors either of formalism or an utter unescaping from the rudiments of the world; and to oppose every thing said
or written for christian men and women, by asking what all this has to
co with inducting them into Christ, savo:s of unmixed proselytism, and
leaves out of view altogether the great object of bringing men into the
the school of Christ. To say that Peter did not say one word about
the' inner man' and' outer man', 'spiritual mind' and' carnal mind',
is to forget that Paul did do so-for another purpose, too, than inducting lllen into the kidgdolll. Peter never wrote to James to know what
all Paul's philosophy about' justification by faith' had to do with converting men and women, nor to inquire whether men might not exercise faith without understanding that it gave validity to works-whether works simply showed the faith, or whether they exerted a kind of
coinpound influence on him. Nor did he call Paul 'infidel', simply
because he used some of the terms that Plato uses, and that Theodore
Parker uses too. Be it far from me to say that we should theorize or
speculate, and rest upon these our faith in or conception of God. But
are we never' rigjltly to divide the Word of Truth' beyond the Acts of
the Apostles? Are not Romans, Galatians, Corinthians, etc., etc., all
ours, and may we not use their phraseology, and endeavor to understand what is meant by them? Are we to preach to sinners and take
no care of converts? or are we not also to make our own that noble,
God-ward expression of Paul when he had passed over all this-"I
count not myself yet to have apprehended, but have determined to press
toward my high calling" ?
?

THE DIGNITY OF PRAYER.-Consider the dignity of this, to be ad:plitted into so near converse with the highest majesty. Were there
nothing to follow, no answer at all, prayer pays itself in the excellence
of its nature and the sweetness that the soul finds in it. Poor, fallen
man, to be admitted into heaven while he is on earth, and there to come
and speak his mind freely to the Lord of heaven and earth as his friend,
as his father! -to empty all his complaints into his bosom, to refresh
his soul in his God, wearied·with the follies and miseries of the world.
Where there is any thing of His love, this is a privilege of the highest
sweetness j for they that love find much delight to discourse together,
and count all hours short, and think the day runs too fast that is so
spent. And they that are much in this exercise) the Lord doth impart
his secrets much to them.
Archbishop LEIGHTON.
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PALESTINE.
I TRl~ADwhere the twelve in their wayfaring trod;
I stand where they stood with the chosen of GodWhere his blessings were heard 3,nd his lessons were t3,ugltt,
Where the blind were restored and the he3,ling W3,Swrought.
0, here with his flock the sad wanderer came These hills he toiled over in grief are thc same '1'he founts which he drank by the wayside still flo-w,
And the same airs 3,re blowing which breathed on his brow.
And
But
For
And

throned on her hills sits .Jerus3,lem yet,
with dust on her for~head and chains on her feet;
the crown of her pride to the mocker hath gone,
the holy Shekinah - 't is dark where it shone.

But wherefore this drertm of the earthly n,bode
Of humanity clot.hed in t.he brightness of God r
Were my spirit. but turnecl from the outward and di-ro,
It. would gaze even now on the presence of him!
Not in clouds and in terrors, but gentle liS when,
In love and in meekness, he moved 3,mong men;
And "he voice which breathed peace to the waves of the seli
In the hush of my spirit would whisper to me.
And
N or
Nor
Nor

what if my feet may not tread where he stood,
my ears hear the dashing of Galilee's flood,
my eyes see the cross which he bowed him t.o ben,r,
my knees press Gethseman6's garden in prayer?'

Yet, loved of the Fat.her, thy Spirit is near
To the meek and the lowly and penitent hel'e ;.
And the voice of thy love is the same even now
As at Bethany's tomb, or on Olivet's brow_
Oh! t.he outward hn,th gone! but in glory and power
The Spirit surviveth the things of an hour;
Ullchanged, undeeaying, its pentecost flame
On the heart's secret 3,ltar is burning the same.
J. l}, WHITTIER.

THE TWO REVELA1'IONS.- The Lord Jesns makes two revelations
of himself, one in the character of the convert, and another in the truth
of the Gospel. Christianity, as it exists in the h-earts and lives of those
who are truly regenerated, and who have 'Christ in them the hope of
glory', is distinct from Christianity as it exists in the doctrines, duties
and facts which are recorded in the Bible. The one is a revelation in
{the word of the truth of the gospel', and the other' in power, and in
the Holy Ghost, and in much asSl.1:rance'.
46
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HOW

TO GET

OUT

OF THE

CHURCH.

MUCH has been said and written about the way to get into the,church
of Christ; some teach that faith alone makes an individual a member
of it; some that a confession of that faith completes the connection;
others that baptism must be added; and then the subject is in the
church; still others that the vote of the congregation, or the ceremony
of the hand of fellowship, must complete the transition. But, passing
by all these matters for the presen t, let us look a little in the other
direction, beginning with the assumed position that a person is actually
in the ehurch, no matter how admitted. How may he be demitted?
1. He may go from one congregation to another. This is often necessary. The church which he leaves sl10uld in such cases give a certificate of ch1'istian membership. This should always be enough. To
add that the bearer is in good standing implies that he might be a
member without being in good standing, or else it is a meaningless
qualification. To say that it implies only that there are no charges or
disciplinary proceedings standing against him would be an absurdity,
for the giving of a letter under such circumstances is not to be thought
of. With such a certificate from a recognized christian church in his
hand, of recent date, any other christian congregation should at once
.receive him on application. By such reception his local membership
in the former place ceases. If the date of such certificate be not recent, and there be no satisfactory evidence of providential hindrance
of its earlier presentat~on, or proper repentance for the neglect to do so,
or if there be doubt as to the bearer's behavior since its date, the church
applied to may properly decline its acceptance, and he continues a
member of the former congregation and amenable to its discipline.
2. A congregation dissolving by death, removal, or apostasy, may
leave a member standing isolated. If he remain so, however, without
due effort to connect himself with another, it becomes a fault as well as
a misfortune to stand in such position.
3. Disorderly conduct, if unrepented of, will dissolve the tie- the
constitution of the church requiring withdrawal from every brother that
'walketh disorderly'. A vote of the church that they will carry out
the constitution in such a case is about as sensible and necessary as the
appendage of 'good standing' above mentioned. A vote, however, as
to a question of fact, prior to the execution of law, is a totally different
thing.
4. The act of God may sever the connection. Death removes one's
membership from a church below to the church above.
If there are any other methods of getting out of a congregation, and
ceasing to be entitled to its special care and amenable to its discipline,
we have yet to learn them. 'I.'hat numbers do leave otherwise, and are
considered no longer members, is but too true; that scripture or reason
sanctions and renders valid the course of either the party leaving or the
the party left, we are unable for a moment to believe. For instance, a
member moves away to a distance, neglecting to take a letter, and his
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name after a length of time is d.ropped from the church-book. Can
that terminate the responsibility of either party to the other? Who
in his senses believes it? Again: An individual gets tired or dissatisfied in his church relations, and concludes to quit standing in connection with a congregation. He then says, "I withdraw from thc church;
you may take my name off the church-book." Does this lawfully release him and dissolve the bond? About as much as it could release a
soldier from the U. S. Arm.y in the midst of a campaign, should he
announce his withdrawal from hii'lcompany and direct that his name
be erased from the muster-roll. And yet, mimbile dictu, many a
church is badgercd in just such a style. We could name a church of
a certain denomination, where a wealthy mcmber was about to invest
his means lar~ely in a new house, and coolly informed the church he
was not able or willing, under these circumstances, to give as the
brethren would expect, and, therefore, he wished a 1etter that he might
J'emain out of the OhuTch till he got through! The minister was so
dumbfounded at the impudence and ignorance of the thing, that he
granted the letter without a word; the man staid out as he proposed,
and, actually, when he got done offering to himself and was willing to
give to the Lord again, presented himself and was placed back in his
former standing!
We fear some of our own churches have not been
much behind this. What a comment on the ridiculous system of giving letters which may be kept in the pocket! If any such thing
were proper, as an actual dismission by letter, it would still be thc
duty of the bearer, as a faithful carrier, to deliver the letter to the party
addressed as speedily as possible. But we deny, in toto, the right of a
church to grant such a letter. Who, except the great Head of the
Church, by His Providence, can warrant a man for a single hour in
standing detached from one church and disconnected with any other?
If an hour may be granted, then maya day, a year, a lifetime. It is a
marvel that the abuses of this loose, wretched system have not exploded
it long since.
It is earnestly to be longed and prayed for, that the churches may
all give these matters a thorough consideration, and come to a regular,
uniform action in all the premises indicated. We have not argued the
subject, nor even didactically developed it, but have simply spoken, in
a plain way, a few things which have long seemed to us both obvious
and necessary. If any of our scribes doubt our positions, or have better
light to offer, we shall be heartily glad to hear from them.
1. N. C.

WE are apt to forget our actual dependence on Pr~vidence for the
circumstances of every instant. The most trivial events may determine our state in the world. Turning up one street instead of another
may bring us into company with a person whom we should not otherwise have met; and this may lead to a train of other events, which may
determine the happiness or misery of our lives.
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GOD'S

PART

OF THE

WORK.

IT is a little remarkable that much of the controversy that now agitates
the christian world is about God's part of the work in human redemption, and especially as to the mode by which he does it. Some persons, it is true, do not admit of any cooperation in this matter. They
can not consent that man and God are, in any sense, co-workers together, though there is express scriptural authority for the fact.* Of this
class there are two parties - the one ascribing every thing to God; the
other devolving every thing upon man. The one makes man a simple
machine, moving only under the divine influence, without freedom or
self-determining energy of any kind, and yet responsible for his actions.
The absolute sovereignty of God is regarded as a satisfactory justification against every knotty and restless question of the reason, and, in
worse than idiot impotency, we are asked to sit down and wait till OU1'
time shall come, if, perchance, we may be found among the elect at all !
In perfect harmony with this mechanical theory, the Spirit of God is
introduced as a sort of mechanical force, an etherealized steam power to
overcome the morai inertness of our souls, and by impulse of impact set
them a whirling in the predestinal and changeless orbits of a sovereign
grace. Man has no part to perform in this wonderful transformation,
but sits as the passive clay in the hands of the potter. The work is
all of God, unconditional and without justification, save upon the ground
of the absolute and sovereign power of the worker. This is not the
philosophic Calvinism of Geneva, but the stupid dogmatism of modern
fatalists. It nullifies the law of God, it stultifies the wisdom of God;
it mocks the. reason of man and paralyzes the springs of human hope.
It lays its icy finger upon the aspiring powers of the soul, and chills
the glowing warmth with which it burns under the hopeful words of
Christ. It presses back with a heavy hand the anxious heart, who,
when listening to the call to come, rises to go, and binds as with a new
chain the convicted sinner' struggling to be free. 0, we thank thee,
blessed Savior, that it is not thus, thou hast declared liberty to the captive! In breaking the fetters in which sin has bound us, and calling
upon us to come forth from our slaovery,thou didst not paralyze our powers to obey the glad summons, nor mock us with a promised joy beyond
our reach. 'I.'hefruit of the tree of life is not handed down to tantalize
us, but that we may stretch forth our hands, pluck, eat, and live for ever.
An equally impious extreme denies all divine agency in man's salvation, save what is chronologically past. God is not now -at the
time and during the process of the work - in any sense of the present
agency, at all co.cerned or operative in the new birth. Man is both
the subject and the cause of the new creation. He quickens his own
heart, and nurses and develops it through the whole process of regeneration, with no concurring agency from God. He is, at once, his own

* We, then, as workers together with h.im, beseech you also that:le
not the grace of God in vain.

11
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spiritual father, mother, and child - and thus self-originated, he goes
forth the sole and unaided architect of his own fortune, and climbs onward and upward to the rest of the perfect. True, he,is furnished with
a verbal directory, telling him the way, but with this no aid is given
strengthening him to follow it. He must walk alone and in his own
strength, amid its perils and over its wearisome hights, and experiencing nothing but the triumphs of his own power, and enjoying nothing
but the self-gratulation of his self-saving victories, and hoping for nothing save the ultimate attainment of the promised reward, as meet
achievement of his own meritorious struggles, he must wade out, as a
glorious and mighty hero, unaided and alone, his own salvation!
We trust there are but very few who hold, even spiritually, this impious and godless theory of human deliverance. Sure we are that no one
can practically walk by it and be a christian at all. His heart is not,
can not be, in any vital union with Christ. As well might we expect
a branch to furnish the juices of its own growth, or a stream to feed its
own fountains, as that a christian can live and grow in all spiritual
graces without constant and perpetual union with Christ, the overflowing fountain opened in the house of David for sin and uncleanness, in
whom dwelleth all the goodness of the Godhead bodily, and in whom
alone, as the head of all principality and power, we are complete.* Of
such it must be .truly said, that being puffed up by their fleshly mind
they do not hold the Head, from whom the whole body, by the joints
which bind it, draws full supplies for all its needs, and is knit together
and increases in godly growth.t
We know of no one thought more prominent and vital in the Ohristian 8cheme than this of actual, real, abiding, living union with Christ
and his people. The writings of the Apostles abound with the overflowings of their faith in and experience of this ever-present and sustaining power. They describe it as Gh1'ist being in us, and as OU1'being in Christ j .Tohn, the beloved Apostle, speaks of it as a matter of
knowledge: "Hereby we know that he abideth in us, by the Spirit
which he hath given us;" and again, " Hereby know we that we dwell
in him and he in us, because he hath given us of his Spirit."t
Our
Savior himself says, "At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father,
and ye in me, and I in.you."§
It is illustrated by a vine and its branches j by a foundation and
the building 1'esting upon it j by a body and its members j and
with great force and beauty by the mysterious union and oneness of
husband and wife.
Its beneficial results include all the peculiar privileges and blessings
of the christian - for without Christ we are nothing. It is because we
are in him that his righteousness is imparted to us (Phil. iii: 9); that
we are made free from condemnation (Rom. viii: 1); that we are delivered from the dominion of sin (John iii: 6); that we are created
anew (2 Cor. v : 17); that the Holy Spirit dwelleth in U8(Rom. viii:

* Col. ii:
t

9, 10.
1- Col. ii: 18, 19, and Eph. iv: 15, 16.
Jno. iii: 24, and iv: 13.
~ Jno. xiv: 20.
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10); that our prayers are answered (J no. xv; 7); and that we shall
11aveconfidence at his coming ( 1 John, ii; 28); and surely the man
who lacketh all these thinl!s, not being in Christ, not bolding the Head,
is no christian. False teachers are all such, who would beguile us of
our reward and keep us still subject to ordinances. Well might the
apostle, filled with the sublime contemplation of this glorious union, exclaim, "For this cause I bow my knees unto the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named,
that he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to be
strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner man; that Christ
may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted and grounded
in love, may be able to compreliend, with all saints, what is the breadth
and length and depth and hight, and to know the love of Christ which
passeth knowledge, that ye might be filled with all the fullness of
God."*
But while this is so manifestly a doctrine, we might almost say the
sum-total of practical Christianity, we are not content to receive it as'
such. We must push our speculations beyond the declared fact, and
the experienced blessing, into the inquiry as to the possible manner in
which the union is effected and enjoyed. We must have a philosophic
answer to the how of this revealed doctrine, and if in these inquiries we
can not agree, the next step is to erect our speculat\ve defenses into
grounds of fellowship and tests of orthodoxy. So far as this inquiry
relates to our paN in entering into and enjoying this union, the inquiry is not only legitimate but necessary. What he must do - his
faith and his works are, indeed, man's great and appropriate concern.
About these he must diligently search the Scriptures, and examine his
own heart. Every means placed within his power must be known and
employed; every instrumentality appointed to help him must be called
into requisition, and diligently and faithfully used; no precept, and no
example, should be ignored or neglected. His faith must be commensurate with the truth as it is revealed, and his practice the living exponent and legitimate fruit of his faith. On these points he may, and
it is his imperious duty to, constantly and prayerfully search the Scriptures.
But suppose that in this search he finds some promise, the performance of which rests with God. Suppose he meets with declarations respecting spiritual aids and influences, which, upon the condition of his
faith and obedience, the Heavenly Father, in the simplest, most literal
and positive language, assures us that he will render to his frail and
erring children to help them in their endeavo).'to work out in fear and
trembling their everlasting salvation - shall he falter to receive such
because he can not penetrate into the mystery of the manner in which
it may be done? Because his speculative talent is weak, too weak to
untangle the mystic maze of spiritual intercommunication, shall his faith
be staggered and his' prayers hindered? Or, if by long and vexing
thinking and reflection, he has at length constructed a cunningly-devised

* Eph.

iii; 14-19.
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theory, with which, to his own satisfaction at least, he can solve the
mystery, shall he next propound this as God's revelation and set it up as a
standard of other men's thinking and believing? Should he not rather
humbly and meekly say, God's ways are not as our ways. These are
the deep things of God. Let us receive them in faith and practice,
work and pray for the blessing, rather than dispute and divide about the
philosoph!!. The promise of God, the gift to be conferred, is of his
grace j the means, instrumentalities and conditions of its reception, so
far as our action is involved, are clearly and positively revealed j and
now, what have we to do to reply against God! Let us believe and
obey - and the trnth of the doctrine shall be demonstrated by the trial,
in the sweet and blissful experience_ of every true and loyal-hearted
disciple who sits as a child at the feet of J esusand his inspired teachers" If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it
be of God."*
Brethren, let us take care that we be not beguiled of our reward by
these vain, and in some instances impious, attempts to prescribe laws
to the divine agency, and to set limits to the working of his wondrous
will. It is enough for us to attend to our own part of the working-out
of our salvation, and to leave the part of God to himself. Our speculations can not make or unmake one principle or law, nor add to nor
abstract from one element of agency or power that our Creator has reserved in his own hands, and we but waste our time and injure the
peace of Zion when we presume to intrude into things whieh we have
n t seen, and which are revealed to us as facts, the philosophy of which
is not given, and which, it may be, is too high for our present power to
reach.
w. K. P.
Millennial Harbinger.

FAlVlILYPRAYER.- John Howard, the Philanthropist, is said never to
have neglected family prayer, even though there was but one, and that
one his domestic, to join in it j always declaring that where he had a
tent God should have an altar. This was the case not only in England,
but in every part of Europe which they visited together j it being his
invariable manner to tell Tomasson to come to him at a certain hour j
and, well knowing what the direction meant, the latter would be sure to
find his master in his room) the doors of which he would order him to
fasten. Let who would come, no body was admitted till devotional exercises were over.
•
A father once received from his child, not four years old, one of the
most severe reproofs he ever met with. Having neglected the duty of
family prayer one morning, when the father came home the little reprover climbed on his knee, and said, "Father, you did not pray with
us to-day." "No, my dear, I did not." "But, father, you ought,
ought you not? -wh!! did you not?"
The father had not a word til
reply, and the child's rebuke happily proved a lasting blessing.
-x-Jvhn vii: 11.
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THE

EVANGELICAL

CONJ:'ERENCE

AT

BERLIN.

LAST Wednesday evening the Evangelical Conferences, or the meetings of Protestants from all countries, were opened in this city in the
Garnison Kirche, a building capable of accommodating 4,000 persons,
well lit up for this occasion, and provided with an ample carpeted platform easy of access to the members. 'L'he number of persons who have
inscribed themselves as members of these conferences-that
is to say
who either take active part, or sympathize, or in' any way cooperate
toward the object in view--amounts to 1,400 j this is exclusive of all
those who have flocked hither merely to figure as audiences. The arrangements that have been made have as yet furnished me with no
matter for unfavorable commcnt j the office opened for the members of
the Conferences in the bureaux of the House of Deputies supplies every
information j as to hotel or lodging accommodation, the latter is in mltny
cases furnished gratuitously, and nothing is left undone to facilitate the
whole affair to strangers. The tickets of admission for members are so
ingeniously contrived as to contain, on the various sides of a folded map
of the town of Berlin, all the necessary information as to the subjectmatter of every day's Conference, the names of the speakers, preachers,
and religious institutions of the city, and an indication where the members can best meet for refreshment and mutual intercourse. The long
and heavily-laden railway-trains during the early days of this week
proclaimed how numerous the intended visiters were j the German
that one hears talked in the streets near the Garnison Kirche, eaeh
word' planted slowly and painfully, like ill-fitted stones in a coarse
mosaic, tells how many of them consist of foreigners, while our own
countrymen shine out, as usual, in that wonderful lingual production
they call French, for which we seem to have an exclusive right of infliction, but which right is most liberally and successfully infringed on,
like most of our patents, by our Trans-Atlantic cousins.
The first meeting, on Wednesday evening, was opened by Dam Ghar
singing the 100th Psalm j and as this and all the other psalmody introduced into the meeting is printed with the music and an English
and French translation of the text, it can be easily conceived what an
effect this appropriate choir produced. The exercises of the evening
consisted solely of reading portions of the Holy Scriptures and offering
prayers in German, French, and English. Of the eloquent and fervent
prayer put up by Pastor Kuntzel, frqm Elberfeld, our countrymen who
could follow him summed up their full admiration by the exclamation,
" He prays like Spurgeon." Like those of M. Fisch, from Paris, and
of the Rev. Baptist Noel, who followed, each reading a chapter from
the Bible in his own tongue, these prayers implored God's blessing on
the objects of t,he meetings-namely,
the spread of brotherly love
among all Protestants, the invigoration of the churches of the Protestant faith, and the extension of its truth over the world -together
with a blessing on the king and his family, and on the people and
capital of Prussia.
.
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The first Confercnce was opened on 'l'hursday by prayer, thc rcading
of a portion of Scripturc, and by singing a hYllIn; and then thc Rev.
Mr. Krummacher.
well known to the religious world in England, dclivered an addrcss of welcomc, as full of warill feeling'that touched the
heart as it was distinguished for plain good sense that recommendcd it
to the head.
He hailed thc day as the dawn of cOllfessional union
within the Protestant Church, as a sccnc never yet witnessed on GerJUan soil, as a weakening of all the factitious ramparts of exclnsion that
have hitberto kept asunder men whose hearts were at bottolll one in
Christ.
After cursorily alluding to the opposition that had been exhibited against these Uonferences and the Evangelical Alliance, and
the victory which a better knowledge of their nature had gained over
the misrepresentations
of their opponents, he pointed out thc fresh objections that had been started at the eleventh hour, as an incentive to
the mceting to keep constantly in view the practical object of their
coming togct,her -nanle!y,
the diffusion of fraternal love among christians and the recognition that Christ is all in all. A sketch of this
speech was then, for the benefit of the British and Americans, communicated in English by a clergyman from Scotland.
Hen von Betmanu
Hollweg, who is about to preside at the Kirchentag to be held in Stuttgard next week, invited his hearers to attend it, while striving to show
that, though differences of conviction necessarily callcd for distinctions
and restrictions, such as the Evangclical Alliancc even had found it
necessary to impose upou itself, neither of them necessitated divisions
and hcart,burnings,
and he prayed that all might became one flock
under Christ its shepherd,
It was at this morning's (B'riday's) conference that the Killg had
sigllified his intentiou of being present, and he accordingly returned to
Sans Souci from the manamvres one day earlier thau he would have
done; but, as it eventually transpired, he was withheld by health coosiderations from making this supererogatory exertion.
He, however,
provided special trains for such of the members of the Conference as
would come down to see him at Potsdam, and, accordingly, no less than
900 adventurous Protestallts, of whom the English mustered over 250
and the Americans between fortyaud fifty, arrived in due course at the
New Palace at Potsdam about 4 o'clock, where they fonnd abuudant
refreshment and ample att.endance awaiting them in the rococo saloons
of that favorite abode of Frederick the Great.
As the moment approached when the King was expected to appear, these 900 black coats
and white Cl1avats were marshaled according to nationalities outside
the Palace, so as to form the arc of a circle, the chord of which was
described by the external estrade on which the fairer and brighter clad
sex reposed in conscious superiority and advantage of position.
The
discussions carried ou between the prominellt members of the English
portion of Anglo-Saxon
Protestaptism
there present as to the fittest
method of grceting the King - whether an English 'Hip, hip, hurrah!'
or 'God save the King!' was the most appropriate expression
of religious sympathy - had hardly closed, when his Majesty came out
on the estrade .•accompauied. by the Queen, and followed by the ladies47
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in-waiting, chamberlains, and adjutants. The resolntions wcre all forgotten, and' Hoclc!' and 'Hurrah!' 'Es lebe del' Konig!' and' ElJen !' and' God save the King!' burst out on all sides, just as men's
hearts at the moment gave tone to their tongues. As soon as these
polyglot salutations had subsided, the Secretary of the Prussian branch
of the Evangelical Alliance presented to the King the thanks of that
body for his original idea of convening these Conferences, and for the
constant furtherance and assistance he had extended to the execution
of their plans, which had resulted in the numerous assembly he now
saw before him. His Majesty had witnessed many a field.day and
commanded many an army, but he had never reviewed such a force as
that now before him, in which the troops were all volunteers and came
from different lands. They did not war with the arm of the flesh, but,
with their loins girt about with truth, they bore the helmet of salvation
and shield of faith, and wielded the sword of the Spirit, etc. The King
answered that he was at a loss for words; that he knew not how to
express his gratified astouishment; he had had no expectation that his
hopes and wishes could have received such ample fulfillment. He congratnlated them all on the auspicious commencement that had been
made, and trusted that God would finish the work of conciliation and
concord that was evidently commenced among them, etc. He then
passed on to the Americans, the most westerly group, assisted by Chevalier Bunsen, who has never ceased to remain in constant and most
intimate correspondence with the King since his recall from London,
and at his most pressing invitation has come up to Berlin for the first
time since then to be present at these Conferences.
On the part of the Americans, Mr. Wright, their diplomatic representative, expressed to the King the pleasure he had in presenting to
him the little band of his countrymen who had come so far across the
Atlantic to testify their sympathy in the present groat movement, and
their ardent desire to see other christians enjoying the same amount of
, christian liberty as they themselves enjoyed at home. To which the
King replied in a few kind words, addressed to the Minister himself,
and then had the most prominent members introduced to him.
No sooner had the King finished with the American group, and Sir
Culling Eardley been called for presentation to the King as the spokesman of the English phalanx, than our countrymen, with that vulgar
propensity to mob royalty which we betray both at home and abroad,
all deserted the place assigned them in the proceedings, and, flocking
after Sir Culling, inclosed the group of King, chamberlains, adjutants
and guests in one dense, hot mass, like a cluster of bees. The Queen,
who was looking on from the estrade, and from whose recollection the
events of 184B seemed not yet effaced (it was at just such a peacMul
and joyous meeting as this that the so-called revolution broke out), gave
evident signs of apprehension, which, however, diminished gradually
as she saw that nothing worse came of it.
Sir Culling Eardley thanked the King for the opportunity thus offered
them of meeting together in his dominions, ami alluded to the bonds
already existing between the two nations-eomIDon origin, common
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faith, and that further bond about to be added by marriage. Thanking the Kin~ again for his many personal exertions in furtherance of
the cause, he proceeded to introduce the Hon. Baptist Noel, Sir Edward North Buxton, Mr: Finch, the treasurer of the Alliance j the
Rev. Dr. Steanc, honorary secretary of the Evangelical Alliance, and.
secretary of the Baptist Union j and the Rev. George Smith, secretary
of the Congregational Union.
The King answered in English, by disclaiming any of the merit attributed of having done much for the Alliance, but it had his hearty
sympathy, and he rejoiced to believe that in the two days that had
elapsed God's blessing had rested on the mecting. He thanked the
English gGntlemen very much for the interest they had expressed with
regard to the approaching marraige.
From the English station the King passed on eastward to the French
group, French Switzerland, German Switzcrland, Holland, Bohemia,
Southern, Central and Eastern Prussia, terminating with the deputies
from the Russian provinces on the Baltic, in all cases receiving thc
thanks aud the aspirations of each nationality, and such expressions of
personal respect as the feeling of each respective spokesman dictated.
In the short replies which the King delivered in English, French, and
Gcrman, he made no attempt at oratorical display, but spoke simply and
unaffectedly and most kindly to everyone he recognized. On his return to the palace the whole assembly cheered both the King and Queen
repeatedly and continuously, in multifarious forms and manners, and
immediately afterward broke up in all haste to enter the trains which
were waiting not far off.
Correspondence of the T.ondon 'rimes.
BERLIN,

Sept. 12.

FLEEING

TO TARSHISH.

WE read the graphic story of Jonah, and as we read we think it a marvel of marvels that the cowardly prophet should think to get away from
duty and the God who imposed it, by such a miserable, petty stratagem
as fleeing to Tarshish.
But, after all, what did Jonah more than others? We might almost
suppose his case an allegory, to picture to us all, our follies in the flimsy
devices we invent to escape the burden of duty.
Jonah ignored, most strangely it is true, the divine attribute of omnipresence. The little sailing and rowing craft, a mere coaster, capable, perhaps, of carrying a score or so of persons and a few packages of
m'erchandise, was a poor means of escape from him who at once pervade" all space. But how much wiser is it to ignore his omniscienc\l?
And do we not virtually attempt this in crowding out of mind the admonitions of conscience? Like the ostrich hiding its head and deeming
itself entirely concealed, we get some troublesome duty out of our
thought, for the time, and make ourselves as unconcerned as though
God had likewise forgotten.
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The preacher of the Gospel is sent to denonnce against sinners their
awful doom. Does he forbear to cause the pain and trouble which
must result from pointing out the plague-spot of sin, and entertain his
hearers with fine speeches, preaching himself instead of Jesus? Does
he preach about sin and Satan in a general and polite way, without that
personal application which points like the finger of God, and says, 'Thou
art the man'?
Does he entertain the soul seized with the mortal dis- .
case of s~n, with speculative theorizing and party peculiarities, instead
of leading him to the Grcat Physician? Then is he, Jonah-like, fleeing
to TanMsh.
The pastor is sent, in the providence of God, to watch for the flock,
to feed them, to cure their ills within and ward off assauhs without.
To do this requires faithfnl dealing. Faithful dealing demands moral
courage. Almost anyone can declaim against any enemy at a distance.
But to attack sin at home, resolved that it or its possessorshall be overthrown, requires a true and firm soul. The pastor who shuns this, and
instead thereof glorifie, 'our doctrine', fosters the selfishness of party
spirit by endless harangues upon the errors of other religious bodies and
our supcriority in this and that respect-what is he but another Jonah,
fleeoing to Tarshish.r
Christian, does God call upon you to overthrow some folly with which
you are entangled? And, in place of this, ar·e you endeavoring to live
along on the sin-and-rcpent principle? Are you compromising with
known errors and failings, and refusing to march straight upon the particular bcsetment and overcome it? Oh, beware o! You are fleeing to
Tarsh£sh.
Sinner, your selfish heart is a great Nineveh which must be overthrown. And none can do it but yourself. God calls on you to 'make
you a new heart.'; which can only be done on the cleared site of the
old. Are you trying to get some addition or ornament of self-righteousness for the adornment of the old heart, and thus make it do? Are
you hoping to enter into safety by a mere morality, and without the terrible sacrifice of denying self and giving up all for Christ? You too
are madly and blindly flee£ng to Tarshish. Alas, no! for a Jonah,
once swallowedup, might yet have opportunity to retrace his steps; but
if the jaws of death, which may opcn beneath you at any moment of your
flight from the presence of God, once swallow you up, deliverance
like .Jonah's, bringing opportunity of amendment, can never come.
Shun, then, allfl£ght to Tarshish.
J. N. C.

THERE is a difference between civil and spiritual claims.
Weare,
indeed, to render unto Cresar the things that are Cresar's; but we must
also render unto God the things that are God's. If any being requires
us to do what is opposed to the revealed will of God, we are prevented
by an authority from which there can lie no appeal-; and we ought to
obey God rather ~han man.
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MEETING.

the adjournment of the regular State Meeting of the Christian
brotherhood of Illinois, we have seen a spurious' circular', signed by
otie S. W. Leonard, the object of which seems to be to deceive the
innocent and uphold the guilty: deceive the innocent-because
it
seeks to make the impression abroad that that thing held at Mechanicsburg last August was the regular State Meeting of Illinois j uphold the
guilty-because
such men as W. M. Brown and Bloomington factionists were recognized as lUen in good standing j whereas, W M. B1'own
can not preach in his own pulpit, nor is he recognized as in good standing at home. This we were told by one of the Elders of the Springfield
church, and if we had not been told we should have known it, for it
is a fact notorious that W. M. Brown is about as fit for a pulpit as
Judas was for an apostleship. We caution all our brethren who love
the cause, especially in adjoining States, that they beware of that man.
To sustain factionists is very little, if any, better than to sustain
drunkards.
We wish, therefore, the brotherhood at large to understand, that
giving countenance to such a thing as was held at Mechanicsburg, in
August, is giving countenance indirectly, if not directly, to every manner of confusion and abomination that ever cursed the christian cause.
It may be well to state, since we happen precisely to know, something
of the origin of that meeting: When last year the regular State Meeting was held at Mechanicsburg, there was an attempt made" by a
number, with the said Brown at their head, to break down the State
Meeting, and let what they called 'an old-fashioned mass meeting'
take its place. Bro. Kane and myself were the first to oppose them,
and, after the matter was dicussed for nearly half a day, they were voted
down by a very large majority. Not satisfied with their defeat, they
took, or at least there was taken, a popular appeal to the audience assembled in the evening to hear preaching, most of which were women,
and not ten of whom-aside from the delegates - were present when
the discussion took place. The audience voted for the 'good old-fashioned mass meeting'. But even then, had they confined themselves to
the proposed objects, viz., preaching and praying (and we all know
they had cause enough for the latter), there could have been no particular objection to their meeting. But, with the most unparalleled effrontery, they send out circulars inviting the whole State-then
call
Dr. Hatch, the president of the factionists at Bloomington, to presideopen their arms to receive such a wretch as 'V. M. Brown, and then,
'with an air for which the term effrontery is no expression, they issue
another circular proclaiming what the 'State Meeting at Mechanicsburg' has done!!!
0 tempoTa! 0 mores! And, assuming all dignity imaginable, they tell us the next ~tate Meeting will be at Shelbyville ! Really this is a fast age, religiously as well as in other respects. And, to cap the climax, they send their 'beloved brethren
W. 1\1:. Brown and S. W. Leonard' as delegates to the Indiana Meeting!
'SINCE
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Surely, we thiuk the Indiana brethren would thiuk themselves highly
honored if they only knew what sublime characters they wcre receiviug
among them.
Weare extremely sorry that Dr. Hatch and S. W. Leonard should
so recklessly throw themselves away. .Mr. Leonard did have O'ood
standing, and ?night have maintained it if he would. Dr. Hatch ~ame
to the State and was received with open arms by the preachers of Illinois j they wcre glad to welcome him as adding another arrow to the
mighty quiver of their strength. But his unhallowed course in attempting to sustain a few factionists has cut him off from their confidence and sympathy, and, unless he speedily return, he will fall in Illinois for ever. But we will say no morc at present. We did not desire to say any thing on so unpleasant a topic j but there is such a thing
as patience ceasing to be a virtue, and we have had patience concerning such men and such proceedings as are herein named just as long
as we intend to. More anon, if necessary.
o. A. B.

THE

:FEAR

OF THE

LORD.-NUMBER

II.

WHEN Joseph had pursued, to a certain extent, a generous severity
with his brethren whom want drove to his presence as humble suppliants for life, with the first word he uttered in mitigation of that
severity was linked this deep, underlying sentiment of every true soul.
" This do, and live jJ' said he, "for I fear God." The fear of God was
thus most literally made' a fountain of life'.
We adverted, in the preceding number, to that well-known declaration, 'The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom'. It is often
supposed that this sentiment, by being distinctly affirmed to lie at the
threshold of the new life, is virtually represented as a mere introduction
to something else, a thing to be left behind. But this is greatly to
mistake the testimony of Scripture. David distinctly affirms that' the
fear of the Lord is clean, enduring for ever'. Why this is so may be
partly inferred from another passage -' The fear of the Lord is to hate
evil'. No man can be clean longer than he abhors sin. Nor can any
finite being, who realizes the odiousness of sin, and, at the same time,
his own liability thereto, by reason of his finite and imperfect nature,
contemplate that dread Being who is infinite in purity, and in whose
,sight the very heavens are not, clean, without fearing before him. As
long, therefore, as we are finite, we must walk in fear as well as in faith;
be it in heaven or on earth.
We Dlay be reminded that the same Scriptures of truth declare to us
that' perfect love casteth out fear'. But thi-s is by no means the fear
we have spoken of. It is not, we opine, the fear of God, in any sense,
which John is considering, much less that fear of him which endureth for
ever. It ,i-s the fear of the world, the fear of death, by which Satan is
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said to keep the sinner all his life-time subject to bondage, that is ntterly £xtinguished by a true filial fear and love of God.
'1'here is a fear of God, nevertheless, which, so far from bcing the beginning of wisdom, is the beginning of folly. Jonah, in the very commencement of his recorded folly, is found professing a fear of the Lord.
It was a poor, miserable, slavish fear - a fear of being punished rather
than a fear of offending arising from a hatred of the evil itself. What a
contrast to this low, cringing fear, was that exhibited by a gentleman
in whose presence torrents of blasphemy were being poured out, arousing the mirth of many, while he remained silent and serious. Being
rallied for the reason, he simply replied, "Sir, I fear God."
If the fear of God bc exhibited, in the concrete, as a hatred of evil,
then must God's exhibition of anger with the wicked be the measure of
our fear of him. With this agrees David, 'according to thy fear, so is
thy wrath'.
Isaiah tells us, however, of a certain false fear of God,
taught' by the precept of men'. A false idea of God often fosters this.
A distorted image of Deity, a notion of some awful, vindictive being,
always promotes it. A God dooming countless millions to perdition, in
advance, even from all eternity, 'for the praise of his vindictive justice ,,
can not be held up before the hearts of men without iJ;lstilling into
them a false fear.
Most true is it, nevertheless, that there is a fear of God, which we
may derive from our contemplation of him from his manifestations by
creation and a dispensation of law, which can not consist with that perfect love and confidence taught by the beloved disciple. Without
'God manifest in the flesh' the true idea of him could not be known;
as the very terms imply. To a God unincarnate no flesh in its shrinking weakness could come. " It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands
of the living God." Divinity veiled in humanity was the sovereign
spell by which alone poor mortals could be wooed and won. Not into
the hands of the living God, whose highest name is ' Spirit', but into
the hands of the 'Son of man' are we invited to come. He who bore
all our infirmities, who was tempted in all points as we, can dispel that
terror which invests pure spirit. Therefore is he m~de our Prophet,
our Priest, and our King. Therefore is it that the Father judgeth no
man, but hath committed all judgment to the Son, and that not as the
Son of God, but as the' Son of man'. Blessed be his name ! Now may
we worship with a loving, godly fear.
I. N. C.

HE that is endeavoring to root out of his mind all pride, envy and
ambition, is doing more to make himself happy, even in this life, than
he that is contriving the means to indulge them; for these passions
are the causl'S of all the disquiets and vexations of human life. They
are the dropsies and fevers of our minds, vexing them with false appetites, and restless craving after such things as we do not want, and
spoiling our taste for those things which are our propel' food.
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,
TO THE

••

READERS

OF THE

CHRISTIAN

SENTINEL,

BELOVErr"BRE'J'HREN AND FRIENDS :-It
is quitc customary whcn
ccrtain relationships and associations are brokcn up to present SOllie
thoughts as a kind of formal farewell.
1'hc relationship which has
hitherto existed between us in the Sentinel is now about to ccase to
exist; and, in harmony with thc very general custom, I fcel disposcd
to offer you a few farewell reftections in taking my Icavc of you as an
editor of the C7wistian Sentinel., And, first of all, allow me to return
Illy most hcartfelt thanks to all Illy brethren and friends, who, notwithstanding the dark clouds of doubt and distrust hung' thick in the horizon of my hopes, have stood by me till the last.
When first I took
the responsible position of Editor of the Sent1:nel,I did not do it of illy
own' accord --nor even willingly-but
because it secmed necessary to
those with whom I at that timc stood connccted.
But, having once put
my hand to the plow, I have never yet looked back; and I thank God
that, though there were not lacking those who were determined in thcir
opposition both to myself and the Sentinel, it stands to-day on a firmer
and bettor basis than it ever bcfore occupied since it began to bc.
True, it has cost me a few hundred dollars, as also it has our most ex.
cellent and beloved brother, Professor A. S. Fisher.
But what is the
paltry dust of earth compared with the saving of a single soul?
And
what rational man would exchange the eternal glory of giving the
'gospel to the poor' for all the gold of Ophir or the gems of Golconda?
Whatever humble part, therefore, I have acted in bringing the Sentinel
to the position it now occupies, I am only morc than grateful that God
has given me time and strength to do it. And whilc I rcgret to part
with those who have been more than brothers, yet I do exccedingly
rejoice that I can, with more confidence than cver, urge upon them the
necessity of coming up manfully to the work, and giving the Sentinel
that support which I am perfecUy assured, in the hands of Bro. Carman as editor, and Bro. Parish as proprietor, it will still continue to
merit.
Among Done of the least of which merits is the consideration
of its being enti1'ely a Home Missionary paper, the first, and to our
knowledge the onZy one, that occupies the full ground.
Of Bro. Carman's ability to take thc sole editorship it were superfluous for me to
write.
You all know him, and that is the best guaranty that you will
all love him and give all the aid you can. And, in conclusion, permit
me to state that, while conscious of inexperience and inability in matters editorial, I have endeavored to serve God with a 'conscience void
of offense'.
And now may the love of God onr Father, the grace of
Jesus our Savior, and the consolation of the Spirit our Comforter, be
with you all. Amen.
O. A. BURGESS.

l'

MORALITY does not include holiness, but holiness includes
and makes provision. for it ill the surest and noblest way.

morality,

"
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CAM P B E L'L.

[THIS venerable laborer in the cause of religious reformation and Christian education, has been f6r some wecks addressing the people of the
Great West on his favorite themes. Of his visit to Abingdon, Peoria,
and Eureka, we intended to give due notice, in advance, in our last
issue, but it was accidentally crowded out, and only discovered when
too late for remedy. We were exceedingly mortified at this, but did
our best, as an alternative, to give notice through our city papers.
We were greatly refreshed by this timely visit. We accompanied
him to Eureka, and there enjoyed the privilege of again hearing his
characteristic and sublime defense of the faith. From Eureka, he was'
proceeding on to some four or five other points in. Illinois, and thence
into Iowa, for a fortnight's tour.
His hosts of friends every where greeting him are delighted to find
him retaining so much of his strength of body, and fire and vigor Qf
intellect. His excellent lady accompanies him in his tour.
- We subjoin a notice of his discourse in this city, clipped from the
Daily Transcript.-r. N. c.]
I Ar,ExANDER CAMPBELL.-This
distinguished theologian paid our
city a visit on Tuesday last [Nov. 3], and, notwithstanding the excitement occasioned by the election that day, addressed a full house at the
hour of ten 0' clock.
The audience hung with almost breathless silence on his eloquence,
while he discoUl:sedto them near an hour and a half, on the words of
Paul to the Corinthians. "I, as a wise master-builder, have laid the
foundation," etc. "Other foundation can no man lay than that which
is laid, which is Jesus the Christ."
He in the first place gave a very graphic description of the present
state of the religious world, divided and subdivided into so many sects
and parties j each one having its peculiar shibboleth and its own foundation, being built on speculative abstractions, which have not the
power to convert one single sinner, or to warm into ardent love one
feeble saint. He most powerfully insisted that no human creed, formula, catechism, confession of faith, or mere speculative abstraction, ever
had made or ever would make a christian j and, that their only tendency
was to divide the people of G'od. He insisted that the true process of
conversion was to believe in God, to trust and obey Christ, and to receive the Holy Spirit as a guest to dwell within us.
Mr. Campbell's head has been whitened by the frosts of some 68 or
70 winters. He is six feet high, his body erect, his eye piercing, his
manner exceedingly grave and dignified, his entire address that of the
most polished gentleman j and he deals with the original Greek and
Hebrew Scriptures as familiarly as with his own vernacular.
Those who missed hearing him missed truly an intellectual treat.
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YALEDICTORY.
ACCORDING to a previous arrangement, our connection with the Ghj'istian Sentinel, as one of its editors, must now terminate.
We can but
feel to rejoice that the Sentinel, which, when our connection as proprietor and one of the editors commenced, was by no means popular, and
its list of subscribers reduced to some two or three hundred, should
have become, in the short space of a single year, one of the most popular lll-onthlies in our entire ranks.
And, although we can not fully indorse all that its pages contain, it has excited more admiration, more
joy, and more jealousy too, than any paper of its circulation now in
the religious world. And its list of subscribers is most rapidly increasing, all the time.
Bro. Carman was young, inexperienced as an editor, and unknown to
the brethren of Illinois.
Bro. Burgess and myself pledged to stand by
J::1imand hold up his hands until he should become fully known to the
brotherhood of the State.
Our work is done.
The State Missionary
Society has indorsed him, and thus stepped in and assumed our relation.
We feel proud to have our protege married to so worthy and
frugal a wife as the Missionary Society.
For this cause shall Bro. C.
leave Bro. B. and myself and adhere to the Missionary Society, and
they twain shall be one.
.
"What God hath joined together let not man put asunder."
Bro.
C. and the Sentinel both have our warmest affection and most hearty
wishes for their future prosperity.
We still claim a page occasionally
in the Sentinel, through which to breathe into the ears of our brethren a
wish or a prayer, a sorrow or a joy.
JOHN LINDSEY.

NEWS FROM THE CHURCHES.

RAPIDS CITY, ILL., Sept. 8, 1857.

EDITORSSENTINEL:Last Fall, Bro. Geo. W. SMITH,of Benton county, Iowa,
organized a church here of (I believe) eleven members. In May, my brother
and myself held a meeting here and baptized one, making twelve, and, strange
to tell, they were six men and their wives. In June, Bro. SMITHreturned.
and held a meeting and baptized two. Since then I have been preaching here
once a month, and on Friday before the last Lord's-day in August commenced a series of meetings which continued till last Lord's-day evening. Our
hearts were made to rejoice by seeing many returning to the good old way,
both from the world and from Babylon. Twenty-four were baptized on profession of their faith, four united from the Baptists, two from the Methodists,
and two wanderers were restored to the fold of Christ, making in all thirtytwo. To the Lord be all the glory. Bro. PHILLIPS,of LeClare, Iowa, labored
with me a part of the time, and did good service.
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We have now in way of construction, and will soon have ready for use, a
brick house, 30X45 feet, and our prospect for doing much good is very favorable. Oh, may we all be true to the Lord's cause, and faithful in the discharge
of our whole duty, that Zion may triumph mightily, and the banner of the
eross wave triumphantly
over the whole land.
_
Yours in the faith and hope of the gospel,
•

A. G. LUCAS.

FLOWEItDALE

FAIt",

Oct. 21, 1857.

BRO: CARMAN: . Dear Sir -I
think we imposed the task of reporting our
meetings on Bro. MITCHELL. As he is absent in Ohio, perhaps it will not be
done unless 1 do it. At this place (Little Mackinaw) we had forty-two additions.
At Twin Grove, commencing the fourth Lord's-day in September,
there were nineteen.
Bro. ROBEWN assisted.
From Twin Grove 1 went to
Hittle's Grove, in Tazewell county, where we had forty additions, thirty-two
by immersion.
Weare thus led to conclude that the Lord is with his people, and that
his word is still his power to salvation.
Truly yours in the Lord,
GEO. W. MINIER.

[Since the above, Bro. M: has personaUy reported to us seven more
conversions at one of his meetings. We forget the particulars.
Bro. RUSSEI,L reports a fine meeting commenced at Jacksonville,
with four additions.]

EDITORIAL

NOTES.

REVIEW O~' BRO. RUSSELL.-Bro. J. M. H.'s No. II has not reached us at our
going to press.
This, however, was expected, as we issue our No. 12 nearly
a month in advance, in order to have thorough preparation for the new volume.
Bro. H. is a most excellent brother and an efficient preacher, whom, from long
acquaintance,
we highly esteem.
We hope to give his fullest expression on
the mooted topic to our readers of the new volume, together with whatever
else may be offered us thereon in good spirit, taste, and ability.
Bro. Russell
patiently awaits the fullness of time for such rejoinder as may seem tit, to
the various notices of his teaching, which have appeared in the Sentinel and
elsewhere.
WE ask particular attention to the valuable article of Professor Pendleton,
entitled "God's Part of the Work," which we copy in this number.
It is
worthy of being printed in letters of gold.
BOUNDVOLUMEs.-Sev~ral dozens of the present volume of the Sentinel are
being bound in excellent style.
They will be sent to any part of the U. S.,

•
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post-paid,

for $2.

And the names of such as send immediately

will be printed

in gilt on the back of their copies.
ONCEMORE, Rernernbel', that the net proceeds of the Sentinel are devoted to
Home Missions.
What brother in Illinois can refuse to aid, by his subscription, the (louble work of preaching
If you bave not renewed already,
is now ended.
As wc dare risk no
at once, your name, post-office, and
us all the ncw subscribers

by tongue and pen?
reader, your subscription to the Sentinel
rule but that of advance pay, give us again,
one dollar.· Renew "vithout fail, and send

you can raise.

THANKSto our advertising patrons.
Two new pages are deferred to next
number, it being impossible to get them into this.
Headers will notice that
ad vertising sheets are all extra.
We must
SEND in your subscriptions
for thc new volumc, immediately.
have some estimate of the number of copies to print for the next year, and
hn.ve it very soon ..
NEW T-ip}l.- Our next volume will appear in entil'ely new type. Fine as the
current'voiume
has been admitted to be in its execution, our excellent printers,
Messrs. NASONANDHILL, are determined

to surpass it in the next.

THE most. interesting and valuable discussion upon the Spirit, still going
on ~n the Sentinel, while it is inducing many to subscribe, IDay cause many
also to desire the back numbers; so as t.o have the controversy complete.
A
few full sets remain,

which those ordering

first may get.

WE ask all our readers to ponder well, t.hemselves, and then circulate, a circular which we send out. wit.h this number.
EXCHANGES.
l'he Ncw York Chronicle, edited by Rev. Pharcellus Church, is an able and
dignified Baptist weekly, and an excellent religious family newspaper.
It
warmly sustains the Bible Union, and has a share of its columns edited by
the leading officers of thn.t body,
We are glad to know that many of our
brct.hren take the Chronicle.
Every Bible Union man should have it. $2 per
annum.
The Herald, a secular weekly of St. Louis, Mo., brings
of interesting news.

us a great

amount

The Ruralist, a weekly literary sheet, edited by Brother S. R Jones, Palestine, Ill., is a journal much more spicy and entertaining than country papers
generally.

WANTED.-Eight Traveling Agents in addition to those already engaged for
the Sentinel-two
for Illinois, t.wo for Missouri, one for Ohio. and one for In-'
diana and Kentucky.
Said agents to commence by the 1st December next or
sooner.
Good wages can be made, with a proper exertion.
For further particulars apply to J. W. PARISH, Peoria, Illinois.

